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13. AISTPACT (Mhmgu' JOGww
Critical to the success of the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research (AFOSR) mission is the ability of AFOSR to draw upon
the research community in the United States to respond to its
needs. In recent years, however, the number of U. S. citizens
seeking advanced degrees in the areas of Air Force research
interests has been decreasing. This refers specifically to
the number of U. S. citizens obtaining Ph.D. degrees in areas
of mathematics, science, and engineering that are of interest
to the Air Force. This situation points toward the potential
problem of a future shortage of qualified researchers in areas
critical to the nation's security interest.

To address this problem, the United States Air Force
Laboratory Graduate Fellowship Program (USAF/LGFP) was I
established. The program annually provides three-year

fellowships for at least 25 Ph.D. students in research areas
of interest to the Air Force. 'm Wi Qmp""

Ihis report includes information on the following topics:
Volatile Organic Materials in soil and Their Removal,
Seismological Studies of Earth Structure, Cerebral
Configurations of Parents and Siblings of Language Diordered
Boys, Thermo Inelasticity, Theorems of Linear Systems,
Feedback Stabiization in Deformable Tokomak Plasmas oIIf
Magnetisphere Ionosphere Cuupling Measurements, and Analysis
oF Autonomic Activity Ouring Motion Sickness._<
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Vacuum extraction of .
VOCs from contaminated
soils is an effective
weapon against ground-
water contamination.

VAPORIZING V
NEIL J. HUTZLER
JOHN S. GIERKE
BLAINE E. MURPHY

off-site treatment or disposal. Air unsaturated zone.
extraction processes cause minimal * Soil heterogeneity. Heterogenei-

hen soils are con- disturbance of contaminated soil ties influence air movement aswell
taminated with and they use standard equipment. as the location of chemicals, mak-
volatile organic There is demonstrated experience ing it more difficult to position ex-
chemicals (vocs), at pilot and field scale up to sev- traction and inlet vents. There are
the potential for eral years duration, and the pro- significant differences in the air

ground-water contamination per- cess can be used to treat larger vol- conductivity of the various soil ho-
sists. Even after discharges have umes of soil than can be practi- rizons. A horizontally-stratified soil
been stopped, the unsaturated cally excavated. There is also the may be favorable for vapor extrac-
zone above an aquifer retains a potential for product recovery. tion. The relatively impervious
portion or all of a chemical dis- strata will limit the rate of vertical
charge. Soil contaminants are SYSTEM VARIABLES inflow from the ground surface and
flushed to ground water with infil- According to our findings for the make the vacuum more effective
trating rain and diffuse through EPA study, the design and opera- horizontally from the extraction
the air-filled pores. Soil vapor ex- tion of a vapor extraction system point. Some soil layering can make
traction is a cost-effective tech- depends on several factors. it easier to extract VOCs where
nique for voc removal, and its use 0 Contamination volume. The ex- horizontal air channeling occurs
is becoming widespread. tent to which the contaminants through sand layers with subse-

A recent study for EPA of a rep- are dispersed in the soil, both ver- quent diffusion from less permea-
resentative sampling of installa- tically and horizontally, is impor- ble layers.
tions offers some useful informa- tant in deciding if vapor extraction 0 Contaminant location and area
tion. Basically, the method in- is cost-effective. Soil excavation development. If the contamination
volves removing air that contains and treatment is probably less extends across property lines, be.
volatile chemicals from unsatu- costly when only a few hundred neath a building or beneath an ex-
rated soil. Fresh air is injected or cubic yards of near-surface soils are tensive utility trench network, va-
flows into the subsurface at loca- contaminated. por extraction should be consid-
tions around a spill site, and the * Ground-water depth. Soil vapor ered instead a more intrusive
vapor-laden air is withdrawn un- extraction systems have been used decontaminating technique. This is
der vacuum from recovery vents, in shallow as well as deep unsatu- especially so in a highly developed

The method, also known as sub- rated zones. However, where area.
surface venting, vacuum extrac- ground water is more than 40 ft * Site soil characteristics. Air con-
tion, in situ soil air-stripping and deep and contamination extends to ductivity controls the rate at which
soil venting, has several advan- the water table, a soil vapor ex- air can be drawn from soil by an
tages. It is a relatively simple con- traction system may be the only applied vacuum. The soil moisture
cept and can be used in conjunc- way to remove VOCs from the un- content or degree of saturation is
tion with other soil decontamina- saturated zone. In some cases, also important because it is easier
tion procedures-biological ground-water depth can be low- to draw air through drier soils. At
degradation, washing, on-site or ered to increase the volume of the one site in the Southwest where
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the soil was relatively dry (2-5% benzene, acetone and heavier pe- signed to penetrate fully the unsat-
moisture content), it took only 7 troleum fuels. urated soil zone or the geologic
months to remove over 6 tons of 0 Operating variables. Higher air- stratum to be cleaned. An extrac-
dichloropropene using moderate flow rates tend to increase vapor tion vent is usually constructed of

air-flow rates of between 85 and removal because the zone of influ- slotted plastic pipe placed in a
250 cu ft per min. Some designers ence is increased and air is forced permeable packing, and can be
think soil vapor extraction systems through more of the air-filled either vertical or horizontal. Verti-
should be used only in highly pores. More vents allow better cal alignment is typical for deeper

permeable soils. However, these control of air flow but also in- contamination zones and results in

systems have been installed in soils crease construction and operation radial, subsurface air-flow pat-
with a wide range of permeabili- costs. The water infiltration rate terns. If the depth of the contami-
ties. Even clayey or silty soils can can be controlled by placing an nated soil or the depth to the
be effectively ventilated by the impermeable cap over the site. In- ground-water table is less than 15
usual levels of vacuum developed termittent extraction from differ- ft, it may be more practical to dig
in a soil vapor extraction system. ent vents allows time for chemicals trenches across the area of con-
The success of the soil vapor ex- to diffuse from immobile water and tamination and install perforated
traction in these soils depends on air zones, resulting in the removal piping horizontally. It is important
the presence of more conductive of higher concentrations. to look at the depth of the vents
strata, as would be expected in al- 0 Response variables. System per- relative to the water table eleva-
luvial settings or with relatively formance parameters include air tion. Not only does the water table
low moisture contents. pressure gradients, VOC concen- elevation vary seasonally-maybe
* Chemical properties. In con- trations and power usage. Vapor even daily-but clay lenses can
junction with site conditions and removal rate is affected by the lead to perched water.
soil properties, chemical properties chemical's volatility, its sorptive
determine the feasibility of a soil capacity into soil, the air-flow rate,
vapor extraction system. The sys- the distribution of air flow, the
tem most effectively removes com- initial distribution of the chemical, DESIG N
pounds that exhibit significant vol- soil stratification or aggregation O PM 'g AM
atility at ambient subsurface tem- and the soil moisture content.
peratures. Common screening tools FLEXILE A D
are the air-water partitioning coef- DESIGNING THE SYSTEM
ficient and vapor pressure. Com- A typical system consists of (1) EFFEC
pounds with values of Henry's Law extraction vents. (2) air inlets or
constants greater than 0.01 or va- injection vents (optional), (3) air In addition, reduced air pres-
por pressures over 1 in. of mercury headers, (4) vacuum pumps or air sures resulting from the applied
are removable by vapor extraction. blowers, (5) flow meters and con- vacuum at an extraction vent leads
Trichloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichlo- trollers, (6) vacuum gauges, (7) to mounding of the water table.
roethane, methylene chloride, car- sampling ports, (8) air-water sepa- Larger hole borings for the vents
bon tetrachloride, dichloroethy- rator (optional), (9) vapor treat- promote water vapor condensation
lene, tetrachloroethylene, 1,3-dich- ment (optional) and (10) an im- within the bore packing.
loropropene and gasoline permeable cap (optional). Design- The first few feet of augured col-
constituents (benzene, toluene, ing both pilot and field scale umns for vertical vents or trenches
ethyl benzene and xylene) have all systems involves sizing and locat- for horizontal vents are usually
been successfully removed by va- ing these components. grouted to prevent the direct in-
per extraction. Compounds less Vent design and placement. Ex- flow of air. Usually, several vents
easily removed include trichloro- traction vents are typically de- are installed. Irv stratified systems,

U TABLE i.

CONDITIS AT TYPICAL VAPOR EXTRACTION SITES
Site I Site 2 Site 3 Site 4

1 Soil type sandIsiltigravel sand clayey sand sand
Depth to ground water (ft) 240 40-50 48-53 >30
Contaminated volume (cu yd) > 4.000 > 400,000 unknown > 33,000
Extraction vent diameter (in.) 2 (PVC) (galvanized steel) 4 (PVC) 2 (PVC)
Screen depth (ft) 15-25 unknown 10-15 6-25
Number of vents 79 >20 6 7
Vent spacing (ft) variable unknown 14-50 40-90
Fresh-ar source inlet vents inlet vents surface surface
Blowers 3 8 one vacuum pump 1
Total flow (cu ftlmin) 86-250 unknown unknown 210
cap none clay and concrete existing pavement none
vow treatment none combustion none none
Contaminants dichloropropee acetone, ketone. gaoline orgafnic solvents

toluene, xyle
Initial mas (Ib) 50,000-90.000 unknown unknown unknown
Amount extra ed (Ib) 90,000 > 78000 22000 240
Duration of operation (months) 7 >5 7 unknown
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more tnan one vent can be in- sure gradients in the direction of to use a separate blower for injec-
stalled at the same location, each the extraction vents. Typically, in- tion. Vapor treatment efficiency
venting a given stratum. Extrac- jection and inlet vents are similar can be improved by installing the
tion vents can be installed incre- in construction to extraction vents, blower between the moisture sepa-
mentally starting with areas of Extraction vents can be designed rator and the vapor treatment sys-
highest contamination. This al- to be used as air inlets, tern to take advantage of the heat
lows the system to be brought on- Piping and blower systems. Pip- generated by the blower.
line as soon as possible. ing materials and headers are usu- A flow meter should be installed

Spacing is usually based on an ally made of plastic or steel. How- to monitor the volume of ex-
estimate of the radius of influence ever, headers should be con- tracted air. This measurement is
of an individual extraction vent. structed of steel for durability, used in conjunction with gas anal-

ysis to determine the total mass of
FIGURE 1. contaminants extracted from the
SYSTEM SCHEMATIC soil. Flow measurements from in-

dividual vents are useful for opti-
VapM mizing extraction system opera-

Awl a ebm treaumw tion. A flow meter consisting of an
Hqs aCW -O _ 5= .O orifice plate and manometer, to-

V ] ,gether with the appropriate rating
84. C-Pcurve, will yield the system dis-

charge air flow rate.
.Impermeable caps. Capping the

----- - entire site with plastic sheeting,
.............. clay, concrete or asphalt enhances

. . . . .. . . ... ".'.'.'. ... " " . .... : -:- -: -.:-.. .. " '. , . .... . . . ..:....... m e m a l a s a p n h

.......... ..... .horizontal movement toward the
.extraction vent. A cap controls the

.... . ....... air-flow pathway so that clean air is
... .-. more likely to come from air vents

or injection vents. Without a cap,
air enters the soil from the surface
nearest the vent. Impermeable caps
extend the radius of influence

A typical soil vapor extraction system configuration, around the extraction vent.
The use of i ground surface

Vent spacing typically ranges from especially in colder climates. Borh cover will also prevent or minimize
15 to 100 ft. Screening depth pipes and headers are usually bur- infiltration, which, in turn, re-
probably has an effect only at low ied or wrapped with heat tape and duces moisture content and fur-
air-flow rates. At such flow rates, insulated in northern climates to ther chemical migration. With lit-
higher recovery rates result when prevent condensate freezing. Head- tie or no infiltration, water is less
the screen is placed near the water ers can be configured in a grid, but likely to be extracted from the sys-
table rather than screening the full manifold construction appears to tem. In very dry climates, a reduc-
depth of the vadose zone. Vents be more common. A control valve tion of moisture content to where
should be constructed with solid is usually installed at each vent partial drying of the soil occurs re-
pipe between the top of the screen head and at other critical loca- duces system efficiency due to in-
and the soil surface to prevent the tions, such as lateral-header con- creased adsorption capacity of the
short circuiting of air and to ex- nections, to provide operational dry soil.
tract deep contamination, flexibility. Typically, ball or but- Air-water separator. If water is

Air inlets. In the simplest soil terfly valves are used because they pulled from the extraction vents,
vapor extraction systems, air flows provide better flow control, an air-water separator is required
to an extraction vent from the The vacuum for extracting soil to protect the blowers or pumps
ground surface. To enhance air air is developed by an ordinary and to increase the efficiency of
flow through zones of maximum positive displacement industrial vapor treatment systems. The con-
contamination, air inlet or injec- blower, a rotary blower, vacuum or densate may need treatment as a
tion vents can be part of the in- aspirator pump, or a turbine. Most hazardous waste depending on the
stallation. Air vents are passive, commonly used blowers have rat- types and concentrations of con-
and usually only a fraction of ex- ings ranging from 100 to 6,000 cu raminants. The need for a separa-
tracted air comes from air inlets. ft per min at vacuums up to 30 in. tor can be eliminated by covering
This indicates that air drawn from of mercury gauge. Electric drive the treatment area with an im-
the surface is the predominant motor ratings are usually 10 hp or permeable cap. In some cases, gas-
source of clean air. Injection vents less. The pressure from the outlet oline can be recovered by using a
force air into the ground and must side of the pumps or blowers is gasoline-water separator combined
be installed at the edge of a site so usually used to push the exit gas with a vapor extraction/pumping
as not to force contamination away through a treatment system and system.
from the extraction vents. They can be used to force air back into Vapor treatment. Air emission
are also placed between adjacent the ground if injection vents are problems should not be created
extraction points to ensure pres- used. It is more common, however, while remediating soil contamina-
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tion. However, vapor treatment Sampling ports are usually in- OTHER APPLICATIONS
may not be required for systems stalled at each vent head, at the Soil air extraction is used in
that produce easily degradable blower and after gas treatment. conjunction with ground-water
chemicals at low emission rates. The basic measurements required pumping and treatment as a low-
There are several treatment sys- to assess system performance are cost alternative for the cleanup of
tems available that limit or control the system air-flow rate and the petroleum and solvent spills. Large
air emissions. These include liq- concentration of volatile organic quantities of organic chemicals can
uid/vapor condensers, incinera- chemicals in the extracted flow. be retained in the vadose zone by
tors, catalytic converters and gran- The system VOC concentration capillary forces, dissolution in soil
ular activated carbon (OAC). data is checked using a gas chro- water, volatilization and sorption.

If air-emissions control or vapor matograph with a detector appro- If this product can be removed be-
treatment is required for an instal- priate for the compounds expected fore it reaches the ground water
lation, a vapor-phase activated car- in the exhaust gas. then the problem is mitigated.
bon adsorber system will probably At most sites, the initial VOC re- Some studies show that vapor ex-
be the most practical system, de- covery rates are relatively high and traction is effective in removing
pending on chemical emission rates then decrease asymptotically to organic chemical vapor, sorbed
and VOC levels, although catalytic zero with time. Vapor extraction is chemical and free product at the
oxidation units have produced fa- more effective at sites where the water table. This suggests that the
vorable results. Gas-phase GAC more volatile chemicals are still soil should be decontaminated by
may require heating the extracted present-when the spill is rela- vapor extraction before ground-
air. Heating controls the relative tively recent. Several studies show water cleanup can be completed.
humidity, which, in turn, opti- that intermittent venting from in-
mizes the carbon usage rate. As dividual vents is probably more ef-
the fraction of water vapor in- ficient in terms of mass of voc ex-
creases, the capacity for the target tracted per unit of energy ex- FOR DEVELOP
chemical decreases and the carbon pended. This is especially true
replacement rate increases. The when extracting from soils where 1AREAS, SOL VAPR
spent carbon may be considered a mass transfer is limited by the rate
hazardous waste due to the type of at which chemicals diffuse out of SYSTEM ARE L
contaminants. Incineration can be immobile air zones and impermea- IN RUSIVE THAN
self-sustained combustion if the va- ble layers. Optimal system opera-
por contains high concentrations tion may involve taking individual OTHER METHODS.
of hydrocarbons or combustible vents in and out of service to al-
volatile chemicals. Usually there is low time for liquid and gas diffu-
a lag time to achieve a high con- sion and to change air-flow pat- Researchers have also observed
centration of combustibles. Con- terns in the region being vented, that inducing subsurface air-flow
central ions of volatiles in the air The design and operation of soil enhances microbial degradation of
stream might be increased by in- vapor extraction systems can be organic compounds. Ideally, then,
termittent blower operation or by quite flexible, allowing for changes vapor extraction could remove ehe
intermittently operating different during the course of operation in lighter molecular weight, more vol-
extraction vents. Some systems vent placement, blower size anid air atile compounds while creating
have auxiliary fuels to maintain a flows from individual vents. If the aerobic conditions to promote the
desired exhaust temperature. system is not operating effectively, degradation of the heavier, less

There may be other uses for ex- changes in vent placement or cap- volatile chemicals.
traction system off-gas. On one ping the surface may improve it. Soil vapor extraction is effective
project, where the initial extrac- At one site, the blowers were for removing volatile chemicals
tion rate of volatiles was over 2,000 housed in modules with quick dis- over a wide range of conditions.
lb per day, the extracted gas was connect attachments, allowing for The design and operation of these
piped to the combustion air intake portability, systems is flexible enough to allow
zone of a nearby industrial boiler A major problem with soil vapor for rapid changes in operation, op-
in continuous operation. extraction systems is determining timizing chemical removal. 1-

Monitoring systems. Various when the site is clean enough to
monitoring devices such as sam- cease operation. Mass balances us- Nd 1J. Hutzl, M.ASCE, is an associate
pling ports, vacuum gauges and ing initial and final soil borings professor of civil and envirnmental eni-
pilot tubes are required for esti- have not been particularly success- neering at Michigan Technological Uni-
mating vapor discharges. Pressure ful in predicting amounts of chem- .ersitv, Houghton. John S. Gierke,
gauges are used to monitor the ical actually removed. Soil vapor A.M.ASCE, is completing his doctoral uork
pressure losses in the overall sys- measurements in conjunction with under PRufessor Hutzler. Blaine E. Mur-
tem and to optimize air flow. Va- soil boring and ground-water mon- p hy, A.M.ASCE, a groduate student w4,
por and pressure monitoring itoring can better determine the :"u snudy us pe* d is an entn-
probes can be placed in the soil remaining chemicals. Some design- men engmeer * Bht, Envirtmwn-

tal Inc., Housmo. The ctmplete study is
surrounding the extraction system ers suggest intermittent operation EpA 600/2-89-024, Im the agency's Risk
to measure vapor concentrations near the end of cleanup. If vapor Reducti Engmerg Labon , Cin.
and the radius of influence. Moni- concentration shows no significant cinna. The findings, opinions and can-
toring wells are usually necessary increase on restart, one can as- dausions am the authors' and do nor nec-
to assess final site cleanup. sume the site is decontaminated. essanl.v reflect those of EPA.
60 CIVIL ENGINEERING
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Modeling the Movement of Volatile Organic Chemicals in Columns
of Unsaturated Soil

JOHN S. GIERKE, NEIL J. HUTZLER, AND JOHN C. CRITTENOEN

Department of Civil Engineerng . ,fhigan Technological Univesay Houghton

Mechanisms affecting the fate of nondegradable volatile organic chemicals in sois include (I)
advection in air and water. (2) dispersion in air and water, (3) air-water mass transfer and equilibrium.
(4) diffusion in immobile water. (I) mass transfer between mobile and immobile water, and (6) sorption.
A determinislic model was developed to account for these processes in laboratory columns of
unsaturated senl. The general form of the model was solved numerically. The numerical solution was
verified with analytic solutions for simplified conditions. Column experiments were conducted to
validate the moll and to determine the relative importance of each mechanism in two soil types. The
movement of trichloroetherne was measured in a column packed with a uniform sand and one packed
with uniformly sized aggregates that were made from clay. Paramecr values for the model predictions
were independently determined from direct measurements and literature correlations. Bromide tracer
studies were performed to determine parameter values that could not be measured directly or were not
estimated accurately by literature correlations. For the sand column the amount of immobile water.
the rate of liquid diffusion, and the liquid dispersion coefficient were measured in a tracer study. A
batch rate study was used to measure the rate of intraaggregale diffusion in the clay agglregates. The
liqu id dispersion coefficient for the column containing aglregatcs was measured in a tracer study.
These parameter values were used in the model to predict the breakthrough and etution of
trichlotocthenc in the two columns. To describe the column data, however. Henry's constant was
increased from a literature value of 0.4 to 0.7. and the predicted gas dispersion cocfficient was reduced
by a factor of 10.

INTOOUCrION Mechanisms of nonequilibrium (Nielsen at aL. 1986; Brus-
seau and Rao. 19891. specifically those associated with

Subsurface contaminant transport and attenuation is gov- physical reactions, have typically been ignored in the deri-
emed by a number of spreading. retardation, and transfor- vation of three-dimensional transport models. Models that
matton mechanisms such as advection. dispersion, diffusion, describe the one-dimensional movement of vapors or aque-
and interfacial mass transfer; adsorption and volatilization; ous solutes have studied some nonequilibrium effects. For
and biological and chemical reactions. These mechanisms example. DeSmedt tal. (19861 used a model developed by
and their impacts on chemical fate are discussed in detail by van Genuchten and Wierenga 119761 to study the impact of
MacKayetaL 119851 and Nielsen et al 119861. As a chemical diffusion in immobile water on tracer breakthrough curves in
travels through soil with fluid flow, the shape of its concen-
tration profile is affected by dispersing or spreading mecha. columns of unsaturated sand. They propose that the impor-

tance of diffusion in immobile water increases with decreas-nisms, the profile's position is slowed by retardation mech- .
anisms, and the concentration may also decrease due to ing water content. The three-dimensional model derivations
biological and chemical transformations. ignore this mechanism by assuming that all of the water is

Prevtous work on modeling unsaturated transport has mobile.
focused in three areas: (1) vapor transport in the upper soil There continues to be a need for a better understanding of
layer for predicting pesticide movement (Rolston et al., subsurface fate processes (Nielsen er aL. 1986; Abrioa and
1969; Mayer er aL., 19741 and for assessing the behavior of W~eber, 19861, including those associated with physical non-
organic chemicals Vury er aL., 1980, 19831, (2) tracer and equilibrium. To date, many studies aimed at gaining a better
nonvolatile chemical transport for simulating the one. understanding of chemical fate processes in the vadose zone
dimensional movement of salts and heavy metals [van Gen. have been segmented and disciplinary (Nielsen er al., 19861.
uchten and Wierenga. 1976; Jury, 1982I . and (3) thre. Especially lacking are integrated modeling-experimental ap-
dimensional subsurface movement of liquids and vapors for proaches (Abnsola and leber, 19861; approaches that not
estimating the travel time of organic solvents and petroleum only formulate hypotheses of fate mechanisms but test the
products to groundwater Abriola and Pinder, 1985a; Lind. hypotheses experimentally as well as numerically.
strom and Aver, 1986; Corapcaoglu and Baehr, 19671, Al- This paper presents a one-dimensional model that de-
though the three-dimensional models are conceptually closer scribes the movement of dilute solutions of nondegradable
to field conditions, these models have not considered all of volatile organic chemicals (VOCs) in unsaturated soil. Vet-
the mechanisms. Moreover. the three-dimensional models ification of the model's numerical solution and experimental
have not been validated experimentally. To determine a results for determining the validily of the model as a tool for
model's predictive capability it is important to do so obriola understanding subsurface transport are also presented. Ver-
and Weber. 1986) .  ification of the numerical solution is obtained by comparing

numerical calculations to analytic solutions for simplified
Copyright 1990 by the American Geophysical Union. conditions. Experimental results are used to validate the

Paper number 89WR03634. model and, in conjunction with numerical calculations, to
004313970/89WR-06.1WSS.00 improve the level of understanding of several important
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Fill. t. Conee"pial Picture of Unsaturated moil column used fur model development.

mechanisms of subsurface transport. This paper shows that Liquid dispersion in the direction of Row is much greater
the model can be used to examine the contributions of in unsaturated soil than in saturated soil (DeSmned at aL,
advection, dispersion, mass transfer resistance. diffusion in 19861. Liquid dispersion is assumed constant and is de-
immobile water, sorption, and volatilization on the spreading scribed using a Fickian approach because of the assumption
and retardation of VOC breakthrough curves in columns of steady water flow and uniform moisture content
packed with homogeneous soil materials. [ ierenga, 1977). Because of these simplifying conditions.

gas dispersion is described in the same manner as liquid
MOEL DEVCLOPMLTWr dispersion.

(rueI is a conceptual picture of a soil column that is Diffusion in immobile water has been shown to be impor-

usta?"tfhe model development that follows. The mecha- tant in saturated soil systems (Crittenden et aL, 1986;
nisms being considered are (I) air and water advection, (2) Htirler et at, 1986; Roberts e al., 19871. The significance of
liquid and gas dispersion in the direction of flow, (3) liquid intraaggregate diffusion in unsaturated soil is thought to be
diffusion in pores filled with immobile water, (4) mass transfer greater than in saturated systems (van Genuchten and
resistance at the air-water and the mobile-immobile water tiercnga, 1977: van Gentichien et al., 1977DeSmedr et aL.
interfaces, (5) partitioning between the air-water phase, and (6) 19861. Diffusion in immobile water zones is described here as
sorption to soil organic matter from aqueous solution. Fickian diffusion in saturated micropores contained within

Descriptions of unsaturated water flow are complicated by uniformly sized, spherical aggregates lRao et aL, 19821.
hysteresis and the variation of soil properties with location. Mass transfer resistance at the air-water interface could be
In addition, dynamic environmental conditions such as at- an important mechanism in fate modeling of volatile pollut-
mospheric pressure, ambient temperature, and rainfall ants in unsaturated soil. Others have ignored its impact in
events miter the flow of water. Air flow also affects liquid subsurface transport by assuming rapid air-water equilib-
permeability. Since one of the primary objectives of this rium [Abrnola and Pinder, 1985b; Lindtrom and Pwer. 1986;
study is to compare the relative impact of liquid advection to LCora__ucI&ja

7~ eft 1987). Air-water mass transfer is
dispersion. diffusion, and mass transfer resistance, it is included in the model to test the impact it has on chemical

advantageous to assume constant pressure, temperature, movement. Although mass transfer resistance at the mobile-
and wetting conditions and assume that soil properties and immobile water interface (film transfer) has been found by
moisture profiles are uniform. W'itiv 1I1971 showed that others lobe unimportant in saturated soils (Crittenden et aL,
when analyzing breakthrough curves of noninteracting sol. 18 be at 8 stated 18.ii inluded
utes on the basis of cumulative drainage, transient and 1986; Hutzleretmat, 196;Robensetat. 1987 it is included
steady flow calculations give similar results.in unsaturated systems.

Air flow in unsaturated soil is usually small in comparison RetardationAhe rate of movement of a chemical profile orl"
to water flow, but it is becoming common practice to induce relative to rate of water or air movement is a function of the
air flow for removing VOCs from soil (Hutzler er aL, 1989a. solute phase distribution at equilibrium. The model develop-
Steady, one-dimensional air flow in the same direction ment assumes VOC solutions are dilute. Hence air-water
(ocurrent) as water flow was included in this model devel- equilibrium can be described by Henry's law. Freundlich
opment so that the model could be used to determine when adsorption equilibrium (Freundlich, 19221 is used to describe
mass transfer resistance at the air-water interface is an chemical equilibrium between water and soil organic matter.
important mechanism in unsaturated soil. The model devel- Adsorption of vapors onto soil was assumed to be unimpor-
opment assumes that the air is satrated with water so that tant IRoy and Gnfn, 19871 because soil surfaces are usually
moisture content remains constant. covered by water.
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Derivation of Dimensioned Equa-ions equilibrium with the sorbed-phase concentration on the

The model was developed to describe the movement of ; adjacent soil surface. The change in the total intraaggregate

single VOC in laboratory columns of unsaturated soil where concentration (1(R, Z, T)) with respect to time is equal to

the mechanisms described above are operative. The soil the rate at which chemical diffuses through the internal

system is divided into the three zones shown in Figure 1: pores:

mobile or immobile air. mobile water, and aggregates com- 01R. Z. T) l a fD,eSR
5  

C,(,R. Z. T)1
posed of immobile water and solid soil particles. Mass - W TR[ - e) OR (3)
balances on these zones result in three partial differential OT 

-  Pa(-
equations in terms of dimensioned variables and parameters. like 12), (3) assumes that changes in axial water concentra-

The air and mobile water, as depicted in Figure 1, are tne small ass a n a iaeter Thera

assumed to be continuous phases. The smallest pores, such tion are small across an a gregate diameter. Tch variable
as those contained in aggregates, contain water that is 11R. Z, T) is the total chemical concentration per unit mass

immobile. If the water content exceeds the soil's field of soil at a specific radial position within an aggregate:
capacity, water will flow through larger pores while the eS,
largest pore spaces still contain air. Since there is no ZR. 2, T) - C,(R. Z, T) . Q(R. Z. T) (4)
theoretical method for determining the fraction of interphase
contact between air and immobile water and between air and
mobile water, the rate of air-water mass transfer is assumed The equilibrium between the aqueous and sorbed phases
to be lumped into a single transfer rate between air and within the micopores is described with the Freundlich
mobile water. Therefore it is assumed that chemical phase [19221 isotherm equation:
transfer occurs between the air and mobile water and the Q(R, Z. T) - KC,(R, Z. T)I (5)
mobile and immobile water. It is also assumed that the water
in contact with soil surfaces, where sorption can occur, is where Q(R, Z. T) is the mass of chemical sorbed per unit
immobile. mass of soil.

A mass balance on the air zone results in the following The initial condition for solving the above equations can
equation: be any specified concentration profile within the column.

Typically, for soil columns the initial concentrations are
=C,(Z, TI PQC, T) JZ, T) zero:

tT 8Z2 a Z
C,(O 5 Z i L, T - 0) - C.(O I Z I L. T- 0)

a -SIZ [ H (1) 10 5R 9R., 0 9Z SL. T -0) -O (6)
Boundary conditions for (1) and (2) are derived from the

Equation (I) describes the change in VOC vapor concentra- fact that soil columns are closed reactors [Levenspief, 19621.
1 tion ,(Z. T)) with respect to time. The terms on the right will be shown later that analytical solutions of the model
side itepresent gas dispersion or diffusion, gas advection. and exist for simplified conditions; however, for the general case
sir- vlater mass transfer. shown a numerical solution method is necessary. In an

A mass balance on the mobile water zone results in a attempt to force the numerical method to conserve chemical
similar expression for the change in VOC concentration in mass. overall mass balances on the mobile water and air
mobile water (Cb(Z. T)): phases are used for two boundary conditions. The difference

C.(Z. T) a C,(Z. T) aCb(Z, T) KLa bctween the mass of VOC entering and leaving the column

T+ E by advection in air must equal the mass accumulating in the
aT 5F - Z .(S air minus the mass transferred to the air from the water:

E.rc bZ. T )T + 3kj41 - all - S,) uC()-Q ,]) ,Z )a
H (S - SIM. ;-,T C( , T L C(, I8

[C,(R - R., Z. TI -CiZ. TI] (2) , & ~ CZ

The terms on the right side of (2) represent liquid dispersion, - C,(Z. T) - S ] (7)
liquid advection. mass transfer between air and mobile ti I
water, and film transfer. The mathematical representation of C,,(T) is the time-varying influent concentration in the air.
mass transfer between the mobile and immobile water in (2) The difference in chemical mass entering and leaving the
assumes that an aggregate whose center is at axial position Z column in water must equal the accumulation in the water
absorbs chemical at a rate proportional to the deficit between and in the aggregates plus the mass transferred to the air
the immobile water concentration at the aggregate surface from the water:
(Cp(R - R_, Z. T))and the mobile water concentration. This
representation of 1Am transfer is appropriate when the axial a
water concentration gradient (aC5ISZ) is small across an tiCN,(T) - C%(Z = L, T] =-

aggregate diameter. 6
Figure I shows that soil aggregattes are represented by e),( -al .11, . R5 d uZ

uniformly porous spheres (Rao et aL., 19821 within which the • Ca(Z. T) + T)R' dR az
aqueous chemical concentration in the micropores is J I 5R'
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TABLE I. DClinilions of Dimensionless Groups

Group Definition Equation

Mass Traffer Groups

A, rate of advection in air u

rate of advection in mobile water a,

Ed, rate of diffusion in immobile water D jOL

rate of advecion in mobile water

re, rate of advcction in mobile water

rate of axial dispersion in mobilc water

P, rate of advection in mobile waler vL

rate of axial dispersion in air E.DS.

PC total advclive flux in air and in water I +A,

total dispersive flux in air and in waler Pe- I Pe.-

Sri, rate of transpon across mobile-immobile water interface kf(I - aII - S.)IL
rate of advectain in mobile water .&ts - SJR.

St. rate of transport across air-mobile water interface KeaL
rate of adveetion in mobile water 3ve(S - S,)

Chemical Durnuuio Groups

D, mass of chemical in immobile water S,

mass of chemical in mobile waler (S - S.)
DS, mass of chemical adsorbed to soil p, -PAI '

mass of chemical in mobile water e(. - S.)

D9. mass of chemical in air (I - S)

mass of chemical in mobile wales (S - S)
mass of chemical I1 air. in immobile water, and on soil D + DS. + Dg.

mass of chemical in mobile waler

R velocity of chemical froni I + Dg

velocity or"tcr (I +A,) (I + Dg,)
I/n isother intensity

Ka C5(Z, T)' Tbe other boundary condition for (3) is derived by per-
Cb(Z. 7) - -!E aZ (8) forming a mass balance on an aggregate. A change in mass ofe i(S - s, H- J chemical in an aggregate is equal to the mass transferred to

Ct,(T) is the time varying influent concentration in water, the aggregate from the mobile water:

Exit boundary conditions for (I) and (2) are obtained by j a E. kIR2

solving the following equations for the given initial condi- - YrR. Z. T)R dR = e)
tions: aT 0,1 - )

ofCu(Z.L, T) D lC,1(Z-L, T-.0) -[I -e(I -S,)jC(Z, T)-C(R-R.,Z, T)I (12)-o 00 (9)
aZ aT aZ Equation (12) is consistent with the assumption used to

d:CA(Z - L, T) OC&(Z = L. T = 0) represent film transfer in (2). Like (7) and (8). (12) attempts

0 .0 (10) to conserve mass during the numerical solution of the model
aZ aT OZ equations.

One boundary condition for (3) results from symmetry;

that is, no concentration gradient exists at the center of an Cosiverrion to Dimensionlss Form

aggregate: To reduce the complexity of the equations. so that model

aC,(R - 0, Z. T) solutions could be based on and characterized by fewer

aR -0 (II) parameters, the dimensioned equations derived above were
converted to a dimensionless form. Soil column model

Symmetry is based on the assumptions of spherical iggre- predictions in terms of relative (dimensionless) concentra-

gates and that axial changes in chemical concentration are tion as a function of dimensionless time ghput) can be
small across an aggregate diameter. characterized by the groups defined it(!!l I ese groups
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represent mass transfer mechanisms and chemical distribu- It + Arl
tions at equilibrium. Because water is the most common cs.(t) - ch(z t)I i - - -

transport medium in soil, the mass transfer groups are bised [I + Dg] at
on the rate of mass transport by water advection, and the f I
chemical distribution groups are based on chemical mass in . [ch(r. 0) + 3( Dg, +- Dg,] y(r. Z, [)r~2 dr) a:
mobile water. The magnitudes of the five mass transfer f 
groups (air Peclet (Pe,.), mobile water Peclet (Pe,,), immobile fI
water diffusion modulus (Ed.). mobile-immobile water Stan- + 35: jc 5 U. 1) - o~z. 4j)az (17) -

ton (Sib), air-water Stanton (St.)) represent the degree of a
spreading exhibited by a brcakthrough curve (Roberts et al.
19871. A large value of any of these groups indicates a small a te(z 1, 1 acb(Z - 1, t *

contribution from the corresponding mechanism toward the a .0 a,.0
observed spreading. For example, a large value of Pet, The diesoles omo h itaagrgt asb

means that transport by liquid dispersion is slow in compar- hdiesolsfrmfteinlageaemssbl
ison to that by water advection and therefore not important. ance (equation (3) is
An increase in the sir-water advective flux ratio (Ar) has the ai(r, z' I Ed,(I +- Dg] Ia [ac,(' z' I)]
same effect as increasing Pea, and Pe, and decreasing Sib, At , ,

St.. and Ed.. The chemical distribution groups (immobile a o,+ sI
water (Dg.), sorbed W9.,), vapor (Dg.)) and the isotherm (9
intensity (I1h) impact spreading because they determine the (9

amount of chemical insa given phase. Only Ar, Do,Dg.. and The dimensionless total intraagregate concentration must
t1n affect the magnitude of the retardation coefficient lR ). if satisfy
I/it is not equal to I. then R, is also dependent on concen- Dg,c,(r. z, t) + Dg, c,(P. z, 1
tration. y(F. Z. ) - (20)

Thrtoughput (t) is defined by assuming that a soil column is 05,I+ g
initially free of chemical and that the influent concentrations Equation (20) was obtained by substituting t5) into (4) and
are constant and in equilibrium (Cs.(T) - Ch_, C,,(7( dividing the result by the total iniraaggregate concentration
HCbj. Throughput is equal to the ratio of chemical mats fed in equilibrium with C'..
to the mass contained in the column at equilibrium with C.. The dimensionless form of the boundary conditions (equa.
Dimensionless concentrations are derived by dividing a tions 0(11 and (12)) for the intrssaggryegate mass balance are
particular phase concentration by its concentration in equi-
librium with CA_, Axial position [Z) is normalized by the 0. z. r) (21)o
column length (L) and radial position (R) by the aggregate 0(1
radius (R.).

The dimensionless forms of the air mass balance (equation Sth[C#,(Z. I) - co)r - ,Z' t)]

(1)) and its boundary conditions (equations (7) and (9)) arc [g,+ Dg,1I1 + Arl a f I

a4(z. 1) (:1 + LDg] I a'c.(z, 1 ft + Dg] ata r.zt)2d ()

at Dg( +A,)t~~ The dimensionless initial condition for Solving (13), (16),

a4(z. ) and (19) is
- Ar - -- 3Stf .(z. 1) -c(z. 01 (13) (8z 1,-0 c(O 1.-)

az (]SZ61 )-C( ,t-0

Og,[lc'( -1,1 01 +Ar] a =y(0 8irl 1,.08:8j1, r=0). 0 (23)
Cd:)';r( - Dig) = f. ) Ic'.(: ') riCoverting the model into a dimensionless form reduces

the number of parameters that characterize a solution from
317 l(a, D,, E., E,, H. K, kf,KL, L.1/. R.., ,S,, u,tv, 91P,)

[fc&(z, 0 c,.(:. t)] az (14) to 10 (Ar. Og,, Dg,, Dg,. Ed, I/n. Peb. Pe.,, Stb. St.,). it is
Ar also easier to characterize a solution in terms of these

a "c'(z - .1) ac,4z 1. 1 - 0) groups. Five groups (Ed, Peb. Pe_. S, - Iaffect only the
- 0 -0 115) shape of a breakthrough curve. Nine dp.. isioned parame.az al a: ters (H, K, L, I/n. S. U, Vi. E, P,) impact both shape and

In dimensionless form the mobile water mass balance position; the other eight affect only the shape.
(equation (2)) and its boundary conditions (equations (8) and
(10)) become Model Solutios

aC0,(Z, t) (t + D~g] t a2C5 (Z. t) acb(Z. 1) The general form of the model given by (13)4(23) is solved

at (I + Arj[ Ie;;;, numerically. Exact solutions can be obtained. however, when
In is equal to I and Ccrtain mass transfer mechanisms are

+ 3tjc(Z,0 -c (, 0 + Stg,(r1. . I - b~z t1 unimportant and when simpler boundary conditions than those
+ 3r~c(z.tO cM. :] +3StLcr I:. ) -c5(. )j given by (14). (I5). (17). and (18) are used. Several analytic

Isolutions are given below in increasing order of complexity.
(16) and the numerical solution is presented after them.
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In the results and discussion section. model verification Equation (27) assumes that the influent chemical concentra-
and validation are reported. The numerical solution method tion is constant (c,(,') - I). The initial condition is (23).
is verified by compas.ng its calculations to the analytic For Pe less th.,n 2 a soil column acts as a completely

solutions for a series of special cases. Validation of the mixed reactor [Levenspiel, 1962], and the solution of (25)
model is achieved by comparing model predictions to exper. approaches

imental results.
Local equilibrium soluion.. When the mechantsms af- C z L 1. 1 - I - exp [-t] (29)

fecting the rates to chemical equilibrium between phases are A breakthrough curve described by (29) represents the
fast in comparison to chemical movement in the direction of maximum observed spreading caused by dispersion.
air and water flow, then a condition of local cquilibrium is For Pa greater than 40 the following asymptotic solution is
said to exist [Bnisseau and Roo. 1989). It was assumed in the valid [Hashimoto er al.. 1'641:
model development that three mechanisms affect the time to
equilibrium between the air, water, and soil phases: air- c,(z = I, 2- - t-- )-/
water mass transfer, mobile-immobile water mass transfer, ( erfc "112
and intraaggregate diffusion. Therefore when the magnitudes
of St,. St,. and Ed. are large in comparison to Pe, or Je,, to (t2 + 41 - I) [-pefI -
the model will simulate local air e cq brium. Chemical concen- L exp ] (30)
trations in the air and on the soil can be determined from the 7 e ( )

water concentration when local equilibrium exists by the In general, the solution of (25) constrained by conditions
following equilibrium relationships: (27) and (28) is [Hashimoto ci at., 1964]

CQ(Z. TVH - Ch(Z, T) = C5(O 5 R 5 R., Z. T) (I) e ,,( Ir
(24) cb(Z 1 .,1 0 - erfc r

Q(0 * R R,. Z, T) = KCb(Z, T)
"  I

Throughout the remainder of this paper, when local equilib. - Pe "o +,)I

rium is assumed then it is also assumed that (24) is satisfied 2 xp (Pc) erfc 2,0

and that I/n is equal to I.
A mass balance across all phases in a column where local rPe-(l 

+ 
r)1

equilibrium exists results it the following expression in + 3(Pe t) exp (Pe) ierfc -2--'

terms of dimensionless water concentration: rPe ' '( l 4. r)l

3c5(z' el 1 d2ch(z,) 1 acs(z. 1) k4c,(Z, 1) - 2Pe 1) exp (Pe) t
2 erfc e

- -~~ (25) 2 i
at Pe at P aT az fPe"0 (2 + 1)1

The three mass balances in the general model reduce to one + 4(Pe 1) .7 exp (3Pe) i erfc P 2(2 +-r)

(equation (25)) because C,(Z, T). C,,(R, Z, T). and Q(R. Z. 210
T) are determined from (24). The three mass transfer groups rpeiO2 + rl
that are important are combined into one Peclet number - V6(Pe 'I exp (3Pe,2) 'i erfc I 2,0

(Pc): -J6P )ep( , 1 2

PC - [I +4 Ar] 1 - (26) + 20(Pe 032' esp l3Pef2) id erfc P '2+tIN Pe N'e imz l

Pe represents the ratio of mass transport by air and water FPe1'(Z+r
advection to mass transport by dispersion in both fluids. - 8(Pe ) exp (3Pe.)2 1' erfc | |+-" (31)

Equation (25) is the classical convection-dispersion equa. 2
tion most commonly used in subsurface transport modeling Danckweris [1953] solved (25) for open boundary condi-
(van Genuchten and Jury, 19871. The assumption of local tions which correspond to a column of infinite length:
equilibrium is used here to verify the numerical represents. c = -=, ) - 1 132)
'ion of gas and liquid dispersion ,n rhe g.neral model.

Various soltion, of (25) can be ,btaired by changing the cp,(z - , t) = 0 (33)

boundary conditions. I he conditions that are used for the
general model assume that (he column acts as a closed The solution of (25) for these boundary conditions is ]Danck.
reactor [Levenspiel, 19621 and are used to simplify the *errs, 1953]

numerical solution. Closed reactor boundary conditions for rPe ii -
(25) that enable an analytic solution to be obtained are those cI(z = (3 4 erfc I)
proposed by Danckwcris 119531: .2 2t10(34

I c&(z- 0 ", )Pltig flow solution. In structured or aggregated soils
1- c(z - t) - (27) where the air or water is flowing fast, the spreading that is

Pe as caused by axial dispersion in air and water could be negligi-
ble compared to the spreading caused by other mechanisms.

- 0-0 (28) Plug flow is assumed here so that the numerical approxima-

az tion of intraaggregate diffusion and film transfer could be
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tested against an analytic solution in the same manner as balances and their boundary conditions (equations (13)-(18))
dispersion is verified with the local equilibrium solutions, yields 2.V ODEs. where J is the number of axial collocation

Rosen 119521 derived an analytic solution for single-phase points. Additional ODEs (J x 1. where I is the number of
plug flow through a packed bed. The general model reduces radial collocation points) are produced by the application of
to the equations solved by Rosen 119521 if tiN is equal to 1, OC to the intraaggregate mass balance and its boundary
the air-water mass transfer rate is fast (large St,). and axial conditions (equations (19). 121), and (22)). Figure 2 s a
dispersion is slow in comparison to advection (large Pe). For schematic of the OC descretization of the solution domain
this condition, (13) and (16) combine to give and shows the coupling of the ODEs. This system of ODEs

, (,r I + Og b(z. r) is solved using an algorithm called GEAR which can be
_____ 1) + Dg)found in the International Mathematics and Scientific Li.

at [l+ LDg. az brary (IMSL). The application of OC is shown below in the
order in which GEAR receives the derivatives.

+ ] 3S r i The application of OC to (19) results in

dy(i,j, 1) Ed,[l e g] I-..
"The boundary condition for (35) is dI BD' AA -Ij Ar , c,(n, j t) (39) '

c,(z=0r>o) I (36)

Equations (19)--(22) are used to represent film transfer and Figure 2 shows that (39) is evaluated at I - I radial
intraaggregate diffusion. The initial condition is (23). collocation points at each axial collocation point (j - I to).

The exact solution of (35) is an integral, however, Rosen B,'.. is a member of an OC coefficient matrix for spherical

11954] developed the following asymptotic solution: geometry that is used to approximate the Laplacian of c,(r,
z. I). This matrix is constructed from a set of symmetric

c5 (z = 1. 1) Jacobi polynomials that represent the radial dependence of

r (I- -XIl +Dg [ I Ar + I cpl(r, z. t). The radial orthogonal polynomials are conatructed
= eic l" (37) with only even powers of r up to degree 21 using a weight

2 '4Dg, +. Dg,) 1SEd, 35:i 
1  

(3 function of I - r' over the interval of r from 0 to I. The
internal radial collocation locations shown in Figure 2 are the

Equation (37) is valid for [Rosen, 19541 positive roots of the 20) - I) degree polynomial and lie

Edi(I +A,) Lt 13.33 (38) between 0 and I. Because the matrix is symmetrical, (21) is
satisfied by the application of OC to (19) lFinlayson, 1980].

,i'mencalsoltion. The general form of the model (equa- Applying OC to (22) and solving for the change in the total
tions (13)-423)) is solved numerically by converting the partial intraaggregate concentration at r equal to I leads to the
differential equations (PDEs) to a system of ordinary dilfferen- following condition at the aggregate surface:
tial equations (ODEs). Orthogonal collocation (OC), a method
of weighted residuals, lends itself well to converting similar dy(f, j. t) I f 11 + Dg3Srh
types of PDE to systems of ODEs (Raghaswn and Riahven, d 1 7 I;Dg
1io33; Cnrenden et al.. 1986]. The resulting set of ODE can
then be solved by a number of standard techniques. -, p, 1. 'i

Raghavan and Riitiven (19831 used OC to solve equations •(cb0. ) -" .,, t)] - X dr (40)
similar to those comprising the general model except that an p -
inlet condition similar to (27) was used in their formulation. The
inlet boundary condition they imposed required an iterative Equation (140) is evaluated at all axial collocation locations.
solution method which involved guessing the inlet concentra- IV; is a member of d coefficient vector that is used in the
lion. The boundary conditions employed here (equations 114), quadrature approximation of the radial integrals. lVr, is
(17). and (22) a.-id the iterative step. More important is the nonzero because a %eight factor of I - r is used for the
fact that using (14), (17). and (22) will help conserve chemical construction of the radial basis functions lFinlayson, 1980).
mass during the process of numerically solving the model. The application of OC to the air and mobile water mass

Weighted residual methods allow separation of the time and halances (equations (13) and (16)) gives the following equa-
spatial dependency of a PDE by approximating the exact tions:
solution with a series of products of time-varying coefficients dc-G 1r 8 .+Dvand spatial basis or trial functions. The collocation method dcL.,) [1- A A )
requires that the residual between the numerical approximation d (I +.4r) Dg, Pe.
of the PDE and its exact value be orthogonal to the Dirac delta L
function at specified collocation points. This results in the
residuals being zero at the collocation points (Firlayson, 19801. -3St. (C( 'r)-cb(j, 0)1 (41)

Orthogonal collocation uses orthogonal polynomials as
basis functions and specifies that the collocation points be dc"lj, 0) (1 4Dg] JrB 1
located at the basis function roots. The polynomials are - .- Z [L -A' aC(m, r)
constructed orthogonal to each other with respect to a di (I 4Ar] . , LIee J
weight function. The weight functions used in the construc-
tion of the polynomials for the different equations were +35t.c(1 - i

5 1  
- 3Sedc,(i, t)- c (l,1, ti1

chosen to make the numerical solution stable.
Application of OC to the air and mobile water mass (42)
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Fig. 2. Coupling of the ordinary diffecrential equations (equation numbers indic.ated in parentheses) resulting from
Yhc orthogonal colincation application to the dimensionless model equations. The locations of the axial ollocgatio
points arc the roots ofJ - 2 degree polynomial, and the locations of the radial collocation points arm the positive roots
o*the 2(1 - 1) degree polynomial.

Equatons(41) and (42) arc evaluated at the.J - 2internal dcb(l.,) [ + Dg]

axial collocation locations shown in Figure 2 2j =tol W, I) - - Ifj/
A,, and B'. arc members of OC coefficient matrices for dt IA,J (I[ + Ar]

planar geometry that are used to approximate the firs. and

1). These matrices are obtained from a set of asymmetric (c&-(t1 - c6(j. o] - St.l ,.cb(-. 0) - c.(nl, 01

Jacobi polynomials that represent the axial dependence of -t
ctb(z, I) and c,(z, t). The axial orthogonal polynomials areconstrcted pto degre - I usinga weight faotorort l - _ j I .AI.] dca(,. ,)
z) over the interval 0 to 1. The locations of the internal axia II A ] de
collocation points shown in Figure 2 are the roots of the I -
2 degree orthogonal polynomial. The boundary conditions

for (13) ad (16) are located at j equal to I and . -3[Dg, - Dg,] W , l (44)Entrance conditions are obta dinay ing OC to convert nd n l
(14) h 15o. (17), and (18) to ODE t and solving for the ean Tol

derivatives itij equal to : W is a member of a coefll cien vector tha is used in the
a 1 rquadrature approximation of the axial integrals. W and )[,

dc.(l, tl Ar I . ,-{Al+ Dg) arnonzero because aweight factor ofz( - z) isused in the-ai W -cola to n, I + r eneration of the axial basis functions oFi -so 19801. The

exit (pm p J)i conditions are then
.a(Z r).(and cS(t, t) T i orhgoa pc nm, s(s dcr(Je,. t) i,, dc(m,

[st up io(, dre + AI using a ) w of5)

(14). (15,. ) nd -, d ,o a s (46)

dr'tv dt eu A, :is
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TABLE 2. Experimental Conditions for Column Runs with Bromide (Br-) and Trichloroethene
(TCE) in Ottawa Sand JOS) and Vcrtlite (VE)

Waler
Column influent Flow Pulse total

Lnt.Coi~ecntration. Rate., Degree of Time, lime,
rio Sodl Chemieal mg L-1 cal 

t
11 Saturation -hours hours

I9.9 OS Br- 45600 0.075 0.33 2.65 6.47
299 0s TCE 650 0.076 0.33 11.00) 23.30
20.1 yE Br- 97600 0.08-4 0.64 9.68 18.86
20.1 VE TCE 1 160 0.084 0.64 12.18 22.36

Cross-sectsonal area of columns is 91.6 cm
2
, there is no air flow, and temperature is 22C.

Evaluations of (39H446) are made after solving (20) for Trichloroethene was chosen because it is a common
caP-. z, I) at each of the radial collocation points: groundwater contaminant of intermediate volatility. Satu.

rated and unsaturated column runs were performed witls a
Y43, j. 1) - ODrCp(t. j. 1) + Dgc,Ci. j. 1) (47) bromide tracer to characterize the columns and for estimat-

Dg, + Dg1 ing certatn parameters. B~romitde was chosen as the tracer
because it is nonadsorbing and nonvolatile, and it can beFor 1/n not equal to I, values of c,,(ij,.£) are determined with measured in low concentrations. Chemical properties of Br -

a root finding subroutine called ZI3RENT, which also is an and TICE corresponding to he conditions of the column
IMSL algorithm, experiments are given in V~ke.

Initially (t - 0). (47) is ignored, and (23) is used for Ottawa sand (Ottawa, Illinois) was chosen to simulate
concentration values at all of the collocation points: cohesionless soils, and SCR Veri-lite (Mapleton Develop.

c I- 0) -c~lj. f 10) - Y0i j, - 0 - 0 (48) met In prt.~Ma, ,hio) was chosento simsulate
ag reg tedsols. ~be Purnmariten the characteristics of

Equation (48) is used in (39)-(46) to calculate the initial each material as .ii in the columns. Ottawa sand is a
derivatives; the derivattves are sent to GEAR, and GEAR uniform, silica sand containing little or no organic material
returns values of s(t~j, t), cb(j, t), and C'r(j. t); (471 in solved and thus does not adsorb moat organic compounds from
for ca,i jI); and the algorithm ts repeated until the desired aqueous solution. A saturated TCE column run in she sand
throughput is reached, showed no adsorption of TCE (Hutzler et a!., 1989b]. SCR

Veri-lite (Verilite) is 4 lightweight, fired clay used mostly in
MATLRIALI5 AND MLHo industry as an insulator for steel and iron ladles. The

particles are porous and more angular than Ottawa sand.
Laboratory columns and experimental procedures were Verilite was chosen because of its availability and low cost.

designed to measure the breakthrough and ltion of trichlrs- An aqueous isotherm experiment with Verilite showed no
roethene (TCE) and bromide (Br - from a cohestonless soil adsorption of TCE [Kuse. 19871.
and a structured soil. jji)isls the column conditions for Hydrodynamic measurements were made with both
each experiment. Details of the column design and experi-

mental procedures are reported elsewhere [Kroause, 1987;
Hutzler et at.. 1989bl. TAIIF4 ruoperitc of Porous Media

TABLE 3. Properi4 of Waler. Trichlorocilteri. and BromideSad Vrie
at 22?C Used for Parameter Estimation Propeies Measured Diiecrty

Bulk density. ph., gecm 1.78* 0.45'
Value Total porosity, a 0.33' 0.70,

Water Mieroporosity. r. O0, 0.043' 030So
Viscosity. tII (Ic Particle radius' e K. cm 0.035' 0.035cmi a-il Hydraulic eunducitivity, K, m 0. 26f 0.22tDensi ty. ot icmn 0.988' 1-

Trichiorocihene. TCE (I1 C15I. ,
Molecular weight, WA gm mo1) 131 3" Derived Pramerer iwales
Molar volume, V,~ (cm mot ) "8.0 Solid density. ja, gcm'- 2.65 1.51
Boiling point. l's (K) 360, Particle density, a,. & cm ~ 2.65 0.75Heary's constant, H (dimensionlessl 0.4' Ntacropotrosity, a, 0.33 0.40

Bromide, Br- (made (trm KBr) ImmoileCNI sa1tuatio. S, 0.0.10 0.42
Valence. n _...i -
Limiting ionic conductance in vaer at 231C Measared grarvimerriealty 18l*ck et @I., 1965).

Anton. A.- (A V g-cquiv cm ~ 7 33 Assumed.
Cation. A. (A V &-eqaiv em )73.5' 'Value fit to tracer studsy and closeto field capcity mesur-ement.

'Aggregrate radiun (R.) wan assumed to be equal to the particle
*[From Weast. Ill. radius.
%,LB.. 19151. 'Half of geometric mean particle size contained in U.S. standard
'(.sha'onA at a. 198. 20-30 sieves (0.065-0.055 cml.
'lResd et at, 19771; temperature correction factor. 0.00299l' /Destirincd Itom slope o1 specific discharge (Iva) versus headlon

Mt . per unit length of colamn.
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Fig. 3. (a) Soil water suction in Ottawa sand and in Verit: as a function of the degree of saturation measured ror

wetting conditions. (b) Relative hydraulic conductivity at 25*C in Ottawa sand and itn Vcrilitc as a funcion of mobile
saturtiton. S, of Ottawa sand was takes as the Rid capacity: S, of Vcritite was measured grawietrically.

packed colu~a.~ atred conductivities (K,) are given experiments, and by fitting model solutions to concentration
in Table 4.11 i r~ ows the relationship between suction data that are obtained from a soil column. For a mathsemat-
and degree of saturation for both medta. Figure 3b shows the ical model to be predictive, however, the parameters must
relationship between unsaturated hydraulic conductivity be determined independently of the system being modeled
(K(S)) relative to K, and the mobile saturation (S - S.) for and not by fitting simulations to data. Accordingly, the
both media. The value of S, used for calculating the mobile model parameters should be based on physical properties of
saturation in the sand was determined from a tracer study the soil and chemical being studied. Tables 2.3, and 4 list the
while S, for the Verilite was measured giravimeitrically. The measured parameter values and the basic chemical and soil
particle sizes of the sand and of the Verilite used in this work properties that were used in this study. The remaining model
were equal, and the interparticle (macro) porosity (a,,) of the parameters that were required by the model were deter-
materials when packed in the columns were nearly the same. mined from these values with il e correlations given below
Therefore the saturated conductivities of the sand and Veri- and from tracer studiess zable S is a list of the parameter
lite columns were almost the same. Figure 3b shows that the values used (or the model W)t:

hydrodynamic properties of the two materials under unsat-
urated Ro0w conditions are also similar. Since both mnedia Gas Dipeo
have similar flow properiies. then axial dispersion in both
columns should also be similar. Therefore gas and liquid For tow gas velocities (is), gas dispersion in soil will be
dispersion coefficients measured in one column could be primarily due to gas diffusion through tortuaous air-filled
used to predict axiat dispersion in the other. pores. Thus a free-air diffusion coeficicist (DG) can be

Prior to performing the unsaturated experiments. satu- corrected for the tortuosity of the air-filled pores (r,) to
rated column experiments were performed with Hr - in both obtain the gas dispersion coefficient (E, - D0 .;i). A
columns. The result% were predicied using independently tortuosity correction can be used when Is is less than about
derived dispersion coefficients so it was assumed that appa- It - E(l - S)ID0 I2Rae(t - s)J-1 [Afryauchif and Kikatclt,
ratus-induced dispersion was negligible lHurzks, et at.. 19751. In this work the Wilke-Lee modification [141ke and
t909bl. Lee. 19551 of she llirschfelder-Bird-Spotz method for calcu-

The experiments were performed in such a manner that lating diffusivities of nonpolar organics is used to calculate
the simplifying assumptions made in the model development DG in air:
were satisfied, For example, the model derivation assumedI
steady stale flow and uniform moisture content; therefore (4.336 - (0.0345 + WW;t )0 ']T' '(0.0345 + M;)Os
influent water was supplied to the lops of the columns at D, ~0lg. 3  

-0.7)f0I2TT
5 '

steady rates, and the suction inside the column was moni- A*10I .3lY0l2T;'
tored along the depth and adjusted by applying a suction at (49)
the bottom of the column io achieve a uniform degree of
saturation (Krouse., 1987; Hutzler ei aII. 1989b). The cot- The value of the collision function for diffusion
u311n11 Were packed so thai no stratification was visible. In (f(0.l025T-T;03() was obtained from a polynomial fit to a
addition, ambient temperature was held constant, graph fotindbrTreybaI 119801.

Many correlations exist for determining the torituosity of/
PARAMIEThE EsTiNIA11 11 the air-filled pores (see Roy and Coffin, 1987). A relationship

Parameter values for transport models can be obtained adapted from Millington 119591 was used in this wotk:
fromt direct mieasurement. literature correlations, laboratoty ' J ~ell - S~J71 (5M)
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TABLE 5. Parameter Values for Model Calei~ons in Figures 58 JT

A asssrnieallsoil

Br/IOS TCEIOS Or-NE TCEIVE Estimation Method"

Independenitly Deremied Volues
5,0.10' 0.42 0.42 measured gravinsetncally

S 033 0.34 0.64 0.64 measured pavsnmerealy
.cMt s' 0.0075 0.010 0.0060 0.0060 catesatated from definiton

cms, 0.0075 0.0074 0.0020 0.0020 calculated from definition
NA 0. 4 NA 0.41 ,4sh'orh eg al. [1988I

6,,e ' NA 0.0056 0.0030 0.0018 equaioni (54)
aLit.s NA 6.4 (10:) NA 6.6 (10-:1 equation (53)
D m ' 2.0 (10-3) 9.4 0-' 2.0(l ~ 941 o-0 equation (52) for Or-; (5 1) for TCE

rNA N4A 90 90 measured in balech experiment
&,. cm, s' NA N4A 2.2 (10-') 1.0 (lo') DI il
D..em' 1- NA 0.088 NA 0.083 equation (49)

N4A 3.7 NA 4]'d equatbon (S0)

E cin s, NA 0,024 NA 0.021 DG~,.-

E:, c ., 1.1(t0-1) 5.0 (10-4) equald (55)L
1. 7 (20'' 1.4 (10-') equation (57)
3.7 0t-) .0 0.060' 0.020f equation (56)

Valuer Resuiimg Fraini Model Calhrun
S, 0.10 NC NC NC fit
.. em a 0.012 N4C NC NC calculated from definition,
H N4C 0.7 NC 0.7 fit

6.cm a-, 00056 NC NC NC equation (56)
0,R. - 1' 21.6 (tO'') 8,0(10-') NC NC fit Br-. divided value for Or' by 2
E.colt 5 - NC <0.0024 NC <0.00211 adjusted to make unimlporltt
,c, S-1 020o NC 0.020 N4C fit

NA. not applicable; NC, no change. The notation 6.4 (10-') means 6.4 1 0".
'Unless otherwise noted.
b Assumed.

' Used viae fit to Br- in Os experiment.
uIS asubstituted for a 2.

, Muliplied Et fit tot Or -is OS by ratio of vvE to "Os,
'Used value fit from Or'- in VIE experiment.

The air-filled porosity term in (50) is raised to the - 7/3 power mined from an unsaturated bromide column run because
instead of - 1013. as reported by Millingtont 119591. because these parameters could rot be measured directly. The values
Millington included the area available for gas diffusion in the fit to the unsaturated bromide data were used to predict the

determination of the effective diffusion coefficient, while in movement of TCE in the sand. The amount of immobile
this work it is separated from E,. Because Millhngron 119591 waiter inside the Verilite particles (S, - 0.42) was measured
studied diffusion through colsesionless, soils, mobile Porosity gravimretrically. and the tortuossity of the internal pores (r. -

(r,.) is substituted for total porosity in e' in (S0) for 901 was measured in a batch study [Jhtziler and Gie,e
estimatinig r. in the Vertlite. 19881. The hatch experiment was similar to those performed

by Rao ei al. (19821. The r. of 90 used in this work is large
Diffusion in Pores Containing Immobile Water compared to values between 2 and 20 used by most research-

The description of liquid diffusion in intersgregate pores cr0 (Roberts er al., 19871. however, when the Venilite was
must account for the tortuous paths that molecules travel %icwcd under electron scanning microscopy (Air Force

around soil particles that forms an aggregate (D, D 1 i). Engtneering and Services Center. Tyndall Air Force Base,
Many correlations exist for estimating liquid diffusion coef- Florida) it -as observed that the particle surface was imper.
ficients (DI . For TCE the Hayduk-Laudie correlation given vioius except at a relattvely few number of locations. Elec-
by Shterwood etia. [19751 was used: tron microscopic photographs of the internal pores showed

(5)that Many were not connected. For these reasons the inea-
0, =6.96(lO7,ai"iV'o~l 5"I sured r. is reas9nable. In addition, a saturated Or -column

For Bri the Nernst -Haskell equation (Reid et al. . 19771 was run in Verilite could be predicted using the value of T.

used to calculate DI: measured in the batch experiment [Huter ia., 1989bJ.

D, - 8.9311110-")T, I/n . + I/n - (52) AtilaWter Mfass Transsfer
I/A . + I/A - The air-waler mass transfer coefficient (XL.) and the spe-

Internal pore torluosiry (t.) is a function of the pore shape cific air-water interfacial area (a) have not been studied in
and the amount of immobile waler. The immobile degree of unsaiurated soils. Many correlations do exist, however, for
saturation in the sand (S, - 0. 101 and the specific intraag. these parameters itt the analysis of packed-tower operation
S regate diffusion rate (DR; 1t.6(10 6) j -) was deter, such as air stripping and the perforimantce of trickl bed
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Fig. 4. si'... . Pore Volumes - ....-. a isocation points with
4 analytical solutions (symbols) for advectioni-dispersion dominant and adveetion-iiiira ag gge diffusion film transfer /
doinant conditions, Comparison of equivalent spreading ,tastwiiisiip Itqiaaiour 138&)) for intruaggrgld jiualis
dominant (dashed carve) and axial dispersion dominant (dolled curve) conditions.

reactors. Turek and Lange 11981J developed a correlation for Equation (55) was fit to data obtained for average pore
Kta in low-velocity trickle bed reactors: velocities (t..) between 1.7(04) and 0.0043 cm s-l and( *1 0.222R~vfS- ) . S 0.5 degrees of saturation between 0.34 and k;.;6.
KLO'016.8DiiBsgp ta DeSmedr and Wesrg~na 119841 propose the following

a UD I plDI relationship for observed dispersion in unsaturated columns
S of glass beads:

Equation (53) is valid for values of R. between 0.028 and
0.15 cm, efS - S,) between 0.05 and 0.3. and Re between 0. 1
and S. The experiments reported in this work satisfy all but
?he R~eynolds number requirements. For the experiments
reported herein Re was less than 0.007. TABLE 6. Dimensionless Group Valuaes Resulting From

Parameiter Vaes Listed in Table5

MobikeInmobile Water Mass Transfer Chemicalsoll

Miss transfer rates across the mobile-immobile water Br -10 TCE2OS BrI-VE TCENJE
interface were found to be fast in saturated soil systems Iodep,tndr'ir Determnined Valumes
[Cnritden et al., 1986, Hutzler et al.. 1986; Roberts er al., aoa .
1987! and are expected to be fist in unsaturated systems. It Dg, Na 04 1. NA.69

was included in this modeling effort to test this hypothesis. A R, I 1 8 1 1.1
correlation by Wilson and Geankciplas 11966) for saturated Edp NA 9.0 (10) 1.1 0.52
%Ysttms was adapted to estimate k:St,, NA 260 1100 660

St.. NA 066 NA 4.8
k), 1.09t42RveiaS - S,)11I,)'- (54) 4 12. NA .7

PC 613 18.0
Equation (54) is valid for values ofRe between 0.0016 and 55 Pe PC .4 pb3.6
and IS - Sj~ between 0.35 and 0.75. Virlues Resating Froms Model Calibration

0g, 0 44' NC NC N4C
Dg NC 1 9' NC I

Liquid Dispersion RIN C :3' NC 1.4'
Ed, 1.9(10O1), NC N4C NC

Liquid dispersion has been studied in soils more often than SriI 3900" NC NC NC
any mass transport mechanism other than advitction, at least r, NC '67, NC '5W'
in saturated media. However, there is still a lack of accurate rc0  3.2' N4C 6.0W NC
correlations for predicting liquid dispersion coefficients (E,) Ar a 0. Dlf, 0. and lit - I for all cateulations.
in unsaturated media. Yudle and Gardner (19781 fit the fol- NA. not applicable: NC. no change.
lowing relationship for E. in unsaturated sand columns: "Determsined using E, from 1561.

,Deiermmnd asing E, from 3l).
- S.3{10( * h.21v, (5) Fit.

E, -S. 3(10- 3 + .216, (5) 'Calculated from fit parameters.
v increased to decrease impact
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Fig. 5. Comparison of local equilibrium model prediction based on parameter values obtained from the literature

(dashed curve) and numcrical model calibration ofS R -. and E. (solid curve) to experimentally measured aqueous
concentrations of bromide in clluent from unsaturated Oitawa sand column (dots).

1.18(10 "') + 0.021u, - 1900.11 Model input parameters for the verification step were
E- (56) chosen to satisfy assumptions that were made to obtain a

1.88 + 3630u, particular analytical solution. To simulate local equilibrium,

Values of E, given by (56) include contributions from axial large values of Ed,. Sth, and St, were input to the numerical
dispersion and diffusion in immobile water. DeSmedtr and solution. To simulate plug flow, large values of Pea and Pe.

Htierenga (19841 developed (56) by assuming that the conlri- w nstead.
bution of axial dispersion is given by gure 4)ompares the breakthrough curves that were

calcuMMwith the numerical model to analytical solutions
E, = 1.4(l0

- ) 
+- 0. 02h, (57) for different values of the dimensionless groups. These

DeSmedr and Irserenga (19841 used a first-order exchange breakthrough curves are plots of the column efluent water
model to describe the transfer of solute between mobile and concentration relative to the influent versus the number of
immobile water, while in this work the rate of transfer pore volumes of water fed. For the calculations shown in
through immobile water by diffusion is also considered. Figure 4 it was assumed that lIn was equal to I and influent

concentrations were constant. Numerical solutions, shown
as solid curves, usingi (axial) equal to 10 and I (radial) equal

RESULTS AND DiscussioN to 3 collocation points agree with the analytic solutions

A complete model study consists of verification and vali- (equations (29). (30). (31). and 137)), shown as symbols, for
dation steps. Verification of the numerical solution was the dimensionless group values listed on Figure 4. Ten axial
performed by comparing model calculations to the analytical and 3 radial collocation points were also used for the model
solutions presented above for simplified conditions. Unsat- validation c;lculations.
urated miscible displacement experiments were performed Additional simulations were performed with the model to
in order to validate the model and to determine its ability to observe the impact of Ed,. Pe. Sib. andSt, on the numerical
describe chemical transport in cuhesionless soils. such As solution. Dispersion calculations by the model are accurate
sands, and in structured or aggregated sodis. for values of Pe from 0.1 to 40 and greater; however, values

of Pe greater than 1000 cause significant numerical error. For
Afodel Venficarion of the Numerical Solution low values of Pe the observed spreading causes the break-

The general model numerically approximates advection, through curve to become asymmetric, and the model can
axial dispersion, diffusion in immobile water, film transfer, simulate this. As the value of Ed, or Sa or Sf, decrease
and air-water mass transfer. To verify the numerical method, below I, the early portion of the breakthrough curve sharp-
model calculattons were compared to analytical solutions ens and the latter part alils.
that account for one or more of these mechanisms. The By examining the shapes of the breakthrough curves
numerical approximation of advection and axial dispersion depicted in Figure 4 it is seen that the mass transfer
was compared to the local equilibrium solutions. The numer- mechanisms can have similar impacts on chemtcal transport.
ical approximation ol advecton, air-water mass transfer, A relationship for equivalent spreading between axial dis-
film transfer, and diffusion in pores containing immobile pcrsion, diffusion in immobile water, and film transfer can be
water was compared to the plug flow solution, developed by equating the arguments of (34) and (37).

ti
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Fig. 6. Comparison or numteical model prediction based on parameter values obtained from the literature and 5,
* D R;'. andE flT~n theBr- sn Ottawa itand experiment (dotted cuarve). calibration of H (dashed curve). and calibration

ofH and E. Isolird curve) to txperntlailly measured aqueous concentratios or TCE in effluent from unsaturated
* Ottawa sand column (dots).

Equations (30), (31). and (34) give comparable results for procedure was designed to show that the model is versatile
large Pe. If only the central portion of the breakthrough enough to simulate chetmical movement in different types of
curve is considered (i.e., i is near 1), the following relation- porous media as welt as under different No0w and moisture
ship can be derived: conditions. Table 4 summarizes the column conditions for

cach run. Tales 2- lis 1 rmeters values used for the
3S141 + 5S] model calcultons, be6 a list of the magnitudes of the

(I + Aa-&iig + D9,J I' I + A4lDg, + Dg,) ' corresponding dimensionless groups. Model predictions

Equation (SS) is similar to the equivalent spreading relation- wr bandwt h aaee n ru ausi h
shi fo sauraed lowdevlopd b Crttedenet l. 1981.upper portion of Tables S and 6. These values were indepen-

shp for stuatfow deel, e bth en(8) is al ivaet to19861. dently determined. Values used in model simulations and fits

Wh+ Ar2 Z is e todten (wa) s alo eqcalentat to 3Sfted were taken from the lower portion of Tables 5 and 6.
an dashd. Thres modwas Fgused4 to Silculate thedidote The model developed heretn was intended for describing

anwhed curves dssn n iure0sioinImublte wanttionav one-dimensional movement of VOCs in unsaturated columns
equivalent impacts on a breakthrough curve. These curves tof silThe nmerienlto of Ewthe untrat e watedw
were calculated for dimensionless group values that were t iuaemvmn fTEwt nauae ae lw

obtained according to (58). Identical results were ob~tained The general model -as altered [Hutzletr et al., 198961 to
wtth the numerical model for film transfer predominant and ignore vapor movement for simulating the Br- column
for air-water mass transfer predominant spreading. These experiments.

conditions corresponded to a value of Sib equal to 66.7 (Ed, Columnt experients .tri Ottawa sand. Bromide and
. 100, Pe - 1000, St, - 100) and a value of St, equal to00. 16 TCE experiments were run on a column packed with unsat-

(Edi, a 100, Pe = 1000. St - 100),.respectively. It is evident urated Ottawa sand. A 45.6mg L' Br -solution wasafed to
that it is not always possible to distinguish between the the top of the column at a rate of 0.075 CM3 S -t (V, m 0.0075

impacts of different mechanisms by fitting model solutions to cm - i) for 2.55 hours. Clean wsater was then applied at the

4 data [Roberts el al.. 1987; rsseau and Rao, 190AI. Equa- same rate to Owue the bromide f om the column. The degree

titon (58) can be used to compare the relative contributions of ofstrto a .. .out5mpares the dat o de
axial dispersion. intraaggregate diffusion, and film trnfer calculations. Because the sand particles are solid and uni-
on the observed spreading of a chemical front and to fmyszd twsfrtasmdta h muto
determine whtch mechanisms are important for different Immobile water was negligible, such as in the saturated runs.
conditions. Accordingly, (31) was used to calculate the dashed curve

shown in Figure 5 (Pe - 611 by usingan4 Efl.7(10-
31cm

1

%- which was estimated with (56). This value was larger
Modal Vablidation than that which was estimated by (55).

Column exoperiments; were performed to show that the The breakthrough data is shifted to the left of the diaper-
model described above is able to predict the breakthrough ston equation prediction, and this is attributed to the pres-
and elution of volatile organic chemicals from unsaturated enice of immobile water. This shift could not be simulated
soil columns under controlled conditions, The experimental with (31). Five parameter values were not known with
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Fig 7. Comparison of numerical model prediction based on parameter values obtained from the literature and a

botch rate study (dolled curve). preditioon baud an El fit from the Or" - n Ottwa sand experiment (dashed curve). and
calibration of E, (solid curve) to experimentally measured aqueous concentrations of bromide in effuent from
unsaturated Ycrilit¢ column (dots).

certainty (S,, Do, R_, kf. E,). The numerical model simu- are needed for predicting the TICE results, that have uncer-
lated the data by adjusting only three dimensionless groups tain values. For the calculations shown the E, and S, fit in
(Dgp, Ed , PNO. Either Ed., or Stb could have been reduced the unsaturated Dr- experimsent were used. The ratio of
so that the breakthrough curve would shift to the left. Since D.R, 2 was reduced by a factor of two because (52) predicts
ilm transfer was unimportant in saturated soils lHutzler er that Br"- diffuses approximately twice as fast as TICE (equa-
al., 1996; Roberts er al., 19871, Ed;,was fit. When either Ed., t ion (51)). The model prediction is shown as a dotted curve,
Stb , or St, is small, the early portion of the breakthrough and the corresponding magnitudes of the dimensionless
curve will be sharp and appear sooner than RS pore groups are listed in Table 6. The breakthrough curve is
volumes. For this Br"- run (Rdr - 1), the early portion of the shifted to the right of the prediction, indicating that the
breakthrough will he located approximately at SOI + Dg,) -' description of TICE equilibrium in the sand was incorrect.
pore volumes. Hence Dg. was increased to simulate the first This could be due to either H for TC'E being higher than
sharp increase in Br - concentration. Reducing Ed, did not predicted or sorption of TICE vapors onto the drier particle
result in enough spreading to simulate the data. therefore or column surfaces. TICE did not adsorb to the sand or the
Pet, had to be reduced too. A value of 0.44 for Dg., 0.0019 column in saturated experiments. Sorption capacity (K)
for E., and 3.2 for Pe a best describe the data. These group could be adjusted in an attempt to account for vapor adsorp.
val Iues correspond to an S, of 0. 10. DR;2 equal to 1.6(10 - ) tion, but because Ed. was small. the model calculations
s" ., and an Ez of 0.10 cm, s -'. The fit value of 5, is close to would exhibit more asymmetry as K is increased. Adjusting
the degree of saturation of the Ottawa sand column after it 11. however, produced a curve that simulated the data. A
has drained freely by gravity but is about twice as much as slightly better fit of the data was obtained by reducing the gas
that observed by Dc~medt and Irterengns 119641 in unisatu- dispersion coeffcient (E,) by a factor of 10 (Pe. - 67), that
rated columns of glass beads. lntraalgp'egate diffusion was fit is, making gas dispersion unimportant. It was concluded
as the ratio D.R.-1 to keep the uncertainty in one term. T]he from a comparison of the magnitudes of the dimensionless
low value of Ed. is possibly due to channeling inside the groups that the rates of volatilization and film transfer had
column or an increased moisture content at the bottom of the little impact on the observed spreading.
column. The E, fit to this data is larger than that observed A slower water flow (S = 0.30. vo - 0.00028 cm s-'l) TICE
in other unsaturated studies [Yule and Gardner, 1978; experiment in the Ottawa sand column used here is reported
DeSmedir and14ierengo, 19841. The large amount of disper. by Hu rzlercr al. [1989b]. Because gas diffusion was predom.
sion could also be due to channeling or an increase in inant for the slow flow conditions, their experimental results
moisture content at the bottom of the column. A rapid rate of could be simulated with (29). However, H was increased to
fibm transfer was indicated by the large value of Sib (3900). 1.0 to fit the data.

A TCE solution of 650 gtg L - ' was then fed to the sand Cohimn ExrpEnients with Veildte. Most natural soils are
column al a degree of saturation of 0.34 over a period of . not as uniform as Ottawa sand. Instead, they exhibit some
!Iours at : rate of 0.076 cm, s ", Itvp - 0.0074 emi S-1) structure and a pore size distribution. To simulate a strut.

(Dhows acomparison of the TICE data to calculaions or.e lured or aggregated system, uniformly sized Verilite was
general model. Even after using the results of the unsatura- used as a packing material. T]he particle size. hydraulic
ted Or"- run, there are still two parameters (H, E,. which conductivity, and macroporosity of Verilite and Ottawa sand

L m~~m n m m m u m Il m u m m n m m m m -
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Fig. 8. Comparison of numerical model prediction buaed on parameter values obtained from the literature, a batch

rate study, and E, fAt from the Br. in Verilite experiment idulled curve), prcdiction based on H fit from the TCE in
Ottawa sand experiment (dashed curve), and prediction based on H and E, fit from the TCE in Ottawa sand experiment
(solid curve) to cxlerimcntally measured aqueous conccnitrations of TCE in elfluent from unsaturated Verililc column
(dots).

are similar. Verilite particles contain a microporosity or diffusion was not an important transport mechanism in the
internal porosity inside which the flow of water is negligible Verilite (Pe, - 50) in comparison to liquid dispersion (Pea -
in comparison to the flow around the particles. 2.0) and introaggregate diffusion (Ed. - 0.52). Again, film

The Vertlite column was drained to a degree of saturation transfer (Stb - 660) and the air-water mass transfer rests-
of 0.64. which gave about the same air-filled porosity us the lances (St, - 4.8) were unimportant. The dolled curve was
Ottawa sand column. A 97.6 mg L- Br - solution was then calcu,,dad using a literature value of H of 0.4 (Dg, = 0.68:
applied to ihe top of the column at a rate ok0.084 cm3 s -1 (r, R, = 1. 1). If is not known at this time whether TCE vapors
= 0.0020cm s -') for 9.68 hourska__2shw the effluent arc sorbing to the column or soil materials or whether
data and three model calculations. Because S, and D, were Henry's constant is, indeed, higher in unsaturated soils.
measured independently, only ine magnitude of E, was
uncertain for this experiment. The dotted curve is a predic- CONCLUSIONS
tion using the D, measured in the batch experiment and E.
predicted by (57) (Pet = 860). The dashed curve as The development of a niathematical model that simulates

obtained by multiplying the value of E, fit to the unsaturated chemical fate in soil rcquires a fundamental understanding of
run of Br- in the sand by the ratio of the interstitial water transport and attenuation processes. The current level of
velocity in the Vcrilitc to that in the sand (Pe, = 20). understanding of the processes affecting nondegradable
Because this prediction is close, it adds confidence to the fit chemical movement in unsaturated soil is enhanced with a
E, for the unsaturated sand run. The solid curve was combination of theoretical model development and a series
obtained by adjusting E, to fit the data (Peb - 6.0). of laboratory column experiments. A one-dimensional model

After eluting the Br - from the unsaturated Verilite a 1160 accounting for air and water dispersion in the direction of
rAg L- solution of TCE was fed at the same rate (,, = flow and diffusion in immobile water is capable of simulating
0.0020 cm s-1) for 12.18 hours. The breakthrough and the movement of aqueous solutions of trichloroethene in
elution of TC,.Jts the unsaturated Verilite column is laboratory columns packed with homogeneous soils. Labo-
displayed in A As was the case for estimating the ratory results and numerical calculations indicate the follow-
parameters for Ihe TCE run in the sand, H and E, were not ing about the mechanisms affecting the transport of nonde-
known with certainty for this experiment. A model predic- gradable VOCs in homogeneous. unsaturated soils: [1) both
lion using the E, fit for the unsaturated Br' run in Verilite liquid dispersion and diffusion in immobile water are impor-
(Pea - 6.0) and an H of 0. 7 (Dg. a 1.2; Rd - 1.4), which was tant. (2) vapor diffusion is not an important transport mech-
used to described the TCE movement through the unsatura- anism for trichlorocthcne in sands or structured soils when
ted sand, is shown in F-igure 8 as a dashed curve. A slightly the average pore water velocities are greater than about 0.07
better fit of the data was obtained by reducing the estimated and 0.02 cm s- 1, respectively, but is important in sand for v,
gas dispersion coefficient by a factor of 10 (Pe, = 50), as %as less than about 0,0003 cm s - 1. and (3) the rates of mass
done in thc description of TCIE diffusion through the sand. transfer across the air-water and the mobile-immobile water
The air-filled porosity of the Vcrilite was equal to 0.25. interfaces are fast. In addition, it was also found for unsat
which was a little larger than that of the sand (0.21). Gas urated conditions that Henry's partitioning for trichloro-
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ethene was almost twice as large as reported in the literature, Dg, adsorbed solute distribution parameter,
or there was adsorption of vapors onto the packing or ratio of chemical mass adsorbed onto soil
column materials. If vapor sorption does occur in unsatura- particle surfaces to that contained in mobile
ted soil, then a model would have to include air-soil parti- water at equilibrium with Ca,. equal to p,(I
atoning. The rate of internal diffusion and the amount of - e)KC , '[(S - Si)t (dimensionless).
immobile water in the sand could not be independently Dg,. vapor solute distribution parameter, ratio of
determined. A batch rate study was successful at measuring chemical mass contained in air-filled pores
the intraaggregate diffusion rate in Vertlite. These results to that in mobile water at equilibrium Cb,
indicate a need for more studies of liquid dispersion with equal to (I - S)H(S - S,)
unsaturated flow and diffusion through immobile water filled (dimensionless).
pores. In addition, measurements of chemical partitioning Di liquid diffusion coefficient (L2 T-1).
between phases in an unsaturated soil system are needed. Dp intraaggregate liquid diffusion coefficient

(L' T-1).
NOTATION Ed intraaggregate diffusion modulus, ratio ofchemical mass transfer rate by diffusion in

a specific interfacial area between the air and immobile water to that by advection in
water (L-'). mobile water. equal to LDvDg,(vR.)-

Ar advective flux ratio, ratio of chemical mass (dimensionless).
transport rate by advection in air to that by E,. axial dispersion or diffusion coefficient in
advection in water, equal to uD ,.v- air (L' T-1).
(dimensionless). E, combined axial dispersion and diffusion

A', i,) member of the OC coefficient matrix coefficient in mobile water (L2 T-1).that is used for approximating the first axial ( ) collision function for diffusion as a function
derivative of cb(z, t) and cv(z, t) of temperature and energy of molecular
(dimensionless). attraction (dimensionless).

8,'j i,j member of the OC coefficient matrix g gravitational acceleration (L T-2).
that is used for approximating the taplacian H Henry's air-water partitioning coefficient
of c,,(r. z, o) (dimensionlessl. (dimensionless).

Bd i,. i member of the OC coefficient matrix I number of radial collocation points.
that is used for approximating the second J number of axial collocation points.
axial derivative of c,(z, I) and c,(z, r) K soil sorption capacity ([L"/Mj t

I'M M-1).(dimensionless). K(S) unsaturated hydraulic conductivity as a
Cb(Z. T) mobile water phase chemical concentration function of degree of saturation (L T-).

as a function of axial position and time (M k film transfer coefficient (L T t
).

L-3). K, overall mass transfer coefficient between
c,(z. I)-C,(z, I)C.' (dimensionless). the air and the mobile water (L T-t).

C&,(T) influent chemical concentration in water as K, saturated hydraulic conductivity (L T-1).
a function of time (M L-3 ). L column length (L).

c,.(t)=C&(r)C-' (dimensionless). %,f, molecular weight (NI mol-).
Cb, normalizing water concentration, equal to it. valence of cation (dimensionless).

average influent concentration measured n valence of anion (dimensionless).
during breakthrough (M L-). VIn adsorption intensity (dimensionless).

Cp(R, Z. T) immobile water phase chemical PC-(I .Ar[PeIei + Pc,7)1 (dimensionless).
concentration as a function of radial Pe Peclet number of mobile water, ratio of
position, axial position, and time (M L-1). chemical mass transfer rate by advection in

c,(., z. t) Cp(r, z, i)C;. (dimensionless). mobile water to that by dispersion in mobile
C(Z, T) air-phase chemical concentration as a water, equal to vL1E, (dimensionless).

function of axial position and time (M L- ) Pe, Peclet number for air, ratio of chemical
c(z. 0Cz. i)(HC&,) -I (dimensmonless). mass transfer rate by advection in mobile
C,(T) influent chemical concentration in air as a water to that by diffusion in air, equal to

function of time (M L -'
). uL[E.Dg,.j- (dimensionless).

c.(r)-C,,(rXIC&,) - 
(dimensionless). P, atmospheric pressure (M L-t T-

2
).

Dg total solute distribution parameter, ratio of Q(R, Z, T) adsorbed-phase chemical concentration as a
chemical mass contained in immobile water, function of radial position, axial position,
on soil, and in air to that in mobile water at and time (NMI).
equilibrium with Cb,,. equal to Dg. + Dg Qr volumetric air flow rate (L3 T-1).
+ Dg, (dimensionless). QL volumetric water flow rate (La T-t).

De gas diffusion coefficient (L Ti). RR.iR (dimensionless).
Dg, immobile water solute distribution R radial coordinate (L).

parameter, ratio of chemical mass contained R. radius of aggregated particle (L).
in immobile water to that in mobile water at Rd retardation coefficient, equal to 1(1 + Dg)I(1
equilibrium with Cp,. equal to S,(S - S,) + " Dg,,)(l + r)j -' (dimensionless).
(dimensionless). Re liquid Reynolds number based on approach
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velocity, equal to 2rflpue(S - S,);&i' p, soil particle density, equal to pbI - )
(dimensionless). -(.M L -).

S degree of saturation, relative volume of the r. tortuosity of the air-filled pores
pores filled with water (dimensionless). (dimensionless).

Si immobile degree of saturation. relative T, tortuosity of the micropores
volume of the pores filed with immobile (dimensionless).
water (dimensionless).

Sth Stanton number for film transfer, ratio of
chemical mass transfer rate by film transfer Ae/anaw4 edsen s. Thiss material is based upon work supported
to the transport rate by advection in mobile by the National Science Foundation under grant ECE-1150139S and
water, equal to kA I - e(I - SjjL(jve(S - by the Envir'onmental Engineering Center for Water and WasteManagement. Michigan Tcchnological University. Any opmnions,S,)R.J'l (dimensionless). findings, and conclusions or recommendations citpreaaad in this

St. Stanton number for volatilization, ratio of publication are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
chemical mass transfer rate across air-water the vies of the National Science Foundation or Michigan Techno.
interface to the transport rate by advection logical University. Thre authors would also like to acknowlecdge the

in mbil waerequa ~ LOL35eS - laboratory efforts of Lwrence C. Krause and David B. McKenzie,in mbil watr, qualto ~aL[t~eS - both graduate student research assistants at Michigan TechnologicalS,)l -' (dimensionless). University at the time or this study.
tthroughput, ratto of chemical mass fed to a

column to the mass-of chemical if, the

proportional to time by (1 + Ar)ii((I + Abria. L. M.. and G. F. Pinder, A multiphase approach to the

L)g)Lj- I(dimensionless). modeling of porous media contamination by organic compounds.
7' time (T). 1. equation development. Water Reros. Res.. 21(l). 11-19.

T,. temperature ('K). 1
9

95a.
Tb bilig pint 'K) Abiola L.M.,and G. F. Pinder. A multiphaae approach to the

u~ bing int ai(elctyK) ultoQ[A modeling of porous media contamination by organic compounds.u inersttia airvelcity equl t Qo!e~l 2, numerical simulation. WlaterResoow. Res., 21(l). 19-26, 198sb.
S)1~ I - L Tt) Abriola. L. M.. and W. J. Weber. Jr.. Summary report: Forum on

v interstitial water velocity, equal to QL[AE(S NSF research activities in subsurface systems. University of
- S,)]J- (L T '). Michigan, Ann Arbor. July, 1986.

V. mlar olum (L"molAshworth. R. A., G. B. Howe. M. E. Mullins. and T. N. Rogers,V* molr volme (L
3

mol )Air-water partitioning coefficients of organics in dilute aqueous -.
up average pore water velocity, equal to solutions. . Mar. Mute,.. 18. 25-36. 1998.

QL (A ES) ' (L Ti'). pahr. A. L.. and M. Y. Corapctigla. A compositional multiphasef4' 1 Zs '. "I I1, rP
WT' ith component of the weight vector used in -'odel for groundwater contamination by petroleum prdcts.: 24 n te-s 4the quadrature approximation of the radial numerical solution. Water Resot,, Res.. 23(l). 201-;213.1987.0v

Black. C. A.. D. D. Evans. J. L. White. L. E. Ensaningeao F Jintegrals (dimensionless). Clark. Meihodi of SoilAnalvrs, part 1. Physical and M~silg
W" ith component of the weight vector used in ical Prl-opernes Including Statitiocs of feasureeint~ ad Sam-

the qitadrature approximation of the axial pluvg. 700 pp.. American Society of Agronomy, Madison. Wis..
integral% 1idirttnsionless). Brusscau, M. L., and P'. S. C. Rao, Sorption nonideality during)JR. Z. T) total intraaggregate concentration per mass organic contaminant iransport in porous media. CRC Crir. Rev.

position, and time, equal to aSC,(R. Z. Corapeioglu, Y. M_. and A. L. Baehr, A compositional multiplsase
T0 0- 0e)-, + O(R. Z, T) (MMI. model for groundwater contamination by petroleum products. t.
y~rz~r V~r z.£){eCi,,[,(l e)t + C,~~i heoreticall consideraions. Watr, Reseat,. Res.. 23(l). 191-200.

(dimesionlss).Crittenden, J. C.. N. J. Hulzer. D. G. Geyer. J. L Orivitz, und G.z -ZIL (dimensionless). Friedman. Transport at organic compounds with saturatedZ axial position, groundwater flow: Model development and parameter sesiivity,
e total porosity, void fraction of column Wate, Resetw. Rer., 2213). 271-294. 1986.

(dimensionless). Danicewerts. P. V., Continuous flow systems. Chem EPWg Scji.
2(l). 1-13. 19S3.

to . /e 5  rrroporosity, vinid fraction containing DeSmedt. F., and P. J. Wierenga. Solute transfer through columnsfimmobile water, equal to cS,[l - eal of glass beads. Water Resou. Res., 20(2). 225-232. 1984.
SI-' (dimensionless). DeSmedt. F.. F. Wauters. and J. Sevilla. Study of tracer movement

en mcrooroityvoi frctin cotaiingair through unsaturated soil. J. Hydvol.. 83, 169-181, 1986.tomacopoosiy, oidfratio cotaiingair Finlayson. B. A.. NorthnaAnaisr as Chemical Engiteevnn. 366and mobile water, equal to (a - so XI - pp., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1980.
a.)~ -'dimensionless). Freundlich, H., Colloid and Capillary Chemtnry, translated frons

A *ionic conductance of cation in water (A V Gernan by J.S. Hatfield. 883 pp-, E. P. Dutton. New York. 1922.
g-eqiv 16).Hashimoto, L.. K. B. DcShpande. and H. C. Thomas. peeler

g eqniv codcaneo nini)atr(. numbers and retardation factors for ion exchange columns. fInd.
A - oni conuctnce f uion n wter A V Ensg. Chems. Funsdam., ]3). 213-218, 1964.

g-equiv Lu). Hutzler. N. J., and J. S. Gierke. Validation of an unsaturated VOC
Aa, water viscosity (M L -T)T transport model, paper presented at the Proceedings of the 1988
Ii. particle density, equal to p,(l - a.) (M Joint Canadian Society of Civil Engineering and American Soct-

cry of Civil Engineering Srpccisltv Conference. Vancouver. Br.Ph blk dnsit (M ').Columbia. Canada, July 13-15. 9488.ph blk dnsit (M -3).Hutzler, N. J., J. C. Crittenden. J. S. Gierke. and A. M. Johnson,
p, water density (M L ). Transport of organic compounds with saturated groundwater
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EProject Summary

State of Technology Review:
Soil Vapor Extraction Systems

Neil J. Hutzler, Blane E. Murphy, and John S. Gierke

Extracting vapor from soil is a to extraction rates has been
cost-effective technique for the identified.
removal of volatile organic chemicals This Project Summary was
(VOCs) from contaminated soils, developed by EPA's Risk Reduction
Among the advantages of the soil Engineering Laboratory, Cincinnati,
vapor extraction process are that It OH, to announce key findings of the
minimally disturbs the contaminated research project that is fully
soil, It can be constructed from documented in a separate report of
standard equipment, It has been the same title (see Project Report
demonstrated at pilot- and field- ordering Information at the back.
scale, it can be used to treat larger
volumes of soil than can be Introduction
practically excavated, and it has Soils may become contaminated in a
potential for product recovery, number of ways with such volatile organic

Unfortunately, there are few chemicals as industrial solvents and
guidelines for the optimal design, gasoline components. The sources of
Installation, and operation of soil contamination at or near the earth's
vapor extraction systems. A large surface include intentional disposal.
number of pillot- and full-scale soil leaking underground storage tanks, and
vapor extraction systems have been accidental spills. Contamination of
constructed and studied under a groundwater from these sources can
wide range of conditions. The major continue even after discharge has
objectives of the Report summarized stopped because the unsaturated zone
here are to critically review available above a groundwater aquifer can retain a
documents that describe current portion or all of the contaminant
practices and to summarize this discharge. As rain infiltrates, chemicals
information as concisely as possible. elute from the contaminated soil and
A typical vapor extraction system Is migrate toward groundwater.
briefly described, the experience with Alternatives for decontaminating
existing extraction systems has been unsaturated soil include excavation with
reviewed, and information about each on-site or off-site treatment or disposal.
system Is briefly summarized. biological degradation, and soil flushing.

Soil vapor extraction can be Soil vapor extraction is also an accepted,
effectively used for removing a wide cost-effective technique to remove
range of volatile chemicals over a volatile organic chemicals from
wide range of conditions. The design contaminated soils. Among the
and operation of this system are advantages of the soil vapor extraction
flexible enough to allow for rapid process are that it minimally disturbs the
changes in operation, thus optimizing contaminated soil, it can be constructed
the removal of chemicals. Although a from standard equipment, it has been
number of variables Intuitively affect demonstrated at pilot- and field-scale, it
the rate of chemical extracion, no can be used to treat larger volumes of
extensive study to correlate variables soil than are practical for excavation, and



it has a potential for product recovery. System Operations studies reviewed, well spacing has

With vapor extraction, spills can be During remediation, the blower is ranged from 15 to 100 ft. Well spacing

cleaned up before the chemicals reach turned on and the air flow through the soil should be decreased as soil bulk density

the groundwater table. Soil vapor comes to an equilibrium. The flows that increases or the porosity of the soil

extraction technology is often used with are finally established are a function of decreases. One of the major differences

other cl&n up technologies to provide the equipment, the flow control devices, noted between systems was the soil
complete restoration of contaminated the geometry of well layout, the site boring diameter. Larger borings are

sites. characteristics, and the air permeability preferred to minimize extracting liquid
Unfortunately, there are few quidelines of the soil. At the end of operation, the water from the scl.

for the optimal design, installation, and final distribution of VOCs in the soil can In the simplest soil vapor extraction

operation of soil vapor extraction system. be measured to ensure decontamination systems, air tows to an extraction well

Theoretically based design equations of the site. Wells may be aligned from the ground surface. To enhance air

defining the limits of this technology are vertically or horizontally. Vertical flow through zones of maximum
especially lacking. Because of this, the alignment is typical for deeper contamination, it may be desirable to

design of these systems is mostly contamination zones and for residue in include air inlet wells in the installation.

empirical. Alternative designs can only be radial flow patterns. If the depth of the These injection wells or air vents. whose

compared by the actual construction, contaminated soil or the depth to the functiontn ntrol the flow of air into a

operation, and monitoring of each design. groundwater table is less than 10 to 15 ft, contaminated zone, may be located at

A large number of pilot- and full-scale it may be more practical to dig a trench numerous places around the site

soil vapor extraction systems have been across the area of contamination and Typically, injection wells and air vents are

constructed and studied under a wide install horizontal perforated piping in the constructed similarly to extraction wells.

range of conditions. The information trench bottom rather than to install In some installations, extraction wells

gathered from these experiences can be vertical extraction wells. Usually several have been designed so they can also be

used to deduce the effectiveness of this wells are installed at a site. used as air inlets. Usually, only a traction

technology. One of the malor oblectives of extracted air comes from air inlets

of the Report is to review available System Variables This indicates that air drawn from the

reports describing current practices A number of variables characterize the surface is the predominant source of

critically and to summarize this successful design and operation of a clean air.
information as concisely as possible. A vapor extraction system: site conditions, One study investigated the effects of

brief description of a typical vapor soil properties, control variables, air-flow rate and the configuration of the

extraction system is presented. The response variables and chemical inlet and extraction wells on gasoline

experience with existing extraction properties. The specific variables recovery from an artificial aquifer. It was

systems has been reviewed, and belonging to these groups include: determined that screening geometry only

information about each system is briefly had an effect at the low air-flow rates. At

summarized in a standard form. The Site Conditions: distribution of VOCs, low flow rates, higher recovery rates
information is further summarized in depth to groundwater, infiltration rate, resulted when the screen was placed

several tables, which form the bases for a location of heterogeneities, near the water table rather than when the

discussion of the design, installation, and temperature, atmospheric pressure. well was screened the full depth of the

operation of these systems. Because soil Soil Properties: permeability, porosity, aquifer.
vapor extraction is a relatively new soil organic carbon content, soil struc- Woodward-Clyde made a simila,

remediation technology, this Technology ture, soil moisture characteristics, assessment at the Time Oil Company

Review document will evolve as more particle size distribution, site. Their engineers suggested that wells

information becomes available. Control Variables: air withdrawal rate, well should be constructed with approximately

configuration, extraction well spacing, 20 ft of blank casings between the top of
vent well spacing, ground surface the screen and the soil surface to prevent

Process Dlscitption covering, inlet air VOC concentration the short circuiting of air and to aid in the
A soil vapor extraction, forced air and moisture content, pumping extraction of deep contamination. At most

venting, or in situ air stripping system duration. sites, the initial VOC recovery rates were

(Figure 1) revolves around the extraction Response Variables: pressure gradients, relatively high then decreased

of air containing volatile chemicals from final distribution of VOCs. final asymptotically to zero wih time. Several
studies have indicated that intermittent

unsaturated soil. Fresh r is fa ected or moisture content, extracted air venting from individual wells is probably
flows into the subsurface at locations concentration. extracted air more efficient in terms of mass of VOC
around a spill site. and the vapor-laden temperature, extracted air moisture, extracted per unit of energy expended.
air is withdrawn under vacuum from power usage. This is especially true when extracting
recovery or extractin wells. Chemical Properties: Henry's constant, from soils where mass transfer is limited

solubility, adsorption equilibrium, by diffusion out of immobile water.

diffusivity (air and water), density, Optimal operation of a soil vapor

System Co nhPOfl ts viscosity, extraction system may involve taking

Extraction wells are typically designed individual wells in and out of service to

to fully penetrate the unsaturated zone to Well Deign and Placement allow time for liquid diffusion and to
the capillary fringe. Extraction wells Well spacing is usually based on change air flow patterns in the region
usually consist of slotted elastic pipe some estimate of the radius of influence being vented. Little work has been done

placed in permeal packing. of an individual extraction well. In the to study this.

2
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Figure 1 Soil vaor extraction system.

i~ne of the major problems in the removing the most chemical with the allows for a greater degree of

ration of a soil vapor extraction least energy. freedom in design. Modular
sern is .eterminin wen the site is 4 Volatile chemicals can be extracted construction where the most con-

..tllicenly clean to cease operahion, from clays and silts but at a taminated zones are vented first is

The design and operation of soil vapor slowerrate. Intermittent operation is preferable.
-4traction systems can be quite flexible: cer-tainly more efficient under these 10. Use of soil vapor probes in

-'anges can te made during the course conditions, conjunction with soil borings to
roperation ,'ith regard to well 5 Air inlection has the advantage of assess final clean up is less

acement. or dlower size. or air flows controlling air movement, but expensive than use of soil borings
'cme individual , ells If the system is not inlection systems need to be alone. Usually a complete materials
ocerating effectively, changes in the well carefully designed. balance on a given site is impossible
lacement or oapping the surface may 6 Extraction wells are usually screened because most sites have an unknown

" roe tfrom a depth of from 5 to 10 ft below amount of VOC in the( soil and in theConclusions the surface to the groundwater table, groundwater.

For thick zones of unsaturated soil. I. Soi vapor extraction systems are
Based on 'ne current stale of the maximum screen lengths of 20 to 30 usually only part of a site

• chnotogy of soil vapor extraction ft are specified. remediation system.
-istems. me aoilowng conclusions can f Arwater separators are simple to 12. Although a number of variables
:.e madeSo-il vacor extracton can be construct and should probably be intuitively affect the rate of chemical

effectivey used for remoing a wide installed in every system. extraction, no extensive study to

r ,praton ith egad t wel 5 ir njecionhasthe dcorreofate vialen to e cion raes

range of volatle chemicals in a wide 8 Installaion of a cap over the area to alone. Usuall omete mates
range ft icndtaons i be vented reduces the chance of has been identified.

2 The design and operation of these extracting water and extends the rhe full report was submittd i n part
systems s flexible enough to allow path that air follows from the ground utfttment of Coopeiate sare n No.

or rap l oanges in operation, thus, surface, thereby increasig the CR-814319-01-1 by Michigan Techno-
-jotiming toe removal of chemicaks volume of soil treated. logical University under the aposorshep
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ABSTRACT

The approach used here to develop models for predicting subsurface

chemical transport and vapor extraction performance is to: (1) develop a

conceptual picture, (2) derive and solve equations that describe the

conceptual picture, (3) simplify the governing equations to examine the

impacts of different transport mechanisms and obtain analytic solutions,

(4) verify the numerical solution of the model against analytic

solutions, and (5) validate the model against experimental results.

One-dimensional model calculations and the results of laboratory

experiments were used to study chemical transport in unsaturated soil

columns. From the results of these column studies, it was shown that:

(1) liquid dispersion and immobile water diffusion affect transport when

water is flowing; (2) if only air is flowing, diffusion in immobile

water does not affect transport in uniform sands; (3) vapor diffusion is

important when the pore water velocity is less than 0.001 cm s-1 and

when the air is mobile; (4) rates of mass transfer between phases are

fast; and (5) sorption of vapors is important in dry soils and

adsorption equilibrium may be nonlinear for low relative humidities.

Model sensitivity calculations showed that intraaggregate diffusion

could be simulated as first-order, air-water mass transfer. Vapor

extraction system models were derived for two system configurations

(radial flow and planar flow). For a wide range of air flow rates, both

configurations remove chemical at the same rate; however, a planar

system can be operated at about one-half of the power consumption. For

a given soil and system configuration, a range of air flow rates exist

where the volume of air extracted per unit of chemical removed is a

minimum. At low air flow rates, more air is required because of mixing

due to gas diffusion, and at the high flow rates, removal is limited by

the rate of phase mass transfer. This range is narrower for a radial

configuration and for aggregated soils at high moisture contents.

Models that assume complete mixing overestimate the time for cleanup

unless the air velocity is low. Ignoring the rate to equilibrium

between phases can lead to an underestimate of the cleanup time for high

air flow rates.
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION

Large areas of soil have become contaminated with volatile organic

chemicals such as industrial solvents and gasoline components. The

sources of contamination at or near the earth's surface include

intentional disposal, leaking underground storage tanks, and accidental

spills. Contamination of ground water from these sources continues even

after discharge is stopped because the vadose or unsaturated zone

retains a portion or all of a contaminant discharge due to capillary

attraction, dissolution, volatilization, and sorption. As rain

infiltrates, chemicals elute from the vadose zone and migrate towards

ground water.

There are a number of alternatives for decontaminating the

unsaturated zone including excavation with onsite or offsite treatment

and/or disposal, biological degradation, and soil washing. Use of vapor

extraction is also becoming an accepted, cost-effective technique for

the removal of volatile organic chemicals from contaminated soils (cf.

Hutzler et al. [1989a]). Among the advantages of the soil air

extraction process are minimal disturbance of the contaminated soil, use

of standard components, experience with process at field- and pilot-

scale, treatment of larger volumes than are practical for excavation,

and a potential for product recovery. With vapor extraction, it is

possible to clean up spills before the chemicals reach the ground water

table.

Johnson et al. [1990a] have reported some important practical

considerations for the design and installation of vapor extraction

systems. Unfortunately there are few guidelines for optimal design,

installation, and operation [Bennedsen, 1987; Wilson et al., 1987].
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Theoretically-based design equations which define the limits of this

technology are especially lacking. Because of this, the design of these

systems is mostly empirical. Different designs are compared by

construction, operation, and monitoring of each alternative. For

example, comparison of removal rates using different pumping strategies

and vent placement geometries requires that such alternatives be

implemented and studied either in the field or by pilot- or laboratory-

scale experiments. Such analyses are generally expensive in terms of

time and resources. Predictive transport models that account for the

chemical fate mechanisms important in unsaturated soil would enhance the

design and operation of vapor extraction systems.

Subsurface transport models are needed for understanding basic

phenomena affecting the movement of contaminants, for predicting

chemical fate, and for designing soil treatment systems. The design of

vapor removal systems and effective ground water protection devices can

be enhanced by using mechanistic models that accurately predict chemical

fate -*a the unsaturated zone. The development of models for engineering

applications requires a fundamental understanding of transport and

reaction mechanisms that affect the movement and persistence of organic

compounds in soil.

Subsurface contaminant transport and attenuation is governed by a

number of spreading, retardation, and transformation mechanisms such as:

advection, dispersion, diffusion, and interfacial mass transfer;

adsorption and volatilization; and biological and chemical reactions.

These mechanisms and their impacts on chemical fate are discussed in

detail by MacKay et al. [1985] and Nielsen et al. (1986]. In general,

as a chemical travels through soil with fluid flow, the shape of its
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concentration profile is affected by dispersing or spreading mechanisms,

the profile's position is slowed by retardation mechanisms, and the mass

may decrease due to biological and chemical transformations.

The remainder of this section briefly describes the vapor

extraction process and previous modeling efforts that have focused on

chemical movement in unsaturated soils and on describing vapor

extraction performance. The next section states the objectives and

scope of this work and is followed by a step-by-step description of the

approach used here to develop subsurface fate models. The models and

results are described in detail in Section 4. This section begins with

descriptions of the important mechanisms that are considered and the

approach used to model each process and includes details and

justification of the assumptions used in deriving the models.

Section 4 is divided into two main sections, one describes the

column (one-dimensional) model derivations and validation experiments,

and the other, the two-dimensional model (those describing the vapor

extraction process) derivations and numerical results. The one-

dimensional model section includes a set of models for describing

transport of volatile chemicals with water flow and either with or

without air flow and a set for air transport and no water flow. The

subsections that describe the equation derivations, solution,

simplification, verification, and validation for the column models are

complete and contain the most detail about the importance of fate

mechanisms and transport. The two-dimensional model sections are

subdivided into descriptions of models for a single vertical vent system

and a model for one cell of a trench system. Equation derivations,

solution, simplification, and verification are performed for the models
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describing both configurations, and the numerical results sections for

these two sets of models report some considerations as to which

mechanisms are most important and the optimal vent configuration (trench

or vertical) and range of air the extraction rates that should be used.

1.1 PROCESS DESCRIPTION

A vapor extraction, forced air venting, or in-situ air stripping

system, such as the one shown in Figure 1.1, involves extracting air

from unsaturated soil. Fresh air is injected or flows into the

subsurface at locations around a spill site, and the vapor-laden air is

withdrawn under vacuum from recovery or extraction vents.
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(8) air-water separator (optional), (9) vapor treatment (optional), and

(10) a cap (optional). Details regarding the specifications of these

components are summarized in a report by Hutzler et al. [1989a].

From the list of components given above, only details about the

vent configuration, the blower rate, and the installation of a cap are

important for developing a system model. Extraction vents are typically

designed to fully penetrate the unsaturated zone to the capillary

fringe. If the ground water is at a shallow depth (10-15 ft) or if the

contamination is confined to a depth of less than 15 ft, then the

extraction vents may be placed horizontally in trenches [Hutzler et al.,

1989a]. Extraction vents are slotted pipe which are placed in a

permeable packing. The surface of an augered column for vertical vents

or a trench for horizontal vents is usually grouted to prevent short

circuiting of air from the surface. It may be desirable to also install

air inlet or injection vents to enhance air flow through zones of

maximum contamination. They are constructed in the same way as

extraction vents. Inlet vents are passive and allow air to be drawn

into the ground at a particular location. Injection vents force air

into the ground and are used in closed-loop systems. The function of

inlet and injection vents is to enhance air movement in strategic

locations and promote horizontal air flow. Pumps or blowers reduce gas

pressure in the extraction vents to induce air flow towards the

extraction vents. The pressure from the outlet side of the pumps or

blowers can be used to push the exit gas through a treatment system,

such as activated carbon or incineration, and back into the ground if

injection vents are used. An impermeable cap may be used to cover the

treatment site to minimize infiltration and prevent short circuiting of
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inlet air.

1.1.2 System Operation

During operation, the blower is turned on, and the air flow comes

to steady-state. The steady-state flow rate is a function of the

equipment, the flow control devices, the geometry of the vent layout,

the site characteristics, and the air-permeability of the soil. Exhaust

air is sampled on a routine basis and used along with flow measurements

to determine the rate of chemical extraction. Typically, the mass

removal rate is high at first, and subsequently decreases [Dynamac

Corp., 1986]. At the end of operation, the final distribution of

contaminants should be measured to ensure decontamination of the site.

1.1.3 System Variables

A number of variables characterize the successful design and

operation of a vapor extraction system. They may be classified as site

conditions, soil properties, chemical characteristics, control

variables, and response variables (Anastos et al., 1985; Dynamac Corp.,

1986]. Table 1.1 is a list of specific variables that belong to these

groups.

Site conditions, soil properties, and chemical properties are

important for determining the feasibility of a vapor extraction system

(Hutzler et al., 1989a] as well as predicting the subsurface fate of

contaminants. A predictive model could be used in aiding the

feasibility determination and in designing the control variables,

especially the vent geometry and extraction rate. The response

variables should be used to compare different designs and manage the

system operation. For example, a model could be used to predict power

usage for different designs or off-gas vapor concentrations for various
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air extraction rates.

Table 1.1. Important Variables for Assessing the Performance of
Vapor Extraction [Hutzler et al., 1989a].

Site Conditions Control Variables
Contaminant distribution Air withdrawal rate
Depth to ground water Vent configuration
Infiltration rate Extraction vent spacing
Location of heterogeneities Vent spacing
Temperature Ground surface covering
Atmospheric pressure Pumping duration

Inlet air concentration
Soil Properties and moisture content

Permeability (air and water)
Porosity Response Variables
Organic carbon content Pressure gradients
Soil structure Contaminant distribution
Soil moisture characteristics Moisture profile
Particle size distribution Extracted air concentration

Extracted air moisture
Chemical Properties Extracted air temperature

Henry's constant Power usage
Solubility
Adsorption equilibrium
Diffusivity (air and water)
Density
Viscosity

1.2 PREVIOUS MODELING WORK

Research efforts towards developing a better understanding of

chemical fate processes in the vadose zone have been to date segmented

and disciplinary [Nielsen et al., 1986]. Most models that describe

unsaturated chemical transport use Fickian-based convection-diffusion

expressions [van Genuchten and Jury, 1987]. Few mechanistic models

include air flow so they can not be used to simulate vapor extraction,

and models that include air flow, usually ignore other mass transfer

mechanisms.

1.2.1 Unsaturated Transport Models

Previous work on modeling chemical transport in unsaturated soils
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has focused in three areas: (1) vapor transport in the upper soil layer

for predicting pesticide movement [Rolston et al., 1969; Mayer et al.,

1974] and for assessing the behavior of organic chemicals [Jury et al.,

1980 and 1983; Falta et al., 1989]; (2) tracer and nonvolatile chemical

transport for simulating the one-dimensional movement of salts and heavy

metals [van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976; Jury, 1982]; and (3) multi-

dimensional subsurface movement of liquids and vapors for estimating the

travel time of organic solvents and petroleum products to ground water

[Abriola and Pinder, 1985a; Lindstrom and Piver, 1986; Corapcioglu and

Baehr, 1987; Sleep and Sykes, 1989; Mendoza and Frind, 1990]. Although

the multi-dimensional models are conceptually closer to field

conditions, these models have ignored phase mass transfer mechanisms.

Moreover, the three-dimensional models have not been validated against

experimental data, and validation tests are important for determining

the predictive capabilities of a model [Abriola and Weber, 1986].

Mechanisms of nonequilibrium [Nielsen et al., 1986; Brusseau and

Rao, 1989], specifically those associated with phase-transfer reactions,

have typically been ignored in the derivation of three-dimensional

transport models. Models that describe the one-dimensional movement of

vapors or aqueous solutes have studied some nonequilibrium effects. For

example, DeSmedt et al. [1986] used a model developed by van Genuchten

and Wierenga [1976] to study the impact of diffusion in immobile water

on tracer breakthrough curves in columns of unsaturated sand. They

propose that the relative importance of diffusion in immobile water

increases with decreasing water content.

Abriol2 and Pinder [1985a] developed equations to describe the

three-dimensional movement of organics in air, water, and pure-liquid
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phases. They did not include advective air transport nor did they

attempt to account for the rate of mass transfer between phases. They

solved their equations for a one-dimensional flow problem which included

axial dispersion in both fluid phases and instantaneous equilibriuM

between phases [Abriola and Pinder, 1985b]. Model calculations by

Abriola and Pinder [1985b] concentrate primarily on convergence and

numerical sensitivity with respect to time step and mesh refinement.

Lindstrom and Piver [1986] considered heat transport in their

formulations describing the movement of moisture and dissolved organic

contaminants. They did not consider advective vapor movement or phase

transfer processes.

Corapcioglu and Baehr [1987] derive mathematical equations for the

three-dimensional, subsurface movement of petroleum product as vapors,

aqueous solutes, and pure liquid. Like the models of Abriola and Pinder

[1985a] and Lindstrom and Piver[1986], Coracioglu and Baehr [1987] did

not consider air flow. Abriola and Pinder [1985a] derived their

equations based on two contaminants, nonreactive and reactive

components; Corapcioglu and Baehr [1987] accounted for many components,

specifically, those which comprise petroleum. Furthermore, Corapcioglu

and Baehr [1987] account for sorption and biological reactions where

Abriola and Pinder [1985a] ignore these reactions. Abriola and Pinder

[1985a] include soil compressibility while Corapcioglu and Baehr [1987]

do not. The importancP of this difference in vadose zone modeling is

probably negligible. Baehr and Corapcioglu [1987] solved the equations

of Corapcioglu and Baehr [1987] for a vertical, one-dimensional

contamination scheme of hydrocarbon constituents. Their solution is

restricted to homogeneous soils where the moisture content is uniform.
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They discovered that model simulations were most sensitive to vapor

diffusion. Neither Abriola and Pinder [1985b] nor Baehr and Corapcioglu

[1987] test their model simulations against experimental data.

The model by Sleep and Sykes [1989] was used to examine density-

driven gas flow due to organic chemical volatilization in conjunction

with the movement of organic and aqueous phases. Unlike other multi-

phase models, they account for volatilization and dissolution rates in

their descriptions of chemical movement. A similar model was developed

by Mendoza and Frind [1990], but it did not consider liquid movement or

an interphase mass transfer step. Mendoza and Frind [1990] were able to

fit model calculations to measured trichloroethene concentrations up to

a distance of 1 m from an immobile source. In their experiments,

density-driven gas flow was only important to consider at the locations

furthest from the contamination source. Falta et al. [1989] developed a

model similar to Mendoza and Frind [1990] and arrived at similar

conclusions. These density-driven flow models do not consider

pressure-induced flow, such as would result from a vapor extraction

system. Externally induced vacuums may negate the affects of density

variations.

In addition to the above mentioned research efforts, similar work

has been performed in chemical engineering analysis of trickle-bed

reactors [Hofmann, 1983; Crine and L'Homme, 1983]. The mathematical

description of a trickle-bed reactor is analogous to chemical transport

through columns of unsaturated soil. Trickle-bed reactors operate under

conditions much different than soil columns. Gas and liquid flows are

higher in trickle-bed reactors, and packing materials are usually

synthetic and of more uniform size and shape. Reactions which take
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place in a trickle-bed reactor are often catalytic and occur between

pure vapors and pure liquids. For these reasons the mechanisms of

interest in trickle-bed reactors may not be important in soil. For

example, gas-liquid mass transfer is an important consideration in a

trickle-bed reactor while gas and liquid dispersion are of more

importance in soil.

There continues to be a need for a better understanding of

subsurface fate processes [Nielsen et al., 1986; Abriola and Weber,

1986], including those associated with physical nonequilibrium [Brusseau

and Rao, 1989]. Especially lacking are integrated modeling-experimental

approaches [Abriola and Weber, 1986]; approaches that not only formulate

hypotheses of fate mechanisms but test the hypotheses experimentally as

well as numerically.

1.2.2 Vapor Extraction System Models

The mathematical models that have been developed to date have

focused on the description of air velocity and chemical phase-

equilibrium [Wilson et al., 1987; Hochmuth et al., 1988; Wilson et al.,

1988; Baehr et al., 1989; Roy and Griffin, 1989; Johnson et al., 1990b].

Vapor diffusion is only considered in a few instances: diffusion from

layers of low permeability [Hochmuth et al., 1988) and diffusion from a

layer of floating product [Wilson et al., 1987; Johnson et al., 1990b].

Only one study has included diffusion in the direction of flow [Wilson

et al., 1987] while others have considered diffusion as a predominant

mechanism by assuming complete mixing [Hochmuth et al., 1988; Roy and

Griffin, 1989; Johnson et al., 1990b]. In the draft conceptual plan for

the in situ air-stripping of volatile contaminants at the Seymour

Recycling Corporation Hazardous Waste Site [CH 2M-Hill, 1987], a
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numerical, two-dimensional, multilayered gas flow model called GASNAIN

was used to compute air flows, and a complete mixing model coupled with

local equilibrium (retardation) calculations was used to estimate

removals. They also calculated mass removals using the one-dimensional

convection-dispersion equation [van Genuchten and Jury, 1987], even

though the system they were trying to model is two-dimensional. For the

air flows they selected, the complete mixing model and the convection-

dispersion model gave similar results.

Wilson et al. [1987] developed a model to describe the removal of

gasoline from a pilot-scale vapor extraction system study by Wootan and

Voynick [1984]. Simplifying assumptions of ideal gases, isothermal

processes, isotropic soils, nondegradable constituents represented as a

lumped-single component, one-dimensional darcian flow of vapors, and no

liquid flow in the unsaturated zone were imposed. They also assumed

that a pure organic phase existed only at the capillary fringe.

Relationships are reported for determining the importance of gas

diffusion and gas density stratification. Model calculations were

successfully compared to an analytical solution for constant velocity.

Model sensitivities were performed on gas velocity, exit pressure,

compound molecular weight, temperature, porosity, and outlet boundary

condition. Their model calculations appeared to simulate experimental

pilot data of Wootan and Voynick [1984].

Hochmuth et al. [1988] developed a model for simulating removals

of solvent vapors from a site in Santa Clara County, California. They

modeled the site as a cylinder consisting of intermittent layers of

permeable and impermeable soil materials. They considered diffusion of

chemical from the impermeable lenses into completely mixed permeable
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zones. Calibrations of initial concentrations and retardation

coefficients provided good fits of observed extraction results.

Roy and Griffin (1989] derived a method for estimating the time

for removing dissolved volatile organics. Because their formulations

assume complete mixing, their method may overestimate the cleanup time.

Wilson et al. [1988] developed a laboratory vapor extraction

column model that accounted for the compressibility of air. They also

derived a single-vent extraction model for estimating field-scale

performance. The field scale model assumes vapor withdrawal at a single

point. In their models they ignore diffusional transport, mass transfer

resistances, and sorption, nor did they attempt to even validate their

column models.

Baehr et al. [1989] developed a multicomponent, local equilibrium

model for describing gasoline extraction in laboratory columns. They

concluded that mass transfer resistances and diffusional transport were

negligible in comparison to advective vapor movement. They used flow

rates that were much higher (15 - 30 times) than the normal operating

rates of a vapor extraction, st, it may not be surprising that diffusion

effects were not observed. In addition, it did not appear that they

attempted to simulate the latter part of the experiments where air-water

mass transfer resistances may become more important [McClellan and

Gillham, 1990]. They concluded that Henry's partitioning and soil

sorption were unimportant considerations. Again, this is probably due

to the fact that they modeled only the part of the extraction where the

volatilization of gasoline from the organic-liquid phase was important.

Johnson et al. [1990b] developed screening models for estimating

the extraction of volatile mixtures from soils. One model can be used
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to predict the pressure-flow field around an extraction vent in either a

homogeneous or a layered system. A separate model is used to calculate

the equilibrium concentrations of the volatile mixture components by

assuming complete mixing in each layer.

To date, there has been no integrated modeling-experimental

studies that have examined the impacts of vapor diffusion in the

direction of flow, air-water mass transfer resistance, and diffusion

from immobile zones. Models that have attempted to describe vapor

extraction performance have ignored vertical transport with water

infiltration. Most laboratory experiments have focused on hydrocarbon

mixtures where multicomponent interactions can not be distinguished from

other effects. The models and laboratory studies reported here will

examine the impacts of air-water mass transfer, vapor diffusion, liquid

diffusion, and air and water advection and dispersion on the transport

and removal of volatile organic chemicals from unsaturated soil. Model

calculations will be used to examine the impact of air flow rate and

vent configuration on the removal efficiency of vapor extraction.

1.2.3 Summary of Previous Modeling Work

The previous modeling work described above is summarized in Table

1.2 in terms of the mechanisms considered in the model developments.

Only the models that have actually been solved are included in this

chronological summary. For example, even though Abriola and Pinder

[1985a] and Corapcioglu and Baehr [1987] derived equations for three

dimensional transport, they did not solve these general conditions.
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Included as the last row of Table 1.2 is a summary of the

mechanisms that are included in the model developments reported in this

work. The distinguishing features of this study are the inclusion of

two nonequilibrium mechanisms in the models, specifically air-water mass

transfer and intraaggregate diffusion, and the modeling of simultaneous

movement of chemicals with air and water flow. In addition, model

calculations are compared to laboratory experiments to determine the

validity of the models.
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SECTION 2. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The results of this study are complementary to the goals of a

project where the focus is the assessment of vapor extraction system

performance [Hutzler et al., 1989a]. This research has focused on

laboratory- and pilot-scale model development.

The primary objectives of this research are (1) to demonstrate a

rational modeling approach for describing subsurface chemical transport

and the removal of volatile organic chemicals from unsaturated soil and

(2) to enhance the current level of understanding of subsurface chemical

transport. The first objective is met by developing and testing a

modeling approach. The approach reported in this work is used to derive

and test models that describe the movement of volatile organic chemicals

with air or water flow in laboratory columns of unsaturated soil.

Models are then developed to account for the movement of chemicals with

water flow and removal with air flow to simulate the vapor extraction

process. A logical set of experiments is combined with numerical

calculations to enhance the current level of understanding of subsurface

transport and give guidance to the design of extraction rates for simple

vapor extraction configurations. The modeling approach is given in

Section 3.

A series of subobjectives are defined to satisfy the two primary

objectives of this research:

(a) Develop a set of models to describe the movement of
aqueous and gaseous concentrations of volatile chemicals in
laboratory columns of unsaturated soil.

(b) Design a set of column experiments to test the water-
phase and air-phase transport aspects of the column models.
These experiments are performed in an order that allows the
impacts of different mechanisms to be observed separately
and in combination. Two different porous materials are used
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to compare chemical movement in cohesionless soils to
movement in aggregated or structured soils.

(c) Based on the column models, derive and solve equations
that describe the removal of volatile chemicals from soil by
vapor extraction with either a trench or vertical vent
system.

(d) The vapor extraction system models are used to examine
the effect of air withdrawal rate on removal performance.
In addition, the numerical calculations are used to give
guidance for design and operation, and provide insight into
the important removal mechanisms.

(e) Determine the applicability of using methods for
developing column models to derive models that describe
larger-scale systems. Examine the feasibility of this step
in terms of equation derivations, simplifications, and
solution methods.

This research focuses on studying simple, laboratory column

systems and single-extraction vent configurations. The results are used

to obtain a better understanding of the importance of physical transport

(advection, dispersion, diffusion), phase transfer (liquid diffusion,

volatilization/dissolution), and equilibrium (air-water, water-soil,

air-soil) mechanisms and to provide a set of mathematical tools for

interpreting laboratory and pilot-scale vapor extraction system results.

The complexity of the model developments is different for the

various systems. Figure 2.1 shows the systems that are studied by model

simulations herein. The one-dimensional, column models are used to

examine the relative impacts of various mechanisms on the transport of

volatile organic chemicals in unsaturated soils with air and water flow.

Experimental results are used to validate the column models and observe

the impacts of liquid dispersion, vapor diffusion, diffusion in immobile

water, sorption, phase mass transfer, and Henry's partitioning in

uniform and structured soils. The axially symmetric and two-dimensional

models are used for numerical examination of the importance of
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advection, dispersion, diffusion, volatilization, air-water (Henry's)

partitioning, and sorption.

wate ar air

soil soil
cotu Ucolumn

(a) one-dilnensiona, sm- (b) one-dimensionatuttaneous air and water vopor extraction
Flow, column Model. column model.

iir

contminrted rconto "oted

S oil oi

SGWT

(C) rdi l vapOr extracton (d) trench (planar) vapor
configuraton extracteon configuration

Figure 2.1. Schematics of the soil system configurations for which
models are developed in this research.

A set of models is developed for each system studied. Each model

within a set differs by the number of mechanisms that are included. The

one-dimensional, column models include more mechanisms than the two-

dimensional models because of the additional numerical complexity

involved with solving the coupled equations for two-dimensional

transport.
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SECTION 3. MODELING APPROACH

This section describes an approach for constructing subsurface

fate models. The approach is summarized in Table 3.1. The model

development begins with construction of a conceptual picture of the

system. Mathematical equations are derived to describe chemical

transport. Dimensioned variables are normalized to obtain dimensionless

equations. The system dimensionless of equations is then solved

analytically when possible and numerically when not. When a numerical

solution is necessary, the dimensionless equations are simplified to

obtain analytic solutions for verification of the numerical code and for

performing numerical sensitivity of the simplifying assumptions. The

models are used to deterimine model parameter sensitivity, the results of

which, in turn, are used to modify the conceptual picture, if necessary,

and design experiments. Data from laboratory- and pilot-scale

experiments are compared to model output for validation of the models.

The validation results can then be used to modify the conceptual picture

as required to best simulate the vapor extraction process.

Table 3.1. Approach Used for Constructing Subsurface Fate Models.

1. Construct a conceptual picture of the system.
2. Derive equations to describe the conceptual picture.
3. Convert equations to a dimensionless form.
4. Solve dimensionless equations.
5. Simplify equations and solve.
6. Verify the numerical solution by comparing to

solutions of simplified conditions.
7. Model Sensitivity: Use the general model and

its simplifications to determine which mechanisms,
parameters, and simplifying assumptions are most
important.

8. Validate the model and model sensitivity by
comparing model predictions to experimental
results.

The approach given in Table 3.1 is an integrated model
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development-experimental study procedure that can enhance the current

level of understanding of some of the subsurface chemical transport

processes. It is similar to a generic approach detailed by Hern et al.

[1986]. The modeling approach used here has been successfully applied

to laboratory studies of organic chemical transport in saturated soil

columns [Crittenden et al., 1986; Hutzler et al., 1986]. Their studies

encompass model development, parameter sensitivity, and laboratory

validation experiments. The column model developments reported here are

complete in that all of the steps listed in Table 3.1 are performed.

The two-dimensional model developments address, at least in part, steps

1-7. Even though the two-dimensional vapor extraction models developed

here are not validated, they are useful for design and operation

guidance and will be especially helpful for understanding removal

processes. These vapor extraction model calculations should not be used

in lieu of field- or pilot-scale experience.

3.1 CONCEPTUAL PICTURE

The first step in the development of a mathematical model is the

conceptualizing of a system as a geometrically simpler picture of the

interaction of transport and fate processes. There are numerous

processes which could affect the fate of pollutants in unsaturated soil

(cf. Donigian and Rao, 1986]. Table 1.1 showed that there are many

potential variables to be included in a field-scale vapor extraction

model. It is sometimes frustrating and inefficient to attempt to

develop and validate a model that could describe the removal of all

contaminants under a wide variety of conditions. The models developed

in this research are constructed in a stepwise procedure. That is, the

conceptual pictures begin simple, such as shown in Figure 2.1.a. The
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next level of model sophistication is then based on the development of

simpler models which have been satisfactorily solved and tested. By

adding new complexities one at a time, their impact is observed

separately. Moreover, increased confidence in the model assumptions and

verification of the numerical solution is gained by comparing numerical

calculations to other models.

3.2 DERIVATION OF THE DIMENSIONED EQUATIONS

A set of mathematical equations describing flow conditions and

solute transport is developed from the conceptual picture. Mathematical

equations are derived from physical and chemical principles, and the

governing equations are solved with appropriate initial and boundary

conditions.

3.3 NORMALIZATION OF THE DIMENSIONED VARIABLES

The governing equations are transformed into a dimensionless form

by normalizing the dependent and independent variables. Two advantages

result: (1) the equations are of a simpler form and the solutions are

more general, and (2) the solutions can be characterized by the values

of parameter groupings which are dimensionless and fewer in number than

the total number of parameters. The normalization is a process by which

linear substitutions of the normalizing coefficients and the

dimensionless variables are made for the corresponding dimensioned

quantities.

3.4 SOLUTION OF THE DIMENSIONLESS EQUATIONS

Typlc~lly, subsurface transport models are too complicated to be

solved analytically, so numerical solution methods are employed. The

numerical method employed in this work is a finite element technique,

belonging to the family of weighted residual methods, called orthogonal
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collocation [Finlayson, 1980]. Orthogonal collocation has been used

often in the solution of column models [Raghavan and Ruthven, 1983;

Crittenden et al., 1986] and has only recently been applied to two-

dimensional systems [Im, 1988]. This method is chosen here because of

prior success at solving column equations and so its attributes can be

evaluated for field scale equation applications. More details of the

application of orthogonal collocation are given in the sections where it

is applied to the equations. A brief mathematical justification for its

use and an application example is given in Appendix B of a thesis by

Gierke [1986]. After solving the general form of the different system

models, the dimensionless equations are subsequently simplified by

making assumptions about the importance of various mechanisms so that

analytic solutions can then be used to verify the numerical solution

method.

3.5 SIMPLIFICATION OF THE GOVERNING DIMENSIONLESS EQUATIONS

The general form of the dimensionless equations that describe a

specific system is simplified by making assumptions about the impacts of

different mechanisms. All of the analytic solutions assume linear

sorption equilibrium. Three simplifying assumptions are used in this

work to obtain analytic solutions: (1) local equilibrium (cf. Brusseau

and Rao [1989]), (2) perfect or complete mixing, and (3) plug flow. The

local equilibrium assumption is applied by assuming that volatilization

and intraaggregate diffusion rates are fast in comparison to mass

transport by advection and dispersion. Perfect mixing is employed in

conjunction with 'he local equilibrium assumption, and it implies that

dispersion and diffusion are fast enough to consider the contents of the

system as completely mixed. Plug flow can be assumed either with
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regards to water flow or air flow by ignoring liquid dispersion or gas

diffusion, respectively. The local equilibrium assumption reduces the

number of partial differential equations that describes a system, and

given simplified boundary and initial conditions, it can lead to

analytic solutions. Likewise, the assumption of complete mixing leads

to a single mass balance and analytic solution for each system. The

plug flow assumption allows an analytic solution for the column models.

Different levels of complexity of the numerical solution codes result

from the implementation of various combinations of these assumptions.

3.6 VERIFICATION OF THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION

Verification of a numerical solution is attained by comparing its

calculations of a simplified condition to an analytic solution matching

this condition. For example, by including fast rates of mass transfer

the numerical approximation of advection (some call this "convection")

and dispersion can be compared to analytic solutions of the convection-

dispersion equation. Similarly, the numerical approximation of

interfacial mass transfer or intraaggregate diffusion can be compared to

a plug flow solution by inputting low values of the dispersion

coefficients. All of the mechanisms included in the one-dimensional

models were tested with at least one analytic solution. The two-

dimensional numerical models could be compared to the perfect mixing

solution or the convection-dispersion solution in one-dimension by

ignoring either air or water flow.

The complexity of analytical solutions varies. A perfect mi'xing

model with linear equilibrium relationships can be computed on a hand-

held calculator. A one-dimensional, advection-dispersion model for

finite boundary conditions involves the computation of an infinite
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series [Hashimoto et al., 1964]. Analytical solutions exist for some

more complex models, but numerical solutions are sometimes faster

[Crittenden et al., 1986]. Analytic solutions are most useful for

verifying the numerical solution of a more complex model.

3.7 VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

The validity of a model is determined by comparing calculations

with independently determined parameters to experimental data. The

validation step is divided into three sections: (1) experimental design,

(2) parameter estimation, and (3) model predictions and fits of the

experimental results. The experimental design involved constructing an

apparatus, selecting porous media and chemicals, and determining the

system conditions such as flow rates and degrees of saturation.

Independently determined model parameters come from basic soil and

chemical properties, direct measurements, literature correlations, and

independent experiments such as batch rate studies. Model predictions

are calculations using independently determined parameters. System

specific characteristics or a lack of literature correlations for some

parameters, such as dispersion coefficients, requires some fitting of

model solutions to data. When model fits are performed then it is

necessary to perform more experiments to validate the fit parameters.

Column studies are performed to validate the column models.

Experimental validatinn of the two-dimensional models is beyond the

scope of this research.
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SECTION 4. MODEL DEVELOPMENTS AND RESULTS

The model development approach described in Section 3 is applied

to the one- and two-dimensional systems shown in Figure 2.1. For the

one-dimensional systems, equations are derived where flow proceeds

axially, such as depicted in Figures 2.1.a and 2.1.b (laboratory

columns). The column models consider transport in either uniform or

aggregated-porous materials. The two-dimensional systems assume

horizontal air flow and vertical water flow. One set of two-dimensional

models is derived for the cylinder of soil depicted in Figure 2.1.c

where air is withdrawn uniformly along the axial center of the system

(axially-symmetric, radially-converging flow), the other for the block

shown in Figure 2.1.d.

A complete model development approach, such as described in

Section 3, consists of conceptualizing the geometry of the system and

the interaction of important process mechanisms, equation derivations,

variable normalization, solution, simplification of the equations,

solution verification, model sensitivity, and validation. This approach

is performed in entirety for the column models. The two-dimensional

models are not validated experimentally. The two-dimensional models

consider fewer mechanisms than the column models due, in part, to

computational convenience. Nevertheless, the two-dimensional model

sensitivity results indicate important considerations for design of air

flow rates and vent configuration, for further vapor extraction model

developments, and for laboratory- and pilot-scale validation

experiments.

The model developments reported here focus on describing chemical

transport, and less attention is given to descriptions of air and water
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flow. Subsurface heterogeneities, such as layering, are not included in

these model studies. In addition, chemical and biological reactions

that alter the form of a contaminant are ignored. Only dilute solutions

are considered so that density effects could be ignored. Controlled

experiments by McClellan and Gillham [1990] indicate that the removal of

the organic phase of trichloroethene is advection dominant and that mass

transfer limitations become important in the latter stages of cleanup

where the dissolved component is being removed. The paragraphs that

follow contain brief descriptions of the mechanisms that influence the

migration of dilute solutions of nondegradable volatile organic

chemicals in homogeneous, unsaturated soil systems and how the models

consider these mechanisms.

Natural air flow in unsaturated soil is usually slower than water

flow, but it is becoming common practice to induce higher air flows for

removing volatile contaminants from soil [Bennedsen, 1987; Hutzler et

al., 1989a]. Because pressure drops associated with vapor extraction

are small, air is treated as an incompressible fluid [Massmann, 1989;

Croise et al., 1989]. Massmann [1989] determined under what conditions

it was appropriate to use ground-water flow models to predict air-

pressure flow fields that result from the operation of a vapor removal

system. Coupling air flow calculations with chemical transport and fate

was beyond the scope of his study. Massmann [1989] determined that it

was valid to assume incompressible flow of air for total pressure drops

of less than 50%. This conclusion is supported with numerical studies

by Croise et al. [1989].

Because gas diffusion is faster than liquid diffusion and gases

are less viscous than liquids, changes in vapor concentrations can
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develop pressure gradients that induce gas flow. Falta et al. [1989],

Sleep and Sykes [1989], and Mendoza and Frind [1990] modeled the

movement of gases due to density differences resulting from the

evaporation of volatile contaminants. Their formulations showed that

the impact of density-driven gas flow is greatest in high permeability

soils (i.e. permeabilities greater than 0.1 darcies -- a sand and gravel

mix has a permeability between I and 100 darcies [Massmann, 1989]) for

contaminants having air-saturated densities greater than 150% that of

from dry air (e.g. air saturated with carbon tetrachloride). Toluene

vapor, which is only 10% heavier than dry air, shows no density affects

unless the permeability is greater than 30 darcys. Their calculations

are also based on situations where there is no external pressure-induced

flow such as would occur with vapor extraction.

In the vapor extraction model derivations, air flow is assumed to

occur horizontally either at a uniform rate (trench system) or

converging radially to a vertical axis (vertical vent). The model

developments also assume that the air is saturated with water so that

moisture content remains constant.

Descriptions of unsaturated water flow are complicated by

hysteresis and the variation of soil properties with location. In

addition, dynamic environmental conditions such as atmospheric pressure,

ambient temperature, and rainfall events alter the flow of water. Air

flow also affects liquid permeability. Since one of the primary

objectives of this study is to compare the relative impacts of

mechanisms, it is advantageous to assume constant pressure, temperature,

and wetting conditions and assume that soil properties and moisture

profiles are uniform. Moreover, water and air flow are assumed to be
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steady. Wierenga [1977] showed that when analyzing breakthrough curves

of noninteracting solutes on the basis of cumulative drainage, transient

and steady flow calculations give similar results.

Dispersion in porous media is attributed to the combination of two

effects: molecular diffusion and fluid mixing. In water-saturated

systems, both effects may contribute to the total dispersion flux. Gas

diffusion is about 10,000 times faster than liquid diffusion and, thus,

molecular diffusion is more important than the fluid mixing component in

air at low flow (for volatile organic chemicals in air, low flow is

defined as air velocities less than about 3 cm s-1). The terms gas

dispersion and gas diffusion will be used synonymously throughout this

report, and gas dispersion will be considered to be independent of gas

flow rate in the radially-converging extraction models.

Fickian-based diffusion is the most common mathematical

description of liquid dispersion [van Genuchten and Jury, 1987]. This

description is where the dispersive flux is the product of a

concentration-independent dispersion coefficient and the concentration

gradient. Liquid dispersion is a function of the moisture content and

water velocity, and its impact in unsaturated soil is much greater than

in saturated [DeSmedt et al., 1986].

A common approach for describing gas diffusion is to use Fick's

first law [Falta et al., 1989; Thortenson and Pollock, 1989; Wilson et

al., 1988]. In unsaturated soil, gas dispersion is a function of the

air-filled void tortuosity, which varies with the moisture content

[Millington, 1959]. Thortenson and Pollock [1989] imply that subsurface

gas diffusion may deviate from Fick's law. They describe calculations

that include the effects of wall collisions and viscous and viscous-slip
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flow for multicomponent mixtures. The processes they consider are

important when describing gas transport in soils where a pure gas is

mixing with a mixture or another pure gas. When the mole fraction of

the diffusing gas is less than about 20%, mixing is primarily due to

molecular diffusion, which can be described by Fick's law. This

modeling effort assumes that concentrations are dilute.

Diffusion in immobile water has been shown to be important in

saturated soil systems [Nkedi-Kizzi et al., 1982; Crittenden et al.,

1986; Hutzler et al., 1986; Roberts et al., 1987]. The significance of

intraaggregate diffusion in unsaturated soil is thought to be greater

than in saturated systems [van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1977; van

Genuchten et al., 1977; DeSmedt et al., 1986]. Diffusion in immobile

water zones is described here as Fickian diffusion in saturated

micropores contained within uniformly-sized, spherical aggregates [Rao

et al., 1982].

Mass transfer resistances exist at the boundaries of phases such

as the air-water and water-soil interfaces and at the boundary of fluid

layers traveling at different rates. Mass transfer resistance at the

air-water interface could be an important mechanism in fate modeling of

volatile pollutants in unsaturated soil [Sleep and Sykes, 1989]. Others

have ignored its impact in subsurface transport by assuming rapid air-

water equilibrium [Abriola and Pinder, 1985b; Lindstrom and Piver, 1986;

Corapcioglu and Baehr, 1987; Mendoza and Frind, 1990]. Mass transfer

resistance at the mobile-immobile water interface (film transfer) has

been found by others to be unimportant in saturated soils [Crittenden et

al., 1986; Hutzler et al., 1986; Roberts et al., 1987]. Others have

just simply dispensed with it [Abriola and Pinder, 1985b; Lindstrom and
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Piver, 1986; Corapcioglu and Baehr, 1987; Sleep and Sykes, 1989] or

combined it with intraaggregate diffusion (van Genuchten and Wierenga,

1977]. Nicoud and Schweih [1989] claim that it may be the predominant

mechanism if the description of mobile-immobile mass transfer is

performed correctly by accounting for the distribution of particle sizes

instead of using the mean diameter as was done in work by others

[Crittenden et al., 1986; Hutzler et al., 1986; Roberts et al., 1987].

Air-water and mobile-immobile water mass transfer are included in the

column models to test their impact on chemical movement in laboratory

columns. Mathematically they are treated following film theory [cf.

Finlayson, 1980]. The resistance to mass transfer at the soil-water

interface is considered here to be small compared to the diffusive

resistance of chemicals in the liquid phase.

Retardation or the rate of movement of a chemical profile relative

to the rate of water or air movement is a function of the solute phase

distribution at equilibrium. Sorption tends to retard chemical

movement. Organic chemicals can sorb to soil either by mineral

adsorption or partitioning (dissolution) into soil organic material

(Burchill et al., 1981; Hamaker and Thompson, 1972]. Mineral adsorption

in water-saturated situations is usually negligible for nonpolar species

because of the competition of polar water molecules [Hassett et al.,

1983]. The equilibrium relationship is linear for chemicals that

dissolve from aqueous solution into soil organic material [Burchill et

al., 1981]. That is, water-phase concentrations are proportional to the

sorbed-phase concentrations. In saturated soil, most sorption of

nonpolar organics onto soil is linear (Hassett et al., 1983; Karickhoff

et al., 1979; Hutzler et al., 1986]. Freundlich adsorption equilibrium
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(Freundlich, 1922] is used in the column models to allow for nonlinear

adsorption equilibrium. Nonlinear adsorption of organic vapors has been

observed for dry soils [Chiou and Shoup, 1985]. The column models

account for nonlinear adsorption, and the vapor extraction models assume

linear partitioning to reduce computation times and because sorption is

probably linear in moist natural soils. For moist conditions, it is

assumed that the soil particles are completely covered by water, even if

only by several molecular layers, so that adsorption is described by an

aqueous-phase isotherm equation. When liquid water is present,

adsorption of vapors onto soil is probably unimportant [Roy and Griffin,

19871 because soil surfaces are usually covered by water. Others have

measured moisture impacts on sorption [Chiou and Shoup, 1985; Peterson

et al., 1988]. Peterson et al. [1988] measured the sorption of

trichloroethene vapors on a laboratory-derived aluminum silicate

material with a humic acid coating. They measured moisture effects up

to moisture contents of 12%; however, the material that they used had a

surface area (200 m2 g-1 ), which is comparable to granular activated

carbon (800 m2 g-1 ). The moisture contents they achieved probably did

not coat the entire surface of the porous material and so vapor sorption

would occur. Granular activated carbon also shows moisture effects for

moisture contents lower than 30% [Okazaki et al., 1978]. Granular soils

have much lower surface areas (30 m2 g-1 ) and, thus, will probably be

covered entirely by water at moisture contents where water is present as

a liquid. Liquid water was not present in the studies of Chiou and

Shoup [1985], and it is not apparent whether liquid water was present in

the experiments reported by Peterson et al. [1988].

Because these model developments assume that solution
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concentrations are dilute, air-water equilibrium is described by Henry's

law. That is, a linear relationship exists between the water-phase and

air-phase concentrations which is analogous to the linear sorption

equilibrium. Most volatile organic chemicals of environmental concern

are only slightly soluble in water.

The remainder of this section incorporates the mechanisms

described above into models for describing chemical transport in

laboratory columns and models for predicting the performance of single-

extraction vent systems. The column models and assumptions regarding

the mechanisms as discussed above are tested against experimental

results. The vapor extraction models are used to examine the

applicability of extending the approach used for developing column

models to field-scale model development and for comparing the impacts of

the transport mechanisms, the air withdrawal rate, and vent

configuration on the performance of vapor extraction.

4.1 ONE-DIMENSIONAL TRANSPORT MODELS

The important fate mechanisms are studied numerically with one-

dimensional transport models and by experimental observation with

laboratory columns. The column models account for water as the only

flowing medium or for air and water flow and for air flow alone. The

simultaneous flow model is derived and tested first and followed by a

similar description of the air flow or vapor extraction column model.

The column model sections parallel the outline given in the approach

section.

4.1.1 Column Model for Air and Water Flow

4.1.1.1 Conceptual Picture. Figure 4.1.1.1 is a conceptual

picture of a soil column that is used for the model development that
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follows. The mechanisms being considered here are: (a) air and water

advection, (b) liquid and gas dispersion in the direction of flow, (c)

liquid diffusion in pores filled with immobile water, (d) mass transfer

resistance at the air-water and the mobile-immobile water interfaces,

(e) partitioning among the air and water, and (f) nonlinear sorption

from aqueous solution.

ROI WATER

.-MACROPOR

AOVECnION

(AIR. WATER)

colmnswit aian waer low

AIR. WdEsR) abOve are o .-E T s ytS EdMO-LE___lK
--- MASS TRNSE

MICROPORE '

AIR WATER XtJN

SOLID

Figure 4.1.1.1. Conceptual picture for modeling transport in soil
columns with air and water flow.

The model is developed to describe the movement of a volatile

organic contaminant in laboratory coluns of unsaturated soil where the

mechanisms described above are operative. The soil system is divided

into the three zones shown in Figure 4.1.1.1: mobile or immobile air,

mobile water, and aggregates comprised of immobile water and solid soil

particles. Mass balances on these zones result in three partial

differential equations.
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The air and mobile-water phases depicted in Figure 4.1.1.1 are

assumed to be continuous. The smallest pores, such as those inside

aggregates, contain water that is immobile. If the water content

exceeds the field capacity of the soil, water will flow around the

aggregates through the larger pores while the largest pore spaces are

filled with air. Since there is no theoretical method for predicting

the fraction of interphase contact between air and immobile water and

between air and mobile water, the rate of air-water mass transfer is

assumed to be lumped into a single transfer rate between air and mobile

water. Therefore it is assumed that chemical phase transfer occurs

between the air and mobile water and the mobile and immobile water. It

is also assumed that water in contact with soil surfaces inside an

aggregate is immobile.

4.1.1.2 Derivation of the Dimensioned Equations. A mass balance

on the air zone results in the following equation:

acv(Z,T) a2cv(Z,T) aCv(Z,T)

aT az2  az

Ka C(ZT) Cb(Z,T )  (4.1.1.1)

e(I-S) H T

Equation (4.1.1.1) accounts for the change in vapor concentration

(Cv(Z,T)) with respect to time. The terms on the right side represent:

gas dispersion or diffusion, gas advection, and air-water mass transfer.

The notation used in the model equations is defined in Section 7.

A mass balance on the mobile-water zone results in a similar

expression for the change in chemical concentration in mobile water:
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aCb(Z,T) a2 Cb(Z,T) aCb(Z,T) K~a CV(Z,T)

aT az2 aZ C(S-Si) HfC-E l-T)

+ [Cp(R-RaZ,T) - Cb(Z,T)] (4.1.1.2)
c(S-Si)Ra

The terms on the right side of (4.1.1.2) represent: liquid dispersion,

liquid advection, mass transfer between air and mobile water, and film

transfer. The mathematical representation of mass transfer between the

mobile and immobile water in (4.1.1.2) assumes that an aggregate

centered at axial position Z absorbs chemical at a rate proportional to

the deficit between the immobile water concentration at the aggregate

surface (Cp(R-Ra,Z,T)) and the mobile-water concentration (Cb(Z,T)).

This representation of film transfer is appropriate when the axial water

concentration gradient (aCblaZ) is small across an aggregate diameter.

Figure 4.1.1.1 shows that soil aggregates are represented by

uniformly-porous spheres (Rao et al., 1982] within which the aqueous

chemical concentration in the micropores is at equilibrium with the

sorbed-phase concentration on the adjacent soil surface. The change in

the total intraaggregate concentration (Y(R,Z,T)) with respect to time

is equal to the rate at which chemical diffuses through the internal

pores:

_Y(RZ, i [ DpSiR aCp(R,Z,T)

aT R2 aR I ps(1-) aR ]
eSi

where: Y(R,Z,T) - Cp(R,ZT) + Q(R,Z,T)
Ps(1-)

Like (4.1.1.2), (4.1.1.3) assumes that changes in axial water

concentration are negligible over an aggregate diameter. The variable
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Y(R,Z,T) is the total chemical concentration at a specific radial

position within an aggregate per unit mass of soil. Q(R,Z,T) is the mass

of chemical sorbed per unit mass of soil. The equilibrium between the

aqueous and sorbed phases within the micropores is described with the

Freundlich [1922] isotherm equation:

Q(R,Z,T) = KCp(R,Z,T)I/n (4.1.1.4)

The initial condition for solving the above equations can be any

specified concentration profile within the column. Typically for soil

columns the initial concentrations are zero:

Cv(Z,T=O) = Cvi(Z), typically Cvi(Z) = 0;

Cb(Z,T=O) = Cbi(Z), typically Cbi(Z) - 0;

Cp(R,Z,T=O) = Cpi(R,Z), typically Cpi(RZ) = 0;

and

Q(R,Z,T=O) = Qi(R,Z) = KCpi(R,Z)l/n,

thus

eSi

Y(R,Z,T=O) = Cpi(RZ) + Qi(R,Z) (4.1.1.5)
Ps(1-E)

Boundary conditions for (4.1.1.1) and (4.1.1.2) are derived from

the fact that soil columns are closed reactors [Levenspiel, 1962]. It

will be shown later that analytical solutions of the model exist for

simplified conditions; however, for the general case shown, a numerical

solution method is necessary. In an attempt to force the numerical

method to conserve chemical mass, overall mass balances on the mobile-

water and air ohases are used for two of tUe boundary conditions. The

difference between the mass of chemical entering and leaving the column
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by advection in air must equal the mass accumulating in the air minus the

mass transferred to the air from the water:

u[Cvo(T) - Cv(Z=L,T)] = Cv(ZT)aZ

I SL KLa  Cb(Z,T) - C(Z) ]az (4.1.1.6)0 C(1-S) H I

The difference in chemical mass entering and leaving the column in

water must equal the accumulation in the water and in the aggregates plus

the mass transferred to the air from the water:

v[Cbo(T) - Cb(Z=LT)] = a JL Cb(Z,T) + J YfRZ,T)R2dR azV[C°() b(=L T 0 C(S-Si)Ra3 IJI

+ JL (S 1  Cb(ZT) _ Cv(Z,T) ] aZ (4.1.1.7)
o C(S-Si )  H

The influent concentration in the water (Cbo(T)) is also allowed to vary

with time.

Exit boundary conditions for (4.1.1.1) and (4.1.1.2) are the

following zero-gradient conditions:

a2Cv(Z=L,T)
. 0 (4.1.1.8)

a2 Cb(Z=L,T)
a~ ~ =LT =0 (4.1.1.9)
MzT

One boundary condition for (4.1.1.3) results from symmetry; that

is, no concentration gradient exists at the center of an aggregate:
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acp(R=O,Z,T)
= 0 (4.1.1.10)

aR

Symmetry is based on the assumptions of spherical aggregates and that

axial changes in chemical concentration are small across an aggregate

diameter.

The other boundary condition for (4.1.1.3) is derived by performing

a mass balance on an aggregate. A change in mass of chemical in an

aggregate is equal to the mass transferred to the aggregate from the

mobile water:

3 [Ray( kfRa2[l-E(l-Si)]
a- Y(R,Z,T)R 2dR = [Cb(Z,T)
aT JO Ps(I-e)

- Cp(R=Ra,Z,T)] (4.1.1.11)

Equation (4.1.1.11) is consistent with the assumption used to represent

film transfer in (4.1.1.2). Like (4.1.1.6) and (4.1.1.7), (4.1.1.11)

attempts to conserve mass during the numerical solution of the model

equations.

4.1.1.3 Conversion to Dimensionless Form. To reduce the complexity

of the equations, so that model solutions could be based on and

characterized by fewer parameters, the dimensioned equations derived

above are converted to a dimensionless form. Dimensionless equations

result from substitutions of the terms in the middle column of Table

4.1.1.1 into (4.1.1.1-11). Dimensionless time or throughput (t) is

defined by assuming that a soil column is initially free of chemical and

that the influent concentrations are constant and in equilibrium (Cbo(T)

' Cbn, Cvo(T) - HCbn). Throughput is equal to the ratio of chemical

mass fed to the mass contained in the column at equilibrium with Cbn.
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Dimensionless concentrations are derived by dividing a particular phase

concentration by its concentration in equilibrium with Cbn. Axial

position (Z) is normalized by the column length (L), and radial position

(R), by the aggregate radius (Ra).

Table 4.1.1.1. Variable Substitutions to Convert Dimensioned
Equations into a Dimensionless Form.

Dimensioned Dimensionless
Variable Substitution Variable

Cb(Z,T) Cbn cb(Z,T) cb(Z,T)

Cp(RZ,T) Cbn cp(R,Z,T) cp(RZT)

Cv(Z,T) Cvn cv(Z,T) cv(Z,T)

Y(R,Z,T) Yn y(R,Z,T) y(R,Z,T)

Cbi(Z Cbn cbl(Z cbi(Z

Cpi(RZ) Cbn cpi(RZ) cpi(RZ)

Cvi(Z Cyj. cvi(Z) Cvi(Z

Cbo(T) Cbn cbo(T) cbo(T)

Cvo(T) Cvn cvo(T) cvo(T)

Z L z z

R R.ar r

T v u(I-S)H 1S1 (I-S)H
L v(S-Si) J -Si S-s1

ps(1-e)KCbn1/n 1 1-

Note: Cvn =HCbn and Yn c SiCbn[Ps(-1)V + KCbflh/n,
where Cbn - max(Cbo(T),Cbi(Z)).

Column model predictions in terms of relative (dimensionless)
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concentration as a function of dimensionless time (throughput) are

characterized by the groups defined in Table 4.1.1.2. These groups

represent mass transfer mechanisms and chemical distributions at

equilibrium. Because water is the most common transport medium in soil,

the mass transfer groups are based on the rate of mass transport by water

advection, and the chemical distribution groups are based on chemical

mass in mobile water. In the design and operation of vapor extraction,

water flow is minimized while air flow is induced. Therefore in the

model development sections following these sections on simultaneous air

and water transport, mass transfer and transport rates and equilibrium

are normalized by air advective rates and mass of chemical in air.

The magnitudes of five of the mass transfer groups (air Peclet (Pev),

mobile-water Peclet (Peb), immobile-water diffusion modulus (Edp),

mobile-immobile water Stanton (Stb), air-water Stanton (St.)) represent

the degree of spreading exhibited by a breakthrough curve [Crittenden et

al., 1986]. A large value of any of these groups indicates a small

contribution from the corresponding mechanism towards the observed

spreading. For example, a large value of Peb means that transport by

liquid dispersion is slow in comparison to that by water advection, and

therefore liquid dispersion is not important. An increase in the air-

water advective flux ratio (Ar) has the same effect as increasing Peb

and Pev and decreasing Stb, Stv, and Edp. The chemical distribution

groups (immobile water (Dgp), sorbed (Dgs), vapor (Dg,)) and the

isotherm intensity (1/n) impact spreading because they determine the

amount of chemical in a given phase. Only Ar, Dgs , Dgv , and 1/n affect

the magnitude of the retardation coefficient (Rd). If 1/n is not equal

to 1, then Rd is also dependent on concentration.
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Table 4.1.1.2. Definitions of Dimensionless Groups.

Group Definition Equation

Mass Transfer Groups:

rate of advection in air u
Ar -Dgv

rate of advection in mobile water v

rate of diffusion in immobile water D Dg L
Edp rate of advection in mobile water vRa 2

rate of advection in mobile water vL
Peb rate of axial dispersion in mobile water Ez

rate of advection in mobile water vLPev
rate of axial dispersion in air 

EvDgv

total advective flux in air and in water I+Ar
Pe

total dispersive flux in air and in water Peb-I +Pe
- I

rate of transport across mobile-immobile water interface kf[1-c(1-Si)]L
Stb rate of advection in mobile water vE(S-Si)Ra

rate of transport across air-mobile water interface KLaL
Stv rate of advection in mobile water 3ve(S-S i)

Chemical Distribution Groups:

mass of chemical in immobile water Si
Dgp mass of chemical in mobile water S-Si

mass of chemical adsorbed to soil Ps(l-e)KCbn (1/n-1)

mass of chemical in mobile water e(S-S i)

mass of chemical in air (1-S)H
Dgv mass of chemical in mobile water S-Si

mass of chemical in air, in immobile water, and on soilDg Dgp + Dgs + Dgvmass of chemical in mobile water p + V

velocity of chemical front 1+Dg
d velocity of water (l+Ar)(1+DgP)

1/n isotherm intensity

The dimensionless forms of the air mass balance (equation

(4.1.1.1)) and its boundary conditions (equations (4.1.1.6) and

(4.1.1.8)) are
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acv(z't) I + Dg [1 a2CV(z,t) acv(z't)
= I- Arat Dgv[l + Ar] [ Pev, aZ2 8z

- 3Stvlcv(z,t) -cb(z,t)] J (...2

Dgv[l + Ar] a ~1
cv0(t) - CV(ZlI,t) = _____--jcv(z,t)az

Ar(1 + Dg] at Jo

r'I [Svcb(z,t) - cv(z,t)]az (4.1.1.13)

a2cv(z=1 ,t)
-oa (4.1-1.14)

In dimensionless form, the mobile-water mass balance (equation

(4.1.1.2)) and its boundary conditions (equations (4.1.1.7) and

(4-1.1.9)) become

acb(z,t) 1 + 0g 1 a2 cb(z,t) - cb(Z,t)+ S
at 1+ Ar [Pet, aZ2 az c(t) bzt]

+ 3Stblcp(rul,z,t) - cb(Z,t)] ] (...5

1 +Ar a ' I
cbo(t) - cb(z4l,t) = gCb(Z,t) + 3[Dgp

+ Dgs] ly(r,z,t)r2dr jaz + J3Stvfcb(z~t) - cv(z,tflaz (4.1.1.16)

o (411.7

azat

The dimensionless form of the intraaggregate mass balance
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(equation (4.1.1.3)) is

ay(r,z,t) Edp[I + Dg] 1 a [ 1 c~~~)(...8
_____ 2 -_______ - - ' 2 acrzt)(.11)

at [Dgp + Dgs][1 + Ar] r2 ar [ar J
The dimensionless total intraaggregate concentration must satisfy

y~ ~~)= Dgpcp(r,z,t) + Dgscp(r,z,t)l/n (4.1.1.19)

Dgp + Dgs

Equation (4.1.1.18) is obtained by substituting (4.1.1.4) into the

definition of Y(R,Z,T) and dividing the result by the total

intraaggregate concentration in equilibrium with Cbn. For 1/n equal to

1, (4.1.1.19) reduces to y(r,z,t) = cp(r~z~t). The dimensionless form

of the boundary conditions (equations (4.1.1.10) and (4.1.1.11)) for the

intraaggregate mass balance are

dc(r0 -t 0 (4.1.1.20)

ar

Stblcb(z,t) - cp(r=l~z~t)]

[Dgp + Dg5][1 + Ar] a I'
= ______________- Iy(r,z,t)r2dr (4.1.1.21)
[I1+Dg] atj10

The dimensionless initial condition for solving (4.1.1.12),

(4.1.1.15), and (4.1.1.18) is

cv(z,t-0) - cvi(z); cb(z,t-O) - cbl(z); and

cp(r~z~t-0) - cpi(r,z) (4.1.1.22)

The initial condition is set by specifying cv.g(z), cbi(z), and cpi(r~z).
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Equation (4.1.1.19) is used to determine y(r,z,t-0). Typically, a

continuous concentration profile is specified, that is cvi(z) = cbi(z) =

cpi(rul,z); and for an initial uniform concentration throughout,

Cvi(OZ1) = cbi(O z~l) = Cpi(O5rl,O5zl ) - 0 (for breakthrough or

contamination) or I (for elution or cleanup).

Converting the model into a dimensionless form reduces the number

of parameters that characterize a solution from 17 (a, Dp, Ev, Ez, H, K,

kf, KL, L, 1/n, Ra, S, Si, u, v, c, ps) to 10 (Ar, Dgp, Dgs, Dgv , Edp,

I/n, Peb, Pev , Stb, Stv). It is also easier to characterize a solution

in terms of these groups. Five groups (Edp, Peb, Pev, Stb, Stv) affect

only the shape of a breakthrough curve. The impact of Ar, Dgp, Dgs, and

Dgv is primarily on position. Nine dimensioned parameters (H, K, L,

1/n, S, u, v, e, ps) impact both shape and position; the other eight

affect only the shape.

4.1.1.4 Numerical Solution. The dimensionless form of the column

model (equations (4.1.1.12-22)) is solved numerically by converting the

partial differential equations (PDEs) to a system of ordinary

differential equations (ODEs). Orthogonal collocation (OC), a method of

weighted residuals, lends itself well to converting similar types of

PDEs to systems of ODEs [Raghavan and Ruthven, 1983; Crittenden et al.,

1986]. The resulting set of ODEs can then be solved by a number of

standard techniques.

Raghavan and Ruthven [1983] used OC to solve equations similar to

those comprising the general model except that a different inlet

condition was used in their formulation. The inlet boundary condition

they imposed required an iterative solution method which involved

guessing the inlet concentration. The boundary conditions employed here
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(equations (4.1.1.13), (4.1.1.16), and (4.1.1.21)) avoid the iterative

step, and they help conserve chemical mass during the process of

numerically solving the model.

Weighted residual methods allow separation of the time and "atial

dependency of a PDE by approximating the exact solution with a series of

products of time-varying coefficients and spatial basis or trial

functions. The collocation method requires that the residual between

the numerical approximation of the PDE and its exact value be orthogonal

to the Dirac delta function at specified collocation points. This

results in the residuals being zero at the collocation points

[Finlayson, 1980].

Orthogonal collocation employs orthogonal polynomials as basis

functions and specifies that the collocation points be located at the

roots of a basis function. The polynomials are constructed orthogonal

to each other with respect to a weight function. The weight functions

used in the construction of the polynomials for the different equations

are chosen to satisfy boundary conditions and/or to make the numerical

solution stable.

Application of OC to the air and mobile-water mass balances and

the corresponding boundary conditions (equations (4.1.12)-(4.1.1.17))

yields 2J ODEs, where J is the number of axial collocation points.

Additional ODEs (JxI, where I is the number of radial collocation

points) are produced by the application of OC to the intraaggregate mass

balance and its boundary conditions (equations (4.1.1.18), (4.1.1.20),

and (4.1.1.21)). Figure 4.1.1.2 is a general schematic of the OC

descretizatlon of the solution domain and shows the coupling of the

ODEs. The resulting system of ODEs is solved using an algorithm called
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GEAR, which can be found in the International Mathematics and Scientific

Library (IMSL). The application of OC is shown below in the order in

which GEAR receives the derivatives.

The application of OC to (4.1.1.18) results in:

dy(i,j,t) Edp[l + Dg] IX Bri c p(njt (4.1.1.23)

dt [Dgp + gs][1 + Ar] n=1 i,n n,j,t)(

Figure 4.1.1.2 shows that (4.1.1.23) is evaluated at I-I radial

collocation points at each axial collocation point (j = i to J). Bri,n

is a member of an OC coefficient matrix for spherical geometry that is

used to approximate the Laplacian of cp(r,z,t). This matrix is

constructed from a set of symmetric Jacobi polynomials that represent

the radial dependence of cp(r,zt). The radial orthogonal polynomials

are constructed with only even powers of r up to degree 21 using a

weight function of 1-r2 over the interval of r from 0 to 1. The

internal radial collocation locations shown in Figure 4.1.1.2 are the

positive roots of the 2(1-1) degree polynomial and lie between 0 and 1.

Because the matrix is symmetrical, (4.1.1.20) is satisfied by the

application of OC to (4.1.1.18) [Finlayson, 1980].

Applying OC to (4.1.1.21) and solving for the change in the total

intraaggregate concentration at r equal to I leads to the following

condition at the aggregate surface:

dy(I,j,t) 1 [ (1 + Dg]Stb
[cb(i,t) -cp(Ilj,t)]

dt Wrl [Dgp + Dgs][l + Ar]

I-i dy(p,j,t)
- I Wrp (4.1.1.24)

p47 dt
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Equation (4.1.1.24) is evaluated at all axial collocation locations.

Wr is a member of a coefficient vector that is used in the quadrature

approximation of the radial integrals. WrI is nonzero because a weight

factor of 1-r2 is used for the construction of the radial basis

functions [Finlayson, 1980].

Ra R 0o

(4.1.1.27) Entrance(4.l1..8) 1J r I0

0E 0" I m-0-2 1
II I I I I

0 -3 r - ,
Z Z I I I I2 - -r I.II obileI . I nt.."... I..

Zon Wae gat ,, T I -- I i -Zone- -i
. 1 4 .1 "II II I

I I I I aI I I I I II " I II II I
zI I I II I I I

II I Imu . .

Eqiiru (4 1. 1.1

_ EAir I i Mobil. I Aggre- introggregate
/ I Zone I I Water a gate m Zone m

412~Zone * Surf' I I

I .I I Eu II ;

(4qaton.1.1.1 anit (4.1.1.150) givestheflinguton smodel. The numbe of rad p I ad n r of al is JI.

EqatIo numbeIn Is- In parentheses.

Thgue applicatioenea ofscthe air ahwnd mh ole-wte mas banesdnr

(equations (4.1.1.12) and (4.1.1.15)) gIves the following equations:
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dcv (j t) 1 + Og J BzK 1. Pe Ar Azi' I cv(m,t)
dt [1 + Ar]Dgv  m=1L Pev

- 3Stv[cv(jt) - cb(Jt)] (4.1.1.25)

dcb(j,t) I +Dg ( jm-Ai bmt

dt I + Ar m=1 Peb I

+ 3Stv[cv(j,t) - cb(J,t)] + 3Stb[cb(J,t) - cp(IjIt)] ] (4.1.1.26)

Equations (4.1.1.25) and (4.1.1.26) are evaluated at the J-2 internal

axial collocation locations shown in Figure 4.1.1.2 (j = 2 to J-1).

AZj,m and BZj'm are members of OC coefficient matrices for planar

geometry that are used to approximate the first and second spatial

derivatives, respectively, of Cb(Z,t) and cv(z,t). These matrices are

obtained from a set of asymmetric Jacobi polynomials that represent the

axial dependence of cb(z,t) and cv(z,t). The axial orthogonal

polynomials are constructed up to degree J-1 using a weight factor of

z(l-z) over the interval 0 to 1. The locations of the internal axial

collocation points shown in Figure 4.1.1.2 are the roots of the J-2

degree orthogonal polynomial. The boundary conditions for (4.1.1.12)

and (4.1.1.15) are located at j equal to 1 and J.

Entrance conditions are obtained by using OC to convert

(4.1.1.13), (4.1.1.14), (4.1.1.16), and (4.1.1.17) to ODEs and solving

for the derivatives at j equal to 1:
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dcv(1,t) [ z Aj1 - Ar[l + Dg] r c M - vJt

dt [ I 1 A~z Dgv[1 + Ar][

J Stv~ Wzim J-1 [ z Azj~m ]dvflt
+ I [cb(m,t) - cv(m,t)] I-W m I W

mn-1 Ar J m-2 [z J dt J
(4.1. 1. 27)

dcb(i,t) AF A 1  r 1 + Dg

dt =[Wz I - WzJ AJJ] 1 1A cbi(t) - cb(J,t)]

- S~~W~ cbmt)- ~m~)]1 -J1[ -Z Jm1 dcb(m,t)

m=1 J c~~)-c~ m=2 m jA Jj dt

Sjz I dy(p,m,t)

-3[Dgp + Dgs] I I x_ Wr 1 (4.1.1.28)
rn=i p=i dt I

WZ m is a member of a coefficient vector that is used in the quadrature

approximation of the axial integrals. Wzj and Wzj are nonzero because a

weight factor of z(1-z) is used in the generation of the axial basis

functions [Finlayson, 1980]. The exit (j = J) conditions are then

_____ 2 (4.1.1.29)
dt rn=i Azj,j dt

dcb(J,t) J-1 AZj~m dcb(rn,t)
- '- (4.1.1.30)

dt mn-i Azj,j dt

Evaluations of (4.1.1.23-30) are made after solving (4.1.1.19) for

cp(r~z~t) at each of the radial collocation points:

y(i,j,t) - Dgpcp(i,j~t) + Dgscp(i,j,t)1/n 41..1
Dgp+ Dgs

For 1/n not equal to 1, values of cp(1iJt) are determined with a root
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finding subroutine called DZBREN, which also is an IMSL algorithm, and

for 1/n = 1, y(i,j,t) = cp(i,j,t).

Initially (t=O), (4.1.1.22) is used for concentration values at

all of the collocation points:

cv(j,t=O) = cvi(j),

cb(J,t=O) = Cbi(J),

cp(i,j,t=O) = cpi(i,j) = yi(ij) from (4.1.1.31),

or, typically,

0 (breakthrough)
Cv(j,t=O) = cb(J,t=O) y(i,j,t=O) = (4.1.1.32)11 (elution)

Condition (4.1.1.32) is used in (4.1.1.23-30) to calculate the initial

derivatives; the derivatives are sent to GEAR, and GEAR returns values of

y(i,j,t), cb(J,t), and cv(j,t); (4.1.1.31) is solved for cp(i,j,t); and

the algorithm is repeated until the desired throughput is reached.

4.1.1.5 Model Simplifications and Corresponding Solutions. Even

though the general form of the column model is solved numerically, exact

solutions can be obtained when 1/n is equal to 1, certain mass transfer

mechanisms are unimportant, and different boundary conditions are used.

In the following section, verification of the numerical solution of the

column model is reported. The numerical solution method is verified by

comparing its calculations to the analytic solutions given below for a

series of special cases. There are two assumptions that are commonly

employed in column models that simplify the equations derived above.

The local equilibrium assumption is the most common in ground water

quality modeling, and the plug flow assumption is used more often in

trickle-bed reactor analysis.
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Local Equilibrium Assumotion. When the mechanisms affecting the

rates to chemical equilibrium between phases are fast in comparison to

chemical movement in the direction of air and water flow, then a

condition of local equilibrium is said to exist [Brusseau and Rao,

1989]. It was assumed in the model development that three mechanisms

affect the time to equilibrium between the air, water, and soil phases:

air-water mass transfer, mobile-immobile water mass transfer, and

intraaggregate diffusion. Therefore when the magnitudes of Stv , Stb,

and Edp are large in comparison to Peb or Pev the model will simulate

local equilibrium. Chemical concentrations in the air and on the soil

can be determined from the water concentration when local equilibrium

exists by the following equilibrium relationships:

Cv(Z,T) - HCb(Z,T)

Cp(O R<Ra,Z,T) = Cb(Z,T)

Q(O:R:RaZ,T) KCb(Z,T)l/n (4.1.1.33)

Throughout the remainder of this report, when local equilibrium is

assumed then it is also assumed that (4.1.1.33) is satisfied and that

1/n is equal to 1.

A mass balance across all phases in a column where local

equilibrium exists results in the following expression in terms of

dimensionless water concentration:

acb(z,t) 1 a2cb(z,t) acb(z,t) (4.1.1.34)

at Pe az2 az

The three mass balances in the general model reduce to one (equation

(4.1.1.34)) because Cv(Z,T), Cp(R,Z,T), and Q(R,Z,T) are determined
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according to (4.1.1.33). The three mass transfer groups that are

important are combined into one Peclet number (Pe). As listed in Table

4.1.1.2, Pe represents the ratio of mass transport by air and water

advection to mass transport by dispersion in both fluids. Equation

(4.1.1.34) is the classical convection-dispersion equation most commonly

used in subsurface transport modeling [van Genuchten and Jury, 1987].

The assumption of local equilibrium is used here to verify the numerical

approximation of gas and liquid dispersion in the general model.

Various solutions of (4.1.1.34) can be obtained by changing the

boundary conditions. The conditions that are used for the general model

assume that the column acts as a closed reactor [Levenspiel, 1962] and

are used to simplify the numerical solution. Closed reactor boundary

conditions for (4.1.1.34) that enable an analytic solution to be

obtained are those proposed by Danckwerts [1953]:

1 - cb(z=O+,t) = - cb(Z=Ot) (4.1.1.35)
Pe az

acb(z==,t) =0 (4.1.1.36)

az

Equation (4.1.1.35) assumes that the influent chemical concentration is

constant (Cbi(t) = 1). The initial condition to be used for obtaining

an analytic solution is

cb(z,t-O) = 0 (4.1.1.37)

For Pe less than 2, the solution of the convection-dispersion

equation approaches a completely mixed reactor solution [Brenner, 1962],
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and so the solution of (4.1.1.34) approaches

Cb(O!5ZS1,t) - 1 - exp[-t] (4.1.1.38)

A breakthrough curve described by (4.1.1.38) represents the maximum

observed spreading caused by dispersion.

In general, the solution of (4.1.1.34) constrained by conditions

(4.1.1.35-37) is [Hashimoto et al., 1964]:

1 Pel2(t/

I Pel/ 2(1+t)

-2 exp(Pe) erfc [ 21t:1/2 ]
+ 3(Pe t)112 exp(Pe) ierfc [Pel/2(1+t)]

- 2I~a fp~ *1 P" 20/2)

- 16(Pe t) exp(Pe) i2erfc [ Pe/ 2(+t) ]
+ 20(Pe t)I 12 exp(3Pe/2) ierfc [Pe/2(2+t)j

-16Pe t ex(3Pe2) ierr Pe/ 2(2+t)

- 8(Pe t)2 exp(3Pe/2) 14erfc /22It + *. (4.1.1.39)

For values of Pe greater than 40, the following asymptotic solution is

valid (Hashimoto et al., 1964]:
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Cb(ZI~t -1 er Pel/ 2(1-t) 1 + [ t ]1 /2

2 fc2 ~Cb(Z-I't) = - erf 2t/ J [ ,rPej

t+I)3 1 [ _________(t+113 exp - (4.1.1.40)

Danckwerts [1953] solved (4.1.1.34) for open reactor boundary

conditions, which correspond to a column of infinite length:

Cb(z--Q,t) = 1 (4.1.1.41)

Cb(Z=,t) = 0 (4.1.1.42)

The solution of (4.1.1.34) for these boundary conditions and the initial

condition given by (4.1.1.37) is [Danckwerts, 1953]:

1 pel/2('t)
cb(Z=l,t) = - erfc 2 2 (4.1.1.43)

2 f t1/

Plug Flow Assumption. In structured or aggregated soils where the

air or water is flowing fast, the spreading that is caused by axial

dispersion in air and water could be negligible compared to the

spreading caused by other mechanisms. Plug flow is assumed here so that

the numerical approximation of intraaggregate diffusion and film

transfer could be tested against an analytic solution in the same manner

as dispersion is verified with the local equilibrium solutions.

Rosen [1952] derived an analytic solution for single-phase plug

flow through a packed bed. The general model reduces to the equations

solved by Rosen (1952] if 1/n is equal to 1, the air-water mass transfer

rate is fast (large Sty), and axial dispersion is slow in comparison to

advection (large Pe). For this condition, (4.1.1.12) and (4.1.1.13)
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combine to give

acb(z,t) 1 + Dg [ aCb(Z,t)
at 1 +Dgv az

3Stb 1] 41..4
+ -- [cp(r-l,z,t) - Cb(Z,t)] (4.1.1.44)
1 + Ar

The boundary condition for (4.1.1.44) is

cb(z-O,t>O) = 1 (4.1.1.45)

Equations (4.1.1.18-21) are used to account for film transfer and

intraaggregate diffusion. The initial condition is the breakthrough

scenario (zero concentrations at t = 0) for (4.1.1.22).

The exact solution of (4.1.1.44) is an integral, but Rosen (1954]

developed the following asymptotic solution for Edp/[1 + Ar] > 13.33:

1 F [1-t][1 +Dg] [ I+Ar
cb(z-lt) W erfc 2[Dgp + Dgs] 15Edp

I+ Ar] "I/2 }
+ 1-1/ (4.1.1.46)

3Stb

4.1.1.6 Model Verification and Sensitivity. Verification of a

numerical solution is performed by comparing model calculations to other

numerical or analytical solutions. The column model numeri'ally

approximates air and water advection, water dispersion and gas diffusion

in the direction of flow (axial), diffusion in immobile water, film

transfer, and air-water mass transfer. To verify the numerical method,

calculations of this model are compared to analytical solutions for

simplified situations where one or more of the mechanisms are important.
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The numerical approximation of advection and axial dispersion is

compared to the local equilibrium solutions (equations (4.1.1.38-40)).

The numerical approximation of advection, air-water mass transfer, film

transfer, and diffusion in pores containing immobile water is compared

to the plug flow solution (equation (4.1.1.46)).

Model input parameters for the verification step are chosen to

satisfy assumptions that were made to obtain a particular analytical

solution. To simulate local equilibrium, large values of Edp, Stb, and

Stv are used as input. To simulate plug flow, large values of Peb and

Pe. are used instead.

Figure 4.1.1.3 compares the breakthrough curves that are

calculated with the column model to analytical solutions for different

values of the dimensionless groups. These breakthrough curves are plots

of the column effluent water concentration relative to the influent

versus the number of pore volumes of water fed. For the calculations

shown in Figure 4.1.1.3 it is assumed that 1/n is equal to 1 and

influent concentrations are constant. Numerical solutions, shown as

solid lines, using J (axial) equal to 10 and I (radial) equal to 3

collocation points compare closely to the analytic solutions, shown as

symbols, for the dimensionless group values listed on Figure 4.1.1.3.

Oscillations appear in the numerical solution when simulating plug flow

conditions, and the numerical error increases as Pe increases. These

errors appear to dampen as time increases. Because overall mass

balances are used as boundary conditions, it is possible that even

though numerical error occurs initially for certain situations, the

error does not propogate except for very large values of Pe. Ten axial

and 3 radial collocation points are also used for the model validation
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calculations.

Additional simulations are performed with the column model to

observe the impact of Edp, Pe, Stb, and Stv on the numerical solution.

Dispersion calculations by the model are accurate for values of Pe tom

0.1 to 40 and greater. Values of Pe greater than 1000, however, cause

unacceptable amounts of numerical error. For low values of Pe, the

observed spreading causes the breakthrough curve to become asymmetric,

and the model can simulate this. As the value of Edp, Stb, or Stv

decrease below 1, the early portion of the breakthrough curve sharpens

and the latter part tails.
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Figure 4.1.1.3. Comparisons of the numerical solution (solid curves)
for 10 axial and 3 radial collocation points to analytic solutions

(symbols) for verification of the orthogonal collocation approximation.

Mass transfer mechanisms can have similar impacts on chemical
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transport [Crittenden et al., 1986; Roberts et al., 1987]. A

relationship for equivalent spreading between axial dispersion,

diffusion in immobile water, and film transfer is developed by equating

the arguments of (4.1.1.43) and (4.1.1.46). Equations (4.1.1.39),

(4.1.1.40), and (4.1.1.43) give comparable results for large Pe

[Crittenden et al., 1986]. If only the central portion of the

breakthrough curve is considered (i.e. t is near 1), the following

relationship is derived:

15Edp[I + Dg] 2  
3Stb[l + Dg]2

Pe = - (4.1.1.47)

[I + Ar][Dgp + Dgs] 2  [ + Ar][Dgp + Dgs]2

Equation (4.1.1.47) is similar to the equivalent spreading relationship

for saturated flow developed by Crittenden et al. (1986]. When Ar is

equal to 0 then (4.1.1.47) is also equivalent to 3Stv[l + Dg]2 Dgv- 2

The column model is used to calculate the curves shown in Figure

4.1.1.4 to simulate conditions where axial dispersion, diffusion in

immobile water, air-water mass transfer, and film transfer have

equivalent impacts on a breakthrough curve as determined from

(4.1.1.47). These conditions correspond to a values of: Pe - 480 (Edp

- 100, Stb - 100, Stv - 100); Edp - 13.3 (Pe = 1000, Stb = 100, Stv =

100); Stb - 66.7 (Edp - 100, Pe - 1000, Stv - 100); and Sty - 0.16 (Edp

- 100, Pe - 1000, Stb - 100), respectively. The values of the

dimensionless groups are obtained according to (4.1.1.47). It is

evident that it is not always possible to distinguish between the

impacts of different mechanisms by fitting model solutions to data

[Roberts et al., 1987; Brusseau and Rao, 1989]. Equation (4.1.1.47) can

be used to compare the relative contributions of axial dispersion,
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intraaggregate diffusion, and film transfer on the observed spreading of

a chemical front and to determine which mechanisms are important.
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Figure 4.1.1.4. Comparisons of the numerical solution for different

spreading conditions: axial dispersion dominant (solid line),
intraaggregate diffusion dominant (dashed line), film transfer dominant

(dotted line), and air-water mass transfer dominant (open circles).

4.1.1.6 Validation of the Columnn Model. A complete model study

includes independent validation tests. Validation of a model is

achieved by predicting experimental results. Unsaturated miscible

displacement experiments were performed in order to validate the one-

dimensional column mdel and to determine its ability to describe

chemical transport with water flow in cohestonless soils, such as sands,

and in structured or aggregated soils.
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Materials and Methods. Laboratory columns and experimental

procedures were designed to measure the breakthrough and elution of

trichloroethene (TCE) and bromide (Br-) from a cohesionless soil and a

aggregated soil. Table 4.1.1.3 lists the column conditions for each

experiment. Details of the column design and experimental procedures

are reported elsewhere [Krause, 1987; Hutzler et al., 1989b]. Most of

the experiments were performed by Krause [1987] and are noted as such in

the figure captions. Those performed as a part of this work have no

such designation, and the procedures that were followed were the same as

reported by Krause [1987].

Table 4.1.1.3. Conditions for Column Runs With Bromide (Br-) and
Trichloroethene (TCE) in Ottawa Sand (OS) and in Aggregates (APM).

Column Influent Water Degree Pulse Total
Length Concentration Flow Rate of Time Time
(cm) Soil Chemical (jig L-1 ) (cm3 s-l) Saturation (hours) (hours)

29.9 0S Br- 45,600 0.075 0.33 2.65 6.47
29.9 OS TCE 650 0.076 0.33 11.00 23.50
20.1 APM Br- 97,600 0.084 0.64 9.68 18.86
20.1 APM TCE 1,160 0.084 0.64 12.18 22.36

Cross-sectional area of columns is 91.6 cm2, there is no air flow,
and the temperature is 22 °C.

Trichloroethene was chosen because it is a common ground water

contaminant of intermediate volatility. Saturated and unsaturated

column runs were performed with a bromide tracer to characterize the

columns and for estimating certain parameters [Krause, 1987; Hutzler et

al., 1989b]. Bromide was chosen as the tracer because it is

nonadsorbing and nonvolatile, and it can be measured in low

concentrations. Chemical properties of Br- and TCE corresponding to the
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conditions of the column experiments are given in Table 4.1.1.4.

Table 4.1.1.4. Properties of Water, Trichloroethene, and

Bromide at 22 °C that are Used for Parameter Estimation.

Value

Water

Viscosity, Al (g cm-1 s-1) 0 .009 55a

Density, Pl (g cm-3) 0 .gg8a

Trichloroethene, TCE (C2HC13 )

Molecular weight, MA (g mol1
1) 131.3 a

Molar volume, VA (cm3 mol 1) 98.1 b

Boiling point, Tb (K) 360a

Henry's constant, H (dimensionless) 0.4c

Bromide, Br- (made from KBr)

Valence, n-, n+ 1

Limiting ionic conductance in water at 25 °C

Anion, A- (A V g-equiv cm-6 ) 78.3d

Cation, X+ (A V g-equiv cm 6) 73.5 d

aFrom Weast [1981].

bLeBas (1915].

cAshworth et al. [1988].

dReid et al. [1977], temp. correction factor: O.O0299Te Al-1

Ottawa sand (Ottawa, Illinois) was chosen to simulate cohesionless

soils, and SCR Veri-lite (Mapleton Development, Inc., Minerva, Ohio) was

chosen to simulate aggregated soils. Table 4.1.1.5 summarizes the

characteristics of each material as packed in the columns. Ottawa sand

is a uniform, silica sand containing little or no organic material and,

thus, does not adsorb most organic compounds from aqueous solution. A
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saturated TCE column run in the sand showed no adsorption of TCE

[Hutzler et al., 198gb]. The aggregated porous material (APM) is a

lightweight, fired clay used mostly in industry as an insulator for

steel and iron ladles. The particles are porous and more angular than

Ottawa sand. An aqueous isotherm experiment with the APM showed no

adsorption of TCE [Krause, 1987].

Table 4.1.1.5. Properties of Porous Media.

Ottawa Sand APM

Properties Measured Directly:
Total porosity, c 0 .33a 0.70 a

Microporosity, ea ob, 0 .043c 0 .50a

Bulk density, Pb (g cm-3 ) 1.78a 0.45a

Hydraulic Cond., K. (cm s-I) 0 .26e 0.22 e

Particle Radiusd (cm) 0.035f 0.035 f

Derived Parameter Values:
Solid density, ps (g cm'3 ) 2.65 1.51
Particle density, Pa (g cm-3 ) 2.65 0.75
Macroporosity, cm 0.33 0.40

Immobile saturation, Si 0, 0.10 0.42

aMeasured gravimetrically [Black et al., 1965].

bAssumed.
cValue fit to tracer study and close to field

capacity measurement.
dAggregrate radius (Ra) was assumed to be equal

to the particle radius.
eDetermined from slope of specific discharge (Vp)

versus headloss per unit length of column.
fHalf of geometric mean particle size contained

in U.S. Std. no. 20-30 sieves (0.085-0.055 cm).

Hydrodynamic measurements were made with both packed columns. The

saturated conductivities (Ks) are given in Table 4.1.1.5. Figure

4.1.1.5a shows the relationship between suction and degree of saturation
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for both media. Figure 4.1.1.5b shows the relationship between

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (K(S)) relative to Ks and the mobile

saturation (S-Sj) for both media. The value of Si used for calculating

the mobile saturation in the sand was determined from a tracer study

while Si for the aggregated material was measured gravimetrically. The

particle sizes of the sand and of the aggregates used in this work are

equal, and the interparticle (macro) porosity (cm) of the materials when

packed in the columns are nearly the same. Therefore the saturated

conductivities of the sand and of the APM columns are almost the same.

The hydrodynamic properties of the two materials under unsaturated flow

conditions are also similar. Since both media have similar flow

properties then axial dispersion in both columns should also be similar.

Gas and liquid dispersion coefficients measured in one column are used

to predict axial dispersion in the other.
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Figure 4.1.1.5. Moisture characteristics of Ottawa sand and aggregates.

Prior to performing the unsaturated experiments, saturated column
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experiments were performed with Br'. The results were predicted using

independently derived dispersion coefficients so it was assumed that

apparatus-induced dispersion was negligible (Hutzler et al., 1989b].

Experiments were performed in such a manner that the simplifying

assumptions made in the model development are satisfied. For example,

the model derivation assumed steady flow and uniform moisture content;

therefore influent water was supplied to the tops of the columns at

steady rates, and water tension inside the column was monitored along

the depth and adjusted by applying a suction at the bottom of the column

to achieve a uniform degree of saturation [Krause, 1987; Hutzler et al.,

1989b]. The columns were packed so that no stratification was visible.

In addition, ambient temperature was held constant.

Model Parameter Estimation. Parameter values for transport models

can be obtained from direct measurement, literature correlations,

laboratory experiments, and by fitting model solutions to column data.

For a mathematical model to be predictive, however, the parameters must

be determined independently of the system being modeled and not by

fitting simulations to data. Accordingly, the model parameters should

be based on physical properties of the soil and chemical being studied.

Tables 4.1.1.3, 4.1.1.4, and 4.1.1.5 list the measured parameter values

and the basic chemical and soil properties that were used in this study.

The remaining model parameters that are required by the model are

determined from these values with the correlations given below and from

tracer studies. All of the units are grams-centimeters-seconds (cgs)

unless otherwise noted.

Gin Dispersion

For low gas velocities (u), gas dispersion in soil will be
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primarily due to gas diffusion through tortuous air-filled pores. Thus

a free-air diffusion coefficient (DG) can be corrected for the

tortuosity of the air-filled pores (7a) to obtain the effective gas

diffusion coefficient (Ev - DG 7a'1 ). A tortuosity correction can be

used when u is less than about [I-(1-S)]DG[2RaE(1-S)]1 [Miyauchi and

Kikuchi, 1975]. In this work the Wilke-Lee modification [Wilke and Lee,

1955] of the Hirschfelder-Bird-Spotz method for calculating

diffusivities of nonpolar organics is used to calculate DG in air:

[4.353 - (0.0345 + MA'I)0 5]Te1- 5(O.0345 + MA'I) 0 5  (4.1.1.48)
DG  Pt(O.118VA0 33 + 0.371) 2f(O.1025Te Tb_0.5)

Ambient pressure is in Pascals and the value of the collision function

for diffusion (f(O.lO25Te Tb'0 .5)) is obtained from a polynomial fit to

a graph found in Treybal [1980].

Many correlations exist for determining the tortuosity of the

air-filled pores (see Roy and Griffin [1987]). A relationship adapted

from Millington [1959] is used in this work:

a C2 [j(I'S)]-7/ 3  (4.1.1.49)

The air-filled porosity term in (4.1.1.49) is raised to the -7/3 power

instead of -10/3 as reported by Millington [1959] because he included

the area available for gas diffusion in the determination of the

effective diffusion coefficient, while in this work it is separated from

Ev [Baehr, 1987]. Because Millington [1959] studied diffusion through

cohesionless soils, mobile porosity (em) is substituted for total

porosity in c2 in (4.1.1.49) when estimating 7a in the columns

containing APM.
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Diffusion i- Pores Containinq Immobile Water

The description of liquid diffusion in intraaggregate pores must

account for the tortuous paths that molecules travel around soil

particles that form an aggregate (Op - D1 7p-1 ). Many correlations

exist for estimating liquid diffusion coefficients (Dl). For TCE, the

Hayduk-Laudie correlation given by Sherwood et al. [1975] is used:

D1 = 6.96(10
-7) pl"1.14 Va"0 .589  (4.1.1.50)

For Br-, the Nernst-Haskell equation [Reid et al., 1977] is used to

calculate Dl:

1/n+ + 1/n.
D1  = 8.931(10-10) Te - (4.1.1.51)

I/X+ + IIX_

Internal pore tortuosity (Tp) is a function of the pore shape and

the amount of immobile water. The immobile degree of saturation in the

sand (Si = 0.10) and the specific intraaggregate diffusion rate (Dp Ra -2

= 1.6(10-6) s-1) was determined from an unsaturated bromide column run

because these parameters could not be measured directly. The values fit

to the unsaturated bromide data are used to predict the movement of TCE

in the sand. The amount of immobile water inside the APM particles (Si

= 0.42) was measured gravimetrically, and the tortuosity of the internal

pores (7p = 90) was measured in a batch study [McKenzie, 1990]. The

batch experiment was similar to those performed by Rao et al. (1982].

The 7p of 90 used in this work is large compared to values between 2 and

10 used by most researchers [Roberts et al., 1987]. After viewing the

APM under electron scanning microscopy at the Air Force Engineering and

Services Center, Tyndall AFB, Florida, it was observed that the particle
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surface is impervious except at a relatively few number of locations

[McKenzie, 1990]. Electron microscopic photographs of the internal

pores showed that many are not connected. For these reasons, the

measured rp is reasonable. In addition, a saturated Br" column run in

the APM could be predicted using the value of 7p measured in the batch

experiment [Hutzler et al., 1989b].

Air-Water Mass Transfer

The air-water mass transfer coefficient (K) and the specific air-

water interfacial area (a) have not been studied in unsaturated soils.

Many correlations do exist, however, for these parameters in the analysis

of packed-tower operation, such as air stripping, and the performance of

trickle-bed reactors. Turek and Lange [1981) developed a correlation for

KLa in low velocity trickle-bed reactors:

KLa - 16.8D1 [-22 2Ravc(SSi)l 0.25

f [ ]±- 5 (4.1.1.52)

Equation (4.1.1.52) is valid for values of Ra between 0.028 and 0.15 cm,

e(S-Si) between 0.05 and 0.3, and Re1 between 0.1 and 5. The

experiments reported in this work satisfy all but the Reynolds number

requirements. For the experiments reported herein Re1 is less than

0.007. This correlation, like most others for estimating air-water mass

transfer rates, estimates a value of KLa of zero for a water velocity of

zero. There has been no work to date that measures air-water mass

transfer rates in soil columns.
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Mobile-Immobile Water Mass Transfer

Mass transfer rates across the mobile-immobile water interface

were found to be fast in saturated soil systems [Crittenden et al.,

1986; Hutzler et al., 1986; Roberts et al., 1987] and are expected to be

fast in unsaturated systems. It is included in this modeling effort to

test this hypothesis. A correlation by Wilson and Geankoplis [1966] for

saturated systems was adapted to estimate kf:

kf = 1.09v[2RaVc(S-Si)/D] -2/3  (4.1.1.53)

Equation (4.1.1.53) is valid for values of Re1 between 0.0016 and 55 and

c(S-Si) between 0.35 and 0.75.

Liquid Dispersion

Liquid dispersion has been studied in soils more often than any

mass transport mechanism other than advection, at least in saturated

media. There is still a lack of accurate correlations for predicting

liquid dispersion coefficients (Ez) in unsaturated media. Yule and

Gardner [1978] fit the following relationship for Ez in unsaturated sand

columns:

Ez = 5.33(10 -5 ) + 0.216vp (4.1.1.54)

Equation (4.1.1.54) was fit to data obtained for average pore velocities

(Vp) between 1.7(10-4 ) and 0.0043 cm s-1 and degrees of saturation

between 0.34 and 0.76.

DeSmedt and Wierenga [1984] propose the following relationship for

observed dispersion in unsaturated columns of glass beads:

S1.18(10 "5) + 0.021vp + 1900Vp2  (4.1.1.55)

1.88 + 3630vp
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Values of Ez given by (4.1.1.55) include contributions from axial

dispersion and diffusion in immobile water. DeSmedt and Wierenga [1984]

developed (4.1.1.55) by assuming that the contribution of axial

dispersion is given by

Ez = 1.4(10 -5) + 0.021v (4.1.1.56)

DeSmedt and Wierenga [1984] used a first-order exchange model to

describe the transfer of solute between mobile and immobile water, while

in this work the rate of transfer through immobile water by diffusion is

also considered.

ExDerimental Results. The column experiments show that the column

model is able to predict the breakthrough and elution of volatile

organic chemicals from unsaturated soil columns under controlled

conditions. The model is versatile in that it can simulate chemical

movement in different types of porous media as well as under different

flow and moisture conditions. The results from sand column experiments

are given first and followed by the aggregated porous media results.

For each soil material, unsaturated bromide transport was measured first

and then followed by an experiment with trichloroethene.

Table 4.1.1.3 summarizes the column conditions for each run. The

length of time for the column runs were short enough that biodegradation

of TCE was not observed. Integration of the effluent concentration

histories reported here indicate that at least 95% of the chemical mass

retained in a soil column for a given breakthrough experiment is removed

during elution. Tables 4.1.1.6 list parameters values used for the

model calculations. These values were calculated from the correlations,
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taken from direct measurements, and fit to experimental data. They are

used in conjunction with the column conditions and soil and chemical

properties listed in Tables 4.1.1.3-5 for model input.

Table 4.1.1.6. Parameter Values for the Column Model Calculations
of the Validation Experiments.

Chemical/Soil: Br_/OS TCE/OS BrAPM TCE/APM Estimation Methodia

Independent]y Determined Values:

Oi0 .1O1 0.42 0.42 Measured gravimetrically

5 0.33 0.34 0.64 0.64 Measured gravimetrically

v (cm s-1) 0.0075 0.010 0.0060 0.0060 Calculated from definition

v(cm s1) 0.0075 0.0074 0.0020 0.0020 Calculated from definition

H NA 0.4 NA 0.4 Ashworth et al. (1988]

kf (cm s ) NA 0.0056 0.0030 0.0018 Equation (4.1.1.53)
K La (s-1) NA 6.4( 10-4) NA 6.6( 10-4) Equation (4.1.1.52)

D, (cm2 s- 1) 2.0(10- 5 9.4(10- 6) 2.0(0-) 9.4(10-6 ) Equation (4.1.1.51) for Or-;

(4.1.1.50) for TCE

pNA NA 90 90 (McKenzie, 1990)

O P (cm2 s-1) NA NA 2.2(00- 7 1.0(10- ) o I p,-I

0(cm.2 s1  NA 0.088 NA 0.088 Equation (4.1.1.48)

2 NA 3.7 NA 4 .1d Equation (4.1.1.49)
E: (cm 2s-1) NA 0.024 NA 0.021 D0G 7a-

E z (cm 2 s-') 1.7(10-3) 5. 0(10-4) Equation (4.1.1.54)

1.7( 10-4) 1.4( 10-4) Equation (4.1.1.56)

3.7(10- 3) 0 .1 0c 0.060' 0.020Of Equation (4.1.1.55)

Values Resulting From Model Calibration:

Si0.10 NC, NIC NC Fit
v (cm s-1 0.011 NC MC. NC Calculated from definition

H NC 0.7 NC 0.7 Fit
kf (Cm S-1  0.0056 NC NC RC Equation (4.1.1.55)

OP R -2 (s 1) 1.6(10 6) 8.0(0-) NIC RIC Fit Br-. Divided value for Br- by 2
Ev (cm s - ) NC 0,0024 NIC <0.0028 Adjusted to make unimportant

E~ z (cms-) 0.10 NC 0.020 NC Fit

aunless otherwise noted. emultlplied E zfit for Or-iOSbraoofvPtovS
b assumfed. fused value fit from Br- in APN experiment.
c used value fit to Br- in OS experiment. NA - not applicable.
d (m2 was substituted fo 2. NC - no change.

Table 4.1.1.7 is a list of the magnitudes of the corresponding
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dimensionless groups that characterize the model solutions in terms of

which mechanisms have the most impact on the chemical front. Model

predictions correspond to the group values in the upper part of Table

4.1.1.7. The magnitudes of these groups were calculated from

independently determined parameter values. Group values that were fit

are listed in the lower part of Table 4.1.1.7.

Table 4.1.1.7. Dimensionless Group Values Resulting
from Parameter Values Listed in Table 4.1.1.6

(Ar - 0, Dgs - 0, and 1/n - 1 for all calculations).

Chemical/Soil: Br-/OS TCE/OS Br'/APM TCE/APM

Indeoendently Determined Values:
Dgp 0 0.42 1.9 1.9
Dgv  NA 1.1 NA 0.66
Rd 1 1.8 1 1.2
Edp NA 9.0(10-4) 1.1 0.52
Stb NA 260 1100 660
Stv  NA 0.66 NA 4.8
Pev  NA 12 NA 8.7
Peb 61a 3.1 860b 6.0
Pe Peb 2.4 Peb 3.6

Values Resulting From Model Calibration:
Dgp 0 .44c NC NC NC
Dgv  NC 1.9c NC 1.2c

Rd NC 2 .3d NC 1.4d

Edp 1.9( 10-3)c NC NC NC
Stb 3900d NC NC NC
Pev NC >67e NC >50e

Peb 3.2c  NC 6 .0 c NC

adetermined using Ez from (4.1.1.55).
bdetermlned using Ez from (4.1.1.56).
cfit.

dcalculated from fit parameters.
eincreased to decrease impact.

NA - not applicable.

NC - no change.
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The air and water flow column model is intended for describing

one-dimensional movement of volatile organic chemicals in unsaturated

columns of soil. The numerical solution of the general model is used to

simulate movement of TCE with unsaturated water flow. The numerical

code for solving the general model was altered by Hutzler et al. [1989b]

to ignore vapor movement for simulating the Br- column experiments.

Column Experiments with Ottawa Sand

Bromide and TCE experiments were run on a column packed with

unsaturated Ottawa sand. A 45.6 mg L-1 Br- solution was fed to the top

of the column at a rate of 0.075 cm3 s-1 (vp = 0.0075 cm s-1) for 2.65

hours. Clean water was then applied at the same rate to elute the

bromide from the column. The degree of saturation was 0.33. Figure

4.1.1.6 compares the data to model calculations. Because the sand

particles are solid and uniformly sized it is first assumed that the

amount of immobile water is negligible. This was a valid assumption for

the saturated flow experiments [Hutzler et al., 1989b]. Equation

(4.1.1.39) is used to calculate the dashed line shown in Figure 4.1.1.6

(Pe - 61) by using an Ez of 3.7(10- 3) cm2 s-1, which was estimated with

(4.1.1.55). This value is larger than that which was estimated by

(4.1.1.54).

The breakthrough data is shifted to the left of the dispersion

equation prediction, and this is attributed to the presence of immobile

water. This shift could not be simulated with a model assuming local

equilibrium. Five parameter values are not known with certainty (SI,

DpI Rat kf, Ez). The numerical model simulated the data by adjusting

only three dimensionless groups (Dgp, Edp, Peb). Either Edp or Stb

could have been reduced so that the model calculation of the
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breakthrough curve would shift to the left. Since film transfer is

unimportant in saturated soils (Hutzler et al., 1986; Roberts et al.,

1987], Edp is fit for this experiment. When either Edp, Stb, or St. is

small, the early portion of the breakthrough curve will be sharp and

appear sooner than RdS pore volumes.

1.0 - --- ,, of St. oP M

C

0 .
0

(D 0.

CO 0.4

0 .0 m._aa.. .. , " ..... .. "~ - ".
I 3

02
E

0.0 to 2.0

Pore Volumes
Figure 4.1.1.6. Model prediction and fit of bromide movement in a

column of Ottawa sand at a degree of saturation of 0.33.

( For this Br- run (Rd - 1), the early portion of the breakthrough

! will be located approximately at S (l+Dgp) "I pore volumes. Hence Dgp is

increased to simulate the first sharp increase in Br- concentration.

Reducing Ed p does not result in enough spreading to simulate the data,

so Peb had to be reduce, too. A value of 0.44 for Dgp, 0.0019 for Edp,

and 3.2 for Peb best describe the data. These group values correspond
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to an Si of 0.10, Dp Ra
-2 equal to 1.6(10-6) s-1, and an Ez of 0.10 cm

2

s 1. The fit value of Si is close to the degree of saturation of the

Ottawa sand column after it has drained freely by gravity but is about

twice as much as that observed by DeSmedt and Wierenga [1984] in

unsaturated columns of glass beads. Intraaggregate diffusion is fit as

the ratio Dp Ra"2 to keep the uncertainty in one term. The low value of

Edp is possibly due to channeling inside the column or an increased

moisture content at the bottom of the column. The Ez fit to this data

is larger than that observed in other unsaturated studies [Yule and

Gardner, 1978; DeSmedt and Wierenga, 1984; Wierenga and van Genuchten,

1989]. Wierenga and van Genuchten [1989] measured dispersion

coefficients for chloride in a similar sized column of sandy soil.

Their values are a factor of 10 less than measured here (accounting

linearly for differences in pore water velocity). The moisture content

was about two times greater in their experiments. The large amount of

dispersion could also be due to channeling or an increase in moisture

content at the bottom of the column. A rapid rate of film transfer is

indicated by the large value of Stb (3900).

A TCE solution of 650 ug L-1 was then fed to the sand column at a

degree of saturation of 0.34 over a period of 11 hours at a rate of 0.076

cm3 s-] (Vp - 0.0074 cm s-1 ). Figure 4.1.1.7 shows a comparison of the

TCE data to calculations of the column model. Even after using the

parameters fit in the unsaturated Br- run, there are still two

parameters (H, Ev) that are needed for predicting the TCE results and,

yet, the values are uncertain. For the calculations shown, the Ez and

Si fit in the unsaturated Br- experiment are used. The ratio of Dp Ra 2

is reduced by a factor of two because (4.1.1.51) predicts that Br-
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diffuses approximately twice as fast as TCE (equation (4.1.1.50)). The

model prediction is shown as a dotted line, and the corresponding

magnitudes of the dimensionless groups are listed in Table 4.1.1.7.

a
0

1= 1.0 -Cafbrtonof H and E

" /**m*C Cabratlon of H

C .8
Uoi ,

(D 0.6

LU4 0.4

0.4
U3

r 02
(D4

C1 0.0
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0

Pore Volumes
Figure 4.1.1.7. Model prediction and fits of trichloroethene movement

in a column of Ottawa sand at a degree of saturation of 0.34.

The breakthrough curve is shifted to the right of the prediction

indicating that the description of TCE equilibrium in the sand is

incorrect. This could be due to either H for TCE being higher than

predicted or sorption of TCE vapors onto the drier particle or column

surfaces. TCE did not adsorb to the sand or the column in saturated

experiments [Hutzler et al., 1989b]. Sorption capacity (K) could be

adjusted to account for vapor adsorption, but because Edp is small, the
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model calculations would exhibit more asymmetry as K is increased.

Increasing H produced a curve that simulated the data. A better fit of

the data is obtained by increasing the air-filled tortuousity by a

factor of 10 (Pev - 67), i.e. making gas diffusion unimportant. It is

concluded from a comparison of the magnitudes of the dimensionless

groups that the rates of volatilization and film transfer have little

impact on the observed spreading.

A similar experiment at a slower water flow rate (S - 0.30, vp =

0.00028 cm s-1 ) was reported by Hutzler et al. (1989b]. Because gas

diffusion is predominant for low-velocity conditions, their experimental

results could be simulated with (4.1.1.38) as shown in Figure 4.1.1.8.

Henry's constant was increased to 1.0 to fit the data.

1.02_H10 m011

H-0 -0.30Ui 1.0 - 00"" O"0.... ... -1.0 X - 0 (fit)
..lJ .o0 H - 0.30 K - 0.083 (fit)

a]en H -O.38 K -O

0 0.8
0 P., - 0.05

000.0
dI

°i 0
S 0.2

n i 0.0 °

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

TOTAL PORE VOLUMES
Figure 4.1.1.8. Complete mixing calculations for describing trichloro-
ethene movement under a slow water velocity condition in a column of
Ottawa sand at a degree of saturation of 0.30 (figure from Hutzler et

al. (1989b], data from Krause [1987]).
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Column Experiments with Agaregated Material

Natural soils are not as uniform as Ottawa sand. Instead they

exhibit some structure and a pore size distribution. To simulate a

strictured or aggregated system, a uniformly-sized, aggregated porous

material (APM) was used as a packing material. The particle size,

hyaraulic conductivity, and macroporosity of APM and Ottawa sand are

similar. The APM particles contain a micro- or internal porosity inside

which the flow of water is negligible in comparison to the flow around

the particles.

The column containing APM was drained to a degree of saturation of

0.64 which gave about the same air-filled porosity as the Ottawa sand

column. A 97.6 mg L-1 Br- solution was then applied to the top of the

column at a rate of 0.084 cm3 s"1 (vp = 0.0020 cm s-1) for 9.68 hours.

Figure 4.1.1.9 shows the effluent data and three model calculations.

Because Si and D were measured independently (McKenzie, 1990], only the

magnitude of Ez is uncertain for this experiment.

The dotted line in Figure 4.1.1.9 is a prediction using the Dp

measured in the batch experiment and Ez predicted by (4.1.1.56) (Peb =

860). The dashed line is obtained by multiplying the value of Ez fit to

the unsaturated run of Br- in the sand by the ratio of the interstitial

water velocity in the APM to that in the sand (Peb = 2.0). Because this

prediction is close, it adds confidence to the fit Ez for the

unsaturated sand run. The solid line is obtained by adjusting Ez for a

better fit to the data (Peb - 6.0).
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Figure 4.1.1.9. Model predictions and fit of bromide movement in a
column of aggregated porous material at a degree of saturation of 0.64

(data from Krause [1987]).

After eluting the Br- from the unsaturated APM a 1160 Ag L-1

solution of TCE was fed at the same rate (Vp - 0.0020 cm s-1) for 12.18

hours. The breakthrough and elution of TCE from the unsaturated APM

column is displayed in Figure 4.1.1.10. As was the case for estimating

the parameters for the TCE run in the sand, H and Ev are not known with

certainty for this experiment. A model prediction using the Ez fit for

the unsaturated Br- run in APM (Peb - 6.0) and an H of 0.7 (Dgv - 1.2;

Rd - 1.4), which was used to described the TCE movement through the

unsaturated sand, is shown in Figure 4.1.1.10 as a dashed line. A

better fit of the data is obtained by increasing the air-filled

tortuousity by a factor of 10 (Pev - 50), as was done in the description
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of TCE diffusion through the sand. The air-filled porosity of the APM

is equal to 0.25, which is almost the same as the sand (0.21). Gas

diffusion is not an important transport mechanism in the AP (Pev - 50)

in comparison to liquid dispersion (Peb - 2.0) and intraaggregate

diffusion (Edp - 0.52). Again, film transfer (Stb - 660) and air-water

mass transfer resistance (Stv - 4.8) are unimportant. The dotted line

is calculated using a literature value of H of 0.4 (Dgv - 0.68; Rd -

1.1). It is not known at this time whether TCE vapors are sorbing to

the column or soil materials or whether Henry's constant is, indeed,

higher in unsaturated soil.

a

0

I= 1.0 - kd .mUdt. H S ,
Ca PFN o =nl In 08

c 0.8
0
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r 02
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0.0 to 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Pore Volumes
Figure 4.1.1.10. Model predictions of trichloroethene movement in a

column of aggregated porous material at a degree of saturation of 0.64
(data from Krause [1987]).
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4.1.1.8 Summary of Unsaturated Water Flow Column Results. An

integrated model development, numerical verification, and experimental

validation approach leads to a better understanding of subsurface

chemical transport. The model developed here accounted for the

transport of dissolved, nondegradable organic chemicals in unsaturated

soil columns. The following mechanisms were included in the model

development: advection and dispersion in air and in water, air-water

mass transfer, mobile-immobile water mass transfer, intraaggregate

diffusion, and sorption. The model was solved numerically using

orthogonal collocation. The numerical approximation was verified by

comparing calculations to analytic solutions for simplified conditions.

Validation experiments were performed to assess the predictive

capabilities of the column model. Two soil materials were used: a

cohesionless sand and an aggregated soil. Trichloroethene was used for

the volatile chemical and bromide was used as a tracer. Experiments

were performed for different water flow conditions.

Model sensitivity calculations showed that it is not always

possible to distinguish the impacts of various mechanisms by observing

the shape of breakthrough curves. Furthermore, experimental results

alone do not always provide sufficient information to ascertain which

mechanisms are important. Laboratory experiments and numerical

calculations indicate the following about the mechanisms affecting the

transport of nondegradable organic compounds with water flow in

unsaturated soil columns: (1) liquid dispersion and intraaggregate

diffusion are important for cohesionless and aggregated soils, (2) vapor

diffusion is not important in comparison to liquid advection and

dispersion except for low water velocities (e.g. for Ottawa sand, low
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velocity is defined as average pore water velocities less than 0.0003 cm

s'1), and (3) interfacial mass transfer rates (air-water and mobile-

immobile water) are fast. These results were observed for average pore

water velocities less than 0.07 cm s-1 in Ottawa sand and 0.02 cm s-1 in

the aggregated material. Nonvolatile tracer experiments are sometimes

needed to measure transport rates such as liquid dispersion and

intraaggregate diffusion. Intraaggregate diffusion rates were

successfully measured for the aggregated material in independent batch

experiments, however, diffusion rates in immobile water and the amount

of immobile water could not be predicted independently for the sand

column. Discrepancies occurred between predicted air-water-soil

chemical equilibrium for both soil materials, however, it is uncertain

whether this was due to chemical interactions with the column apparatus.

Even though this model development included advective air

transport, laboratory experiments were not performed it in conjunction

with water-phase movement. In addition, the air diffusion

representation in this model was not satisfactorily tested because air

diffusion was unimportant for the conditions studied above. This model

could not be used for no-water-flow conditions because time was

normalized by advective water movement. A model and set of laboratory

experiments are developed below to examine vapor-phase movement with no

water flowing.
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4.1.2 Vapor Extraction Column Model

4.1.2.1 Conceptual Picture. In vapor extraction, it is desirable

to minimize the infiltration of water so to simulate this, the air and

water flow column model is modified to accommodate situations where

there is no flow of water. A situation where neither air nor water are

flowing was studied by Bednar [1990]. The mechanisms being considered

are: (a) air advection, (b) gas diffusion, (c) liquid diffusion in pores

filled with immobile water, (d) mass transfer resistance at the air-

water interface, (e) partitioning between the air-water phases, and (f)

sorption to soil organic matter from aqueous solution. Even though the

following model is conceptually simpler than the previous one, it is

developed afterward and many of the steps that were applied in the

simplification and verification parallel those taken for the air and

water flow column (see Sections 4.1.1.5 and 4.1.1.6).

The model is developed to describe the movement of an organic

vapor in laboratory columns of unsaturated soil where the mechanisms

described above are operative. Figure 4.1.2.1 is an adaption of

Figure 4.1.1.1 which shows a conceptual picture of a soil column that is

used to develop a column model for vapor extraction. The soil system is

divided into the two zones: mobile air and aggregates comprised of

immobile water and solid soil particles. Mass balances on these zones

result in two partial differential equations.

The air depicted in Figure 4.1.2.1 is assumed to be a continuous

phase. The smallest pores, such as those contained in aggregates,

contain water that is immobile. It is assumed that the water surrounds

the soil surfaces.
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Figure 4.1.2.1. Conceptual picture for developing the vapor extraction
column model (this figure is an adaption of Figure 4.1.1.1).

4.1.2.2 Derivation of the Dimensioned Equations. A mass balance

on the air zone results in the following equation:

acv(ZT) a'Cv(Z,T) aCv(Z,T)- Ev -u

aT az2 az

- KLa Cv(ZT) Cp(R-RaZT) 1(4.1.2.1)

Equation (4.1.2.1) describes the change in vapor concentration (Cv(Z,T))

with respect to time. The terms on the right side represent: gas

diffusion, gas advection, and air-water mass transfer. It is assumed

that the vapor concentration gradient (aCv(ZT)/aT) in the axial

direction is small over the diameter of an aggregate.

Boundary conditions for (4.1.2.1) are derived from the fact that

soil columns are closed reactors [Levenspiel, 1962]. In an attempt to
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force the numerical method to conserve chemical mass, an overall mass

balance is used for one boundary condition. The difference between the

mass of chemical entering and leaving the column by advection in air

must equal the mass accumulating in the air and in the aggregates:

U[Cvo(T) - Cv(Z=L,T)] - [T Cv(Z,T)
1T0

+ I Y(R,Z,T)R2dR az (4.1.2.2)
E(1-s) J

The influent concentration in the air Cvo(T) is allowed to vary, and,

typically, the influent concentration is zero. The exit boundary

condition is still (4.1.1.8).

Intraaggregate diffusion is still represented by (4.1.1.3) along

with the symmetry boundary condition (equation (4.1.1.10)). The other

boundary condition for (4.1.1.3) is derived by performing a mass balance

on an aggregate. A change in mass of chemical in an aggregate is equal

to the mass transferred to the aggregate from the air:

a Ray(, KLaC(OS) [ cv (Z T)

0 FRa(,T)R2dR [ T Cp(R=Ra,Z,T) (4.1.2.3)

aT Ps(1-C) H

The definition of Y(R,Z,T) is the same as shown in (4.1.1.3), and it is

assumed that (4.1.1.4) describes the sorption equilibrium. Equation

(4.1.2.3) is consistent with the assumption that axial gradients in

Cv(Z,T) are small over the diameter of an aggregate. Like (4.1.2.2),

(4.1.2.3) attempts to conserve mass during the numerical solution of the

model equations.

In summary, the column model equations for conditions where there
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is air flow but no water flow consist of (4.1.2.1), (4.1.2.2),

(4.1.1.8), (4.1.1.3), (4.1.1.10), and (4.1.2.3) and the initial

condition given by (4.1.1.5).

4.1.2.3 Conversion to Dimensionless Form. As was done in Section

4.1.1.3, the complexity of the above equations is reduced, by converting

them to a dimensionless form. Concentration, space, and time variables

are normalized by the variables listed in Table 4.1.2.1. Throughput (t)

is defined here by assuming that a soil column is initially free of

chemical and that the influent concentration is constant (Cvo(T) - Cvn ) .

Throughput is equal to the ratio of chemical mass fed or removed in air

to the mass contained in the column at equilibrium with Cvn.

Table 4.1.2.1. Variable Substitutions to Convert Dimensioned
Equations into a Dimensionless Form.

Dimensioned Dimensionless
Variable Substitution Variable

Cp(R,Z,T) Cbn cp(R,Z,T) cp(R,Z,T)

Cv(Z,T) Cvn cv(Z,T) cv(Z,T)

Y(R,Z,T) Yn y(R,Z,T) y(R,Z,T)

Cpi(e,z) Cbn Cpi(R,Z) Cpi(R,Z)

Cvi(Z) Cvn cvi(Z) Cvi(Z)

Cvo(T) Cvn cvo(T) cvo(T)

Z Lz z

R Ra r r

T u I S ,s(1-e)KCbnl/n-l - t t

Cbn-Cvn/H and Yn-eSiCbn[Ps(I-e)] l+KCbnl/n, where Cvn-max(Cvo,Cvi).
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Soil column model predictions in terms of relative (dimensionless)

concentration as a function of dimensionless time (throughput) are

characterized by the groups defined in Table 4.1.2.2. Like those listed

in Table 4.1.1.2, these groups represent mass transfer mechanisms and

chemical distributions at equilibrium. Because in this case, air is the

only fluid for axial transport, the mass transfer groups are based on the

rate of mass transport by air advection, and the chemical distribution

groups are based on chemical mass in air. The magnitudes of the three

mass transfer groups (air Peclet (Pev), immobile-water diffusion modulus

(Edp), air-water Stanton (Sty)) represent the degree of spreading

exhibited by a breakthrough curve [Roberts et al., 1987]. A large value

of any of these groups indicates a small contribution from the

corresponding mechanism towards the observed spreading.

Table 4.1.2.2. Definitions of Dimensionless Groups.

Group Definition Equation

Mass TasfrGroups:

rate of diffusion in water DpDgpL
Edp rate of advection in air uR 2

rate of advection in air UtaPe V
rate of diffusion in air Ev

rate of transport across air-water interface KLaLS
Stv

rate of advection in air 3u(I-S)H

Chemical Distribution Groups:

mass of chemical in water S
mass of chemical in air 

(I-S)H

mass of chemical adsorbed to soil Ps (l-e)KCb(1/n- 1)

mass of chemical in air e(I-S)H

mass of chemical in water and on soilg gp + g ,

mass of chemical in air

velocity of checal front
R d velocity of air 1+D9

I/n isotherm intensity
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The dimensionless forms of the air mass balance (equation

(4.1.2.1)) and the entrance boundary condition (equation (4.1.2.2)) are

acv(z,t) [ 1 a2cv(z,t) acv(z,t)- ([1 + + Dg ] - _ _ _ _

at Pe. az2 az

3Stv[cv(z,t) - cp(r=l,z,t)] ] (4.1.2.4)
1 a [

Cvo(t) - cv(z=l,t) = Cv(z,t)
[1 + Dg] at 0

- 3Dg J y(r,z,t)r2dr ] az (4.1.2.5)

The dimensionless form of the exit boundary condition (equation

(4.1.1.8)) is (4.1.1.14).

The dimensionless form of the intraaggregate mass balance

(equation (4.1.1.3)) is

ay(r,z,t) Edp[l + Og] i a acp(r,z,t)(M= r 2  (4. 1.2.6)
at Dg r2 ar ar

The dimensionless total intraaggregate concentration must satisfy

y(r,z,t) . Dgpcp(r,z,t) + Dgscp(r,z,t)l/n (4.1.2.7)

Dg

Equation (4.1.2.7) reduces to y(r,zt) - cp(rz,t) for I/n = 1.

The dimensionless form of (4.1.1.10) is unchanged from (4.1.1.20).

The dimensionless form of (4.1.2.3) is
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9.

og a
Stv[cv(Z,t) - cp(r-l,zt)] - + _ g] at Jy(r,z,t)rZdr (4.1.2.8)

[I + Dg] a o

The dimensionless initial condition for solving these equations is

(4.1.1.22).

Converting the vapor extraction column model into a dimensionless

form reduces the number of parameters that characterize a solution from

13 (a, Op, Ev, H, K, KL , LI/n, Ra, S, u, e, ps) to 6 (Dgp, Dgs , Edp,

1/n, Pev, Sty). It is also easier to characterize a solution in terms

of these groups. Three groups (Edp, Pev, Sty) affect only the shape of a

breakthrough curve. Eight parameters (H, K, L, 1/n, S, u, e, ps) impact

both shape and position; the other five affect only the shape.

4.1.1.4 Numerical Solution. The dimensionless form of the above

column model (equations (4.1.1.14), (4.1.1.20), (4.1.1.22), and

(4.1.2.4-8)) is solved numerically in the same manner as in Section

4.1.1.4.

Application of orthogonal collocation (OC) to the air mass balance

and its boundary conditions (equations (4.1.2.4), (4.1.2.5), and

(4.1.1.14)) yields J ordinary differential equations (ODEs), where J is

the number of axial collocation points. Additional ODEs (JxI, where I

is the number of radial collocation points) are produced by the

application of OC to the intraaggregate mass balance and its boundary

conditions (equations (4.1.2.6), (4.1.2.7), and (4.1.1.20)). Figure

4.1.2.2 is a schematic of the OC discretizatlon of the solution domain

and shows the coupling of the ODEs. This system of ODEs is again solved

using an algorithm called GEAR, which is found in the International

Mathematics and Scientific Library (INSL). The application of OC is

shown below in the order in which GEAR receives the derivatives.
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Figure 4.1.2.2. General schematic of the coupling of the ordinary
differential equations resulting from the application of orthogonal

collocation to the partial differential equations comprising the vapor
extraction column model (this figure is an adaption of Figure 4.1.1.2).Equation numbering is in parentheses.

The application of OC to (4.1.2.6) results in:

dy(i,j,t) Edp(1 + Dg] I
- ni Cp~n,j,t) (4.1.2.9)

Figure 4.1.2.2, which is an adaption of Figure 4.1.1.2, shows that

(4.1.2.9) is evaluated at I-I radial collocation points at each axial

collocation point (j - 1 to J). The descriptions of the OC coefficient

matrices is given in Section 4.1.1.4. Because the matrix is

synuetrical, (4.1.1.20) is satisfied by the application of OC to

(4.1.2.9) [Finlayson, 1980].
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Applying OC to (4.1.2.7) and solving for the change in the total

intraaggregate concentration at r equal to 1 leads to the following

condition at the aggregate surface:

dy(I,j,t) 1 [1 + Dg]Stv c(~)-c(~~)

dt Wr1  Dg

1-1 dy(p,j,t)

I- r dt 1 (4.1.2.10)
Equation (4.1.2.10) is evaluated at all axial collocation locations.

The application of OC to the air mass balance (equation (4.1.2.4))

gives the following equation:

dcv(j,t) [J FBih
=t [I + Dg] [ AZ., cv(m,t) - 3Stv[cv(j,t)

(tm=i Pev I~

Equation (4.1.2.11) is evaluated at the J-2 internal axial collocation

locations shown in Figure 4.1.2.2 (j 2 to J-1).

An entrance condition is obtained by using OC to convert (4.1.1.14)

and (4.1.2.5) to ODEs and solving for the derivative at j equal to 1:

dt) AZZ I~ .i W' (1,[ + Dg][cv0(t) - cv(J,t)]

.JI [-mZ~lr ] 3~ i 3Dg IWzm jWr p ,,
m2Aj dt Marn- pai dt

(4.1.2.12)

The exit (j0 J) condition is then (4.1.1.29)
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Evaluations of (4.1.2.9-12) and (4.1.1.29) are made after solving

(4.1.2.7) for cp(r,zt) at each of the radial collocation points:

= Dgpcp(i,j,t) + Dgscp(i,j,t)l/n (4.1.2.13)

Dg

For 1/n not equal to 1, values of cp(i,j,t) are determined with a root

finding subroutine called DZBREN, which also is an IMSL algorithm, and

for I/n = 1, y(i,j,t) = cp(i,j,t).

Initially (t=O), (4.1.1.22) is used for concentration values at

all of the collocation points. Condition (4.1.2.13) is used with

(4.1.2.9-12) and (4.1.1.29) to calculate the initial derivatives, the

derivatives are sent to GEAR, and GEAR returns values of y(i,j,t),

cb(j,t), and cv(j,t). Equation (4.1.2.13) is solved for cp(i,j,t) and

the algorithm is repeated until the desired throughput is reached.

4.1.2.5 Model Simplifications and Verification. The model derived

above simplifies in the same manner as the model described in Section

4.1.1.5. For example, if Edp and Stv are large, then the local

equilibrium solutions apply here. These substitutions in (4.1.1.34)

give identical results: Pe - Pev, t as defined in Table 4.1.2.1, and

cb(z,t) - cv(z,t). The plug flow solution in Section 4.1.1.5 applies

here if Pev is large. The appropriate changes in (4.1.1.46) are: t as

defined in Table 4.1.2.1; Ar - 0; Dg, Dgp, Dgs, and Edp as defined in

Table 4.1.2.2; Stb - Sty; and cb(z,t) - cv(z,t). Because the mechanisms

included in this model are approximated in the same way as the model

described in Section 4.1.1, the simplifications derived in Section

4.1.1.5 apply here. Therefore the numerical solution verification given

in Section 4.1.1.6 applies to the numerical approximation above as well.
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4.1.2.6 Model Validation. The experimental validation approach

used in Section 4.1.1.7 started with simple conditions where the fewest

mechanisms were important and proceeded to more complicated situations

where the impacts of several mechanisms were observed. This same

approach is followed in this section.

Materials and Methods. Experimental procedures for validating the

air-flow column model are similar to those followed in Section 4.1.1.7

except here the mobile fluid is air. Given below are the experimental

results and model simulations of the laboratory scale vapor extraction

experiments. The column apparatus and experimental procedures used for

these experiments are reported by McKenzie [1990]. A modification to

the final version of the apparatus used by McKenzie [1990] was" made to

redo two of his experiments where the results could not be explained.

The modification involved replacing the direct connection from the soil

column to an FID with a 6-port switching valve and 2-ml sample loop

(Valco Instruments, Inc., Houston, Texas) connected to a 5880 Hewlett-

Packard gas chromatograph (GC) (Hewlett-Packard Co., Mt. View,

California) with an FID. This modification made it possible to sample

effluent gas periodically instead of continuously and, thus, integrated

areas from the GC/FID analysis are used to determine concentrations

instead of peak height, which was used by McKenzie [1990]. The peak

height method is not as sensitive, precise, or accurate as the area

integration technique. Experimental results that are taken from

McKenzie (1990] are noted as such in the figure captions.

The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 4.1.2.3. The

porous materials used in these vapor extraction column model validation

experiments are the same as used in the validation of the column model
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described in Section 4.1.1. The media characteristics are listed in

Table 4.1.1.5. Two chemicals were used in these experiments: methane

was used as a gas tracer for observing the impact of gas diffusion on

subsurface vapor transport, and (2) toluene was used as the volatile

organic contaminant. The chemical properties that are used for the

model parameter estimation are listed in Table 4.1.2.4. Water viscosity

and density are listed in Table 4.1.1.4. Moist soil experiments were

performed by saturating the columns with water and then allowing the

columns to drain by gravity. Air flow was induced either by a vacuum

pump or a regulated tank.

Table 4.1.2.3. Experimental Conditions for Column Runs With Methane
(CH4) and Toluene (TOL) in Ottawa Sand (OS) and in Aggregates (APM).

Influent Gas Flow Degree Pulse Total
Concentration Ratea of Time Time

Soil Chemical (mg L-1) (cm3 s-1) Saturation (hours) (hours)

OS CH4b 35.7 0.10 /0.10 0 3.70 10.65
OS TOLc  60 0.097/0.097 0 2.56 4.25
OS TOLd 1 0.076/0.062 0 27.75 181.22
OS TOLc 60 0.094/0.094 0.26 5.41 9.19
APM CH4b 35.7 0.37 /0.33 0 1.64 3.36
APM TOLc 60 0.084/0.084 0 6.39 10.92
APM TOLd 1 0.23 /0.30 0.64 15.95 39.92

aBreakthrough/Elution
bBreakthrough gas is 95% argon/5% methane, elution gas is nitrogen.
cBreakthrough gas is toluene in air, elution gas is air.
dBreakthrough gas is toluene in nitrogen, elution gas is nitrogen,

and relative humidity of the gases is 0% (relative humidity is
greater than 0% for the other experiments .
Cross-sectional area of columns is 19.6 cmi, column length is
30.13 cm, the temperature was 23 °C (±2), and atmospheric pressure
was 101,300 Pa (±2000).
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Table 4.1.2.4. Properties of Air, Methane, and Toluene
at 23 °C that are Used for Model Parameter Estimation.

Value

Air
Viscosity, & (gcm-] s-1)  0.000184a
Density, Pg ?g cm-3 ) 0 .00130a

Toluene, TOL (C5H5CH3)
Molecular weight, MA (g mo 1) 92.2a

Molar volume, VA (cm3 mol-1 )  132.5 b

Boiling point, Tb (K) 374a

Vapor Pressure, P. (mm Hg) 28d

Solubility, Cs (mg L
-1 ) 515d

Henry's constant, H (dimensionless) 0.27 c

Methane, CH4
Molecular weight, MA (g mo1 -1)  16.0 a

Molar volume, VA (cm3 mol -I)  29.6b

Boiling point, Tb (K) 109 a

Vapor Pressure, Pv (nun Hg) 205,000d

Solubility, Cs (mg L
-1) 24d

Henry's constant, H (dimensionless) 27d

aFrom Weast [1981].
bLeBas [1915].
CAshworth et al. [1988].
dMacKay and Shiu [1981].

Model Parameter Estimation. Parameter values for the model

calculations are given in Table 4.1.2.5. These values were obtained

either from the literature correlations given in Section 4.1.1.7, values

fit in the water flow experiments (Table 4.1.1.6), direct measurements

and by assumption, or, when necessary, by calibrating the model. The

parameter for which the greatest uncertainty exists is KLa, and, because

for these experiments there is no water flow, the value of KLa that is

assumed fast such that it has no impact on the results.
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Experimental Results. No biodegradation was observed over the

duration of an experiment. Mass balance determinations showed that 95%

or more of the chemical retained in a column during breakthrough was

removed during extraction. The results that follow are summarized by

the magnitudes of the dimensionless groups given in Table 4.1.2.6. When

a group value is given in Table 4.1.2.6 as "NA" the mechanism for which

it represents is unimportant so an arbitrary value is selected so that

it has no impact on the model calculation. Diffusion in immobile water

and liquid dispersion were the most important mechanisms in the water

flow experiments; while gas diffusion was predominant in the dry vapor

extraction column studies, and intraaggregate diffusion was significant

only for moist conditions in the column containing APM.

Table 4.1.2.6. Dimensionless Group Values Resulting
from Parameter Values Listed in Table 4.1.2.5.

Chemical/Soil: CH4/OS TOL/OS TOL/OS TOL/OS CH4/APM TOL/APM TOL/APM

Independently Determined Values:

Ogp 0 0 0 1.3 0 0 6.6

Dgs  0 0 0.43 0 0 0 0

Rd 1 1 1.43 2.3 1 1 7.6

Edp NA NA NA NA 1100 4700 0.3/0.25

Stv  100 100 100 100 100 100 100/100

Pev  2.7 7.9 6.2/5.1 22 7.5/4.0 5.5 69/83

1/n I I 1 1 1 1 1

Values Resulting From Model Calibration:

Ogs  NC 0.43 11.2 NC NC 0.84 NC

I/n NC NC 0.4 NC NC NC NC

Rd NC 1.43 12.2 NC NC 1.8 NC

NA - not applicable, input a large value to make unimportant. NC - net changed.

Two values are given when the breakthrough and elution flow rates are different,

the first is for breakthrough and the second for elution.
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Extraction Experiments with Ottawa 5And

A gas tracer (95% argon/5% methane) experiment was performed first

to measure the air-filled pore tortuosity (Ta) of the sand column.

Measured effluent concentrations of methane (CH4) relative to an

influent concentration of 35.7 g L-1 are shown in Figure 4.1.2.3 as a

function of the total pore volumes of air fed to the column. The

breakthrough portion of the experiment lasted for 3.70 hours (this

corresponds to 7.18 pore volumes for a gas flow rate of 0.10 cm3 s- ),

after which the methane was eluted with clean air at the same rate for

almost nine hours. The model prediction shown in Figure 4.1.2.3 is

based on parameter values given in Table 4.1.2.5 and it agrees with the

observed effluent concentrations.
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Figure 4.1.2.3. Model prediction of mthane gas movemnt in a column of
dry Ottawa sand.
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Magnitudes of the dimensionless group values given in Table

4.1.2.6 indicate that the predominant spreading mechanism for the

experiment shown in Figure 4.1.2.3 is gas diffusion (Pev = 2.6). In the

unsaturated water flow experiments in sand reported in Section 4.1.1.7,

the transport of bromide (Br-) and of trichloroethene (TCE) could only

be described by accounting for diffusion in immobile water (see Figure

4.1.1.6). For the experimental results shown in Figure 4.1.2.3, a model

calculation that accounts for diffusion in an immobile air fraction

(10% of the void volume, which is equivalent to the fraction of immobile

water that was measured in the unsaturated water flow experiments with

sand) gives identical results. Therefore if a fraction of the air in

the sand column is immobile, the diffusion into these zones is fast

enough for the existing advective rates that it can be ignored.

Toluene (TOL) vapor at a concentration of 60 mg L-1 was then drawn

through the dry sand column at a rate of 0.097 cm3 s-1 for 2.56 hours

(4.59 pore volumes). The results are shown in Figure 4.1.2.4. The

model prediction is shown as a solid line, and this calculation assumes

no sorption of the toluene vapors. Although the relative humidity (RH)

of the influent gases was not measured, the RH was above zero because

the gases were in contact with liquid water prior to being drawn through

the column. Sorption of TCE onto the Ottawa sand was not observed in

saturated flow experiments [Hutzler et al., 1989b] because TCE is

nonpolar and no organic material is associated with the Ottawa sand

[Hasset et al., 1983]. Because toluene is also nonpolar, it is

reasonable to assume no sorption of the toluene onto the sand. The

observed effluent data is fit with the model by adjusting K from zero to

0.08 cm3 g-1. The observed retardation can not be attributed to
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partitioning in condensed or adsorbed water vapor because the degree of

saturation would have to be at least 0.10, which would have been

measured in the gravimetric analysis at the completion of the

experiment. The calibrated model calculation is shown as a dashed line.

Again, the predominant spreading mechanism is gas diffusion (Pev - 8.1)

and the air-filled tortousity used in the methane experiment is used to

describe the effective gas diffusion rate here. Another experiment was

performed by McKenzie [1990] at a higher air flow rate, and the model

predicted the data using the K fit for this experiment.
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Figure 4.1.2.4. Moel prediction and fit of toluene vapor movemnt in a
colum of dry Ottawa sand (data fro McKenzie [1990]).

Since the influent concentration of toluene (60 mg TL L"1 - 15 m

Hg) was over 50% of the vapor pressure, it is also possible that the
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observed retardation was due instead to condensation of the toluene

vapors. The dry experiment was repeated at a lower toluene influent

concentration (1 mg L-1) to determine if condensation occurred. The

relative humidity of the influent gases was reduced to zero to observe

the impact of water vapor on the sorption of organic vapors. The

results of this 0% RH experiment are shown in Figure 4.1.2.5. The

dashed line is a calculation based on the K fit in the previous

experiment where water vapor was present.
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Figure 4.1.2.5. Model prediction and fit of toluene vapor movement in a

column of dry Ottawa sand at 0% relative humidity.

The retardation observed during this experiment is about 10 times

more in the 0% RH experiment. The breakthrough part of the experiment

lasted 27.75 hours (38.94 pore volumes at an extraction rate of 0.076
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cm3 s-1) and the elution took 154 hours (176 pore volumes at an

extraction rate of 0.062 cm3 s-I). Retardation would be less if

condensation was occurring because the influent concentration was less.

Moreover, the breakthrough is sharper than the elution, indicating

nonlinear (1/n < 1, cf. Crittenden et al. [1986]) sorption of organic

vapors in the absence of water vapor. Nonlinear sorption equilibrium

was also observed by Chiou and Shoup [1985] under dry conditions. The

model is fit to the data resulting in a best fit 1/n equal to 0.4 and K

of 2.1 (cm3 mg-1 )0 .4 mg g-1. In this case, nonlinear equilibrium tended

to diminish the impact of gas diffusion. Since water is present in most

soils, further study of relative humidity impacts is not pursued here.

The Ottawa sand column was then saturated with water and allowed

to drain. Remaining free water was removed by blowing water out of the

bottom of the column with a pipette bulb. Toluene at a concentration of

60 mg L"1 was drawn through the column at a rate of 0.094 cm3 s-1 for

5.41 hours (9.39 pore volumes). A comparison of a model prediction,

assuming no adsorption, with the observed effluent concentrations is

shown in Figure 4.1.2.6. The model calculation assumes all of the

spreading is due to gas diffusion (Pev = 22, Edp = 100, Stv = 100). The

dashed line is a model calculation using the sorption capacity fit in

the dry experiment where water vapor was present, corrected for

equilibrium between water and soil. The retardation due to dissolution

of toluene vapors is much larger than a contribution due to sorption so

it is not possible to determine if vapor sorption did occur. In the

unsaturated water flow experiments in Ottawa sand, the amount of

immobile water and the specific rate of intraaggregate diffusion (Dp

Ra 2) had to be calibrated to the tracer experiment because It was not
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possible to independently determine the size of the immobile water

regions. A model calculation using the value of Dp Ra"2 fit in the

water flow experiments is shown in Figure 4.1.2.5 as a dotted line (Pev

- 22, Edp - 0.0012, Stv - 100). It is apparent that the immobile water

regions present in situations where water flow occurs are different than

those where there is no water flow. The model calculations in Figure

4.1.2.6 assume that air-water mass transfer rates (Stv - 100) are fast

so the value of KLa is not important.
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These experiments with an aggregated porous material (AP) were

performed under dry conditions first and then a moist experiment to
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observe the impact of soil aggregation on vapor extraction. The APH was

used because its soil structure characteristics (size and tortuosity)

were previously measured in the unsaturated water flow study described

in Section 4.1.1.7.

Figure 4.1.2.7 shows the observed movement of methane in a dry

column containing APH and a model prediction. The model calculatior

assumes that the air inside the aggregate particles is immobile and

chemical transport inside the particles is due to gas diffusion. The

intraaggregate diffusion rate in the dry material is fast enough (Edp =

1060) to be unimportant when compared to axial diffusion (Pev 7.6).
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Figure 4.1.2.7. Model prediction of methane gas movement in a column of
dry aggregated porous media.

Transport of toluene in the dry APM column is shown in Figure
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4.1.2.8. A model prediction assuming no adsorption of the toluene

vapors is shown as a solid line. The model is fit by adjusting K to 0.8

cm3 g 1 . Relative humidity was not measured but it was greater than

zero. As in the dry methane experiment, axial gas diffusion with air

flow is the predominant spreading mechanism (Pev - 5.5, Edp - 4700, Stv

- 10,000), and as was the case in the dry sand experiment, toluene

sorbed to the dry aggregates.
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Figure 4.1.2.8. Model prediction and fit of toluene vapor movement in a
column of dry aggregated porous media (data from McKenzie [1990]).

The aggregate particles were then saturated with water and packed

in a column. Toluene vapor breakthrough and elution from the moist APH

column are shown in Figure 4.1.2.9. A model prediction assuming no

adsorption is shown as a solid line. The dashed line shows the impact
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of including the amount of adsorption that was observed in the dry case.

The dotted curved assumes that intraaggregate diffusion is fast. All

three model calculations assume that air-water mass transfer rates are

fast. In this moist APM experiment, intraaggregate diffusion could not

be ignored, and the impact of intraaggregate diffusion would increase as

the air flow rate is increased.
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Figure 4.1.2.9. Model predictions of toluene vapor movement in a column

of moist aggregated porous media.

4.1.2.7 Suary of Colum Extraction Results. The approach

demonstrated in the previous section is appropriate for developing a

vapor extraction column model that simulates the removal of dissolved

volatile organic chemicals from coheslonless and aggregated soils. This

model was also solved with orthogonal collocation and the numerical
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approximation verified. Validation experiments were performed with the

same two porous materials (sand and an aggregated soil) used in the

water flow column experiments. Toluene was used in the vapor extraction

experiments for the volatile contaminant and methane was used as an

insoluble gas tracer.

The results reported here indicate two important differences

between extraction of chemicals from cohesionless soils and from

aggregated soils. First, the moisture content of an aggregated soil is

usually higher and this results in an increase in retardation due to

partitioning between the air and water. Second, the presence of

moisture in an aggregated soil increases extraction time because of

intraaggregate diffusion rate limitations. For dry conditions, vapor

transport in the aggregated material and the sand are similar. Vapor

transport in either the aggregated soil or the sand is advection-

diffusion dominant for low air velocities (0.04 and 1 cm s-1,

respectively) or dry conditions. Air-water mass transfer rates appear

to be fast for the air velocities used here. Sorption of organic vapors

can occur for dry conditions even when no organic material is present,

and the sorption equilibrium was nonlinear for zero relative humidity.

There are differences between the important mechanisms for the

vapor extraction experiments reported in this section and the

unsaturated water flow results reported in Section 4.1.1.7. For the

situations where water was flowing, vapor diffusion could be ignored,

but gas diffusion could not be neglected when air was the only mobile

fluid. Diffusion out of water was not important for the moist sand

vapor extraction experiment; however, it was important in the water flow

sand experiment. This discrepancy occurred even though the degrees of
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saturation were about the same for the two experiments. The (
distribution of liquid water may be different between the water-flow and

the no-water-flow conditions. The impact of intraaggregate diffusion

that was observed in the unsaturated sand column for flowing water could

not be used to predict the vapor extraction column results for moist,

no-water-flow conditions.

Even though intraaggregate diffusion rates are difficult to

predict, the impact of diffusion out of water should be tested in a

vapor extraction model. Since the model sensitivity results showed that

air-water mass transfer and intraaggregate diffusion can have similar

impacts by appropriate manipulations of the mass transfer parameters,

air-water mass transfer is used in lieu of intraaggregate diffusion in

the two dimensional models derivations that follow. Liquid dispersion

is important when water is flowing and vapor diffusion is important for

air flow conditions, so both of these spreading mechanisms are included

along with the primary direction of fluid flow in the following model

developments.
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4.2 TWO-DIMENSIONAL VAPOR EXTRACTION MODELS

This section describes the development of models that simulate the

removal of volatile organic chemicals from soils using vapor extraction.

The models developed here describe the vertical movement of aqueous

solutions of nondegradable volatile organic chemicals and simultaneous

removal with horizontal air flow. All of the assumptions regarding the

mathematical descriptions of the important mechanisms discussed

previously apply here with the following exceptions. The solution of

coupled two-dimensional equations is more complicated than the solutions

of the one-dimensional systems. To reduce the complexity, soil

aggregation and nonlinear sorption are not considered in the two-

dimensional model developments.

The numerical method used in the previous sections to solve the

one-dimensional column models, called orthogonal collocation (OC), has

been successfully used in fixed-bed applications, however, the solution

of two-dimensional system equations using OC has been less successful.

Im [1988] applied OC to transport equations that included advection in

two parallel layers and transverse dispersion in each layer, but he was

unable to verify the solution when the advective rates in both layers

were of the same order of magnitude (i.e. when the vertical transport in

each layer is significant). In this work, it is deemed necessary to

demonstrate whether OC is appropriate for solving two-dimensional

equations before including the effects of aggregation. It has already

been proven that OC is appropriate for describing intraaggregate

diffusion [Crittenden et al., 1986; Gierke, 1986], and so it would be a

simple task to include intraaggregate diffusion in the two-dimensional

models. Doing so would significantly increase the already large number
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(200) of equations by at least a factor of three.

Nonlinear sorption was shown to be important only in very dry

conditions (see Figure 4.1.2.4). Moisture will probably be present in

most vapor extraction applications, and because calculations for

nonlinear sorption isotherms take at least ten- and often one hundred-

times longer, 1/n is assumed to be 1 for the remaining model

developments.

Many types of vapor extraction systems are currently in use

throughout the country [Hutzler et al., 1989a]. Two system geometries

are studied here. The most common configuration is a grid of vertical

vents, so the first set of models are derived to study the performance

of a single vertical vent in a homogeneous soil system. Trench or

planar extraction systems are modeled next using the same approach. The

radial model development consists of the construction of a conceptual

picture, derivation of dimensioned equations, conversion of dimensioned

equations to dimensionless form, application of the numerical method to

the dimensionless equations, simplification of the dimensionless

equations and subsequent solution, and model sensitivity. Model

calculations are used to determine the important removal mechanisms for

field-scale systems, to give additional considerations for specifying

air withdrawal rates and vent configuration, and to demonstrate the

appropriateness of using a laboratory-scale modeling approach to develop

field-scale models.

4.2.1 Radial Geometry

Vapor extraction systems are typically installed as a grid of

vertical vents. Air flow towards a vent is then primarily in a

horizontal, radial direction when the ground surface is sufficiently
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covered to minimize short circuiting of air flow. For systems where the

vents are installed on equally-spaced centers and the soil system is

homogeneous, the flow could be considered to be axially symmetric. A

two-dimensional, axially symmetric system as shown in Figure 2.1c

corresponds to a situation where there is a small spill and one

extraction vent is installed in the center of the contamination and

several inlet vents are completed at the edge of the contamination.

Water infiltration could occur while still not allowing air short

circuiting if a compacted soil cover that is saturated is used as a cap.

The volume of an extraction vent is small in comparison to the

volume of contamination; hence, the derivation of the continuum

transport equations does not consider the transport within the vent

packing or pipe. The assumption of vapor removal at R = 0 instead of

the radius of the vent pipe or hole simplifies the numerical method used

to solve the equations. In addition, this simplification allows an

analytic solution to be obtained for radial-dispersed flow. Pressure

drop calculations requires a value of the vent pipe radius, so a typical

vent packing diameter is chosen for determining the system pressure

drop.

4.2.1.1 Conceptual Picture. The equation derivations for radial

geometry are for the cylindrical configuration shown in Figure 4.2.1.1.

Equations are derived for downward (Z) water flow and horizontal,

axially-symmetric (R) air flow. The radial extraction system assumes

that air enters the soil at R - Ri at a uniform rate. Vapor

concentrations in the Influent air can range from zero to the vapor

pressure (typically, influent vapor concentrations are zero or equal to

the effluent concentration from an off-gas treatment system used in a
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closed-loop configuration). Subsurface vapors are removed at R - 0 at a

flow rate equal to the inlet rate (i.e. air is assumed to behave as an

incompressible fluid).

air-water

mass tronsfer

Qsoil

ir in-Fittr ati( n !ae

exhaust

( ( 1/ \inlet

RR

Figure 4.2.1.1. Conceptual picture of a vapor extraction system for
radial flow.

Water containing a volatile chemical at a constant concentration

ranging from zero to its solubility limit infiltrates the soil system at

a uniform rate at Z - 0. The water flows downward through the soil

towards the ground water table at Z - D. The ground water table is

assumed to be horizontal and at a constant elevation. Reduced air

pressures around extraction vents result in a concomitant rise of the

ground water table [Johnson et a., 1990b]. Although ground water table
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fluctuations are important considerations in the design of vapor

extraction systems, the models do not consider these effects because

when necessary the fluctuations can and should be controlled. The soil

system is assumed to be homogeneous so that porosity and bulk density

can be considered constant and the capillary fringe is assumed to be

thin in comparison to the ground water depth so that moisture content is

also considered constant. For the following equation derivations it is

also assumed that all of the water is mobile or that soil aggregation is

insignificant. The impact of aggregation will be deduced from the

effects of air-water mass transfer.

4.2.1.2 Equation Derivations. Dimensioned equations are obtained

by performing mass balances on the differential soil volumes shown in

Figure 4.2.1.1. Water flow occurs in the positive Z direction

(downward); air flows in the negative R direction. Concentrations are

assumed to be uniform at every radial distance (R) from the center at

any depth (Z). In addition to mass transport by advection, chemical

movement by axial dispersion in water and vertical and horizontal

diffusion in air are considered. Mass transfer between the air and

water is accounted for in the equation derivations, and chemical

equilibrium between the water and soil is assumed to be instantaneous.

A mass balance on the air phase gives:

aCv(R,Z,T) QG 8Cv(R,Z,T) De a R aCv(R,Z,T) 1
aT Dc(1-S)2xR aR R 8R 8R

+ De 
2C(RZT)+ KLa Cb(R,Z,T) H (4.2.1.1)

Equation (4.2.1.1) relates accumulation of chemical at given depth for a
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given distance from the extraction vent to the advective rate in air,

the radial gas dispersive rate, the vertical gas diffusive rate, and the

air-water mass transfer rate, respectively. Horizontal gas dispersion

is described using air diffusion because it is assumed that air velocity

is slow enough that molecular diffusion predominates.

The initial vapor concentrations in the soil system shown in

Figure 4.2.1.1 are specified from measurements or by assumption:

Cv(R,Z,T=O) = Cvi(R,Z) (4.2.1.2)

The boundary condition for (4.2.1.1) at the extraction vent

(R-O,OZ5D) is derived by assuming that the system is a closed reactor

[Levenspiel, 1962]:

a2Cv(R=O,OZsD,T)
. 0 (4.2.1.3)

aRaT

The boundary conditions for (4.2.1.1) at the ground surface

(ORRi,Z-O) and at the water table (OR.RtR,Z-D) are obtained by

assuming that vapors could not diffuse out the system at either

boundary:

i 8Cv(O RSRi,Z-O,T)Cv 0Z)-0 (4.2.1.4)

az

82Cv(O5R5Rt,Z-D,T) - 0 (4.2.1.5)

8ZaT

The ground surface boundary condition (Z-O, equation (4.2.1.4)) is valid

for a system that is covered by an impermeable cap or thin, saturated
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soil cover. Jury et al. [1990] calculate minimum soil cover thicknesses

for inhibiting diffusion of various volatile organic chemicals to the

atmosphere. For example, less than 1% of toluene contamination beneath

a 15 cm clay layer at a degree of saturation of 0.75 would volatilize to

the atmosphere in a year. The ground water table boundary condition (Z

= D, equation (4.2.1.5)) is based on the assumption that dissolution of

organic vapors and subsequent transport with ground water flow is

negligible. This is probably a valid assumption when the velocity of

the ground water (assuming a horizontal ground water table) is two or

more orders of magnitude slower than the air velocity.

The boundary condition for (4.2.1.1) at the air inlet (R=Ri,05Z D)

is obtained by performing a mass balance on the air phase in the disk-

shaped volume shown in Figure 4.2.1.1:

Cv(RZT)R R [ KLa [ Cb(RZT) Cv(RZT)

JT JR [1 [ - H
azcv(R'Z,T)_ QG

+ De a2CRa(R+ De) ) R + [Cvo(T) - Cv(R=O,Z,T)] (4.2.1.6)

A mass balance on the water-soil phase is given by:

pS(1-' )K ]Cb(RZT) a2Cb(RZT) aCb(RZT)1 + Ez  -vI + S aT 8Z2  8Z

KLa(]'S) [Cv(R,Z,T)

Cb(R,Z,T) H j (4.2.1.7)

The accumulation term in (4.2.1.7) is set equal to the sum of the terms

representing liquid dispersion, water advection, and air-water mass

transfer, respectively.
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For this development it is assumed that the aqueous- and sorbed-

phase concentrations are in equilibrium. Furthermore, this equilibrium

is assumed to be linear:

Q(R,Z,T) - K Cb(R,Z,T) (4.2.1.8)

Because in most soils, moisture will probably cover the soil particles

[Roy and Griffin, 1987], sorption of vapors by soil is not considered

here. Descriptions of vapor sorption such as that given by Shoemaker et

al. [1990] could be performed with this model, if local equilibrium

exists, by modifying the value of K accordingly.

Initially the soil system shown in Figure 4.2.1.1 is at chemical

equilibrium:

Cb(R,Z,T=0) = Cbi(R,Z) = Cvi(R,Z) / H (4.2.1.9)

Boundary conditions for (4.2.1.7) are obtained by assuming that the soil

system is a closed reactor [Levenspiel, 1962]. The Danckwerts [1953]

exit condition is:

a2 Cb(O5R:5RiZ=D,T)
b Z 0 (4.2.1.10)

ZaT

The description of aqueous-phase transport to ground water assumes that

water velocities are slow enough that changes in the depth to ground

water are negligible. In addition, the mass flux of chemical away from

the water table is equal to the mass flux to the aquifer.

An entrance boundary condition for (4.2.1.7) is obtained by

performing a mass balance on the water-soil phases in the cylindrical

volume shown in Figure 4.2.1.1:
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ps(l1c)KIa
[1 + -JCb(RZT)aZ =v [Cbo(T) -Cb(R,Z=D,T)]

(S aTrI

- K~a(I-S) [b(ZT)-Cv(R,Z,T) ] aZ (4.2.1.11)

4.2.1.3 Conversion to Dimensionless Form. The dimensioned

equations derived above were converted to a dimensionless form by making

substitutions of the middle column in Table 4.2.1.1.

Table 4.2.1.1. Variable Substitutions to Convert Dimensioned
Equations into a Dimensionless Form.

Dimensioned Dimensionless
Variable Substitution Variable

Cb(R,Z,T) Cbn Cb(R,Z,T) cb(R,Z,T)

Cv(R,Z,T) Cvn Cv(R,Z,T) cv(R,Z,T)

Cbi(R,Z) Cbn cbi(R,Z) Cbi(R,Z)

Cvi(R,Z) Cvn Cvi (R,Z) cvi(R,Z)

Cbo(T) Cbn cbo(T) cbo(T)

Cvo (T) Cvn cvo(T) cv0(T)

R Ri r r

Z D z z

QGH + cSwi R 2v [S ps(l-e)K ~I
T1I + I .t

Note: Cbn - Cvn / H where Cvn - max(Cvo(T),Cvi(R,Z)).

These substitutions resulted in natural groupings of the

dimensioned parameters. The resulting groups are dimensionless and are

similar to those derived for the one-dimensional system models. Mass
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transfer rates are compared to the advective rates in air and chemical

equilibrium distributions are made relative to the mass of chemical in

air. The dimensionless groups that characterize the solutions of radial

models are given in Table 4.2.1.2.

Table 4.2.1.2. Definitions of Dimensionless Groups.

Dimensionless Ratio
Group Equation of to

viSwRi2  Advective rate Advective rate
Ar in water in air

QGH

Dg = Dgs + Dgv  Mass in water Mass in air
and on soil

ps(1-c)K Mass adsorbed Mass in air
Dgs  = to soilc(1-S)H

S Mass in water Mass in air
Dgv  =

(1-S)H

Dee(1-S)xRi2  Vapor diffusive Advective rate
Edv = rate in vertical in air

QGD direction

QGHD Advective rate Dispersive rate
Peb = 2 in air in water

OG Advective rate Horizontal
Pev = in air dispersive rate

De(I-S)2WRi in air

KLae(I-S)%Ri
2  Volatilization Advective rate

Stv  rate in air
QGH

Equations (4.2.1.1-11) become the following after substituting the

variables defined in Tables 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2:
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acv (r, z, t) 1 + Dg 1 acv(r~z,t) 1 a_ r cv(r,z,t)1

at =2[l1+ Ar] ( r ar Pv [r ar j
+ 2Ed vaC~rzt + 2Stv (cb(r,z,t) - cv,(r,z,t)] (4.2.1.12)

cv(r,z,t-0) =cvi(r,z) (4.2.1.13)

32cv(r=0,0!5z~1,t)-o(.1.4

ac(or - =z t =0 (4.2.1.14)

azat

at 0:r~, rr-21 =r , SO c~~tt) ~(~~)

+ 2Edv 82cv~Z,t) ]rr+ c(t-cvrOzt]] 42117

cb (r,z,t) ra 1 + Dg 2St acb(r,z,t) -cb~r, t

at 0 [ l + Ar] Pe 0z r a

+ 2dvazc~rz~t rr- StVc( t) -c(r,z,t)] j (4.2.1.18)

cb(r,z,t0) I +bi Dg I)a cb(r~z t (4.2.1.19)

32b0 -,zvcbr-1t -,t)z~ 4...8

32bO ~~- O (4.2.1-20)
azat
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1 1+Dg
cb(r,z,t)az Ar [cbo(t) - cb(r,z=l,t)]at0 Og[l + Ar]

- Stv[cb(r,z,t) - cv(r,z,t)]az (4.2.1.21)

4.2.1.4 Numerical Solution. As before, orthogonal collocation

(OC) is the numerical method used to convert the partial differential

equations (PDEs) given above to a system of ordinary differential

equations (ODEs) in time. Details of the method are given elsewhere

[Finlayson, 1980]. Steps for converting PDEs to ODEs are documented in

Appendix B of Gierke [1986].

Orthogonal collocation constants that are used for differential

approximations in the column models (see Section 4.1.1.4) are used in

the approximation of the radial derivatives by making a variable

substitution of the independent variable r. Equations (4.2.1.12-17)

become the following after substituting x =r:

acv(x,z,t) 1 + Dg 1 a2c v(x,z,t) [ 1 1 Bcv(x,z,t)
at I + Ar Pev x2  Pev ax

a2cv(xzt)
+ Edv aZ2  + Stv[cb(x,z,t) - cv(x,z,t)]) (4.2.1.22)

cv(X,Z,t=o) Cvi(x,z) (4.2.1.23)

a2cv(x-o,o0Z51,t)
I O 14.2.1.24)

axat

aCv(O5x ],z-O't)

-0 (4.2.1.25)
Bz
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a2cv(O5xf,1,z=1,t)

0 (4.2.1.26)
azat

J cv(X,zt)ax = + Ar Stv[cb(X,z,t) - cvlxzt)]
at oI + Ar 0

+ Edv a2 cV(Xzt) ]x + [Cvo(t) - Cv(X=O,Z,t)] (4.2.1.27)

Because the water-soil-phase equations (equations (4.2.1.18-21))

do not contain derivatives with respect to r, then the variable r in the

arguments of the dependent variables can just simply be replaced with x:

acb(x,z,t) 1 + Dg [1 a 2 Cb(X,Z,t) aCb(x,z,t)=I - -Ar

at Dg(I + Ar) Peb az2  az

- Stv(Cb(X,Z,t) - cv(x,z,t)] (4.2.1.28)

cb(x,Z,t=O) = cbi(xz) = cvi(x,z) (4.2.1.29)

a2cb(O~x5,z=It) 0 (4.2.1.30)

azat

a I ] 1+Dg [
Jcb(x,z,t)az Ar [cbo(t) - Cb(X,z=l,t)]

at 0 Dg[1 + Ar]

S [Stvcb(Xzt) - cv(x,z,t)]az 1(4.2.1.31)

The initial condition for the transformed equations are given by

(4.2.1.23) and (4.2.1.29) and the OC form of the initial condition is

cv(i,k,t-O) - cvl(xi,zk) for i - 1 to NR and k - I to NDV (4.2.1.32)
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cb(i,j,t-O) = Cbi(Xi,Zj) for i - 1 to NR and j - I to NDB (4.2.1.33)

The parameter NR is the number of collocation locations for the radial

approximations, NDB is the number of vertical collocation points for

approximating water transport, and NOV is the number of vertical

collocation points for approximating gas diffusion in the z direction.

The application of OC to the transformed air-phase mass balance

(equation (4.2.1.22)) results in:

dcv(ikt) 1=n 1 + D N cv n,k,t)

dt I + Ar { n= Pev , v

NOV
+ m EdvBZVk,m cv(i,m,t) + Stv[cb(i,k,t) - cv(i,k,t)]
m-1

for i - 2 to NR-1 and k - 1 to NOV-i (4.2.1.34)

The matrices Ax and BX are the same asymmetric, planar coefficient

matrices used for approximating the spatial derivatives in the axial

mass transport equations of the column models and are used here to

approximate the first and second partial derivatives in the x

coordinate, respectively, in (4.2.1.22) and (4.2.1.24) (see Section

4.1.1.4). The matrix Bzv is a symmetric, planar OC coefficient matrix

for approximating the second partial of cv(x,z,t) with respect to z.

Bzv is analogous to the spherical matrix used in the column models. It

is a function only of even powers of z and is generated with respect to

a weighting function of I over the interval of z from 0 to 1. The

locations of the vertical collocation points used in the approximation

of a2cv/az 2 are obtained from the positive roots of the 2(NDV-1) degree

polynomial and lie between 0 and 1. Because Bzv is symmetrical, its use
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satisfies (4.2.1.25).

The air-phase concentrations at the extraction vent come from the

OC transformation of (4.2.1.24):

dc,(l,k,t) NR AXl,n dcv(n,k,t)
= - I for k - I to NDV (4.2.1.35)

dt n=2 Ax1,1  dt

The boundary condition at the ground water table (equation

(4.2.1.26)) is given by:

dcv(i,NDV,t) NDV-i AZVNDVm dcv(i,m,t)
- =-- I

dt m=i AZVNDV,NDV dt

for i = 2 to NR-l (4.2.1.36)

Changes in the air-phase concentrations at the inlet vents are

described by:

dCv(NRkt) I + Dg NR
d = z WXn Stv[cb(nkt) - cv(nkt)]

dt 1+ Ar I n=i
NOV
-. 1 EdvBZV k,m cv(n,m,t) + [cvo(t) - cv(l,k,t)]

NR [ Axl WX dcv(n,k,t) A
- 2 WXn wX WXNR wX1

n=2 Axl,1  dt Ax ill

for k = 1 to NDV (4.2.1.37)

Equation (4.2.1.37) is obtained by applying OC to (4.2.1.27),

substituting (4.2.1.35) into the result, and solving for the time-

derivative of cv(NR,j,t). The construction of the quadrature vector for

approximating integrals with respect to x (WX) is described in Section

4.1.1.4. The influence of the boundary conditions are redundant at the
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intersections of the vents and the ground water table (i,k - 1,NDV and

NR,NOV). Combinations of the different boundary conditions were tried

and the combination given above gave the most stable results.

The water-soil mass balance in transformed coordinates (equation

(4.2.1.28)) is the following after approximating with OC:

dcb(i,j,t) I + Dg [NIB [BZbj Ar A

dt Dg[l + Ar] I m-I Peb A 'm

- Stv[cb(i,j,t) - cv(i,j,t)] ]
for i =1 to NR and j = 2 to NDB-1 (4.2.1.38)

The matrices Azb and Bzb are constructed in the same manner as AX

and Bx. They are given different notation because they will not be the

same if NR i NDB.

The boundary condition at the ground water table (equation

(4.2.1.30)) is given by:

dcb(i,NDB,t) NDB-1 AZbNDBm dcb(i,m,t)

dt m-i AZbNDBNDB dt

for i I to NR (4.2.1.39)

Application of OC to (4.2.1.31) becomes the following after

substitution of (4.2.1.39), and rearranging to obtain the time-

derivative of cb(i,l,t):
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dcb( , 1,t) ( 1 + Dg

dt Dg[I + Ar] Ar[cbo(t) cb(iNDBt)]

NDB 1 NDB- [- j WzbmStvlcb(i,m,t) - Cv(i,m,t)] - wzbmm-I m-2 I

SAzbNDBm NB ] dcb(i,m,t) ] _ AZbNDB,1  zb -1

AZbNDB,NDB dt AZbNDB,NDB

for i = I to NR (4.2.1.40)

The coupling of the NR(NDB+NDV) ODEs given above are shown

graphically in Figure 4.2.1.2. This schematic shows that the

derivatives of the air-phase concentrations at a particular horizontal

(xi) and vertical (Zk) position are functions of the air-phase

concentrations along an x-z axis centered at (i,k), and that the water

concentration derivatives at a particular vertical collocation point

(zj) for a given axial location (xi) are functions of the water

concentrations only at the other vertical points at the same radial

position. To properly determine the mass of chemical transfered between

the air and water, air-phase concentrations need to be determined for

the zj positions from the values given at the zk locations and water-

phases concentrations at the zk positions from the zj locations. The

locations of the vertical collocation locations for the air (Zk) and the

water (zj) are different because (4.2.1.22) is symmetrical with respect

to z and (4.2.1.28) is not. Symmetric and asymmetric equations employ

different weighting functions in the generation of the spatial

polynomials for the OC approximations so the roots (i.e. the collocation

locations) are different. Therefore the air and water concentrations

must be determined for the collocation locations for the other phase as

shown in Figure 4.2.1.2. Concentrations at locations between the
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coilocation points are obtained by linear interpolation and beyond the

collocation points for the air phase by linear extrapolation. If linear

extrapolation determines values of the dimensionless air-phase

concentrations greater than I or less than 0, the value is set equal to

I or 0, respectively.

* OC POINTS

* INTERPOLATED POINTS

water-phase couptilng

coupling 
N

asr-phase NDB-1

NDV-1 ~coupling ND

NDV

2 NR-I NR

0 X I

Figure 4.2.1.2. General schematic of the coupling of the ordinary
differential equations resulting the application of orthogonal

collocation to the transformed partial differential equations comprising
the general form of the vapor extraction system model for radial

configuration.

Early versions of the model used a nonlinear interpolating matrix
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derived from the definition of OC to determine concentrations at

locations different than the OC points. Bednar [1990] found that this

type of interpolation exhibited unacceptable numerical error for steep

concentration profiles, but that a linear interpolation routine did not.

For chemical fronts that are spread out, the OC and linear interpolation

methods give similar results [Bednar, 1990].

The system of ODEs given above (equations (4.2.1.32-40)) comprise

the most general form of the radial-configuration vapor extraction

models. The derivatives are evaluated in the following order:

(4.2.1.38), (4.2.1.40), (4.2.1.39), (4.2.1.34), (4.2.1.38), (4.2.1.37),

and (4.2.1.35). Initially, (4.2.1.32) and (4.2.1.33) are used in the

determination of the derivatives. An International Mathematics and

Statistics Library package for solving sets of ODEs, called GEAR, is

used to determine concentration values at times greater than 0.

4.2.1.5 Nodel Simplifications and Corresponding Solutions.

Variations of the model given above are derived by making assumptions

about the relative importance of the various transport mechanisms. For

each of the following simplified cases, the initial conditions

(equations (4.2.1.23 and 29)) do not change. The boundary conditions

are different for the various simplifications.

Radial !qf1 without Vertical Diffusion. When vertical vapor

diffusion is ignored, (4.2.1.12) reduces to:

acv(rzt) I + Dg 1 acv(rzt) 1 a r ac v( r ' z t )

at 2[1 + Ar] r ar Pevr ar ar

+ 2Stv (cb(r,z,t) - cv(r,z,t)] 3 (4.2.1.41)
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In addition, (4.2.1.15 and 16) are not needed, and (4.2.1.17) reduces to:

a 1+Dg I
Jcv(rz,t)rar - 2Stv[cb(r,z,t) - cv(r,z,t)] rar

at 2[ + Ar] 0

+ [Cvo(t) - cv(r-O,z,t)] (4.2.1.42)

The other boundary condition is given by (4.2.1.14). The water-

phase transport equations (equations (4.2.1.18-21)) do not change.

In the transformed coordinate x - r2, (4.2.1.41) and (4.2.1.42)

become:

acv(xzt) 1 + Dg a2cv(XZt) 1 1 acv(x,z,t)

at 1 + Ar I Pev  ax2  Pe ax

+ Stv[cb(X,z,t) - cv(x,z,t)] j (4.2.1.43)

+cvlxz,t clax -I +Dg Stv[cbX,z,t) - cv(X,z,t)] ax
at 01 +Ar 0

+ [Cvo(t) - Cv(X=O,z,t)] J (4.2.1.44)

The transformed (4.2.1.14) is given by (4.2.1.24) and water-phase

transport equations by (4.2.1.28-31).

Because there are no vertical derivatives in the air-phase mass

balance for no vertical diffusion, the air-phase transport equations can

be evaluated at the collocation locations for the water-phase transport

equations and concentration interpolation is not necessary (NDB - NDV -

ND). The application of OC to (4.2.1.43 and 44) results in:
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dcv(ikt) 1 + D9 NR Bx n

I + A, I Cv(n,kt)

dt 1 + Ar n-I Pev  Pev

+ Stvlcb(i,k,t) - cv(i,k,t)] }
for i - 2 to NR-1 and k - 1 to NO (4.2.1.45)

dcv(NR,k,t) 1 + Dg [NR
I I WXnStvlcb(n,k,t) - cv(n,k,t)]

dt 1.1+ Ar I.n-I

[cvot) -1 -NR-I Ax1,n x1 1 dcv(n,k,t)
+ [Cvo(t) - cv(l,k,t)] I wXn - WX

n=2 AXl, dt

[ AxlN l-1

WXNR A- "' WX1I for k - 1 to ND (4.2.1.46)

The remaining OC equations are (4.2.1.35, 38-40) where NDB = NDV = ND,

Azb - Az, and Bzb - Z. The initial condition is

Cv(i,j,t-O) - Cb(i,j,t-O) - cvi(i,j)

for i - I to NR and j - I to NO (4.2.1.47)

The total number of equations to solve is 2(NRxND). Equation

(4.2.1.L7) is used initially to calculate the derivatives of air and

water concentrations in the order: (4.2.1.38), (4.2.1.40), (4.2.1.39),

(4.2.1.45), (4.2.1.46), and (4.2.1.35). The values of the derivatives

are input to GEAR and new values of the concentrations are returned.

This cycle is repeated until the desired output time is reached.

RadiaI P1ug Flow. Air-Wate Ma Transir Moel. By ignoring

dispersion and diffusion in air and water, the transport equations for

air and water become, respectively:
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acv(r,z,t) I + D9 [I acv(r,zt)
- - + 2Stvlcb(r,z,t)

a t2 ( + A r I r r- c v ( r , z , t ) ] ( 4 .2 .1 .4 8 )

acb(r,z,t) 1 + Dg [r acb(r,z,t)+ tcbrz )
at Dg[I + Ar] L z

- cv(r,z,t)] ] (4.2.1.49)

For plug air and water flow, the boundary conditions are replaced

with a single boundary conditions at r equal to 1 for (4.2.1.48) and z

equal to 0 for (4.2.1.49):

cv(r=1,0~gz!1,t) = cvo(t) (4.2.1.50)

cb(O~r-<l,z=Ot) = Cbo(t) (4.2.1.51)

Again, before applying the numerical method, the r variable in

(4.2.1.48-51) is transformed to x - r2:

acv(x,Z,t) 1 + Og racv(x,z,t)
- I + Stvfcb(x,z,t)

a tI r x- c ( x , z , t )1 ] ( 4 .2 .1 .5 2 )

acb(X,z,t) 1 + Dg [ r acb(X,z,t)+ t cbXZ)
at Dg[I + Ar]. [ z

- cv(x,z,t)] ] (4.2.1.53)
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Cv(X-1,O5z!l,t) = cvo(t) (4.2.1.54)

Cb(Ox!l,z-O,t) - Cbo(t) (4.2.1.55)

The application of OC to (4.2.1.52-55) gives:

dcv(i,k,t) 1 + Dg [ NR
t = A AXi,n Cv(n,k,t) + Stv[cb(i,k,t)

dt I + Ar n-l

- Cv(ikt)] ] for i - I to NR-1 and k = 1 to ND (4.2.1.56)

dcC(ijt) 1 + Dg ND
I A__Ar cb(i,m,t)

dt Dg[l + Ar] I m=A

+ Stvlcb(i,j,t) - cv(i,j,t)]

for i - I to NR and j = 2 to ND (4.2.1.57)

cv(NR,j,t) cvo(t) for j - I to ND (4.2.1.58)

cb(i,l,t) - cbo(t) for i 1 1 to NR (4.2.1.59)

The total number of equations to solve is NR(ND-I)+ND(NR-1). For

plug flow approximations, the matrices Ax and Az are constructed

orthogonal with respect to a weighting function of 1. Equation

(4.2.1.58) defines the air-phase concentration at the inlet vent

(typically it is zero) and (4.2.1.59) defines the water-phase

concentration at the ground surface. Equation (4.2.1.47) is used

initially to calculate the time-derivatives of air and water

concentrations in the order: (4.2.1.56) and (4.2.1.55). The values of

the derivatives are input to GEAR and new values of the concentrations

are returned. This cycle is repeated until the desired output time is
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reached.

An attempt was made to develop an analytic solution for steady

state conditions to test the numerical approximation of air-water mass

transfer. At steady state the time derivatives become zero so that

(4.2.1.48) and (4.2.1.49) reduce to:

1 acv(r,z)
= - 2Stv[cb(r,z) - cv(r,z)] (4.2.1.60)

r ar

acb(r,z) Stv
= - - [cb(r,z) - Cv(r,z)] (4.2.1.61)

az Ar

The boundary conditions for (4.2.1.60) and (4.2.1.61) are (4.2.1.50) and

(4.2.1.51), respectively.

Again, the radial coordinate is transformed by x =r 2 to get:

aCv(X,Z) ( - Stv[cb(x,z) - cv(x,z)] (4.2.1.62)

ax

BCb(X,Z) Stv,
- - - [cb(x,z) - Cv(X,Z)] (4.2.1.63)

az Ar

and (4.2.1.54) and (4.2.1.55).

This system is singular and can not be solved by the conventional

method of characteristics. An Euler integration routine is used as

another method for solving the steady-state problem. Equations

(4.2.1.62), (4.2.1.63), (4.2.1.54), and (4.2.1.55) can be approximated

with the following finite difference equations for a uniform mesh size:
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cv(xi,Zj) Cv(Xi+l,Zj)[l - Ax2Stv] + Ax2Stvcb(xi+l,zj)

for i from I-I to I and i from 1 to J (4.2.1.64)

Cb(Xi,Zj+l) - Cb(Xi,Zj)[l - Az2Stv/Ar] + Az2Stvcv(xi,zj)/ Ar

for i from I to I and j from 2 to J (4.2.1.65)

Cv(XI,Zj) = Cv0  for j from I to J (4.2.1.66)

Cb(Xi,Zl) = Cbo for i from I to 1 (4.2.1.67)

Here, the parameters I and J are the total number of horizontal and

vertical mesh points, respectively. This approximation is performed by

first defining the boundary concentrations at xI = I and zI = 0 with

(4.2.1.66) and (4.2.1.67). Equation (4.2.1.64) is used to determine

cv(xi,zl) starting at i-I-I and continuing to i=1, then (4.2.1.65) is

used to evaluate cb(xi,Z2) from i - I to 1, and evaluations of

(4.2.1.64) are repeated for z2 . This cycle continues to zj. The result

is the steady-state concentration profile for a given set of values of

Sty, Ar, cvo, and cbo. If Cvo = cbo, Ar = 0, or Stv = 0, the solution

is trivial. A common situation is where there is cleanup of continuous

infiltration of contaminant such as beneath a leaking underground

storage tank, where cvo , 0 and cbo - I.

This finite difference approach could be applied to the unsteady-

state equations (equations (4.2.1.52) and (4.2.1.53)), however, it is

beyond the scope of this work to study numerical solving techniques in

detail, and the comparisons to the steady-state problem should be

sufficient for numerical verification.

Disoersed l. fLoil j2"1Euilibrium dgl. When local equilibrium

(see Section 4.1.1.5) is assumed, (4.2.1.12) and (4.2.1.18) combine to
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give:

acv(rzt) 1 I 10Cv(rzt) I [ acv(rzt)
+ Ar - r--

at 2[1 + Ar] r ar Pevr ar ar

- Ar + 2Edv + - J ] (4.2.1.68)
az Peb  z

The initial condition is (4.2.1.13). The boundary condition at the

extraction vent is (4.2.1.14) and at the ground water table it is

(4.2.1.16). Because of limitations of the OC method, mass balance

boundary conditions could not be employed. The boundary condition given

by (4.2.1.50) is used at the air inlet and a similar condition is used

at the ground surface:

cv(O<r<l,z=0,t) = Cbo(t) (4.2.1.69)

In transformed coordinates, this model consists of (4.2.1.26),

(4.2.1.27), (4.2.1.54), and

aCv(Xz't) 1 1 [= - I+-] a c v ( X z ' t )  AraCv(XZ't)

at 1 + Ar Pev  ax az

1 a2cv(x,z,t) 1 1 a2cv(x,Z,t)
+ -+ 2Ed v + - (4.2.1.70)
Pev  ax2 Peb

Cv(X,z=O,t) = Cbo(t) (4.2.1.71)

The OC equations are (again, ND = NDB = NDV) (4.2.1.35),

(4.2.1.36), (4.2.1.58), and
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dcv (i,kt, 1 rNR Bx. [ 1 i
=- [ + AXi,n I + Pe cv(n,k,t)

dt 1 + Ar n=1I Pev  P v I

ND B Edv + - 1 AZk,m Ar cv(i,m,t)

m -I Peb

for i = 2 to NR-1 and k = 2 to ND-1 (4.2.1.72)

Cv(i,l,t) = cbo(t) for i = 1 to NR (4.2.1.73)

The matrix AZ used in (4.2.1.72) is equivalent to Azb, which is used for

(4.2.1.38-40), and the coefficients in AZv for (4.2.1.36) are replaced

with Az.

The total number of equations to solve is (NR-1)(ND-1). Equation

(4.2.1.58) defines the concentrations at the inlet vent (typically they

are zero) and (4.2.1.73) defines the concentrations at the ground

surface. Equation (4.2.1.47) is used initially to calculate the time-

derivatives in the order: (4.2.1.72), (4.2.1.36), and (4.2.1.58). The

values of the derivatives are input to GEAR and new values of the

concentrations are returned. This cycle is repeated until the desired

output time is reached.

No Water Flow, Local Equilibrium Model. If the water velocity is

zero, then the condition described by (4.2.1.68) reduces to a one-

dimensional, axially-symmetric problem:

acv(r,t) .I I acv(r,t) + I a rcv(r,t) ] (4.2.1.74)

at 2 r ar Pevr ar ar

Equation (4.2.1.14) reduces to

aCv(r=O,t) - 0 (4.2.1.75)

ar
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Equation (4.2.1.17) reduces to:

cvo(t) - cv(r=O,t) = 2 J d rdr (4.2.1.76)
10 dt

The dimensionless initial condition is

Cv(r,t=O) = cvi(r) (4.2.1.77)

As before, a variable substitution of x = r2 is made in

(4.2.1.74-77) prior to applying the numerical method:

acv(Xt) [ I aCv(X,t) I a2Cv(X,t)
at Pe + 8 + Pe1x 4.2.1.78)at Pev  ax Pev  ax2

acv(x=ot)
= 0 (4.2.1.79)

ax

1 aCv(X,t)

Cvo(t) - cv(x=O,t) = J ax (4.2.1.80)

cv(x,t=O) = cvi(x) (4.2.1.81)

Orthogonal collocation is now applied to these equations in the

same manner as before. The resulting set of NR ODEs is

dcv(j,t) J [ [1 + ] B jcm )
- - AXj'm + Pe Cv(m,t)

MM Pevdt mI +e 1 ev

for j = 2 to NR-l (4.2.1.82)
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9,-

dc=(NR,t) WXN - WXl ---- [Cvo(t) - Cv(1,t)]
dt Ax1, 1

NR-1 [ W W Axl~m 1dcv(m,t) 1 (...3
m2 2~ - XI Wdl (4.2.1.83)

-m=2 W~WlAX1,1] dt J

dcv(1,t) NR AXI'm dcv(m,t)
= 1 - (4.2.1.84)

dt M=2 AX],l dt

cvfj,t=O) = cvi(j) for j = 1 to NR (4.2.1.85)

Equation (4.2.1.85) is used initially to calculate the time-

derivatives in the order: (4.2.1.82), (4.2.1.83), and (4.2.1.84). The

values of the derivatives are input to GEAR and new values of the

cuncentrations are returned. This cycle is repeated until the desired

output time is reached.

Analytic solutions also exist for (4.2.1.74). Al-Niami and

Rushton [1978] used (4.2.1.74) to describe the dispersed flow of a

tracer to an abstraction well operating under steady-flow conditions.

They solved (4.2.1.74) subject to (4.2.1.75) and:

cv(O~r 1,t=O) = 0 (4.1.3.86)

cv(r=l,t>O) = 1 (4.1.3.87)

The resulting solution is in terms of modified Bessel functions,

which for this problem are only expandable for specific values of Pev.

The solutions of (4.2.1.74) developed by Al-Niami and Rushton [1978] for

values of Pev of 1, 5, and 11 are presented below.

For Pev - 1, r - 0:
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cv(r=O,t) = I + 2 1 (-l)
n exp[-(n) 2t/2] (4.2.1.88)

n=1

For Pev = 5, r =O:

2 en%3exp(-% 2t/lO)

Cv(r=O,t) = I -- a (4.2.1.89)
15 n=2 ancOs(&n) - sin(*n)

Where an, n=2,3,..., are the roots of:

ancot(an) = [3 - %2]/3 (4.2.1.90)

For Pe. = 11, r = 0:

2
Cv(r=O,t) = 1 + -

10395

an 9 exp(-en2t/22)
• Z (4.2.1.91)

n=2 [an 4-45an2+105]sin(an) + 1Oan 3-105an]COS((n)

Where an t n-2,3,..., are the roots of:

ancot(*n) - [15an4 -420an2+945]/[% 4-105an2+945] (4.2.1.92)

Complete Mixing. A solution is obtained by assuming complete

mixing within the soil cylinder. The solution of a complete mixing

model for constant influent concentrations and uniform influent

concentrations is

[Cvo + Ar Cbo

cv(t) - cvte't + [[ + Ar 3 (1 - e-t] (4.2.1.93)
1 + Ar

Typically, Ar - 0, cvo - 0, and Cvi - 1, thus, (4.2.1.93) reduces to:
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cv(t) - e-t (4.2.1.94)

Table 4.2.1.3 is a summary of the equations that comprise each

model. Most vapor extraction models reported in the literature assume

complete mixing, and the models account for finite rates of diffusion,

usually assume local equilibrium (see Table 1.2). To date, no one has

considered rate limitations, such as air-water mass transfer or

intraaggregate diffusion in vapor extraction models. It is probably

valid to assume local equilibrium for removing the pure organic phase

[Baehr, 1989; McClellan and Gillham, 1990]. The removal of the

dissolved phase may become limited by phase equilibrium [McClellan and

Gillham, 1990]. In addition, no one has accounted for removal with air

flow and simultaneous leaching in water. For impermeable capped systems

(plastic liners or p%,iement or concrete structures), leaching will not

be important, however, leaching could occur beneath a soil cover.

Table 4.2.1.3. Summary of Equations Comprising the Radial Vapor

Extraction Models.

Included Mechanisms

Air H. Air V. Air Air-Water Water Water Dimensionless Verifcation
Model Adv. Disp. Diff. Trans. Adv. Disp. POEs OC ODEs Equations

General X X X X X X (4.2.1.12-21) (4.2.1.32-40) none
Form

No Vertical X X X X X (4.2.1.13,14. (4.2.1.35,38- none
Diffusion 18-21.41,42) 40,45-47)

Plug Flow X X X (4.2 1.13,14. (4.2.1.47,56- (4.2.1.64-
48-51) 59) 67) a

Local X X X X X (4.2.1.13,14, (4.2.1.35,36, none
Equilibrium 16.50.68,69) 47.58,72.73)

No Water X X (4.2.1.74-77) (4.2.1.82-85) (4.2.18b
Flow L.E. 896,90a)

Complele X X X X X (4.2.1.93)
Mixing

a Ftnite difference approximation for steady-state conditions.
bAnalytic solution for Pe. - 1.

cAnalytic solution for Pe - 5.
eAnalytic solution for Pe 11.
Analytic model that ass,es dispersion is fast enough to establish perfect mixing throughout.
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4.2.1.6 Model Verification. Verification of the numerical method

used to solved the radial system models is not straightforward because

analytic solutions for the coupled two-dimensional system of equations

do not exist. Nevertheless, the description of vertical transport with

water flow was verified in the one-dimensional development. The OC

approximation of radial air advection and diffusion is compared to the

analytic solutions for the no water flow, local equilibrium model. The

coupling aspect of the horizontal and the vertical equations and the

vertical vapor diffusion approximation have not yet been addressed in

this study. Numerical approximation of the vertical vapor diffusion

component of the air-phase transport equation was verified by Bednar

[1990] in his description of vapor diffusion through columns under no-

flow conditions. The verification of the coupling by the air-water mass

transfer description (volatilization/dissolution) is performed by

comparing to a finite difference approximation of the plug flow model

for steady-state conditions.

Table 4.2.1.4 shows the calculations of the plug flow model for 6

horizontal and 6 vertical collocation points at t = 500 to calculations

of the finite difference approximation of steady-state, plug-flow

conditions (4.2.1.64-67). The dimensionless group values used for these

calculations were chosen arbitrarily, but similar results were obtained

with a wide range of values. The agreement is good and increases the

confidence in the OC approximation of air-water mass transfer rates. In

addition, this exercise has shown that verification of a numerical

solution can be obtained by comparing calculations to eiLher analytic

solutions or approximations with other numerical methods.
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Table 4.2.1.4. Comparison of a Finite Difference (FD) Approximation of
the Steady-State Plug Flow Model for a 100 by 100 mesh to the Orthogonal
Collocation (OC) Approximation of the Plug Flow Model at t - 500 for 6

Horizontal and 6 Vertical Collocation Points (25 Nodes).
(Ar = 0.5, Cbo - 1, Cvo = 0, Stv = 1)

x: 0.00 0.14 0.42 0.72 0.94 1.00
Num.
Meth. z cb  cv  cb cv  cb Cv  Cb Cv  cb cv  cb

OC 0.00 0.63 0.58 0.44 0.24 0.06
FD 0.63 0.58 0.44 0.24 0.06

OC 0.14 0.90 0.54 0.88 0.48 0.85 0.36 0.81 0.19 0.77 0.04 0.76
FD 0.90 0.53 0.88 0.48 0.85 0.36 0.81 0.19 0.77 0.04 0.75

OC 0.42 0.71 0.38 0.68 0.34 0.61 0.24 0.53 0.12 0.46 0.02 0.44
FD 0.71 0.38 0.68 0.34 0.62 0.24 0.53 0.12 0.46 0.03 0.44

OC 0.72 0.53 0.26 0.49 0.22 0.42 0.15 0.33 0.07 0.26 0.01 0.24
FD 0.52 0.26 0.49 0.22 0.42 0.15 0.33 0.07 0.25 0.01 0.23

OC 0.94 0.42 0.20 0.38 0.17 0.31 0.11 0.23 0.05 0.17 0.01 0.15
FD 0.42 0.20 0.39 0.17 0.31 0.11 0.23 0.05 0.17 0.01 0.15

OC 1.00 0.39 0.18 0.36 0.15 0.29 0.10 0.21 0.04 0.15 0.01 0.14
FD 0.40 0.18 0.36 0.15 0.29 0.10 0.21 0.04 0.15 0.01 0.14

Coefficient matrices used to approximate radial derivatives for

symmetric partial differential equations (e.g. equations describing only

radial diffusion) can be found in the literature [Finlayson, 1980].

Matrices for asymmetric radial PDEs (such as for radially-converging

flow and diffusion) have not been reported. By transforming the radial

coordinate, the resulting equations resemble planar geometry and

asymmetric, planar coefficients can be used to approximate the

transformed derivatives. To check the validity of this manipulation,

the numerical model approximation of radial flow and diffusion

(equations (4.2.1.82-85)) are compared to analytic solutions (equations

(4.2.1.88-90)).
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Figure 4.2.1.3 shows analytical-numerical comparisons for values

of Pev of 1, 5, and 11. The solid lines in all of the graphs are

calculations of the solution of (4.2.1.82-85) for 10 radial points, and

the dashed lines in Figures 4.2.1.3a, 4.2.1.3b, and 4.2.1.3c are

calculations of (4.2.1.88), (4.2.1.89), and (4.2.1.90), respectively.

The difference between the numerical model solution and the analytic

solutions increases as the value of Pev decreases. The center of

breakthrough predicted by the numerical model is located at a

dimensionless time of I while the center determined with analytic

solution is almost I for Pev of 11 and appears earlier as the value of

Pev decreases. The center of breakthrough is not suppose to be a

function of Pev [Hashimoto et a., 1964]. For a low value of Pev , it

would be expected that a complete mixing model caiculation could be used

to describe the spreading [Brenner, 1962]. The dotted line in Figure

4.2.1.3d is a calculation of (4.2.1.94) and it agrees with the numerical

solution.

There is an important difference between the boundary conditions

for the numerical model and the analytic solutions of Al-Niami and

Rushton [1978]. The numerical model employs an overall mass balance as

a boundary condition while the analytic solutions are subject to a

prescribed concentration. Parker and van Genuchten (1984] found for the

one-dimensional convection-dispersion equation that using a specified

concentration as a boundary condition (they call it a boundary condition

of "first-type*) corresponds to flux-averaged concentrations, and

"third-type" boundary conditions, as used in the numerical model, give

results corresponding to volume-averaged (resident) concentrations. The

distinction between the two is more important as dispersion increases.
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Flux-averaged concentrations have no physical meaning [Parker and

van Genuchten, 1984], and this is indicated by the variation of the

center of mass of the elution curve with Pev for the analytic solution.

Chen [1987] solved (4.2.1.74) for radial dispersion from an injection

well using Cauchy (third-type) conditions, however, he assumed that

radial dispersion was proportional to velocity so his solutions could

not be used here for comparing to the numerical solution. He was also

able to show that flux-averaged and resident concentration formulations

give the same results for low dispersion (high value of Pev). Batu and

van Genuchten [1990] extended the work of Parker and van Genuchten

[1984] to two dimensions and found similar results.

To show that the numerical approximation could simulate the

incorrect analytic solutions, the mass balance boundary condition

(equation (4.2.1.83)) was replaced with a first-type condition:

cv(NR,t>O) = 1 (4.2.1.95)

The results of this modified numerical version are shown as dotted lines

on Figures 4.2.1.3b and 4.2.1.3c. As the value of Pev increases the

solutions for first- and third-type conditions coincide as shown in

Figure 4.2.1.3d for Pev = 100 (analytic solutions for values of Pev

greater than 11 are not reported). These results are identical to those

reported by Parker and van Genuchten (1984].

Because the models are derived for resident concentrations, the

mass balance boundary condition is used in the numerical solution of the

general form of the model. The dispersed flow, local equilibrium model

uses a mix of first- and third-type boundary conditions for numerical
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convenience, but this model is used only for values of Pev greater than

64.

Verification of the numerical approximation of the general version

of the radial vapor extraction model is not complete, but this piecewise

approach where specific aspects of the model are verified separately

gives confidence to the numerical results that follow.

4.2.1.7 Numerical Results (Model Sensitivity). A complete

modeling approach, as followed in the preceding sections describing the

column model developments, requires that at this stage the model be

tested against laboratory or field results. The development of a set of

laboratory experiments to validate the two-dimensional vapor extraction

models is beyond the scope of this research. Many of the field and

pilot scale results that are reported in the literature (cf. Hutzler et

al. [1989a]) do not contain sufficient information to obtain accurate

model comparisons or the system configurations are much different than

the assumptions that are used to derive the models reported herein.

Models that are not validated can be used to determine which

mechanisms are most important, and, in addition, give some guidance to

system design. More importantly, models are additional tools which are

available for enhancing the decision process of design engineers. The

mechanisms that are examined with the models are vapor diffusion, air-

water mass transfer (and with this, intraaggregate diffusion), air and

water advection, and water dispersion. Calculations for giving design

guidance of the optimum air withdrawal rate are also performed.

Finally, the suitability of using a column model development approach to

developing field-scale system models is discussed.

Parameter Estimation. Parameter values for the model calculations
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are based on properties of the Ottawa sand and aggregated porous media

used in the column studies. Values used in the calculations of the

two-dimensional radial models are given in Table 4.2.1.5.

Table 4.2.1.5. Parameter Values for Model Calculations of Toluene
Removal from Ottawa San (OS) and Aggregated Porous Material (APM).

Parameter Values OS APM

Radius of Influence, Ri (m): 4.5 4.5

Radius of Vent Hole, Rw (m): 0.12 0.12
Depth to ground water, D (m): 4.5 4.5
Infiltration rate, vcS (cm s-0): 0, 0.00026 0, 0.00026
Air withdrawal rate, QG (cm3 s-1): 21-2.1(106) 21-2.1(106)
Air conductivity, Ka (cm s-1): 0.018 0.018
Degree of saturation, S: 0.30 0.67
Porosity, e: 0.33 0.70

Soil density, ps (g cm-3): 2.65 1.51
Henry's constant, H: 0.27 0.27
Air diffusion coef., De (cm2 s-1): 0.050 0.050

Liquid dispersion coef., Ez (cm
2 s-1): 0.0033 0.0033

Air-water mass transfer rate, KLa (s-1): 0.010 0.0020

Sorption capacity, K (cm3 g-): 0 0, 1.0
Initial contaminant concentration

in air, Cvi (mg L-1 ): 1.0 1.0
in water, Cbi (mg L-1 ): 3.7 3.7

on soil, Qi (mg kg-1 ): 0 0, 3.7
Influent contaminant concentration

in air, Cvo (mg L-1 ): 0 0

in water, Cbo (mg L1): 0 0

The chemical of interest for these calculations is toluene.

System size is chosen to be similar to the soil volume of one unit of

the trench system at Hill AFB, Utah (see DePaoli et al. [1990]). Water

velocity is chosen to compare with the measured moisture characteristics

given in Figure 4.1.1.4. Degree of saturation is chosen so that the

air-filled porosity of the sand and aggregated material are the same
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(0.231). Air flowrate is varied to examine its effect on vapor

extraction performance and because it is the most flexible variable with

regard to system eperation. The value of Henry's constant and of the

gas diffusion coefficient of toluene is obtained from the literature as

described in Sections 4.1.1.3 and 4.1.2.3, the liquid dispersion

coefficient is taken as that measured in the column studies adjusted for

water velocity.

The parameter with the most uncertainty is the specific air-water

mass transfer rate (KLa). Its value was shown to be unimportant in the

column studies, in part, because it was assumed that the limiting step

to equilibrium was intraaggregate diffusion. Intraaggregate diffusion

is not accounted for in the two-dimensional models at this time and,

thus, the limiting resistance is air-water mass transfer. Values of the

air-water mass transfer coefficient that are used in the following

sensitivity analyses are determined to simulate the impact of diffusion

out of water because the experimental efforts thus far indicate air-

water mass transfer is fasc. The remainder of this subsection give a

brief justification for this assumption. First, an approximation is

derived to determine the minimum air-water mass transfer rate for

subsurface systems. Second, model calculations are used to show that

the impact of diffusion from immobile can be simulated with an

appropriate value of KLa.

There is a substantial lack of volatilization studies in the

subsurface transport literature. Most of the work on gas-liquid mass

transfer has been performed using columns of artificial packing with

pure fluids at high velocities. Most of these correlations are based on

liquid velocity and in such a way that the mass transfer rate decreases
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with decreasing velocity -- often going to zero as water velocity tends

to zero. For volatilization/dissolution between a gas and a liquid, the

overall mass transfer coefficient (KL) is considered to be a combination

of a resistance to mass transfer in the gas and a resistance in the

liquid (cf. Treybal [1980]):

1 1 1
- M - + - (4.2.1.96)
KL kI  Hkg

If the resistance in one fluid is much greater than in the other,

the fluid with the greater resistance is said to "control."

Correlations commonly used for estimating the relative contributions of

gas and liquid resistances are of the form [Nicoud and Schweich, 1989]:

ShI - cl, 1 + cl, 2 (Rel)cl, 3 (Scl)cl,4 (4.2.1.97a)

Shg = Cg,1 + cg,2 (Reg)cg,3 (Scg)Cg,4 (4.2.1.97b)

The Sherwood numbers (ShI or Shg) are ratios of the product of a local

mass transfer coefficient (kI or kg) and a diffusion thickness (61 or

6g) to a diffusion coefficient (DI or DG); the Reynolds numbers (Re1 or

Reg) are ratios of the product of a fluid velocity (v or u) and particle

size (Ra) to a kinematic viscosity (Il/Pl or Lg/pg); the Schmidt numbers

(Sc1 or Scg) are ratios of a kinematic viscosity to a diffusion

coefficient; and the cl,i's and Cg,i's are experimental constants. For

no fluid flow in packed beds, (4.2.1.97) reduces to (loc. cit.

Sontheimer et al. [1988])

Shl - Shg a cl, ! . cg,j - c1 - 2 + 3[1 - c(1-S)] (4.2.1.98)

In soil columns where there is no air flow, such as in the water
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flow experiments described in Section 4.1.1.7, (4.2.1.98) predicts a

value of kg of approximately 10 cm s-1 (this estimate assumes an air-

filled porosity of 0.27, a gas diffusion coefficient of 0.08 cm2 s"I,

and 6g of 0.155Ra, which is the radius of a geometric estimate of the

air-filled pore size); while for extraction conditions where no flow of

water occurs, (4.2.1.97) estimates a value of kI of approximately 0.03

cm s-1 (assuming c(I-S) = 0.27, Dl = 0.000008 cm2 s-1, and 61 = 0.001

cm, which is a geometric estimate of the water film thickness

surrounding a 0.07 cm diameter sand particle at a degree of saturation

of 0.3). Hence chemicals having a low H in a quiescent air-water

system, the limiting resistance is diffusion in water. Furthermore,

values estimated by (4.2.1.98) should be a minimum mass transfer rate

because (4.2.1.97) predicts higher rates as flow increases. A value of

KL - kI = 401/61 could be used to determine the greatest impact of

volatilization/dissolution rates in subsurface systems. This analysis

contradicts (predicts values of the mass transfer coefficient higher by

a factor of 10,000) estimates of KLa by the Turek and Lange [1981]

correlation (equation (4.1.1.52)) that was used in estimating KLa in

Section 4.1.1.7. This is probably due to the fact that the Reynolds

number for fluid flow in soils is on the order of one thousand times

less than those used in trickle-bed studies. This contradiction exists

between the theory from which (4.2.1.98) is derived and all correlations

developed for mass transfer coefficients in packed towers when they are

extrapolated to air-water-soil systems.

Results from the one-dimensional studies indicate that diffusion

inside aggregates could be more important in describing chemical fate,

and this was as observed in the experimental results shown in Figures
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4.1.1.6, 4.1.1.7, 4.1.1.9, 4.1.1.10, and 4.1.2.9. The impact of

intraaggregate diffusion can be studied by adjusting the air-water mass

transfer rate. Figure 4.1.1.5 shows that air-water mass transfer and

intraaggregate diffusion have similar impacts on the spreading of

chemical breakthrough curves. Equation (4.1.1.47) can be used to

determine when intraaggregate diffusion and mass transfer across the

aggregate surface are equivalent. The same approach that was used to

obtain (4.1.1.47) is used to determine, from the vapor extraction column

model (equations 4.1.1.14, 4.1.1.20, 4.1.1.22, and 4.1.2.4-8), when

intraaggregate diffusion has the same impact as air-water mass transfer

when air is flowing. The result is similar to (4.1.1.47) and to the

equivalent spreading relationship derived by Crittenden et al. [1986]

for saturated chemical transport:

Pev - 15Edp - 3Stv (4.2.1.99)

The difference between (4.2.1.99) and (4.1.1.47) is that the groups in

the former are based on advection in air and the latter on advection in

water.

Equation (4.2.1.99) is used with the air extraction column model

results displayed in Figure 4.1.2.9 to determine a value of KLa for the

aggregated porous media that would affect the model calculation in the

same manner as intraaggregate diffusion. The results are shown in

Figure 4.2.1.4. The solid curve shows a model calculation assuming fast

air-water mass transfer as indicated by the magnitudes of the

dimensionless groups shown (Edp - 0.23, Stv - 1000). The dashed curve

assumes fast intraaggregate diffusion (Edp - 230) and the value of Stv

(1.2) is obtained with (4.2.1.99). Therefore not including
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intraaggregate diffusion in this model development does not preclude

studying its impact. Moreover, because of the difficulties in

predicting the air-water mass transfer rate and because this transfer

rate has had relatively little Influence on organic chemical transport

in the columns studies reported here, it is probably better to use the

average liquid diffusion flux for estimating KLa.
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Figure 4.2.1.4. Vapor extraction column model comparisons for
simulating the impact of intraaggregate diffusion with air-water mass
transfer using the ratio 1SEd n - 3St . Parameters are from the mdel

'I*

calculations that des~rtbe the data in Figure 4.1.2.9.

F€

Equation (4.2.1.99) was derived for an assumption of no water

flow. Equation (4.1.1.47) equates the spreading caused by axial

~15

dssiatng thimtointraaggregate diffusion withfair-watser mulaoss

air and water flow, but no equivalent spreading relationship between
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intraaggregate diffusion and air-water mass transfer exists for

simultaneous air and water flow. The simultaneous flow model simulates

the order of chemical transfer for elutuion as intraaggregate diffusion,

film transfer, and volatilization. The influence of intraaggregate

diffusion (or film transfer) on air-phase concentration could then be

simulated using air-water mass transfer. As an approximation, the

equivalent spreading relationship (4.2.1.99) is used to estimate a value

of KLa for simulating the observed spreading of the air-phase

concentration profile in a column where air and water are flowing

simultaneously. Figure 4.2.1.5 shows calculations of the simultaneous

air and water flow column model described in Section 4.1.1 for the

conditions given in Figure 4.2.1.4, except in this case, water is also

flowing at a rate such that the advective flux in water is about one-

third the mass flux in air. The air-phase concentration history is

shown in Figure 4.2.1.5b as the dashed line for intraaggregate diffusion

limited conditions and the solid line is the approximation for

equivalent impact by air-water mass transfer (KLa - 0.002 s-1). The

corresponding water-phase concentration histories are displayed in

Figure 4.2.1.5a.

Figures 4.2.1.4 and 4.2.1.5 show that using a value of KLa that

accounts for the impact of intraaggregate diffusion can be used in the

two-dimensional extraction models to approximate the effect of the

combined mass transfer rates (lntraaggregate diffusion and

volatilization).
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concentration and part (b) is the result for air-phase concentration.
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As a result of the uncertainty involved with estimating KLa, it

was decided in this work to use two values and study their impact for

various air velocities. Liquid diffusion and air-water mass transfer

had no impact on extraction from Ottawa sand, so an arbitrary value of

KLa of 0.01 s"I is used for cohesionless soil cleanup simulations. The

impact of diffusion out of saturated aggregates was observed and

predicted in the aggregated porous material. This impact is shown in

Figure 4.2.1.4 to be equivalent to a value of KLa of 0.002 s-1, so this

value is used to simulate aggregated soils.

The vapor extraction performance figures that follow show the

dimensionless toluene concentration from the extraction vent (starting

at I along the left ordinate) and the percent of mass removed from the

system with air flow (starting at 0 and approaching 100% along the right

ordinate) as a function of the number of air pore volumes extracted.

Extraction calculations are performed for cohesionless soils (sands)

first, and similar numerical experiments are performed with an

aggregated porous material.

Model Calculations for Toluene Removal from Sand

The first model scenario simulations assume a capped system where

no water is flowing. The initial condition is a uniform concentration

distribution. For this initial condition and no water flow, the

vertical diffusion component of the contaminant transport equations has

no impact. The model could not solve nonuniform initial concentration

profiles in general. Numerical instabilities arise when an initial

profile with an abrupt change in concentration is used. Smooth

profiles, for example an exponential decay, give results that are

physically acceptable with regards to conservation of mass for short
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times, but for longer times the boundary conditions at z equal to 0 and

1 for the water phase and at z = I for the air phase introduce

instabilities in the numerical solution. The time derivatives for air-

phase concentration at the boundaries are dependent on changes in

concentration at all of the interior collocation points along the same

vertical plane. This is a disadvantage of the OC method because in some

instances the domain of dependence encompasses concentrations that

should not impact a particular location. Bednar [1990] solved this

problem by replacing a no gradient boundary condition at the column exit

of his no-flow, diffusion model with a specified concentration that

varied such that mass in the column is conserved. This type of approach

could not be used here because there would be too many unknowns and not

enough equations. This leads to another obvious shortcoming of OC in

that it is not easy to change boundary conditions without substantial

revisions to the code.

The base case air flow rate is 2100 cm3 s-1, which corresponds to

an air detention time of about nine hours. The pressure drop (AP) can

be determined from

AP - QGln(Ri/Rw)/(2KaiD) (4.2.1.100)

Equation (4.2.1.100) assumes that air acts as an incompressible fluid

and that flow obeys Darcy's law. System size (Ri and D) are given in

Table 4.2.1.5, Rw is the radius of the hole for the vent (usually this

is about 12 cm), and Ka is the air conductivity. Air conductivity is

estimated from the saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) given in Table

4.1.1.5 [Ka a KsPl11g(Pg1l) "1 - 0.018 cm s'1]. It is assumed for these

pressure drop calculations that the air conductivity is not a function
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of moisture content. Air conductivity decreases with increasing water

content but this was not measured. A flow rate of 2100 cm3 s-1 would

result in a pressure drop of approximately 0.1 mm Hg (field systems

typically operate at vacuums between 5 and 50 mm Hg [Hutzler et al.,

1989a]). In field situations, the value of Ri would vary with air flow

rate and AP, however, here it is assumed that the system is vented to

the atmosphere, such as by multiple inlet vents, at some distance Ri

from the extraction vent. Therefore alterations of flow rate from the

base case value will result in proportional changes in pressure drop.

A summary of system performance for various air flow rates is

listed in Table 4.2.1.6. The calculations assume no water flow and no

sorption (increases in removal times resulting from sorption are

addressed in the calculations for the aggregated soil which follow).

Increases in the air flow rate results in proportionally higher pressure

drops, and power consumption rates increase with flow squared. Time to

reach a level of cleanup decreases with increasing flow rate, however,

the total energy consumed increases.

Table 4.2.1.6. Summary of Extraction Performance for Removing 99.9% of
Toluene from a Cohesionless Soil and from an Aggregated Soil with

Various Air Flow Rates in a Capped, Radial System.
(Calculations assume no water flow and no sorption)

Ottawa Sand Aggregated Porous Material

) tP Power time Energy time Energy

m) ( air) (Watts) (hours) t apv (kJoules) (hours) t apv (kJoules)

21 1.5 4(10-) 16,000 6.9 18 0.23 47,000 7.0 54 0.68
210 15 4(10 ) 900 4.0 10 1.3 3.100 6.3 35 4.5

2.100 150 0.04 57 2.5 6 8.2 180 2.4 21 26
21.000 1500 4.0 6.8 3.0 8 98 21 2.9 24 300

210.000 1.5(104) 400 0.6 2.6 7 860 4.8 5.0 42 6900
2,100,000 1.5(10 ) 4(10) 0.1 5.3 14 14.000

apv - air pore volumes, t - throughput.

Extraction performance for three air flow rates is shown in Figure

4.2.1.6. The base case is a solid line, and the dashed line depicts the
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reduction in extraction efficiency for a 10-fold decrease in the air

withdrawal rate and the dotted line corresponds to a 100-fold decrease

in air flow rate. The decreases in extraction efficiency that result

are due to diffusional mixing in the air phase as indicated by the

decreasing value of Pev with air flow rate.
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Figure 4.2.1.6. Toluene extraction performance as a function of air

withdrawal rate (21, 210, 2100 cmO s-') for a vertical vent
configuration in Ottawa sand at a degree of saturation of 0.3.

Figure 4.2.1.7 shows the change in extraction performance for

order-of-magnitude increases in the air extraction rate. The solid line

is a simulation for an air withdrawal rate of 21,000 cm3 s"1 . One

hundred- and 1000-fold increases in air flow from the base case are

shown as dashed and dotted lines, respectively. Not only does power

consumption increase but extraction efficiency in terms of air volume
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extracted and total energy consumed decreases. Reductions in extraction

efficiency with air flow rate are due to mass transfer rate limitations

from the water-phase, as indicated by a decrease in Stv with increases

in air flow rate. It is assumed that the air-water mass transfer rate

does not change with air velocity. This is probably a good assumption

if diffusion from water controls the mass transfer rate.
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Figure 4.2.1.7. Toluene extraction performance Os a function of air
withdrawal rate (21,000, 210,000, 2,100,000 crl s-f) for a vertical vent

configuration in Ottawa sand at a degree of saturation of 0.3.

Although flow rates has high as 2,100,000 cm3 s"1 are typically

not extracted from a single vent, these calculations show that there

exists an optimum range of air flow rates. For these calculations the

assumption of a constant air diffusion coefficient is not valid for air

flow rates greater than 68,000 cm3 s"1 (this value is determined from a
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graph by Miyauchi and Kikuchi [1976] for the conditions given in Table

4.2.1.5) since fluid mixing becomes more important at higher air flow

rates. Because for radial flow, air velocity increases with decreasing

distance from the extraction vent, the model formulations in this

section could not be used to study situations where air dispersion is

greater than air diffusion.

Column model calculations have shown that it is not always

possible to distinguish impacts of different mechanisms by just

examining the shape of breakthrough curves. Figure 4.2.1.8 compares

performance calculations for air flow rates of 2,100,000 cm3 s-1 (dotted

line) and 21 cm3 s-1 (solid line) with a complete mixing calculation

(dashed line). The equivalent spreading relationship given by

(4.2.1.99) predicts that the two curves would match for a ratio of Pe.

to Stv of 3.

The following model calculations are used to observe the impact of

water infiltration at a rate of 0.00026 cm s-1 (this corresponds to a

degree of saturation of 0.30 for the sand and may represent vapor

extraction during a period of heavy rain fall (9 inches per day) or snow

melt). The introduction of water flow makes it possible to examine the

impact of vertical gas diffusion and fully utilize the attributes of the

two-dimensional model equations developed thus far. Although situations

where water infiltration are rare, these calculations show that it is

important from a mass transfer point of view to minimize water

infiltration or if this can not be done, use higher air flow rates.

Even when a portion of the contamination is leaching towards ground

water, there is an upper limit of the air flow rate where there

advantage in further increases in flow rate.
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Figure 4.2.1.8. Comparison of toluene e ! tra!tion performance for air
withdrawal rates of 21 and 2,100,000 cm3 s- to acomletely mixed

calculation.

During conditions where water infiltration occurs, the air flow~

rate should be fast enough such that mass removal rate in air is greater

than the advective flux in water (Ar less than 1). If no air flow is

induced, water flow column results in Section 4.1.1.7 indicate that it

would take between approximately 60 and 120 hours to elute the toluene

from the sand. Therefore an air flow rate of at least 2100 cm3 51I (Ar

- 0.29) is needed to reduce the amount of toluene leaching to ground

water. Calculations for no water flow at this flow rate (see Figure

4.2.1.7) indicate that equilibrium between air and water could be

assumed (Stv - 1200) so the general form of the model should compare

with the dispersed flow, local equilibrium model. This comparison is
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made in Figure 4.2.1.9 where the solid line is the calculation of the

numerical solution to the general form of the model and the dashed line

is the local equilibrium prediction. Even though the important

mechanisms for these conditions are accounted for in both models, the

calculations do not agree.
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Figure 4.2.1.9. Comparison of the numerical solution of the general
form of the radial confi %urat, ion vapor extractiojp model for an air

withdrawal rate of 2100 cma s- and 0.00026 cm s- water infiltrationrate to the numerical solution of the local equilibrium model.

The local equilibrium calculation is compared to the numerical

solution for no vertical diffusion (dotted line), which is listed in

Table 4.2.1.3, in Figure 4.2.1.10 and these agree for a value of De of 0

(dashed line) for th.e vertical diffusion component and differ slightly

for a nonzero value of the vertical De (solid line).
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Figure 4.2.1.10. Comparison of the numerical solution of the no
vertical diffusion model to the numerical solution of the localequilibrium model with and without vertical diffusion.

The general form of the model did not exhibit sensitivity to the

value of De for vertical diffusion. Predictions by the general model

and the model where vertical diffusion is ignored, as well as the local

equilibrium model, differ more as the value of Ar increases. This

discrepancy is attributed to the shortcomings of orthogonal collocation

for approximating the air-phase boundary conditions at the water table

in the general model, and, therefore, the numerical approximation of the

general model is not satisfactory. Remaining calculations for

simultaneous air and water flow will be made with the model that Ignores

vertical gas diffusion.

Multidimensional vapor diffusion may be important only where the
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initial concentration profile is nonuniform or the air velocity varies

with depth. If the air velocity is uniform with depth, then it is

probably not important to consider vertical gas diffusion since the

exhaust air-phase concentration at an extraction vent is a vertical

average. Variations in air velocity with depth either due to changes in

permeability or degree of saturation are probably more important to

consider.

At an air flow rate of 21,000 cm3 s 1, model calculations predict

that nearly all (98%) of the toluene could be removed with air as shown

by the dashed line in Figure 4.2.1.11. A ten-fold increase in air flow

rate does not significantly improve the removal efficiency, while a

ten-fold reduction reduces the percent removed in air to 85%.
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The results described above indicate that the extraction rate of

air should be between 21,000 and 210,000 cm3 s-1 for either water

infiltration situation. The slower flow rate could be used to attain

the same level of cleanup for about 16% of the power consumption (see

Table 4.2.1.6).

Model CalculationI for Toluene Removal from APH

The conditions for determining the rate of toluene extraction from

an aggregated porous material (APM) are similar to those reported above

and are listed in Table 4.2.1.5. There are two primary differences in

extraction from the sand and the APM. The degree of saturation in the

APM is higher and the air-water mass transfer rate is slower (KLa =

0.002 s-1) to account for diffusion of chemical from immobile water.

The degree of saturation of this system is 0.67 and this results in an

air porosity of 0.23, which is the same as that used in the calculations

for the sand given above. An example is also given to show the impact

of sorption on vapor extraction performance.

The impact of sorption is easy to examine. Column model

calculations have shown that sorption has its greatest impact on

retardation. Extraction performance calculations for removal of toluene

from the APM at an air flow rate of 21,000 cm3 s-1 assuming no sorption

is compared to a calculation for a sorption coefficient (K) of I cm3 g 1

(this corresponds to fraction of organic carbon of about 0.5% (Hassett

et a., 1983]) in Figure 4.2.1.12a for a dimensionless time scale

(throughput). The throughput scale normalizes differences in

retardation.
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Adsorption has little or no impact on chemical mixing so

performance curves determined for no sorption can be adjusted for a

given amount of sorption by increasing the time scale to match the

increased retardation as shown in Figure 4.2.1.12b. By the same token,

because the air-filled porosity of the sand and the APM are assumed to

be the same, then when gas diffusion is the predominant spreading

mechanism, it would be expected that performance curves from sand could

be used to estimate those for the APM by adjusting for differences in

retardation.

Calculations for no water flow and three air flow rates (21, 210,

2100 cm3 s-1 ) are shown in Figure 4.2.1.13. The pore volre scale is a

factor of four greater than for the sand because the increased water

content in the APM results in an increase in retardation from 2.6 for

the sand to 8.5 for the APM. The results shown in Figure 4.2.1.13 are

similar to those shown in Figure 4.2.1.6 in that the extraction

efficiency decreases with decreasing flow rate due to diffusional

mixing.

Figure 4.2.1.14 displays calculations for air flow rates of

21,000, and 210,000 cm3 s"1 and these can be compared to the solid and

dashed lines in Figure 4.2.1.7. Because the value of KLa used for the

APM calculations is a factor of 5 less than that used in the sand, the

air velocity for which extraction becomes volatilization rate limited is

less than for the sand. The air-filled porosity for the APM and the

sand calculations are the same so the impact of diffusion is the same

for air velocities where the air-water mass transfer is unimportant.
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Figure 4.2.1.13. Toluene extraction p~rfo ,uance as a function of airwithdrawal rate (21, 210, 2100 c4 s) for a vertical vent

configuration in aggregates at a degree of saturation of 0.67.

A summary of extraction perfomance is shown in Figure 4.2.1.15 as

a function of air flow rate for both soil mterials. This figure shows

the number of air pore volumes required to extract 99.9% of the initial

mass of toluene from both soils for six order-of-magnitude changes in

air flow rate. These results are also summarized in Table 4.2.1.6 in

terms of extraction time, pressure drop, power, and energy. Pressure

drop increases proportionally with al,' flow rate, assuming a constant

radius of influence, and power consumption rate increases with flow to

the second power. Even though cleanup time decreases as air flow rate

increases, total energy consumption increases with air flow rate. Total

energy should not be the only basis for design of air flow rate because

if gas diffusion flux s of the sam order as advectve air flux, then
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organic vapors can also diffuse away from the site. There should be

some balance between cleanup time and energy costs.
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Figure 4.2.1.14. Toluene extraction perf;rmapce as a function of air
withdrawal rate (21,000 and 210,000 cm3 s-1) for a vertical vent
configuration in aggregates at a degree of saturation of 0.67.

Given an air flow rate corresponding to a minimum volume of air

required to achieve a specific level of cleanup, the extraction

efficiency decreases for flow rates lower than the optimum because of

diffusional mixing in the air phase and for higher flow rates because

volatilization rates are limiting extraction. In terms of air volume

this impact is more pronounced as the amount of retardation is

Increased. Also shown in Figure 4.2.1.15, as symbols connected by

horizontal lines, are the minimum pore volumes of air required for

complete cleanup if no diffusional mixing and mass transfer resistances
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occur. At best, an extraction system will require at least twice this

minimum. The shapes of these performance curves indicate that a range

of optimum air velocities exist where the air velocity is fast enough to

minimize diffusional mixing while slow enough to allow volatilization.

Given some air diffusion rate, the size of the optimal range decreases

with KLa.

60
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0 .... 1l .. 10ii . " ".. " 1 transfer effects.

RELATIVE AIR FLOWRATE

Figure 4.2.1.15. Air volumes required for various air withdrawal rates
to remove 99.9% of dissolved toluene contamination from sand at an S of

0.30 and from aggregates at an S of 0.67 assuming no adsorption.

For advection-dispersion controlled removal, the performance for

the sand could be used to predict performance for the APH by increasing

the time scale of the sand performance curves by a factor of the

relative amount of retardation. For example, at an air flow rate of

21,000 cm3 s - 1 , 8 air pore volumes are needed to remove the toluene from

the sand. The ratio of retardation [(1 + Dg) (1 + Ar)-1] in the APM to
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that in the sand is 3.3, and so the removal from APM is estimated to be

26 air pore volumes. The model predicted 99.9% removal after 24 pore

volumes. This method of estimation is not valid when the air withdrawal

rate is fast enough that removal is influenced by the rate of air-water

mass transfer. For example, at a flow rate of 210,000 cm3 s-1, removal

from the sand is not limited by volatilization, and, as a result, 99.W,

of the toluene could be removed in 7 air pore volumes. Using the ratio

of the retardation coefficients as before, the cleanup of the APM would

be underestimated as 23 pore volumes where, in fact, due to

volatilization rate limitations, it would take almost twice as long.

The infiltration of water in the system containing APM has the

same effect as infiltration in the sand. Figure 4.2.1.16 shows that for

air flow rates of 21,000 and 210,000 cm3 s-1, 97% of the contamination

in the APH is removed in the air phase, and for an air flow rate of 2100

cm3 s-1, only 85% of the contamination is removed with air flow. These

same removal contributions were also predicted for the sand, however,

the difference in air volume required between flow rates of 21,000 and

210,000 cm3 s-1 is greater in the APM.

For low air flow rates, advection and gas diffusion control the

performance of vapor extraction. Extraction performance can diminish if

the air withdrawal rate is faster than the phase equilibrium rate. The

rate to equilibrium is slower in aggregated soils. If the extraction

process is phase mass transfer limited (either by volatilization,

diffusion from immobile regions, or desorption kinetics), then increases

in air extraction rates will not increase efficiency. On the other

hand, the extraction rate should be high enough to minimize the mixing

caused by gas diffusion. These types of calculations can help an
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engineer decide on a range of air withdrawal rates to specify in the

design and operation of a vapor extraction system. In cases where mass

transfer rates limit the air flow rate to value such that diffusional

mixing occurs, intermittent operation of the extraction process might be

better. This type of operation would allow for fast air velocities to

sweep out the air-filled voids of the contaminant vapors at rate which

minimizes diffusional mixing, and then during flow stoppage, time is

allowed for the air and water to reach chemical equilibrium so that the

cycle could be repeated (cf. Bednar [1990]).
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Figure 4.2.1.16. Comparison of toluene extraction performance for
radial configyratiJon at air wtthdrawfl rates of 2100, 21,000, and

210,000 cm, s-' and 0.00026 cm s- water infiltration rate.

4.2.1.8 Sumary of the Radial Nodel Results. A set of models was

developed to study the relative impacts of various combinations of
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mechanisms on the performance of vapor extraction. The system geometry

corresponds to a typical field configuration for a vertical extraction

vent completed in a homogeneous soil. The mechanisms considered are

believed to have an influence on the removal of dissolved, volatile

organic chemicals over a time period short enough so that degradation

can be ignored. The impact of these mechanisms were studied in

laboratory column experiments, and the results are reported in earlier

sections of this document. Aqueous-phase transport was modeled as

steady, vertical advective and dispersive movement in water. Vapor-

phase transport included horizontal air advection to a radially-

converging, vertical axis and horizontal and vertical gas diffusion.

Aqueous and vapor concentrations were coupled by an air-water mass

transfer mechanism that could account either for volatilization rate

limitations or intraaggregate diffusion. Linear sorption from aqueous

solution was also considered. The models were used to study the impacts

of these mechanisms for a six order-of-magnitude range of air withdrawal

rates. Calculations were performed to examine the removal of toluene

from a cohesionless sand and from an aggregated soil. Some of the

models in this section were solved numerically by orthogonal

collocation. Orthogonal collocation was acceptable for solving the

column models described in previous sections. The numerical

approximations used here were verified by comparing them to analytic

solutions for simplified conditions. Two-dimensional air diffusion was

not approximated satisfactorily in the general model. Orthogonal

collocation was not appropriate for solving the general set of radial

equations. The numerical solution of the coupled, one-dimensional

transport equations (vertical aqueous-phase movement and horizontal
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vapor-phase movement) was verified.

Model calculations indicate that a range of air flow rates exist,

for a given soil treatment situation, where the least volume of air is

required to reach a specified level of cleanup. More air is required

than the minimum to remove chemical for low air flow rates because of

diffusional mixing in the vapor phase and for high flow rates because of

phase mass transfer limitations. The importance of diffusional mixing

is a function of the air-filled porosity and the gas diffusion

coefficient. Phase mass transfer impacts are affected by the amount and

distribution of water or the degree of soil aggregation. Limitations

due to phase mass transfer will be realized in aggregated soils at lower

air flow rates than in sands. System operation should be designed for

air flow rates large enough to minimize diffusional mixing and low

enough to allow phase equilibrium to be reached. The model developed

here is useful for estimating this range.

The volume of air required to treat a soil can be directly related

to energy requirements given the system pressure drop. Pressure drop in

the soil system increases with flow rate to the second power. Total

energy consumption calculations also require an estimate of the pressure

drop in the piping and the blower efficiency.

Even though vertical vent configurations are the most common in

use today, there may be advantages to installing vents horizontally. A

planar (trench) system model is developed in the following section.

Vertical gas diffusion is ignored in the development of the planar model

because it was not approximated satisfactorily in this section.
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4.2.2 Planar Geometry

Vapor extraction vents are installed either horizontally or

vertically. Horizontal vents are placed in trenches and backfilled with

pea gravel and grouted at the surface. One cell of a trench (planar)

system configuration, shown graphically in Figure 4.2.2.1, is studied in

this section. A horizontal extraction vent is placed between two inlet

vents. The ground surface is covered with a low permeability soil, such

as compacted clay, or an impermeable cap. For systems with a soil

cover, water infiltration at the ground surface is accounted for and

assumed to be steady. Likewise, air flows and pressures are assumed to

be steady and the pressure drop between vents is assumed to be small.

water infittration saturated soil cover

concrete cap

per~eabie
conti ie so.l pQckfng

extracton nevent ai f li ow vent

Iw T

Figure 4.2.2.1. Schematic of one cell of a trench system where air
flows horizontally from the inlet vent to the extraction vent.

4.2.2.1 Conceptual Picture. A conceptual picture is derived from

the system schematic shown in Figure 4.2.2.1. The impact of adjacent

cells is assumed to be additive. The equation derivations for planar

geometry are based on the rectangular configuration of unit thickness
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shown in Figure 4.2.2.2. Transport equations are derived for downward

(Z) water flow and horizontal (X) air flow. Air enters this extraction

system at the inlet (X - L) at a uniform rate (and vapor concentration

for a closed loop system). The vapors are removed at the extraction

vent (X - 0) at the same flowrate (i.e. it is assumed that air behaves

as an incompressible fluid).

air-wOter
soil mass transfer

water inFittr atic)

7
L Z air

D inte
exhaust

L

Figure 4.2.2.2. Conceptual picture for the trench or planar
configuration, vapor extraction model derivation.

Water containing a volatile chemical at a constant concentration

ranging from zero to its solubility limit infiltrates the soil system

shown in Figure 4.2.2.2 at a uniform rate through a thin, saturated soil

cover (Z - 0). Water flows downward through the soil towards a
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horizontal ground water table (Z = D). It is assumed that the soil

system is homogeneous, so that porosity and bulk density are constant,

and that the capillary fringe is thin in comparison to the system depth,

so that the moisture content can be approximated by a uniform profile.

For the following equation derivations it is also assumed that all of

the water is mobile or that soil aggregation is insignificant. The

impact of soil aggregation will be determined from the effects of air-

water mass transfer resistance as previously discussed.

4.2.2.2 Equation Derivations. Dimensioned equations are obtained

by performing mass balances on the differential soil volumes shown in

Figure 4.2.2.2. Water flow occurs in the positive Z direction

(downward); air flows in the negative X direction. Flows and

concentrations are assumed uniform in the direction perpendicular to the

X-Z plane. In addition to mass transport by advection, chemical

movement by axial dispersion in water and horizontal dispersion

(diffusion) in air are considered. Because the numerical method

employed in the solution of the radial models did not satisfactorily

approximate vertical air diffusion, it is ignored in the following

development. Mass transfer between the air and water is accounted for

in the equation derivations, and chemical equilibrium between the water

and soil is assumed to be instantaneous.

A mass balance on the air phase gives:

aCv(X,Z,T) aCv(X,Z,T) a8Cv(X,Z,T)
-U +Ev

aT aX aX2

+ KLa [Cb(XZT) v ) ]H (4.2.2.1)
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The terms in (4.2.2.1) represent: accumulation in the air phase,

advection in air, air dispersion, and air-water mass transfer,

respectively.

It is assumed that initially the soil system shown in Figure

4.2.2.2 is at equilibrium:

Cv(X,Z,T=O) = Cvi(X,Z) (4.2.2.2)

The boundary condition for (4.2.2.1) at the extraction vent

(X=0,0 Z5D) is derived by assuming that the system approximates a closed

reactor [Levenspiel, 1962]:

a2Cv(X=0,o DT) = 0 (4.2.2.3)

axaT

The boundary condition for (4.2.2.1) at the inlet (X=L,OZ!D) is

obtained by performing a mass balance on the air phase in the volume

shown in Figure 4.2.2.2 transecting from X equal to 0 to L:

IL Cv(X,Z,T)aX . KLa Cb(X,Z,T) aX

+ U[Cvo(T) - Cv(X=O,Z,T)] (4.2.2.4)

A mass balance on the water-soil phase is given by:

ps~-) 1 aCb(X,Z,T) 82Cb(X,Z,T) aCb(X,Z,T)1 + E- aT - Ez  a 2aI S J aTZ az

K~a(1- S) CV(X,Z,T)1

S Cb(XZT) ( H (4.2.2.5)

Like (4.2.2.1), the terms in (4.2.2.5) account for accumulation, liquid
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dispersion, advection in water, and air-water mass transfer. For this

development it is assumed that the aqueous- and sorbed-phase

concentrations are in equilibrium. Furthermore, this equilibrium is

assumed to be linear:

Q(X,Z,T) - K Cb(X,Z,T) (4.2.2.6)

Because in most soils, moisture will probably cover the soil particles,

sorption of vapors by soil is not considered here. In situations where

there is no water flow and air-water mass transfer is fast, then

(4.2.2.6) can be used to determine the impact of linear vapor sorption.

It is assumed that initially the soil system shown in Figure

4.2.2.2 is at equilibrium:

Cb(X,Z,T-Q) - Cbi(X,Z) - Cvi(X,Z) / H (4.2.2.7)

Boundary conditions for (4.2.2.5) are obtained by assuming that the soil

system acts as a closed reactor [Levenspiel, 1962]. The Danckwerts

[1953] exit condition is:

a2Cb(O X L,Z-D,T) _o (4.2.2.8)

M~T

The description of aqueous-phase transport to ground water assumes that

water velocities are slow enough that changes in the depth to ground

water are negligible. In addition, the mass flux of chemical away from

the water table is equal to the mass flux to the aquifer.

An entrance boundary condition for (4.2.2.5) is obtained by

performing a mass balance on the water-soil phases in the volume shown

in Figure 4.2.2.2 transecting from Z equal to 0 to 0:
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I+ p5 ~) Cb(XZT)Z = V[Cbo(T) - Cb(X,Z=D,T)]

-JKa(-)[Cb(X,Z,T) - cv(X,Z,T) ]az (4.2.2.9)

4.2.2.3 Conversion to Dimensionless Form. The dimensioned

equations derived above are converted to a dimensionless form by making

substitutions of the middle column of Table 4.2.2.1. The normalization

step is the same as the radial geometry derivation in Section 4.2.2.3.

Table 4.2.2.1. Variable Substitutions to Convert Dimensioned
Equations into a Dimensionless Form.

Dimensioned Dimensionless
Variable Substitution Variable

Cb(X,Z,T) Cbn cb(X,Z,T) cb(X,Z,T)

Cv(X,Z,T) Cvn cv(X,Z,T) cv(X,Z,T)

Cbi(X,Z) Cbn cbi(X,Z) cbi(X,Z)

Cvi(X,Z) Cvn cvi(X,Z) Cvi(X,Z)

Cbo(T) Cbn cbo(T) cbo(T)

Cvo(T) Cvn cvo(T) cvo(T)

x L x x

Z D z z

T uU1) I +v I+ ps(I-c)K -it
L ulS) IS)H e(I-S)H

Note: Cbn Cvn IH where Cvn -max(Cvo(T),Cvi(X,Z)).

Substitutions of the dimensionless variables resulted in natural

groupings of the dimensioned parameters. The resulting groups are
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dimensionless and are similar to those derived for the one-dimensional

column models and the radial configuration model. Mass transfer rates

are compared to the advective rates in air, and chemical equilibrium

distributions are normalized by the mass of chemical in air. The

dimensionless groups that characterize the solutions of the planar

models are given in Table 4.2.2.2.

Table 4.2.2.2. Dimensionless Groups Representing Mass Transfer Rates
and Chemical Equilibrium Distributions.

Dimensionless Ratio
Group Equation of to

LvDgv  Advective rate Advective rate
Ar = in water in air

Du

D2u Advective rate Dispersive rate
Peb - in air in water

Ez LDgv

uL Advective rate Horizontal
Pev = - in air dispersive rate

Ev in air

KLaL Volatilization Advective rate
Stv  - - rate in air

uH

IN - Dgs + Dgv Mass in water Mass in air
and on soil

ps(l-c)K Mass adsorbed Mass in air
Dgs  - to soil

E(I-S)H

S Mass in water Mass in airOgv (1-S)H

The dimensionless forms of (4.2.2.1-9) are:
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ac,(x~zt) I + Dg [acv(x,z,t) 1 azcv(X,Z,t)

at I +Ar [ ax Pe. aX2

+ Stv[cb(x,z,t) - Cv(x,Z,t)] j(4.2.2.10)
cv(X,Z,t=0) = i(x,z) (4.2.2.11)

a~c~x~o0 z~ 4)(4.2.2.12)

axat

a 11~ ~ 1 + [gvXZ~~x=10 Stv[cb(x,z,t) - cv(X,Z,t)]aX

+ [CVO(t) -CV(X=O,Z,t)] ] (4.2.2.13)

acb(x,Z,t) I + Dg [1 a2 cb(X,z,t) Aracb(x,z,t)

at Dg(1 + Ar] [Peb aZ2 az

- Stv[cb(x,Z,t) - cv(x,Z,t)] ](4.2.2.14)
Cb(x,z,tO0) cbj(x,z) - cvi (x,z) (4.2.2.15)

a2 Cb(05X:51 ,z1, t) 0(4.2.2.16)

azat

a 1 I+ Dg [
- Jb(X Ztta Ar~cbo(t) -C(,~~)

at CbXZta Dg[1 + Ar] [bXZ-~)

- Stvfcb(XtZ~t) -Cv(X,z,t)Jaz 1 (4.2.2.17)
Compare the dimensionless equations given above to those in the
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transformed coordinate that comprise the radial configuration model

where vertical air diffusion is ignored (equations (4.2.1.43, 23, 12,

44, 28-31), respectively). The two models are identical with the

exception of the coefficient of the first spatial derivative in

(4.2.2.10) and (4.2.1.43). The coefficient of this term in (4.2.2.10)

is 1 and it is [I + l/Pev] in (4.2.1.43). Therefore the planar and

radial models should give similar results for large Pev.

4.2.2.4 Numerical Solution. Orthogonal collocation (OC) is the

numerical method used to convert the coupled partial differential

equations (PDEs) given above to a system of ordinary differential

equations (ODEs) in time. Details of the method are given elsewhere

[Finlayson, 1980]. Steps for converting these types of POEs to ODEs are

documented in the Appendix B of Gierke [1986].

Initial conditions for the models are given by (4.2.2.11) and

(4.2.2.15). They become the following as a result of the application of

OC:

Cv(i,j,t-O) = Cvi(Xi,Zk) for i - I to NL and j = 1 to ND (4.2.2.18)

cb(i,j,t-O) - cbi(xi,zj) for i - I to NL and j = I to ND (4.2.2.19)

Because vertical air diffusion is not considered in the planar system

model, only the aqueous-phase transport equations contain partial

derivatives with respect to z, so the air-phase transport equations can

be evaluated at the vertical OC collocation locations for the aqueous-

phase equations. This coupling of the equations is shown in Figure

4.2.2.3 and it is identical to the coupling for the no vertical

diffusion model for radial geometry. Hence for this model and its

radial counterpart, no distinction between vertical OC locations for
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air- and water-phase transport approximations is made. As a result, the

OC coefficient matrices for approximating horizontal and vertical

derivatives are constructed in the same manner and will be the identical

if NL - ND.

... .iJ= 1 - 0

..- -4- . ... - .,

2

aor-water water-phase

mass transfer coupling

couptng

4ND-I

air-phase

.0 coupling 1ll..D

i=I 2 NL-l NL

0 X1

Figure 4.2.2.3. General schematic showing the coupling of the ordinary
differential equations resulting from the application of orthogonal
collocation to the partial differential equations comprising the

trench-configuration vapor extraction model.

The application of OC to the air-phase mass balance (equation

(4.2.2.10)) results in the following (NL-2)(ND-1) ODEs:
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dcv(ijt) + Dg NLIBx
-- + AXi,n cv(n,j,t) + Stv[cb(i,j,t)

dt I + Ar I ni PevI

- cvi~j~t)] ) for i = 2 to NL-i and j = I to ND-I (4.2.2.20)

The air-phase concentrations at the extraction vent come from the

application of OC to (4.2.2.12):

dCv(l,j,t) NL AXl,n dcv(n,j,t)= - I for j = I to ND (4.2.2.21)

dt n=2 Ax1 ,1  dt

Changes in the air-phase concentration at the inlet vent are

described by

dcv(NL,j,t) + Dg [ NL
2= 1 WxnStv[cb(n,j,t) - cv(n,j,t)] + [cvo(t)dtt I + Ar n=1

] NL-I AXl I] dcv(n,.j,t)
- cv(l,j,t)] - 2 WXn -- WXl WXNLn=2 AXi,l d

Ax1 ,NI WX ] for j = I to ND (4.2.2.22)

Ax1 1'

Equation (4.2.2.22) is obtained by applying OC to (4.2.2.13)

substituting (4.2.2.21) into the result and solving for the time-

derivative of cv(x,z,t) at i equal to NL.

The water-soil mass balance (equation (4.2.2.14)) becomes the

following after application of OC:
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dcb(i,j,t) 1 + Og NDO -BZ
I !!L - I~ Ar Cb(i,in,t)

dt Dg~l + Ar] m=1 Pejb

-Stv(cb(i,j,t) - c,(i,j,t)] )for i 1 to NL

and j =2 to ND-I (4.2.2.23)

The boundary condition at the ground water table for (4.2.2.14)

(equation (4.2.2.16)) becomes the following after application of OC:

dcb(i,ND,t) ND-i AZNDin dcb(i,m,t) fri=1t L (...4
=- x o o L (...4

dt rn-1 AZND,ND dt

Application of OC to (4.2.2.17) creates the following after

substitution of (4.2.2.24) and rearrangement to solve for the time-

derivative Of cb(x,z,t) at z equal to 0:

dcb(i,l,t) I + Dg [
dt Ogl+ Ar (cbo(t) - Cb(i,ND,t)I

ND ND-if
- XWzinStvfcb(i,in,t) - cv(i,m,t)] I-z
rn-i I m-2 [
AZND,m dcb(i,rn,t) W -WZN

AZNDND WZ NO dt AJ jANDND JZN
for i 1 to NL (4.2.2.25)

The system of ODEs given above (equations (4.2.2.18-25)) are

evaluated in the order: (4.2.2.23), (4.2.2.25), (4.2.2.24), (4.2.2.20),

(4.2.2.22), and (4.2.2.21). Initially, (4.2.2.18) and (4.2.2.19) are

used in the determination of the derivatives. An International

Mathematics and Statistics Library package for solving sets of ODEs,

called GEAR, is used to determine concentration values at times greater
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than 0 at the collocation points.

4.2.2.5 Model Verification. The numerical approximation of

vertical water advection and dispersion was verified in Section 4.1.1.6

and air advection and dispersion in this planar model is approximated in

the same manner. The numerical approximation of air-water mass transfer

is the same that is used for the radial flow models, which was verified

in Section 4.2.1.6. Like the radial flow models, no analytic solutions

exist for the coupled differential equations so the previous piecewise

verification approach reported in Section 4.2.1.6 is assumed to apply

here.
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4.2.2.6 Numerical Results (Model Sensitivity). The primary

purpose of developing a planar model is to compare treatment efficiency

of radial systems with the less common trench configuration. Even

though comparing the governing equations indicates that the performance

will be similar for large values of Pev, there is a significant

difference in pressure drop between the two configurations. Pressure

loss resulting from radial flow is approximated with (4.2.1.100), where

for planar steady, incompressible air flow AP is given by

AP = uc(l-S)L/Ka (4.2.2.26)

It will be shown later that (4.2.2.26) predicts pressure drops that are

about one-half of those estimated by (4.2.1.100) for equivalent air

detention times (air-filled porosity / air flow rate). Similar results

are obtained when the compressibility of air is accounted for. The

pressure relationship for steady, compressible, planar air flow is given

by Wilson et al. [1988] and for radial by Johnson et al. [1990b].

Parameter Estimation. Parameter values for the model calculations

are, again, based on properties of the Ottawa sand and aggregated porous

media used in the column studies. Furthermore, system size is specified

to be similar to the trench network at Hill AFB, Utah [DePaoli et al.,

1990], and match the radial coiifiguration studied in Section 4.2.1.

Values used in the calculations of the two-dimensional planar models are

given in Table 4.2.2.3. Air velocities are chosen here to give air

detention times equivalent to those for the air flow rates used in

Section 4 2.1.7. The mass transfer parameters are identical to those in

Table 4.2.1.5.
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Table 4.2.2.3. Parameter Values for Model Calculations of Toluene

Removal from Ottawa Sand (OS) and Aggregated Porous Material (APM).

Parameter Values OS APM

Dist. from extraction to inlet vent, L (m): 4.5 4.5
Depth to ground water, 0 (m): 4.5 4.5
System width (m): 14.1 14.1
Infiltration rate, vcS (cm s-1): 0, 0.00026 0, 0.00026
Air withdrawal rate, ue(I-S) (cm s-1): 0.000033-3.3 0.000033-0.33
Air conductivity, Ka (cm s'1): 0.018 0.018

Degree of saturation, S: 0.30 0.67
Porosity, c: 0.33 0.70
Soil density, ps (g cm-3): 2.65 1.51
Henry's constant, H: 0.27 0.27
Air dispersion coef., Ev (cm

2 s-1): 0.050 0.050
Liquid dispersion coef., Ez (cm2 s1): 0.0033 0.0033
Air-water mass transfer rate, KLa (s-1 ): 0.010 0.0020
Sorption capacity, K (cm3 g-): 0 0
Initial contaminant concentration

in air, Cvi (mg L'): 1.0 1.0
in water, Cbi (mg L'I): 3.7 3.7
on soil, Qi (mg kg'1): 0 0

Influent contaminant concentration

in air, Cvo (mg L1): 0 0

in water, Cbo (mg L1): 0 0

Model Calculations for Toluene Removal from Sand

The first planar model simulations assume a capped system where no

water is flowing. The vapor extraction column model could be used to

describe a capped, planar system if the initial concentration profile

does not vary with depth. Even though the following simulations assume

a uniform initial concentration, the two-dimensional model is used to

estimate performance because the results of these calculations will be

compared to situations where water infiltration occurs. For the same

reasons as in the radial case, the planar model could not solve

nonuniform initial concentration profiles in general.
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It was observed that for large values of Pev, the dimensionless

equations describing the performance of a planar system (equations

(4.2.2.10-17)) are identical to the dimensionless transport equations

for a radial system in transformed coordinates (equations (4.2.1.43, 23,

12, 44, 28-31)). Planar model calculations for no water flow are almost i
identical to the radial model calculations for air flow rates greater

3!
than 2100 cm3 s" (u - 0.014 cm s-1 for planar). Comparisons of planar

and radial performance are shown in Figure 4.2.2.4 for flow rates of

2100, 21,000, 210,000, and 2,100,000 cm3 s-1. A summary of the planar

performance is given in Table 4.2.2.4 (radial performance is summarized

in Table 4.2.1.6). Even though the volume of air required to treat the

soil is equivalent for both configurations, the power and energy

requirements for the planar system are about one-half of that for the

radial system. The pressure drop calculations assume an air

conductivity of 0.018 cm s-1 and do not consider pressure losses in the

trench or piping nor blower efficiency.

Table 4.2.2.4. Summary of Extraction Performance for Removing 99.9% of
Toluene from a Cohesionless Soil and from an Aggregated Soil with

Various Air Flow Rates in a Capped, Trench System.
(Calculations Assume No Water Flow and No Sorption)

Ottawa Sand Aggregated Porous Material

u AP Power Time Energy Time Energy
(cm s1 ) (cm air) (Watts) (hours) t apv (kJoules) (hours) t apv (kJoules)

0.00014 0.8 2(10-6 ) 14(103) 6.1 16 0.11 46(103) 6.1 52 0.33

0.0014 8.0 2(10 "') 600 2.7 7 0.43 1.900 2.5 22 1.4
0.014 80 0.02 51 2.3 6 3.7 190 2.5 21 14
0.14 800 2 6.8 3.0 8 49 21 2.9 24 151
1.4 8000 200 0.6 2.6 7 430 3.8 5.0 43 2700

14 8(10) 2(10) 0.1 5.7 15 7200

apv - air pore volumes, t * throughput.
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There is little difference in performance between radial and

planar configurations for complete mixing conditions (low flow, Pe. less

than 2 (Brenner, 1962]) as shown in Figure 4.2.2.5.

z

o 0.4 so 40

Stv (- 0.6400)I

0.6

W O

0 Costant Graup: Ar - . ago . o
0. 00, -1.6. Edv - A.P% A. 40

cc

z
a 02 20
a.z

0.00
0 2 4 10

PORE VOLUMES AIR EXTRACTED
Figure 4.2.2.5. Comparison of radial and trench configuration on the

toluene extraction performance in sand for diffu jion dominant conditions
(i.e. low air flow rate of 21 cm3 s').

The largest difference occurs for values of the radial Pev between

2 and 10. For example, Figure 4.2.2.6 compares calculations for the two

systems for a flow rate of 210 cm3 s-1. The planar system can treat the

soil with about one-third less air, which results in an energy savings

of 67% even though the savings in power usage is only 50%. The radial

flow system is less efficient in terms of air volume extracted because

the air velocity near the air inlet (r - 1) is slow enough to allow

diffuslonal mixing. In a trench system, air velocity is uniform.
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Figure 4.2.2.6. Comparison of radial and trench configuration qn the
toluene extraction performance in sand for an air flow of 210 cm3 s".

Because of the similarities between the radial and planar

equations for values of Pev greater than 10, the results for

simultaneous water infiltration and vapor extraction are identical for

the conditions shown in Figure 4.2.2.7. The case where there would be a

difference (an air flow rate of 210 cm3 s-1) is not interesting because

the advective mass flux rate in water would be greater than that in air.
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Performance calculations given in Table 4.2.2.4 show that for the

value of KLa chosen for the sand, volatilization-limited removal is not

important unless the air velocity is greater than 1.4 cm s-. In a

controlled vapor extraction experiment with uniform, planar air flow

through a I m3 box, McClellan and Gillham (1990] observed an impact of

volatilization rate on the removal of dissolved and sorbed

trichloroethene (TCE) from Borden sand for air velocity as low as 0.2 cm

s-1. The impact was more pronounced when the air velocity was 0.7 cm

s-1, which was the highest velocity they used. Volatilization rate was

not important during the stage of removal where pure liquid TCE was

being extracted with air flow.

Model Calculation- for Toluene Removal from APH

As in the previous results, any difference between radial and

planar performance for toluene removal from the aggregated porous

material (APM) is observed only for values of Pev between 2 and 20. For

example, Figure 4.2.2.8 shows planar and radial performance for an air

flow rate of 210 cm3 s"1 . This is similar to the results shown in

Fi'jur; 4.2.2.6. A summary of the performance for a trench system used

to clean a contaminated aggregated soil is summarized in Table 4.2.2.4.

Figure 4.2.2.9 is a graphical representation of the performance

summary comparing toluene removal from sand with removal from AP. The

symbols connected with lines are the corresponding minimum removal

volumes. Extraction limited by phase equilibrium in the AP4 occurs at

air velocities greater than 1 cm s-1, which is comparable to the

observations of McClellan and Gillham [1990].
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Figure 4.2.2.8. Comparison of radial and trench configuration
on the toluene extraction performance iy aggregates for an

air flow of 210 cm3 s- .

Comparing the planar-configuration performance summuary in Figure

4.2.2.9 with the summary for radial configuration in Figure 4.2.1.15, it

is observed that the range of air flow rates for optimal removal is

larger for planar configuration. In terms of removal efficiency, planar

systems are equal to or better than radial, and in terms of power and

energy, planar requires half of that for radial. Therefore, if the site

conditions are such that trenches can be used, a trench system would be

more efficient to operate. Limitations for using trenches include depth

of contamination, because they must be installed with a backhoe Instead

of a drill rig, and site surface conditions, such as the location of

buildings or other barriers.
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Figure 4.2.2.9. Volume of air required to remove 99.9% of toluene from
sand and from aggregates for various air velocities in a trench system.

4.2.2.7 Suary of Planar Nodel Results. A model for planar

configuration was developed to compare its performance to a radial

configuration. For most air flow rates, planar and radial

configurations treat soils at similar rates. There is a narrow range of

air flow rates where planar geometry is more efficient, in terms of air

volume extracted, than radial. This range occurs near the lower limit

of the optimum range for planar geometry. The optimum operating range

for planar geometry is larger than radial. Pressure drops associated

with radially converging flow are at least twice that for uniform planar

flow. Therefore a trench system is probably a better configuration in

terms of operating flexibility and energy requirements.
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SECTION 5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This modeling effort focused on mathematically describing organic

chemical movement through unsaturated soil with air and water flow and

volatile chemical removal from the vadose zone by vapor extraction.

Column models were used to gain an understanding of the important

mechanisms to consider for modeling chemical fate in the subsurface.

It is not always possible to distinguish the impacts of various

mechanisms from model sensitivity calculations. Furthermore,

experimental results alone do not always provide sufficient information

to ascertain which mechanisms are important. An integrated model

development, numerical verification, and experimental validation

approach leads to a better understanding of subsurface chemical

transport. The understanding that was gained from the results of the

laboratory column experiments in conjunction with numerical calculations

was incorporated into models that could be used to simulate the

performance of radial and trench vapor extraction configurations.

5.1 SUMMARY OF COLUMN RESULTS

The column models developed here accounted for the transport of

dissolved, nondegradable organic chemicals in unsaturated soil columns.

The following mechanisms were included in the model development:

advection and dispersion in air and in water, air-water mass transfer,

mobile-immobile water mass transfer, intraaggregate diffusion, and

sorption. Two types of laboratory experiments were performed. Chemical

movement with steady water flow was monitored in unsaturated soil

columns to assess the validity of a column model that included all of

the mechanisms described above. Then vapor movement experiments were

performed in the same soils for both dry and moist conditions to assess
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the validity of a vapor extraction column model.

Experimental and modeling results indicate the following about the

mechanisms affecting the transport of organic compounds with water flow

in unsaturated soil columns: (1) liquid dispersion and intraaggregate

diffusion are important for ohesionless and aggregated soils, (2) vapor

diffusion is not important in comparison to liquid advection and

dispersion except for low water velocities (e.g. for Ottawa sand, low

velocity is defined as average pore water velocities less than 0.0003 cm

s-1), and (3) interfacial mass transfer rates (air-water and mobile-

immobile water) are fast. These results were observed for average pore

water velocities less than 0.07 cm s-1 in Ottawa sand and 0.02 cm s-1 in

an aggregated material. Nonvolatile tracer experiments were soretimes

needed to measure transport rates such as liquid dispersion and

intraaggregate diffusion. Intraaggregate diffusion rates were

successfully measured for the aggregated material in independent batch

experiments; however, diffusion rates in immobile water and the amount

of immobile water could not be predicted independently for the sand

column. Discrepancies occurred between predicted air-water-soil

chemical equilibrium for both soil materials. It is uncertain whether

this was due to chemical interactions with the column apparatus.

The vapor extraction column results indicate two important

differences between the extraction of chemicals from coheslonless soils

and from aggregated soils. First, the moisture content of an aggregated

soil is usually higher and this results in an increase in retardation

due to partitioning between the air and water. Second, the presence of

moisture in an aggregated soil increases extraction time because of

intraaggregate diffusion rate limitations. For dry conditions, vapor
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transport in the aggregated material and the sand are similar. Vapor

transport in either the aggregated soil column or the sand column is

advection-diffusion dominant for low air velocities (0.04 and I cm s-1,

respectively) or dry conditions. Air-water mass transfer rates appear

to be fast for the air velocities used here. Sorption of organic vapors

can occur for dry conditions even when no organic material is present,

and if the relative humidity of the vapor is zero, adsorption

equilibrium is nonlinear.

There are two differences between the important mechanisms for the

vapor extraction experiments and the unsaturated water flow results.

For the situations where water was flowing, vapor diffusion could be

ignored, but gas diffusion could not be neglected when air was the only

mobile fluid. Diffusion out of water was not important for the moist

sand vapor extraction experiment; however, it was important in the water

flow sand experiment. This discrepancy occurred even though the degrees

of saturation were about the same for the two experiments. The

distribution of liquid water may be different between the water-flow and

the no-water-flow conditions. The impact of intraaggregate diffusion

that was observed in the unsaturated sand column for flowing water could

not be used to predict the vapor extraction column results for moist,

no-water-flow conditions.

5.2 SUMMARY OF VAPOR EXTRACTION MODEL RESULTS

A set of models was derived to examine the relative impacts of the

mechanisms studied above on the performance of vapor extraction. Two

extraction configurations were studied. The first system geometry

corresponds to a typical field configuration of a vertical extraction

vent completed in a homogeneous soil. The other system geometry
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simulates a trench or planar flow configuration. The mechanisms

considered in the models are believed to have an influence on the

removal of dissolved, volatile organic chemicals. Aqueous-phase

transport was modeled as steady, vertical advective and dispersive

movement in water. Vapor-phase transport included horizontal air

advection and horizontal and vertical gas diffusion. Aqueous and vapor

concentrations were coupled by an air-water mass transfer mechanism that

could account either for volatilization rate limitations or

intraaggregate diffusion. Linear sorption from aqueous solution was

also considered. The models were used to study the impacts of these

mechanisms for a six order-of-magnitude range of air withdrawal rates.

Calculations were performed for both configurations to examine the

removal of toluene from a cohesionless sand and from an aggregated soil.

The extraction models were solved numerically using orthogonal

collocation. Orthogonal collocation was successful for solving the

column models. The numerical approximations used here were verified by

comparing them to analytic solutions for simplified conditions. Two-

dimensional air diffusion was not approximated satisfactorily in the

general radial model. Orthogonal collocation was not appropriate for

solving the general set of radial equations. The numerical method would

not allow general initial conditions, and it was not very flexible with

regard to using different boundary conditions. The numerical solution

of the coupled, one-dimensional transport equations (vertical aqueous-

phase movement and horizontal vapor-phase movement) was verified.

Vertical gas diffusion was ignored in the development of the planar

model because it was not approximated satisfactorily in the radial

development. The extrapolation of the approach for developing column
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models to describe field-scale processes is useful for aiding in the

understanding of important processes and for giving additional guidince

for design. The mathematical simplifications imposed for the column

models reported here, however, are not adequate for predicting field

performance in general.

Model calculations indicate that a range of air flow rates exist,

for a given vapor extraction scheme, where a minimum volume of air is

required to reach a specified level treatment level. More air is

required than the minimum to remove a chemical for low air flow rates

because of diffusional mixing in the vapor phase and for high flow rates

because of phase mass transfer limitations. The importance of

diffusional mixing is a function of the air-filled porosity and the gas

diffusion coefficient. Phase mass transfer impacts are affected by the

amount and distribution of water or the degree of soil aggregation.

Limitations due to phase mass transfer will be realized in aggregated

soils at lower air flow rates than in sands. Vapor extraction models

that assume complete mixing overestimate the time for cleanup unless the

air velocity is low. Ignoring the rate of mass transfer between the

phases can lead to an underestimate of the cleanup time of dissolved

contaminants being treated by high air flows. System operation should

be designed for air flow rates large enough to minimize diffusional

mixing and low enough to allow phase equilibrium to be reached. The

models developed here are useful for estimating this range.

For most air flow rates, planar and radial configurations treat

soils at similar rates. There is a narrow range of air flow rates where

planar geometry is more efficient, in terms of air volume extracted,

than radial. This range occurs near the lower limit of the optimum
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range for planar geometry.

The optimum operating range for planar geometry is larger than

radial. For similar system size, pressure drops associated with

radially converging flow are at least twice that for uniform planar

flow. Therefore a trench system is probably a better configuration in

terms of operating flexibility and energy requirements. The volume of

air that is required to treat a soil can be directly related to energy

requirements given the system pressure drop. Pressure drop in the soil

system increases with flow rate to the second power, hence it is best to

use as low as air flow rate as time will allow.
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SECTION 6. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Before mathematical models can be used for fate predictions and

treatment system design, experimental validation must be performed.

This work included validation experiments for the column models

developed here. The results of the validation steps generated several

aspects of future study. Chemical equilibrium in the multiphase systems

is still not well understood, especially for contaminant mixtures. The

impact of moisture content on vapor sorption is important for vapor

extraction design as well as the effect, if any, of soil structure on

air-water, organic-air, and organic-water equilibrium. Air-water,

water-organic, and air-organic mass transfer rates have not been

determined for multiphase flow in soils. These impacts could be studied

in columns by measuring breakthrough curves for a range of fluid

velocities and saturations. The impact of degree of saturation on

liquid dispersion is probably not important to consider for designing

vapor extraction systems, but will probably be important for predicting

chemical migration through the vadose zone. Correlations exist for

estimating dispersion coefficients for unsaturated conditions but they

are often soil specific so a more fundamental approach that considers

variations in moisture content and fluid velocity is necessary. The

column models developed in this work have been validated for soils that

are not found naturally, so applications of the column models to

experiments using natural soils would be a logical extension.

The vapor extraction system models have not been validated but

should be. Although these models are not yet attractive for engineering

design applications, the models can be used to increase the level of

understanding of the vapor extraction process. By the same token,
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controlled large-scale experiments, that closely simulate field

situations, in conjunction with column experiments for parameter

estimation, could be used to validate some of the conclusions resulting

from the numerical studies reported here. Controlled comparisons of

radial and trench configurations would be especially useful. In

addition, since air advection is the primary removal mechanism in vapor

extraction, studies that address the suitability of assumptions such as

steady and incompressible flow are necessary for field-scale design.

Pressure distribution studies for radial and trench configurations are

needed to examine air flow patterns and the impact of adjacent vents.

Validation experiments could enhance the understanding of

subsurface chemical fate as well. For example, simultaneous vertical

water flow and horizontal air flow experiments would allow measurements

of the impact of moisture content on air permeability (an impact not

well studied to date). The results of this fluid flow study would

determine whether it is important to account for variations in moisture

content with depth in the model development. It will probably be

important to include nonuniform and time-varying moisture profiles as

the system scale increases. Layering and heterogeneities are also

important considerations when describing field situations. Models that

account for layering may be used to approximate a nonuniform moisture

profile.

Finally, the vapor extraction process provides fresh air to the

soil system and this may promote aerobic biodegradation. This may be an

important consideration in deciding on the feasibility of vapor for

treating soils that are contaminated with mixtures of volatile and

nonvolatile chemicals.
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SECTION 7. LIST OF NOTATION

To reduce the complexity of the notation list, sometimes the same
notation is used for describing similar groups, parameters, and
variables in different models. The exact definitions are given in the
sections where they are used. For definitions of the dimensionless
variables and groups, refer to Tables 4.1.1.1-2, 4.1.2.1-2, 4.2.1.1-2,
and 4.2.2.1-2.

a specific interfacial area between the air and water (L-1 ).

apv air pore volumes (dimensionless).

Ar advective flux ratio, ratio of chemical mass transport
rate by advection in air to that by advection in water or
vice versa (dimensionless).

AXi j i, j member of the OC coefficient matrix that is used for
approximating the first x-derivative of cv(Zt)
(dimensionless).

Azi,j i, j member of the OC coefficient matrix that is used for
approximating the first z-derivative of cb(z,t) or cv(z,t)

(dimensionless).

Azbi,j i, j member of the OC coefficient matrix that is used for
approximating the first z-derivative of cb(z,t)
(dimensionless).

AZvi,k i, k member of the OC coefficient matrix that is used for
approximating the first z-derivative of cv(Zt)

(dimensionless).

Brij i, j member of the OC coefficient matrix that is used for

approximating the laplacian of cp(r,z,t) (dimensionless).

Bzi,j i, j member of the OC coefficient matrix that is used for
approximating the second z-derivative of cb(z,t) or cv(z,t)
(dimensionless).
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Bzvilk 1, k member of the OC coefficient matrix that is used for
approximating the second z-derivative of cv(z,t)
(dimensionless).

cg,l1,c 9,2,
cg,3,cg 4 dimensionless, empirical constants.

c 1 , l c ,2'
cl, 31cl4  dimensionless, empirical constants.

Cb(R,Z,T),
Cb(X,Z,T),

Cb(Z,T) mobile-water-phase chemical concentration (M L-3).

cb(r,z,t) - Cb(r,z,t) Cbn'I (dimensionless).
cb(x,z,t) - Cb(x,z t) Cb?_1 (dimensionless).

cb(z,t) -Cb(Z,t) Cbn- (dimensionless).

Cb1 (R,Z),
Cbi(X,Z),

Cbi(Z initial mobile-water-phase chemical concentration (M L-3).

cbi(r,z) -Cbi(r,z) Cbn-1 (dimensionless).
cbi(x,Z) -Cbi(x,z) Cb - (dimensionless).

cbi(z) -Cbi(z) Cbn- (dimensionless).

Cbo(T) influent chemical concentration in water (N L-3).

cbo(t) - CbOOt Cbn 1I (dimensionless).

Cbn normalizing water-phase concentration (M L-3).

Cp(RZT) immobile-water-phase chemical concentration (N L-3).

cp(r~z~t) - Cp(r,z,t) Cbn_1 (dimensionless).

Cpi(R,Z) initial inuobile-water-phase chemical concentration (M L-3).

cpi(r,z) - Cpi(r~z) Cbn'I (dimensionless).

Cv(R,Z,T),
Cv(X,Z,T),

Cv(Z,T) air-phase chemical concentration (N L-3).
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Cv(r,z,t) = Cv(r,z,t) Cvn "1 (dimensionless).
cv(X,z,t) = Cv(XZ,t) CV? (dimensionless).

Cv(Z,t) - Cv(Z,t) Cvn " (dimensionless).

Cvi(R,Z),
Cvi(XZ),

Cvi(Z) initial air-phase chemical concentration (M L-3).

cvi(r,z) - Cvi(r,z) Cvn -I (dimensionless).
Cvi(x,z) - Cvi(xz) Cv,'l (dimensionless).
Ci(Z) Cvi(z) Cvn (dimensionless).

Cvn normalizing air-phase concentration (M L-3).

Cvo(T) influent chemical concentration in air as a function of time
(M L-3).

Cvo(t) = Cvo(t) Cvn -I (dimensionless).

De effective gas diffusion coefficient (L2 T-1 ).

Dg total solute distribution parameter (dimensionless).

DG gas diffusion coefficient (L2 T-1).

Dgp immobile-water solute distribution parameter, ratio of
chemical mass contained in imobile water to that in mobile
water or air (dimensionless).

Dgs adsorbed solute distribution parameter, ratio of chemical
mass adsorbed onto soil particle surfaces to that contained
in mobile water or air at equilibrium (dimensionless).

Dgv  vapor solute distribution parameter, ratio of chemical mass
contained in air-filled pores to that in mobile water or mass
in water to that in air at equilibrium (dimensionless).

Dl liquid diffusion coefficient (L2 T-1 ).

Dp intraaggregate liquid diffusion coefficient (L2 T-1).
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Edp intraaggregate diffusion modulus, ratio of chemical mass
transfer rate by diffusion in immobile water to transport by
advection in water or air (dimensionless).

Edv vertical diffusion modulus, ratio of chemical mass
transfer rate by vertical diffusion in air to transport by
advection in air (dimensionless).

Ev axial dispersion or diffusion coefficient in air (L2 T1).

Ez combined axial dispersion and diffusion coefficient in water
(L2 T-1).

f() collision function for diffusion as a function of temperature
and energy of molecular attraction (dimensionless).

g gravitational acceleration (L T-2).

H Henry's air-water partitioning coefficient (dimensionless).

I number of radial collocation points or horizontal mesh
points.

J number of axial collocation points or vertical mesh points.

K soil sorption capacity ([L3/M]I/nM M-).

K(S) unsaturated hydraulic conductivity as a function of degree of

saturation (L T-1 ).

Ka air conductivity (L T-1 ).

kf film transfer coefficient (L T-1 ).

kg gas-phase transfer coefficient (L T').

k1  liquid-phase mass transfer coefficient (L T').

KL overall mass transfer coefficient between air and water (L
T-1 ).

Ks saturated hydraulic conductivity (L T'I).
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L column length or distance between extraction and inlet vents

().

MA molecular weight (M mo1- 1).

n+ valence of cation (dimensionless).

n. valence of anion (dimensionless).

1/n adsorption intensity (dimensionless).

NR number of radial collocation points.

NX number of horizontal collocation points.

NZ number of vertical collocation points.

NZB number of vertical collocation points for water-phase

equations.

NZV number of vertical collocation points for air-phase
equations.

AP air pressure drop in soil system (L).

Pe - (1+Ar) (Peb'+Pevl]"! (dimensionless).

Peb Peclet number for water, ratio of chemical mass transfer rate
by advection in water or air to transport by dispersion in
water (dimensionless).

Pev Peclet number for air, ratio of chemical mass transfer rate
by advection in water or air to transport by dispersion or
diffusion in air, (dimensionless).

Pt atmospheric pressure (M LI T-2).

Q(R,Z,T) adsorbed-phase chemical concentration (M M-1 ).

Qi(R,Z) initial adsorbed-phase chemical concentration (N M-1 ).

QG volumetric air flow rate (L3 T').

QL volumetric water flow rate (L3 T-
1 ).
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r dimensionless R coordinate.

R radial coordinate (L).

Ra radius of aggregated particle ().

Rd retardation coefficient (dimensionless).

Ri radius from extraction vent to inlet vent (L).

Reg gas Reynolds number, equal to 2RaPgu Lg-1 (dimensionless).

Re, liquid Reynolds number, equal to 2Raplv l"1 (dimensionless).

Rw  radius of extraction vent hole (L).

S degree of saturation, relative volume of the pores filled
with water (dimensionless).

Scg gas Schmidt number, equal to Ag (pgDG)"1 (dimensionless).

Scl  liquid Schmidt number, equal to Al (plDI) -1 (dimensionless).

Shg gas Sherwood number, equal to kg6g DG"] (dimensionless).

Sh1  liquid Sherwood number, equal to k161 D1- 1 (dimensionless).

Si  immobile degree of saturation, relative volume of the pores
filled with immobile water (dimensionless).

Stb Stanton number for film transfer, ratio of chemical mass
transfer rate by film transfer to the transport rate by
advection in water (dimensionless).

Stv  Stanton number for volatilization, ratio of chemical mass
transfer rate across air-water interface to the transport
rate by advection in water or air (dimensionless).

t dimensionless time or throughput.

T time (T).

Te temperature (OK).
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Tb boiling point (OK).

u interstitial air velocity (L T1).

v interstitial water velocity (L T-1 ).

Va molar volume (L3 ml-1).

vp average pore water velocity, equal to veS (L T-1 ).

Wri i-th component of the weight vector used in the quadrature

approximation of r integrals (dimensionless).

Wxi i-th component of the weight vector used in the quadrature
approximation of x integrals (dimensionless).

Wzj j-th component of the weight vector used in the quadrature
approximation of z integrals of air- and water-phase
concentrations (dimensionless).

Wzbj j-th component of the weight vector used in the quadrature
approximation of z integrals of water-phase concentration
(dimensionless).

Wzvk k-th component of the weight vector used in the quadrature
approximation of z integrals of air-phase concentration

(dimensionless).

Y(R,Z,T) total intraaggregate concentration per mass of soil, equal to

ESiCp(R,Z,T) [ps(1-c)] "! + Q(R,Z,T) (M M-1 ).

y(r,z,t) = Y(r,z,t) (ESiCbn [ps(!-c)]-l + KCbnl/n) "! (dimensionless).

z dimensionless Z coordinate.

Z axial position in columns or depth in two-dimensional
systems.

On  n-th root.

6g gas diffusion thickness (L).

81 liquid diffusion thickness (L).
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e total porosity, void fraction of column (dimensionless).

Ca microporosity, void fraction containing immobile water, equal
to eSi [I-c(I-Si)] "I (dimensionless).

em macroporosity, void fraction containing air and mobile water,
equal to (c'ea) (l'ca)'l (dimensionless).

X+ ionic conductance of cation in water (A V g-equiv L6).

X_ ionic conductance of anion in water (A V g-equiv L6 ).

ug air viscosity (M L-1 T-1 ).

A, water viscosity (M L-1 T-1 ).

Pa particle density, equal to Ps(l-a) (M L-3).

Pb bulk density (M L-3).

pg air density (M L-3).

pl water density (M L-3 ).

ps soil particle density, equal to Pb (I -1)I (M L-3).

Ta tortuosity of the air-filled pores (dimensionless).

7 p tortuosity of the micropores (dimensionless).
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ABSTRACT

We have formulated a new waveform-analysis procedure to recover phase and

amplitude information from observed seismograms that makes use of our ability to calculate

realistic synthetic seismograms. The methodology is based on the representation of the

seismogram s(:) as a superposition of traveling wave groups and the construction of an

isolation filter 7(t) as a weighted sum of these wave groups synthesized from a referen e

earth model, with the weights chosen to yield a desirable sampling of structural features.

We compute the broad-band cross-correlation between the isolation filter and the observed

seismogram, window the correlation function about its peak in the time domain, and apply

a set of narrow-band filters at discrete center frequencies (oi : i = 1, ..., N ). We have

developed theoretical expressions for the filtered, windowed correlation function based on

a Hermite-polynomial expansion of the autocorrelation of the isolation filter, the

windowing operator, and the narrow-band filter. When the half-width of the applied filter

ai is small compared to its center frequency a, the filtered, windowed correlation function

may be approximated as a harmonic carrier modulated by a Gaussian envelope: FjWCy,(t)

= E(t) cos 0(t), where E(t) = exp (-0' 2(t - A?9 - 3rg)2/2) and 0(t) = wilt - Ap -
Srp) - ,or' 2 (A ?a + &ra)(1 - A~g - &3rg). In these expressions, aoj' and a' represent the

center frequency and half-width of the filtered, windowed autocorrelation of 7(t), A?,,

AT., and Aa represent known phase, group, and attenuation time parameters associated

with the reference model used to calculated the isolation filter, and 8r ., and 6 a

represent the corresponding unknown time shifts owing to differences between the

reference model and the actual Earth at a'. We show how these latter quantities, which we

call "generalized seismological data functionals," can be estimated by a waveform-fitting

procedure.
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The generalized seismological data functionals, 8r , 8rg, and rda are the phase,
groti, and attenuation time shifts estimated from the windowed and filtered cross-
correlation between an isolation filter 7(t) and an observed seismogram s(t) which measure
the departure of a reference model m from the Earth. Examples of isolation filters include
individual body-wave arrivals such as S waves, dispersed waverrains such as the
fundamental-mode Love and Rayleigh waves, as well as general sums over traveling
modes constructed to represent complex wavegroups, such as Sa, or to sample specific
structural features. We have developed a general methodology to synthesize
seismologically useful isolation filters, to measure the associated time shifts, and to invert
these data for earth structure.

In particular, we have derived expressions for the Frichet kernels that relate a
perturbation in the earth model 8m to the first-order perturbations in the generalized data
functionals &r, 8-r, and &ra, thus allowing us to pose a linearized inverse problem. For
example, the kernels for the phase-delay functional &r. are shown to be a sum of the
ordinary functional derivatives for individual mode branches obtained from the variational
principle. We apply this methodology to portions of the seismogram dominated by
multiply reflected body waves, where the complex interferences among the various wave
groups confound standard body-wave and surface-wave techniques. We also discuss how
isolation filters can be constructed to sample features of earth structure not easily

constrained using the standard taxonomy of seismological waveforms, such as the shear
velocity of the inner core.
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® cross-correlation operator

convolution operator (as a superscript, the complex-conjugate operator)
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uW(t) an observed wavegroup
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C77 the autocorrelation of the isolation filter - 7(t) @ 7(t)

CTi the cross-correlation between between 7(r) and (t) = 7(t) ® st)

C 1  the cross-correlation between between 7(t) and s(t) 7 (r) ® s(t)

Ga(x) Gaussian function - exp (-x 2/2)

Hek(x) the Hermite polynomial of degree k

H(x) the Heaviside step function

Fi(o) the narrow-band filter, characterized by a center frequency c0i and half-width ai

F,Cy7 the filtered autocorrelation function of the isolation filter a Fi(t) * C77()

FCr, the fitered cross-correlation between 7(t) and i(t) Fi(t) * C77(t)

FCr's the filtered cross-correlation between 7(t) and s(t) F,(t) * C7 s(t)

AT R m the differential phase delay between the nth and mth branchesp
A7 n m the averaged differential group delay between the nth and mth branches9

a the averaged differential attenuation delay between the nth and mth branches

A7 the averaged differential phase delay due to branch-branch interference

AT the averaged differential group delay due to branch-branch interference

AT, the averaged differential attenuation delay due to branch-branch interference

t~m the complex-valued differential wavenumber of the mth branch



&the differential phase delay of the mth branch

&g the differential group delay of the mth branch

&I'Ift the differential attenuation delay of the mth branch

&;, the averaged differential phase delay

8"re  the averaged differential group delay

&.a  the averaged differential attenuation delay

W(t) the windowing operator, characterized by a location time t,, and half-width da-

WC17  the windowed autocorrelation function of 7(t) - W(t)Cy(t)

WC77 the windowed cross-correlation between 7(t) and i(t) a W(t)C 7 y(r)

WC7, the windowed cross-correlation between 7(r) and s(t) a W(t)Cs(t

FiWCy the filtered, windowed autocorrelation function of 7(t) - Fi(t) * WC77 )(

FiWCr, the filtered, windowed cross-correlation between 7(t) and s(t) = F(r) * WCyT(t)
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CHAPTER I

"A PLAYGROUND FOR MATHEMATICIANS"

Of all regions of the earth none invites speculation more than that which lies
beneath our feet, and in none Is speculation more dangerous; yet, apart from
speculation, it is little that we can say regarding the constitution of the
interior of the earth. We know, with sufficient accuracy for most purposes,
its size and shape: we know that its mean density is about 5 1/2 times that
of water, that density must increase towards the centre, and that the
temperature must be high, but beyond these facts little can be said to be
known. Many theories of the earth have been propounded at different
times: the central substance of the earth has been supposed to be fiery,
fluid, solid, and gaseous in turn, till geologists have turned in despair from
the subject and become inclined to confine their attention to the outermost
crust of the earth, leaving its centre as a playground for mathematicians.

R. D. Oldham, 1906

INTRODUCTION

In the eighty years which have passed since Oldham published "The constitution of

the interior of the Earth as revealed by earthquakes," seismologists have made spectacular

progress in illuminating the deep structure of the Earth. Our knowledge has grown from a

rudimentary grasp of radial structure to detailed images of three-dimensional velocity

variations. The last fifteen years have been particularly exciting as the structural

perturbations associated with boundary layers and internal dynamics of the mantle and core

have come to light. Only a small fraction of the information available from existing data

has been used for this purpose, however, and many important geophysical questions

related to the details of Earth structure remain unanswered.

For example, the structure of the continental upper mantle is not well understood,

despite the accessibility of the continents and the intense scrutiny given to regional phases

by generations of seismologists. In particular, the classical argument between Gutenberg

and Jeffreys about the existence of a low-velocity zone in the uppermost mantle has not
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been fully resolved [e.g., Dziewonski and Anderson, 19811, and questions regarding the

role of a low-velocity zone in decoupling continental plates from the the motions of the

underlying mantle are the subject of active debate. Linked to this debate are questions

about the degree and vertical extent of seismic anisotropy in the upper mantle, and the

interplay between lids, low-velocity zones, and anisotropy. Consider the two recent

models of continental shear velocity illustrated in Figure 1.1. EU2 (solid line) is a northern

Eurasian platform model, derived from the inversion of fundamental and higher-mode

Rayleigh waves [ILerner-Lam and Jordan, 1987], while SNA (dashed line) is a Canadian

shield model derived from the forward modeling of SH-polarized waveforms and travel

times [Grand and Helmberger, 19841. While EU2 shows a simple, monotonic structure in

the upper 200 km with an average velocity of 4.5 km/s, SNA has a thick lid with an

average velocity of 4.8 km/s and a well-developed low-velocity zone. The differences

between these two models of stable continental structure are as large as the observed

variations between continents and oceans (Lemer-Lam and Jordan, 19871 and, if real, have

implications for the mechanical, thermal, and chemical evolution of the continents, since the

presence of a low-velocity zone is interpreted by some as marking the base of the

lithosphere.

Figure 1.2 presents the a-I diagrams, where o) is frequency and I is angular order,

and Figures 1.3 and 1.4 compare the phase and group velocity for the fundamental and first

few overtones of toroidal and spheroidal normal modes of these models. SNA (dashed

line) predicts phase velocities which are everywhere higher than those of EU2 (solid line)

(Figure 1.3). The nearly horizontal branch (which is not a single branch, but rather is

composed of the tessellations of several branches) on the spheroidal-mode diagram is the

Stoneley wave at the core-mantle boundary and is insensitive to the model differences. The

picture is somewhat more complicated for group velocity (Figure 1.4). For example, the

predicted group velocities for the fundamental-mode Love wave from SNA (dashed line)

are lower than those from EU2 (solid line) in the frequency range from 25 to 50 mHz. The
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branches which "bend" over in the group velocity diagram are those which are sensitive to

the core-mantle boundary. The structure of the spheroidal-mode diagram is more complex;

the core-mantle boundary Stoneley wave forms the cross-cutting horizontal branch. Figure

1.5 illustrates the travel times predicted by these models for the phases S, SS, and SSS.

SNA (dashed line) predicts travel times which are substantially less than those of EU2

(solid line) - a difference which is exacerbated with the number of surface reflections. In

addition, the triplication structure of the models is different, producing dissimilar

waveforms (see Figure 2.1).

There are several possible explanations for the disagreement between these models.

First, the differences may represent true path variations between the northern Eurasian

platforms and the Canadian shield. SNA has been used to model propagation across the

Russian platform and predicts the observed SH-polarized waveforms and travel times (Rial

et al., 1984; Grand and Helmberger, 1985]. While EU2 may have slightly lower velocities

because the path across northern Eurasian from events in the western Pacific to stations in

western Europe has a larger tectonic component than the path across the Russian platform

from events in the Hindu Kush to the same stations (Figure 1.6), the disagreement between

EU2 and SNA is too large to be explained by path differences alone. Second, the

differences may be due to polarization anisotropy; EU2 was derived from a study of PSV-

polarized waveforms whereas SNA was derived from a study of SH-polarized waveforms.

Although the deviation between the models has the right sense for transverse isotropy with

a vertical axis of symmetry, i.e., SH advanced with respect to PSV, the discrepancy

requires significant deep anisotropy. However, most observations of polarization

anisotropy are limited to the crust and upper mantle [McEvilly, 1964; Forsyth, 1975; Cara

et al., 1980, Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981; Kirkwood and Crampin, 1981; Lv que and

Cara, 1983; Nataf et al., 1984; Silver and Chan, 19881. Finally, the differences between

these models may be due to frequency-dependent propagation. The lid velocity in SNA

was determined from observations of Sn, a phase which propagates at the top of the mantle
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[Brune and Dorman, 1963; Bath, 1966, Heustis et al., 19731. The apparent velocities of

high-frequency (-1 Hz) Sn waves on both horizontal and vertical components are typically

100-300 m/s higher than the average shear velocity vs of the uppermost mantle derived

from low-frequency (-.01 Hz) Rayleigh waves. Although not systematically treated in the

literature, this problem is evident in the comparison of the Sn velocities of Heustis et al.

[19731 with Rayleigh-wave models such as EU2.

Examples of observed seismograms with synthetic seismograms calculated from the

models EU2 and SNA are presented in Figures 1.7 and 1.8. Figure 1.7 illustrates

seismograms for the northern Eurasian path; the synthetic seismograms are calculated by

normal-mode summation and are complete to 50 mHz. EU2 provides a good fit to the

Rayleigh waves and PSV-polarized waveforms of multiply reflected S phases for the

northern Eurasian corridor, but has velocities which are too low for the Love waves and

SH-polarized phases with turning points in the upper mantle. Figure 1.8 compares

seismograms for the Russian platform path, with the same conventions. SNA is generally

consistent with the waveforms and travel times of SH-polarized body phases for paths to

KONO across the Russian platform, but has velocities which are too high for the PSV-

polarized shear waves with turning points in the upper mantle. In particular, comparison of

the travel times of 55 on the transverse and vertical components provides evidence of

apparent shear-wave splitting. On the other hand, the path to GRFO along the

southwestern margin of the Russian platform does not show this polarization dependence;

the observed travel times exceed those predicted by SNA by about 15 s on both

components, consistent with the SH observations of Rial et al. ( 19841.

From this cursory examination of observed and synthetic seismograms, we see that

EU2 predicts the both PSV-polarized waveforms and SH-polarized, vertically propagating

waveforms for the northern Eurasian corridor. There is a suggestion of shallow anisotropy

along this path, based on the misfit between EU2 and the SH-polarized, horizontally

propagating waves, but there is no evidence for deep-seated anisotropy. Second, there is
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considerable lateral variation in structure, as demonstrated by the differences between the

waveforms at KONO and GRFO for the Hindu Kush events. Third, there is strong

evidence of shallow anisotropy along the Russian platform, based on the observation of

apparent shear-wave splitting in SS. Thus, the EU2-SNA discrepancy may be explained in

part by path variations and in part by intrinsic anisotropy. These observations are

discussed in greater detail in Gee and Jordan [19881, which is reproduced in Appendix F.

The EU2-SNA discrepancy symbolizes many of the problems facing seismologists

today, as researchers grapple with structural models derived from a variety of specialized

techniques which depend on wavegroup, polarization, or frequency. In particular, it

demonstrates the need for a self-consistent analysis of seismic data. Because the Earth is

neither spherically symmetric nor isotropic, seismologists need techniques which may be

applied to SH and PSV-polarized waveforms and to body waves as well as surface waves

in order to reveal the three-dimensional variations in structure. In addition, these

methodologies must include the complexity of the frequency-dependent propagatioi such

as shear-coupled PL or triplicated arrivals. In this chapter, we discuss two broad

categories of techniques for making inferences about earth structure: the "classical"

approach, based on the recovery of kinematic properties such as travel time, and the more

modem approach of waveform inversion, based on the difference between an observed

seismogram and a synthetic seismogram calculated from a reference model. We then

introduce the methodology which is the basis of this thesis.

THE CLASSICAL APPROACH

A seismogram s(t) may be represented as a sum over traveling wavefoims (u,(t) : n

= 1, 2, ... :

St) = u(1) (1.1)
n=O

4.
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where a particular element u(t) may be a body-wave pulse, a surface-wave group, or any

other convenient representation of the seismic wavetrain. Each u,(t) may be described by

several kinematic properties, such as travel time, amplitude, and dispersion. The classical

approach in structural seismology is to separate the process of measuring waveform

properties from the process of inverting for earth structure (Figure 1.9). Discrete body-

wave pulses are identified and their travel times and amplitudes are determined; surface-

wave groups are isolated and their dispersion and attenuation properties are measured.

These data are then inverted for an earth model whose parameterization is sufficiently

complete to explain the observed variations. If a good starting model is available, the latter

step may be accomplished using a perturbation theory based on the variational principles of

Fermat and Rayleigh. Examples of the classical approach include Jeffreys' application of

the Herglotz-Weichert formula [19391, the tomographic inversion of travel times [e.g.,

Dziewonski et al., 1977; Dziewonski, 1984; Creager and Jordan, 1986; Morelli and

Dziewonski, 1987], early studies of surface-wave dispersion [e.g., Dorman et al., 1960;

Brune and Dorman, 1963], recent work on phase and group velocities [e.g., Nakanishi and

Anderson, 1982, 1983, 1984; Natal et al., 1984, 19861, measurements of normal-mode

eigenfrequencies [e.g., Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975; Masters et al., 1982; Giardini et al.;

19871, and estimates of attenuation [e.g., Jordan and Sipkin, 1977; Sailor and Dziewonski,

1978; Masters and Gilbert, 1982].

A problem with this approach concerns the various wave effects that complicate the

measurement of individual wave groups. In the case of body-wave travel times, these

include caustic phase shifts, diffraction effects, and the physical dispersion associated with

attenuation. In the case of surface-wave dispersion, they involve source-related phase

shifts and the problems associated with isolating individual modes. Indeed, for portions of

the seismogram where many wave groups arrive simultaneously, waveforms cannot

generally be resolved into either individual body waves or surface waves, and the classical
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measurement schemes that rely on waveform isolation may fail to produce reliable results.

Techniques based on frequency-wavenumber filtering have been used to separate

interfering surface waves [Nolet, 1975, 1977; Cara, 1979; Cara et al., 1980], but they

generally require large-aperture arrays of seismometers not common in global studies of

earth structure.

WAVEFORM INVERSION

Many of these difficulties can be avoided by inverting the complete seismogram

directly for earth structure. In the ideal situation, where the entire wavefield is recorded by

a spatially dense set of receivers from a spatially dense set of sources, powerful nonlinear

inversion techniques may be applied to recover an image of the three-dimensional structure

[Tarantola, 1986]. Although the collection of these sorts of ideal data sets is feasible in

exploration seismology, the data sets available to global seismology are limited by the

distribution of large-magnitude sources, primarily e..rthquakes, and the sparse distribution

of stations, especially those with high-quality, digitally recording seismometers. In this

situation, fully nonlinear methods cannot be applied because the solution manifolds have

multiple minima, and the problem must be linearized by assuming the solution to the

waveform-inversion problem is in some sense close to a chosen reference earth structure.

Theoretical and computational advances over the last two decades now permit the

routine calculation of synthetic seismograms F(t) using a variety of waveform

representations. A seismogram computed from a reference earth model mo may be written

as a sum over synthetic waveforms {i(J)}:

= (1.2)
n=0
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although the number of elements in the sum, N, must necessarily be finite. Synthetic

seismograms can model accurately source excitation effects, elastic and anelastic wave

propagation, as well as instrument response. Most waveform-inversion algorithms

[Mellman, 1980; Dziewonski and Steim, 1982; Lerner-Lam and Jordan, 1983; Shaw,

1983; Woodhouse and Dziewonski, 1984; Tanimoto, 1984, 1987; Nolet et al., 19861

subtract synthetic seismograms computed for the reference structure from the observed time

series to form differential seismograms that are then inverted for a structural perturbation

using first-order perturbation theory (Figure 1. 10). This linearized inverse problem thus

takes the form

G Sm= Ss (1.3)

where 8s is the vector containing the differential time series, 8m is the model perturbation,

and G is the matrix of partial derivatives.

The primary problem with waveform inversior; is its "black-box" character: it is

difficult to evaluate exactly what features on the seismograms determine particular

characteristics of the earth model. Although waveform inversion allows more information

on the seismogram to be used in constraining earth structure, it is of uneven quality.

Amplitude and phase information is combined, so understanding the robustness of the

solution to departures from the modeling assumptions (which are usually incomplete with

respect to first-order amplitude perturbations) is often impossible. Moreover, the results

may be very sensitive to how the data are weighted, and the resolving power of any

particular data set is difficult to assess. For example, it is difficult to determine how much

of the residual contained in a differential seismogram may be attributed to a one-

dimensional path-averaged perturbation, as opposed to two- or three-dimensional along-

path and off-path perturbations. Finally, waveform inversion is limited by the need for the

synthetic seismogram to be "linearly" close to the observed seismogram. If the waveforms



of the synthetic and the data are too dissimilar, the inversion will not converge to the true

minimum.

ISOLATION FILTERING

The application of isolation filtering techniques to isolate individual wave groups

prior to inversion has facilitated the understanding of those features on the seismograms

which are most significant in constraining the solution. An isolation filter 7(t) may

generally be defined as a sum over wavegroups:

N

f(t) = I a' (t) * iwt (1.4)
m=0

where U is a linear filter and the * operator denotes convolution. This approach has been

used by Lerner-Lain and Jordan [1983, 19871 to isolate higher-mode arrivals on PSV

polarized waveforms. In their formulation, the isolation filter is defined as a single

traveling wave branch synthetic: 7(t) =- m(t). They define the observed branch cross-

correlation function between u,,(t) and s(r) and the synthetic branch cross-correlation

function between ur(') and 7(r):

--~Q) i~,n() @(t) = f im(r) !(r+t) d?

(1.5)

CZ 1(t) ii(t) 9 S) = ium(r) s(r+t) di

wiere the 0 operator denotes cross-correlation. By forming the difference between the

observed and synthetic branch cross-correlation fun -tions, Lerner-Lam and Jordan [1983,
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19871 invert for model perturbations via (1.3). While this application of isolation filtering

eliminates some of the "black box" character of waveform inversion, the approach is still

limited by the requirement that the model be linearly close to the Earth.

GENERALIZED DATA FUNCTIONALS

This thesis presents a new set of waveform-analysis procedures to recover

estimates of phase and amplitude from seismograms. These procedures have a number of

advantages over existing methods. Like waveform-inversion techniques, they make use of

our ability to compute synthetic seismograms from realistic earth models, and they provide

a uniform methodology for inverting body-wave, surface-wave, and other types of wave

groups from three-component data. Unlike waveform-inversion techniques, they isolate

from the seismogram time-like quantities that correspond to well-defined scalar-valued

functions of earth structure: phase delays, group delays, amplitude factors, and their

generalizations. An inversion of these quantities for earth structure (l-D, 2-D or 3-D) can

thus be accomplished in a separate step using standard perturbation techniques. The

separation of the measurement of data functionals from the inversion for earth structure

facilitates the assessment of the significance and robustness of the measurements and

allows a variety of model parameterizations and inversion schemes to be compared (Figure

1.11).

Overview of the method

The methodology is based on the representation of the seismogram as a

superposition of traveling-wave branches and the construction of a match or isolation filter

as a weighted sum of these wave branches synthesized from a reference earth model. We

compute the broad-band cross-correlation between the isolation filter and the observed

seismogram, window the correlation function about its peak in the time domain, and apply

a set of narrow-band filters at discrete center frequencies (wi: i = 1, .... N). We have
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developed theoretical expressions for the filtered, windowed correlation function based on

a Hermite-polynomial expansion of the autocorrelation of the isolation filter, the

windowing operator, and the narrow-band filter. We will show that the correlation

function may be approximated as a harmonic carrier modulated by a Gaussian envelope,

when the bandwidth of the applied filter or is small compared with its center frequency o':

FjWC 5(t) E(t) cosKt) (1.6)

where FiWC7,(t) is the filtered, windowed cross-correlation between the isolation filter and

the observed seismogram and E(t) and 0(t) are defined by

E(r) - (t- (1.7)

(t) a oi (t -A?5P-474 +6a(-f T) (1.8)C

In these expressions, .o' and a i' represent the center frequency and half-width of the

filtered, windowed autocorrelation of7(t), AP, AT., and AT.a represent known phase,

group, and amplitude time parameters associated with the reference model used to

calculated the isolation filter, and &r,, &,, and &ra represent the corresponding unknown

time shifts owing to differences between the reference model and the actual Earth at oi'.

The generalized seismological data functionals, 8r,,, 8r5, and &a,, are the phase, group,

and attenuation time shifts estimated from the windowed and filtered cross-correlation

between an isolation filter 7(t) and an observed seismogram s(t) which measure the

departure of a reference model m. from the Earth. Examples of isolation filters include

individual body-wave arrivals such as S waves, dispersed wavetrains such as the

fundamental-mode Love and Rayleigh waves, as well as general sums over traveling

modes constructed to represent complex wavegroups, such as Sa, or to sample specific

C
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structural features. We have developed a general methodology to synthesize

seismologically useful isolation filters, to measure the associated time shifts, and to invert

these data for earth structure.

In particular, we have derived expressions for the Frdchet kernels that relate a

perturbation in the earth model 8m to the first-order perturbations in the generalized data

functionals r,, r , and &Ta, thus allowing us to pose a linearized inverse problem. For

example, the kernels for the phase-delay functional 8Tp are shown to be a sum of the

ordinary functional derivatives for individual mode branches obtained from the variational

principle. We apply this methodology to portions of the seismogram dominated by

multiply reflected body waves, where the complex interferences among the various wave

groups confound standard body-wave and surface-wave techniques. We also discuss how

isolation filters can be constructed to sample features of earth structure not easily

constrained using the standard taxonomy of seismological waveforms, such as the shear

velocity of the inner core.

Overview of the thesis

In this chapter, we demonstrated the need for a uniform, self-consistent approach to

the analysis of seismic data by comparing two recent radial models of the continental upper

mantle. The disagreement between EU2 and SNA, which is as large as the observed

variation between continents and oceans, emphasizes the importance of techniques which

are independent of polarization, wavetype, and frequency band. We outlined the approach

of current techniques and introduced the conceptual basis of our methodology. In

particular, we illustrated how our procedure combines elements of the classical analysis of

seismic phases with the construction of synthetic seismograms which is the cornerstone of

waveform inversion.

In Chapter 2, we introduce the tools of our waveform-analysis procedure. We

consider an isolation filter composed of a single waveform, such as the fundamental-mode
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surface wave, and expand C;(t) in a Gram-Charlier series. We show that this expansion

may be truncated after the second-order term, provided that the signal is peaked in the

spectral domain and may be described by a few of its low-order moments. Although not

generally valid, this condition may be met by the application of a narrow-band filter. Using

a first-order Taylor series expansion of differential wavenumber and neglecting differences

between the actual and assumed source function and instrument response, the filtered

cross-correlation between an isolation filter and the observed seismogram may be

expressed in terms of time parameters due to differences between a reference model and the

actual Earth at o>'. These time parameters, which we call "generalized seismological data

functionals," represent phase, group, and amplitude time shifts and may be interpreted in

terms of Earth structure by variational principles. We develop explicit expressions for the

effect of interference from other wavegroups and derive an expression which relates the

observed phase perturbation to a linear sum of the individual phase perturbations of each

traveling-wave branch. Finally, we illustrate our methodology with the example of

fundamental-mode surface waves.

In Chapter 3, we introduce an additional step in our waveform analysis procedure

by windowing the broad-band correlation functions before filtering. This step reduces the

contamination due to interfering arrivals, although it limits the application of the linear

dispersion approximation. We formulate analytic expressions for the cross-correlation of

the isolation filter with the complete synthetic and the observed seismogram which model

the mode branch interference as a sum over Gaussian wavelets, as well as parameterizing

the correlation functions as a single Gaussian wavelet.

In Chapter 4, we explore the general form of the isolation filter as a sum over

traveling-wave branches convolved with the weight coefficients ,,(:). We consider a

method for constructing isolation filters for wavegroups based on the summation of

traveling-wave branches with weight coefficients designed to "window" about a particular

group arrival time and illustrate this approach with the phases S and SSS. We develop
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expressions for FiWCr/(t), FjWCr,(t), and FiWCy,(t) in terms of sums over traveling-

wave branches. We illustrate the implementation with the S and SSS examples and discuss

the Frdchet kernels obtained from our analysis. These kernels provide new insight into the

way wavegroups average the Earth at finite frequencies, which is very different from the

partial derivatives associated with the infinite frequency approximation of ray theory.

In the final chapter, we consider several outstanding problems in geophysics which

may be resolved with these waveform-analysis procedures.

CONCLUSIONS

This thesis presents techniques for the analysis of three-component seismograms.

The methodology may be divided into three steps: formulation of the measurement

procedure, calculation of the Frichet kernels, and construction of the isolation filters.

The measurement procedure is based on a cross-correlation formalism. Our

approach differs from traditional cross-correlation techniques in several ways. First, we

have developed an analytic expression for the cross-correlation between an isolation filter

and the observed seismogram which depends on differential time parameters that measure

the departure of the Earth from our reference model. Second, the use of complete synthetic

seismograms permits the modeling of the source function, the instrument response, and

interfering energy. Third, we use a waveform-fitting procedure in order to estimate the

differential time parameters, rather than picking the peak of the correlation function or the

maximum of the envelope. These differential time parameters recovered with this

formalism may be interpreted using standard variation techniques. We derive formulae

which express the measured differential phase delay as a weighted sum of the differential

phase delays associated with the traveling-wave groups which compose the isolation filter.

This construction allows us to employ the full power of inverse theory in interpreting our

measurements through mechanisms such as hypothesis testing. While waveform inversion

is an inverse procedure, the problem of determining which wiggles contribute to particular
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aspects of the model make it difficult to use inversion as a diagnostic tool. Finally, we

have developed the ability to design isolation filters for arbitrary wavegroups from normal-

mode summation. To our knowledge, this represents the first time that seismologists have

used the normal-mode formulation to calculate individual body-wave arrivals such as S.

Our normal-mode approach allows us to include the effects of polarization, such as coupled

and converted arrivals, explicitly. These phenomena are difficult to model using the

traditional ray-theoretical approach to pulse propagation, such as WKBJ. Consequently,

we may begin to utilize the information available in PSV-polarized seismograms;

information which has been neglected previously. We may also design isolation filters

which do not correspond to the standard taxonomy of seismic phases. For example, we

may construct an isolation filter which is sensitive to particular regions within the Earth,

such as the shear velocity of the inner core.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1. 1

Shear velocity as a function of depth for continental upper mantle models EU2
[Lerner-Lam and Jordan, 19871 and SNA [Grand and Helmberger, 1984]. SNA
(dashed line) was derived from forward modeling of multiply reflected SH-
polarized waveforms for stable North America paths; EU2 (solid line) was derived
from waveform inversion of fundamental Rayleigh waves and PSV-polarized
higher-modes for northern Eurasia. SNA has been shown to model propagation
across the Russian platform [Rial et al., 1984; Grand and Helmberger, 1985].
SNA has significantly higher velocities than EU2 in the upper 400 kin; the
discrepancy between these models is due in part to path differences and in part to
strong polarization anisotropy [Lemer-Lam and Jordan, 1987; Gee and Jordan,
1988 (Appendix F)].

FIGURE 1.2

Frequency (W) as a function of angular order (1) for the fundamental mode and first
few overtones of the models EU2 (solid line) and SNA (dashed line). The lines
connect normal modes of constant radial-order number (n). The branch structure of
toroidal modes (left) is considerably less complicated that that of spheroidal modes
(rig.it). Modes in the left-hand comer of both diagrams are high-phase velocity
modes (a straight line passing through the origin of these diagrams is a line of
constant phase velocity). In the toroidal-mode diagram, these correspond to ScS-
equivalent modes. In the spheroidal-mode diagram, these correspond to PKP,
PKIKP, and PKJKP in addition to the ScS-equivalent modes. Properties of the
toroidal modes, such as energy density, vary smoothly along a branch, while those
of spheroidal modes do not. The spheroidal-mode diagram is composed of several
families of modes which do not coriespond to the conventional nomenclature [Okal,
19781. The w-4 diagram is described in greater detail in Appendix C.

FIGURE 1.3

Phase velocity as a function of frequency for models EU2 and SNA. SNA (dashed
line) predicts phase velocities which are everywhere greater than those of EU2
(solid line). The nearly horizontal branch (which is not a single branch, but rather
is composed of the tessellations of several branches) on the spheroidal-mode
diagram is the Stoneley wave at the core-mantle boundary and is insensitive to the
model differences. At 25 mHz (40 s) and a source-receiver distance of 700, the
difference between EU2 and SNA in fundamental-mode phase velocity accumulates
to more than 63.3 s differential time in the Love wave and 78.3 s in the Rayleigh
wave.
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FIGURE 1.4

Group velocity as a function of frequency for models EU2 and SNA. The
predicted group velocities for the fundamental-mode Love wave from SNA (dashed
line) are less than those from EU2 (solid line) in the frequency range from 25 to 50
mHz. The branches which "bend" over in the group velocity diagram are those
which are sensitive to the core-mantle boundary. The structure of the spheroidal-
mode diagram is more complex; the core-mantle boundary Stoneley wave forms
the cross-cutting horizontal branch.

FIGURE 1.5

Reduced travel time (s) as a function of epicentral distance (degrees) for S, SS, and
SSS from the models EU2 and SNA. SNA (dashed line) predicts travel times
which are substantially less than those of EU2 (solid line). In addition, the
triplication structure of the models is different. The reducing velocity is 18 km/s.

FIGURE 1.6

Azimuthal equidistant projection centered on KONO, illustrating the northern
Eurasian and southwestern Eurasian corridors. The northern Eurasian corridor
includes the marginal basins and active foldbelts east of the Verkhoyansk suture, as
well as the stable cratons of the Siberian and Plussian platforms. EU2 was derived
from a study of fundamental and higher-mode ;' ayleigh waves from this path. The
southwestern Eurasian corridor includes two paths, one crossing the central part of
the Russian platform from Hindu Kush events to KONO, and one traversing the
southwestern margin of the platform along the Alpine-Himalayan front to GRFO.
SNA has been used to model the SH-polarized waveforms and travel times of
wavegroups propagating across the Russian platform [Rial et al., 1984; Grand and
Helmberger, 19851. The triangles are earthquake locations and octagons are
receiver locations of events used in Gee and Jordan [19881. Shields and stable
platforms (shaded) are from Jordan [ 1981).

FIGURE 1.7

Comparison of observed and synthetic seismograms for propagation across the
northern Eurasian corridor. This figure displays transverse (top) and vertical
(bottom) component seismograms for four events in the western Pacific, recorded
at Global Digital Seismic Network stations in western Europe. Within each triplet,
the solid line is the observed seismogram, the upper trace is the complete synthetic
seismogram calculated SNA and the lower trace is the complete synthetic
seismogram calculated from EU2. The synthetic seismograms were computed by
normal-mode summation and are complete to 50 mHz; all seismograms were
filtered with a Hanning taper between 0 and 5 and between 40 and 50 mHz. EU2
provides a good fit to the Rayleigh waves and PSV-polarized waveforms of
multiply reflected S phases for the northern Eurasian corridor, but has velocities
which are too low for the Love waves and SH-polarized phases with turning points
in the upper mantle. SNA predicts travel times which are substantially less than
those observed on both the transverse and vertical-component wavegroups.
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FIGURE 1.8

Comparison of observed and synthetic seismograms for propagation across the
southwestern Eurasian corridor. This figure displays transverse (top) and vertical
(botom) component seismograms for two events in the Hindu Kush, recorded at
Global Digital Seismic Network stations in western Europe, with the same
conventions as Figure 1.7. SNA is generally consistent with the waveforms and
travel times of SH-polarized body phases for paths to KONO across the Russian
platform, but has velocities which are too high for the PSV-polarized SS phases
with turning points in the upper mantle. On the other hand, the path to GRFO
along the southwestern margin of the Russian platform does not show this
polarization dependence; the observed travel times exceed those predicted by SNA
by about 15 s on both components, consistent with the SH observations of Rial et
al. [19841.

FIGURE 1.9

"Classical" seismological methodology breaks the problem of determining earth
structure into two parts: (1) the measurement of well-defined data functionals--
e.g., the travel times of body phases; phase and group velocities of surface waves--
and (2) the inversion of these data for earth models.

FIGURE 1.10.

The more modern methodology of waveform inversion computes the differences
between the observed seismograms and synthetic seismograms and inverts these
differential seismograms directly for earth structure.

FIGURE 1.11.

The methodology discussed in this thesis combines the advantages of the classical
approach with those of waveform inversion. Measurements of time-like data
functionals are made using synthetic seismograms to account for wave effects; e.g.,
caustic phase shifts, dispersion, and diffraction. These data are subsequently
inverted for earth models. By separating the measurement process from the
inversion process, the significance of the data and the robustness of the modeling
can be more easily assessed than in a one-step, "black-box" waveform inversion
scheme. The technique provides a uniform methodology for inverting body-wave,
surface-wave, and other types of wave groups from three-component data.
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CHAPTER 2

WAVEFORM ANALYSIS OF NARROW-BAND SEISMOGRAMS

INTRODUCTION

Cross-correlation has played an important role in structural seismology ever since

advances in digital computing made the Fourier transform a standard time-series analysis

tool. In particular, analysis of the cross-correlation function has two distinct advantages

over processing of the individual signals. First, the Fourier phase spectrum of the cross-

correlation between two real time series, g(t) and h(), is simply the phase difference of the

input time series:

g(t) 0 h(t) f g(r) h(r+ t)d"

- 1LJ Ig(w)I I h(a1)1 exp[i(qP(°o)-(Pg(1) - o tIdw (2.1)

where the superscript * denotes the complex-conjugate operator and we have assumed the

Fourier convention g(t) = f J g(ai) exp(-iox) do. (ph is the phase spectrum of h(o)),
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(p, is the phase spectrum of g(o)), and (ph - (Pg is the phase spectrum of the cross-

correlation function. Second, the cross-correlation function has a higher signal-to-noise

ratio than the individual signals, due to cancellation of the uncorrelated noise. These

properties have been exploited by a number of investigators in seismology. Aki [1964]

cross-correlated transverse and radial component records at the same station in order to

obtain the phase difference between Love and Rayleigh waves. Landisman e al. [ 19691

determined inter-station phase and group velocities of surface waves using cross-

correlation. Dziewonski and Landisman [1970] computed the autocorrelation of a

seismogram and used multiple-filter analysis and time-variable filtering to measure the

differential phase and group delay between mantle waves such as R5 and R3. Cross-

correlation has also been applied to body-wave studies for the estimation of differential

travel-times, such as ScS2-ScS [Okal and Anderson, 1975; Sipkin and Jordan, 1976; Stark

and Forsyth, 19831 and SS-S [Stark and Forsyth, 1983; Kuo et al., 1987; Woodward and

Masters, 1989; Sheehan and Solomon, 19891.

Synthetic seismograms have expanded the application of cross-correlation. Aki

[19601 defined a "phase equalization" technique where he cross-correlated a waveform

which included the effects of propagation and instrument response in order to study the

source function. Dziewonski et al. [1972] introduced the residual dispersion analysis of

surface waves for the recovery of group velocity, based the cross-correlation of a synthetic

mode and the observed seismogram. Herrin and Goforth [1977, 1986] developed the

phase-matched filtering technique to recover group-velocity curves by the iterative cross-

correlation of a filter computed from a trial group-velocity curve and an observed

seismogram. Lerner-Lam and Jordan [19831 developed a waveform-inversion formalism

for fundamental and higher mode data, using cross-correlation to isolate the traveling wave

branch of interest. Can and Liveque [1987] parameterized the envelope of cross-

correlation between a synthetic mode and the observed seismogram in terms of "secondary

observables" such as attenuation and group delay. Cross-correlation of synthetic
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seismograms with data have also been used to measure differential body-wave travel times

such as S [Hart, 1975; Hart and Butler, 19781 and SS [Butler, 19791.

In this chapter, we present the tools which form the core of our waveform-analysis

procedure. We introduce an isolation filter composed of a single waveform and expand its

autocorrelation in terms of Hermite polynomials in the frequency domain. We show that

the expansion may truncated at second order if the spectrum is strongly peaked and

accurately described by a few of its low-order moments, a situation which may be enforced

by the application of a narrow-band filter. Using a first-order Taylor series expansion of

differential wavenumber, we derive a formula for the cross-correlation of the isolation filter

with the observed seismogram. The formula is parameterized in terms of a differential

phase delay, differential group delay, and differential amplitude factor. We develop this

methodology first for the example of an isolated waveform, where the interaction or cross

terms between the isolation filter and the synthetic and observed seismograms may be

neglected. We illustrate the technique with an example and demonstrate how the recovered

parameters may be interpreted using Rayleigh's principle. We then relax the isolated-

waveform restriction and derive expressions for the contribution of the cross terms. We

conclude the chapter with a discussion on the implementation of this methodology and the

interpretation of the observable parameters.

The technique is best described in the context of a simple numerical experiment.

Consider the two continental structures discussed in Chapter 1: SNA, a model of stable

North America derived by forward modeling of SH-polarized waveforms of multiply

reflected shear waves [Grand and Helmberger, 19841, and EU2, a model ot northern

Eurasia derived by waveform inversion of fundamental Rayleigh waves and PSV-polarized

higher modes [Lerner-Lam and Jordan, 1987]. The average upper-mantle shear velocity in

SNA is significantly greater than in EU2, evidently due in part to genuine path differences

and in part to strong polarization anisotropy in the upper mantle (Lerner-Lam and Jordan,

1987; Gee and Jordan, 1988). These hypotheses are discussed in Appendix F; here we
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simply consider the two models to be representative of differences in regional upper-mantle

structure that a seismologist might seek to determine by waveform measurements. The

specific problem we pose is to estimate the Love and Rayleigh-wave dispersion of SNA

using EU2 as a reference model. This is a rigorous test of our methodology, since the

differences between seismograms predicted by these models are greater than those between

observed seismograms and the appropriate synthetic seismograms (recall Figures 1.7 and

1.8).

METHODOLOGY

Isolation filter

The basis of the waveform-analysis procedure described in this the is is the

construction of an isolation filter7(t), defined in (1.4) as a weighted sum over synthetic

waveforms:

f(t) = &m (t) * U(t) (2.2)
m=0

In our formulation, we consider the im(t) to be individual traveling-wave branches

[Gilbert, 1976a; Lemer-Lam and Jordan, 19831, calculated for a chosen reference model

mno, and the On are frequency-dependent weight coefficients. In this chapter, we focus on

the special case of an isolation filter that corresponds to a single waveform, such as an

individual surface wave. and take the coefficients &, to be zero for all but one value of m,

where it is assumed to be unity:

(t) = (t) (2.3)
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For the problem posed above, therefore. 7(t) is simply the fundamental-mode surface

wave, calculated from the reference model EU2. Examples of transverse and vertical-

component synthetic seismograms calculated from EU2 and SNA corresponding to an

earthquake in Kamchatka (83/08/17, h = 77 km) recorded at the Global Digital Seismic

Network (GDSN) station KONO in Norway (A = 630) are plotted in Figure 2.1.

Isolated-waveform approximation

The cross-correlation of the single-waveform isolation filter with the complete

synthetic seismogram may be written as the sum of two terms:

C;s(t) 14(t) ® (t) = i.( ) "(r+t) d

= .(r)i i,(r+t) dT + z J ,(r) i1,(r+t) dr

- (nsm) -

= I lu()12e-i'O I d + 2- I UM(w)il,(w) e-i' td)(2.4)
2ntFi n=O f

" (n*m) -

The first term in (2.4) is the autocorrelation term of C;j(t) while the second term represents

interference or cross-term contributions. If 1,(t) is isolated on the seismogram from

interfering arrivals, then the autocorrelation term will dominate the sum near the peak of the

cross-correlation, and we may make an "isolated-waveform approximation" by neglecting

the interaction terms:

C;{t) , Cz-.(t) (2.5)
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where C.-(t) is the autocorrelation of U,,(). This approximation is only valid for [ near r =

0, as the cross-term contributions will be significant away from the peak of the correlation

function. We shall abandon this approximation later in this chapter and discuss the

contribution of the interference terms.

Awocorrelationfunction

C;(t) is a symmetric function peaked at zero lag (Figure 2.2) whose real-valued

Fourier spectrum Ct(w) is the squared modulus of the complex Fourier spectrum i,,(o)

(C;i(o) = Ui(Wo) m(WO) = rn(O)2). Before proceeding further, it will be useful to develop

the properties of this autocorrelation function in terms of Hermite polynomials. We shall

introduce them briefly here, deferring an extended discussion of their properties to

Appendices A and B.

W. expand the spectrum Ci(&) on the positive co-axis in terms of an unnormalized

Gaussian, Ga(x) a exp(-x 2/2), multiplied by a sum over Hermite polynomials, Hek(x):

C;-.(o) H(w) = I Ga 0-(O j a.Hekta (2.6)
YjJ k=O

where H(wo) is the Heaviside step function, o is a location parameter, and af is a scale

parameter. This expansion is based on the approximation that C;(o) is small near o = 0.

The Hermite polynomial of degree k is defined by the expression

[k12l

Hek(x) = k! ( k-2j
j= !(-2M) (2.7)

J= j(
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where [k/21 is the largest integer 5 k/2. Sansone [19591, Szego [19591, and Lebedev

[19651 give further definitions and properties; in particular. on the interval (--0,00) the

functions {HeA(x) : k = 0, 1, 2, ... ) are complete and orthogonal with respect to the

Gaussian weight Ga(x). The coefficients in (2.6) are real and given by

ak = Cif c (O)) Hek()o do) (2.8)

0

and may be written in terms of spectral moments of Cj(oW) [Rietz, 1971):

[k12]

ak = [k2 (-1/2)m A -2_(w) (2.9)I m! (k - 2m)!

where Pp(a) is the pth normalized one-sided moment of Ca(co) about o =

kUP(O)f) = C;.(Co) (w-*f do) (2.10)

0

If Cii(p) is normalized such that A0(0) = 1, then ao = 1. If the location parameter afis

chosen to be the center frequency of C(w) (i.e., Oaf= af4 k(0)), then a, = 0. Finally, if

!he scale parameter frr is the half-width of C;;(cO) (i.e., I = A2(o)f)), then a2 = 0. With

these choices, the zeroth-order term of the Hermite-polynomial expansion represents the

Gaussian approximation to C;(), and the first correction term is third-order. We shall

assume this representation throughout the thesis.

The expansion described by (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) is known as a Gram-Charlier

series in statistics [Jackson, 1961; Rietz, 19711 and is used to represent arbitrary
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distributions in terms of the derivatives of the normal distribution. Further details about the

representation of real functions using Gram-Charlier series may be found in Appendix A,

which catalogs theorems for the manipulation of Hermite polynomials and discusses the

higher-order terms of the expansion.

This representation of C;()) has two advantages. First, the convenient Fourier-

transform properties of Hermite polynomials [Hille, 1926] yield a simple series expression

for its time-domain image:

=( L .Re{f Ga ( O)_O r 0)f akHek-_ ) e-ias do}
(21c) 3 /2  Of k=O

1. Ga~t) , ak y(oJft)kcos(oft+k )
k=O

= _ Ga(art) (cos(ofot) [+a 4 A(oyf-t) - a6 f(ft) 6 +...]

+ sin(ot) [a3  (oft)3 - a f (ot) 5 + (2.11)

where Y- a a/oq is a measure of the relative bandwidth of the signal. This expression has

the form of a Gaussian envelope with half-width af' multiplied by harmonic carrier

function and a power series in t. Second, because C;.(o)) is expected to be peaked in the

pass-band of the instrument response, (2.11) can usually be approximated by its first few

terms. If terms of third and higher order may be neglected, then we obtain the standard

"wave-packet" approximation [e.g., Bracewell, 1978] by neglecting terms of order 7:

C;Qt) = E(t) cosO(t) (2.12)

where E(t) and 0)(t) are defined by
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EWt Ga(oft 0 2.12a)
2n

(0) (of (2.12b)

In other words, the autocorrelation function of the isolation filter can be represented as a

cosinusoidal "carrier" modulated by a Gaussian "envelope." The carrier frequency is the

center frequency of C j(M), wy and the half-width of the envelope is the inverse of the

spectral half-width, of. Because equation (2.12) corresponds to taking the spectrum

C;;(w) to be Gaussian, we refer to it as the "Gaussian-wavelet approximation."

Figure 2.2 compares the actual autocorrelation function computed from the

fundamental-mode Love and Rayleigh waves (solid line) with that obtained from the

Gaussian-wavelet approximation (dashed line). The fit is quite good near zero lag,

degrading at t -: shoulders of the correlation functions due to the non-Gaussian character of

the spectra. Since seismic signals do not have narrow-band Gaussian spectra in general,

we enforce the Gaussian approximation by convolving a series of narrow-band filters (Fi: i

= 1, ... , I) with varying center frequencies wi and half-widths ai to the broad-band

correlation C;(t):

FiC-;-(t) a Fi(t) * Cz-(Qt) (2.13)

where the FCj(t) is the filtered autocorrelation function. We may represent an arbitrary

filter by expanding F,(o) along the positive axis in terms of Hermite polynomials:

F8 (w) H(w) = G 0S(12.14)

m=0
L____H.(-Oi
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where the coefficientsf, are linear combinations of the spectral moments of F,(o)). We

have worked out the details of filtering with Gram-Charlier expansions in Appendix B.

making use of the theorems developed in Appendix A. In the present application, we take

Fi(CO)H(wO) to be exactly Gaussian

Fi (w) H(w) = Ga (-(2.15)2X i ci t( .

and assume that F,(W) is small near w = 0. The expression for the filtered autocorrelation

resembles that of the broad-band correlation function, but is written as a power series in y,'

Sai' / Wi':

IY b,- oir )(.6

FiCizt) = ---- -- Ga Ga(ot) bt 7 ((w't) cos (2.16)
(27c) 3/2 a +=0 2I

where w)' is the weighted center frequency

0. Oj)2 + af i  (2.17)

and oi' is the weighted half-width

,,f (2.18)
I2 f

Using the scale and shift theorems developed in Appendix A, we can manipulate the

Hermite polynomials and compute an expression for the bt coefficients. The details of this
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formulation may be found in Appendix B; the coefficients depend on the parameters of C;

and the filter.

b, 2l~) -/)i (2.19)

The sum over m arises from the scale theorem (A. 11) and converges for all values of af

and oj. The sum over proceeds from the shift theorem (A.7), and is well-behaved as long

as a (qf -pj~) < (ar 2aq), which is simply a requirement that the filter center frequency lie

within the bandwidth of the signal. Finally, the b, depend on the ratio a,2 / (f 2.+ar2),

which is always less than 1.

If yi' << 1, we may make the Gaussian-wavelet approximation by neglecting terms

of order y'3:

FiC;(t) = E(t) cos<P(t) (2.20)

where E(t) and 0(t) are defined by

E(t) = --- )Ga - Ga (at) (2.20a)(2g)3/2 or af i/'+

ow= 0it (2.20b)

Figure 2.3 illustrates the comparison between (2.20) (dashed line) and the filtered

autocorrelation of the fundamental-mode Love and Rayleigh waves (solid line) for several

filters.
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' is the fundamental control parameter in the Gaussian-wavelet approximation

(2.20). It measures the narrowness of the spectrum relative to its center frequency. In the

case of the unfiltered autocorrelation function, Y' = 7f which is of order 0.25 for our

fundamental-mode example. From Figure 2.2, we see that the Gaussian-wavelet

approximation is quite good for one cycle about the peak of the C (t), but breaks down at

greater lag. We generally apply filters with a fixed ratio of ai / wi of 0.1. The resulting

values of y1' are near 0.1, which improves the time-domain fit of the Gaussian-wavelet

approximation considerably (Figure 2.3). Implicit in this approximation is the assumption

that the applied filter may be described by a few of its low-order moments. The application

of an extremely narrow boxcar filter would not be well-described by the Gaussian-wavelet

approximation.

Cross-correlaionfunction

Now we consider the cross-correlation between the isolation filter and the observed

seismogram, C;3 (t) = ,m(t) @ s(t). If u,m(t) is reasonably well-separated from other

energy on the observed seismogram, then we may neglect the interaction terms near the

peak of the cross-correlation function, as we did in the case of the complete synthetic

seismogram:

C;(t) - C;.(t) (2.21)

C;M(t) will not be the same as C;;(t) (Figure 2.4) due to differences in propagation, which

we hope to measure, as well as differences between the actual and assumed source function

and instrument response, which we ignore, at least for the present discussion. We suppose

the actual waveform u, has a spectrum that is related to the synthetic Z,,, by a differential

response operator D.,
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um(wo) D,,(w) ,m(o) (2.22)

With this parameterization, the expression for the filtered cross-correlation function

F,€C,(:) has the following form:

FC; (t) = 2W C; (co) Dm(w) Fi(w) e-0 "' do (2.23)

At this point that we adopt a traveling wave, rather than standing wave, representation of

the seismogram and write the differential response in the form Dwcp) = Dm0 exp[i&(ow)X],

where Dmo is a real-valued constant, x is the propagation distance, and &,(w) k,,(oJ) -

,,,(w) is the complex-valued differential wavenumber between the mth observed and

synthetic branches. Since we are interested in measuring the differential dispersion as a

function of frequency, we expand the latter in a Taylor series about the center frequency of

the filtered autocorrelation:

&km(0)X - &(~)(0))&(i+' 2 Oi..

2 2'
-Wj&9pO(w~) + (0f)In(d g")O + ~ ii~l+ 2 (0.)- ) 8zrT (coi) + - - (2.24)• ~ ~ • O,22

where the "superdot" denotes the derivative with respect to ao. &,(w') x Re( 6 k,,(o))

/ ak' is the differential phase delay at the center frequency q'; &"(wj') x Re{ &,()i') }

is the differential group delay, &ra(owi) a x Im( &,.(W) } is a differential amplitude factor;,

and 8r, 2(wi) a x k,(o4) measures the differential curvature of the dispersion function

and is, in general, a complex constant.

We shall consider two separate approximations to (2.24). The fi-st, when we

neglect terms greater than the second, is a quadratic-dispersion approximation. The
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second, when we neglect terms greater than the first, is a linear-dispersion approximation.

Figure 2.5 displays the real part of the differential dispersion between the models EU2 and

SNA (solid line) with the linear (long dashes) and quadratic approximations (short dashes)

for the fundamental Love and Rayleigh wave. In this example, we shall show that the

linear-dispersion approximation is generally sufficient for most applications, as long as the

signal is sufficiently narrow-band. However, we will return to the quadratic-dispersion

approximation later in Chapter 3.

Quadratic-dispersion approximation. By neglecting terms of order higher than the second

in (2.24), we make a quadratic-dispersion approximation. With this parameterization of

differential wavenumber, we solve for FC;.(t):

FiCZ.(t) = Re{ (213/2 - D Ga exp[(o -)2 /2 Ga((-r))

x exp-i( - a 1&6'(t-8?n) +j )l 4 (2-25)
j=0

where the ci coefficients are complex and depend on the coefficients of the filtered

autocorrelation, the differential attenuation, and differential curvature:

ci=j ('i) b,+, -~4) (2.26)
1=O

In this expression for the filtered cross-correlation function, the quadratic-dispersion term

enters only through the effective half-width 0,:

12 2
Or1 = at (YO, .(2.27)

,'2 + 2

.... ~O ... ....
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d" b2. 2fC,2<
where oS * i/& 2. If o 2< o7 , then a. = o', allowing us to control the effect of

quadratic dispersion through the parameters of the narrow-band filter. Of course, &7 2 is

proportional to the epicentral distance, which means that the effect of quadratic dispersion

will increase with distance. The maximum value of Re ( s2 ) from EU2-SNA at 700 for

the fundamental Love wave is 1489 s2 at 22 mHz; the maximum value for the fundamental

Rayleigh wave is 1640 s2 at 38 mHz. These values imply that a %'of 0.1 or so (which is

typical of the values we employ) is sufficient to control the contribution of quadratic

dispersion in this extreme case. A more detailed discussion of the effect of quadratic

dispersion is included in Appendix D.

Linear-dispersion approxiraon. Since the effect of quadratic dispersion can be controlled

by filtering, we may approximate (2.24) by truncating the Taylor series expansion after the

first term, a common assumption in seismology [Dziewonski et al., 1972]. Under the

linear-dispersion approximation, the complete Gram-Charlier expansion of F, "j() has the

following form:

FC(f- - D' exp[(q G)(/21K (-r"))

x j dj (s y(t-&r) + j 1. (2.28)
j=O

The coefficients d depend on the expansion coefficients of the filtered autocorrelation and

on the differential attenuation paramete.

dj j4) b,. ( (2.29)
1=0
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Figure 2.6 compares the analytic linear and quadratic approximations (equations (2.25) and

(2.28)) with the filtered cross-correlation functions in the case of the EU2-SNA

comparison (fundamental mode) for various values of yi', demonstrating that the effect of

quadratic dispersion may be controlled through the appropriate choice of filter parameters.

In the situation where W << 1, we may make the Gaussian narrow-band

approximation by neglecting terms of third and higher order:

FjCjM(t) = E(t) cosO(t) (2.30)

where Et) and 00() are defined by

E(t) -- I' -- D exp[(O rbt:) 2/21 Ga(-a " / Ga(a,(t-&g)) (2.30a)

O(t) Co 0-64"7) a, 3r(t-3,r ) (2.30b)

As with the autocorrelation, FC;M(t) may be represented as a cosinusoidal "carrier"

modulated by a Gaussian "envelope." The envelope function reaches a maximum at the

time of the differential group delay (E = 87), a result which is the basis of cross-

correlation techniques for the recovery of surface-wave dispersion, such as the residual

dispersion method of Dziewonski et aL [ 19721 and the phase-matched filtering technique of

Herrin and Goforth [ 1977]. The maximum of the carrier function, however, occurs at the

time of the differential phase delay, with a correction term for differential amplitude (t*=

+ y' 2 uj' St" (S - -) + 0(7 4 ), with a 2nx/l0 i' ambiguity). The peak of the

cross-correlation function is determined by the equation:
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V()/E(t) = 4)(t) tan'(t) 231)

By linearizing the tangent near the peak of the phase function, we find an expression for

&o the peak of the cross-correlation function:

- 2 onm+ 2 5r '2 M 
'2M i_6t o. + i& - £~ a, .6r"(34"-Sr + 2nnw -a2

2 ' mi -Cri' (2.32)
O-2 -o),a. R2  + a,

where we have neglected terms of order y,3. Thus, to order yi'2, the peak of the cross-

correlation function occurs at the time of the differential phase delay at Wi' [Sipkin and

Jordan, 1980; Jordan, 19801. However, if the difference between 6,' and bz' is greater

than 2x/tw', a cycle-skipping problem will arise. Figure 2.7 illustrates the dependence of

the cross-correlation function upon these parameters.

Cross-correlation travel times. There has been considerable discussion in the literature

[Sipkin and Jordan, 1976; Butler, 1977; Sipkin and Jordan, 1980; Jordan. 1980; Stark and

Forsyth, 1983] about the meaning of cross-correlation travel times, i.e., differential travel

times determined by the peak of the cross-correlation function. At issue is the approach of

using cross-correlation to measure the differential travel time between two phases with

distinct attenuation histories. For example, Okal and Anderson [1975] and Sipkin and

Jordan [1976] measured the differential travel times of multiple ScS pulses by cross-

correlating ScSm with ScS,. While Sipkin and Jordan [1976] discussed the frequency

dependence of travel time introduced by attenuation and noted that their values represented

measurements at a specific reference frequency, Butler [1977] contended that the travel

times measured by this technique are biased by attenuation with respect to those values

determined by visual inspection of the seismogram.
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The phase delay time of a body wave is a well-known function of frequency in the

presence of attenuation [Aid and Richards, 19801. To first order in Q-l:

= -p(ao)[I - In 1-] (2.33)

where co is the reference frequency. Using this relation, Sipkin and Jordan [19801 and

Jordan [ 1980] showed that the peak of the cross-correlation function is a measure of the

differential phase delay at the center frequency of the first-arriving pulse to first order, and

thus did not require a correction for the differential attenuation. Their asymptotic result is

confirmed by (2.32). The "bias" discussed by Butler [1977] is merely a measure of the

frequency-dependence of travel time, since pulses with different attenuation histories will

have different center frequencies. The approach of creating a "synthetic" waveform by

windowing an arrival and applying an appropriate attenuation operator before cross-

correlation [Stark and Forsyth, 1983; Kuo et al., 1987; Woodward and Masters, 1989:

Sheehan and Solomon, 1989] removes the ambiguity of the reference frequency, but is not

necessary in order to interpret cross-correlation travel times. In our work, estimating the

reference frequency is part of the processing operation, and we shall always refer to a travel

time at a particular reference frequency.

EXAMPLE

In order to test our approach, we have applied this methodology to a synthetic

example of an isolated fundamental mode (Figure 2.8). In the first step, we compute the

autocorrelation of 11,(t), apply a narrow-band filter, and fit expression (2.20) to the filtered

autocorrelation function in order to estimate mi ' and oi" (Figure 2.3). In the second step,

we compute the cross-correlation between .m(t) and u(t), apply the narrow-band filter,

and fit equation (2.30) to the filtered cross-correlation function with cW1' and oi' fixed in

m~~m . . .. . . . ~~~~~ .. . ..... .. .. .. .............. ... .... ........ .. . .... .. ... . . .... .......... ... ... ..
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order to estimate 8T,(ao'), 8rg(w '), and '(a(oj) (Figure 2.9). Steps one and two are

performed iteratively for a series of narrow-band filters. In the final step. we correct ST

for cycle-skipping, a problem alluded to in the previous section. If the difference between

the differential group and phase delays is more than a cycle, our estimate of 8" will

contain a 21tnlwj' ambiguity. This will introduce discontinuities in the differential phase

function, which we expect to be a smooth function of frequency (Figure 2. 10a). However,

we may use our estimate of 819Mto predict the variation of differential phase delay with

frequency and thus identify cycle-skipping offsets:

4 m-

do. 0) - - &~~') (2.34)

where we have used the fact that phase velocity is wi/k and group velocity is do/dk. Thus,

if we assume that some value of 60is not contaminated by cycle-skipping, we may revise

the other est nates by checking the numerical derivative of phase delay with the estimate of

group delay. In practice, we assume that the lowest frequency estimate, typically 10 mHz,

is unaffected by cycle-skipping. This is a reasonable assumption; even in the extreme

example of EU2-SNA, 3t - 3g does not exceed 100 s.

Figure 2.1Ob illustrates our estimates of 3", 8t"', and 5m (squares) as a function

of frequency in the isolated waveform example with the actual EU2-SNA dispersion and

attenuation (solid line) after correction for cycle skipping. The estimation of the phase

delay is excellent, to within one second of the predicted values. The estimation of group

delay is also quite good. There is greater error in the estimation of 8ra than in either the

phase or group delay, which reflects the inherent difficulty of amplitude measurements.

INTERPRETATION

We refer to the parameters &', ,, and 8" as generalized data functionals. They

are functions of model parameters (a, 3, p), which are in turn functions of position (r, 0,
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p). The advantage of techniques such as the one described in this thesis over waveform

inversion is that the recovered parameters may be interpreted using variational principles.

In particular, we make use of Rayleigh's principle [Backus and Gilbert, 1967; Woodhouse,

1976; Woodhouse and Dahlen, 1978], which states that on average the total kinetic energy

of the vth normal mode is equal to its total potential energy:

j2 [U(r) + V (r) + W (r)] p(r) r2dr = [K,(r)K(r) + Mv(r)y(r) + FI,(r)] dr (2.35)

where a,, is the eigenfrequency; U,(r), V,(r), and W.4r) are the radial scalars; Kv(r) K r) is
a

the compressional energy density; Mv(r),4(r) is the shear energy density; jFv(r) r2 dr is

the gravitational potential energy; and a is the radius of the Earth. The mode index v is a

function of the radial order number, ihe angular order number, and the azimuthal order

number. Rayleigh's principle is a statement that the first variation in eigenfrequency of a

normal mode due to a variation in the eigenfunction is zero. This stationarity may be

exploited to calculate the eigenfrequency shift due to small changes in the model

parameters,

= )Krc(r) + Mkr),(r) + Rv(r)p(r)-6)r)) dr (2.36)
ai 2 f { r K(r) A r)

where we only consider perturbations to the radial distribution of isotropic elastic

parameters. &,. is the perturbation to eigenfrequency of the vth normal mode at constant

wavenumber, Kv(r)x(r) is the Frichet kernel for the normalized perturbation to bulk

modulus 5,/w, Mv(r),(r) is the Frdchet kernel for the normalized perturbation to shear

modulus 8W/,u, and Rv(r)p(r) is the Frichet kernel for the normalized perturbation to
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density 6pip. Explicit expressions for the Frdchet kernels may be found in Backus and

Gilbert [1967], Woodhouse [19761, and Woodhouse and Dahlen [19781 and are

reproduced in Appendix C for completeness. We may rewrite this formulation of

Rayleigh's principle in order to make the dependence on compressional and shear velocity

more explicit:

&h_ =_ Ifa(r) 6Kr) ) 6f3(r) oSp(r)]

_ 2 i(G[ r)- K (r) - + p(r) (2.37)

c~, 2)cAr r) K(r-d

where K (r) = p(r) a2(r) K,(r) is the Frdchet kernel for compressional velocity, Kp(r) =

p(r) 32(r) (Mv(r) - 4/3 Kv(r)) is the Frichet kernel for shear velocity, and Kv(r) =

p(r)[Rv(r) + p(r)-I (u(r) My(r) + K r) KvXr))] is the Frdchet kernel for density. (2.36) and

(2.37) have two important applications. First, these expressions may be used to predict the

eigenfrequencies of a nearby model, from the eigenfunctions and eigenfrequencies of the

reference model, provided that 6uc, 3p, and 3p are small. Second, observations of

eigenfrequency shifts may be used to calculate deviations from the reference model using a

linear inversion.

We may also use Rayleigh's principle to calculate the effect of attenuation. If we

allow the elastic parameters in (2.35) to have a small complex component, we find:

qv = f[Kv(r)K(r) qx(r) + M,(r)pu(r) q,(r)] dr (2.38)

where the attenuation q, = Q - of vth normal mode depends on the bulk attenuation qc =

Qi-I and shear attenuation qu = Qp-' and we have neglected the frequency-dependent

variation of attenuation [Backus and Gilbert, 1968; Sailor and Dziewonski, 1978; Masters
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and Gilbert, 19831. If we consider a perturbation to the attenuation due to small changes in

the bulk and shear attenuations, we find:

F [Kv(r)(r)Qr) .cr + Mv(r)pU(r)q8'u(- I dr (2.39)

Q(r) q,,(r)

This expression, similar to (2.36), poses a linear relationship between perturbations to the

attenuation and variations in the anelastic model parameters. (2.39) may be used to update

a reference model by calculating new values of q for small changes in &qc and 87p, or it

may be used to invert observations of &/v for perturbations to the model parameters. In

practice, the values of q¢ and qu are so poorly constrained that (2.38) is generally used to

invert attenuation measurements.

Phase delay

The differential phase delay at o.i' arises from the differential phase velocity

between ,,(t) and u,,():

x M ( j ((0s)

_ X &,(W.) (2.40)

Vm(Ol) z~M(W,)

where c'(a') is the phase velocity of Ul(t) at wo% cm(0Ji3 is the phase velocity of u,(t) at

oj', and &,, = c(0i') - F(a'). In order to apply Rayleigh's principle, we make use of a

result which converts our observation of differential phase velocity at fixed frequency to an

observation at fixed wavenumber [Dahlen, 19751:
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U (2.41)

where Ur, is the group velocity. We may now write:

• UvoJv

- X [K r) + r) 6(r) + Kpv(r) r
2 Uvo -'r) P(r) r (2.42)

where the vh normal mode corresponds to the mi traveling-wave branch at oqi'. Figure

2.11 displays the velocity and density kernels for the example of the fundamental-mode

Love (a) and Rayleigh (b) at four sample frequencies. In each diagram. the 400 km

discontinuity and the base of the crust are marked by horizontal lines. At 10 mHz, the

Love-wave partials sample the upper mantle to a depth of 300 kn, but become concentrated

in the crust with increasing frequency. The Rayleigh-wave partials also become localized at

shallow depth with frequency, but remain more sensitive to upper-mantle stucture than the

Love-wave partials. In addition, the Rayleigh-wave kernels display some sensitivity to

compressional velocity in the crust, a feature which becomes more pronounced with

frequency.

We may use these kernels to predict the differential phase delay, employing the

known SNA-EU2 velocity perturbations in (2.42). Figure 2.12 compares the measured

estimates of M' (squares) with the values predicted by integration of the kernels (filled

circles). This test of first-order perturbation theory is quite successful, particularly

considering the large difference between the models. The systematic overestimation of arp

is due to the linearization of (2.40), not any limitation of Rayleigh's principle.
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Group delay

If the measurements of 6I1 were perfect and available at all frequencies, then

estimates of ugm would be superfluous since the measurements of 317 are sufficient to

reconstruct the entire dispersion curve. However, this is seldom the case, and we wish to

make use of the values of differential group delay. It is possible to differentiate (2.35) with

respect to wavenumber and construct formulae for group-velocity kernels [Gilbert, 1976b].

However, the resulting expressions are extremely complicated and we shall not reproduce

them here. We shall use the estimates of differential group delay to correct 8f for cycle

skipping.

Amplitude delay

The differential amplitude time be,,a(mi) arises from both the elastic and anelastic

contributions which give rise to changes in amplitude. For example, a (o.i) will measure

the differential amplitude effects associated with the complications of triplicated

waveforms. In general, however, differential attenuation will dominate most elastic

effects. In this situation, 31a represents the differential t* operator (t* r 2Qm )

between 11.(t) and u,,(t):

M 
(2.43)

where qm(() - Q'(o ') is the attenuation of 9.(t) at oi', q,, Q.- (pi) is the attenuation

of u,(t) at oi', and 8q, = q,,(o)o') - ,(oij.
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SUMMARY OF THE ISOLATED-WAVEFORM CASE

Thus far, we have considered the case of an isolation filter composed of a single

waveform and assumed that the interference due to energy with similar group velocities

was negligible. We derived an expression for the autocorrelation of the isolation filter

based on a Hermite polynomial expansion of Ca(w), where we assumed that C;(a) was

small near = 0. The time-domain expression for the autocorrelation has a simple form

and may be approximated by its first few terms. In particular, if C-() is Gaussian, then

C;(t) may be described by a cosinusoidal carrier modulated by a Gaussian envelope. In

general, we wish to consider signals which will not satisfy this constraint. We have shown

that the application of a Gaussian narrow-band filter to the broad-band correlation function

enforces this approximation, allowing us to neglect terms of order greater than yi'3 in the

Gram-Charlier series expansion. We considered the cross-correlation between U,, and

Um(t) and derived an expression for FC;.(t) assuming a Taylor series expansion of

differential wavenumber and neglecting any differences between the actual and assumed

source function and instrument response. We investigated both the quadratic and linear

approximations for &,,(w) and concluded that the effect of quadratic-dispersion could be

controlled by the application of a narrow-band filter. We demonstrated that the estimates of

&m , 8t', and 8" recovered by an implementation of this methodology are quite good.

Finally, we showed how 8e and 8r may be linearly related to model parameters by

Rayleigh's principle. While it is possible to develop similar expressions for be [Gilbert,

1976b], we have not made use of them here. Instead, we use our estimates of the

differential group delay to correct the measurements of differential phase delay for cycle

skipping. Now we shall relax the assumption of an isolated waveform and consider the

effect of interfering wavegroups on the estimation of &t,, 81", and &.
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NON-ISOLATED WAVEFORMS

In general, one cannot neglect the interaction terms in the computation of F,Cj-(t)

and FCs (t). Interference is particularly acute at low frequencies, where the application of

a narrow-band filter spreads out the energy of the time series and increases the interaction

with other waveforms. In this section, we develop explicit expressions for the interference

terms in FC-,(t) and FC;s(t) by carrying through the cross terms in equation (2.4) and

approximate the resulting sums over traveling-wave branches as single Gaussian wavelets

characterized by average perturbations due to interfering arrivals (A?,, A 9g, A a) and

average perturbations due to differences between the reference model and the Earth (6r.,

85 g, 8ra). We will formulate expressions for the average perturbations in terms of the

branch contributions; in particular, we seek expressions for the Frichet kernels which

describe the variation of the generalized data functionals with respect to changes in the

model parameters.

The complete synthetic cross-correlation

In the case where the isolation filter is composed of a single waveform, 7() =

um(t), the filtered cross-correlation between the isolation filter and the synthetic seismogram

may be written as a sum over the cross-correlations between a,,,(t) and the individual

traveling-wave branches which comprise the synthetic seismogram, convolved with the

narrow-band filter

=,Cjt Fi(r) • ".(t) 0 11."a(t)

I f ,(W)U.(p) F~o) e~i01 co (.44

t2
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In the isolated-waveform approximation, we assumed that the autocorrelation term would

dominate (2.44) near zero lag. In this section, we retain the complete sum.

In order to solve equation (2.44), we need an expression which relates ,,(w) and

UZ(o), similar to the differential response operator in (2.22). We can formulate the mth

branch as the product of the excitation function A,.(o), the dispersion function

expi,,(o)x], and the instrument response T(o):

11((0) = X.,(w) expu [,()x T((O)

= Ix.(O.l IT(O)I exp[i( m(wo + O()w + i,(o.))] (2.45)

where ,,((w) is the real-valued excitation phase function, #p(co) is the real-valued

instrument phase function, and 1.(w)) is the complex-valued wavenumber. With this

parameterization, the integral for F1C~i(r) assumes the form:

FC';) = J f jIX,((O)iX.(o)ilT((o)2 F () ei(A& " wt) dw (2.46)

where Ai "' measures the differential dispersion and excitation phase between the nth and

mth branches:

A (w() = [,(W)- k,,,(c)] x + [q ((o) - q(w)J (2.47)

and the phase contribution from the instrument cancels, since it is not a function of branch

number. We expect the source amplitude spectrum to be a slowly varying function of

frequency and branch number and assume that I.,(a)I Ii .(O))l i7(w)i 2 is a peaked

specrurm which is completely described by a few of its low-onder moments. Near (o: o=',

we describe this product as a scaled version of the autocorrelation function:
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I~n~O~ll~mCO) IiO)I l~nO~d IAa)~l C(W)(2.48)

This statement is an approximation that the amplitude spectrum changes scale, but not

shape, as a function of branch number. For the cross-correlation of a high phase-velocity

branch with a low phase-velocity branch, (2.48) is not a good approximation of the

amplitude spectrum. However, most significant contributions to the travel-wave sum will

be from "nearest-neighbor" branches, which will satisfy this assumption.

The phase spectrum of FC,((w), on the other hand, is a rapidly varying function of

frequency and branch number, primarily due to the source-phase contribution. We expand

A ," in a Taylor series expansion about (o = a,, neglecting terms of order higher than the

first:

Air() - , + ((o- t,) (A -+ iA't)  (2.49)

A?,m is the differential phase delay, J #"  is the differential group delay, and A?.-" is

the differential amplitude delay between the nth and mth branches due to propagation and

source excitation:

A p (wi) . Re[k.(Aw) - km (wj)Ix I oi) + [q.(woj)- (,m((j) I Iow (2.49a)

A (o) ek,,(o) - km(oj)]x + [n(coi) - (pm(Coi)] (2.49b)

Ara ((0,)a Im[ (o,) - (k,,)Jx (2.49c)

The case of n equal to m corresponds to the autocorrelation of an individual branch and

ATPA' A?," " : =0.
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With this parameterization of the amplitude and phase spectrum, we may solve

(2.44) for the filtered cross-correlation between the isolation filter and the complete

synthetic seismogram:

FC; ~~ -ii< t)=-a-G exp[(a 'A:Jm) n 22Ga (oq(t-Ar7")(27C)3/2 ar af

cos(c (-M ) -a, a (:- )] (2.50)

where ;(.- IX.(ow ) I I A(cp) I. Using the Hermite-polynomial formalism developed

in this Chapter and in Appendices A and B, we may carry the correction terms through our

treatment. However, for the sake of brevity, we have not done so.

Single wavelet approximation. Equation (2.50) expresses FC-'(t) as a sum over Gaussian

wavelets; each one parameterized by a differential phase, group, and amplitude time delay

describing the interaction between two traveling-wave branches. Only branches with

nearly the same group velocity at cq will contribute significantly to the sum, and we expect

that the correlation function will be dominated by the autocorrelation term. Therefore, we

approximate (2.50) by a single Gaussian wavelet, characterized by an average perturbation

of amplitude as well as phase, group, and attenuation delays due to the cross-term

contributions:

FjC;$st) - E(t) cosO(t) (2.51)

where E() and 0(t) are defined by

E(t) A L.i......Z.... 24;2) Ga G'-a " (2.5 1Ia)
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0(t) Q ~(-A a-C7 .A T g) (2.5 1b)

AP(00 is an estimate of the average differential phase shift at o1', A-¢(o() is an estimate

of the average differential group delay, A? (wo') is a measure of the average differential

amplitude, and A is a scale parameter introduced by the interfering waveforms on the

synthetic seismogram.

We can develop expressions for these average perturbations due to interfering

arrivals in terms of the individual contributions of the traveling-wave branches. We

illustrate the approach in the simple case without differential attenuation in order to fix

ideas; extending the methodology to include differential attenuation is straightforward.

Neglecting the effect of differential attenuation, we compare the single Gaussian-wavelet

approximation (2.51) to the traveling-wave sum (2.50):

A Ga(o; it- A g))cos[co; (t- Ari,) =Y AX Ga(: (t- Ar7n))cos[ o - Ar m)I (2.52)
'I

If ai' << o)', then the Gaussian envelopes will be slowly varying, compared to the carrier

functions, near their peaks. We expand both envelopes about t = Ai7 and compare

expressions on a term-by-term basis:

th: cos[[O (t-a ) (2.53)

s: -g ) coso)(t-Arp') = 0 (2.54)
'I

where/l,.m = ,,Is Ga(oq' (AT, - A+-n))

The zeroth-order term is a statement of the cosine averaging theorem: a sum of

cosines oscillating at the same frequency but with different amplitude and phase may be
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represented as a single cosine with an average amplitude and phase. By rearranging

(2.53), we obtain expressions for A and A?,:

,Z2  t .cos((4,,dnj + [Y, ff. • n(' -- Z
= [ Bm(CaOLr1 (2.55)

X AZns, -n. ((, A ,")
Ar(w,) = -Ltan- 1 . (2.56)

~n MCos (a")

which formulate these parameters as weighted sums of sines and cosines of the differential

phase delay between the mth and nth branches.

We may also use the cosine average theorem to obtain an expression for the average

differential group delay. We represent (2.54) as a single cosine characterized by an average

amplitude A and phase db:

WC2S = (2T.57)
-&cos[i(t-rb)] (2

where Zf2 and A b are defined by

92 cos(wiM", )1 + 2-i ,  (2.58)

-i) -- t(2.59)
Bnm (A- TAin)cos((0i 4?)
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The first-order term of the expansion requires that R cos[wji'(t - Ab)] be zero for all time.

Since there is no single value of A~b which will satisfy this constraint for all values of time,

we seek an approximate solution to (2.57). Rather than expanding the cosine about some

particular time, we determine the value of Ag which minimizes A. Assuming that the 1,,,

are slowly-varying functions of Ag, then we may derive a simple expression for A?, by

taking the derivative of the expression (2.58) with respect to A79:

c0 c1 + s0 si
Co 2 + So(2.60)

where the coefficients co, c1, so, and s1 are defined in terms of sums over the differential

branch phase and group delays:

Co -- 9" B, COS(ojA Tr,
C' = X nCOS(% - -nm

= cos( rp ) 9rn (2.61)

so = X nsin(wo;,Ard )
Pt

= m(Oi rp )TA9

Our expression for Ag(wi') is depends of sums of sines and cosines of the differential

phase delay between the mth and nth branches, multiplied by the differential group delay

and appropriately weighted.

We have seen that the cross-correlation between a single waveform isolation filter

and the complete synthetic seismogram may be described as a sum over Gaussian wavelets

(equation 2.50) which describe the individual branch correlation functions. This formula

was derived by assuming that the amplitude spectrum of the branch correlation functions is

a scaled form of the autocorrelation spectrum and by approximating the differential
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dispersion between two branches with a first-order Taylor series expansion. We compared

(2.50) to a single Gaussian wavelet which is characterized by an average perturbation to

amplitude and phase (2.51). In the case where differential attenuation may be neglected,

we determined expressio for the average perturbation to phase and group delay due to the

cross-term contributions, assuming that the envelope functions are slowly varying

compared to the carrier function. A?, and A?, are simple weighted sums of sines and

cosines of the differential phase delay between the mth and nth branches.

The observed cross-correlation

Proceeding as we did in the case of the synthetic cross-correlation function, we

derive an expression for the filtered cross-correlation between U.(t) and s(t). FC;, may be

written as a sum over the cross-correlations between i,(t) and the individual traveling-

wave branches which comprise the observed seismogram, convolved with the narrow-band

filter

FC;,(t) - Fi(t) • ,.(t) ® U M,(t)

2nn

= X fIX.(o)IIA.(o))I(ow)(w) iFo,) ei(W W'-"")do (2.62)

where I A.(o) I is the source excitation amplitude of the nth observed branch, 1(w) is the

observed instrument response, and AV' is the differential dispersion and the source phase

function between the nth and mth branches:

A " m(o) = [k,(w) - k,(W)] x + [,,( o) - ,,(W)] (2.63)
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and qN is the real-valued source phase of the nth observed branch. As before, we assume

that the differences between the observed and synthetic waveforms are due to elastic and

anelastic propagation alone, i.e., we neglect any differences in the source mechanism or

instrument response: I A,(co) I = I ,(w) I; -- ; 1()) =(). Under this assumption,

we may rewrite the expression for A V'" in terms of a perturbation to Aip""':

AV+ )(c)x (2.64)

and 8kn(w) = k,,(.o) - I,(CO) is the differential wavenumber between the nth observed and

synthetic branches. This formulation explicitly represents A V' in terms of the differential

dispersion and source phase between the nth and mth branches of the synthetic

seismogram, plus a perturbation which accounts for the differences between the reference

model and the Earth for the nth branch. We expand Aq/n' in a Taylor series about ow= wi',

neglecting terms of order greater than the first:

AV O (r + + ) + A+ A) + o) ( g n + i(3 n + AT7)) (2.65)

where p(wi") is the differential phase delay, 81"(wj') is the differential group delay, and

Ma(o)) is the differential attenuation delay between the nth observed and synthetic branch

at wi' due to differences in elastic and anelastic propagation, as discussed in the isolated

waveform approximation.

With this parameterization of the amplitude and phase spectrum, we may solve

(2.62) for the filtered cross-correlation between the isolation filter and the observed

seismogram:

..... .....
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= 1G+Aa2am))2

(2.66)

xGa (a (1 - g n) COS(WO)- ;-,'

Equation (2.66) differs from (2.50), the expression for F Ci, through the phase, group

and amplitude perturbations: M, 8i, and ST, which parameterize the differences between

the nth observed and synthetic waveforms. If we allow these perturbations to go to zero,

then we recover (2.50).

Single wavelet approximation. Although equation (2.66) expresses FC;(t) as a sum over

Gaussian wavelets, we expect that it will be dominated by the autocorrelation term.

Therefore, we approximate (2.66) by a single Gaussian wavelet, characterized by average

differential phase, group, and attenuation delays which depend on differences between the

model and the Earth as well as interference effects:

FiC.3 (t) - E(t) cosC(t) (2.67)

where E(t) and (P(t) are defined by

Et) A ', exp(' 2(&r4.+Aia)/2] Ga.Oio .Ga(o (t-&r,-4,)) (2.67a)
(2n)3/2 Oriaf 9 4\- Jr

W,3t) =, (r-&rp-Arp) - 2(6ra+AzQ)(t-l,-Ar,) (2.67b)

As before, , (wo, AT,(wj), and A a(c0) represent a measure of the interference.

8&p(ax) is an estimate of the average differential phase shift due to the difference between

the Earth and reference model at woi', &rs(poi) is an estimate of the average differential
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group delay, &ra(coi) is a measure of the average differential amplitude, and A is a scale

parameter.

Fricher kernels. We can develop expressions for the generalized data functionals, 6r.,

Srg, and &ra, in terms of the individual contributions of the traveling-wave branches, which

will allow us to formulate expressions for the Frichet kernels as linear sums of the branch

parameters. To demonstrate the approach, we shall derive a formula for the Fr.chet kernel

for &rP(w&) in the case of no differential attenuation. Expanding the theory to derive

expressions for the group and attenuation kernels is a direct extension of this methodology.

We compare the expression of the averaged Gaussian wavelet (2.67) with the

traveling-wave sum (2.66), where we have neglected the effect of differential attenuation:

A Ga(oq (t- ,- A)) cos(Oi (t- &p - Arp)]
X A., n,,,Ga(ao (t_-5?_-A ,N))o[o (t_- -_A'')] (2.68)

If oi"<< oi', then the Gaussian envelopes will be slowly varying compared to the carrier

function near their peaks. We expand the envelopes about r = A-rg + &g and equate terms:

oth: , cos(Ol (t - Pr - Ap)] = A rpcos[aj (t- - A 1 ")] (2.69)

where n , = n,m Ga(o1' (AT - A?,P"m)) as before. We have neglected the amplitude

perturbations in (2.69), since they will be second-order with respect to the phase

perturbations. By rearranging the terms, we find:

sin~a,(8&, + A,)] 1.. cos[(O (6[ ; + A )

cosCo;(&p + Aip)] X Br sin[a ( ;" + Ar) (
,(2.70)
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If we assume that the first-order differential phase shifts are small (i.e., cosWj6r 1,

coscibip" . 1, sinowi'8r p - wj'6 p, sinopi'"' - w'bip'), then we obtain:

&rp(w0) = (2.71)

where P, is defined by

P,, = B,,. coswi(Ap-A m ) (2.72)

This equation expresses the average phase perturbation as a linear sum of appropriately

scaled branch phase perturbations; that is, the average phase perturbation due to the cross-

correlation of a single waveform Um(t) with the observed seismogram s(t) depends on all

the individual branch perturbations &p. This remarkably simple formula includes the

contribution of the cross-terms explicitly through the ATP

IMPLEMENTATION

We have developed software to fit the average Gaussian wavelet expressions (2.51

and 2.67) to the observed functions FiCr(t) and FC;,(t) and thereby determine the values

of 8-rp(Oj), 6r,(oi'), and 6&a(oji'). Our algorithm is outlined in Figure 2.13. Here we

shall briefly discuss the implementation of this methodology.

Data seecdon

The data presented in this thesis are from the GDSN. This network, operated by

the U.S. Geological Survey, has been active for over ten years and consists of over 50
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contributing stations [Peterson et al., 1976, 1980; Peterson, 1980; Peterson and Hutt.

1982]. We identify events located in the Western Pacific and Eurasian continent with

moments greater than 1.Ox1024 dyne-cm for which centroid moment tensors (CMT)

[Dziewonski et al., 1981] are determined. Two hours of data from selected events are

retrieved from the National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) Network Day Tapes

and examined for glitches, gaps, and non-linearities. A raw seismogram is demeaned,

edited, and rotated into transverse and radial components based on the CMT location. After

rotation, a Hanning taper is applied in the frequency domain between 0 and 5 and between

40 and 50 mHz.

Calculation of synthetic seismograms

A simple recipe for the calculation of synthetic seismograms is based on the

convolution of three operators:

(t) = S(t) * P(t) * R(t) (2.73)

where S is source operator, P is the elastic and anelastic propagation operator, and R is the

receiver operator. We use normal-mode summation [Gilbert, 1971; Gilbert and

Dziewonski, 1975] to calculate our synthetic ieismograms. We have calculated normal-

mode catalogs for the models EU2 and SNA which are complete to 50 mHz. For SH, this

encompasses 8,000 modes; for PSV, more than 16,000. Although time-intensive, these

computations are only made once for each model. The attenuation model of Masters and

Gilbert [19831 was used to calculate the quality factor of each mode. Once the

eigenfunctions and eigenfrequencies are computed, any number of synthetic seismograms

may be calculated. We use the parameters of the Harvard CMT solutions as the source

operator with a step function time dependence. A typical toroidal-mode seismogram, one

hour in length with one second sampling, may be computed in under two minutes on a
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four-processor Alliant FX/40; a spheroidal-mode seismogram in under four minutes. After

summation, the synthetic seismograms are convolved with the appropriate instrument

response and filtered with a Hanning taper between 0 and 5 and between 40 and 50 mHz.

Additional details about the procedure for calculating synthetic seismograms may be found

in Appendix C.

Waveform fitting

We have referred to the technique of waveform fitting several times in this chapter,

and we shall now describe the procedure. In the first step, we normalize the amplitude of

the correlation function, eliminating any information which may be explained by a scale

parameter. We then estimate the relevant parameters (j' and a' for F:C;j; A?,, A?9, and

Aa for FiC; and 8_rP, 6Tr, and 5ra for FiC;,) by a peak-and-trough technique. For

example, for FC;-., a"is determined from the location of the minima on either side of the

peak and ai is determined by their amplitude (Figure 2.14). These initial guesses are used

in the appropriate expression (equations 2.20, 2.51, or 2.67) to calculate an analytic

correlation function. We compute the difference between the observed and analytic

correlation functions and weight the residual with a cosine taper centered at the peak of the

correlation function. This weighting scheme reinforces our approximation that the

expansion of the correlation functions is valid in the neighborhood about the peak of the

correlation function. The weighted residual is inverted for perturbation to the parameters

and the algorithm is repeated iteratively, until the X2 minimization criteuia is satisfied.

Isolation filter and the correlation functions

In this chapter, we have assumed that 7(0) is composed of a single waveform, such

as the fundamental-mode surface wave. Having calculated U,,(t), we compute its

autocorrelation function C-(t), transform to the frequency domain, and apply a narrow-

band filter. We estimate owj' and o;' in the time domain by fitting (2.20) to the correlation
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function. The filtered autocorrelation of the fundamental-mode surface waves and resulting

fit are illustrated in Figure 2.3 for several filter center frequencies. The high quality of our

fit is demonstrated by the inability to distinguish the solid line from the dashed line in

Figure 2.3.

We then compute the cross-correlation between U ,(t) and 7(t) and apply the narrow

band filter. With wi' and ai'fixed, we use equation (2.51) to estimate ATp,(i)', Ag(Oi'),

and A?.( a(i') and correct the estimates of phase delay for cycle-skipping as described

earlier. If 7(t) is isolated from other arrivals on the seismogram, then these values will be

near zero. If, however, the interference is large, then these values will be non-zero.

Figure 2.15 illustrates the situation by comparing C;(t) and F C;(t) for three filters.

Although C;7(t) is not strongly influenced by interference near zero lag, the arrivals visible

between -400 and -200 s affect FC; at low frequencies. For example, the best-fitting

model in the 15 mHz example is biased by the additional energy, as indicated by the misfit

between FC; and the model. Figure 2.16 presents the values of the apparent phase,

group, and attenuation time shifts determined from the waveform-fitting. The estimation of

phase delay is quite robust with respect to interference, while that of group delay and

attenuation are not. In particular, the estimate of differential group delay is extremely

sensitive to the presence of interfering energy; this may be observed in Figure 2.15. For

comparison, Figure 2.17 displays the measured values of AT, and AT, (squares) with the

values predicted from our expressions (2.56) and (2.60) (filled circles). The prediction of

the average phase delay is excellent across the entire frequency range. The prediction of the

average group delay is quite good for the Love wave, but manifests some problems for the

Rayleigh wave.

Finally, we compute the filtered cross-correlation between the isolation filter and the

observed seismogram. With mi' and or" fixed, we use waveform fitting to estimate the

total phase shift 8 p(o~i') + A4p, the total group shift 8&,(wj) + A T , and the total

attenuation shift Sra( 8) + AT, from which we may determine 6T,(0'), &r(o), and
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6r(a(oi'), and correct the estimates of phase delay for cycle skipping. Figure 2.18

compares the numerical cross-correlation function with the model obtained by waveform-

fitting equation (2.67). These filtered correlation functions also show the influence of

interference at low frequencies.

EXAMPLES

Complete synthetic seismogram

Figure 2.19 displays the estimated parameter (squares) for the fundamental-mode

surface wave example. The measured values of differential phase delay are very stable,

despite the effects of interference at low frequencies, and the fit to the exact values (solid

line) is excellent. However, the estimates of group and attenuation delay are considerably

less robust. As we saw in the example of the synthetic cross-correlation function, the

estimates of group delay are strongly biased at ! -w frequencies due to interference.

Although we are primarily interested in phase information, this bias may be a problem since

we use the estimates of group delay to correct for cycle-skipping.

We may use equation (2.71) to calculate expressions for the Fr~chet kernels.

Figure 2.20 displays the fundamental-mode kernels for Love (a) and Rayleigh (b) waves at

four frequencies. These kernels are not very different from those in Figure 2.11 because

the estimates of differential phase delay are not strongly influenced by interference in this

example. Figure 2.21 compares the measured estimates of 61i, rr and 6re (squares) with

the values predicted by first-order perturbation theory via (2.71) (filled circles). The

comparison between the two is quie good.

Observed seismogram

Figure 2.22 compares the observed seismograms at KONO for the 83/08/17 event

with synthetic seismograms calculated from EU2. The comparison between the observed
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and synthetic seismograms is good, although not excellent, on the vertical component.

There is a greater discrepancy between the data and synthetic on the transverse component.

Both the fundamental Rayleigh and Love waves show the effect of unmodeled scattering.

Figure 2.23 presents the results of the parameter retrieval algorithm for the generalized data

functionals. It is interesting to note that the Rayleigh differential phase delay for this

seismogram is near zero across the frequency range examined, suggesting EU2 is an

appropriate model for PSV propagation along this path. This is not surprising since EU2

was derived from a study of fundamental and higher Rayleigh modes along this path.

However, the Love differential phase delay indicates that the SH propagation is faster than

that predicted by EU2. This observation of apparent polarization anisotropy is consistent

with the results of Cara et al. [1980], LUveque and Cara [1983], and Gee and Jordan

(1988].

SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have used a Hermite polynomial expansion to express the

autocorrelation of the isolation filter. We have shown that this expansion may be truncated

after the second-order term, provided that the signal is peaked in the spectral domain and

may be described by a few of its low-order moments. Although not generally valid, this

condition may be met by the application of a narrow-band filter. Using a first-order Taylor

series expansion of differential wavenumber and neglecting differences between the actual

and assumed source function and instrument response, the filtered cross-correlation

between an isolation filter and the observed seismogram may be expressed in terms of time

parameters due to differences between a reference model and the actual Earth at a'. These

time parameters, which we call "generalized seismological data functionals," represent

phase, group, and attenuation time shifts. We have developed explicit expressions for the

effect of interference from other wavegroups and derived an expression which relates the

I
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observed phase perturbation to a linear sum of the individual phase perturbations of each

traveling-wave branch.

We illustrated our methodology with the example of fundamental-mode surface

waves. In these examples, the effect of interference was manifested primarily in the

estimation of group delay. Although we are primarily interested in the measurement of the

differential phase, we use &6rg to correct &pr, for cycle skipping. Errors in the estimates of

&r. may lead to problems in resolving the 2zn uncertainty. In the next chapter, we expand

this methodology to include a windowing operator. The application of a windowing

operator in the time-domain, prior to filtering, dramatically reduces the effect of

interference.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 2.1

Transverse (left) and vertical (right) component synthetic seismograms calculated
from the models EU2 and SNA for a Kamchatka event (83/08/17, h = 77 kin)
recorded at the GDSN station KONO. 7(t) is the seismogram calculated from EU2;
s(t) is the seismogram calculated from SNA. T(t) is the isolation filter for the
fundamental-mode surface wave, calculated from EU2. Notice the differences in
the waveforms predicted by the models, particularly in SSS. All six syntheuc
seismograms were calculated by normal-mode summation and are complete to 50
mHz.

FIGURE 2.2

C;;(t) calculated from the fundamental-mode Love (left) and Rayleigh (right)
waves. Cga(t) is a symmetric function, peaked at zero lag. The dashed line
indicates the Gaussian-wavelet approximation (2.' 2) to C;;(t). which is quite
good. The center frequency of the Love wave is 23 mHz with I- f-width 6 mHz;
the center frequency of the Rayleigh wave is 27 mHz with half-w!,M.h 7 mHz.

FICURE 2.3

FiC;; (solid line) calculated from the fundamental-mode Love (left) and Rayleigh
(right) waves. The top waveform in each box is the unfiltered correlation function:
the bottom three illustrate filters with varying center frequencies (1 = 35, 2 = 25,
and 3 = 15 mHz). The relative half-width of the applied filter (K) was 0.1 in these
examples. The dashed line, which is indistinguishable from the solid line, indicates
the best-fitting model of FC;;(t) determined from waveform fitting of (2.20).

FIGURE 2.4

Comparison between C;,(t) (solid line) and Cj-(t) (dashed line) for the
fundamental-mode Love and Rayleigh waves. While CQ.t) is a symmetric function
about zero lag, Cz,(r) is not. Neglecting errors due to variations in the actual and
assumed source function and instrument response, we model the differences
between these functions through the differential response operator D,(co), where
DN(Wo) = Dn exp[i&,,,(o))x].

FIGURE 2.5

Differential wavenumber from the models EU2 and SNA (&SNA - &U2) as a
function of frequency (solid line) for toroidal (left) and spheroidal (right)
fundamental mode. The long dashed line is the linear approximation to differential
wavenumber, centered at 30 mHz; the short dashed line is the quadratic
approximation. Over the entire band, the quadratic approximation is superior to the
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linear; however, the linear approximation is quite good in a small region about the
frequency of interest.

FIGURE 2.6

Comparison between FC;, and the linear and quadratic approximations as a
function of the y at 25 mHz center frequency. Figure 2.6a illustrates the linear
approximation (Love wave - left; Rayleigh wave - right); Figure 2.6b illustrates the
quadratic approximation. In each box, the numerical correlation functions are
designated by a solid line; the analytic correlation functions, calculated using the
actual values from the EU2/SNA differential wavenumber, are designated by
dashed lines (the dashed line is not a model derived by waveform fitting of the
analytic expression). The quadratic approximation provides a good fit to the
numerical correlation function for the range of %' investigated (0.01 - 0.3). The fit
between the linear approximation and the numerical correlation function improvesas the filter becomes increasingly narrow.

FIGURE 2.7

Illustration of the effect of the differential time parameters on FC;,(t). The top
three figures demonstrate the effect of the individual time parameters on the filtered
cross-correlation function (solid line) compared to the filtered autocorrelation
function (dashed line). shifts the peak of the correlation function; &r- shifts
the peak of the envelope; it, changes the apparent center frequency. If' shifts
the envelope more than one cycle, & will contain a 2nn/,' phase ambiguity. The
combination of the three parameters is presented in the bottom figure.

FIGURE 2.8

The fundamental-mode surface waves used in the synthetic, isolated waveform
example. The left panel presents the Love waves calculated from EU2 (top) and
SNA (bottom); the right panel presents the Rayleigh wave calculated from EU2
(top) and SNA (bottom).

FIGURE 2.9

FC;.(t) (solid line) calculated from the fundamental-mode Love (left) and Rayleigh
(right) waves. The top waveform in each box is the unfiltered correlation function;
the bottom three illustrate filters with varying center frequencies (1 - 35, 2 = 25,
and 3 = 15 mHz). The relative half-width of the applied filter (yi) was 0.1 in these
examples. The dashed line indicates the best-fitting model of FsC;,(t) determined
by waveform fitting of (2.30).

FIGURE 2.10

Results of the application of the narrow-band technique to the isolated waveforms
in Figure 2.8. The top three panels present the measured values of the "generalized
seim cal data functionals (. 6e.. and Se.) (squares) with the actual values
(solid line) for the fundamental Love wave; the bottom three panels present the
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Rayleigh wave results. Figure 2.10a illustrates the measurements prior to the cycle-
skipping correction. Large discontinuities are visible in the estimates of 8e,
indicating that cycle skipping is a problem. Figure 2.10b displays the
measurements after applying the correction. The estimates of 81 are excellent,
with errors around 1 s or so. The estimates of 8e are also quite good, with
somewhat greater scatter. The estimates of &m show e greatest error, which may
be attibuted to the inherent difficulty of estimating attenuation.

FIGURE 2.11

The Frichet kernels for differential phase delay (2.42). In the case of an isolated
waveform, the Fr6chet kernel for P at fixed frequency is simply related to the
Frechet kernel for 8o at fixed wavenumber. Figure 2.1 la presents the Fr6chet
kernels for shear-wave velocity (solid line) and density (dashed line) for the
fundamental Love wave as a function of depth. Figure 2.1 lb presents the Frnchet
kernels for shear-wave velocity (solid line) and density (dashed line), as well as the
kernel for compressional velocity (short dashed line) for the fundamental Rayleigh
wave as a function of depth. In both a and b, the kernels are presented at four
frequencies. The two horizontal dashed lines indicate the 400 km discontinuity and
the base of the crust. While the kernels for both the Love and Rayleigh waves
become localized at shallow depth with increasing frequency, the Rayleigh-wave
kernels are consistently more sensitive to deeper structure than the Love-wave
kernels.

FIGURE 2.12

Comparison between 8 estimated by waveform fitting (squares) and the
predictions from first-orer perturbation theory (filled circles), with the actual
values (solid line). The values predicted from first-order perturbation theory were
obtained by integrating the kernels with the known velocity perturbation between
EU2 and SNA. The comparison is excellent, considering the difference between
the models.

FIGURE 2.13

Flow chart illustrating the implementation of the narrow-band technique. (a)
illustrates the processing procedure; (b) indicates the hierarchy of parameters
recovered from the waveform-analysis procedure.

FIGURE 2.14

Demonstration of the peak-and-trough technique for estimating parameters of the
filtered correlation functions. The left panel illustrates the determination of oA' and
a' from FCj. and the right panel illusates the detmmination of the phase shift
S(0), the group shift 8rs(a., and the toul attenuation shift 8r(o') from
R". In the first step, we use the amplitudes, a and a2, to estimate the relative
bandwidth parmeter. yf'2 -- (2/x2) In (-a,). In the second step, we use the
location of the peaks to estimate the center frequency q'- 2z (t2- tj - (I- )-

From onration of the cross-cocelation function we estimate 6re Sr and
Sr,. The estimate of .r is derived from the location of the secondary peafs, ti'
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and t2', 6ra (I/2icYj' 2)(t2'- 0 - (lI/oj'y' 2)(1 - yi'2). The estimate of &r$ is
determined from the amplitude of the secondary peaks, al'and a2', 8 Ta = [(t2
t1 "2) - (21w'2'2)ln(a2'1aI )]/[2(t 2' - t1 ')]. Finally, the estimate of 3&r depends on
the peak time of the cross-correlation function, &r , & r -,'2(I - j'&,)(rg
- &,c). These initial guesses are used in the appropriate Gaussian-wavelet
expression to calculate the analytic correlation function for waveform-fitting
procedure.

FIGURE 2.15

FiC;" (solid line) calculated from the fundamental-mode Love (left) and Rayleigh
(right) waves. The top waveform in each box is the unfiltered correlation function;
the bottom three illustrate filters with center frequencies of 35, 25, and 25 mHz.
The relative half-width of the applied filter (y8) was 0.1 in these examples. The
dashed line indicates the best-fitting model of F C;I(9) determined by waveform
fitting of equation (2.51). The unfiltered correlation function is not strongly
influenced by interference at zero lag, but the energy appearing between -400 and -
200 s influences the filtered correlation functions at low frequencies. This is
reflected as bias in the estimates of the generalized data functionals, particularly in
the differential group delay. The estimates of ATp, A Tg and Aia recovered from
waveform fitting are displayed in Figure 2.16.

FIGURE 2.16

Estimates of AT,, ATg, and AT. from the waveform fitting of (2.51) to FiC;-,. If
the effect of interference is small, then these values will be near zero. The top three
panels present the measured values for the fundamental Love wave; the bottom
three panels present the fundamental Rayleigh wave results. The estimates of ATP
are near zero for both the Love and Rayleigh wave, indicating that the phase
measurements are not strongly biased. On the other hand, the estimates of AT at
frequencies less than 20 mHz are non-zero, particularly for the Rayleigh wave. fhe
estimates of A- a show some variance from the isolated waveform example as well.

FIGURE 2.17

Comparison of the measured values of AT and AT (squares) with the values
predicted from the expressions (2.56) and (60) (fille circles). The prediction of
the average phase delay is excellent across the entire frequency range. The
prediction of the average group delay is quite good for the Love wave, but
manifests some problems for the Rayleigh wave.

FIGURE 2.18

F,C;,(t) (so),( line) calculated from the fundamental-mode Love (left) and Rayleigh
(right) waves. The top waveform in each box is the unfiltered correlation function;
the bottom three illustrate filters with center frequencies of 35, 25, and 15 mHz.
The relative half-width of the applied filter (%) was 0.1 in these examples. The
symbols indicate the best-fitting model of FC;5 (t) determined by waveform fitting
of equation (2.67). The influence of interfering arrivals may be observed in the 15
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mHz example. The estimates of 8r , 58r, and &.r obtained from waveform fitting
are displayed in Figure 2.19. P

FIGURE 2.19

Estimates of the differential phase, group, and attenuation delays (squares) derived
from waveform fitting of (2.67) to FC;s(t) in the EU2/SNA fundamental-mode
example, with the actual values (solid line). The phase delay measurements are
very stable with respect to interference, while the group and attenuation delay are
biased at low frequencies.

FIGURE 2.20

The Fr~chet kernels for differential phase delay (2.71). Figure 2.20a presents the
Fr6chet kernels for shear-wave velocity (solid line) and density (dashed line) for the
fundamental Love wave as a function of depth. Figure 2.20b presents the Frdchet
kernels for shear-wave velocity (solid line) and density (dashed line), as well as the
kernel for compressional velocity (short dashed line) for the fundamental Rayleigh
wave as a function of depth. In both a and b, the kernels are presented at four
frequencies. The two horizontal dashed lines indicate the 400 km discontinuity and
the base of the crust. These kernels are not very different from those in Figure 2.11
as the estimates of differential phase delay are not strongly influenced by
interference in this example.

FIGURE 2.21

Comparison between 3!, estimated by waveform fitting (squares) and the
predictions from first-order perturbation theory (filled circles), with the actual
values (solid line). The values predicted from first-order perturbation theory were
obtained by integrating the kernels (2.71) with the known velocity perturbation
between EU2 and SNA. The comparison is excellent, considering the differences
between the models.

FIGURE 2.22

Comparison of the isolation filter7(t) for the fundamental-mode surface waves of
the Kamchatka event with the complete synthetic seismograms Y(t) (top) and the
observed seismograms s(t) (bottom). The comparison between 1(t) and s(t) on the
vertical component (right) is more favorable than the tansverse component (left).
The observed surface waves on imth components show the effect of unmodeled
interference, probably due to scattering.

FIGURE 2.23

Estimates of 6r, 5r,, ai.i &, derived from waveform fitting of (2.67) to FC;S(t)
for the Kamcf'atkag event. The Rayleigh differential phase delay for this
seismogram is near zero across the frequency range examined, suggesting EU2 is
an appropTriate model for PSV propagation along this path. This is not surprising as
EU2 was derived from a study of fundamental and higher Rayleigh modes along
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this path. However, the Love differential phase delay indicates that the SH
propagation is faster than that predicted by EU2. This observation of apparent
polarization anisotropy is consistent with the results of Aki and Kiminuna j 19631,
McEvilly [1964], Cara etal. [1980], L.v&que and Cara [1983], and Gee and Jordan
[1988].
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Fundamental Mode -Vertical Coqiponent
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CHAPTER 3

WAVEFORM ANALYSIS OF BROAD-BAND SEISMOGRAMS

INTRODUCTION

The problem of interference, whether due to wavegroups from the same event or

seismic noise, has plagued seismologists for decades. For example, Aid and Kaminuma

(1963] and McEvilly [ 19641 reported observations of unexpectedly high Love-wave phase

velocities. Their estimates of fundamental-mode Love and Rayleigh phase velocities could

not be explained by a simple radial model of smooth variations in isotropic parameters.

McEvi]ly [1964 and Kamiiuma [1966] proposed smooth anisotropic models to resolve

their observations, although Ai [19681 and Hales and Bloch [19691 demonstrated that

isotropic models containing thin low-velocity zones could satisfy the measured variation.

However, Thatcher and Brune [1969] and Boore [1969] postulated that the anomalous

Love-wave phase velocities were caused by higher-mode interference, rather than intrinsic

anisotropy or laminated Earth structure, and James [1971] provided additional evidence for

this hypothesis. Although the body of evidence for some anisotropy in upper mantle is

quite compelling [Forsyth, 1975; Schule and Knopoff, 1977; Yu and Mitchell, 1979; Cara

et al., 1980; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981; Kirkwood and Crampin, 1981; Lveque and

Cara, 1983; Nataf et al., 1984; Silver and Chan, 1988; Gee and Jordan, 1988], the

significance of the discrepancy between Love and Rayleigh phase velocities is still

contested.

A number of approaches to the problem of interference have been investigated over

the years. In situations where an array of seismometers is available, this has included a
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diverse group of sophisticated techniques for frequency-wavenumber filtering [Capon,

1969; La Cross et al., 1969; Mendiguren, 1973; Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975; Nolet,

1975, 1977; Cara, 1979; Cara et al., 1980]. When an array of seismometers is not

available or stacking is not feasible, the common approach has been the application of a

windowing operator. For example, the "time-variable filtration" of Pilant and Knopoff

[19641 and the "moving window analysis" of Landisman et al. [1969] are based on a

window centered at a particular group arrival time on the observed seismogram, whose

width varies with the frequency component of interest, and the analysis is repeated for a

series of group arrival times. A different approach was taken by Herrin and Goforth

[1977, 1986], who combined a cross-correlation methodology with a windowing operator

centered on the peak of the correlation function.

In this chapter, we add a step to our data analysis procedure in order to reduce the

effect of interfering wavegroups on CQ(t) and CQ(t). Following the strategy of Herrin

and Goforth (1977, 1986], we apply a window of half-width o;' centered at a reference

time t,, first, yielding the windowed correlation functions WCJ(t) and WC;Ts(t).

Windowing the broad-band correlation functions about their peaks prior to narrow-band

filtering allows the full bandwidth to be used to separate the waveform of interest from

interfering arrivals, improving the approximation WC ,(t) - WC j(t) and WC;s(t) -

WC;,(t). We then apply a narrow-band filter F,1{) in the frequency domain, producing the

filtered, windowed correlation functions FiWC;(t) and F1WC;s(t). We derive expressions

for the filtered, windowed correlation functions, first for the case of an isolated waveform

and then for the complete seismograms, and develop a formulation for the Frdchet kernels

of the recovered parameters. Finally, we discuss the implementation of this methodology,

continuing with our example of fundamental-mode dispersion.
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WINDOWING OPERATOR

Many windowing operators W(t) have been used in the analysis of seismic data,

including the boxcar, the Hanning taper, and the Gaussian window. The Hanning taper is

particularly popular, as it eliminates the large spectral sidelobes of the boxcar window,

while falling to zero within some specified width or

W(t) = cos 2a(t - t,,) (3.1)

where t, is the center of the window. Rather than develop expressions for a specific

window, we represent a general windowing operator as a Gram-Charlier series:

W(t) = Ga (oT.(t-tw)) [wo - w2 (a,, (t-tw)) 2 + w4  (t-t)) 4 . ] (3.2)

where W(t) is real and even and the coefficients w are real, even, and depend on the

spectral moments of W(w). The window is centered at t- t=, which we generally choose

to be the peak of the correlation function, with temporal half-width d-. As we shall see,

the influence of the window on the correlation function depends on the relative size of o,

and a. If oCw is small compared to af (corresponding to a large window), the effect of the

window on the correlation function will be negligible. If aw is large compared to af

(corresponding to a narrow window), then the effect of the window will be considerable.

We have carried through the Hermite-polynomial expansions for each of the expressions

below. In the interest of brevity, we do not detail them here; instead, we present the

Gaussian-wavelet approximations. The complete expressions and coefficients are

presented in Appendix E; the mathematical details of windowing with Gram-Charlier

are discussed in Appendix B.
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ISOLATED WAVEFORM APPROXIMATION

The autocorrelationfunction

We recall that our expression for the broad-band autocorrelation function was of the

form:

C; = Ga (aft) cos(w~t) (3.3)

where ois the center frequency and afis the spectral half-width of C-(o)). We multiply

C~i(t) by the windowing operator, assuming that the window is centered at the peak of the

autocorrelation function Q. - 0):

WC;Q.) W(t) C;.(t)

- L Ga(os:) cos(a)/t) (3.4)

where d.-1, the effective half-width of the Gaussian envelope, depends on a and ,.,:

2= a 2 (3.5)

While the application of windowing operator narrows or limits the correlation function in

the time domain by decreasing the effective half-width, the "uncertainty principle" of

Fourier analysis [e.g., Bracewell, 1978] results in the broadening or spreading of the

signal in the fequency domain.

After windowing, we calculate the Fourier transform of WC;-.(t) and apply the

Gaussian filter (2.15) in the frequency domain. Assuming that WC;-(cw) is small near o)=
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0, we return to the time domain with an expression for the filtered, windowed

autocorrelation function:

FiWC;(t) F(t) * WC;-"(t)

E(t) cos(C(t) (3.6)

where E(:) and 0(t) are defined by:

E(t) S I 1 Ga __-_-_ Ga (ajt) (3.6a)

0(t) =0) t (3.6b)

and the weighted center frequency poi' and spectral half-width ai' depend on the window

half-width through ag:

a- ao+ VJ2 
(3.7)

02a,2

C.'1a (3.8)
02a2

Thus, the windowing operator affects the filtered, windowed autocorrelation function only

through the effective center frequency and half-width.

a
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The cross-correlation fisncton

In Chapter 2, we considered both a quadratic and linear approximation to

differential wavenumber and showed that the effect of quadratic dispersion could be

neglected as long as the signal was sufficiently narrow-band. Here, we begin with the

linear approximation and examine the constraints introduced by the windowing operator.

In the case of linear dispersion, C;. depends on the differential phase, group, and

amplitude time parameters:

C;(t) = I D n exp[(a,&ar ) /2 + (-e)&a"'] Ga - )

x cos[ oJ(I- ) - (wo-of+q&2)(t-3r)I (3.9)

where we have expanded the differential wavenumber about w= coi' and 3 P - 4 P(oi ,

-a8z7(oj'), and 8r= 6- (wj'). This expression is more complicated than the

equation for FQ,C;(t) in Chapter 2, as the center frequency of the broad-band correlation

function is, in general, different from that of the applied filter, and (3.9) contains terms that

account for the frequency shift. C;,(t) reaches its maximum, &, when:

- 2 of q, &ran + 04 (3.10)

and the 21rn/tw' accounts for the cycle skipping in the peak of the cross-correlation

function. We apply the windowing operator in the time domain, centering the window on

the peak of the cross-correlation function (tw r
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WC- (t= D' exp[(afr&r.T) 2/2 + (o-y)&ra"] Ga ( , (&c-6))
(2ng)2 0ag

x Ga (o(t-3'g7)) cos[O)(t-&r;) - (Wi-Oy+of )(-8r)] (3.11)

Similar to the expression for the windowed autocorrelation, the Gaussian envelope of

WC;.(t) is characterized by a new half-width, d-g, which depends on the spectral half-

width of the broad-band autocorrelation function and the window. However, the envelope

is now centered at an effective group delay, &r', which is the weighted average of the

window center time and the differential group delay at wt':

Le&c + Of2  (3.12)

We calculate the Fourier transform of the windowed function, apply the narrow-

band filter, and return to the time domain. The filtered, windowed cross-correlation has the

form of a Gaussian window multiplied by a harmonic carrier function:

FiWC;.(t) E(t) cos<P(t) (3.13)

where E(t) and 0(t) are defined by

E(t) = --- i Ga(o(t-8r")) (3.13a)
(2nt) s12 Cr a,

0(t) = ai(t-8r")- r' (t-8 t') (3.13b)

and we have introduced E as notation for the amplitude of the envelope function:
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E = D' expi(af &:) 2/2 + ( 'o-&)f)ra] Ga( ( (&-&i')) Ga( - r )(3.13c)

FiWC;;(t) depends on the effective phase, group, and amplitude parameters (8', g i""

= +ci(o'o&,)cf / o +o (6r4"+ 27rn/w0 -3v') (3.14a)

=&dC O4+

+ a!s,

-C) +(O 2,6r(r" 2r/; 3)(31b

,=), 5-m[- + 3.&gc

which represent the actual generalized data functionals with correction terms which

accounts for the effect of the windowing operator. Common to all three expressions is the

bandwidth parameter [aw2/(ow 2 + o/f)], which measures the narrowness the window

relative to the signal width of the correlation function. 8z' and 8 contain two

additional parameters. The dispersion parameter [8t + 2&nlo,' -21n/ measures the

asymmetry of the correlation function. The frequency parameter i

&rm C&C+qT
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c 2stm)g(L2wjq5?m + o/)] in the case of 5 v' and [O' ((Of - )/af..

2 r2,5YR+o/)] in the case of 6"' are a measure of how far away the filter is from the

center of the band.

Wide-window approximation. The critical parameters in determining the size of the

correction term are the measures of bandwidth and dispersion. In general, the frequency

parameter will be of order 0.5 or so; in the particular example of the fundamental-mode

Rayleigh wave, a filter centered at 10 mHz implies a frequency parameter of 0.3. If the

cross-correlation function is symmetric, either because we are considering an undispersed

arrival or because the differential group delay is fortuitously equal to the differential phase

delay plus an integral number of cycles, then the correction term will be zero. If the

differential dispersion is large, the cross-correlation function will be asymmetrical, and the

correction term depends on the product of the bandwidth and dispersion parameters. Thus,

if the differential dispersion is not large, we may apply a narrow windowing operator.

However, if the differential dispersion is large, then we must increase the window width in

order to neglect the correction term. Because the 2nno i' term ensures that the difference

between & and 8i will never be greater than one cycle, the dispersion parameter at 10

mHz would be 100 s at worst. In the actual case of EU2-SNA, the differential-dispersion

parameter is 40 s at 10 mHz. We typically use a window of fixed width (which is a

function of a ) and the resulting bandwidth parameter is of order 0.005. Consequently,

numerical analysis suggests that we may neglect the correction terms:

&4m - P (3.15a)

S- (3.15b)

- r," (3.15c)
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which we shall refer to as the wide-window approximation.

Comparing equation (3.13) with (2.30), we see that the addition of the windowing

operator does not modify the cross-correlation function considerably, as long we make a

judicious choice of window parameters. In particular, the choice of window width

depends on the amount of dispersion. If the wavegroup is not very dispersed, then we

may apply a narrow window; however, large dispersion requires that we open the window

in order to make the wide-window approximation. If the wide-window approximation

does not apply, that is if the product (a,2/(o,2 + [/)1 [&e- + 21cn/¢owi' - I is large, the

estimates of differential phase, group, and amplitude will contain correction terms.

Example

In order to explore the influence of windowing on the measurement procedure, we

have applied this methodology to the synthetic example of an isolated fundamental-mode.

First, we compute the autocorrelation of ,,(t) and determine wf and af by fitting equation

(3.3) to C;;. In the second step, we apply the windowing operator, typically a Hanning

taper, transform the windowed autocorrelation function into the frequency domain, and

apply the narrow-band filter. We fit (3.6) to FiWC;(t) in order to estimate (0i' and ai'

(Figure 3.1). In the third step, we compute the cross-correlation between U.(t) and u,(t),

apply the window centered at the peak of C;,(t), transform the windowed autocorrelation

function into the frequency domain and apply the narrow-band filter. With wi' and ai'

fixed, we fit (3.13) to FiWCi.(t) and estimate 6p(w0i), 8&(wo'), and &r(woi') (Figure

3.2). Once the windowed correlation functions are calculated, a series of narrow-band

filters may be applied. Finally, the estimates of 6r are corrected for cycle skipping.

Figure 3.3 compares the estimated values of 8r, 8, and 8 retrieved with this

technique (squares) with the actual values in the EU2-SNA isolated fundamental-mode

example (solid line). The estimates of differential phase delay recovered with this

technique are quite good. However, the differential group delay measurements display
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systematic errors and the amplitude measurements are scattered. These results are

disappointing, especially when compared to the isolatu.d waveform results from Chapter 2

(crosses).

We attribute this misfit to the breakdown of the linear-dispersion approximation in

(3.9). In the technique described in Chapter 2, we apply the narrow-band Gaussian filter

directly to the broad-band correlation function. This allows us to use the linear-dispersion

approximation as a local approximation at a,'. In this approach, the window is applied to

the correlation function before filtering, introducing the requirement that the differential

dispersion approximation to be valid from wof to wi', rather than in a small neighborhood

about wi'. In the extreme example of EU2 and SNA, the linear-dispersion approximation

is not valid over a large frequency range (recall Figure 2.5, which compares the linear and

quadratic-dispersion approximations of the fundamental-mode differential wavenumber)

and the estimates of 8p, &', and 8T. are most accurate near co = wf ((of for the Love

wave is 23 mHz; 27 mHz for the Rayleigh wave). Thus, the application of a windowing

operator limits the approximation of differential wavenumber.

Quadratic dispersion

Returning to the expansion of differential wavenumber (2.24), we derive an

expression for FjWC;.(t) in the case of quadratic dispersion. T, -requires carrying the

quadratic term through the operations of windowing and filtering. Because the quadratic

term is compiex-valued, the resulting expression contains frequency and bandwidth

parameters which are complex-valued. We write this formula as a Gaussian envelope times

a harmonic function, where we take the real value of their product:

FjWC;N(t) = Re {E(t) exp [-iO()]} (3.16)

where E(t) and OW() are defined by:
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Q3.16a)
E(t) = E Ga (r-&4'))

0 = o(- c5") - (e- (w,-a,&r"))(t-8") (3.16b)

and we have made the wide-window approximation. Since we are primarily concerned

with the time-dependent properties of (3.16), we defer discussion of the envelope

coefficient to Appendix D. The constants q and a are complex:

~~ ozw-s(a+ Oi ), (3.17)+ ,+ ar2

a, = (a¢2 + a2) (3.18)

The influence of quadratic dispersion appears through the parameters w, and or, which

depend on the differential-quadratic contribution:

f+ o

= - iy (3.19)

2 -__

e ~2 + a

= (3.20)1 - iy
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displays the results (circles) obtained with this technique. We have nearly eliminated the

bias in differential group delay due to quadratic dispersion.

Interpretation

The addition of the windowing operator does not affect our interpretation of the

generalized data functionals recovered by this technique in the case of an isolated

waveform. In particular, the estimate of differential phase delay is linearly related to

perturbations in the model parameters, as discussed in Chapter 2 (equation (2.42)). Figure

3.5a and b display the Frichet kernels for 81 at four center frequencies. Figure 3.6

compares the estimates of 81 obtained by waveform fitting (open circles) with those

predicted by integration of the kernels (closed circles).

Summary of the isolated waveform example

We introduced a windowing operator into our analysis procedure to reduce the

effect of interference on the estimation of the generalized data functionals. By windowing

the broad-band correlation functions before filtering, we allow the full bandwidth of the

signal to separate the waveform of interest. We saw that the windowing operator changes

the differential-dispersion approximation from a local approximation about wo'to a global

approximation from (of to wi'. In the example of EU2-SNA, we found that the linear-

dispersion approximation was not valid at the edges of the band. We demonstrated a

bootstrapping technique which allows us to estimate the quadratic contribution at each point

along the dispersion curve and thus obtain unbiased estimates of the differential phase,

group, and amplitude delays. In general, we suspect that quadratic dispersion will not be a

significant problem because our example of the recovery of SNA dispersion from EU2 is

an extreme application of this methodology. In general, we expect that our reference model

will be "closer" to the actual Earth. In the following section, we shall examine the

effectiveness of the windowing operator in reducing interference.
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Cn Aexp[(c7fMA-;. 2/2 + (o~ wf~M~ Ga~a~ (tr "")) Ga (O.L +07ATa)

(3.22a)

and the effective differential time parameters contain correction terms for the window:

(co- _ _

= A 7"+ £ )
(oi J+'f (3.23a)

AT, oe+ a2~
f +(3.23b)

A na'  = A [ 1 I +
a O + O 

(3.23c)

Equation (3.22) describes the filtered, windowed cross-correlation between the isolation

filter and the complete synthetic seismogram as a sum over Gaussian wavelets; each one

describing the interaction between two traveling-wave branches. If we make the wide-

window approximation, then the correction terms can be neglected, and the primary effect

of window is the addition of the Ga[(ofla,)(tc - AT .")] coefficients in the C, which

penalize any cross-terms which have differential group arrivals outside the window.

Single-wavelet approximation. Since the windowing operator will screen out most

interfering arrivals, we may more accurately model the sum as a single Gaussian wavelet,

characterized by an average perturbation of amplitude as well as phase, group, and

amplitude delays:

FiWC =t) E(t) cos(P(t) (3.24)

I
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seismogram and the windowing operator. In the case of the wide-window approximation,

the correction terms in (3.25a-c) can be neglected.

We can develop expressions for these average perturbations in terms of the

individual contributions of the traveling-wave branches. We illustrate the approach in the

simple case where there is no differential attenuation; extending the methodology to include

differential attenuation is straightforward. We compare the Gaussian-wavelet

approximation (3.24) to the traveling-wave sum (3.22):

1
9

CGaI a-'g (fc-AT,)) Ga (oit-Ar)) cos[toI (t-A~)]

IS
-, 'nma~a--z (c-A~ ) Ga (o (-Ai~7)) cos~to (t-A"")] (3.26)

where we have made the wide-window approximation. If oi<< o', then the Gi -ssian

envelopes will be slowly varying, compared to the carrier functions, near their peaks. We

expand the envelopes about t = A?, and compare expressions on a term-by-term basis.

From the zeroth-order term, we find:

•_ j)2 + [,i

2 ', L,.cos(o ')] +(tdp (3.27)

(~Dmsin(co;'A"'")
(oC) - tan- | (3.28)

From the first-order term, we recover

Ar,(o ) I CO C1 + Sos (3.29)
Co2 + So2
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(21c) 5/ 2 3a a,

xCos [(O(t-&rn -A? ") - a&2 (,c+AT. )(t-45nA~)] (3.32)

where the C,, are defined:

C. = X.,. exp[(af(&a'+Ar"")) 2 + (CO" -((f )* +a-)

x Ga (T((&c-6)+(tc-Aa1))) Ga('--+of( -O7+A~t7+) (3.32Cf O ( & C b ) + tc A r (3 .32 a)

and the effective differential time parameters contain correction terms for the windowing

operator:

'= (,,;-<,(-*,f)) o (~ q
(0, 40e +a

fi (3.33a)

a+f (3.33b)

& =n I + (y2
f 1(3.33c)

In the case of the wide-window approximation, the correction terms can be neglected.

Single-wavelet approximation. Although (3.32) represents the filtered, windowed cross-

correlation between ,.(t) and s(t) as a sum over many Gaussian wavelets, only a few will
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= g + (3.35b)

.= +ra1 O + . (3.35c)

As before, the correction terms can be neglected in the wide-window approximation.

Frdchet kernels. We can develop expressions for the generalized data functionals, 8rp,

&rg, and 6a, in terms of the individual contributions of the traveling-wave branches, which

will allow us to formulate expressions for the Fr~chet kernels as linear sums of the branch

parameters. To demonstrate the approach, we shall derive a formula for the Frdchet kernel

for 38rp(o') in the case of no differential attenuation. Expanding the theory to derive

expressions for the group and attenuation kernels is a direct extension of this methodology.

We compare the expression of the averaged Gaussian wavelet (3.34) with the traveling-

wave sum (3.32):

C Ga(f&(". ((&c &)+(tc r:)) Ga cT(-r-r) csw(-? r)]

Ga(°i(t-&4'-Ar")) c(s[o4Q-&r,-AThI (3.36)

where we have made the wide-window approximation. If ai"<< 0', then the Gaussian

envelopes will be slowly varying compared to the carrier function near their peaks. We

expand the envelopes about r = AY# + 6r, and neglect the amplitude perturbations, as they

will be second-order compared to the phase perturation. From consideration of the first-

order term, we find:
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correlation function. The total length of the window is generally chosen to be five times the

dominant period of Cjj, which is sufficiently broad that we may assume the wide-window

approximation. This window width is still adequate to eliminate most of the interfering

arrivals, such as the first-higher Love mode. We transform the windowed correlation

functions into the frequency domain and apply the narrow-band filter. Returning to the

time domain, we fit (3.6) to FiWCi to determine wi' and ai' (Figure 3.1). With center

frequency and half-width fixed, we fit (3.24) to FiWC;yt) to estimate Ap, AT., and ATa

(Figures 3.7 and 3.8). Finally, we use equation (3.34) to determine 6-r, &rg, and 8r. from

FiWC ,(t) (Figures 3.10 and 3.11). In the last step, the estimates of 5r, are corrected for

cycle skipping.

Example - complete synthetic seismogram

Figure 3.4 illustrates our ability to recover estimates of the generalized data

functionals with the broad-band technique, in the case of an isolated waveform. As

discussed then, the errors in the determination of some these parameters are due to the

inadequacy of the linear-dispersion approximation across the frequency band of interest.

We have demonstrated a procedure for estimating &P, b8z , and Sr, which reduces the bias

introduced by quadratic dispersion. We now shall apply this methodology to the complete

seismograms in order to evaluate the effect of windowing in terms of reducing interference.

Figure 3.7 illustrates the effect of the windowing operator graphically, by

comparing C;;, WC;;, and FiWC;7 for three filters. Clearly, the window removes all the

interfering energy, improving the approximation WC;-, - WCZ-. Comparison of this

figure with Figure 2.15 is quite striking, which displays the filtered correlations without

windowing. Figure 3.8 displays the values of A?., A?, and A a determined from

FiWC;; (squares) with those determined from FfC2 (crosses). The windowing operator

has greatly reduced the bias introduced by interfering arrivals, particularly for the

differential group delay. Figure 3.9 compares the values of AT, and AT, recovered by
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APPROXIMATION OF DIFFERENTIAL DISPERSION

We have seen that the application of the windowing operator changes the linear-

dispersion approximation from a local approximation near w i" to a global approximation

from cfto wi'. We found that the EU2-SNA differential dispersion does not satisfy this

approximation Over a broad-range of frequencies. One solution to this problem is to use

better starting models. EU2-SNA is an extreme example with which to test this technique.

An alternative solution is to use the quadratic form of differential wavenumber. While we

have solved this problem (Appendix D) for the filtered, windowed cross-correlation

function, we do not believe that it is necessary to fit the correlation functions for a four-

parameter model. Instead, as discussed above, we have developed a correction scheme

which allows the values of 8p, 8rg, and 8T. estimated with the linear-dispersion

approximation to be corrected for quadratic dispersion.

SUMMARY

We have introduced an additional step in our waveform aralysis procedure by

windowing the broad-band correlation functions before filtering. This step reduces the

contamination due to interfering arrivals, as illustrated by the complete synthetic case,

although it limits the application of the linear-dispersion approximation. We formulated

analytic expressions for the cross-correlation of the isolation filter with the complete

synthetic and the observed seismogram which model the mode-branch interference as a

sum over Gaussian wavelets, as well as parameterizing the correlation functions as a single

Gaussian wavelet. We have developed explicit expressions for the effect of interference

from other wavegroups and derived an expression which relates the observed phase

perturbation to a linear sum of the individual phase perturbations of each traveling-wave

branch.
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effect of quadratic dispersion by an iterative-fitting process. In this example, the
estimation of b has been greatly improved by the correction procedure.

FIGURE 3.5

The Frdchet kernels for the first-order perturbation in phase de!ay. Figure 3.5a
presents the Fr6chet kernels for shear-wave velocity (solid line) a;,i density (dashed
line) for the fundamental Love wave as a function of depth. Figure 3.5b presents
the Fr(chet kernels for shear-wave velocity (solid line) and density (dashed line), as
well as the kernel for compressional velocity (short dashed line) for the fundamental
Rayleigh wave as a function of depth. In both a and b, the kernels are presented at
four frequencies. The two horizontal dashed lines indicate the 400 km discontinuity
and the base of the crust. As observed in Chapter 2, Love and Rayleigh waves of
the same frequency average the upper mantle in different ways.

FIGURE 3.6

Comparison between the measured values of 81T (open circles) and the values
predicted from integration of the Frdchet kernels (filled circles). The predicted
values compare favorably to the actual EU2-SNA fundamental-mode dispersion
(solid line) of the Love wave (left) and Rayleigh wave (right).

FIGURE 3.7

FiWC ;(r) for fundamental Love (left) and Rayleigh (right) waves. In each box,
the uppermost trace is the broad-band cross-correlation function, Cu(r); the trace
immediately below is the windowed function WC;,(t). Some interfering energy is
apparent in C (t) and is eliminated by the window. The remaining traces (solid
line) illustrate three filters with varying center frequencies (1 = 35, 2 = 25, 3 = 15
mHz) and a fixed relative bandwidth (yj = 0.1) applied to WCj 1 (t). The dashed
line indicates the model derived from waveform fitting of equation (3.24).
Comparing these correlations to Figure 2.15 demonstrates the effectiveness of the
windowing operator in reducing interference. The values of A?,, A and A?
estimated from the waveform-fitting procedure are displayed in Figure 3..

FIGURE 3.8

Estimates of A?, A? , and A a (squares) recovered from waveform fitting of
equation (3.24) to FiWts(t). The top panels present the values for the Love wave;
the bottom panels present the values for the Rayleigh wave. These estimates are
near zero, indicating that interference has been significantly reduced by the
windowing operator. The values estimated from F C (t) (crosses) in Chapter 2 are
included for comparison.

FIGURE 3.9

Comparison between the values of A? and A!. recovered by waveform fitting
(squares) with those values predicted by (3.28) and (3.29) (filled circles). The
match between the measured and predicted values is excellent.
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does not alter the values of 6r greatly, although it does modify the estimates of &g
and &ra. In the case of the fundamental-mode Rayleigh wave. however, the new
estimates of 6rg correct a cycle-skipping problem in the differentiai phase delay.
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Fundamental Mode - Vertical Component
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Fundamental Mode - Vertical Component
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analysis of broad-band seismograms. We illustrate the implementation with the S and SSS

examples and discuss Frtchet kernels obtained from our analysis. These kernels, which

are very different from the partial derivatives associated with the infinite-frequency

approximation of ray theory, provide new insight into the way wavegroups average the

Earth at finite frequencies.

ISOLATION FILTER DESIGN

We motivate the discussion of isolation filters by considering the transverse and

vertical-component synthetic seismograms at KONO for the Kamchatka event of 83/08/17

(Figure 4. 1). The transverse-component seismogram is composed of four main packets of

shear-energy: S, SS, SSS, and the fundamental-mode Love wave. At 63, the S-wave

bottoms around 1600 km depth and is followed by sS and ScS. SS also turns in the lower

mantle, at approximately 950 km depth. SSS is quintuplicated at this distance, giving rise

to five arrivals which sum to a large-amplitude pulse, and is sensitive to shear-velocity

structure throughout the upper mantle and transition zone. It is closely followed by the

fundamental-mode Love wave, which averages the structure of the crust and uppermost

mantle. The vertical-component waveforms are more complex, due to P and SV coupling.

For example, the S-wave on the vertical component is characterized by a low-amplitude

wavetrain, rather than a single, well-defined arrival. Part of this complexity is explained by

the presence of shear-coupled PL [Caloi, 1948; Oliver and Major, 1960; Oliver, 1961;

Chandler et al., 1968; Poupinet and Wright, 1972; Jordan and Frazer, 1975, Frazer, 1977]

and part by converted arrivals (Kanasewich et al., 1973; Ward, 19781. The difficulty of

modeling shear-coupled PL has led seismologists to abandon the PSV system [e.g.,

Heimberger and Engen, 1974 in favor of SH-polarized waveforms, although some recent

studies have attempted to utilize PSV-poluized waveforms [Bug and Langston, 1985a,

1985b; Langston and Bug, 1986]. The large-amplitude phase on the vertical component is

SSS. This pulse-like arrival, with a group velocity between 4.4 and 4.6 km/s, is
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i.(w) = Ga [a(t - r7(a))] (4.2)

The total group delay of the mth branch, i' , , is the sum of contributions from the
excitation, propagation, and instrument response:

=g(O 4() + tg (0)) + q(P. 0) (4.3)

where ( a x d m/d I)is the excitation group delay, 7" - Re(dk,, o/da is the propagation

group delay, and Vg=- d pj Ido is the instrument group delay. In general, the propagation

delay is the dominant term in (4.3), but occasionally the contribution from the excitation

term may be significant. The instrument delay does not depend on the branch index and is

a slowly varying function of frequency.

It is important to note that .,,(t) is not a group-velocity window in the classical

sense: i.e., 7(t) is not constructed by windowing the complete synthetic seismogram about

a particular group arrival time. Instead, we compute the sum over traveling-wave branches

with amplitude coefficients determined by (4.2). Returning to the seismograms in Figure

4.1, we shall use this formulation to construct isolation filters for two very different

wavegroups: S and SSS.

S isolation filter. At 63, S is bottoming in the relatively homogeneous lower mantle and

we expect the pulse shape to be simple. This is true on the transverse component, where S

has a group arrival time of to = 1149 s (corresponding to a group velocity of 6.11 kn/s).

However, the vertical component does not have a single, strong arrival due to the

interference of shear-coupled PL and converted arrivals. In order to construct an isolation

filter for S, we chose the group arrival time on the transverse component as to. The choice

of o'- was made after some experimentation; we found 100 s to be a reasonable value. In
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the group-velocity diagrams in Figare 1.4 indicates that many branches have Airy-phase

behavior at this group velocity, contributing to the large-amplitude arrival. This

observation is consistent with the numerical studies of Sa by Kovach and Anderson

119641, Schwab etal. [19741, and Nakanishi etal. [19761.

Figure 4.7 illustrates the isolation filters generated from these amplitude

coefficients. On both the transverse and vertical components, the group arrival time

algorithm has reproduced the SSS-wave, matching the complete synthetic in both amplitude

and phase. The periodic blips in the isolation filters are edge effects caused by the phase-

velocity cutoff at 7 knms and are analogous to truncation arrivals in WKBJ seismograms.

FR CHET KERNELS

Having demonstrated our ability to construct seismologically useful and interesting

isolation filters by weighted sums of traveling-wave branches, we now develop a

formalism for the interpretation of the generalized data functionals recovered with their use.

In particular, we derive expressions for their Frdchet kernels. Based on the mathematical

treatment developed in Chapters 2 and 3, we present formulae for the analysis of broad-

band seismograms. In our analysis, we have assumed that the parameters of the applied

window are judiciously chosen such that we may neglect any correction terms due to the

window in the estimation of the differential phase, group, and amplitude time parameters.

In the development below, we assume that the &,((p) are smoothly-varying, real functions

of frequency, although the expressions do not depend on a specific form of the weight

coefficients.

Autocorreladonfunction

In Chapters 2 and 3, we considered an isolation filter composed of a single

waveform and expanded C;(t) in a Gram-Charlier series characterized by a center

frequency wf and spectral half-width eap We modeled the application of a windowing
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2n
-'= (4.5)

While the autocorrelation is a symmetric function about zero lag, Cp(t) contains additional

cross-terms and the peak may be shifted away from zero lag. We assume that the

amplitude spectrum of C]7 (wo), including 6,,(o)), is a slowly varying function of frequency

and branch number. Near o) = oi', we approximate the amplitude spectrum of the

individual branch cross-correlations in terms of a scaled version of the autocorrelation

spectrum:

UC,,(o)) ,4n(o))I ,Xn(o))I [T(a))i, = UCMn(o ) ,',(O) I ,4n(o)I CII(No) (4.6)

The approximation assumes that most of the cross-term contributions come from nearest-

neighbor branches, whose spectral characteristics are similar. As discussed in Chapter 2,

this approximation will break down in the case of the cross-correlation between a high-

phase-velocity branch with a low-phase velocity branch, because their amplitude spectrum

will be quite different. However, the differential group delay in this case will be large, and

the windowing operator will substantially reduce this contribution to the sum.

With this parameterization of the amplitude spectrum and the expansion of the phase

spectrum in a first-order Taylor series (2.49), we may derive an expression for the filtered

cross-correlation between the isolation filter and the complete synthetic:

F &4wJ) (t) Ga~atA~
(21c)1 12 ai 0

x cos - 'A in(tT"')] (4.7)
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where C,., defined in Chapter 3, depends on the amplitude coefficients of the nth and mth

branches at wi'.

This expression describes the filtered, windowed cross-correlation between the

isolation filter and the complete synthetic seismogram as a sum over Gaussian wavelets;

each one describing the interaction between two traveling-wave branches in terms of a

differential phase, group, and amplitude delay. We expect the sum to be dominated by the

autocorrelation terms (n = m) and assume that it may be approximated by a single wavelet

(3.24), parameterized by an average perturbation in amplitude and phase (c, A Y, A ?,

Ala) due to interference. As we did in Chapters 2 and 3, we can develop expressions for

these average perturbations in terms of the individual contributions of the traveling-wave

branches. Illustrating the approach in the simple case when there is no differential

attenuation, we find:

C = [ X ,,( o ) 5 . c os(O),,, ?" " 2 + [ X ), m ,,) m sin( I nmp) I
i n m n0 (4.8)

M n (4.9)

c Co + SoSi
CO2 + S0 2  (4.10)

where the coefficients c0, cl, so, and s, are defined in terms of sums over the differential

branch phase and group delays:
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c0 = d ~(w) D, co!~~1~'O~i T9

m n=*

SO = ') 5 sin< "'Ai )
s1 = Z Z im(Ck)) /,wi sin(tcDAP) A'(411

ss T9 (4.11)

and we recall the definition of the 1,,, from Chapter 3:

5 f = -nm Ga" Ga ( (A rg- A-')) / Ga( c-i)(4.12)

In summary, we have formulated the cross-correlation function between the

isolation filter and the complete synthetic seismogram in terms of a double sum over

Gaussian wavelets which describe the interaction between the traveling-wave branches.

We have approximated this representation for FiCr,(t) as a single Gaussian wavelet and

derived expressions for the scale constant Z and the average phase and group delays A?,

and AT9 in terms of the individual branch contributions. These formulae are similar in

structure to those derived in Chapter 3, as they depend on weighted sums over sines and

cosines of AT '". They differ from earlier expressions, however, since the sum over the

branches of the synthetic seismogram is calculated for each branch in the isolation filter and

weighted by the &,(oiw').

The observed cross-correlation function

We now present an expression for the filtered, windowed cross-correlation between

7(t) and s(t). FiWCp(t) may be written as a double sum over the cross-correlations

between U,. of the isolation filter and the u, which comprise the observed seismogram,

wher we have applied the windowing operator at the peak of C, (t. a t, + &c):
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FWC7 3 ) a ( - Z Z a,,) C. Ga(,, (,--4r)
(2V) 5/2  /q8O,

0)0s o_4-8_4~' - *,2 A - S:+ 8-ign'] (4.13)

where C,., defined in Chapter 3, depends on the amplitude coefficients of the nth and mth

branches at ag.

Although (4.13) represents the filtered, windowed cross-correlation between 7(Q)

and s(t) as a sum over many Gaussian wavelets, only a few will make a significant

contribution to the correlation function, due to the presence of the window. We represent

the sum as a single wavelet (3.34), characterized by perturbations due to interfering

waveforms (A?,, AT S9 ATa) and perturbations due to deviations of the reference model

from the Earth (8r, &g. 8?,). We can develop expressions for the generalized data

functionals, &r., Sr, and St., in terms of the individual contributions of the traveling-

wave branches, which will allow us to formulate expressions for the Frdchet kernels as

linear sums of the branch parameters. As an example of the approach, we present the

formula for the Fr~chet kernel for

(a,) in the absence of differential attenuation:

(4.14)

where the 7,, are defined by

= &as) cosiw"(A - ) (4.15)
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This equation expresses the average phase perturbation as a linear sum of appropriately

scaled branch phase perturbations, that is, as a linear sum of the individual Frdchet kernels

at the reference frequency cot'. In Chapters 2 and 3, each P,, represented the interaction

between the single branch of the isolation filter and the nth branch of the synthetic

seismogram. In the general formulation of (4.1), P,, is a sum over the branches of the

isolation filter.

IMPLEMENTATION

We have developed a software package for the design of isolation filters. This

package allows us to construct7(t) for particular values of t. and q,-I, accounting for the

source, propagation, and instrument contributions. In addition, we may apply phase and

group-velocity limits as well as identify those modes which satisfy additional criteria, such

as certain ratios of shear-to-compressional energy. Once a set of coefficients are

determined, the filter is constructed by normal-mode summation. For the types of filters

discussed thus far, the number of modes involved in the sum is substantially less than the

total mode set, and isolation filters may be calculated quite efficiently. Once the isolation

filter is determined, the processing proceeds as described in Chapter 3. Returning to the

seismograms in Figure 4.1, we illustrate this formalism with the isolation filters for S and

SSS.

S isolation filter

Correlation functons. In the first step, we calculate the autocorrelation of the isolation

filter and apply the windowing operator and the narrow-band filter. Figure 4.9 displays

C7(), WC17(t), and FiWC)f(t) for several values of a i. The autocorrelation of the

isolation filter, as defined in (4.4), is a symmetric function which may contain cross-term

contributions away from zero lag. In this example, the autocorrelation function of the

transverse component S-wave is concentrated near the peak, while the vertical-component
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function is not. However, the windowing operator eliminates most of the cross-term

contributions away from zero lag, allowing us to apply the Gaussian-wavelet

approximation to FiWC7(t). We use (3.6) to estimate wi and or' by waveform fitting and

the resulting models are plotted with dashed lines.

Having determined oi and a i' from FiWCy1(t), we compute the cross-correlation

between 7(t) and Y(t). Figure 4.10 compares Cri(t), WCrs(t), and FiWCyr() for several

values of (pi. Considerable cross-term energy is apparent near zero-lag on the correlation

functions, particularly on the vertical component where Cri(t) does not have the same

sidelobe structure as C7f(t). Most of the interference is eliminated by the windowing

operator and we use the single-wavelet approximation of FiWCr(t) (3.24) to estimate the

average differential phase, group, and amplitude time delays due to interference. The

results obtained from waveform fitting are displayed in Figure 4.11. The values of these

parameters are near zero, indicating that the window has successfully removed most of the

interference. The filled circles indicate the values of A?, and AT, predicted from the

analytic expressions (4.9) and (4.10). The comparison between the measured and

predicted values of A?, is within a second or so on both the transverse and vertical

components, except at the very lowest frequency. While the predicted values of Ag on the

transverse component are within a few seconds of the measured values, with the greatest

error occurring at the lowest frequency, the vertical-component results are puzzling.

Although the measured values of AT, mimic the dispersion of the predicted values, they are

offset by 12 to 15 s in the range from 10 to 20 mHz.

This behavior is due to the breakdown of the wide-window approximation. The

vertical-component correlation function is not as localized as the transverse component

correlation function and consequently is more sensitive to the width of the window. It is

apparent from comparison of Figures 4.9 and 4.10 that Cri * C77, even for a single cycle

about the maximum. Elimination of the sidelobe structure by the windowing operator
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causes the measurement procedure to underestimate the effect of interference.

Experimentation has shown that better agreement may be obtained with a wider window.

Finally, we calculate the cross-correlation between 7(t) and s(r). Figure 4.12

illustrates C?3 (t), WC73(t), and FiWC73 (t) for several values of o i. While the transverse-

component correlation functions has the simple structure of a Gaussian wavelet. the

vertical-component correlation function does not. As in Figure 4.10, considerable cross-

term energy is apparent in the broad-band correlation function and is removed by the

windowing operator. The dashed line indicates the best model derived from waveform

fitting of (3.34) and Figure 4.13 displays the values of 6rp, 6r., and 6. recovered from

this operation. The solid line indicates the actual values for the EU2-SNA comparison.

The transverse-component S-wave behaves like a classical body wave, i.e., it is not

dispersed, and the recovered parameters match the values predicted from a simple travel-

time calculation. The vertical-component arrival is dispersed, however, with values of rP

which are a smoothly varying function of frequency.

Frichet kernels. We may use the expression for the first-order phase perturbation (4.14) to

calculate the FrEchet kernels for the S-wave isolation filters. Figure 4.14 presents the

transverse (a) and vertical (b) component kernels for velocity and density perturbations at

four sample frequencies. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the Moho, the 400 km

discontinuity, and the 670 km discontinuity. The solid line is the shear-velocity kernel; the

shorter dashed line is the compressional-velocity kernel. The longer dashed line marks the

density kernel

The SH-polarized shear-velocity kernels demonstrate that the S-wave travel time

represents a smoothed average of lower-mantle structure. This averaging becomes

localized near the bottoming depth of S with increasing frequency, corresponding to the

high-frequency turning-point singularity. At this distance, S travels nearly vertically

through the upper mande and is relatively insensitive to structure there. The density kernel

has low amplitude in the lower mante, but oscillates about zero in the transition zone and
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upper mantle. This oscillation is matched in the shear-velocity kernel and is a function of

the reference frequency. While the velocity kernels for an individual branch are non-

positive everywhere (as they are for classical travel time), the shear kernels in this figure

become positive in several places. This positivity is due to the interaction of interfering

wavegroups.

The PSV-polarized kernels are an interesting comparison to the SH figure. The

shear-velocity kernels at 30 and 40 mHz kernels are quite similar for toroidal and

spheroidal modes, while the 10 and 20 mHz kernels are very diffemnt Specifically, the 10

and 20 mHz PSV-polarized shear-velocity kernels display considerably more sensitivity to

upper-mantle structure than the SH kernels. This additional sensitivity is due to the

presence of shear-coupled PL and converted energy in the S wavetrain. The difference is

less pronounced at higher frequencies because the S-wave energy (which has a center

frequency of 33 mHz) dominates the wavetrain.

The compressional-velocity kernels indicate that the measure-nents of phase delay

made with an S-wave isolation filter contain information about the P-wave velocity in the

upper mantle. This sensitivity is exhibited at all frequencies, becoming progressively more

pronounced with increasing frequency. In fact, the comparison of the density and

compressional-velocity kernels indicate that the measurerrcnts at 30 and 40 mHz are

sensitive to the reflection coefficient at 400 km depth. Woodhouse and Dziewonski [ 19861

inverted PSV-polarized waveforms for SV stucture and observed a correlation between the

lower-mantle shear velocities and independent models of upper-mantle compressional-

velocity. They concluded that the SV waveforms contained significant amounts of P-wave

energy. Our methodology provides us with the means of interpreting the compressional-

energy contribution to the SV waveform.

We may compare the measurements of differential phase delay (squares) with the

values predicted fiom the integration of the Frcbet kernels with the velocity peturbations

between EU2 and SNA (filled circles) (Figure 4.15). The comparison for the SH
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measurement is very good, with phase estimates recovered to a second or so, except for the

lowest frequency. The PSV comparison is good for frequencies above 25 mHz, but

shows some "tears" between the measured and predicted values at lower frequencies. We

attribute these errors to the breakdown in the wide-window approximation described in the

comparison of the measured and predicted values of AT,.

Example. We have applied this methodology to recover estimates of the differential phase

delay for S between EU2 and the Earth from the Kamchatka seismograms (Figure 4.16a).

Figure 4.16b displays the values of the generalized data functionals estimated by our

procedure. The estimates of 8r, are quite consistent for the SH and PSV observations,

with values around 9 s. This agreement between the transverse and vertical component

measurements is surprising in the light of the EU2-SNA comparison (Figure 4.15). The

vertical-component measurements in the EU2-SNA example display dispersion, achieving

the transverse-component values only at the highest frequencies. We infer from this

comparison that the dispersion of shear-coupled PL must be sensitive to upper-mantle shear

structure and that EU2 is a good model for propagation across northern Eurasia.

The value of 9 s is an unexpectedly large differential travel time for direct S.

Examination of other seismograms for this event reveals similarly large shifts, suggesting

that this variation may be due in part to differences between the actual and assumed source

centroid time, rather than differences between EU2 (which uses the lower mantle from

PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981]) and the Earth (the centroid time shift for this

event is 13.1 s from the origin time reported by the National Earthquake Information Center

in their Preliminary Determination of Epicenters (PDE) [Dziewonski et al., 19841).

SSS isolation filter

Correlation functions. We begin by calculating the autocorlation of the isolation filter and

applying the windowing and filtering operators (Figure 4.17). Since 7(t) is localized in the

time domain on both components, Cj7() is concentrated near zero lag. The waveform
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fitting of the Gaussian-wavelet approximation produces estimates of oj ° and a i' X which

match the filtered, windowed autocorrelation function extremely well.

In the next step, we cross-correlate 7(t) and '(t). Figure 4.18 illustrates C-(t),

WCr,(t), and FjWCr(t); the values of the average phase, group, and amplitude parameters

recovered by this methodology (squares) are displayed in Figure 4.19. The values of A?,

and Ag predicted from (4.9) and (4.10) are displayed with filled circles. The comparison

of the measured and predicted values of A?, and AT, is excellent on the vertical

component, agreeing to within 1 s. On the transverse component, the predicted values of

AYP have similar dispersion as the measured values; for example, the theory predicts the

large excursion at 10 mHz. However, the 10 and 15 mHz measurements differ by several

seconds from the predicted values. The comparison of the measured and predicted values

of AT, is less satisfactory, with the variation between the observed and predicted values

reaching 10 s.

The cross-correlation betwee 7(t) and s(t) is illustrated in Figure 4.20, along with

WC7,(t) and FiWCy5(t), and the estimates of 8r,,, Srg, and 6ra recovered from the

waveform-fitting procedure are displayed in Figure 4.21. On the vertical component, the

estimation of 8-,r shows little or no dispersion, while the transverse component

measurements display some frequency dependence.

Frichet kernels. As we did in the example for S. we may use the expression for the first-

order phase perturbation (4.14) to calculate the Fr6chet kernels for the SSS-wave isolation

filters. Figure 4.22 presents the transverse (a) and vertical (b) component kernels for

velocity and density perturbations at four sample frequencies, with the same conventions as

Figure 4.14.

The SH-polarized kernels indicate that SSS is extremely sensitive to shear velocity

in the upper mantle and transition zone. In addition, this sensitivity is strongly frequency

dependent, due to the interaction of the trplication branches. For example, the emergence

of the reflection from the 400 Ian discontinuity may be observed in the 30 and 40 mHz
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kernels. Because of the strong frequency dependence, these four measurements yield four

independent constraints on shear-velocity structure.

The SH-polarized shear-velocity kernel at 38 mHz becomes positive at the 670 km

discontinuity. This positivity reflects the intraction of two traveling-wave branches which

are sensitive to the change in velocity across the discontinuity.

Comparison between the SH and PSV shear-velocity kernels is quite favorable.

Although there are some differences between the mode types, the kernels appear to be

averaging structure in the same way. In particular, SSS does not display any sensitivity to

compressional velocity in this frequency range.

We compare the measured estimates of &r to those predicted by integration of the

Frdchet kernels in Figure 4.23. The comparison is very favorable, except for the lowest

frequency measurement on the transverse component.

Example. We have used the SSS isolation filter to recover estimates of the generalized data

functionals on the observed seismogram (Figure 4.24a and b). The estimates of 6rp, r9

and 8;a on the vertical component are very stable. In particular, the measurement of

,differential phase delay does not display any dispersion, with values ranging between 4 to

6 s. The estimates of &r from the vertical component are very stable as well, hovering

around 30 s. However, the estimates of 8, and 8 ra display considerably more scatter.

The large discrepancy between the SH and PSV measured times may be understood by

examining Figure 4.24a, which compares the isolation filter with the observed and

synthetic seismograms. While SSS is a clear arrival on the vertical-component record, it

does not appear as a large amplitude pulse on the transverse-component record. This

variation in waveforms may be due to transition-zone heterogeneity.

DISCUSSION

In this Chapter, we have outlined an approach for constructing isolation filters

based on the weighting of traveling-wave branches. However, our technique for the
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recovery of generalized data functionals does not depend on method of computation. For

example, we could have considered an isolation filter calculated from some other

convenient algorithm. Our method is hybrid in the sense that the isolation filter may be

calculated by any procedure and need not be exact. The complete synthetic seismogram

allows us to correct for errors in the isolation filter as well as the presence of interference.

While many ray-theoretical techniques have been developed specifically for the

calculation of body-wave seismograms, we have chosen to construct our isolation filters by

weighted sums of traveling-wave branches for several reasons. For example, the WKBJ

method [Chapman, 1978; Dey-Sakar and Chapman, 1978; Chapman and Orcutt, 1985] is

very popular for its efficient and rapid computation of body waves. We investigated the

WKBJ algorithm in some detail and determined that it was not adequate for our needs. In

particular, we found that the problems in modeling triplication structure, such as the failure

to model low-frequency reflections and wave interactions with interfaces, were exacerbated

by *.ie number of surface reflections. More importantly, it is difficult to use WKBJ for

modeling PSV propagation because of the large number of rays which contribute to arrivals

such as shear-coupled PL. Although some progress has been made in combining

reflectivity codes with WKBJ in order to adequately model PSV propagation [Baag and

Langston, 1985a, 1985b; Langston and Baag, 1986], considerable work remains to be

done.

On the other hand, our approach allows us to account for the complications of PSV

propagation explicitly. In the example of the S-wave isolation filter, we summed all

traveling-wave branches with the appropriate group-velocity weighting. However, we

could have easily constructed an isolation filter which did not contain any P-wave energy

by suppressing modes with a low ratio of S/P energy. In either case, the construction of

the Fr6chet kernels includes the effects of PSV propagation. Thus, our approach allows us

to handle the problems typically associated with polarization.
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We have also shown that this parameter-retrieval methodology is applicable to a

wide-range of seismic phases. We considered purely ray-like arrivals such as S to purely

mode-like arrivals such as the fundamental-mode Love and Rayleigh waves, as well as

phases which exhibit both ray-like and mode-like behavior such as SSS.

MODE-RAY DUALITY

The relationship between modes and rays, usually referred to as mode-ray duality,

has received considerable attention over the years. It is generally recognized that normal

modes and rays represent two separate, but complementary, representations of the

seismogram. Many investigators have tackled the problem of establishing a relationship

between modes and rays [Ben Menahem, 1964; Brune, 1964; Anderssen and Cleary, 1974;

Anderssen et al., 1975; Gilbert, 1975; Lapwood, 1975; Anderssen, 1977; Woodhouse,

1978; Nolet and Kennett, 1978; Kennett and Woodhouse, 1978; Kennett and Nolet, 19791.

One approach has focused on the properties of high-frequency modes at low-angular order

[Anderssen and Cleary, 1974; Anderssen et al., 1975; Gilbert, 1975; Lapwood, 1975;

Anderssen, 19771 and has produced relations between the asymptotic eigenfrequency

spacing and vertical rays ScS and PKIKP. Another approach has focused on the properties
of high-frequency modes at high-angular order [Perkeris, 1965; Woodhouse, 1978; Nolet

and Kennett, 1978; Kennett and Woodhouse, 1978; Kennett and Nolet, 1979] and has led

to the development of constructive-interference conditions for the equivalence between

modes and rays. For example, Nolet and Kennett [1978] used a stationary-phase

argument to show that normal-mode summation will produce pulse-like arrivals when the

group velocity is stationary with respect to angular order.

Despite the extensive theoretical intetest in the relationship between modes and

rays, there has not been much effort to use normal-modes to calculate body-wave arrivals.

As far as we know, the isolation filters displayed in Figures 4.5 and 4.7 represent the first

efforts to create body-wave arrivals from standing-wave sums.
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SUMMARY

In this chapter, we explored the general form of the isolation filter as a sum over

traveling-wave branches convolved with the weight coefficients Zk,(t). We considered a

method for constructing isolation filters for wavegroups based on the summation of

traveling-wave branches with weight coefficients designed to "window" about a particular

group arrival time and illustrated this approach with S and SSS. We developed

expressions for FjWC77(t), FiWCy(t), and FiWC7,(t) in terms of sums over traveling-

wave branches. We have approximated these sums as a single Gaussian wavelet and

derived expressions for the average perturbations due to interfering arrivals (A37, A?9,

ATa). We have also derived a simple expression for the first-order phase perturbation due

to differences between the reference model and the Earth.
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TABLES

TABLE 4.1 PARAMETERS OF THE THE GROUP ARRIVAL WINDOWS - 83/08/17

Phase ro(s) o0 1 (s) Phase vel. Comments

S 1149. 100. 3. <c <13.

SSS 1589. Ill. 3. <c <7. fundamiental mode excluded
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 4.1

Transverse and vertical component synthetic seismograms, calculated from the
reference model EU2, for the 83/08/17 Kamchakta event (h = 77 kin) at the GDSN
station KONO (A = 63") Vertical lines mark the group arrival times of the phases
discussed in the text and were picked by eye on the transverse component.

FIGURE 4.2

Frequency vs. angular order (o-1) for toroidal (a) and spheroidal (b) modes,
calculated from the model EU2 with the &.(W) for the fundamental-mode surface
waves. The branch running from the lower right-hand corner to the upper right-
hand corner of each diagram corresponds to fundamental mode (n = 0, where n is
the radial order number). The size of the circles indicates the amplitude coefficients
of the isolation filter, from zero to one. In the case of the fundamental-mode
surface waves, only the coefficients of the n = 0 branch are non-zero. Figure 4.3
displays the isolation filters calculated from the convolution of these amplitude
coefficients with the traveling-wave branches.

FIGURE 4.3

Transverse and vertical component seismograms, corresponding to the isolation
filter 7(t) and the complete synthetic s(t) calculated from the model EU2. An
isolation filter for the fundamental-mode surface wave is calculated by summing all
the normal modes for the travelg-wave branch n = 0 with kO(Oj) = 1.

FIGURE 4.4

Frequency vs. angular order (o)-I) for toroidal (a) and spheroidal (b) modes,
calculated from the model EU2 with the &,,(w) for S. The amplitude coefficients
were calculated from (4.2) with parameters to = 1149 s and cT. - I = 100 s and a
phase-velocity cutoff of 13 km/s. Both the toroidal and spheroidal coefficients
form a wedge between phase velocities of 7 and 11 km/s. The highest amplitudes
on the toroidal-mode diagram occur in a well-defined region, with a smoothly-
scalloped transition to lower amplitudes. The scalloping is due to the presence of
discontinuities in EU2. The structure of the spheroidal-mode diagram appears more
chaotic, which high and low amplitudes mingled within the wedge. However, the
low-amplitude modes align along cross-cutting branches, which correspond to P-
waves in the upper mande. Figure 4.5 displays the isolation filters calculated from
these amplitude coefficients.
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FIGURE 4.5

Transverse and vertical component seismograms, corresponding to the isolation
filter (t) and the complete synthetic s () calculated from the model EU2. The
isolation filter for S on the transverse component is quite good, reproducing the
amplitude and phase of the arrival on the complete synthetic. The vertical
component filter does not form a single, well-defined arrival; instead, it reproduces
the low-amplitude wavetrain on the complete synthetic.

FIGURE 4.6

Frequency vs. angular order (co-i) for toroidal (a) and spheroidal (b) modes,
calculated from the model EU2 with the the 6(a() for SSS. The 1st through 8th
higher-mode branches dominate the isolation filter for SSS, with an excellent
correspondence between toroidal and spheroidal modes. The group arrival time
was chosen to be 1589 s and the window half-width was 111 s. We removed any
fundamental-mode energy which satisfied this criteria and applied a phase-velocity
cutoff of 7 km/s. Figure 4.7 illustrates the isolation filters constructed from these
amplitude coefficients.

FIGURE 4.7

Transverse and vertical component seismograms, corresponding to the isolation
filter 7(t) and the complete synthetic s (t) calculated from the model EU2. The
isolation filters for SSS are quite good, reproducing the amplitude and phase of the
arrival on the complete synthetic. Both the transverse and vertical component filters
contain periodic arrivals which correspond to edge effects introduced by the phase-
velocity cutoff.

FIGURE 4.8

The broad-band autocorrelation of the S-wave isolation filter for the transverse (left)
and vertical (right) components. C7(t) (solid line) is a symmetric function,
centered at zero lag. The dashed line indicates the best-fitting Gaussian wavelet.
Values of o. and a'f are 33 and 9 mHz for the transverse component and 28 and 14
mHz for the verticil component respectively. Because the SH-polarized isolation
filter is localized in the time domain, its autocorrelation function is concentrated near
zero lag and the Gaussian-wavelet approximation provides a good fit near the peak.
However, the PSV-polarized isolation filter is not localized in the time domain and
consequently its autoconrelation is not concentrated near zero lag. C7(r) contains
large-amplitude peaks several cycles away from its maximum and the Gaussian-
wavelet approximation cannot model this behavior.

FIGURE 4.9

C77(t), W C17 (t), and FjW C7(t) for the transverse (left) and vertical (right)
components at several center frequencies (1 = 35; 2 = 25; 3 = 15 mHz). The
autocorrelation functions are symmetric about zero lag, but contain cross-term
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contributions due to branch-branch interactions. The windowing operator reduces
the cross-term contribution to the autocorrelation, improving the Gaussian-wavelet
approximation. The dashed line (which overlays the solid line) indicates the model
obtained by fitting equation (3.6) to the filtered, windowed autocorrelation
functions.

FIGURE 4. 10

Cr,(t), W Cr,(t), and FjWC7 (t) for the transverse (left) and vertical (right)
components at several center frequencies (1 = 35; 2 = 25; 3 = 15 mHz). The
windowing operator reduces the cross-term contribution to the complete synthetic
cross-correlation, improving the Gaussian-wavelet approximation. The dashed line
indicates the model obtained by fitting equation (3.24) to the filtered, windowed
cross-correlation functions. The estimates of the parameters ATP, A? and AT.
recovered from the waveform-fitting procedure are displayed in Figure ei 1.

FIGURE 4.11

Estimates of the parameters ATP, A?., and AT. recovered from the waveform fitting
of FiWCyr(t) (squares) for the transverse (top) and vertical (bottom) component
seismograms and the S isolation filter. The values of these parameters are near
zero, indicating that most of the influence of interference has been removed by the
windowing operator. The filled circles indicate the values of AT, and A?. predicted
from the analytic expressions (4.9) and (4.10). The comparison between the
measured and predicted values of A?, is within a second ir so on both the
transverse and vertical components, except at the very lowest ft zquency. While the
predicted values of A?, on the transverse component are within a few seconds of
the measured values, with the greatest error occurring at the lowest frequency, the
vertical-component results are puzzling. Although the measured values of AT,
mimic the dispersion of the predicted values, they are offset by 12 to 15 s in the
range from 10 to 20 mHz. This offset is due to the breakdown of the wind-
window approximation.

FIGURE 4.12

C7 s(t), WCy,(t), and FjWCy(t) for several center frequencies. The windowing
operator reduces the cross-term contribution to the observed cross-correlation,
improving the Gaussian-wavelet approximation. The dashed line indicates the
model obtained by fitting equation (3.34) to the filtered, windowed cross-
correlation functions. The estimates of 8?,,, 8T., and 8r. recovered from the
waveform fitting are displayed in Figure 4.13.

FIGURE 4.13

Estimates of the parameters .r,, &r. and 8r. recovered from the waveform fitting
of FiWCT,(t) (squares) for the transverse (top) and vertical (bottom) component
seismograms and the S isolation filter. The solid line indicates the actual values
calculated for the EU2/SNA comparison. On the transverse component, the S-
wave behaves as a classical body wave, i.e., it is not dispersed, and the recovered
parameters match the true values. The transverse-component arrival is dispersed,
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however, and the recovered phase delays are a smoothly-varying function of
frequency.

FIGURE 4.14

Transverse (a) and vertical (b) component Fr~chet kernels calculated for the first-
order perturbation in phase delay (4.14) at four sample frequencies. The horizontal
dashed lines indicate the Moho, the 400 km discontinuity, and the 670 km
discontinuity. The solid line is the shear-velocity kernel; the shorter dashed line is
the compressional-velocity kernel. The longer dashed line marks the density
kernel. (a) The SH-polarized shear-velocity kernels demonstrate that the S-wave
travel time represents a smoothed average of lower-mantle structure. This
averaging becomes localized near the bottoming depth of S with increasing
frequency, corresponding to the high-frequency turning-point singularity. The
shear kernels in this figure become positive in several places, due to the interaction
of interfering wavegroups. (b) The PSV-polarized kernels are an interesting
comparison to the SH figure. The shear-velocity kernels at 30 and 40 mHz kernels
are quite similar for toroidal and spheroidal modes, while the 10 and 20 mHz
kernels are very different. The compressional-velocity kernels indicate that the
measurements of phase delay made with a S-wave isolation filter contain
information about the P-wave velocity in the upper mantle.

FIGURE 4.15

Comparison between the measurements of differential phase delay (squares) and the
values predicted from the integration of the Frdchet kernels with the velocity
perturbations between EU2 and SNA (filled circles). The comparison for the SH
measurement is very good, with phase estimates recovered to a second or so,
except for the lowest frequency. The PSV comparison is good for frequencies
above 25 mHz, but shows some "tears" between the measured and predicted values
at lower frequencies. We attribute these errors to the breakdown in the wide-
window approximation described in the comparison of the measured and predicted
values of Arg.

FIGURE 4.16

Application of this methodology to recover estimates of the differential phase delay
for S between EU2 and the Earth from the Kamchatka seismograms. (a)
Comparison between the 7(t) and s(t) (upper pair) and 7(t) and s(t) (lower pair) for
the transverse (left) and vertical (right) component records. (b) Estimated values of
the generalized data functionals recovered by our procedure. The estimates of 6r,
are quite consistent for the SH and PSV observations, with values around 9 s.

FIGURE 4.17

Cf7(t), WC77(t), and FiWCY7(t) of SSS for the transverse (left) and vertical (right)
components at several center frequencies (1 = 35; 2 = 25; 3 = 15). The
autocorrelation functions are symmetric about zero lag, but contain cross-term
contributions due to branch-branch interactions. The windowing operator reduces
the cross-term contribution to the autocorrelation, improving the Gaussian-wavelet
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approximation. The dashed line (which overlays the solid line) indicates the model
obtained by fitting equation (3.6) to the filtered, windowed autocorrelation
functions.

FIGURE 4.18

C1 (t), WCi(), and FiWCri(t) for the transverse (left) and vertical (right)
components at several center frequencies (1 = 35; 2 = 25; 3 = 15). The windowing
operator reduces the cross-term contribution to the complete synthetic cross-
correlation, improving the Gaussian-wavelet approximation. The dashed line
indicates the model obtained by fitting equation (3.24) to the filtered, windowed
cross-correlation functions. The estimates of the parameters ATp, Ag , and A
recovered from the waveform fitting are displayed in Figure 4.19.

FIGURE 4.19

Estimates of the parameters A, , and A?. recovered from the waveform fining
of FiWCrs(t) (squares) for the transverse (top) and vertical (bottom) component
seismograms and the SSS isolation filter. The values of these parameters are near
zero, indicating that most of the influence of interference has been removed by the
windowing operator. The filled circles indicate the values of Ap and A?, predicted
from the analytic expressions (4.9) and (4.10). The comparison of the measured
and predicted values of A? and A?, is excellent on the vertical component,
agreeing to within I s. On the transverse component, the predicted values of A.T,
have similar dispersion as the measured values; for example, the theory predicts the
large excursion at 10 mHz. E )wever, the 10 and 15 mHz measurements differ by
several seconds from the predicted values. The comparison of the measured and
predicted values of AT, is less satisfactory, with the variation between the observed
and predicted values reching 10s.

FIGURE 4.20

Cps(t), WC7 s(t), and FiWC7,(t) for several center frequencies. The windowing
operator reduces the cross-term contribution to the observed cross-correlation,
improving the Gaussian-wavelet approximation. The dashed line indicates the
model obtained by fitting equation (3.34) to the filtered, windowed cross-
correlation functions. The estimates of 6,r,, &rg, and 8-r recovered from the
waveform fitting are displayed in Figure 4.21.

FIGURE 4.21

Estimates of the parameters r, &, , and r. recovered from the waveform fitting
of FjWCps(t) (squares) for the transverse (top) and vertical (bottom) component
seismograms and the SSS isolation filter.

FIGURE 4.22

Transverse (a) and vertical (b) component Frdchet kernels calculated for the first-
order perturbation in phase delay (4.14) at four sample frequencies. The horizontal
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dashed lines indicate the Moho, the 400 km discontinuity, and the 670 km
discontinuity. The solid line is the shear-velocity kernel; the shorter dashed line is
the compressional-velocity kernel. The longer dashed line marks the density
kernel. The SH-polarized kernels indicate that SSS is extremely sensitive to shear
velocity in the upper mantle and transition zone. In addition, this sensitivity is
strongly frequency dependent, due to the interaction of the triplication branches.
Comparison between the SH and PSV shear-velocity kernels is quite favorable.
Although there are some differences between the mode types, the kernels appear to
average structure in the same way. In particular, SSS does not display any
sensitivity to compressional velocity in this frequency range.

FIGURE 4.23

Comparison between the measurements of differential phase delay (squares) and the
values predicted from the integration of the Frichet kernels with the velocity
perturbations between EU2 and SNA (filled circles',. The comparison is very
favorable, except for the lowest frequency measurement on the transverse
component.

FIGURE 4.24

Application of this methodology to recover estimates of the differential phase delay
for SSS between EU2 and the Earth from the Kamchatka seismograms. (a)
Comparison between the 7(t) and 7(t) (upper pair) and 7(t) and s(z) (lower pair) for
the transverse (left) and vertical (right) component records. (b) Estimated values of
the generalized data functionals recovered by our procedure. The estimates of 5rP,
6-r,, and 8% an the vertical component are very stable. In particular, the
measurement of differential phase delay does not display any dispersion, with
values ranging between 4 to 6 s. The estimates of 5r, from the vertical component
are very stable as well, hovering around 30 s. However, the estimates of 6r and
5ra display considerably more scatter. The large discrepancy between the Sh and
PSV measured times may be understood by examining Figure 4.24a, which
compares the isolation filter with the observed and synthetic seismograms. While
SSS is a clear arrival on the vertical-component record, it does not appear as a large
amplitude pulse on the transverse-component record. This variation in waveforms
may be due to transition-zone heterogeneity.
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CHAPTER 5

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

INTRODUCTION

Cross-correlation has a long history in seismological-data processing, from the

"phase-equalization" technique of Aki [19601 for recovery of the source function to the

"phase-matched filtering" approach of Herrin and Goforth [1977, 19861 for the

reconstruction of group velocity curves. Synthetic seismograms have been used in

conjunction with cross-correlation to measure differential travel times [Hart, 1975; Hart and

Butler, 1978; Butler, 1979], differential dispersion [Dziewonski et al., 1972; Herrin and

Goforth, 1977, 1986] and to isolate wavegroups for waveforn inversion (Lemer-Lam and

Jordan, 1983, 19871.

Our methodology is most similar to the approach of Lerner-Lam and Jordan [1983,

1987]. They applied isolation filtering techniques to isolate individual wave groups prior to

inversion and applied a windowing operator to minimize the contamination of interfering

energy. They used the cross-correlation with the complete synthetic seismogram to model

wave effects such as caustic phase shifts, diffraction, physical dispersion, and interfering

arrivals. However, they inverted the difference between the observed and synthetic

correlation functions for model perturbations, while we have developed an analytic

representation of the correlation function in terms of a few simple parameters.

Our characterization of the cross-correlation functions, based on an expansion of

Hermite polynomials, is a powerful approach. This formulation allows us to express an

arbitrary spectrum in the form of a Gaussian with higher-order terms which depend on the
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normalized moments of the spectrum. We may carry these terms through our processing

procedure and evaluate their contribution. Based on a first-order Taylor series expansion

of differential wavenumber, we have shown thai the filtered winidowed cross-correlation

function may be approximated as a harmonic carrier modulated by a Gaussian envelope,

parameterized by a center frequency wo' and spectral half-width o', perturbations due to

interfering arrivals, A4f, AY, and Aa, and time shifts owing to differences between the

reference model and the actual Earth, Srp, Sr?,, and 6-ra. In those situations when the

differential quadratic term is large, we have developed a processing procedure which

allows us to estimate the quadratic contribution.

We have developed a general formalism for isolation filters in terms of weighted

sums of traveling-wave branches. This representation is completely general and allows us

to compute isolation filters for body-wave phases by designing the U,,(c) to select modes

on the basis of group arrival time. We demonstrated that this methodology is successful in

the computation of isolation filters for S and SSS. While we can use a ray-theoretical

technique such as WKBJ for the calculation of the isolation filters (since the isolation filters

need not be exact), our formalism is complete and allows us to model phenomena such as

shear-coupled PL and converted phases.

This approach is completely general. It allows us to analyze arbitrary waveforms

on three-component data over a broad range of frequencies with a self-consistent, uniform

methodology.

Before concluding, we wish to discuss several problems in Earth structure to which

our waveform-analysis procedure may be readily applied.
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FUTURE WORK

Upper-mantle structure

In Chapter 1, we motivated the development of this technique by introducing the

EU2-SNA discrepancy (Figure 1.1). In the past, the methods applied to SH-polarized

waveforms (e.g., the ray-theoretical methods of Grand and Helmberger [1984]) have been

very different from the methods applied to PSV-polarized waveforms (e.g., the mode-

theoretical methods of Lerner-Lam and Jordan [1983]). This has made the comparison of

the results, especially discrepancies among models, difficult to evaluate. Our methodology

for waveform analysis permits a unified treatment of body waves and surface waves from

all three components of ground motion. The preliminary results reported by Gee and

Jordan [1988 (Appendix F)] suggest that at least some of the EU2-SNA discrepancy is

associated with large-scale, large-amplitude polarization anisotropy in the uppermost

mantle. Although this conclusion is hardly surprising given the reported evidence from

surface waves for polarization anisotropy in the -.ontinental upper mantle [e.g., Crampin

and King, 1977; Cara et al., 1980; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981; L~v~que and Cara,

1983, 1985; Nataf et al., 1986], the large shear-wave splitting in Northern Eurasia was

observed using techniques similar to those discussed here. An obvious application of this

methodology is to obtain further constraints on the nature of this apparent anisotropy

(Figure 5.1). In particular, we shall focus on the question of how much of the splitting is

due to true, intrinsic anisotropy caused by crystal alignment and how much is due to fine-

scale layering and lateral heterogeneity. The Fr6chet kernels examined in Chapter 4 suggest

that SH and PSV-polarized waveforms average Earth structure in fundamentally different

ways, at least at low frequencies. Thus, a discrepancy in SH and PSY travel times is not

diagnostic of polarization anisotropy. The solution to these problems lies in the careful
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formulation of the inverse problem. In particular, we plan to engage in hypothesis testing

in order to determine whether our observations require polarization anisotropy.

Transition-zone heterogeneity

We will also continue the development of the technique to handle the more subtle

observations associated with fine-scale upper-mantle structure. For example, because the

triplicated body-wave arrivals interfere strongly, their individual travel times cannot be

easily measured using single isolation filters. However, we may construct an isolation

filter for the complete triplication and measure the resulting frequency-dependent travel

times. As demonstrated by the SSS example in Chapter 4, we can recover several,

independent constraints on velocity structure from a single waveform. We plan to use this

technique to study lateral variations in the mid-mantle transition zone. We are particularly

interested in the relative amplitude of the topography on the 400-kn and 650-km

discontinuities and whether it is anticorrelated, as would be expected if these features were

phase transitions with Clapeyron slopes of opposite signs. This research will yield

information very different from, and complementary to, the data obtained on discontinuity

structure from SH-polarized mantle reverberations by Revenaugh and Jordan [1987,

19891.

Core-mantle boundary and outer-core structure

The structure of the core and the core-mantle boundary has been the subject of

much recent interest [Creager and Jordan, 1986; Ritzwoiler et al., 1986, 1988; Morelli and

Dziewonski, 1987; Giardini et al., 1987; Young and Lay, 1987a]. A wide-range of

resources have been brought to bear on the problem, including high-frequency P-wave

travel times (Creager and Jordan, 1986; Morelli and Dziewonski, 1987], anomalously split

eigenfrequencies [Ritzwoller et al., 1986, 1988; Giardini et al., 1987], and SH-polarized

waveforms [Lay and Helmberger, 1983; Young and Lay, 1987a; Revenaugh, 1989].
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These recent results add to the large literature on the fine structure of the outer core and

core-mantle boundary (see Cleary [19741 and Young and Lay [1987b] for extensive

reviews).

There is still considerable uncertainty surrounding the velocity gradients in D". The

question of whether shear-wave velocity increases or decreases at the base of the mantle is

still debated [Cleary er al., 1967; Cleary, 1969; Bolt er al., 1970; Hales and Roberts, 1970;

Mitchell and Helmberger, 1972; Mondt, 1977; Okal and Geller, 1979; Doornbos and

Mondt, 1979a, 1979b; Mula, 1981; Doornbos, 1983; Lay and Helmberger, 1983; Bolt and

Niazi, 1984; Young and Lay, 1987a]. Most of the work supporting a decrease in shear

velocity has been carried out on the frequency-dependent amplitude decay and apparent

phase velocity of Sdiff. The difficulty with these approaches is that ray-theoretical methods

breakdown in the deep shadow of the core-mantle boundary. Our methodology provides

us with the tools to analyze Sdirr and recover estimates of its differential phase, group, and

amplitude time parameters as a function of frequency. Figures 5.2-5.4 illustrate some

preliminary results on the analysis of Sdiff. We have developed a simple relationship

between the generalized data functionals and the model parameters, and the interpretation of

results from Sdiff and SKS in terms of core-mantle boundary and outer core structure will

be straightforward.

Inner-core structure

As a final example, we consider a very specific problem: how do we determine the

average shear velocity of the inner core? This is a geophysically interesting problem that

has proven to be difficult to solve by standard seismological techniques. Body waves with

inner-core shear-wave legs have not been reliably observed (although see Julian et a.'s

[19731 discussion of array-based searches for PKJKP). The best information on inner-

core shear velocities currently comes from the eigenfrequencies of a few low-degree

spheroidal modes [Dziewonski and Gilbert, 19731, but these observations may be
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compromised by anomalous splitting [Masters and Gilbert, 1981; Ritzwoller et al., 1986:

Giardini er al., 1987].

We consider two earth models, CORE 11, which we take to be the reference model.

and a version of this model, CORE 11', that has the shear velocities of the inner core

reduced by 10% (Figure 5.5). (CORE 11 is an unpublished, transversely isotropic structure

that fits the spherically averaged eigenfrequencies compiled by the UCSD group [Widmer

et al,, 1988; G. Masters, personal communication, 19881.) Figure 5.6 shows three time

series calculated at the IDA station PFO for the 1982 Banda Sea earthquake between 0 and

1000 minutes after the origin times (a) and a high-pass filtered version of the interval from

200 to 800 minutes (b). The first is the reference synthetic 7'(t) computed by complete

normal-mode summation from CORE 11; the third models an "observed" seismogram for

CORE 11'.

The middle traces in Figure 5.6 correspond to an isolation filter 7(r) computed from

CORE I I by summing only those modes that have 5% or more of their shear energy

concentrated in the inner core. These modes, of which there are about 1000 whose

frequencies are in the band-pass of the IDA instrument, are illustrated on an w.-4 diagram in

Figure 5.7. The amplitude of any individual mode in 7(t) is very small at the earth's

surface; for many, such as the inner-core Stoneley modes, it is infinitesimal. However,

their summed response has a significant amplitude, especially at higher frequencies; in

fact, by high-pass filtering, we can obtain an isolation filter with an RMS amplitude of

about 30% of the total response (Figure 5.6b). No particularly significant wave groups are

obvious in this time interval because the response is distributed over many mode branches.

Figure 5.8 displays the correlation functions CT;(t), CTXt), and C11(t) (a) and their

windowed versions together with their analytical Gaussian approximations (b). CT(r)

closely resembles C7flt) and has its peak very near zero lag, indicating that the distortion

due to interference by other modes is small. The envelope of CfQ), on the other hand, is

shifted towards positive lag by about 120 s by the reduced inner-core shear velocity.
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Although at the time of this writing we have not yet computed the Frdchet kernel for the

phase-delay functional 4&, associated with this observation, the large group delay evident

in the lowermost trace of Figure 5.8 indicates that measurements based on this isolation

filter are reasonably sensitive to the inner-core shear velocity.

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, we have presented a waveform-analysis procedure for recovering

amplitude and phase information from complex seismograms. This methodology is similar

to waveform inversion in that it makes use of the ability to calculate synthetic seismograms

from realistic Earth models. Unlike waveform-inversion techniques, which invert the

difference between an observed and synthetic seismogram for structural perturbations, we

use synthetic seismograms to recover information corresponding to well-defined scalar-

valued functions of Earth structure: phase delays, group delays, attenuation times, and their

generalizations. While the more classical approach to measuring such kinematic properties

is often confounded by wave effects such as caustic phase shifts, diffraction, physical

dispersion, and interfering arrivals, the use of complete synthetic seismograms allows use

to model these phenomena explicitly.

Our approach is based on the analytic representation of the cross-correlations

between an isolation filter and the complete synthetic and observed seismograms. We

process these correlation functions; first by applying a windowing operator to reduce the

effects of interfering arrivals and second by applying a narrow-band filter. We have

developed expressions for the processed autocorrelation function FjWC1y(t), the processed

cross-correlation between the isolation filter and the complete synthetic F1WCp(t), and the

processed cross-correlation between the isolation filter and the observed seismogram

FjWCj,(t). By using a waveform-fitting algorithm, we may estimate the effective center

frequency and spectral half-width (woj', ai), the perturbations due to interference
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(Af(cOi'), Ayg(cOJi, A a(Oj'), and the perturbations due to differences between the

reference model and the Earth (&p(oi, 6rg(ag)i, 6r,(0')).

We illustrated our methodology with several types of isolation filters, spanning the

range from fundamental-mode surface waves to body-wave arrivals. In particular, we

outlined an approach for constructing isolation filters based on the weighting of traveling-

wave branches. However, our technique for the recovery of generalized data functionals

does not depend on method of computation. For example, we could have considered an

isolation filter calculated from some other convenient algorithm. Our method is hybrid in

the sense that the isolation filter may be calculated by any procedure and need not be exact.

The complete synthetic seismogram allows us to correct for errors in the isolation filter as

well as the presence of interference.

The observables 8rp, &r, and &a are functionals of earth structure. In the case of

an isolated waveform, the Frdchet kernels are known (Backus and Gilbert, 1967-

Woodhouse, 1976; Woodhouse and Dahlen, 1978]. We have developed formulas for the

Fr~chet kernels for the general form of 7(t), which express the observed perturbation as a

linear sum of the individual perturbations of each traveling-wave branch. Hence, once the

generalized data functionals have been measured and their uncertainties determined as a

function of frequency (and source-receiver position) by fitting the Gaussian narrow-band

expressions to FjWC?,(t), they may be easily inverted for structural models using standard

linearized methods.

Over the last decade, seismologists have made spectacular progress in elucidating

the three-dimensional structural variations of the Earth. However, only a small fraction of

the information available from existing seismograms has been used for this purpose and

many important geophysical questions related to the details of earth structure remain

unanswered. While the growth of three-component, broad-band global digital arrays such

as Geoscope, Network of Autonomously Registering Stations (NARS), and Global

Seismic Network (GSN) will allow seismologists to make further progress on these
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problems in the 1990's, the process may be greatly accelerated by the development of

techniques which make better use of the existing data. We think the procedures developed

in this thesis will contribute significantly in this area.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 5.1

Example of apparent shear-wave splitting in SS recorded at the GDSN station
KONO from an event in the Hindu Kush (84/07/01, h = 199 km, A = 450]. The
upper boxes present the observed seismogram, the complete synthetic seismogram,
and the isolation filter for SS (left - transverse component; right - vertical
component). In this example, the synthetic seismogram and the isolation filter are
calculated from the model SNA. The bottom boxes illustrate the resulting
correlation functions (solid line), Crj(t), CJ7t), and Cys(t), with the model derived
from waveform fitting (symbols). The broad-band correlation functions indicate a
differential shift between the SH and PSV-polarized waveforms.

FIGURE 5.2

Record section from an event in Tonga f82/12/20, h = 10 km], recorded at the
Regional Seismic Test Network (RSTN) stations in North America. The solid line
indicates the observed seismogram; the dashed line is the complete synthetic
seismogram calculated from the model EU2. In order of increasing distance, the
stations are RSSD (A = 950), RSNT (A = 990), RSNT (A = 990), RSON and
RSCP (A = 1040), and RSNY (A = 1150).

FIGURE 5.3

We constructed isolation filters for Sdiff using the technique described in Chapter 4
and estimated the differential time parameters as a function of frequency. This
figure illustrates the differential phase delay at six center frequencies, from 15 to 40
mHz, as a function of distance. These parameters represent raw values Br, and
have not been corrected for station statics.

FIGURE 5.4

Shear-velocity (a) and density (b) kernels at four center frequencies. Horizontal
dashed lines indicate the Moho, the 400 km discontinuity, the 650 km
discontinuity, the top of D", and the core-mantle boundary. The length of the
dashes indicate the distance: from 95* (shortest dashes) to 1150 (solid line). Notice
how the shear-velocity kernels become increasingly localized in D" with increasing
distance. We think that the application of our waveform-analysis procedure will
allow us to obtain fundamentally new information about the structure at the core-
mantle boundary.

FIGURE 5.5

Shear velocity as a function of depth for models CORE 11 (solid line) and CORE
I I' (dashed line). CORE I I is a transversely isotropic structure which represents
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the smallest perturbation to PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 19811 that satisfies
the the spherically-averaged eigenfrequencies compiled by the UCSD group [G.
Masters. personal communication. 19881. CORE 11' is a version of CORE 11
with shear velocities in the inner core reduced by 10%. In our inner core
experiment, CORE 11 is used as the reference model. The upper curve in each
model is the SH velocity, whereas the lower curve is the SV velocity.

FIGURE 5.6

Timeseries calculated from CORE 11 and CORE 11' for an event in the Banda Sea
(82/06/22, h = 473 km) recorded at the IDA station PO (A = 117*) between 0 and
1000 (a) and 200 and 800 minutes (b) after the origin time. The first is the
reference synthetic s (t) computed by complete normal-mode summation from
CORE 11; the third models an "observed" seismogram for CORE 11'. The second
is an isolation filter 7(t) computed from CORE 11 by summing only those modes
that have 5% or more of their shear energy concentrated in the inner core.

FIGURE 5.7

Frequency (co) vs. angular order (I) diagram for the transversely isotropic model
CORE 11. This figure represents a subset of the spheroidal-mode catalog to 50
mHz. Modes with greater than 5% of their shear energy concentrated in the inner
core are indicated with large circles.

FIGURE 5.8

The correlation functions CT,(t), CT,t), and C7,0) (a) and their filtered, windowed
versions (b) together with their analytical Gaussian approximations (symbols) are
displayed. C?;(t) closely resembles C--(t) and has its peak very near zero lag,
indicating thit the distorton due to interference by other modes is small. The
envelope of C7s(t), on the other hand, is shifted towards positive lag by about 120 s
by the reduced inner-core shear velocity. Although at the time of this writing we
have not yet computed the Frichet kernel for the phase-delay functional oTP
associated with this observation, it appears that measurements based on this
isolation filter should yield data that are reasonably sensitive to the inner-core shear
velocity.
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Figure 5.2
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APPENDIX A

PROPERTIES OF H ERMITE-POLYNOMIAL EXPANSIONS

Infinite series techniques are a good psychological restorative because they
can give a scientist who is stalled on a problem a sense of forward progress
as he or she computes the terms.

C.M. Bender and S.A. Orszag, 1978

INTRODUCION

Hermite polynomials are a member of the family of classical orthogonal

polynomials which includes Chebyshev, Gegenbauer, Jacobi, Laguerre, and Legendre.

Although they bear the name of Charles Hermite [ 1864], they were first used by Laplace in

1805 in his Treatise on Celestial Mechanics. General discussions of their definition and

properties may be found in Hille (1926], Szeg6 [1926], Palami [1937], Sansone [1959],

and Lebedev [ 1965]. Hermite polynomials occur in mathematical physics as solutions to

time-independent Schr6dinger equation for a simple harmonic oscillator and in statistics for

the representation of distributions over the interval [-a*, *@]. In the following sections, we

shall present some useful properties of Hermite polynomials and develop the representation

of real functions using the Gram-Charlier expansion.

PROPERTIES OF HERMITE POLYNOMIALS

Definition

Hermite polynomials may be derived from the coefficients of the power series

expansion of e - t212 + xt in t:
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e- 1'r += 0 2.±12 ~zZ2I
A=o k! 0,k =

k=O k! ( dxk

= ' .Hek(x) (A. 1)
k!-

-k=0

Hek(x) is the Hermite polynomial of degree k and e- ' + x, is known as the generating

function. The Hek(x) form a complete set over the interval [-, -1]:

1 [k/2]
Hek(x) -e 2 2 (-I)k [dk e-x 221 = k X (-1/2) Xk 2i

Ldxk j=0 j!(k- 2J)! (A.2)

where [k/2] is the largest integer 5 k/2, and are orthogonal with respect to a Gaussian

weight function:

f Ga (x) Hek(x) He,(x) dx = O- k! Sk (A.3)

where Ga(x) is defined:

Ga (x) a e -, 2 2 (A.4)
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The first few polynomials are summarized in Table A. 1 and plotted in Figure A. 1. The

Hek(x) are related to the Hk(X), which are also known are Herrmte polynomials. through a

simple scaling [Abramowitz and Stegun, 19721:

Hek(x) = 2
-k2 Hk(x /f2) (A.5)

The Hk(x) nomenclature is more common in mathematical physics; the Hek(x) designation

is more prevalent in probability and statistics.

Symmetry theorem

A Hermite polynomial is even or odd depending on degree:

Hek(-x) = (-1) Hek(x) (A.6)

Proof: let x = -y in (A.2)

[k12]

Hek(-y) = k! I (-112)/(_y)k- 2

j!(k- 2j)!

= (-l) Hek(y)

The parity of the Hermite polynomials is demonstrated in Figure A. 1.

Argument shift theorem

A Hermite polynomial may be shifted with respect to a location parameter, xo:
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Hek(x-xo) = ± ( )- He,_m(x) A7

Proof: let x = y - yo in (A.2)

[k/2] -/) )-V)k-2

H ek(Y -Y ) k! 2 : j! (k - 2 )!

[k/21 (ld k-2j

(-1/ y(k- 2j _Omk -2
k!j:j!( 2j0)! (k--2j)

- k y (-k)Y12V4
y

In other words, the shifted Hermite kth polynomial depends on the sum over all the

unshifted polynomials up to degree k. More generally, it may be shown:

Hekt(y-yo) = j (y (YYO) m He,_..m(Y~Yi) (A.8)

A corollary of the shift theorem states:

Sc1He,(y-yj) = dkHek(Y-yO) (A.9)
1=0 =

where
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C' = l d""', (Y. - Yo)m (A. 10)
m=O

According to this corollary, a sum over Herrmite polynomials may be rewritten in terms of a

sum over shifted Hermite polynomials, with coefficients which have a power series

dependence on the shifted location parameter.

Argument scale theorem

A Hermite polynomial may be adjusted with respect to a scale parameter, a:

k!1 [k12 (-1/2) a2-l1 Hek- 2(x) (A.11)
= m= ! (k-2m)! H

Proof: let x = y/a in (A.2)

[k/2] 1

He () = k !(-2) ( 2
j=0j -

= k! 1 (-1/2)J yk -2jk ! L - !) . (a2-l)m

j=0 M=O

[k/2] -12 m2. (a -1) (k -2m)121 -] yk-2-2k! 1 _(_/2) _a__l_ I .l
ak m=O M! j=O j!(k-2m-2J)!

[k/21
k! -L x: (-1/2) n(a 2 -1)" Hek-2(y)

m=O m! (k -2m)!

In other words, the rescaled Hermite kth polynomial depends on the sum of the unsealed

polynomials up to degree k. More generally, it may be shown:



He k 1 (11- a2_b2 He,

(a - m ! kO 2m)! bb

A corollary of the scale theorem states:

q Hei(L)- dHek() (A. 13)

1=0 k=0

where

cl d, (2 m ! 2  (A. 14)
M=0k! m! a 2 b,

Similar to the shift theorem, the scale theorem states that a sum over Hermite polynomials

may be rewritten as a sum over scaled Hermite polynomials, with coefficients which have a

power-series dependence on the scale parameters.

Fourier transform theorem

The Hermite polynomials have the following Fourier transform pair [Hille, 1926]:

Ga(t) (-it) e dt = 2i Ga(o)Hek(w) (A.15)

1 Ga (co) Hek(w) e-i t do) = - Ga (t) (-it)k  (A.16)

where Ga(ow) is not the Fourier transform of Ga(t), but is defined according to (A.4).
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Summary

We have introduced Hermite polynomials and presented some of their properties.

In particular, we have enumerated the symmetry, shift, and scale theorems, as well as the

Fourier transform pair. The shift and scale theorems will be used extensively in Appendix

B; the Fourier transform theorem will be applied throughout the thesis. We shall now

demonstrate the usefulness of Hermite polynomials in the representation of real functions.

REPRESENTATION OF REAL FUNCTIONS: GRAM-CHARLIER SERIES

Consider the inverse Fourier transform of a real function g(t)

g() = &o) ed) (A. 17)

Since g(t) is real, g(w) will have Hermitian symmetry, g(-w) = g*() (where * denotes

complex conjugate), and we may write

g l Re g(.) H(.) e-i' } (A.18)

2z df,

where H(co) is the Heaviside step function. We expand g(0) along the positive axis in

terms of an unnormalized Gaussian multiplied by a series of Hermite polynomials:

g(w) H(w) I Ga~a") j gkHek(Ta) (A.19)
f~n , ag k=O
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where &)g is a location parameter and oa is a scale parameter. In statistics. an expansion of

this form is known as a Gram-Charlier series [Jackson, 1961; Rietz. 19711. The

coefficients may be determined by multiplying each side of (A. 19) by He,((Co--&wg)/-g),

integrating over the interval [-, ] and applying the orthogonality condition:

gk - f g(o))Hek(, do (A.20)
0

Substituting the definition of the Hermite polynomials (A.2) into this expression, we see

that the coefficients depend on the spectral moments of g()

[k/2 (1/2 m _mog

gk = Z ( k- hiS (A.2 1)
M=O m!(k-2m)!

where /J(co.) is the pth normalized one-sided moment of g(o) about o = co,

I() gO)= ()-),')P do (A.22)

0

Table A.'2 contains expressions for the first seven coefficients. If the spectrum is

normalized such that Po(O) = 1, then go = 1. If the location parameter co, is chosen to be

the center frequency of g(o) (i.e., oJ1(o)), then g, = 0. Finally, if the scale
A

parameter cra is the half-width of g(o)) (i.e., 1 =/2(mt)), then g2 = 0. With this

parameterization, the zeroth-order term of the expansion is the Gaussian approximation of

g(o) and the first correction term is third order. We assume this representation in the

thesis.
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An alternative derivation for the expansion coefficients is based on the X2

minimization criterion [Rietz, 1971]:

ga -)9g g ( w) (A.23)

where g ((o)--Wg )/lg) represents the Kth partial sum of the Gram-Charlier series:

LGa W-109 I gk He k -?(A.24)
k=O

By taking the derivative of (A.23) with respect to gL. and setting dxfr/g = 0, we recover

(A.20).

In order to illustrate the uniqueness of the coefficients of a Hermite-polynomial

expansion, consider an expansion of g(o)) with the same center frequency and half-width,

but with different coefficients. Such an expansion might be derived by filtering or

windowing another function:

g() H(w) 2 Ga(T t j fiHei(" (A.25)
Oni a, f 1~=0

and thefk may depend on many other parameters. From (A.20), we know

g = f (A.26)
0
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If we substitute our new expansion for g(wO) into this expression and apply the

orthogonality condition:

9ki Ga H'c9 Hek "_)L fiHe -cogdok! 2Tg ag J (

A (A.27)

Thus, the coefficients of a Hermite-polynomial expansion are uniquely deteriiind.

Figure A.2 compares g(wo) (solid line) with the partial sums of the Gram-Charlier

series (dashed line) for K from 2 to 5 in the case of the autocorrelation of the ASRO

impulse response. Although the spectrum is strongly peaked, it is asymmetrical. The

second partial sum produces the best-fitting Gaussian to g(0O) by matching the first three

moments. The addition of the third-order term improves the fit by shifting the peak and

tailoring the flanks. The fourth-order term does not change the partial sum noticeably as

most of the misfit is in the odd-order terms. With the addition of the fifth term, the fit on

the flanks of the autocorrelation function is better than the fit to the peak. Figure A.3

displays the residual (g(w) - j1K((w-w, )/o)) for the first five terms in detail. While the

addition of the third-order term reduces the residual everywhere, the fourth and fifth

residuals illustrate that the Gram-Charlier series is fitting the flanks of the spectrum as well

as the peak. This may be seen from the expression for the r2 minimization criterion

(A.23), where the inverse Gaussian factor results in an equal weighting of the spectrum.

Figures A.4 and A.5 present similar plots for the autocorrelation of the fundamental-mode

Love wave displayed in Figure 2.2. This function is more narrow-band and more

symmetrical than the autocorrelation of the ASRO impulse response. It is clear from Figure

A.4 that the autocorrelation of the Love wave is well-fit by the third partial sum. The
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addition of the fourth term improves the fit to the peak, while the addition of the fifth term

minimizes the misfit at the flanks at the cost of degrading the fit near the peak. Figure A.5

emphasizes the point that the x minimization criterion requires that the fit improve

uniformly across the band.

Using our Gram-Charlier expansion, the integral for g(t) may be written:

Ga ' gtHek " e- dco } (A.28)2___ (fJr a /k=O \a

One of the advantages of representing a function in terms of Hermite polynomials is ease

with which one may move between the time and frequency domains. We may solve this

integral using the Fourier transform theorem (A. 15-A. 16):

g(t) = . Ga (at) Re { -ia ' g t y (-i)gt) k } (A.29)~21c
k= 0

where yg = a' 1% is a measure of the relative bandwidth of g(o). (A.29) is the canonical

form of a Gram-Charlier representation of a real time series and recurs frequently in this

thesis.

If g(0 is an even function, then the coefficients gk are real:

g(t) = Ga (agt) gk Yj (gt~kCOS(( t + k)
k=0

= - Ga (cgt) (cos(Wgt) [+ g4 yj4 (gt) 4 _ g6 yj (ot) 6 +...
2xt

+ sin(Wo*t) [93 Tj (o~gt) 3 - 95 YJ (o~gt) s + ""]}(A.30)
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where we have normalized the spectrum and chosen wg and arg such that go = I and g, = 92

=0. The terms multiplying the cosine represent corrections to the envelope, while the sine

terms are corrections to the phase.

Figure A.6 compares g(t) (solid line) with the Gram-Charlier partial sums (dashed

line) for K of 2 through 5 for the example of the autocorrelation of the ASRO impulse

response. Unlike the expansions in the spectral domain, the addition of terms in the time-

domain improves the fit in a localized region. This may be seen more clearly in Figure

A.7, which displays the residual for the second through fifth partial sums. The residual

decreases rapidly near zero lag with the addition of the higher order terms. Figures A.8

and A.9 are parallel plots for the autocorrelation of the Love wave. The improvement of

the fit to g(t) near zero lag with the addition of higher order terms may be understood in

terms of the Taylor series expansion of g(r) about zero lag. The relationship between a

Taylor series expansion in the time domain and the spectral moments is well-known in time

series analysis: an expansion of g(t) in terms of its low order moments in the frequency

domain is equivalent to its Taylor series expansion about zero in the time domain.

g(:) =()+ t+ t
2

(io~gt)
2

= lRe I{P0(0) + P1 (0) Yg (-igl) + P2(0) 7'2 +'"})
2nt 2

(iW t ) 2
= -IRe ( e - o((0g) + I ( 0)) Yg (-i°)d) + 2(W) YJ g +" )(A.31)

2n 2

While the Gram-Charlier series is not equivalent to the Taylor series expansion, it is a

series whose coefficients are determined by the one-sided spectral moments of the function.

The addition of higher order terms consequently improves the fit near zero lag.

..... ..
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CONCLUSIONS

In this Appendix we have introduced Hermite polynomials and discussed some of

their useful properties. Furthermore, we have examined in detail the Gram-Charlier

expansion of a real function. We have seen that the coefficients of the expansion are

uniquely determined by the one-sided moments of g(cw) and that the time-domain image

may be written as a power series in r,, where 7g is a measure of the relative bandwidth of

g(o)). Finally, we have illustrated that the addition of higher order terms in the frequency

domain improves the fit uniformly across the band, which proceeds from the X2

minimization criterion, while enhancing the fit near zero in the tine domain, which may be

understood in terms of the Taylor series expansion of g(t) about zero. This property makes

Gram-Charlier expansions ideal for representing correlation functions.
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TABLES

TABLE A. 1: HERMrIE POLYNOMIALS OF DEGREE 0 - 6

k Hek(x)

0 1

1 x

2 x 2 - 1

3 x 3 - 3x

4 x 4 -6x 2 +3

5 x5 -1 Ox3 + 15x

6 x6 -15x 4 + 45x 2 -15
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TABLE A.2 - COEFFICIENTS OF THE GRAM-CHARLIER SERIES FOR k =0 - 6

k g

1--

2! (2 ,)- o(C0)

3 3! g) - 3pI(0o) ]31 6

4 1 (wg) - 6p2(wg) + 3o

5! .I5(0)) - 10A3(COS) + 5AWl

6 - ( )) 15 (o, + 451.1(W,) -15po- )
6! 6A 4 2

AThe one-sided nonalized momnents li,(wit ) are defined by equation (A.22)
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE A. 1

Hek(x) / k! is plotted for degrees 0 to 6.

FIGURE A.2

This figure illustrates the comparison between g(o) and S,(-w, )/g,) for the
autocorrelation of ASRO impulse response. A Hanning filter has been applied
between 0 and 5 and between 40 and 50 mHz. Although the spectrum is strongly
peaked (, = 0.5), it is asymmetrical. The second partial sum produces the best-
fitting Gaussian to g(o) by matching the first three moments. The addition of the
third order term improves the fit by shifting the peak and tailoring the flanks. The
fourth partial sum does not change the partial sum markedly as most of the misfit is
in the odd-order terms. With the addition of the fifth term, the fit on the flanks of
the autocorrelation function is better than the fit to the peak.

FIGURE A.3

The residual between g(co) and the Gram-Charlier series is plotted for the second
through the fifth partial sums The addition of successive terms of the partial sum
improves the fit uniformly across the band, a result of the inverse Gaussian
weighting in the Z2 minimization criterion.

FIGURE A.4

This figure illustrates the comparison between g(w) and 1(-w, )/(r) for the
autocorrelation of the fundamental-mode Love wave displayed in Figure 1.1. This
function is more narrow-band (Y. = 0.3) and more symmetrical than the
autocorrelation of the ASRO impulse response. It is clear from this figure that the
autocorrelation of the Love wave is well-fit by the third partial sum. The addition
of the fourth term improves the fit to the peak, while the addition of the fifth term
minimizes the misfit at the flanks at the cost of degrading the fit near the peak.

FIGURE A.5

The residuals between g(w) and the Gram-Charlier series are plotted for the second
through the fifth partial sums in the case of the autocorrelation of the fundamental-
mode Love wave The addition of successive terms of the partial sum improves the
fit uniformly across the band, a result of the inverse Gaussian weighting in the Z2

minimization criterion.
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FIGURE A.6

This figure illustrates the comparison between g(t) and Gram-Charlier partial sums
for the autocorrelation of the ASRO impulse response. The addition of higher order
terms improves the fit near zero lag.

FIGURE A.7

This figure demonstrates the residual between g(r) and Gram-Charlier partial sums
for the autocorrelation of the ASRO impulse response. The addition of higher order
terms improves the fit near zero lag.

FIGURE A.8

This figure illustrates the comparison between g(t) and Gram-Charlier partial sums
for the autocorrelation of the fundamental-mode Love wave. The addition of higher
order terms improves the fit near zero lag.

FIGURE A.9

This figure demonstrates the residual between g(t) and Gram-Charlier partial sums
for the autocorrelation of the fundamental-mode Love wave. The addition of higher
order terms improves the fit near zero lag.
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APPENDIX B

SIGNAL PROCESSING OPERATIONS AND GRAM-CHARLIER SERIES

INTRODUCTION

The multiplication of a windowing operator and the convolution of a filter are

standard practices in time-series analysis. In this appendix, we demonstrate that the effects

of windowing and filtering on a function may be simply expressed in terms of its Gram-

Charlier series. For generality, we shall consider a real function g(t) with an arbitrary time

shift t- t9:

g(t) = . Ga (o,(t-re)) Re I e-i (I-t')  g,, Y' (-iw(t - t))n} (B.I)
21c n= 0

where the expansion coefficients are defined in the usual way:

gn= Ig() He.{" w)dw (B.2)

0

As before, we assume that % is the center frequency of g(co) and o is the half-width. The

coefficients g. may be complex.
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SIGNAL PROCESSING OPERATIONS

Filtering

In these days of high-speed workstations, the application of a filtering operator is

usually calculated as a multiplication in the frequency domain. A number of different filters

are used in seismological applications, which we may model using a Hermite-polynomial

expansion. In order to fix ideas, we begin with the special case of a Gaussian filter before

developing the general result.

Gaussian Filter. We assume a Gaussian filter Fi(co), characterized by a center frequency a)

and half-width i:

F1(eo) H~w) Ga - (B.3)

We define p(cw) to be the product of Fi(w) and g(o)), where we assume no interactions

between positive and negative frequencies. In other words, we assume that the products

Ga((aw-opj)/o.) Ga((aj-(o,)/a,) and Ga((a +v)/aIj) Ga((o-(og)/qg) are small and may be

neglected. Thus the inverse Fourier transform for p(t) depends on the product of the

Gaussians multiplied by the sum over Hermite polynomials:

-I'
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p(t) = --- 1 -Ret Ga -)Ga L )- g.He(L) -1-1) d-
(2nr) 2 O- i  Ori a M=: ad

(2L) L oe LGRe if Ga WP g.He,, ) e- w (( d-")o

(B.4)

where the filtered function p(w) depends on a new center frequency o and half-width a:

o = a, +i (B.5)

-P . , (B.6)

and we assume that p(w) has been normalized such that () 1.

To solve this integral using the Fourier transform properties of Hermite

polynomials, we must rewrite the Hermite-polynomial sum in (B.4) in terms of a, and a,.

We first apply the scale theorem from Appendix A to express the Hermite polynomial in

terms of the new scale parameter q,:

1=0 l a =0

where
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01 =2P* (2'm+)! (-1/2)n (a-apf

= (2m+[)(-1/2) -" (B.8

The coefficients ot are well-behaved for all values of ari and ag. We now apply the shift

theorem from Appendix A in order to change the location parameter to the Hermite

polynomials to the center frequency of the filtered function, 4to:

p pk He/, - = ojHet g -Cog (B.9)

k=0 1 aP 1=0 ap

where

Pk = i- --) p ( oj
j=0

Now our intgrjI ) th ok (B. 10)

Now our integral is in the canonical form and we may apply the ansform theorem:
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pMt) = [ 1Ga toi-( - / 'Re t a O  ie k --w(td

(2n) 2 agai J a k= 1 eoj
\'v ' +o !k=O

- ..- Ga jO1  Ga (ar(t-tg)) Re (e-it-t$)k=O Pk 7 (-io)p(r-tg))k]
(27) 3 /2 argai

(B.11)

where

Pk k ' (jJ+k (O-wg ' (2m+j+k)! (- 1/2)m f
_gJOJ a = (j-ik)! m!

=i' 2k VII ag2w+,+kS (2m~j+k)! (-1/2)m__

0- j= ,=0 (o+k)! m) m +ai 2

(B.12)

With the application of the shift and scale theorems from Appendix A, we have derived an

expression for the coefficients of the filtered function p(t) which depends on the filter

parameters. The sum over m arises from the scale theorem and converges for all values of

or and a,. The sum overj proceeds from the shift theorem, and is well-behaved as long as

crg (ti -og) ) < (0"g2+0 2 ). This is simply a requirement that the filter not be applied outside

of the bandwidth of the signal. Finally, the pk depend on the ratio (a, 2 / (a8,2+o))*,

which is always less than 1. Therefore, the coefficients of the Gram-Charlier series for p(t)

are well-behaved.

Full GramCharlier Expansion. The Gaussian filter is a special case of the general

expansion of F(w) on the positive axis in terms of Hermite polynomials:
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F(2o)H(w) o J Ga(W )i  fHe,,(0- (B.13)
m-' 0

where the coefficients are defined in the usual way:

0

In this case, the integral for p(t) depends on the product of the two expansions:

p(I) = Ga O(i-()g I Re Ga[o-¢P g en 011-0)9

(2) CFA JWrla f P =0 g

" I
x f.. Hem o>"J e -i(1-11 do) (B.15)

m=0

As before we must scale and shift the arguments of the Hernite polynomials in order to

solve the integral. We know from the section on the Gaussian filter.

Pk '(k = j glHe.fl(O-'j (B.16)
k=O n=O

where the Pk are defined in (B.12). Performing the same operations on the second

Hermite-polynomial sum, we find:

= eiHe= (B.17)
L=0 m>-CPP 0
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= (~)1 ~ (i~i(co ~ 92oiji (2m+j-s-)! (-112)m(oa )

afj=0 j i M=0 (j+!

_ (2m+j+i)! (-1/2) m  
-

j= ': I2~~ ai (B. 18)
j 2+~g = (j+I)! M!

and the integral now has the form:

p(r) - 1 1-Ga I Re{ Ga' -_ kHe ,(0-Cop
(27t) 2 ga i  aa )p _ ek1 a1p,

1=0

In the previous section, we olved the integral using the Fourier transform properties of

Hermite polynomials. Here, however, we rearrange the series in order to employ the

orthogonality relation:

p(t)= I I Ga i- 9 Ga (ap(t-tg)) Re (-w-s

(2x)2 O'gC'i /f +O )

x f Ga4-- -) qkHet(-"p j od"He." ( )

-- ~a ap/ oioM

I" " P G-'("O'; Ga x Ga Re {e -i-) -R k qt dk} (B.20)

3/2 (apai-t,))k-orCT

In - th pi i ltr p

He )z oyoil.Hrhwvr erarag h eisi re oepo h
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where oWq = op- ia2(t- tg). The coefficients qk and dk may be written in powers of (-

iap(t - tg)):

qI n+kl P n I _a~~tn(.1

n=O

dk = (m e +k (-iap(t-tg))m (B.22)

m=0 

I

In order to write the expression for p(r) in the standard form of a time-domain expansion of

a Gram-Charlier series, we make use of the product theorem for infinite series:

£ aki tk bn m = Ct (B.23)
k=O m:O k=O

k

ck= X ambk, (B.24)
m=O

with the result:

p() - 1 - Ga ( ---- 'Ga (ap(,-,)) Ree-(-') (e Sm Y'(-i,(,-1))

(27r) 3/2 agi m?+ag; M

(B.25)

where the coefficients have the following form:

sm = (I+k) I(m-I+kl 4k (B.26)

k=O 1=0
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Equations (B.25) and (B.26) describe the application of a general filter to a function

expanded with Hermite polynomials. It differs from the expression for the Gaussian filter

only in its coefficients. In particular, both expressions have a power series dependence on

yp. Since cop is the center frequency and a.' is the half-width of p(co), the first correction

term is third order. Thus, if yp << 1, we may neglect terms of third and higher order and

p(t) may be described by a cosinusoidal carrier with frequency ac, modulated by a Gaussian

envelope with half-width qr-l:

p(t) = E(t) cosO(t) (B.27)

where the envelope and carrier function have the form:

E(t) - Po a2p Ga ( e / Ga (ap(t-tg)) (B.27a)
(21,03/2, aOai

0(r) = og (t- tg) (B.27b)

where Po is P0 in the case of a Gaussian filter and so in the general case of an arbitrary

filter.

Windowing

Seismologists are typically concerned with the application of windows in the time

domain. We consider an arbitrary, symmetric window W(t), centered at t = tw with half-

width o'. We expand W(r) in a Gram-Charlier series:

W(t) = - Ga(qw(t-t,)) (w 0 - w2(a.(!-tw)) 2+ w4(C,(t-t,))4 .... (B.28)

(2
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with expansion coefficients that are real and even

Wm f W (JW o) He4(0))dw (B.29)

0

Defining h(t) to be the product of W(t) and g(r), we seek an expansion for h(t) in the form

of the time-domain representation of a Gram-Charlier series:

h(t) ----- Ga(rw(/-t)) Ga(qg(t-g)) i Wn(-ia (t-t.))J2
(2,C)2 m=O

m even

x Re ( e-iw,(I- ,) £ gk (-ic,(t-t,)) k (B.30)
k= 0

- Ga 5-- (t.-fg)j Ga(o't-th)) i wM(iaw (tt.))mn
h ,m=o

meven

x Re I e - W' sf) i gk(-iag(t-tg)) } (B.31)
k=O

where the envelope is characterized by a new half-width ak- and a new center time th:

= + (B.32)

cT 1 + 4,,
th = 2tg + t. (B.33)
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In order to write (B.31) in the canonical form, we must express the power series

expansions in powers of (t - th). To do so, we employ a translation theorem for infinite

series:

ak (t - r,)  = ak  .- t -tb 't) ( -tk

k=O k=O =

= k(-t ) 
a k (tb t,) kM

m=0 k=m

= _ b (t - b)m  (B.34)
m=0

bm= k ak+ (tb- t.a)k (B.35)
k=0

Applying this theorem to each of the series expansions in (B.31):

h(t) I ----- Ga -' ---(/.-t,) Ga(q'ht-th))
h ( n) = (B.36)

x Re { e-'- £ r, (ah(t-th))' xj (ah(t-t,)I
1=0 j=0

where:

r L klk+1 k(t-i g - k (B.37)

k=0
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= (+ij (..iY"*C'" ~(h...)m (B.38)
M=j 01h

pm even

Making use of the product theorem for infinite series (B.23 and B.24), we rewrite the

windowed function:

h(t) = 1 Ga('g ! (tw_tg)) Ga (art-t))
(21r) 2  oh

x Re { e- i4( tl - t,) e - i%(t-(A) h h (-i-h(t--th))k } (B.39)

k=0

where Yh = rh / og and

k

hk = ik I xnrk -m (B.40)

m=0

which is in the canonical form for a time-domain representation of a Gram-Charlier series.

We have considered the application of a windowing operator centered at time t, to a

function with a Gaussian envelope centered at time t,. If t, is not equal to t g, the

windowed function will be centered at the weighted averaged time th.

CONCLUSIONS

In this appendix, we have developed expressions for the standard time-series

operations of filtering and windowing. Both applications may be represented as simple

Gram-Charlier series.
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APPENDIX C

NORMAL-MODE POTPOURRI

INTRODUCTION

In this appendix we discuss various aspects of normal-mode seismology, from o.)-1

diagrams to Rayleigh's principle to synthetic seismograms, and some details about our

calculations. This appendix is not intended to be a comprehensive survey of normal-mode

theory; it serves to clarify some references made to normal-mode results in the text. The

results presented here are well-known and have been culled from a variety of sources,

including Backus and Gilbert [1968], Gilbert [1971, 1976a], Gi bert and Dziewonski

[19751, Woodhouse [1976], Woodhouse and Dahlen [1978], and Gilbert [1980].

COMPUTATION OF A NORMAL MODE CATALOG

The differential equations governing the displacements of a self-gravitating Earth

form a sixth-order system of equations in the case of spheroidal modes in a solid; a second-

order system in the case of toroidal modes. Woodhouse [1988] recently described the

solution of these equations in some detail. We use the program MINEOS, due to G.

Masters and based on a program originally written by F. Gilbert. This program solves the

system of equations using a Runge-Kutta technique.

In our implementation of this progrrn, we typically specify an earth model in terms

of the compressional velocity, the shear velocity, and the density (transversely isotropic

models are a simple generalization) at a number of depths. In order to avoid spatial

aliasing, we generally have chosen a 10 km spacing of the model knots. The work in this
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thesis is based on normal-mode catalogs which were calculated to 50 mHz (although we

have calculated toroidal-mode catalogs to 100 mHz). For toroidal modes, this

encompasses more than 8000 modes; for spheroidal modes, more than 16000 modes. The

resulting eigenfunctions require some 300 Mbytes of disk space. After calculation of the

Frichet kernels (see below), we form a stripped set of eigenfunctions. This stripped set is

ordered by depth, with all eigenfunctions truncated at 800 km depth (since earthquakes

rarely occur at depths greater than 800 kin). The final mode tables require approximately

60 Mbytes disk space.

MODELS

In order to facilitate comparisons between the models EU2 and SNA, we

considered only variations in shear velocity between the base of the crust and 400 km depth

(EU2 and SNA are virtually indistinguishable within the transition zone (Figure 1.1)).

Thus the eigenfunct(,ns and eigenfrequencies for each model were calculated with identical

compressional velocity and density structures. At depths greater than 750 km, the elastic

parameters were taken from PREM [Dziewonski and Anderson, 19811. The Q model of

Masters and Gilbert [19831 was used to calculate the effect of attenuation on

eigenfrequency, with an assumed center frequency of 35 mHz. Tables C. 1 and C.2 list the

elastic parameters of the models used in our normal-mode computations; Table C.3 lists the

anelastic parameters.

a-l DIAGRAMS

Each normal mode is completely specified by a triplet of numbers: the radial order

(n), the angular order (1), and the azimuthal order (W). In a spherically-symmetric earth,

the 21 + I azimuthal-order numbers are degenerate. For toroidal modes, each radial-order

number corresponds to a particular traveling-wave branch and properties such as energy

density vary smoothly along a branch. For spheroidal modes, the connection is more
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complicated because a given radial-crder number may contain more than one traveling-

wave branch and properties such as energy density change discontinuously across a

branch. The lowest radial-order number (n = 0) is the fundamental mode and runs from the

lower left-hand comer to the upper right-hand corner of the diagram. For the calculations

in this thesis, we used the mantle-wave branches ("R" modes in Okal's [1978]

classification) of the spheroidal-mode table. These branches were identified as mantle

modes by selecting all modes with phase velocities less than 13.25 km/s (which

corresponds to the core-grazing ray) and then removing the Stoneley branches (see Figure

1.3).

RAYLEIGH'S PRINCIPLE

Rayleigh's principle [Backus and Gilbert, 1967; Woodhouse, 1976; Woodhouse

and Dahlen, 19781 states that on average the total kinetic energy of the vth normal mode is

equal to its total potential energy:

waf [U (r) + V (r) + W2(r)] p(r) r 2dr = [Kv(r)K(r) + Mv(r)ju(r) + r-,(r)] dr (C.1)

where w, is the eigenfrequency; U,(r), V (r), and W,(r) are the radial scalars; Kr)K(r) is

a

the compressional-energy density; M,(r)i(r) is the shear-energy density; Jrv(r) r 2 dr is

the gravitational potential energy; and a is the radius of the Earth. The mode index v is a

function of the radial-order number, the angular-order number, and the azimuthal-order

number (Uv(r) s nUl(r)). This notation (which follows that of Gilbert [1980]) assumes

the displacement u may be written as a sum of vector spherical harmonics:

u (r,A,4) = X J (r) P7'(,4) + .V,(r) Ba(A,4) + ,W7'(r) C'(,A,4) (C.2)
n-i 1= mu-I
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where the P7, B', and C7m are defined in terms of Legendre polynomials:

P7'(A,4) = ^ 1,4

L Bi'(A,4) = r V, Y7'(A,4) (C.3)

L C7'(A,4) = VI x (r Y(A,))

and e3 a(1 + 1). This definition of B' and C, is adopted from Gilbert [19801 and differs

from that chosen by Gilbert and Dziewonski [19751, Woodhouse [ 1976], and Woodhouse

and Dahlen [19781 by the scaling factor L The disagreement about the normalization of the

vector spherical harmonics has created considerable confusion among students of normal-

mode seismology; I have chosen the notation of Gilbert [19801 in order to simplify the

expressions for the energy densities. With this choice, the radial eigenfunctions satisfy the

following normalization:

o f[U2(r) + VI(r)+Wr)] pr)r2dr = I (C.4)

Y7(4, ) is the normalized surface harmonic:

YT 4(A4) = (-I)P 2L±l 1/2PI7(cosA) Ci"4 (C.5a)

where A is epicenual distance and 4 is epicenral longitude, and

sin dA Y*t(A, 4) Y='(A9 = d4 (C.5b)
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is the appropriate normalization.

Rayleigh's principle is a statement that the eigenfrequencies are stationary with

respect to a variation in the eigenfunctions. This stationarity may be exploited to calculate

variations in the eigenfrequencies due to small changes in the model parameters:

__= G Sm + 0 (jmfll

K~r) + r)= [K,4r) K(r) 6xC(r) + Myr) 14r Ur) , r ) P (r) ] C6jl~v-r) + d, (C.6)
2 fxqr) pAr) p~r)

where G is the Frechet derivative of eigenfrequency with respect to the model parameters,

Sm is the perturbation to the model parameters and 6twv is the perturbation to

eigenfrequency of the vth normal mode at constant wavenumoer. K,(r)K(r) is the Fr~chet

kernel for the normalized perturbation to bulk modulus &Iic. Ma(r)p(r) is the Frechet

kernel for the normalized perturbation to shear modulus Ai/p, and Rv(r)p(r) is the Frichet

kernel for the normalized perturbation to density 8pip. In this formulation, we have

considered only perturbations to the radial distribution of isotropic elastic parameters.

These kernels have the following form:

v= (ra + 2  (C.7a)

M = (2r J , - F)2 + (ra,(Vv + Wv) - (Vv + W,) + LUv)2
3

+ (I-I)(I+2)(Vv2 + WV2) (C.7b)

- -eD2(U2 + V2 + W2) + 2r 2Uv (a,, + 4xpGU - gr-'F)

+ 2r L Vv -8xG F Uvprdr (C.7c)
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F = 2U, - LVv (C.7d)

where N(r) is the perturbation to gravitational potential, G is the gravitational constant, and

g is the acceleration due to gravity.

In this formulaion, we have neglected the perturbation in eigenfrequency due to

changes in the position of discontinuities. The complete (correct) expressions may be

found in Woodhouse and Dahlen [1978]. The formulas for the Frdchet kernels in the case

of transverse isotropy may be found in Anderson and Dziewonski [ 19811.

CALCULATION OF SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAMS

We may write a synthetic seismogram as a sum over all normal modes:

TOi) 11.#4() (C.8)

V

where each standing wave may be written:

11,4t) = "(r,t)

= adr,t) * c'0) (C.9)

where each wavegroup depends on the receiver position r = (a, A, , the source position

r. = (ro, 0, 0), and time t, and we have adopted the epicentral coordinate system. a,

contains both the source and receiver terms and we refer to it as the excitation coefficient,

cV represents the propagation operator, and * denotes convolution. Following Gilbert

[1971] and Gilbert and Dziewonski [19'/5J, we shall discuss the contributions of these

operators to the calculation of synthetic seismograms.
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Excitation operator: a,

The excitation coefficient may be expressed as the product of both the source term

and the receiver term:

a,4r,t) = viorrot) s,(r) (C.10)

1I, is the source excitation coefficient and contains the spatial and temporal dependence of

the source and s, is the eigenfunction at the receiver. IF, may be written as a volume

integral over the source region:

_fd f (orj) . dVo
=, = f dt s(r 0) (C.I I)

where f(r,t) is the external force causing the excitation of the normal modes and s, r.) is

the eigenfunction at the source depth. In this study, we have assumed a step function time

dependence of the external force, which allows us to write the excitation coefficient as the

double dot product between the moment tensor M and the suaain tensor E,

Vv = M: Ejro) (C. 12)

Exact expressions for the a, may be found in Gilbert and Dziewonski (1975]. We use the

Harvard Off [Dziewonski et al, 19811 solutions to calculate our synthetic seismograms.
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Propagation Operator c,

The harmonic time dependence of the synthetic seismogram depends on a transient

term which behaves like a sum over decaying cosinusoids plus a static offset term which

satisfies the initial conditions:

c(t) = H(t) [cos(wa) exp(l V t) - I] (C. 13)

where H(t) is the Heaviside step function. In general, we neglect the static offset term and

consider only the transient term.

Summation

We have calculated normal-mode catalogs for the models EU2 and SNA which are

complete to 50 mHz. For SH, this encompasses 8,000 modes; for PSV, more than

16,000. Although time-intensive, these computations are only made once for each model.

Once the eigenfunctions and eigenfrequencies are computed, any number of synthetic

seismograms may be calculated. After summation, the synthetic seismograms are

convolved with the appropriate insmment response and filtered with a Hanning taper.

TRAVELING-WAVE REPRESENTATION

The representation above is a standing-wave representation. However, it is

desirable to express a seismogram as a sum over traveling-wave groups. In Chapter 2, we

wrote down an expression for synthetic seismograms as a sum over traveling-wave

branches:

)= X ,,(t) (C. 14)

m m ~ m =III IIIII II ll'I
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where n refers to the branch index, rather than the radial-order number (in the case of

toroidal modes, these are equivalent). Each branch may be written as a sum over angular

order I

i)= ,a(r) ,c,(t)
len

= X An(I,r) Pr(coszl) cn(I,t) (C. 15)

where na is the excitation coefficient (,a, = A, P7I(cosd), c, represents the propagation

operator, and we have assumed a step-function time-dependence of the source. The sum

over azimuthal-order number is implicit within the following expressions. Following

Gilbert [ 1976a], we may obtain a traveling-wave representation by employing the Poisson-

sum formula to convert the sum over discrete angular order to an integral over

wavenumber.

i, g) - s j(-1)" A,,(-/2,r) P'_ 1 2 (cosA) c,(l-12,t) e2it.dA (C.16)

where s is the orbital index of the traveling-wave group and A = 1 + 1/2 is the surface

spherical wavenumber. Following Aid and Richards [19801 and Lerner-Lam and Jordan

[1983], we shall employ the following asymptotic form of P7:

P '_1 .(cosA) ( nA) ( )f cos[A" -s + 2 (C. 17)
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which is valid for large angular order (analysis has shown that (C.17) is good

approximation to P, for angular order as low as 10 [Lerner-Lam and Jordan, 19831). By

manipulating the asymptotic expressions, we may write:

,(t = A,,(A-1/2,r) cW,;-1/2,t) I.R,(;L,A) dA (C. 18)

where R,(A.) is the horizontal wavefunction and is defined:

R, (-A) (-I) s- 1) 1sn cos[A(s-l)X+A)- -+ I (C.19)

for s-odd and

Rs (-) M (-1) s12 2 1/2 +)
A sinA) 4 2 (.0

for s-even. In this thesis, we have considered the special case of the minor-arc orbit, that

is, we have assumed that s = 1 throughout the development of our methodology.

AW= A,(A-112,r) c4(A-l/2,t) (-A)- 1i/ cos[XA-4+2'A (C21). sinAI4 2 " (.1

For a quadrapolar source, m < 2, and we write:

U'Q) -expf--IcOs[AA + - P, A (C.22)
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where o n and Q,, are functions of wavenumber. To conclude this appendix, we present

formulas for the excitation coefficient and phase term in (C.22). We draw upon the

notation of Dahlen [1980]:

= [M,,aU(r.) + 12r' (M99+Mp9)(2U(r) - AV(ro))] (C.23a)

12 = -L) 12 [,V(ro) + r (A.U(r) - V(r,))][Mqpsin4 + Mr6cos] (C.23b)

13= (A r;lV(ro)[Mo9 sin24 + 1/2(Mqo-Mp,)cos24 ] (C.23c)

X4=(-Lj"[ar.) -rj 1 W(r,)][M~qcos - MsinflI (C.23d)
/2

= (j 1 r-lW(r,)[M6 cos24 - 1/2(MO-Mp)sin24 ] (C.23e)

where we have dropped the subscripts on U, V, and W. M,., MM, Me,, Mo, M,,, and

Mqo, are the six components of the moment tensor M. We may now write down

expressions for the excitation coefficient and phase term for the transverse, vertical, and

radial-component seismograms:

Transverse component (toroidal modes)

17,I = 1/2  [ 4 _2  + 1 '2 1/2
2 sinAI 

(C.24)
Sarctan( / D
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Vertical component (spheroidal modes)

S1)1/2 + 2211/2

2n sA' (C.25)

=arctan(X 2 / (11-1 3))

Radial component (spheroidal modes)

' 1/'2 2]1,12

[A[ V(a) "s [('2)I +  2
2n ~ (siA [+(C.26)

0, - arctan((L 1 -: 3) /12)

We make use of these expressions for the excita: -in amplitude and phase in Chapter 2.

CONCLUSIONS

In this Appendix, I have presented some results from normal-mode seismology in

order to clarify various aspects of my thesis and discussed my implementation of specific

procedures. While the theoretical results documented here are available in the literature, a

full treatment with a self-consistent notation is more difficult to obtain.

l_
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Table C.! Model EU2

R (m) p (ka/m*3) Vm (mIs) Vs (MIS)

-------------------------------------------------------------------

0. 13088.50 11237.30 3626.46

50000. 13087.96 11236.91 3626.19

:00000. 13086.32 11235.74 3625.37
50000. :3083.60 11233.79 3624.C2

200000. 13079.79 11231.07 3622.12

250000. 13074.b9 11227.56 3619.69
300000. 13068.90 11223.27 3616.71

350000. 13061.83 11218.20 3613.19
400000. 13053.66 11212.36 3609.12
450000. 13044.41 11205.73 3604.52
00000. 13034.06 11198.33 3599.37
551CC. 1!2..63 11190.14 3593.19

000. 1310.11 11181.18 587.46
650000. 12996.50 11171.43 3580.69
700000. 12981.81 11160.91 3573.37

750000. 12966.02 11149.60 3565.52
800000. 12949.14 11137.52 3557.12
05000C. 2931.9 11124.66 3548.18
900000. 12912.13 11111.02 3538.71
950000. 12891.99 11096.59 3528.68

I000000. 12870.76 11081.39 3518.12
1050000. 12848.44 11065.41 3507.02
I100000. !2825.03 11048.65 3495.37
1150000. 12800.54 11031.11 3483.18
1200000. 12774.95 11012.79 3470.45
1221500. 12763.61 11004.67 3464.81
1221500. 12166.33 10355.54 0.00
1250000. 12.51.57 10338.97 0.00

_i:C000. :2:24.99 10309.58 03
"3530CC. 1-C97.55 10279.76 .-
1400000. 12069.23 10249.46 0.00
1450000. 12040.01 10218.66 0.00
1500000. 12009.88 10187.30 0.00
:550000. !1978.82 10155.36 0.C0

1600000. 11946.81 10122.78 0.00
1650000. 11913.84 10089.54 0.00
1700000. 11879.89 10055.59 0.00
1750000. 11844.95 10020.90 0.00
1800000. 11809.00 9985.41 0.00
1850000. 11772.02 9949.11 0.00
1900000. 11734.01 9911.93 0.00
1950000. 1!694.93 9873.85 3.00
2000000. 11654.78 9834.83 0.00
2D50000. .1613.54 9794.83 0.00
2100000. 11571.19 9753.80 0.00

2150000. 11527.72 9711.72 0.00
2200000. 11483.11 9668.53 0.00
2250000. 11437.35 9624.20 0.00
2300000. 11390.42 9578.69 0.00
2350000. 11342.30 9531.96 0.00
2400000. 11292.98 9483.97 0.00
2450000. 11242.45 9434.69 O.0
2500000. 11190.67 9384.06 0.C0
2550000. 11137.65 9332.06 0.-0
2600000. 11083.36 9278.65 0.00
2650000. 11027.79 9223.78 0.00
27000CC. !C970.92 9167.41 0.0"0
2750000. "0912.73 9109.51 0.00
2800000. 10853.22 9050.04 0.00
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Z850000. :0792.26 98B.95 0.00

2900000. 0730.13 3926.21 0.00

2950000. ±0666.53 2861.78 0.00

3000000. 10601.53 8795.62 0.00

3050000. 10535.12 a727.69 0.00

3100000. 10467.29 8657.95 0.00

3150000. i0398.01 B586.36 0.0

7200000. i0327.27 ;512.88 0.00

3250000. 10255.06 8437.47 0.00

3300000. :0181.36 -360.10 0.00

3350000. 10106.15 8280.72 0.00

3400000. 10029.42 8199.29 0.00

3450000. 9951.15 8115.78 0.00

3480000. 9903.44 8064.65 0.00

2480000. 5566.46 13700.80 7242.45

3500000. 5556.43 13695.89 7242.65
2550000 5531.41 13683.72 7243.12

3600000. 5506.44 13671.71 7243.54

3628000. 5491.48 13664.57 7243.76

3630000. 5491.48 13664.56 7243.72

3650000. 5481.51 13640.31 7234.58

3700000. 5456.60 13580.16 7211.87

3750000. 5431.71 13520.64 7189.22

3800000. 5406.84 13461.67 7166.90

3850000. 5381.97 13403.16 7144.58

3900000. 5357.C9 13345.05 7122.34

3950000. 5332.19 13287.25 7100.15

4000000. 5307.27 13229.69 7077.99

4050000. 5282.31 13172.30 7055.E3

4100000. 5257.32 13114.98 7033.63

4150000. 5232.27 13057.E7 7011.38

4200000. 5207.16 13000.29 6989.05

4250000. 5181.98 12942.76 6966.61

4300000. 5156.72 12885.01 6944.C4

4350000. 5131.38 12826.95 6921.29

4400000. 5105.93 12768.51 6898.37

4450000. 5080.39 12709.62 6875.22

4500000. 5054.72 12650.19 6851.83

4550000. 5028.94 12590.15 6828.17

4600000. 5003. 02 12529.42 6804.21

4650000. 4976.97 12467.92 6779.93

4700000. 4950.76 12405.58 6755.29

4750000. 4924.39 12342.32 6730.28

4800000. 4897.86 12278.06 6704.87

4850000. 4871.15 12212.73 6679.02

4900000. 4844.25 12146.24 6652.72
4950000. 4817.16 12078.52 6625.93

5000000. 4789.87 12009.50 6598.63

5050000. 4762.36 11939.09 6570.79
5100000. 4734.63 11867.22 6542.38

5150000. 4706.67 11793.81 6513.38

5200000. 4678.48 11718.79 6483.77

5250000. 4650.03 11642.07 6453.50

5300000. 4621.33 11563.58 6422.57

5350000. 4592.36 11483.25 6390.93
5400000. 4563.11 11400.99 6358.57

5450000. 4533.58 11316.72 6325.45

5500000. 4503.76 :1230.38 6291.56

5550000. 4473.64 11141.88 6256.86

5596000. 4445.64 11058.41 6224.16

5621000. 4410.00 10962.00 6200.00

5646000. 4401.25 10884.25 6126.67

5671000. 4392.50 10806.50 6053.33

5696000. 4383.75 10728.75 5980.00

5711000. 4380.00 10701.00 5910.00

5713000. 4048.90 10303.96 5531.71

5736000. 4019.91 10206.82 5481.48

5771000. 3975.80 10059.00 5405.C3

5821000. 3912.78 9847.83 5295.83

5871000. 3849.77 9636.65 5186.62
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592 1 C. 2 . 3425.48 .
5970670. 324 -: 215.73 4968.
5970670. 2541.09 8646.91 4735.5-
6016000. 3513.63 8519.50 4683.E6
6061000. 2486.37 8393.03 4632.S2
6106000. 3459.11 8266.56 4581.19
6151000. 431.85 8140.08 4529 .:5
6151000. 3431.E5 8185.55 4527.22

6186000. 3412.42 8185.55 4527.2-
6221000. 2392.99 8185.55 4527.2
6256000. 3373.55 8185.55 4527.38
6271000. 3365.23 8185.55 4527.38
6271000. 3365.23 8185.60 4505.56
6311000. 3336.95 8185.60 4505.56
6335157. 2319.87 8185.60 4505.S,
6335157. 3C00.00 6777.60 3842.2
63510C0. 3000.00 6777.60 3842.20
6351000. 2740.00 6077.60 3438.16
6368000. 2740.00 6077.60 3438.16
6368000. 2000.00 2977.60 1416.32
6371000. 2000.00 2977.60 1416.32
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Table C.2 Model SNA

R (m) p (kg/m**3) Vp (m/s) Vs (m/5)

0. 13088.50 11237.30 3626.46
50000. 13087.96 11236.91 3626.19

100000. 13086.32 11235.74 3625.37
150000. 13083.60 11233.79 3624.C2
200000. 13079.79 11231.07 3622.12
250000. 13074.89 11227.56 3619.69
300000. 13068.90 11223.27 3616.71
350000. 13061.83 11218.20 3613.19
400000. 13053.66 11212.36 3609.12
450000. 13044.41 11205.73 3604.52
500000. 13034.06 11198.33 3599.37
550000. 13022.63 11190.14 :593.69
600000. 13010.11 11181.18 3587.46
650000. 12996.50 11171.43 3580.69
700000. 12981.81 11160.91 3573.37
750000. 12966.02 11149.60 3565.52
800000. 12949.14 11137.52 3557.12
8500CC. 12931.19 11124.66 3548.18
900000. 12912.13 11111.02 3538.71
950000. 12891.99 11096.59 3528.68

i000000. 12870.76 11081.39 3518.12
1050000. 12848.44 11065.41 3507.02
1100000. 12825.03 11048.65 3495.37
1150000. 12800.54 11031.11 3483.18
1200000. 12774.95 11012.79 3470.45
1221500. 12763.61 11004.67 3464.81
1221500. 12166.33 10355.54 0.00
1250000. 12151.57 10338.97 0.00
1300000. 12124.99 10309.58 O.CO
1350000. 12097.55 10279.76 0.00
1400000. 12069.23 10249.46 0.00
1450000. 12040.01 10218.66 0.00
1500000. 12009.88 10187.30 0.00
1550000. !1978.82 10155.36 0.00
1600000. 11946.81 10122.78 0.00
1650000. 11913.84 10089.54 0.00
1700000. 11879.89 10055.59 0.00
1750000. 11844.95 10020.90 0.00
1800000. 11809.00 9985.41 0.00
1850000. 11772.02 9949.11 0.00
1900000. 11734.01 9911.93 0.00
1950000. 11694.93 9873.85 0.00
2000000. 11654.78 9834.83 0.00
2050000. 11613.54 9794.83 0.00
2100000. 11571.19 9753.80 0.00
2150000. 11527.72 9711.72 0.00
2200000. 11483.11 9668.53 0.00
2250000. 11437.25 9624.20 0.00
2300000. 11390.42 9578.69 0.00
2350000. 11342.30 9531.96 0.00
2400000. 11292.98 9483.97 0.00
2450000. 11242.45 9434.69 0.00
2500000. 11190.67 9384.06 0.00
2550000. 11137.65 9332.06 0.00
2600000. 11083.36 9278.65 0.00
2650000. 11027.79 9223.78 0.00
2700000. 10970.92 9167.41 0.00
2750000. 10912.73 9109.51 0.00
2800000. 10853.22 9050.04 0.00
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"300C00. "0730 -3 922 2.22
2950000. 10666.53 8861.78 C,00
3000000. 10601.z3 8795.62 0. c
3050000. 10535.12 8727.69 0.00
3100000. 10467.29 8657.95 0.00
3150000. 10398.01 8586.36 3.00
2200000. 10327.27 8512.88 0.00
3250000. 10255.06 8437.47 0.00
3300000. 10181.36 8360.10 1.00
3350000. 10106.15 8280.72 0.00
3400000. 10029.42 8199.29 0.00
3450000. 9951.15 8115.78 0.00
3480000. 9903.44 8064.65 0.00
3480000. 5566.46 13700.80 7242.45
3500000. 5556.43 12695.89 7242.65
3550000. 5531.41 13683.72 7243.12
3600000. 5506.44 13671.71 7243.54
3628000. 5491.48 13664.57 7243.76
3630000. 5491.48 13664.56 7243.72
3650000. 5481.51 13640.31 7234.58
3700000. 5456.60 13580.16 7211.87
3750000. 5421.71 13520.64 7189.32
3800000. 5406.84 13461.67 7166.90
3850000. 5381.97 13403.16 7144.58
3900000. 5357.09 13345.05 7122.34
3950000. 5332.19 13287.25 7100.15
4000000. 5307.27 13229.69 7077.99
4050000. 5282.31 13172.30 7055.83
4i00NC. 5257.32 :3114.98 7033.63
4150000. 5232.27 13057.67 7011.38
4200000. 5207.16 13000.29 6989.05
4250000. 5181.98 12942.76 6966.61
4300000. 5156.72 12885.01 6944.04
4350000. 5131.38 12826.95 6921.29
4400000. 5105.93 12768.51 6898.37
4450000. 5080.39 12709.62 6875.22
4500000. 5054.72 12650.19 6851.83
4550000. 5028.94 12590.15 6828.17
4600000. 5003.02 12529.42 6804.21
4650000. 4976.97 12467.92 6779.93
4700000. 4950.76 12405.58 6755.29
4750000. 4924.39 12342.32 6730.28
4800000. 4897.86 12278.06 6704.87
4850000. 4871.15 12212.73 6679.02
4900000. 4844.25 12146.24 6652.72
4950000. 4817.16 12078.52 6625.93
5000000. 4789.87 12009.50 6598.63
5050000. 4762.36 11939.09 6570.79
5100000. 4734.63 11867.22 6542.38
5150000. 4706.67 11793.81 6513.38
5200000. 4678.48 11718.79 6483.77
5250000. 4650.03 11642.07 6453.50
5300000. 4621.33 11563.58 6422.57
5350000. 4592.36 11483.25 6390.93
5400000. 4563.11 11400.99 6358.57
5450000. 4533.58 11316.72 6325.45
5500000. 4503.76 11230.38 6291.56
5550000. 4473.64 11141.88 6256.9?
5596000. 4445.64 11058.41 6224.16
5621000. 4410.00 10962.00 6200.00
5646000. 4401.25 10884.25 6126.67
5671000. 4392.50 10806.50 6053.33
5696000. 4383.75 10728.75 5980.00
5711000. 4380.00 10701.00 5910.00
5713000. 4048.90 10303.96 5531.71
5736000. 4019.91 10206.82 5481.48
5771000. 3975.80 10059.00 5405.03
5921000. 3912.78 9847.83 5295.83
5871000. 3849.77 9636.65 5186.62
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5 9 86, 7 9425.48 577.41
597067 3724.15 9215.70 4968.93
5970670. 3541.09 8646.91 4780.00
5996CC0. 3525.75 8575.71 4765.C0
60160C0. 3513.63 8519.50 4757.00
6046000. 3495.46 8435.19 4740.00
6061003. 3486.37 8393.03 4728.0
6106000. 3459.1' 8266.56 4685.00
6121000. 3450.02 8224.40 4670.00
61510:0. 3431.85 8140.08 4638.0
6151000. 3431.85 8185.55 4638.00
6171000. 3420.75 8185.55 4630.03
6186000. 3412.42 8185.55 4678.00
619600C. 3406.87 8185.55 4710.00
6221000. 3392.95 8185.55 4775.00
6256000. 3373.55 8185.55 4775.00
6271000. 3365.23 8185.55 4775.00
6271000. 3365.23 8185.60 4775.00
6296000. 3347.56 8185.60 4775.00
6311000. 3336.95 8185.60 4784.00
6321000. 3329.88 8185.60 4790.00
6335157. 3319.87 8185.60 4800.00
6335157. 3000.00 6777.60 3842.30
6351000. 3000.00 6777.60 3842.30
6351000. 2740.00 6077.60 3438.16
6368000. 2740.00 6077.60 3438.16
6368000. 2000.00 2977.60 2416.22
6371000. 2000.00 2977.60 1416.32
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:atie C.3 Q model

0.00 3666 183300
121.50 3666 !83300
12 i - 99999999 999999999
490.Co 999929999 999999999

3480.CO 1452110
5712.00 304 152.)
5713.00 264 13180
5970.67 264 13180
5970.67 118 5898
6371.00 1128 5898
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APPENDIX D

QUADRATIC DISPERSION

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 2 we derived expressions for the cross-correlation between an isolation

filter and an observed seismogram based on a Taylor series expansion of differential

wavenumber. In the case of the filtered cross-correlation FCyf, we showed that the

quadratic terms could be controlled by the narrow-band filter and thus safely neglected. In

the case of the filtered, windowed cross-correlation, however, the application of the

windowing operator changes the expansion of differential wavenun-ber from a local

approximation at wj' to a global approximation over the band (cot'- wf). We shall

investigate this effect in greater detail in this appendix.

QUADRATIC DISPERSION

In the case of quadratic dispersion, the Taylor-series expansion for differential

wavenumber has the following form:

, 2
M,,,&o) x [8kn(co) + (a?-wj) +x,(~ &.2 ~ +-J~ - -

O.2 2

- + (00)&"0)i~( 1 I+ ~-0-~8 0)+ - (D.1)

where the "superdot" denotes the derivative with respect to a 6e, (O ) a x Re( 3k,,,(wi)

/ a,' is the differential phase delay at the center frequency oq'; K(wj) a x Re ( Si,,,(wi))
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is the differential group delay; &r'(wj) x Ina &m(col)} is a differential amplitude factor.

and &6r 2(ot') -x &k,(w) measures the differential curvature of the dispersion ric:on

and is, in general. a complex constant.

ANALYSIS OF NARROW-BAND SEISMOGRAMS

In Chapter 2, we developed an analysis technique for narrow-band seismograms.

In the :ase of quadratic dispersion, our expression for F,C;,(t) has the form:

F,C .(t) = Re{ o. D- Ga °- exp[(oaz&ra )-/21 Ga( -. )

= e{(2nr)312 ata(r 0 bi+L.)

c (exp[-i( t-S") - O'Sr'a- ") +jR)] } (D.2)
J=0

where the cj coefficients are complex and depend on the coefficients of the filtered

autocorrelation, the differential attenuation, and differential curvature:

ci = £ (lJ) b+j (-ar,.am)' (D.3)
1=0

In this expression for the filtered cross-correlation function, the quadratic dispersion term

enters only through the effective half-width a,:

2 2

M2= . O (DA

where I2 i . If arj' 2 << a, then a2 - oi', allowing us to control the effect of

quadratic dispersion through the parameters of the narrow-band filter. Of course, 6T is
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proportional to the epicentral distance, which means effect of quadratic dispersion will

increase with distance. The maximum value of Re (,2} from EU2-SNA at 700 for the

fundamental Love wave is 1489 s2 at 22 mHz; the maximum value for the fundamental

Rayleigh wave is 1640 s2 at 38 mHz. These values imply that a -' of 0.1 or so is

sufficient to control the contribution of quadratic dispersion in this extreme case.

ANALYSIS OF BROAD-BAND SEISMOGRAMS

As we discussed in Chapter 3, the addition of a windowing operator in our

processing scheme limits the approximation of differential dispersion. In particular, our

approximation in (D. 1) is no longer an expansion in the neighborhood of o.i', instead, the

approximation spans the band (oi'- (o). Using our Hermite-polynomial expansion, we

derive an expression for FWC;-(t) in the case of quadratic dispersion. This requires

carrying the quadratic term through the operations of windowing and filtering. Because the

quadratic term is complex-valued, the resulting expression contains frequency and

bandwidth parameters which are complex-valued. We write this formula as a Gaussian

envelope times a harmonic function, where we take the real value of their product:

FiWC;.(t) = Re (E(t) exp [-iO(t)]) (D.5)

where EQ) and 0(t) are defined by:

E(t) = E Ga (oa(t-Os")) (D.5a)

= )- ) g (D.5b)

and we have made the wide-window approximation. The envelope coefficient has the

form:
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E Re( a ' Ga Do a - - Ga 1
' (- Ga - "") (D.5c)

1 Re { ( "

The constants 4,q. and a are complex:

o a=_ .+ ((D + )wi  (D.6)
2 +2 +_

a'2 + o~)(D.7)

= al + a, (D.8)

The influence of quadratic dispersion appears through the parameters oi, and a,, which

depend on the differential quadratic contribution:

= q

= - i _ 
(D .9)

I jy (D.10)

where, as we recall from Chapter 2, 0'n2 a i/6" 2 and &17 (O.0') m x 2k(O. Yd

2
a/ 15r7 is a measure of the effect of quadratic dispersion. If yd << 1, the contribution of
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quadratic dispersion will be negligible. This was the case in Chapter 2, where the

application of the narrow-band filter ensured that the spectral half-width of the correlation

function was small.

Since we may parameterize the effect of quadratic dispersion on FiWC;(t) exactly,

we could use the complete expression for quadratic dispersion in our waveform-fitting

algorithm and invert for the quadratic term at each o', in addition to 6',-, 3t', and &I. In

Chapter 3, we described a procedure through which we could estimate the contribution of

quadratic dispersion. Using this approach, we obtained unbiased estimates of the

generalized data functionals. In the future, we anticipate developing a different correction

scheme for quadratic dispersion. In particular, we wish to develop an approach which will

not affect the measurement procedure. We anticipate using the quadratic expression (D.5)

in conjunction with our estimate of the peak of the cross-correlation function to derive

correction terms for the effect of quadratic dispersion. Such corrections could be applied

after the measurements were made.
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APPENDIX E

GRAM-CHARLIER EXPANSIONS

INTRODUCnON

In Chapters 2 and 3, we developed a number of expansions using Gram-Charlier

series. In general, we did not include explicit expressions for the coefficients because of

the their complexity. In this appendix, we summarize the various Gram-Charlier

expansions discussed in this thesis and include expressions for their coefficients. The

expressions presented here are those for an isolated waveform; those for the complete

seismog,-ms are algebraically more complex, but hardly more enlightening. In this

appendix, we have dropped the dependence on the branch index m.

COEFFICIENTS OF THE GRAM-CHARLIER SERIES

Autocorrelation of the Isolation Filter

The expansion of the autocorrelation function, Cwi(t), of the isolation filter is given

in Chapter 2 (2.11):

Ga )afrL t) yak y(f kcos(ft+ kI) (E.1)
k=O

where the ak are real:
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ak = Ci,,) Htt~ d(E .2)
f

If C17;(w) is normalized such that Ao(0) = 1, then ao = 1. If the location parameter oWf is

chosen to be the center frequency of C;;(w) (i.e., Of = aty4 (0)), then aI = 0. Finally, if

the scale parameter af is the half-width of C (w) (i.e., I = A2(cf)), then a, = 0. Thus,

with these choices, the zeroth-order term of the Hermite-polynornial expansion is the best-

fitting Gaussian, and the first correction term is third-order. 7f E= COy/.f measures the

relative bandwidth of the autocorrelation function.

Cross-Correlation of an Isolated Waveform - Quadratic Dispersion

The cross-correlation function, C;.,(t), of an isolated waveform in the case of

quadratic dispersion may be written in the following form:

C,(t) := Re{(-LD 0 
E exp(oj&a2/2 + (oi-co.)&ra) Ga ('.(t-&r,))

, b) A (w.(t-&r,)) exp[-i( '(t-&p) - (oj-oo+a2&)(t-&rS) + k n'11(E.3)
k= 0 2

where the bk are complex and defined:

, - It A(-°'g r-)-  I (X -t iar m! (-1/2)'")/2  )-2
bk = X (k) (-a 8r),-k :.() Z a (E.4)

L=k j=l m=j f'j! ((m-j)/2)! \ I

and (m-j)/2 assumes only integer values. a, o xw,, where a. and co are defined in

(D.9) and (D. 10).
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Cross-Correlation of an Isolated Waveform -Linear Dispersion

The cross-correlation function, C;.,(t), of an isolated waveform in the case of linear

dispersion was discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 and may be written in the following form:

= 1 2 Ga'- ?caj[) = D exp(oJ'& /2 + (o,-ay)6ra) GOa ( (tn-k))

SCa)t Yf(Of 0t- aC))t co0s (w,(0- &T) - ((o- (of+a&r) (t- &1) + k -) (E.5)
k=O f2

where the ck are real and defined:

Ck =~ a,(,)( jraI (E.6)
1= k

As in the case of the autcorrelation function, the expansion parameter is Yf.

Filtering Operator

The general filtering operator, Fi(o)), is defined in Chapter 2 (2.14):

Fi()) H(w)= -L---O-i) t I, Hea (E.7)

~M=0

where thef, may be complex:

f. J Fi(o) Hen . dw (E.8)
M
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We assume that fo = 1 and f, =f2 = 0.

Filtered Autocorrelation Function

The expression for the autocorrelation function convolved with a Gaussian filter,

FiCi;(t), is defined in Chapter 2 (2.16):

FjC, (1) "-Ga Ga(at a, Ty (wit)cos(wit,+lI (E.9)
(2x)U2 a"/ 1=o 2

where the a,' are real:

m " ~~k!-(-/2)(k"/( 1(.0
a,= a() ,) ,,ak" --m1!(E. 10

M=1 \al k=m 9fIm (-)2! a2

and (k-m)/2 assumes only integer values. y' measures the relative bandwidth of the

filtered autcorrelation;oi' and ai'are defined in (2.17) and (2.18).

Filtered Cross-Correlation Function - Quadratc Dispersion

The expression for the filtered cross-correlation FC;.(t) is given in Chapter 2 for

the case of quadratic dispersion (2.25):

FC.(t) = Re( -L D-- O Ga (rLtL) exp(OT:z2&2/2) Ga(o,(-5?))

b, b (, (t-&r,)y exp[-i(o)8 (t-&r,) - .i&'r.(,-&r) + j )] (E.11)

where the by, are complex and defined:
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b,1 a, cij (E. 12)
I=j

The differentaial quadratic term enters these expressions through a,, which is defined in

(2.27).

Filtered Cross-Correlation Function -Linear Dispersion

The expression for the filtered cross-correlation is given in Chapter 2 for the cae of

linear dispersion (2.28):

FiC,(t) = 1)Ooexp(ai 622) Ga( '0'- Ga (o (t-&r,))

X C, < ((-&?,)) cos(w(r-&p) - a7&r(t-&g) + ) (E.13)
i=O

where the c, are real:

= a,~7 &~ (E. 14)
I=j

Windowing Operator

The expansion of the windowing operator W(t) is given in Chapter 3
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W~:) -Ga.((i-r.)) (E. 15)
As=O
ns even

and the coefficients w., ame real:

= i W(w) He,4-L) da (E. 16)
0

We assume that wo = 1 and w, = 0.

Windowed Autocorrelation Function

The expansion of the windowed autocorrelation function of the isolated waveform,

WVC;;(:), is of the form:

WCI=(t) = Ga (ogr) YX Pis 1((Oft), cos(q t+IN-j) (.
(2n)21=2

where ovIis effective half-width of the windowed autocorrelation (Crg 2 =C 2 + a 2)an

we have assumed that t,, is zero on the case of the autocorrelation. Y. a / Wfis a

measure of the relative bandwidth of the windowed correlation function. The p, are

defined:

n=0n even
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The Windowed Cross-Correlation Function

The expansion of the windowed cross-correlation function, WC;M(t), has the

following form in the case of linear dispersion:

q, i (0 (t-&S)) cos(c 1(t-&r) - (f - + a)(t-tr,) + l)}

1=0

where the q, are defined:

I (!w(-) ('n ) b. o-) ";'j(.

J=o n~ ujM=1-j C,'
n even

4Tg' is defined in (3.12); we have assumed that the windowing operator is centered at the

peak of the cross-correlation functions, tw &,

The Filtered Windowed Autocorrelation Function

The expansion of the filtered, windowed autocorrelation function of the isolation

filter is given in Chapter 3 for the case of the Gaussian filter (3.6):

FjWCg) a G Ga (a,'t) d 4Yj- (o,) cos(cOt + k IL)(E.21)
(2t)"ar id ( 2 k=O 2

where the dk are defined:
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dkt = j a.~~;~2(~ Ij (E.22)k , P1-s/

and (I -. )/2 assumes only integer values. q' and oa are defined in (3.7) and (3.8).

The Filtered Windowed Cross-Correlaon Function -Linear Dispersion

The expansion of the filtered, windowed cross-correlation function is given in

(3.13) for the case of linear dispersion and a Gaussian filter

F, wc,.(:) = _L _ _ D- xp oj2r/2 + (,o,'-,wf) ) Ga(-q- (&o-S&))

(2x) 5 /2 oiiog o as

Gaf ."-........ Ga(o(:-&,)) Re ( k Y (-,,),(t-er ))
k=O

exp(-i((01 (t-&rp) - o'a (t-flg))] I (E.23)

where the ek are defined:

•k (- /2 " \Q-j2ek= = " -( -j) r  q, (E.24)

j= k 1= i

and (1 - J)/2 assumes only integer values. The effective differential time parameters are

defined in (3.14).

CONCLUSIONS

In this Appendix, we have presented expressions for the complete Gram-Charlier

expansions of CQ(t), C;j(t), W(t), WC;(t), WC;.(t), Fi(o), FC.(t), and FC;,(t). We

obtained these expressions by representing the autocorrelation of the isolation filter, the
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windowing operator, and the filter in a Gram-Charlier series. Manipulation of the Hermite-

polynomial expansions is algebraically complex, but conceptually simple. We have made

extensive use of the theorems presented in Appendices A and B in order to derive these

formulae.
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APPENDIX F

POLARIZATION ANISOTROPY AND FINE-SCALE STRUCTURE OF THE

EURASIAN UPPER MANTLE

Saying there are two kinds of continents is like saying that there are two
kinds of women.

T.H. Jordan, DARPA Seismic Symposium, May, 1985

Note

This appendix was published as a short note in Geophysical Research Letters in
August 1988. The notation, equation numbers and figure numbers have not been
revised for consistency in this thesis. This paper presents results from a study of
multip, y reflected shear waves and fundamental-mode surface waves for two stable
continental paths in Eurasia. The differential travel times used in this study were
not measured using the waveform-fitting algorithm described in the last section, but
were determined from the peak of the cross-correlation function and corrected for
differential dispersion and attenr-zion.

ABSTRACT

We have observed shear-wave splitting, with (ts,-tsv)/tsv up to 1.5%, on long-

period records of multiply reflected S waves bottoming in the upper mantle beneath the

Russian and Siberian platforms. The dispersion of Love and Rayleigh waves over these

paths shows discrepancies of comparable or larger magnitude with respect to smooth,

isotropic (SI) structures, consistent with a model of the uppermost mantle having

significant apparent vertical anisotropy. When combined with evidence from Sn

observations for the frequency dependence of shear velocity, these data suggest a fine-scale

("rough") structure beneath stable Eurasia which can be represented by a random field
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whose two-point correlation function has a characteristic vertical wavenumber much larger

than its characteristic horizontal wavenumber. We fit the data with a rough, isotropic (RI)

model having an rms shear velocity fluctuation that varies from 14% in the uppermost

mantle to zero at 400-ki depth. These fluctuations are larger than the variation in

isotropically averaged parameters expected for even a diverse assemblage of upper-mande

ultrabasic rocks, which we take to be evidence for some sort of intrinsic (local) anisotropy.

Our observation that the shear-wave splitting is significantly smaller for paths along the

Alpine-Himalayan front suggests that the large-scale variations in the stochastic parameters

of a rough, anisotropic (RA) model may be related to continental deep structure.

INTRODUCTION

Although seismological studies have begun to illuminate the fine structure of the

upper mantle, very little can yet be said to quantify the spatial distribution of wave-speed

heterogeneity and anisotropy. A particularly interesting region for the study o small-scale

structure is the continental upper mantle, where compariscns between data and the

predictions of smooth, isotropic (SI) earth models reveal several discrepancies:

Love-Rayleigh (LB) discrepancy. The problems of satisfying the dispersion of Love and

Rayleigh waves by SI structures is well documented [McEvilly, 1964; Cara et al., 1980;

LUveque and Cara, 1983]. The discrepancy appears to be global in nature, and some form

of radial anisotropy (our preferred term for the type of anisotropy whose contrapositive is

transverse isotropy) is usually invoked to explain it (e.g., Anderson and Dziewonski,

1982]. The significance of the LR discrepancy for the continents has been debated [James,

1971; Mitchell, 1984].

SNA-EU2 discrepancy. Structures of the upper mantle beneath stable cratons derived from

waveform matches to SH-polarized waves, specifically the SNA model of Grand and

Helmberger (1984), have consistently higher vs values in the upper 400 km than structures
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derived from PSV-polarized waves, specifically the EU2 model of Lemer-Lam and Jordan

[19871. Lerner-Lam and Jordan argue that the EU2-SNA discrepancy cannot be entirely

explained by path differences and must involve polarization anisotropy in the continental

upper mantle

Sn discrepancy. The apparent velocities of high-frequency (-1 Hz) Sn waves on both

horizontal and vertical components are typically 100-300 m/s higher than the average shear

velocity vs of the uppermost mantle derived from low-frequency (-.01 Hz) Rayleigh

waves. Although not systematically treated in the literature, this problem is evident in the

comparison of the Sn velocities of Heustis et al. [ 1973] with Rayleigh-wave models such

as EU2 (Figure 1).

In this paper, we report some new observations of shear-wave splitting for

multiple-S waves bottoming beneath Eurasia that are relevant to these discrepancies, and

we attempt to explain them in terms of a stochastic model of fine-scale upper-mantle

structure.

OBSERVATIONS

We have measured the travel times (both phase and group delays) of direct and

multiply reflected S waves and fundamental- and higher-mode surface waves on 40 three-

component records from the Global Digital Seismic Network (GDSN) stations KONO and

GRFO for two corridors across Eurasia (Figure 2). The northern Eurasia corridor is nearly

identical to that used in deriving EU2; it includes the marginal basins and active foldbelts

east of the Verkhoyansk suture, as well as the stable cratons of the Siberian and Russian

platforms. The southwestern Eurasia corridor includes two paths, one crossing the cenal

part of the Russian platform from Hindu Kush events to KONO, and one traversing the

southwestern margin of the platform along the Alpine-Himalayan front to GRFO. Large

variations in SS travel times are observed across the transition from the Russian platform to

the Alpine-Himalayan orogenic belt, the latter yielding times delayed by as much as 20-30 s
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jRial et al., 1984]. Grand and Helmberger [1985] find that SNA satisfies the data from SH

body waves propagating across the central Russian platform.

Our technique for measuring travel times is based on the ability to synthesize

complete seismograms by normal-mode summation [Gee and Jordan, manuscript in

preparation]. A narrow-band isolation filter for a particular wave group, such as a body-

wave pulse or a fundamental-mode surface wave, is computed by a convenient method (we

use both ray and mode theoretic algorithms) and cross-correlated with both the observed

seismogram and the complete normal-mode synthetic for an appiopriate source location and

mechanism. The difference between the peak times of the observed and synthetic cross-

correlation functions is measured and corrected for differential dispersion and attenuation to

obtain the differential phase-delay time At at the center frequency f 0 of the isolation filter.

At thus measures the difference between the true arrival time and the model-predicted time

atf0 . This phase-isolation technique provides a self-consistent methodology for measuring

the travel times of complex wave group; on three-component seismograms. The

complications handled by the technique include caustic phase shifts, interference among

multiple arrivals, dispersion, attenuation, and differences in polarization.

For the body-wave data presented in this paper, the center frequencies of the

isolation filters range from 25-30 mHz, and their bandwidths from 8-10 mHz; the standard

errors of measurement are typically 1-2 s, excluding the bias due to unmodeled

interference. The surface waves were measured in the band 10 !.f0 < 25 mHz using

isolation filters with bandwidths of 0.15f o, yielding an experimental precision of-0.1 fo- 1,

or about 5 s for a 20-nHz observation.

Examples of seismograms on which these measurements have been made are

presented in Figures 3 and 4. The best match between data and synthetics is obtained by

using EU2 as the reference model for computing the isolation filters and complete

synthetics for the northern Eurasia corridor and SNA for the southwestern Eurasia corridor

(although the results of the data analysis are essentially independent of this choice). EU2
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provides a good fit to the Rayleigh waves and PSV-polarized waveforms of multiply

reflected S phases for the northern Eurasia corridor, but is too slow for the Love waves

and SH-polarized phases with turning points in the upper mantle (Figure 3). SNA is

generally consistent with the waveforms and travel times of SH-polarized body phases for

paths to KONO across the Russian platform, but is too fast for the PSV-polarized SS

phases with turning points in the upper mantle (Figure 4).

On the other hand, the path to GRFO along the southwestern margin of the Russian

platform does not show this polarization difference; the observed travel times exceed those

predicted by SNA by about 15 s on both components, consistent with the S-/ observations

of Rial et al. [19841. Shifting the synthetics by this amount aligns the SH and PSV

waveforms equally well. Therefore, the data-synthetic comparisons indicate strong shear-

wave splitting for the northern Eurasia and central Russian platform paths, but not for paths

along the Alpine-Himalayan front.

To quantify the polarization difference in the data-model residual for a specific

source-receiver pair, we define an "apparent splitting time" by

Ar = AI, - AS (1)

where AtSH is the phase-delay time measured for a particular wave g_ -. on the transverse

component and Atpsv is the phase-delay time for the corresponding wave group on the

vertical component. In the case of body waves, we employ the standard phase Potation as

a subscript; e.g., A% is the difference between the travel-time residual for an SS arrival on

the transverse component and its residual on the vertical component. For surface waves.

however, we choose AtSH to be the Love-wave phase delay and ApSV to be the Rayleigh-

wave phase delay at the samef 0 and let Ar denote the difference. Hence, the values of

Ar for body waves are essentially independent of the reference model (to the extent that it
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correctly predicts the interference effects), while the values of AdrLR depend on the

differential dispersion between Love and Rayleigh waves of the reference model.

Figure 5 summarizes the data for northern Eurasia (circles) and the Russian

platform (crosses). The apparent splitting time, expressed as a percentage of the total PSV

travel time, is plotted against the horizontal slowness of the wavegroup computed from the

EU2 reference model. The northern Eurasia body wave data include observations of S,

SSS, SSSS, and SSSSS between 60" and 90". The cluster of points with ray parameters

between .09 and .12 s/km are S waves that bottom in the lower mantle and do not exhibit

any significant splitting. However, the multiply reflected S waves which turn in the upper

mantle and transition zone, such as SSS from 65' to 75" and SSSS from 75' to 85', are

split with values of Ar up to 12 s. For the body waves, the largest values of the ratio

Ar/PSV are the Russian platform observations of SS in the range 43" to 46'. The LR

discrepancy for northern Eurasia, which has a mean value of -1.8% ± .08%, is somewhat

larger in magnitude than that for the Russian platform ( -1.1% ± .09%). There is an

indication of systematic variations in ArLR with frequency, but the present data set is

inadequate to quantify the effect.

As shown in Figure 5, the apparent splitting times for the northern Eurasia and

Russian platform paths vary s% stematically with horizontal slowness: phases most sensitive

to velocity perturbations in the uppermost mantle display the greatest apparent splitting.

For comparison, we also plot the apparent splitting times computed from two models: (1)

Dziewonski and Anderson's (1981] radially anisotropic earth model PREM, modified to

have an EU2 crust, and (2) an isotropic, finely layered stochastic model which we now

describe.

INTERPRETATION

The body-wave measurements are very consistent with the shear-wave splitting

computed from PREM. However, the surface-wave observations show a smaller LR
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discrepancy than predicted by this radially anisotropic structure. It is certainly possible to

derive a smooth, anisotropic (SA) structure that fits the data by relatively small

perturbations to the five elastic moduli profiles that characterize PREM. We defer this

exercise to a later, more detailed report. However, we find it interesting to note that most

aspects of the data can be fit by a rough, isotropic (RI) model whose deviations from an SI

structure are given by a single function of depth.

We consider a stochastic model of the upper mantle m = [A , p] in which the

variation of isotropic elastic constants and density with vector position x - [x1, x2, x31 is a

small perturbation to a horizontally layered structure M(x 3), where x3 is depth. In any

particular layer, we write this small perturbation as the product of a constant triplet (8.,

8p] and a homogeneous, scalar-valued, Gaussian random field f(x) with zero mean and

autocovariance function

(x) = x+x')x')) = e +4 3  (2)

Such a random field is fractal with Hausdorff dimension 7/2; the two-dimensional version

of (2) has proven useful in the study of seafloor morphology, where the parameters (ki)

are the characteristic wavenumbers of the abyssal hills [Goff and Jordan, 19881.

We assume the characteristic vertical wavenumber is large compared to the two

horizontal wavenumbers: k, - k2 << k3; i.e., the depth variations have much shorter scale

lengths than the geographic variations. Then, for waves of length I >> k3
-1 , a theoretical

argument due to Backus [19621 may be extended to show that the medium responds like a

homogeneous, radially anisotropic solid. In the special case where the root-mean-square

(rms) perturbations are described by a single, small fluctuation parameter e = & W; A =

<< 1, Backus's averaging procedure yields to 0(e),
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2 -2 2  2 -=P vp 0 -2, vPH =p (1-A I/ 2

2 = -2( 2 2 -2
VVs VS VSH v S  (3)

7/ = 1 - ( /X /)e 2

where a a A + 2M.

These equations allow us to calculate an SA model [vpH, Vpv, vSH , vsv, 77] that is

equivalent to the RI model [vp, vs, el in the long-wavelength limit. An example is given in

Table 1. In deriving this structure, we took vpv and vsv from EU2 and computed vpH,

VSH and r from the values of e listed in the table. We found that the LR discrepancy could

be satisfied by an uppermost mantle with E = .28. This yields a long-wavelength SH-SV

velocity difference of 4.2% for a ray angle of 90*(horizontal path), which accounts for

most of the SNA-EU2 discrepancy (Figure 1). The SH-SV difference described by (3) is a

strong function of ray angle, becoming negative for angles steeper than about 52*.

Consequently, to explain the magnitude of the shear-wave splitting observed for rays with

bottoming depths in the transition zone, it was necessary to maintain a relatively large value

of E to depths greater than 200 km. In our example structure, edecreases linearly from .22

at 220 km to zero at 400 km. Given the scatter, the model is consistent with most of the

observations, although it predicts a somewhat smaller amount of splitting than is observed

for rays bottoming near the 670-kn discontinuity for the northern Eurasian paths.

This modeling exercise establishes the magnitude of the velocity heterogeneity

needed to explain the splitting data by an RI mechanism. It is large: a value of e = .28

corresponds to a 14% rms fluctuation in the isotropic wave speeds. This exceeds,

probably by a substantial amount, the variation in isotropically averaged parameters

expected for even a diverse assemblage of upper-mantle ultrabasic rocks. We take this to

be evidence for some sort of intrinsic (i.e., local) anisotropy, for example, the alignment

of olivine crystals. In future modeling work, we intend to generalize the Gaussian
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stochastic description represented by (2) to include the tensor properties of local anisotropy;

i.e., we will consider rough, anisotropic (RA) structres.

In such a stochastic description, the qualitative difference between SA and RA

structures is reduced to a quantitative difference in the characteristic wavenumbers {ki).

The long-wavelength splitting data presented in this paper do not constrain these

wavenumbers. However, the fact that the first arrival times from short-period Sn waves

yield high apparent velocities is evidence that the characteristic vertical scale of the

heterogeneity, k3 -1, lies between the lengths of the long-period and short-period waves,

say between 100 km and 10 km. In addition to giving apparent anisotropy at long

wavelengths, characteristic scale lengths in this intermediate range provide high-velocity

"micropaths" at short wavelengths [cf. Flatte, 1979], which could account for the Sn

discrepancy. This hypothesis is consistent with the thinking of Fuchs and Schultz [19761,

who have suggested that an RA structure is needed to account for the "shingling" of P

arrivals observed on long refraction profiles in Europe.

In conclusion, it appears that stochastic descriptions of fine-scale heterogeneity can

potentially explain the LR, Sn, and SNA-EU2 discrepancies, as well as other aspects of

wave propagation in the continental upper mantle. Our observation that the shear-wave

splitting is significantly smaller for paths along the Alpine-Himalayan front than for

cratonic paths suggests that the large scale variations in the stochastic parameters may be

related to continental deep structure.
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TABLES

Table 1. RI and equivalent SA models for Eurasian paths.

Depth e vpe VpV vSH vsv 71
(kzn) (kin/s) (km/s) (kin/s) (1in/s)

40-100 .28 8.48 8.19 4.69 4.51 0.85
100-200 .22 8.36 8.19 4.64 4.53 0.90

220 .22 8.32 8.14 4.64 4.53 0.90
400 0 8.65 8.65 4.74 4.74 1.00

All values linearly interpolated between 220 and 400 kn.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE I

Shear velocity as a function of depth for continental models EU2 and SNA.
Stippling indicates the range of regional Sn velocities typical of continental cratons
[Heustis et al., 1973]. The dashed line labeled EU2 is the SH velocity structure
corresponding to the RI model in Table 1.

FIGURE.2

Azimuthal equidistant projection centered on KONO, illustrating the source-receiver
geometry. Triangles are earthquake locations; octagons are receiver locations.
Shields and stable platforms (shaded) are from Jordan [19811.

FIGURE 3.

Comparison of transverse and vertical component seismograms from northern
Eurasian paths with EU2 synthetics. (a) Shear-wave splitting in SSSS at GRFO
for the 01 Feb 84 Sea of Okhotsk event. Observed seismograms shifted by +2.5 s
to align the SSSS pulse on the vertical component; Arssss is 6 s. (b) LR
discrepai :y at KONO for the 25 Aug 83 Kyushu event. Observed seismograms
shifted by +3.2 s to align the Rayleigh wave; ArR is 39 s forf 0 = 20 mhz.

FIGURE 4.

Example of shear-wave splitting in SS for a path crossing the Russian platform
from the 01 Jul 84 Hindu Kush event. The traces for GRFO have been shifted by
+2.5 s and the traces for KONO have been shifted by +1.5 s to align the S pulses
with the SNA synthetic on the transverse component. Arss is 5 s for KONO, but
less than 1 s for GRFO.

FIGURE 5.

The ratio Ar/tpsv as a function of horizontal slowness for the data and models
discussed in this study. Circles are measurements from the northern Eurasia
corridor, and crosses from the Russian platform path. The zero line corresponds to
the isotropic reference model EU2. Calculated values from PREM, modified to
have an EU2 crust, are indicated by solid lines. Short dashed lines labeled EU2
are calculated from the RI model in Table 1.
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Abstract

Four families that include a specifically language-

impaired (SLI) boy were studied to test the hypothesis that

developmental language disorders are biologically

transmittable and to further describe the neuroanatomical

correlates of the disorder. A majority of the parents and

siblings of the SLI boys also experienced communication

difficulty (i.e., difficulty with speech, language, or

academic skills). Evidence of communication difficulty was

paired on an individual basis with neuroanatomical data

obtained through quantitative analysis of magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) scans. Atypical perisylvian asymmetries were

documented in a majority of the parents (R < .05) and were

closely associated (p = .84) with a history of communication

difficulty. These findings provide evidence that the

disorder is biologically transmittable. In addition,

lancgage-disordered siblings of SLI boys also had atypical

perisylvian asymmetries. This finding suggests that

atypical perisylvian asymmetries reflect biological factors

that place some families at risk for language impairment.

Measures of seven additional cerebral regions established

that areas outside the perisylvian are often atypical in

size. These measures demonstrate that neuroanatomical

effects were bilateral and widespread. Thus, the

neuroanatomical profile for developmental language disorder
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differs from the profile typically associated with cases of

acquired language disorder, which typically result from

damage to the left perisylvian area in a premorbidly normal

brain. In contrast, neuroanatomical correlates of

developmental language disorder reflect a probable

disturbance of prenatal brain development.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Neuroanatomical background

Neuroanatomical studies provide information into the

biological foundations of developmental language disorders.

Two types of neuroanatomical studies are available: autopsy

and imaging. Autopsy studies offer the best opportunity for

detailed study of both gross anatomy and the underlying

cellular architectonics. However, with autopsy studies, the

behavioral features of a disorder are necessarily described

retrospectively. Thus, adequate documentation of behavior

is often unavailable. In contrast, noninvasive in-vivo

imaging studies afford the opportunity to study the cerebral

anatomy of subjects whose behavioral strengths and deficits

can be documented. This advantage is offset by the

relatively poor resolution of imaging studies. Current

imaging capabilities are only capable of detecting lesions

or developmental abnormalities that are sufficiently

widespread that they alter gross anatomy. Therefore, while

imaging studies can be used to document an apparent

departure from the typical size or configuration of an

anatomical region, autopsy examination is necessary to

determine whether changes in the cellular architecture has

produced the effect.



Neuroanatomical studies have established a strong

relation between certain acquired language disorders in

adults and lesions of the left perisylvian cortex (see

Rubens, 1984 for a review). Preliminary evidence from

neuroanatomical studies of subjects with a developmental

disorder involving impaired language suggests a brain-

language relation. Alterations in both the cellular and

gross anatomy have been noted. Landau, Goldstein, and

Kleffner (1960) documented a bilateral gross degeneration of

the insulae and operculae along with polymicrogyri in the

posterior sylvian region in a multiply handicapped boy whose

major behavioral deficit was a severe language disorder.

Subcortical degeneration of the cerebral peduncles and

geniculate nuclei were also noted in this child.

Alterations of both cellular and gross anatomy were also

noted in a study of four males with developmental dyslexia

(Galaburda, Sherman, Rosen, Aboiwtz, & Geschwind, 1985). In

at least three of the four subjects, the dyslexia was

associated with speech or language difficulties. Autopsy

revealed cortical ectopias, which were most numerous in the

left perisylvian area in all four subjects. One subject

also had polymicrogyri in the posterior sylvian region. The

plana temporale, which typically is larger in the left than

in the right hemisphere (Chi, Dooling, & Gilles, 1977a;

Geschwind & Levitsky, 1968; Wada, Clarke, & Hamm, 1975;

Witelson & Pallie, 1973), was symmetrical in all four
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subjects.

Perisylvian symmetry has also been documented in an

autopsy study of a girl who had a severe expressive language

disorder along with attention deficit disorder (Cohen,

Campbell, & Yaghmai, 1988). The atypical symmetry was

accompanied by a single dysplastic region in the left

frontal opercular region. A comparable finding occurred in

an magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study of four boys with

specific language impairment (SLI), each of whom had an

expressive impairment involving grammatical morphemes

(Plante, Swisher, Vance, & Rapscak, 1990). The perisylvian

areas of two of the boys were symmetrical, whereas a

reversed (right > left) asymmetry was noted for a third.

In summary, both autopsy and imaging studies draw

attention to a variety of perisylvian findings. Frank

abnormalities at the cellular level occurred bilaterally in

some subjects (Galaburda et al, 1985; Landau et al, 1960)

and unilaterally in one (Cohen et al, 1988). When atypical

asymmetries were documented, these resulted from a variety

of left-right perisylvian configurations. In the subjects

described as having dyslexia, symmetry resulted because the

left planum temporale was of the expected size, while the

right planum was atypically large (Galaburda et al, 1985).

A similar finding was also noted for one SLI boy (Plante,

Swisher, & Vance, 1989). In this child, the right

perisylvian area was larger than average while the left was
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of the expected size. Additional SLI boys with atypical

perisylvian asymmetries had different perisylvian

configurations. One boy had a right perisylvian area that

was average size whereas the left was smaller than expected.

Another had left and right perisylvian areas that were both

smaller than average (Plante et al, 1990).

The nature of these neuroanatomical findings indicates

the abnormalities occurred during the course of prenatal

brain development (Galaburda et al, 1985; Plante et al,

1989). For example, polymicrogyri can be experimentally

induced by lesioning the mammalian brain during the period

of cell migration. The extent of gyral abnormality is

related to the time of lesion, with the more extensive

abnormalities resulting from an early time of lesion (Dvorak

& Feit, 1977; Dvorak, Feit, & Jurankova, 1978). Cortical

ectopias are also thought to occur during the period of cell

migration as the result of misplaced migratory neurons

(Caviness, Evrard, & Lyon, 1978; Sherman, Galaburda, &

Geschwind, 1983). The presence of atypical cerebral

asymmetries also suggests a prenatal effect. The normal

left > right pattern of perisylvian asymmetries first

appears during the third trimester (Chi et al, 1977a).

After this time, the left > right pattern of plana asymmetry

predominates in infants and children (Chi et al, 1977a;

Wada, et al 1975; Witelson & Pallie, 1973) and adults

(Geschwind & Levitsky, 1968; Wada et al, 1975; Witelson &
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Pallie, 1973).

Several autopsy studies have addressed the issue of

possible gender differences in the pattern of asymmetry.

Most studies have not found gender differences for size of

the right and left plana temporale or the degree of

asymmetry of cerebral structures (Chi et al, 1977a, Koff,

Naeser, Pieniadz, Foundas, & Levine, 1986; McShane, Risse, &

Rubens, 1984; Wada et al, 1975). Two studies (Bear, Schiff,

Saver, Greenberg, & Freeman, 1986; Wada et al, 1975) report

that subgroups of subjects who have an atypical, right >

left asymmetry tend to have more female than male members.

Atypical asymmetries have been documented for regions

that extend beyond the perisylvian areas. Rosenberger and

Hier (1980) used computerized tomography (CT) in a study of

learning-disabled subjects. These subjects all had verbal

intelligence test scores that were lower than their

performance scores. Some subjects also had a history of

"delayed speech." Approximately one half of the subjects

with a history of "delayed speech" also had a reversed

(right > left) asymmetry of the occipital poles. A third of

the remaining learning-disabled subjects also had a reversed

asymmetry pattern.

Using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), Jernigan et al

(1987) studied specifically language-impaired (SLI)

children. In approximately half of the children, an

atypical pattern of asymmetry (right > left) was noted for a

-I~.mm ma mm m Nmmmr mm
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cerebral region bounded by the sylvian fissure anteriorly

and the occipital poles posteriorly. Plante et al (1990)

documented atypical asymmetries (left > right) of the

cerebral hemispheres in three of four SLI boys. These

studies suggest that the developmental effects producing

atypical neuroanatomical patterns in language-disordered

children may be relatively widespread. The anatomical areas

that contribute to this atypical hemispheric asymmetry have

not yet been identified.

A description of the relative effects on neuroanatomy

would provide further insight into the mechanism(s) that

produced the atypical neuroanatomical patterns. Studies of

language-disordered children reveal neuroanatomical

variability across subjects. Such inter-subject variability

may reflect etiological differences. Alternatively,

anatomical variation may be related to interactions between

the causdl rgent and the stage of brain maturation in any

given subject (Plante et al, 1989). The gyral

configurations of the perisylvian area mature relatively

late (Chi, Dooling, & Gilles, 1977b). A finding that late-

developing structures are most often atypical in size would

suggest the time of greatest neuroanatomical effect occurs

during late gestation. If the probability that a structure

will be atypical increases in parallel with the general

maturational gradient for gyri, intersubject heterogeneity

might actually reflect differences in the onset and severity
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of the causal agent(s). Thus, differences in

neuroanatomical effect would represent a range of one

biological effect that occurs at different times during

development.

Evidence for transmission of lanuage disorders

The atypical neuroanatomical findings in language-

disordered individuals may be the result of an agent that is

transmitted through families. If this is true, the parents

and siblings of language-disordered children should show the

neuroanatomical effect as well. Although such a

transmittable neuroanatomical effect has yet to be

demonstrated in the families of language-disordered

children, there is behavioral evidence that the disorder

runs through families. Early evidence of familial

tendencies toward developmental language disorders came from

reports of selected families that include multiple cases of

a speech or language disorder (Arnold, 1961; Samples & Lane,

1985).

This familial tendency has been substantiated by studies

examining groups of language-disordered children and their

families. Several studies have relied on questionnaires

completed by a parent of language-disordered and control

children, detailing the language and academic histories of

all family members (Bishop & Edmundson, 1986; Neils & Aram,
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1986; Tallal, Ross, & Curtiss, 1989a & b; Tomblin, 1989).

These studies report that if a child is language disordered,

more language or learning problems are reported for first-

degree relatives than if a child is not language-disordered.

Tomblin (1989), reported that 51% of the impaired probands

had at least one language-impaired relative. A relative was

considered language disordered only if he or she had

received speech or language therapy. Tallal et al (1989a &

b), using a criterion of self-report of language disorder,

reading difficulties, or academic failure to indicate signs

of impairment found that 77% of SLI probands had at least

one impaired relative. Fathers reported some form of

impairment more often than mothers (Neils & Aram, 1986;

Tallal, et al, 1989a; Tomblin, 1989). However, there is

some evidence to suggest that impaired mothers have more

language-disordered children than do impaired fathers or

control parents (Tallal et al, 1989a). Across studies,

language-disordered probands have more impaired brothers

than sisters (Neils & Aram, 1986; Tallal, et al, 1989a;

Tomblin, 1989). This may be confounded by a skewed sex

ratio favoring boys in families of language-impaired

children (Tallal et al, 1989b).

The questionnaire method may include a reporting bias

favoring families that already include a language-disordered

child. These families are likely to be more sensitive to

the signs of disordered language than other families. It is
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possible that the results of the familial studies reflect

inflated estimates in the families of language-disordered

children, and underestimates the prevalence of language

disorder in the families of controls. Standardized testing

provides a more objective method of assessing the prevalence

of disordered language than does self report. Standardized

testing was used to determine differences in language skills

for normal and reading-impaired children and their families

(DeFries, Singer, Foch, & Lewitter, 1978). Reading-impaired

children, as a group, performed poorly relative to controls

on measures of language. Parents and siblings of reading-

impaired children obtained lower test scores for reading,

spelling, and language-based measures than did controls.

Language skills showing significant differences between

groups included grammatical closure, auditory memory, and

verbal analogies. Thus, a familial tendency towards poor

language skills has been documented using objective as well

as subjective methods.

In any group of language-disordered children, not all

will have a family history for the disorder. Byrne,

Willerman, and Ashmore (1974) adapted a model originally

used to describe distributions of mentally retarded children

and suggested that there may be two groups of language-

disordered children which can be identified by factors such

as severity and family history. They found that children

with moderately impaired language skills generally had a
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lower socioeconomic level and more language-disordered

relatives than children with severely impaired language

skills. They suggest that the moderately impaired children

were more likely to represent the extremes of the normal

distribution for language skills. Furthermore, they

suggested the children with severe language impairment may

represent a biologically different population, in which the

disorder is more likely to be secondary to acquired lesions

or trauma.

The findings of this study should be interpreted with

caution. The measure used to document language impairment

in these children was the Illinois Test of Psycholinquistic

Abilities (Kirk, McCarthy & Kirk, 1968). Of this battery's

eight subtests, only two appear to reflect skills that are

weak in language impaired children (Fundudis, Kolvin, &

Garside, 1979). The remaining six subtests probably reflect

general cognition. Therefore, the authors may have

inadvertently been testing distributions of children with

moderate and severe cognitive skill deficits rather than

language skill deficits. A later study that hypothesized an

association between the severity of a language disorder and

family history failed to confirm such a relationship (Neils

& Aram, 1986).

Implications of a transmittable effect

Factors such as trauma or stroke are unlikely
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explanations for multiple cases of impairment within a

family. A family tendency towards language or learning

disorders suggests a genetic contribution to the disorder

although the available data does not clearly conform to

classic models of genetic transmission (Neils & Aram, 1986;

Tallal et al, 1989a; Tomblin, 1989). Tomblin (1989) points

out that rearing practices that restrict language

development cannot be ruled out when multiple family members

have poor language skills. However, rearing practices would

not explain the atypical neuroanatomical findings in SLI

children. An environmental factor, such as a toxin, can

affect multiple family members. To date, there is no

evidence to implicate any toxin as a common cause of

developmental language disorders. Both parents and children

would have to be exposed to the same toxic effects in utero

to explain similar neuroanatomical findings across

generations.

A fourth explanation proposes hormonal effects on

development (Geschwind & Behan, 1982; Plante et al, 1989;

Tallal et al, 1989b). A hormonal explanation is consistent

with the constellation of behavioral and biological

characteristics associated with developmental language

disorders. A hormonal effect could explain transmission

through families (cf. Perakis & Stylianopoulou, 1986) as

well as the atypical sex ratio in families of language-

impaired children (Tallal et al, 1989b). Subjects with
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developmental disorders involving gonadal hormones tend to

have poor language skills and learning difficulties

(McCardle & Wilson, 1987; Perlman, 1973). Gonadal hormones

are known to influence brain development in animals, and may

explain the anatomical effects seen in language-impaired

subjects (Galaburda et al, 1985; Plante et al, 1990).

If a transmittable factor produces language impairment

and also alters brain development, the relatives of

language-impaired probands should also have a high rate of

atypical cerebral configurations. Preliminary evidence

supports this hypothesis. Atypical brain configurations

have been noted in the normally developing twin sister of a

language-impaired boy (Plante et al, 1989). Atypical

perisylvian asymmetries were also found in a male who

reported having a brother who had received language therapy.

This individual was one of a group of males who had agreed

to have an MRI scan as part of a research program (Plante,

unpublished data). A more systematic study of the siblings

of language-disordered children is needed to verify these

preliminary findings. Atypical neuroanatomical findings in

parents of language-disordered children would strengthen the

argument that a transmittable effect contributes to

developmental language disorders.

The consistency of neuroanatomical configurations across

subjects is also potentially important. A consistent

pattern of findings across subjects who share the same
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behavioral diagnosis would suggest a single effect is

operating on the developing brain. In a previous study

(Plante et al, 1990), atypical cerebral asymmetries were

found across subjects, with some degree of individual

variability noted. This variability may represent a range

of one biological effect, or separate effects operating

across subjects. When subjects consist of first-degree

relatives (parents and their children), their biological

backgrounds can be considered highly similar. Should such

subjects show atypical cerebral configurations, inter-

subject heterogeneity is more likely to reflect a range

produced by one biological effect rather than separate

effects across family members.

Statement of Purpose and Significance

This study will describe the neuroanatomical profiles in

families containing a specifically language-impaired boy, in

order to assess the type and frequency of atypical

anatomical profiles. The presence of atypical cerebral

configurations in parents of specifically language-impaired

boys would support the theory that this type of language

impairment is the result of a biological factor that is

transmitted through families. The neuroanatomical profiles

among first-degree relatives will help to establish a range

that is likely to reflect a single biological agent. The

i m m m nm- I I I m I
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identification of neuroanatomical regions that are

frequently atypical will provide insight into the nature of

the presumed biological agent.

Research Questions

The study is designed to answer the following research

questions:

1. Do atypical perisylvian asymmetries occur in

parents of SLI boys?

2. To what extent are atypical perisylvian asymmetries

associated with evidence suggesting a language

disorder in the parents of SLI boys.

3. What is the range of cerebral effect as seen

among first-degree relatives?

4. What neuroanatomical regions, in addition to the

perisylvian areas, are atypical in individuals with

a personal or family history of language

impairment.
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CHAPTER 2

Method

Sublects

Members of four families that include at least one boy

with SLI (the proband) participated in this study. A brief

description of each family follows.

Family 1:

A 46-year-old father and 39-year-old mother, along with

three male children (ages 12;10, 7;0, and 5;4) are the

members of Family 1. All family members consider themselves

to be right handed, although the parents report left

handedness among their blood relatives. All three sons were

diagnosed as language impaired and were enrolled in therapy

programs at the time of study. The mother reported the

oldest son was born two months prematurely and spent his

first month in an intensive care unit. He was identified as

language impaired when he entered first grade. He has a

history of poor articulation skills and difficulty with

expressive language. At the time of study, he was

experiencing difficulty with reading and writing as well as

with expressive language skills. He was taking Ritalin at

the time of study to manage hyperactivity. The second son's

birth was described as unremarkable but he required surgery

to correct an imperforate anus. He has undergone additional

surgery on the scrotum and testicles and has had tests to
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evaluate bladder control. He was enrolled in therapy for

impaired language and poor articulation at age three years.

These skills were still impaired at the time of study. The

youngest son, the proband, was delivered three weeks

prematurely and required oxygen after birth. He was

enrolled in language therapy at age three years. His

articulation skills were age appropriate. His expressive

language skills were significantly below the level expected

of a child his age.

Both parents report that they had language/learning

problems as children similar to what they have observed in

their sons. The father repeated first grade and entered the

military service after grade nine. He later received a high

school diploma and was employed as a materials handler at

the time of study. The mother, a housewife, has a high

school diploma and completed two years of post-secondary

education. The father has four additional sons from two

previous marriages. Two of these sons have developmental

disabilities. Both parents have nephews who have been

diagnosed as learning disabled. Both parents report twins

(fraternal and identical) among their blood relatives.

Family 2:

Family 2 includes a 37-year-old father and a 31-year-

old mother along with their two sons (ages 6;10 and 5;0) and

a daughter (age 2;0). The father is left handed; all other

family members are right handed. The mother reported each
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of her pregnancies were unremarkable. The first-born son

appeared to be developing normally at the time of study.

The daughter was too young to participate in this study, but

also appeared to be developing language normally. The

second-born son, the proband, was diagnosed as SLI and was

enrolled in a therapy program at the time of this study. He

was being treated for a severe articulation disorder and

impaired language. His family first became concerned about

his speech and language development when he was

approximately two years of age.

Neither parent reported childhood difficulties with

language or academic skills. The father completed a college

degree and was employed as an engineer. He reported that he

had "stuttered" until age five years. He also reported his

sister had stuttered as well. The mother completed a

college degree and was a housewife at the time of study. No

developmental disorders were reported among the mother's

relatives. The mother reported fraternal twins among her

relatives.

Family 3:

The third family includes a father (age 57), a mother

(age 39), two daughters (ages 11;5 and 8;6), and one son

(age 9;6) who served as the proband for this family. The

mother reported her pregnancies were unremarkable. General

health of all children is reported to be unremarkable. The

oldest daughter appeared to be developing normally. The
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proband has a history of speech and language impairment.

His mother first noticed a problem with language development

when he was approximately age two years. He started

receiving therapy for poor articulation and impaired

language at age three and was enrolled in a school serving

"dyslexic" students at the time of study. The youngest

daughter was receiving tutoring for reading in school and

was being evaluated for language impairment at the time of

study. She declined participation in this study because of

apprehension about being inside the MRI scanner.

The father reported he had difficulties with speech and

language development similar to those he observes in his

son. The father reported his own speech was hard to

understand until age six and he subsequently had difficulty

learning to read in school. He reported that he does not

enjoy reading. He completed nine years of schooling and was

employed as a bus driver. He has a brother who also had

difficulty with speech and language development and has twin

sons from an earlier marriage. The mother completed nine

years of school and managed a small business at the time of

study. She was born prematurely by approximately 6 weeks.

She reported that she had a "lisp" as a young child. She

reported no problems with language or academic skills.

The fourth family includes a father (age 46), mother

(age 42), a son (the proband, age 8;2) and daughter (age
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6;2). All family members consider themselves to be right

handed. The mother reported that pregnancy and birth for

each child was unremarkable. Both children had a history of

middle-ear infections, but general health has otherwise been

unremarkable. The proband has a history of delayed speech

onset (first words appeared at approximately 19 months) and

was diagnosed as SLI. He was enrolled in a school serving

"dyslexic" children at the time of study. According to

standardized testing, the daughter had significantly delayed

articulation skills for her age. Although she performed

well on most language tests, she was verbally reticent. An

analysis of spontaneous language revealed mildly impaired

expressive language skills and word-finding problems. She

was not receiving speech or language services at the time of

study. The parents had experienced one miscarriage prior to

the birth of their first child.

The mother considered herself dyslexic and reported she

had used "baby talk" as late as kindergarten. She recalled

having some difficulty learning in grade school and reported

that reading takes her a "long time" and is "tiring." She

also reported that she had a unilateral hearing loss as a

child and attended a school for deaf and blind children for

first grade. She reported that she "out grew" the hearing

loss. She passed a pure-tone screening test at the time of

study. The mother has a high school diploma and completed a

year of post-secondary education. She was a housewife at
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the time of study. The father reported he had difficulty

learning to read and reports he does not enjoy reading. He

holds a masters degree and was teaching at the college level

at the time of study. The father reported that his brother

had difficulty with speech and language and considers him to

be dyslexic. The mother has a nephew who is receiving

educational services for dyslexia.

Subject recruitment and selection

Subjects were recruited by soliciting referrals of boys

with SLI from agencies and professionals serving such

children in the Tucson area. The term SLI was defined to

the referral sources as a language impairment in the absence

of deficits in cognitive, sensory, motor, and social-

emotional functioning.

After referral to the study, a diagnosis of SLI was

confirmed through standardized testing and clinical

judgement. A battery of standardized, norm-referenced tests

was administered to each proband. The results of

standardized testing are reported in Table 1. The test

battery is described in Appendix A. The standardized tests

chosen were those that reflected the skill areas of typical

strengths (nonverbal, semantics) and weakness (morpho-

syntactic, speech articulation) that characterize SLI in

children. The manuals provided sufficient information so

that a z-score could be calculated. They were relatively

strong psychometrically compared with other available
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instruments (McCauley & Swisher, 1984), or had proven

utility in identifying language-impaired children All tests

were administered by a certified speech-language pathologist

or a graduate student under the supervision of a speech-

language pathologist. Test score reliability was calculated

on a point-to-point basis for all scorable test items.

Median point-to-point reliability was 97 percent with a

range between 75 and 100 percent agreement.

For children 7;11 years and younger, a spontaneous

language sample was obtained for analysis. A twenty-minute

play session with the child and an examiner was used to

gather the language sample. Children were given a choice of

activities and toys to play with during this time. The play

session was video taped and a corpus of the child's

spontaneous language was transcribed from video tape. Four

minutes of each child's language scmple was selected at

random to assess transcription reliability. Point-to-point

reliability for transcribed words ranged between 98 and 99

percent for the samples obtained. A corpus of sentences

were analyzed using Developmental Sentence Scorin

(DSS)(Lee, 1974). For all but one child (sibling 1 in

Family 4), the sentences included in the analysis were 50

consecutively occurring sentences that were spoken after the

first five minutes of the play session had elapsed. The

remaining child had so few sentences that utterances from

the first five minutes had to be included to obtain a sample
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of 47 sentences. Point-to-point reliability for scorable

items on the DSS ranged between 71 and 96 percent.

Disagreements in scoring were resolved through joint review

of the items in question.

To be selected for study, a proband had to demonstrate

a significant impairment (lower 5 percent of the normative

sample) in the comprehension or use of the morpho-syntactic

components of language in the presence of normal nonverbal

skills (upper 93 percent of the normative sample). In

addition, to be selected for study, each proband had to pass

a hearing screening at the time of testing. A passing

performance consisted of reliable responses to 20 dB HL pure

tones for at least three of the following frequencies: 500,

1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz. No selection criteria were set for

performance on tests of vocabulary or articulation, or for

the language sample analysis.

Two speech-language pathologists not otherwise

connected with this study were asked to review compiled

records for each potential proband. Records included past

evaluations and therapy reports; tests of morpho-syntactic

skills administered as part of this study were excluded.

Each proband was judged language impaired by both speech-

language pathologists.

When a potential proband was identified, the family was

then invited to participate in this study. Families

selected met three additional characteristics: children were
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monolingual English-speakers, both biological parents were

willing to participate, and family members had no known

neurological or developmental conditions that are known to

alter brain morphology from normal (e.g. stroke, trauma,

seizures). Nineteen potential probands were referred to the

study. Four were rejected because their language skills

were not significantly impaired. Three had other

handicapping conditions (e.g. attention deficit, hearing

loss) in addition to impaired language. Two had a history

of seizures and one was excluded because his mother had a

history of seizures. Two qualified as SLI but were excluded

from the study because the proband or a parent was unable to

complete the MRI scan due to claustrophobic reactions.

Three did not have both biological parents available for

study. The subjects of the present study are the first four

consecutive families that were not excluded on the bases

described above.

When a family was selected, a case history was taken

for each family member. Case histories covered medical,

birth, developmental, educational, and family background in

addition to speech and language history (see Appendix B).

Information concerning the personal and family history for

the mothers and the fathers in each family are reported in

Table 2.

Behavioral documentation for siblings

The battery of standardized tests described in Appendix
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A was used to describe verbal and nonverbal skills in the

siblings of each proband. The results of standardized

testing for these subjects are provided in Table 1.

Procedures

Subjects were scanned in the axial plane through the

full volume of the cerebral cortex. The slice angle was

standardized for each subject by aligning the slice angle

parallel to the frontal and occipital poles from a sagittal

prescan view. Scans were gathered on a Toshiba 0.5 Tesla

magnet. A spin-echo scan sequence (TR 2800, TE 90) was used

that produces good distinctions between grey and white

matter.

Scans from the subjects were compared with a group of

comparison scans from volunteers who were without a history

of language impairment. These scans (11 from males, 6 from

females) were selected from a data bank (Plante, unpublished

data) of volunteers for whom case history information was

available. Selected scans were all those from males and

females who, according to self-report, lack a personal or

family history of developmental disorders, twinning, or

neurological conditions that are known to alter brain

morphology from normal. The characteristics of the

individuals from whom these scans were obtained are

described in Table 3. Scans included an axial view set at a

similar angle as the scans from subjects in this study.
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Table 3.
Characteristics of comparison group.

Personal background:

Gender 11 males, 6 females

Ages: 20 to 47; median = 29

Handedness: right handed in all cases

Birth history:

Mother's age at birth: 20 - 38 years; median = 24

Birth order: 1 - 6; median = 2

Maternal miscarriages: 3 for male subjects
1 for female subjects

Pregnancy risk factors:
father smoked in 3 case for females
mother smoked in 1 case for females
males were not asked this question

Birth risk factors: 1 male was premature by 8 weeks

Family history:

Left handedness: 2 males
1 female

Developmental disorders: none reported
(this was a selection criterion)

Twinning: none reported
(this was a selection criterion)

Education:

years of elucation: 14-21 years (college)
median = 16 years (bachelor's degree)

special school services:
1 male (gifted & talented program)
1 female (articulation therapy for "r" only)

grade school failure: none reported

reading difficulty: none reported
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Scans were clinically evaluated by a neuroradiologist

prior to quantitative analysis. No parenchymal lesions were

reported for any subject. One comparison scan from a female

control was noted to have two punctate regions of

hyperintensity in the centrum semiovale on the T2-weighted,

axial image. These were not visible on a Tl-weighted

coronal scan. The scans were dummy coded by a research

assistant so that those measuring the scans were unaware of

the subject identity or language status. Scans were

measured by five assistants who were not familiar with the

subjects or hypotheses under study and me.

MRI films from these scans were computer digitized and

measured using JAVA software (Jandel Scientific, 1988). The

instrumentation used for quantitative analysis is provided

in Appendix C. A calibration figure of 300 mm2 was used to

establish the degree of measurement error attributable to

the resolution of the computer system and human error under

optimal conditions. The mean value obtained for this figure

was 300.62 mm with a standard error of 0.16 mm2.

Measurement error under optimal conditions was approximately

0.6 percent.

A series of regional brain volumes was obtained for

each subject and control scan. Measures were developed

based upon both neuroanatomical divisions visible on the MRI

scans and consideration of the time of development for

cortical regions (cf. Chi et al, 1977b) The procedures for
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measuring each region are given in Appendix D. These

regions are illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. All regional

measures are expressed as a proportion of total brain size

to stabilize the values for differences in head sizes across

subjects.

A quotient reflecting the degree of asymmetry or

symmetry was calculated for each pair of homologous cerebral

areas measured. This quotient corresponds to the right

regional volume divided by the left. Asymmetries (right >

left or left > right) and symmetry (left = right) are

classified with reference to the intertester measurement

error for each measure. Perfect symmetry results in a

quotient of 1.00. When measurement error is taken into

account, asymmetry can be defined as values that exceed

values of 1.00 +/-1.64 SE for quotient values.

Measurement reliability was assessed using a Pearson

product-moment correlation for each anatomical measure

completed. Reliability was assessed for every scan

completed for a family member and for at least 20 percent of

all comparison scans (selected at random). Acceptable

reliability was defined as an r-squared value of .70 (r =

.84) and above for a series of measures. The r values for

each neuroanatomical region are provided in Table 4.

A pilot study of three SLI boys who served as subjects

in a previous study (Plante et al, 1990) indicated that

certain of these brain regions were most likely to be
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atypical (see Appendix E). These include an asymmetry of

the perisylvian area as well as proportional volumes of the

superior, middle, and inferior frontal areas, superior and

middle temporal areas, occipital areas,

supramarginal/angular areas, and perisylvian areas.
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Chapter III

Results

Comparison scans

Prior to comparisons with probands and their family

members, the anatomical measures for males and females were

tested for gender differences. No significant (p <.10, two-

tailed test) differences for scans from male and female

members of the comparison group were found for either

proportional volumes or for degree of asymmetry.

Consequently, all comparison scans were grouped together for

comparison with probands and their family members. The

proportional volumes for each regional measure in the

comparison group are reported in Table 4. These values will

serve as the reference for evaluating proportional volumes

from the scans of family members. The asymmetries for each

region are reported in Table 5. In eight of the nine areas

measured, no consistent asymmetry was detected for a

majority of the comparison scans. The perisylvian area was

the one exception (M = 0.92, SD = 0.06). In a majority (n =

10) of comparison scans, a left > right asymmetry was

documented, which is the predicted asymmetry based on

previous studies (Chi, Dooling, & Gilles, 1977b; Geschwind &

Levitsky, 1968; Wada, Clarke, & Hamm, 1975; Witleson &

Pallie, 1973). Because a left equals right (L = R)

configuration was the less frequent configuration, it will
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be referred to as "atypical." Likewise, because right >

left configuration was not seen in the comparison group,

this configuration will also be referred to as "atypical."

Subiect scans

Perisylvian asymmetries

Table 6 displays the perisylvian quotients obtained for

individual members of each family. As for comparison scans,

quotients of 1.00 +/-0.05 correspond to a judgement of

symmetry.

Parents

Atypical perisylvian asymmetries were documented in

seven of the eight parents (M = 1.04, SD = 0.10). The

probability of these asymmetries occurring by chance, based

on the rate of perisylvian symmetry among comparison, scans

is .016. The difference between the distributions of

perisylvian asymmetries from parent and comparison scans was

statistically significant as well (t = 3.73, df = 23; R <

.01). This finding reflects the fact that the perisylvian

asymmetry distribution from comparison scans ranged from L >

R (n = 11) to L = R (n = 7) configurations, whereas the

parents had a range of configurations that extended from L >

R (n = 1) through L = R (n = 4) to R > L (n = 3).

Probability levels calculated separately for mothers

and for fathers are useful to evaluate whether either

mothers or fathers alone produce a statistically significant
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finding. All mothers had atypical perisylvian asymmetries

(p = .029; two having a L = R configuration and two having a

R > L configuration. Fathers in Families 1, 2, and 3 also

had atypical perisylvian asymmetries (p = .279).

Conditional probabilities (Fleiss, 1981) describe the

degree to which atypical perisylvian asymmetries are likely

to be found in mothers and in fathers whose spouses have the

trait. Although the sample studied here is small, this

probability provides an estimate of the degree of

concordance for perisylvian asymmetries among parents that

may be useful in future studies. Because all mothers had

atypical perisylvian asymmetries, the conditional

probability for atypical perisylvian asymmetries in mothers

when fathers have the trait is 1.00. The probability of a

father having atypical perisylvian asymmetry when the spouse

has the trait is .75.

Probands and SiblinQs

Two probands also had atypical perisylvian

configurations (one each L = R, R > L). These probands

belonged to families 3 and 4. Because proband-l was the

subject of another study (Plante et al, 1990), his

perisylvian configuration (L > R) was known prior to his

inclusion in this study. Therefore, he was excluded in all

probability calculations involving the perisylvian areas.

The remaining three probands are too few in number to

produce statistically significant probability levels.
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Four of the five siblings also had atypical perisylvian

configurations (L = R in all cases). No probability level

is given for this rate because the sibling data are

dependent.

An over-all conditional probability for offspring of

parents with atypical perisylvian asymmetry was calculated.

This probability describes the degree to which atypical

perisylvian asymmetries in parents are associated with the

same trait in children. When at least one parent has an

atypical perisylvian asymmetry, the likelihood of at least

one offspring having the trait is .75. The likelihood of

the proband having the trait is .66. (Proband-l has been

excluded from this calculation.)

Proportional volumes

Proportional volumes (displayed in Tables 7 - 10) were

obtained for eight cerebral areas in the left and right

hemisphere in order to document the pattern of cortical

involvement. Proportional volumes for the perisylvian area

are useful in that they illucidate the nature of atypical

perisylvian asymmetries. Proportional volumes in additional

cerebral regions describe the extent to which atypical

effects on the brain can be found outside the perisylvian

areas. The proportional volumes for each subject were

converted to z-scores so that they may be evaluated relative

to the range seen in the comparison group.
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With the use of a stringent criteria for deviance (R <

.05, two-tailed test), no more than one deviant z-score was

obtained for any area in the left or right hemisphere in

comparison scans. For family members, at least one deviant

z-score was documented for every region measured, with the

exception of the supramarginal/angular gyrus area. The

number of family members with deviant z-scores exceeded, by

at least one, the number of deviant z-scores in the

comparison group for the perisylvian, superior temporal, and

middle temporal areas.

The right perisylvian areas, for members of three

families (1, 3, & 4), were significantly larger (R < .05,

two tailed) than those from comparison scans. The left

perisylvian was significantly larger than in the comparison

scans for members of two families (1 & 4). No statistical

comparison can be made for these data due to data dependency

among family members.

For the middle temporal area, z-scores for at least one

member of each family were significantly different compared

with the distribution of the comparison group. In all

cases, deviant z-scores were obtained bilaterally. In most

cases, the middle temporal areas were significantly smaller

than those obtained from comparison scans. Family 1

included two members for whom this area was significantly

larger than expected while one member showed the opposite

effect (significantly smaller).
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For the superior temporal area and the superior frontal

area, members of two families had significantly deviant z-

scores unilaterally or bilaterally. This number of subjects

exceeds the number in the comparison group by one for both

areas.

The use of a less stringent requirement for deviancy (p

< .10, two-tailed test), increased the discrepancy between

number of deviant z-scores found for subjects and in the

comparison group for each of the areas identified above.

This discrepency in the z-score distributions between

subjects and comparisons provides converging evidence for a

stable neuroanatomical effect in the areas identified.

Neuroanatomical variability within families

Marked variability was noted for the neuroanatomical

profiles within each of the families. Figure 3 illustrates

that the range of perisylvian quotients in each family

overlapped the range documented in the comparison group. In

addition, at least one quotient that was outside the range

in the comparison group was documented in every family. In

three of the families, the range seen in biologically

related individuals exceeded the range documented for the

unrelated individuals who served as comparisons. The ranges

of perisylvian asymmetries obtained for the four families

were not markedly different.

Similarly, there was notable variability for the rates
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of deviant proportional volumes among family members, as

seen in Tables 7 - 10. In areas were deviant z-scores from

subjects exceeded those from the comparison group, deviant

scores tended to be distributed across the different

families.

Association of atypical neuroanatomv and impaired lanQuage

Perisylvian asymmetries

Figure 4 illustrates the family constellations of

perisylvian findings (typical or atypical) in relation to

indications of language impairment in each family member.

Several measures are available to describe the association

between atypical perisylvian asymmetries and evidence of

impaired language. This association will be considered

separately for parents and for children because different

methods were used to determine history of childhood language

impairment in these to groups of subjects.

Parents

Parents were considered to have a history of early

communication difficulty if they self-reported any of the

following characteristics: early speech or language

difficulty, difficulty with reading, or academic failure

(cf. Tallal, Ross, & Curtis, 1989a & b). One method that

describes the relation between these factors and perisylvian

asymmetry is a measure of the relative "sensitivity"

(Fleiss, 1981, p. 6) of a history of communication
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difficulty as an indicator of the presence of atypical

perisylvian asymmetries in parents. The conditional

probability that describes sensitivity is .86.

The converse of the sensitivity of a measure is it's

"specificity" (Fleiss, 1981, p. 6). A proportional

probability for specificity describes the degree to which

atypical perisylvian asymmetries are specific to individuals

with a history of communication difficulties. When parents

who reported communication difficulties are compared with

comparisons who lack such a history, the specificity level

is .59.

A third method to describe the relation between

atypical perisylvian asymmetries and a history of

communication difficulty is a "proportion of attributable

risk" (Fleiss, 1981, p.75). This statistic estimates the

proportion of the probability of having a given condition

that can be attributed to the presence of a precursor

condition. It is used to estimate the degree to which early

communication difficulty is attributable to the presence of

atypical perisylvian asymmetries in the combined set of

parents and the comparison group. Thz proportion of

attributable risk estimated from both the parents and the

comparison group is .74. This value probably underestimates

attributable risk in parents of language-impaired children

due to the fact that the rate of the risk factor (atypical

perisylvian asymmetries) is significantly higher in this

me
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population than in the normal population (Fleiss, 1981, p.

76).

Siblings

Most of the siblings studied had impaired language as

documented by standardized testing. Three of the siblings

with impaired language also had atypical perisylvian areas

(families 1 & 4). A fourth sibling, in family 3, had

atypical perisylvian asymmetry without a documented language

impairment. The statistical procedures used with parents to

describe the relation between language impairment and

atypical perisylvian asymmetries require independent

selection of cases. Therefore, they cannot be applied to

data from siblings.

Proportional volumes

Parents

The mother in Family 1 had deviant z-scores in the

superior frontal gyrus region and in the middle temporal

gyrus region. This parent also had a history of

communication difficulty. The conditional probability of

deviant z-scores in either area given a history of

communication difficulty is .14. No other region was tested

using conditional probabilites because deviant scores

occurred with equal frequency in parent and comparison

scans.
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Probands and SiblinQs

For the middle temporal gyrus region, one proband (in

Family 1) and four siblings (one in each family) had

significantly deviant z-scores. Three of the siblings also

had a documented language impairment. For the superior

temporal gyrus region, one proband (in Family 2) had a

deviant z-score. No language impairment was documented for

this child. One sibling (in Family 2) without documented

language impairment also had a deviant z-score in the

superior frontal gyrus region.
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CHAPTER 4

Discussion

Perisylvian findinQs

Atypical perisylvian asymmetries were documented in seven

of eight parents of SLI boys. This statistically

significant finding establishes that a neuroanatomical

effect previously associated with SLI in boys (Plante et al,

1990) is also found among the parents of such children. The

majority of these parents also had children with atypical

perisylvian asymmetries. Thus atypical perisylvian

asymmetries appeared in two generations within families that

have a history of language disorder.

In five cases, the atypical perisylvian asymmetries

occurred because the right perisylvian areas were larger

than expected, in relation to total brain size while the

left perisylvian area was of the expected proportional size.

For these subjects, this perisylvian configuration did not

vary with the type of atypical perisylvian asymmetry; a

large right perisylvian area occurred in the presence of

both right > left and right = left perisylvian asymmetries.

A sixth subject had perisylvian areas that were larger than

expected bilaterally, which produced perisylvian symmetry.

One subject had a left perisylvian area that was

disproportionately large while the right was of the expected

size. In this subject, this pattern produced the typical
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left > right asymmetry. Larger than typical volumes provide

strong evidence that an effect altered cerebral development,

rather than damaged a brain that had developed normally.

This pattern of results has been previously reported for an

SLI boy (Plante et al, 1989) and for four males who had

developmental dyslexia (Galaburda et al, 1985). In the

present study, this pattern occurred for both parents and

children who had atypical perisylvian asymmetries. Thus

atypical perisylvian findings, which differed in degree of

asymmetry across subjects, were qualitatively similar in

terms of proportional volume.

Perisylvian-languaQe relations

The assumption that perisylvian abnormalities are linked

to developmental language disorders is supported from both

data-based and theoretical positions. Models based on

anatomical correlates of acquired language disorders

highlight the importance of left hemisphere perisylvian

structures (e.g. Geschwind, 1979). As discussed above,

previous reports have linked developmentally impaired

language to disturbances to the cellular architectonics

(Cohen et al, 1988; Galaburda et al, 1985) and in

alterations of gross anatomy (Cohen et al, 1988; Galaburda

et al, 1985; Plante et al, 1989; Plante et al, 1990) in the

perisylvian areas.

The relation between developmental language disorders and
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atypical perisylvian configurations is further supported by

the self-reported histories of the parents who were studied.

Most parents reported problems indicative of early

communication difficulty and possible language disorder.

Communication difficulty was defined as a reported childhood

difficulty with speech or language, academic failure, or

difficulty with reading (cf. Tallal et al, 1989a & b). When

parents reported such difficulty, the probability of their

having atypical perisylvian configurations was relatively

high (.86), indicating that such a history is a sensitive

indicator of the presence of an atypical brain.

Because some individuals who did not report a history of

communication difficulty also had atypical perisylvian

asymmetries, this neuroanatomical marker, as measured by

MRI, cannot be considered specific to language disorder

alone. However, the relation is sufficiently strong as to

suggest that the atypical perisylvian asymmetries represent

a risk factor that increases the likelihood (p = .74) that

an individual will experience difficulty with communication

skills. These data suggest that perisylvian asymmetries

reflect biological factors that place some families at risk

for language disorder. The notion of familial risk is

supported by the multiple cases of language disorder within

families as well as the indications of similar problems in

parents and their children.
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LanQuage disorder as a transmitted effect

The results of this study are consistent with the

hypothesis that a transmittable, biological effect

contributes to the expression of a developmental language

disorder. Support for this hypothesis requires a

demonstration that the behavioral and biological

characteristics both occur across generations within

families, and both are associated within individual members

of families. Finding atypical perisylvian asymmetries in

parents and their children establishes that this biological

marker occurs across generations in families affected by

language disorder. Likewise, indications of impaired

language, based on testing in children and self report in

adults, also occurred across generations in these families.

Finally, the rate of both the biological and behavioral

factors suggests that a proportion of the risk for

communication difficulty can be attributed to the presence

of atypical perisylvian asymmetries. Thus, atypical

perisylvian asymmetries have been linked with the behavioral

disorder in the present study and both appear to be

transmitted from parents to children in the families of SLI

boys.

The results of this study confirm and extend previous

behavioral studies that examine the issue of transmission of

language disorder through families. The high prevalence of

early communication difficulties among the parents is
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consistent with previous studies that used self report of

communication difficulty to establish the prevalence of

possible language disorder among parents of language-

impaired children (Byrne et al, 1974; Neils & Aram, 1986;

Tallal et al, 1989a & b; Tomblin, 1989). The findings of

the present study extend previous reports by pairing self

report with a neuroanatomical correlate of language disorder

which is unknown to the parents. The relatively high

agreement between neuroanatomical and behavioral features

provide converging evidence that the high rate of

communication difficulties reported for parents is not the

sole result of over-reporting by parents.

Previous studies have suggested that fathers of language-

impaired children are more likely than mothers to indicate

signs of disorder in themselves (Neils & Aram, 1986; Tallal

et al, 1989a & b). In this study, one more father than

mother reported signs of communication difficulties. In

contrast, one more mother than father had atypical

perisylvian asymmetries. Because the majority of mothers

and fathers had both atypical perisylvian asymmetries and

behavioral indicators of language disorder, this study does

not provide clear evidence concerning the mode of

transmission of these features. The relatively high

concordance between spouses for atypical perisylvian

asymmetries in this small sample indicates future studies

must have a relatively large sample size in order to asses
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the relative contribution to the transmission of language

disorder by either mothers or fathers.

Like the high rate of communication difficulty among the

parents studied, the high rate of language disorder among

the siblings of SLI boys is not unusual, according to

reports in the literature (Bishop & Edmundson, 1986; Neils &

Aram, 1986; Tallal et al, 1989a & b; Tomblin, 1989). Unlike

previous studies of familial constellation of language

disorder, in the present study language impairment in

siblings was determined by standardized testing rather than

by parental report. Siblings who evidenced significantly

impaired language also had atypical perisylvian asymmetries.

Thus, the data for siblings, who were not selected for study

on the basis of language scores, suggest that the presence

of language disorder is predictive of the presence of

atypical perisylvian asymmetries.

In one sibling's case, atypical perisylvian asymmetries

were documented in the absence of evidence for impaired

language. This dissociation was previously documented in a

normally developing twin of an SLI boy (Plante et al, 1989).

A percentage of individuals without a personal history of

impaired language also have atypical perisylvian

asymmetries. The presence of atypical perisylvian

asymmetries without a documented language disorder suggest

that atypical perisylvian asymmetries are not in themselves

sufficient for the expression of language disorder, but are
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compatible with the notion of familial risk.

A neuroanatomical effect that occurs across generations

within the same family is unlikely to be the result of

accidental events such as trauma or toxins. The kind of

evidence that would advance trauma or toxins as potential

explanations of the perisylvian effects was lacking in this

group of subjects. For example, brain damage would be

expected either to leave visibly detectable evidence (e.g.

parenchymal lesions, ventricular enlargement), or measurable

decreases in the perisylvian volumes due to tissue loss. No

evidence of damage was reported during routine clinical

examination of MRI scans. More importantly, perisylvian

volumes were not smaller but larger than usual in many

cases. As mentioned previously, this is the opposite effect

that damage would be expected to produce.

Although not tested exhaustively, toxins appear to be an

unlikely explanation as well. A toxin would have to act

during prenatal development to explain the perisylvian

findings. Responses to case histories identified only one

potential toxin, parental exposure to cigarette smoke, that

occurred across families. Since this factor occurred i-i the

comparison group as well, it cannot be considered unique to

language-disordered individuals. The likelihood of an

unreported, environmental toxin accounting for the

perisylvian findings is reduced by the fact that parents and

offspring in each family were born in different parts of the
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country.

Tomblin (1989) has hypothesized that multiple cases of

language disorder within families might be explained by poor

rearing practices. The present findings are incompatible

with this hypothesis as atypical perisylvian asymmetries

reflect prenatal effects. Although environmental input will

influence cellular connections (see Cowan, 1979 for

examples), input does not change gyral configurations at the

level of gross anatomy. Thus, less than optimal language

experiences could not account for the atypical neuroanatomy

observed. The presence of a prenatal neuroanatomical effect

rules out parental rearing practices as a potential causal

factor, although they may be maintaining factors in the

expression of developmental language disorder in some cases.

Range of neuroanatomical effect

Variability of neuroanatomical findings across language-

disordered children may signal a range of effect produced by

a single cause, or different causes. Because of the

similarity among genetically related family members for

biological background, the range of neuroanatomical findings

among family members is likely to reflect the effects of

similar biological factors. Considered in this context, the

range of neuroanatomical findings within the families

studied can serve as a benchmark for evaluating

neuroanatomical heterogeneity across unrelated language-
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impaired individuals. It is therefore notable that the

ranges for perisylvian quotients among related family

members were broader than the range seen in the comparison

group for three of the four families studied. This suggests

that relatively similar biological backgrounds are

associated with substantial neuroanatomical variability.

The perisylvian quotients did not appear to be sensitive

to the degree of language disorder across members of the

four families. For example, the sibling in Family 3, who

lacks a documented language disorder, has a higher quotient

than either of the probands in Families 1 and 2. Part of

the reason for the apparent insensitivity of the degree of

perisylvian asymmetry to the degree of behavioral disorder

is related to the limits of MRI as a tool for documenting

neuroanatomical effects. As mentioned in the introduction,

MRI detects only deviations in gross anatomy. This

characteristic of MRI can result in effects that seem

counter-intuitive. For example, in many of the subjects

studied, the proportional volumes for the left perisylvian

areas were of the expected size while the right tended to be

significantly larger than expected. This pattern of

findings has been previously documented for the perisylvian

area in an SLI boy (Plante et al, 1989) and for the plana

temporale in dyslexic subjects (Galaburda et al, 1985).

This pattern appears to be contradictory to the brain-

language relations documented in cases of acquired language
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disorders which are associated with unilateral lesions of

the left perisylvian area. However, microscopic examination

of the brains of dyslexics revealed cellular disturbances

predominantly in the left perisylvian area (Galaburda et al,

1985). Thus, examination of gross anatomy, the level

detectable with MRI, implicated the opposite side of the

brain compared with examination of cellular anatomy in the

same subjects. The implications of this limitation of MRI

as a tool is that many forms and combinations of cellular-

level effects will not produce a detectable effect at the

level of gross anatomy. This limitation probably also

contributes to the apparent range of neuroanatomical effects

among family members.

Pattern of cerebral involvement

The idea of a range of neuroanatomical effect is again

reflected by the data indicating neuroanatomical involvement

outside of the perisylvian areas. Although in every family,

atypical proportional volumes were obtained for every

member, the areas so identified varied across family

members. Some cerebral areas were more frequently deviant

than others across both individual subjects and across

families. These included, along with the perisylvian areas,

the superior frontal, superior temporal, and middle temporal

areas.

The most frequently obtained deviant proportional volumes
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were for the left and right middle temporal area. This area

tended to be smaller than expected, compared with control

scans. In all cases, when deviant scores were obtained,

they were obtained bilaterally. This is clear evidence of

bilateral involvement in the subjects studied. This is not

unexpected, as an effect on the developing brain is likely

to affect both the left and right hemispheres. Indeed,

autopsy studies of individual with disorders that included

impaired language have revealed bilateral cellular-level

abnormalities (Galaburda et al, 1985; Landau et al, 1960).

Other deviant proportional volumes were obtained in the

superior temporal area and superior frontal area. In both

cases, both disproportionately large and disproportionately

small volumes were obtained across subjects. Such scores

were obtained unilaterally and bilaterally. Findings in

spatially disparate regions such as the superior frontal and

perisylvian areas provide evidence of widespread cerebral

involvement associated with developmental language disorder.

This neuroanatomical feature, like bilateral involvement is

not unexpected since an in-utero effect is likely to affect

all brain areas, to varying extents.

Because gyral patterns are determined during the prenatal

period of cell migration (see Cowan, 1979 for an overview of

cerebral development), disturbances in the size or

configuration of gyri are likely to reflect an alteration in

cerebral development. The fact that neuroanatomical areas
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were both significantly larger and smaller than expected

across family members may reflect an interaction between the

stage of brain development and the agent(s) producing the

neuroanatomical effect (Galaburda et al, 1985; Plante et al,

1989). It is also the case, as discussed previously, that

certain combinations of adverse developmental effects will

not result in a cerebral effect that is detectable at the

level of gross anatomy.

An effect that occurs early, relative to gyral

development, would be expected to interfere with the period

of cell genesis and migration for that gyrus. If cell

genesis or migration is limited, the predicted effect would

be a smaller than usual gyral volume. An effect that

interferes primarily with the next stage of cerebral

development, programed cell death, would result in gyral

regions that are abnormally large. In the normally

developing brain many more cells are generated and migrate

than are needed. Excess cells, including misplaced and

nonfunctional cells, are eliminated during a period of cell

death (see Cowan, Fawcett, O'Leary, & Stanfield, 1984 for a

review of regressive events in neurogenesis). As stated

previously, the strongest evidence from this study for an

efiect that interacts with brain development comes from the

finding of disproportionately large cerebral areas as in the

perisylvian areas. Such a finding could not be explained by

damage to a brain that had otherwise developed normally, but
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is consistent with a failure of regressive events. The

presence of neuronal ectopias documented in dyslexic

subjects (Galaburda et al, 1985) also suggests a failure of

the regressive events that normally eliminate heterotopic

cells. in addition, the presence and location of such cells

suggest an effect operated on cell migration as well as cell

survival.

Given evidence for a developmental effect, the areas that

were most often atypical in the subjects studied can be used

to hypothesize about the course of altered cerebral

development. One approach is to consider the regions where

a neuroanatomical effect was documented relative to the time

course of gyral development. According to data presented by

Chi and colleagues, (1977b) (see Figure 5), the gyral regions

most frequently implicated in this study are neither the

earliest or latest to appear. The superior temporal gyrus

was first identified in 25-50% of the brains studied during

the 23 week of gestation. The superior frontal gyrus and

middle temporal gyrus followed at 25 and 26 weeks

respectively. The perisylvian area covers several regions

that are first identified between 23 to 31 weeks.

An inter-hemispheric difference exists for development of

three of these four areas. In each case, the gyri appear

later in the left hemisphere than in the right. Only one

other cerebral region has such a inter-hemispheric

difference in the course of development. This is the area
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Figure 5. Time course of prenatal gyral developmenti

wk 24 w2s5

* indicates areas for which gyri in the left hemisphere

appear after the homologous gyri in the right hemisphere.

Sbased on Chi, Dooling, & Cilles, 1977b.
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of the supramarginal and angular gyri, which first appears

at 28 weeks gestation. It has been suggested that such

left-right differences leave areas of the left hemisphere

more vulnerable to adverse effects on development, compared

with the homologous areas in the right hemisphere (Geschwind

& Behan, 1982). It is also possible that the

interhemispheric difference in the time of development

increased the probability that alterations in cerebral

development would result in an effect detectable by MRI in

one or the other hemisphere.

Unlike the majority of areas that were most often atypical

in the family members studied, no left-right difference in

development was reported by Chi et al (1977b) for the middle

temporal gyrus. The pattern of deviant proportional volumes

for this area presents clear evidence of a bilateral effect

on brain development. Findings for this area were always

similar across hemispheres within any given subject. This

similarity across hemispheres is consistent with the fact

that these areas develop at the same rate and should be

equally affected by any adverse effects.

Hormones as a contributing agent

One potentially transmittable factor, which may or may not

be genetically mediated, i3 gonadal hormones. As reviewed

in the introduction, a variety of studies of language- and

learning-disabled subjects suggest a hormonal role in the
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origins of these disorders (Galaburda et al, 1985; Geschwind

& Behan, 1982; Plante et al, 1989; Tallal et al, 1989b).

Likewise, the action of gonadal hormones may explain the

cerebral effects and certain aspects of background history

in the subjects of this study.

One indicator of a possible hormonal role in the

transmission of language disorders is the high prevalence of

dizygotic twinning (cf. Milham, 1964) among the families

studied. This familial characteristic has also been

documented in previous studies of individuals with impaired

language skills (Galaburda et al, 1985; Plante et al, 1989;

Plante et al, 1990). The presence of dizygotic twinning in

the family history suggests ambient conditions existed that

increased the likelihood that family members were exposed to

high levels of gonadal hormones in utero. The same ambient

conditions would also place other siblings at risk for

developmental disorders commonly associated with impaired

language. Such conditions would explain the prevalence of

language and learning disorders among the siblings of the

probands.

In the absence of evidence for lesion-induced alterations

of asymmetries, a hormonally-mediated change in brain

development is an attractive explanation for the atypical

anatomical findings. Experimental manipulations of either

endogenous or exogenous hormone levels alter neuronal

volumes in the developing brain (Diamond, Dowling, &
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Johnson, 1981; Dodson, Shryne, & Gorski, 1988, Gorski,

Gordon, Shryne, & Southam, 1978; Jacobson, Csernus, Shryne,

& Gorski, 1981; Pappas, Diamond, & Johnson, 1978; Pfaff,

1966; Sandhu, Cook, & Diamond, 1986). Cortical hormone

receptors are present during the prenatal period in monkeys

(Handa, Connolly, & Resko, 1988; Pomerantz, Fox, Sholl,

Vito, & Goy, 1985; Sholl & Kim, 1989;), and in rats

(MacLusky, Lieberburg, & McEwen, 1979; McEwen, Plapinger,

Chaptal, Gerlach, & Wallach, 1975). These conditions

provide an opportunity for hormones to influence cortical

development.

One way in which gonadal hormones are known to influence

brain development is by increasing survival of cells (Bloch

& Gorski, 1988a & b; Dodson et al, 1988; Gorski et al, 1978;

Jacobson et al, 1981; Matsumoto & Arai, 1976) and cellular

connections (Yu, 1989). Because the presence of 5 alpha-

reductase (which is critical to the conversion of one type

of testosterone to an estrogen prior to cellular uptake)

increases over the course of gestation in monkeys (Resko,

Connolly, & Roselli, 1988), the greatest hormone influence

in these areas would be expected during late gestation. A

late hormone effect would be predicted to influence cell

survival more than cell proliferation or migration. The

data from these animal studies demonstrate the potential for

gonadal hormones to increase cortical volumes during the

prenatal period. Thus, animal models are available that
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might be applicable to the effects demonstrated in the human

subjects of the present study.

Implications for brain-behavior relations in SLI

Current models of brain-language relations reflect

information available from the results of lesions to the

premorbidly normal, mature brain (e.g. Geschwind, 1979).

These models typically emphasize the importance of left

perisylvian areas structures and the connecting pathways

between these structures and others in cases of acquired

language disorder. Studies of acquired language disorders

in children (see Aram & Whitaker, 1988 for a review) appear

to support the applicability of such models, again

emphasizing the importance of perisylvian structures in

cases of acquired language disorder. However, a model of

developmentally disordered brain-language relations has not

yet been put forward. For purposes of this discussion, a

"developmental" disorder will refer to disordered behavior

that occurs subsequent to an alteration of brain

development. The data from this study indicate a model of

developmentally-disordered language would have both

similarities and differences with models based on cases of

acquired language disorder.

Like models based on acquired language disorders, a model

for developmental language disorders would emphasize the

importance of the perisylvian areas. In this and previous
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studies, individuals with developmental disorders that

included impaired language had either cellular level

pathology (Cohen et al, 1988; Galaburda et al, 1985; Landau

et al, 1960) or alterations in the normal pattern of

asymmetry for this area (Cohen et al, 1988; Galaburda et al,

1985; Plante et al, 1989; Plante et al, 1990). Because

asymmetries of the perisylvian area reflect an asymmetry in

the underlying cytoarchetectonic organization (Galaburda &

Sanides, & Geschwind, 1978), a disturbance of the asymmetry

is likely to reflect altered cytoachetectonics (e.g.

Galaburda et al, 1985). This disturbance may be responsible

for the increased difficulty language-disordered children

have in developing the skills that other children seem to

master with relative ease. Therefore, although the

language-disordered subjects studied to date lack evidence

of acquired brain damage to the perisylvian area, a

developmental alteration of this cerebral region appears

capable of placing these individuals at increased risk for

the disorder.

The importance of the perisylvian area in contributing to

the expression of a language disorder can be evaluated

relative to other areas of abnormality that were documented

in language-disordered individuals. Only one autopsy study

documented extra-perisylvian effects but in a child with

multiple handicaps (Landau et al, 1960). This calls into

question the degree to which such findings can be considered
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correlates of a language disorder. The present study is the

first imaging study to examine specific cerebral areas in

addition to perisylvian structures. Although other cerebral

regions were identified as atypical, no one area was as

consistently associated with evidence of a language disorder

as was the perisylvian.

The extra-perisylvian findings provide a point of

departure between models of acquired and developmental

language disorders and their basis in the brain. In

acquired language disorders, unilateral damage to the left

perisylvian area is sufficient for the expression of a

language disorder. The evidence from this study, and an

autopsy report (Galaburda et al, 1985), suggest both

widespread and bilateral involvement is typical in cases of

developmental language disorder. It is unknown whether the

widespread and bilateral damage is a prerequisite for the

expression of the language disorder or merely an artifact of

the interaction of the causal agent(s) with the course of

brain development. It is possible that the widespread and

bilateral involvement is one factor limiting the brain's

ability to compensate and overcome the structural

limitations of the left perisylvian area, thus explaining

the persistent nature of the disorder in many of the

subjects studied here and elsewhere (e.g. Aram, Ekleman, &

Nation, 1984; Aram & Nation, 1980; Griffiths, 1969; Hall &

Tomblin, 1978).
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The widespread and bilateral involvement provides a

potential neuroanatomical explanation for the nonlinguistic

deficits documented in groups of specifically language-

impaired children (Johnston & Smith, 1989; Johnston &

Weismer, 1983; Kamhi, 1981; Kamhi, Catts, Koenig, & Lewis,

1984; Kamhi, Catts, Mauer, Apel, & Gentry, 1988; Nelson,

Kamhi, & Apel, 1987; Savich, 1984). Although nonverbal

skills have been addressed from a variety of theoretical

frameworks, certain similarities recur across studies in the

types of tasks that specifically language-impaired children

perform poorly. These tend to be tasks that involve spatial

imagery and rotation. Others have interpreted the

association of both language and these types of nonverbal

deficits as reflecting a generalized deficit in symbolic

manipulation (Kamhi, 1981). In light of the current

neuroanatomical findings, the behavioral constellation of

verbal and select nonverbal deficits co-occur in SLI

children because these children have bilateral brain

involvement. From this perspective, it is not surprising

that language deficits are associated with the type of

nonverbal deficits frequently associated with right

hemisphere damage.
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Appendix A

Standardized Test Battery

Nonverbal measures:

Performance criterion:

All nonverbal scales appropriate to the child's age
were administered. To be considered for this study,
probands had to score above -1.5 SD according to the test's
normative data. No exclusion criterion was used for
siblings on this measure.

Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children (K-ABC) (Kaufman &
Kaufman, 1983)

Test description:

The K-ABC consists of a series of subtests that require
nonverbal responses. The subtests were designed to tap
skills that require "simultaneous" and "sequential"
processing skills. The subtests include Triangles, which
requires the child to construct a pictured figure using blue
and yellow triangles. Matrix Analogies requires the child
to select a geometric figure that corresponds to a given
figure in the same way as a previously presented pair are
related. Spatial Memory requires a child to remember the
locations of pictured items. Hand Movements requires the
child to repeat a series of hand movements demonstrated by
the examiner. Photo Series requires the child to order a
series of photographs to show a sequence of events.

Vineland Social Maturity Scale (Vineland) (Sparrow, Balla, &

Cicchetti, 1984)

Test description:

The Vineland is a parent-interview scale that samples
daily living and social skills to assess the child's typical
behaviors. Parents of children ages 5;11 and below are also
surveyed concerning their child's motor skills.

Language measures

Morpho-syntactic:

Performance criterion:

To qualify as a proband, a boy had to score at or below
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-1.64 SD below the normative sample mean on one or more of
the morpho-syntactic tests. No criterion was set for
siblings.

Clinical Evaluation of Lanauage Functioning-Revised (CELF-R)
(Semmel, Wiig, & Secord, 1987)

Six subtests contribute to computation of an overall
language level for children 8;0 and above. Oral Directions
taps the child's ability to follow directions of varying
length and complexity. Word Classes requires the child to
identify which two of four words go together semantically.
Semantic Relations requires the child to identify spatial,
temporal, and attributional relations. Formulated Sentences
requires the child to make up a sentence using a given word.
Recalling Sentences requires the child to repeat verbatim
sentences spoken by the examiner. Sentence Assembly
requires the child to make two sentences from a group of
written words.

Subtests of the CELF-R that are known to discriminate
between language-impaired and language-normal children
(Semmel, Wiig, & Secord, 1987) were administered to children
ages 8;0 and above. These include Oral Directions, Semantic
Relations, Recalling Sentences, and Sentence Assembly.
Additional subtests that contribute to the computation of an
overall language level were also administered to most
children.

Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities--Grammatical
Closure subtest (ITPA-GC) (Kirk, McCarthy, & Kirk, 1968)

In giving the ITPA-GC, the examiner prompts the child
to say words that contain grammatical morphemes using a
sentence closure task.

Northwestern Syntax Screening Test--Expressive subtest
(NSST-E) (Lee, 1969)

The NSST-E requires the child first to listen to two
sentences that correspond to two pictures. Then, the child
is asked to repeat the sentences verbatim.

Test of Auditory Comprehension of Language-Revised (TACL-R)
(Carrow-Woodfolk, 1985)

The TACL-R requires the child to point to a picture
that corresponds to an orally presented word or sentence.
The TACL-R has three subtests: Word Classes and Relations,
Grammatical Morphemes, and Elaborated Sentences.
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Token Test for Children (Token) (DiSimoni, 1978)

The Token has five subtests that require the child to
touch or manipulate colored shapes in response to oral
directions. The first four subtests increase the length of
directions while the fifth increases the linguistic
complexity of the directions.

Vocabulary:

Performance criterion: None used.

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised (PPVT-R) (Dunn &
Dunn, 1981)

The PPVT-R requires the child to point to one of four
pictures that corresponds to a word said by the examiner.

Expressive One Word Picture Vocabulary Test (EOWPVT)
(Gardner, 1979)

The EOWPVT requires the child to name a word when shown
its picture.

Articulation:

Performance criterion: None used.

Templin-Darley Test of Articulation (Templin-Darley)
(Templin & Darley, 1968)

The Templin-Darley samples the child's single word
articulation skills through picture naming. Normative data
is available for children ages 8 and below.

Spontaneous Language Analysis

Performance criterion: None used.

Develovmental Sentence Scorin (DSS) (Lee, 1974)

The DSS analyses 50 consecutive sentences (utterances
that have a subject and predicate) from a spontaneous speech
sample elicited by a clinician. A DSS was used on language
samples from children ages 7;11 and younger.
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Appendix B

Case Histories

Child Language Laboratory
MRI and Language Impairment in Children

Case History

CHILD'S FORM

Date: _

Person completing this form

Relation to child:

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION:

Child's name:

Address:

rhcne

Family: rither
y nrq of ondcation:_
Occupation:

N1other
years of education:
Occupation:

Childron: flames Sex Age Grade

Are there any other persons living In your housohold
Names: Relationship to family:

Child's doetor:
phone:

Is your child currently receiving speech-langiage therapy:

For how long:
Child's Speech-Tlangiage Therapist:

Clinic name:
phone:



STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:

Describe in your own words what problem you child is having with speech, 8 5

When was the problem first noticed:____________________

Who first noticed the problem:

What changes in your child's language or speech have you noticed since then:

Do you have any thoughts on the cause of the problem? Please describe:

what have you done to try to help your child's speech: _________

Has it helped: ______________________________

Is your child aware of having difficulty with speech or language:____

If so, how does he react:_________________________

Do any relatives have problems with speech or language: ________

If so, relation to child: __ ____________age_ __

________________________age____

Do any relatives stutter or stammer: _______

If so, relation to child: ___ ____________age__

___________________age__

Do any relatives receive special services in school:_________

If so, relation to child:_____________

Do any relatives have have a developmental disorder (e.g. Dyslexia, Autism
Down syndrome, attention deficit disorder, hyperactivity,
learning disabilities or others)

If so, relation to child type of developmental disorder



What hand does your child prefer to use: right left either handi 86
Are any of the child's family members left handed

If so, how many family members
Are any of the child's relatives left handed

If so, how many relatives_ _

SPEECH, LANGUAGE AND HEARING DEVELOPMENT

Did the child make babbling or cooing sounds during the first 6 months of life

At what age did the child say his first word:

What was his first words:

Did the child keep adding words once he started to talk:

At what age did he start using 2 and 3 word sentences:

Examples:

Did speech learning ever seem to stop for a period of time:

If so, when

Do you have any thoughts on the possible cause:

Does your child talk fiequently___, occasionally, 
never

Does he prefer to talk_ , gesture______ , talk and gesture

Does he frequently use sounds only__ , single words_
2 word sentences__ , 3 word sentences_
more than 3 word sentences_ _ Examples:

Can he tell a simple story: _

Does your child make sounis incorrectly: If so, which ones

How well is he understood by his parents:

by sisters and brothers

by relatives and strangers

Will he get common objects when he's asked to:

Does he ever have trouble remembering what you have told him:

If so, when does this happen:

Does your child use any books or records:

Does he enjoy being read to:

Describe any recent changes in your child's speech
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BIRTH HISTORY:

This is our biological_ __, foster , adopted child.

flow many pregnancies has the mother had_____
Has the mother had any miscarriages_ , stillbirths _ , abortions

If so, which pregnancies
Which pregnancy was this child
Mother's age at the time of the child's birth:

Where was the child born (town)

Where was the mother born (town)

Where was the father born (town)

Were there any medical problems before this pregnancy
during the pregnancy

If so, what

Did the mother have any of the following during the pregnancy:
German measles Toxemia Anemia

Accidents/injuries Kidney infections

Did the mother take any prescription or nonprescription drugs (including
alcohol) during the pregnancy: If so what

Did the mother smoke during pregnancy_
If so, how many cigarettes per day

Did the father smoke during the pregnancy
If so, how many cigarettes per day

Does either parent or any member of the household currently smoke

If so who how much

Was the child delivered full term , premature _ months
Was delivery normal__ , cesarian__ , breach
Lenqth of hard labor _____. Were forceps used:

Was the mother given drugs during delivery

What was the child's APGAR score (if known)
Any birth injuries
Was the child a blue baby
Did the child require oxygen
Was the child an Rh baby._
Did the child receive any special medications or treatment at birth

If so, what

flow long were the mother and child In te hospital

Any comments about the pregnancy or birth

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY:

Did your child have feeding problems describe

Did your child have sleeping problems describe

When did your child first:
sit unsupported crawl
reach for an object_ stand
walk unaided run__
bladder trained bowel trained
night trained
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Please check if your child, any members of his immediate family (parents
brothers, or sisters) or any other relatives (grandparents, aunts, uncles
cousins) have had any of the following. Only report on blood relatives.

child family relatives

Allergies
Asthma
Blood disease
Bowel disorders
Chronic colds
Celiac disease
Colitis
Convulsions
Dermttomyositis
Diabetes Mellitus
Jiphtheria
Earaches
Ear infections
Encephalitis
Epilepsy
Chronic Headaches
Hay fever
Head injuries
Heart problems
ligh fevers
Influenza
Kartagener's syndrome
Mastoiditis
Mastoidectomy
Measles
Meningitis
Migraine headaches
Multiple sclerosis
Muscle disorder
Myasthenia gravis
Myxedema
Pneumonia
Polio
Pegional ileitis (Chron's)
Pheumatic fever
Pheuratoid arthritis
Scarlet fever
Thyroid disease
Uveitis
Young's syndrome
Whooping cough

Has your child had middle ear Infections
At what age was the first one
Did they occur frequently__ describe the frequency

Was he seen by a doctor concerning these infections
Did he ever have tubes inserted Into his ear drums

for how long

Are the ear infections still occurring_ how frequently

If not, at what age did they stop_



Oid the child ever have seizures or convulsions 89

If so, when

how frequently_

was medical attention sought

what was the outcome

Describe any other illnesses, accidents, injuries, operations and hospitaliza

tions the child has had (include the age of the child at the time).

Is the child now under any medical treatment or taking any medication

If so, describe:

Is the child's health good

Are there any twins in the family or among relatives

relation to child

Are the twins on the mother's or father's side of the family
Are the twins identical or fraternal.

EDUCATIONAL HISTORY:

Did or does your child attend day care_ , Nursery school_ ,
Kindergarten , grade school

For what subjects is he an average student

above average

below average

Does he receive special help in school describe

What is your impression of your child's learning ability_

Has your child received any special education, psychological or hearing
services at school If so, describe (include child's age at the time

What things does the child do particularly well

Does he have any special interests or talents
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MRI and Language Impairment in Children

Case History

ADULT FORK

Date:

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION:

Your name:

Address:

Phone:

Your cccupation:

Your Family:
Father: years of education:

Occupation:

Mother: years of education:
Occupation:

Number of brothers Number of sisters
Number of half-brothers Number of half-sisters

Your children: Names Sex Age Grade

Are there any other persons living in your household
Names: Relationship to family:

Your doctor:
phone:

Do you have any metal in your body (e.g. surgical clips, pins)

Are you currently pregnant

Do you have a serious problem with claustrophobia

SPEECH., LANGUAGE AND HEARING DEVELOPMNT

Were you a late talker? be__nyes no don't know
if yes, when did you begin to use words

Did you have any difficulty with speech or language as a child?
yes - no don't know

if yes, describe



Did you have any difficulty pronouncing certain sounds? 91
yes ____ no don't know

if yes, describe

Did you stutter? _ yes _ no don't know

if yes, until what age

Did you have any trouble learning to read? - yes _ no

if yes, describe

Do you enjoy reading today? _ yes - no I don't read much

Did you receive any special services in school? _ yes no

if yes, describe

Did you as a child have any difficulties similar to those you see In your
child? - yes _ no

if yes, describe

Do you have any sisters, brothers, nieces or nephews with similar speech or
langauge difficulties? yes _ no

if yes, relation to you

Do any relatives have problems with speech or language:

If so, relation to you: age

age

age_

age_

Do any relatives stutter or stammer:

If so, relation to you: age

age_

Do any relatives receive special services in school:

If so, relation to you:



Do any relatives have have a developmental disorder (e.g. Dyslexia, Autinm
Down syndrome, attention deficit disorder, hyperactivity, 92
learning disabilities or others)

If so, relation to child type of developmental disorder

What hand do you prefer to use: right_ left either hand

Are any of your family members left handed
If so, how many family members

Are any of your relatives left handed
If so, how many relatives

BIRTH HISTORY!

Were you adopted? - yes _ no
Were any of your relatives adopted? _yes no

if yes, relation to you

flow many pregnancies did your mother have
Did your mother had any miscarriages 7 stilbirths

If so, which pregnancies
Which pregnancy were you___
Your mother's age at the t-me of your birth:

Where were you born (town)
Where was your mother born (town)
Where was your father born (town)

Were there any medical problems when your mother was pregnant with you?

_ yes _ no don't know

If so, what

Was your mother under unusual stress while pregnant with you

Did your mother take any prescription or nonprescription drugs (including

alcohol) during the pregnancy!_ yes _ no don't know

If so what

Did your mother smoke during pregnancy
If so, how many cigarettes per day_

Did your father smoke during the pregnancy_
If so, how many cigarettes per day _

Were you delivered full term _ premature( months)
Was delivery _____ normal cesara-n breach don't know
Any birth injur
Were there any medical concerns at birth _ yes - no don't know

If so, what



Any comments about the pregnancy or birth 93

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY:

Did you have any difficulty with

sleeping - standing toilet training
eating walking

MEDICAL HISTORY:

Please check if you, any members of your immediate family (parents, brother-
sisters, or children) or any other relatives (grandparents, aunts, uncles
cousins) have had any of the following. Only report on blood relatives.

you family relatives

Allergies
Asthma
Blood disease
Bowel disorders
Chronic colds
Celiac disease
Colitis
Convulsions
Dermatomyositis
Diabetes Mellitus
Diphtheria
Earaches
Ear infections
Encephalitis
Epilepsy
Chronic Headaches
Ilay fever

Ilead injuries
hleart problems
High fevers
Influenza
Kartagener's syndrome
Mastoiditis
Mastoldectomy
Measles
Meningitis
Migraine headaches
Multiple sclerosis
Muscle disorder
Myasthenia gravis
Myxedema
Pneumonia
Polio
Regional ileitis (Chron's)
Rheumatic fever
Rheumatoid arthritis
Scarlet fever
Thyroid disease
Uveitis
Young's syndrome
Whooping cough
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Did you have middle ear infections as a child _ yes _ no don't kno,4

Did any of your family or relatives have middle ear infections?
- yes - no __ don't know

if yes, relation to you

ilave you ever have seizures or convulsions _ yes no

If so, when

how frequently

was medical attention sought

what was the outcome

Describe any other illnesses, accidents, injuries, operations and hospitaliza-

tions you have had (include the age at the time).

Are you now under any medical treatment or taking any medication

If so, doscribe:

Have you ever had any of the following:

stroke head trauma __ epilepsy

Are there any twins in the family or among relatives

relation to you

Are the twins In _ your family _ mother's side or father's side

the family
Are the twins identical or __ fraternal.

EDUCATION.AL "IQRY:

I completed _ grade school, _ highschool, technical school,

- college

My last degree obtained was

For what subjects were you an average student?

above average

below average

My favorite subject was

My least favorite subject was

Did you enjoy acAdemics? if no, explain

Do you have any further comments on your school experiences?

iW
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Instrumentation

JVC video Truevision
camera model TARGA M8
GX-N8PC9(U) video

digitizing
board 

wt

monitor
(for data
display)

IBM PS2/30

light box with 1 model 8530-ED21

12 inch, 32 watt J Magnovox
circular florescent RGB

bulb Display 80
modelCM8762
(for image

m~o~s~edisplay)
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Appendix D

MRI Measurement Protocols

I. Calibration.

A. Height and level of two lightboxes were measured
and verified as identical within the limits of measurement.
Lightboxes were used interchangeably.

B. Two carpenters levels, placed on the camera and
lightbox, were used to verify that the camera tilt was level
with the lightbox (and counter-top) tilt.

C. A calibration check was performed daily.
1. The plane of the camera and light-box were

judged to be parallel by reading levels placed on each.
2. A calibration figure of 300 millimeters

squared was placed at a random angle on the lightbox and
measured. This was repeated twice so that three calibration
measures were taken a day.

II. General measurement procedures.

A. All images were place on the center of the screen
for measurement.

B. Measures were done from the inferior to the
superior slices.

C. Areas in the right hemisphere (left side of MRI)
were measured before areas in the left.

D. Homologous areas in the left and right hemisphere
were measured in the same sitting.

E. When magnetic inhomogeneities are present, the
person measuring adjusted the brightness/contrast to
compensate for the differences in pixel intensity across
inhomogeneous regions.

F. When measuring perpendicular to the midline, only
the medial third of the midline was used as the reference
for perpendicular.

G. Partial volumes were excluded from measures.
H. Blood vessels and ventricular volumes were included

in measures.
I. When sulci are used as landmarks, the grey-white

margin was used to define the end of a sulcus in T2 weighted
images. When this margin does not form a narrow, distinct
point, the midpoint between two adjacent fiber tracts was
used. In cases where a grey-white margin was not visible,
the visible end of the sulcus was used.

J. Persons measuring scans were trained on MRI scans
of subjects not used in this study. The measurement rules
and anatomy books (primarily DeArmond, Fusco, & Dewey, 1976
and Takayoshi & Asao, 1978) were available to assist in
identifying anatomical landmarks.
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III. Hemispheric measures.

A. Measures started from the anterior pole of the
hemisphere and follow the cortical edge.

B. On slices where the hemispheres are connected, a
straight line connected the anterior and posterior junctures
of the hemispheres.

C. The brainstem was excluded from hemisphere
measures.

D. In a small number of scans where full cerebral
volumes were not included on axial scans, the coronal view
was used to obtain hemispheric volumes. Data, presented
below, from individuals who had both axial and coronal scans
that included the full cerebral volume indicated no
difference in the hemisphere volumes obtained using either
view, and that volumes obtained from either view were highly
correlated (r=.98 right hemisphere; r=.94 left hemisphere).

IV. The Frontal Lobe

A. Superior Frontal Gyrus area (SFG).

1. The SFG began on the first slice in which the
orbital gyrus is no longer visible.

2. It started at the sulcus posterior to the
medial branch of the SFG.

3. The starting point was connected, with a
straight line, to the anterior-lateral edge of the head of
the caudate nucleus. If this point was not visible, the
anterior-lateral edge of the lateral ventricles was used.

4. This point was connected, with a straight
line, to the superior frontal sulcus.

5. The measure then followed the cortical edge to
the starting point.

6. The measure ended on the last slice in which
the body of the caudate nucleus was visible, below the area
of the centrum semiovale.

B. Middle Frontal Gyrus area (MFG).

1. The MFG began on the first slice in which the
orbital gyrus was no longer visible.

2. It started at the edge of the cortex at the

juncture of the SFG and MFG.
3. From there it followed the superior frontal

sulcus to the grey-white margin.
4. This point was connected, with a straight

line, to the anterior-lateral edge of the caudate nucleus
(see also B-3 above).

5. This point was connected, with a straight
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line, to the grey-white margin of the inferior frontal
sulcus.

6. The measure followed the sulcus to the
cortical edge.

7. The cortical edge was traced to the starting
point.

8. The measure ended on the last slice in which
the body of the caudate nucleus is visible, below the area
of the centrum semiovale.

C. Inferior Frontal Gyrus area (IFG).

1. The IFG began on the first slice in which the
orbital gyrus was no longer visible.

2. It started at the cortical edge at the
juncture of the MFG and IFG.

3. From this point, it followed the inferior
frontal sulcus to the grey-white margin.

4. This point was connected, with a straight
line, to the anterior-lateral edge of the head of the
caudate nucleus (see also B-3 above).

5. This point was connected, with a straight
line, to the juncture of the IFG and the pars triangularis.

6. The cortical edge was traced to the starting
point.

8. The measures ended when the IFG was no longer
visible.

D. Anterior Cingulate area.

1. The anterior cingulate area began on the first
slice in which the genu of the corpus callosum was visible.

2. It started at exterior edge of the cingulate
sulcus, defined as the first sulcus anterior to the corpus
callosum.

3. From this point, it followed the sulcus
interiorly to the grey-white margin.

4. This point was connected, with a straight
line, to the most lateral point of the anterior horn of the
caudate nucleus.

5. This point was connected, with a straight
line, to the juncture of the corpus callosum and cingulate
gyrus.

6. The edge of the cortex was traced to the
starting point.

7. The measures ended on the most superior slice
in which the body of the corpus callosum is visible.

V. Perisylvian area (PSA).

A. The PSA began on the first slice on which a sylvian
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fissure was seen, typically just superior to the middle
cerebral arteries.

B. The most medial-posterior pixel of grey mater at
the end of the sylvian fissure was located. When multiple
Hescl's gyri were visible, the sylvian was defined as
posterior to the first Hescl's gyrus (c.f. Witleson &
Pallie, 1971).

C. This point was connected, with a line drawn
perpendicular to the midline, to the cortical edge.

D. The cortical edge was followed anteriorly to the
medial-most edge of the temporal poles or to the posterior
margin of the IFG.

E. This point was connected, with a straight line, to
the starting point.

F. The measures ended on the last slice in which the
insula was visible.

VI. Temporal Lobe.

A. Middle Temporal Gyrus area (MTG).
1. The MTG began on the most inferior slice on

which some portion of the occipital pole and gyrus rectus
was visible.

2. The most medial-posterior pixel of grey matter
corresponding to the most anterior and lateral lobule of the
temporal lobe was located.

3. This point was connected, with a line drawn
perpendicular to the midline, to the cortical edge.

4. The cortical edge was followed posteriorly to
the temporal-occipital sulcus, defined as anterior to the
second girl convolution from the occipital pole (this gyrus
may have two visible branches).

5. This point was connected, with a straight
line, to the starting point.

6. The MTG ended at the level of the perisylvian
area.

C. Superior Temporal Gyrus area (STG).
1. The STG began on the second slice of the PSA.
2. The most medial-posterior pixel of grey mater

at the end of the sylvian fissure was located. When
multiple Hescl's gyri are visible, the sylvian was defined
as posterior to the first Hescl's gyrus.

3. This point was connected, with a line drawn
perpendicular to the midline, to the cortical edge.

4. The measure followed the cortical edge
posteriorly to the temporal-occipital sulcus, defined as
anterior to the second girl convolution from the occipital
pole (this gyrus may have two visible branches).

5. This point was connected, with a straight
line, to the starting point.
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6. The STG ended on the slice below the level on
which the splenium of the corpus callosum is visible.

VI. Occipital area (Occip.).

A. The Occip. began on first slice on which occipital
poles are visible.

B. Measurement started at the juncture of the temporal
and occipital lobes (see V. B-4 above).

C. This point was connected with the anterior juncture
of the cerebellum and cerebrum.

D. The measure traced the edge of the cortex, around
the occipital poles, to the starting point.

E. The Occip ended on the slice below the level on
which the splenium of the corpus callosum was visible.

VII. Parietal Lobe

A. Supramarginal/angular gyrus area (SMG/ANG).

1. The SMG/ANG began on the first slice in which
the splenium of the corpus callosum is seen completely
bridging the hemispheres.

2. Measurement started at the most medial-
posterior margin of the sylvian fissure (see also V. B-4
above).

3. This point was connected, with a line drawn
perpendicular to the midline, to the cortical edge.

4. The measure followed the cortical edge
posteriorly to the interparietal sulcus, defined as anterior
to the second girl convolution from the occipital pole
(these gyri may have two visible branches).

5. This point was connected, with a straight
line, to the starting point.

6. The SMG/ANG ended on the last slice below the
centrum semiovale.
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Differences between hemispheric measures taken from
brains cut in coronal and axial sections.

Subject Coronals Axials Differences
Right Left Right Left Right Left

1 370.71 369.47 365.66 351.40 5.05 18.07
2 372.15 351.81 378.56 361.95 -6.41 -10.14
3 357.72 347.57 368.55 352.93 -10.83 -5.36
4 333.83 329.17 334.27 332.30 -0.44 -3.13
5 387.72 366.92 386.37 376.86 1.35 -9.94
6 392.58 385.41 398.44 394.17 -5.86 -8.76
7 309.26 308.97 294.80 295.73 14.46 13.24
8 394.08 392.64 388.97 386.03 5.11 6.61

Distribution of Differences between Coronal and Axial
Measures

-20 0 20
***---**-*---**---**-----------

Inter-operator differences in axial hemispheric
measures.

Subject Axial-i Axials-2 Differences
Right Left Right Left Right Left

1 370.72 369.47 378.56 373.15 -7.24 -3.68
2 378.56 361.95 397.97 381.94 -19.41 -19.99
3 368.55 352.93 381.13 365.64 -12.58 -12.71
4 334.27 332.30 344.82 340.26 -10.55 -7.96
5 386.37 376.86 387.77 376.61 -1.40 -0.25
6 398.44 394.17 391.91 389.57 6.53 4.60
7 294.80 295.73 292.49 292.48 2.31 3.25
8 388.97 386.03 374.48 369.01 14.49 17.02

D.:tribution of Inter-operator Differences

-20 0 20

+ +

Correlated t test for difference between inter-operator
differences in axial measures and coronal-axial differences.

right hemisphere differences t= 0.79, df=7, p > .10
left hemisphere differences t=0.45, df=7, p > .10

Pearson product moment correlation for axial and
coronal hemisphere measures.

right hemisphere r = 0.98, df = 6, p < .01
left hemisphere r = 0.94, df = 6, p < .01
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Appendix E

A Pilot Study of Regional Brain Measures

Method
Subiects

Three boys who were identified as specifically language
impaired with deficits in the comprehension or use of
grammatical morphemes served as subjects for this pilot
study. These subjects were previously described in a
separate paper (Plante, Swisher, Vance, and Rapcsak, 1990).
None served as subjects in this dissertation study.

Scans from these three boys were compared with
comparison scans from 10 normal male volunteers. Comparison
scans met the same selection criteria detailed in the
methods section of this dissertation.

Procedures

Measurement protocols for ten regions of the brain were
developed on the normal volunteers. Regional measures were
developed with consideration for differences in their time
of development (cf. Chi, Dooling, & Gilles, 1977). These
protocols are detailed in Appendix D. Measurement protocols
used anatomical landmarks that could be clearly identified
on all brains. This accomplished several goals. First, it
increased the likelihood that the protocol could be followed
reliably across subjects. It also insured measurements
would be more sensitive to individual variations in brain
configuration than more arbitrary divisions of the brain
(e.g. grids). Regional brain volumes were converted into
proportions of the total brain volume to eliminate the
effects of brain size on the measurements.

A protocol for any given area was considered reliable
when intra-operator reliable measures were obtained on all
control scans used in this pilot effort. Measures were
considered reliable when volumes for all control scans
obtained on two sessions correlated at or above r = .83 (70%
shared variance) using a Pearson's product-moment
correlation. Reliability figures for measurements on both
subject and control scans ranged between .87 and .99.

Regions above the level of the centrum semiovale were
not measured. This was partially due to the limitations of
using axial scans. Regions towards the top of the brain
were affected by partial volume effects due to the marked
curvature of the brain on the more superior slices. This
effect limited the extent to which anatomical landmarks
could be reliably identified. Similar problems interfered
with measurement of gyrus rectus, therefore it was excluded
from the group of measures.
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Results

The results of the pilot study are given in the table
below. A z-score was calculated for each regional brain
volume. This facilitated a comparison of the subject scans
and comparison scans. Z-scores beyond +/-1.30 (p < .20) in
any subject were considered to indicate a measure of
potential interest for additional study. The following
measures met this criterion: inferior frontal area, middle
frontal area, superior frontal area, superior temporal area,
middle temporal area, perisylvian area, supramarginal area,
occipital lobe. Several measures, the inferior frontal
area, and the superior and middle temporal areas were
significantly (z > +/-1.96; R < .05) different from normal
in at least one subject. The earliest developing area, the
anterior cingulate area, was not markedly different in the
SLI boys than in the comparison group. Measures for this
area will not be reported for dissertation subjects.

I~mmn•Inu
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Abstract

This research develops and verifies the path domain independent integral S

that is exactly the energy release rate for an extending crack within a thermoinelastic

material response region. Emanating from thermoinelastic continuum mechanics

and Noether's theorem from classical field theory, the S integral defines the force

acting on an extending crack and represents a conservation law for a crack free body.

Limited physical experiments and computational investigations verify the S integral

for uncoupled thermoinelasticity. S offers a parameter to improve the understanding

of the strength and reliability of materials subjected to thermomechanical loadings.

The theoretical development produces the S path domain independent in-

tegral for two quasi static cases: uncoupled thermoinelasticity and fully coupled

thermoinelasticity. Proofs demonstrate the path domain independence and the to-

tal energy release rate aspects of the S integral.

A limited experimental program and an associated computational investiga-

tion verifies that the S integral characterizes fracture for uncoupled thermoinelas-

ticity. Experiments on a crack free aluminum shec' and finite element results from

a simple dogbone specimen verify the S conservation law. Fracture resistance tests

on aluminum 2024 demonstrate that S equals the crack driving force under ther-

momechanical loadings. The fracture resistance experiments consider two specimen

geometries and two specimen zi-ickiiesses.
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1
Introduction to
Thermomechanical Fracture

The National Aerospace Plane might carry passengers from Washington D. C.

to Tokyo in less than two hours. Electrical power might be generated with im-

proved efficiency at higher operating temperatures. Nuclear power plants might be

designed and built more economically with improved reliability and safety. Aircraft

jet engines might produce greater thrust by operating at higher temperatures with

improved turbine design. These future engineering triumphs and many others de-

pend at least in part on an improved understanding of the strength and reliability

of materials subjected to complex thermomechanical loadings. The research herein

develops and verifies a parameter that improves this understanding.

These engineering advances demand fault tolerant designs. The critical struc-

tures and components must withstand operating loads without failure between

maintenance inspections. Understanding the thermomechanical conditions likely

to cause crack extension is essential in determining critical crack length criteria and

recommending inspection intervals.

Fracture and crack growth characterizations under general thermoinelastic

conditions present difficult challenges to the analyst and designer. Neither the stress
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intensity factor, K. from linear elastic fracture mechanics nor the J integral from

elastic plastic fracture mechanics adequately describes the crack driving force for

general thermomechanical loadings.

Certain parameters characterize crack tip force and crack advance criterion

for the creep aspects of inelastic material response. The C* energy parameter de-

veloped by Landes and Begley [1976] * following a suggestion by Goldman and

Hutchinson [1975], and the ATc integral proposed by Atluri [1982] provide insight

concerning creep fracture. The jsH integral formulated by Simo and Honein [1990]

addresses crack advance in elasto-viscoplastic material. The strain range partition-

ing method introduced by Manson et al. [19711 and popularized by Halford et

al. [1973] suggests a procedure to estimate crack growth and fatigue life during

cyclic loading with combined creep and plasticity. However, no single parameter

completely characterizes the crack driving force for general thermoinelasticity.

The S path domain independent integral parameter developed in this disser-

tation describes the force on a singularity, such as a crack tip, under thermoinelastic

material response. Severe thermal gradients coupled with mechanical loads are con-

sidered. Classical field theory provides the foundation for the S parameter. The S

integral gives the theoretical crack driving force which, at the instant of incipient

fracture, should also equal the material fracture resistance. Since S is the total

energy released per unit crack advance, the parameter represents a necessary but

not sufficient condition for fracture.

Nonetheless, the limited fracture resistance experiments performed on alu-

minum 2024-T351 plate and 2024-T3 sheet suggest that the S integral adequately

describes the crack Udiving force. Critical S values. caicuiated at initial crack exten-

sion. from tests with thermal gradients match isothermal fracture toughness values.

• Complete reference given in Appendix REFERENCES
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The experiments also demonstrate the detrimental effect a thermal gradient can

have on fracture resistance.

The S parameter can be readily computed from elastic plastic finite element

analysis results for use in analysis and design of critical components. The computa-

tion of the path domain independent integral S has been successfully implemented

as a postprocessor to the existing FEAP finite element code (Taylor [1977] and

Zienkiewicz and Taylor[1989]) for the uncoupled thermoinelastic case.

1.1 Motivation for Research

Improved reliability assessments for the design of critical structures and com-

ponents require a parameter characterizing the crack driving force for fracture under

thermomechanical loading. This need results from the increasing demands placed

on both established and new materials in industrial applications such as airframe

structures, turbine blades and power generation components, among others. The

lack of a parameter solidly based on thermoinelastic continuum mechanics to char-

acterize incipient fracture and crack growth appears most dramatically in those

loading regimes where transient thermal stresses and severe thermal gradients de-

termine crack behavior.

Accurate reliability assessments are crucial for ensuring safety. The potential

for loss of human life. severe environmental impacts and costly property damage due

to failure of a critical structure or component demands that engineers adequately

understand fracture and crack growth due to general thermoinelastic material re-

sponse. The energy based S integral provides a parameter for evaluating crack

behavior under thermomechanical loading.

From finite element analysis, a designer would calculate the maximum S

parameter for a specified loading condition and assumed material. The designer

I
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would check that the chosen material has adequate fracture resistance, measured

as Ji. that depends on material thickness. Similarly, knowing the AS range for an

assumed thermomechanical loading history. the designer would estimate the number

of load cycles between when a crack can be reliably detected during inspection and

when that crack will grow to a critical length. This number of cycles would translate

into a recommended inspection interval accounting for reasonable safety factors.

In this discussion, the characterizing parameter S plays the role for ther-

moinelastic fracture that K, the stress intensity factor, plays for linear elastic frac-

ture mechanics and that J plays for elastic plastic fracture mechanics. Naturally.

this dissertation does not provide fracture resistance S values for many materials.

nor does it present any exponential crack growth law empirical factors. Through the

theoretical development of S based on thermoinelastic mechanics and the few tests

on 2024 aluminum this dissertation strongly suggests that S provides a parameter

characterizing the crack driving force. The S parameter potentially can provide de-

signers and analysts information concerning the likelihood of fracture and/or crack

advance during thermoinelastic material response.

1.2 Examples of Thermomechanical Loadings

The path domain independent S integral developed herein addresses fracture

under severe thermal gradients coupled with mechanical loads. Advances, for exam-

ple. in the aerospace, power utility and automobile engine industries have created

these demanding thermomechanical loading regimes.

Within the aerospace industry, many present and future airframe structures

and jet engine components must operate reliably under severe thermomechanical

loadings. For hype- ,-elocity vehicles such as the National Aerospace Plane (Bylin-

sky [1986]) designs predict high thermal gradients and transients through the wing
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thickness. With the wing leading edge and foremost top surface reaching temper-

atures above 3500°F and the liquid hydrogen fuel stored in the wing at .ryogenic

temperatures the structural components in the wing potentially experience thermal

gradients in the range of 1000°F per inch (Gabor [1986]).

The wing structure must safely carry the aerodynamic loads in addition to

the severe thermal gradients. The induced thermal stresses added to the fluctuating

mechanical stresses cause local inelastic regions at the crack tips that may govern

component life. Naturally, the design process must investigate fracture potential

under these combined thermomechanical loadings. Currently, no theoretically based

fracture mechanics parameter addresses thermoinelastic material response for the

fracture potential associated with these loading conditions.

For jet engine turbine components, the thermal cycling associated with each

flight determines safe life. Marchand et al. [1988] report that none of the three com-

mon fracture parameters. the stress intensity factor, K, the strain intensity factor,

or the J integral, successfully correlate crack growth data for tests on turbine en-

gine hot section materials. A modified stress intensity factor, AK,, which includes

the hardening/softernig material behavior as well as load shedding considerations

yields the best data correlation for the two nickel based alloys studied. Since the

S integral proposed herein captures the thermoinelastic material response, it might

provide a characterizing parameter for crack growth data reduction.

Within the power utilities, turbines and other components face severe ther-

momechanical loadings. Power generating turbines operate at higher temperatures

to increase power generating efficiency. However. this leads to higher thermal

stresses and the potential for accelerated crack growth. Gamble and Paris [1976]

successfully predict allowable thermal fatigue crack growth limits for root cracks

in gas turbine di. '.s. For cracks initiated by thermal shock then grown by internal
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pressure and thermal gradient fluctuations at re-entrant corners in cooling conduits

of boiling water reactors. Smith [1986 reports stable growth regimes for the curved

crack fronts commonly found in service inspections. These efforts combine experi-

mental results and linear elastic fracture mechanics analyses. No single parameter

captures the crack behavior under the thermoinelastic material response.

The thermal shock problem associated with a loss of coolant accident in a

nuclear reactor is an area of extensive study. The potential catastrophic conse-

quences of such an accident motivates the investigations. The Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. reactor vendors and power utilities aggressively investigate potential

pressurized thermal shock failures in pressurized water reactors. These investiga-

tions date from 1974. A number of specific programs, for example Bryan et al.

'19881, and summary studies, for example Cheverton et al. [1988]. conclude that

designs for thermal shock can be based on the stress intensity factor with proper

allowance for the observed scatter in crack initiation and arrest values. A true ther-

momechanical energy parameter such as S might provide for a more effective design

of critical components.

Within the automobile industry since the 1970's. the fatigue failures of ex-

haust valves and valve stems represent one of the major failure mechanisms for the

internal combustion engine Vitcha [1973]). Today, as fuel economy dictates lighter

vehicles, thermal fatigue of many engine components must be considered in design.

The cracking of hot glasses or dishware due to incidental minor impacts,

the shattering of hot plates from splashing with cold water and the fracture of

stemmed glassware after repeated dishwasher cycles all represent common household

examples of fracture and crack growth under thermomechanical loadings.

Thus, thermomechanical loadings are prevalent throughout various indus-

tries. The reliability of a critical structure or component often depends on crack
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behavior under general therrnoinelastic material response. The av.ailability of a

single parameter characterizing the crack driving force for thermoinelastic fracture

and crack growth will enable engineers to more accurately account for general ther-

momechanical loadings thus permitting more economical designs. The S integral

developed in this dissertation provides such a parameter.

1.3 Study Scope and Limitations

The goal of this investigation is to formulate, verify and calculate the path

domain independent integral, S. that characterizes the crack driving force for ther-

moinelasticity. Though by no means exhaustive, this study suggests that S may

provide the needed energy based insight into thermoinelastic crack behavior that

designers require.

The second chapter discusses the state of the art in characterizing parameters

for thermornechanical fracture mechanics. Beginning with the J integral, Chapter

2 reviews a few of the most common energy terms referenced in the literature that

address fracture criteria, especially for inelastic material response regimes. After

a brief recap of the various forms of the J integral, the chapter discusses those

parameters that characterize creep fracture and finally presents the few energy

integrals proposed for thermomechanical fracture.

The third chapter formulates the path domain independent integral S for the

quasi-static case. Based on thermoinelastic continuum mechanics and a material

conservation law developed from classical field theory, S equals the force acting

on a singularity. Thus S defines the total energy released per unit crack advance.

Though the method for generating S applies to dynamic and quasi-static regimes,

this effort only addresses the quasi-static case. This development draws heavily on

the work of Simo and Honein [1990] on discrete conservation laws for inelasticity.
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Chapter 3 concludes by defining S for the quasi-static case including body

forces for both coupled and uncoupled thermoinelasticity. The coupled case assumes

that the temperature field induces a strain field and that the quasi-static strain rates

induce a temperature field. The uncoupled case employs the typical assumptions for

metals, i.e.. the temperatures induce strain but slowly varying strains do not induce

temperature change. Later chapters show this uncoupled assumption to produce

satisfactory results in evaluating test data for aluminum specimens. The inelasticity

theory uses internal variables to model elastic-viscoplastic response with combined

isotropic and kinematic hardening.

Chapter 4 describes the experimental investigation, confirms that S repre-

sents a thermoinelastic material conservation law and discusses the results from the

fracture toughness tests. Limited tests on aircraft 2024 aluminum demonstrate the

detrimental effect a thermal gradient has on the load carrying capacity of a member.

For the quasi static case. approximately a 65°/F per inch thermal gradient reduces

the applied tension to cause initial crack extension by approximately fifty percent.

This experimental investigation does not address fatigue crack growth from cyclic

thermomechanical loading. This important phenomenon. crucial for successful en-

gineering design, provides an interesting topic for further research.

The fifth chapter presents the numerical calculation of S via the finite el-

ement method. A postprocessor to the general finite element analysis program,

FEAP. computes the S path domain independent integral. Investigating the fi-

nite element based S integral on a crack free body subjected to thermomechanical

loading demonstrates the conservat;,r- 'aw nature of S. Computations model eight

selected fracture toughness experiments showing the S integral characterizes frac-

ture under thermomechanical loading. The S integrals computed from the finite

element analyses match those estimated from the experimental force displacement
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trace for the isothermal cases verifying the S calculation. Furthermore, the S inte-

grals calculated for the thermomechanical loading cases agree with the values from

the isothermal cases suggesting that S characterizes incipient fracture.

The sixth chapter summarizes the investigation recapitulating the key points

of S integral formulation plus experimental and computational verification. Next,

the final chapter discusses the limitations of the S path domain independent in-

tegral. The chapter concludes by suggesting future research in the crucial area of

thermoinelastic fracture mechanics.



2
Background on
Fracture Criteria

Energy based fracture criteria hold a highly regarded place in fracture me-

chanics. These criteria address the macroscopic thermodynamic energy balance

associated with extending a crack. Path or path domain integrals typically define

the critical parameters for fracture. Over the years the criteria have developed from

the simplest case, including only the material surface energy, to the present effort

that includes the full thermoinelastic energy fields.

2.1 Early Energy Concepts

Griffith in his classic works [1921,1925] pioneered energy based fracture cri-

teria. Under elastic conditions, Griffith suggests that crack propagation occurs if

the elastic energy released upon crack extension provides sufficient energy for crack

growth. Hence, the elastic energy release rate. G. (also called the crack driving

force per unit crack extension) required for crack growth can be expressed as,

G L= ' dU = V9 = R (2.1)
da da

where a is the crack length. U is the elastic energy, Wg is the energy required for

crack growth, and R is the resistance per unit crack advance.
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Since Griffith studied fracture of glass, his criterion theorizes the fracture

resistance simply equals the surface energy required to form two new surfaces as

the crack extends a unit distance. Hence, Griffith set the resistance to twice the

surface energy, y.

R = 2y. (2.2)

This criterion requires knowing the surface energy, y, of the material. While

providing reasonable accuracy for brittle fracture, the Griffith criterion proves in-

adequate for ductile fractures that commonly occur in metals.

Most critical engineering structures in the first half of this century failed by

ductile fracture of metal components. Irwin [1948] and Orowan [1955] independently

noted that the energy required for unit crack advance in metal far exceeds the surface

energy of the two new free surfaces. They included an empirical factor within the

Griffith criterion to account for the plastic energy at the crack tip associated with

ductile fracture. Denoting this plasticity factor as RP'", the Irwin criterion states

R = 2- + RPias. (2.3)

While conceptually correct, the Irwin ductile fracture criterion proves in-

effective for design due to difficulties in obtaining the plastic energy term. This

empirical correction term depends on the material, component and crack geometry

as well as the loading history.

Following the efforts of Griffith and Irwin, researchers have developed energy

based fracture parameters that apply to arbitrary geometries and loadings. These

energy criteria often appear as path and path domain independent integrals. Herein.

path independent integral refers to an integral expression that has the same value

regardless of the integration path (a line integral for two dimensions or a surface

integral for three dimensional cases). Likewise, path domain independent integral
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refers to the sum of a path integral plus an integral over the enclosed domain (line

and area integral for two dimensions or surface and volume for three dimensions)

that has the same value regardless of the choice of path.

The following sections briefly review some of the integral parameters dis-

cussed in the literature for fracture mechanics. The review begins by defining and

describing the J integral then addresses some of the parameters proposed to over-

come various restrictions on . Some of the integrals carry an energy release rate

interpretation, while others only represent a convenient parameter that character-

izes crack extension.

The discussions draw on the original cited references and the insightful com-

parison articles of Kim and Orange [19881, Kanninen and Popelar [19851, Hellen

and Blackburn [1986] and Atluri [19861. While less than exhaustive, this review

captures the flavor of the integral parameters, briefly discusses their backgrounds

and highlights certain limitations.

One final note on energy based fracture criteria concludes this introduc-

tion. The integral parameters discussed herein are typically based on a continuum

mechanics description of the crack nip fields. Since at the crack tip such noncon-

tinuum effects as void initiation, microcracking and microvoid coalescence occur as

described by Broberg [19711, the continuum based energy criteria can only be a

necessary but not sufficient condition for fracture. Given the necessary energy con-

dition. fracture will occur only if the material exactly at the crack tip is ready to fail

and become two separate pieces under the acting stresses and strains. Fortunately,

for most materials discussed in the literature the noncontinuum fracture process

zone adds only a negligible energy to the total system. Thus. the continuum based

parameters accurately predict fracture.
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2.2 The J Integral

One of the most widely researched topics over the past twenty years in ana-

lytical fracture mechanics has been the J integral. This path independent integral

fracture parameter has allowed impressive advances in elastic plastic fracture me-

chanics through JR fracture resistance curves.

Independently developed and popularized for fracture mechanics by Rice

[1968], though formulated earlier in the works of Eshelby [1956], Sanders [1960] and

Cherapanov [1961], the J integral equals the energy release per unit crack length

for a unit extension in an elastic material. The following expression defines J for

elastostatics with no body forces and homogeneous material,

J = f {Wn - (VU)T(an)1 dr. (2.4)

where W is the strain energy density, n is the outward unit normal to r, r is a

simple curve enclosing the crack tip, see Figure 2.1, ar is the stress tensor and u is

the displacement vector.

This vector representation of J follows Eshelby's [1956] original expression

for the force on a singularity inside F. Knowles and Sternberg [1972] show that this

vectorized 3 represents a conservation law for self similar crack extension.

The J integral exactly equals the negative of the change in potential energy

per unit crack advance (see Rice [1968], Eshelby [1975] and Budiansky and Rice

[1973]). As such, J characterizes the driving force for crack extension.

For a body loaded only into the linear elastic regime, the J integral compo-

nent in the direction of crack extension, J, identically equals the Griffith elastic

energy release rate. G. The energy release rate, in turn, can be expressed as a

function of the mode I (opening) stress intensity factor. KI, (see Broek[1987] for

example).

linear elastic plane stress JZ = G = K12 (2.5a)
E
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r-0-

Figure 2.1 Crack region for fracture integrals.

linear elastic plane strain J: = G K A)(.b

where E is the Young's modulus and a- is Poisson's ratio.

The theoretical foundations of J remain valid for nonlinear elasticity. Thus,

the J integral addresses elastic plastic fracture for proportional loading since for

this loading case the material response can be accurately described by a nonlinear

elastic stress strain relation.

The potential energy change definition of 3 permits J to be evaluated exper-

iment ally from the load vs deflection curves for cracked specimens. One calculation

method (Begley and Landes [1972]) examines the change in area under the load vs

deflection curve up to some specified deflection for numerous samples with slightly

different initial crack lengths. Other calculation methods determine 3 from 8 single

sample (Rice et al. r,19731, Landes et al. [19891 and ASTM E813 [1988]) in which

the crack is carefully advanced. These methods separate the calculation into elastic

A B
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and plastic (nonlinear elastic to be precise) portions,

_= + (2.6)

where JeI" is the elastic energy release rate given by equation (2.5) and JP'- is

determined from the load vs deflection curve. Chapter 4 presents and illustrates

two procedures for calculating J,.

The J integral can also be calculated from finite element analyses. The path

independence of the J integral permits its evaluation along contours removed from

the intricate stress and strain fields in the immediate crack tip vicinity. For example,

the early study by Kobayashi et al. (1973] shows excellent agreement between the

critical value of J at incipient fracture calculated from experiments and generated

by finite element analysis.

Interestingly, although elasticity provides the foundation for the J integral, J

addresses elastic plastic fracture mechanics under certain limited conditions. Pro-

portional loading is the crucial condition. Under proportional loading the stain

energy density of an elastic plastic material remains single valued in strain and

identically equals the strain energy density of a nonlinear elastic material. Hence,

the J integral characterizes ductile fracture under proportional loading of an elastic

plastic material.

The theoretical foundation for J becomes invalid for incremental plasticity

since the strain energy density ceases to be single valued during any unloading. Cer-

tainly, some unloading occurs in the material directly behind an extending crack

tip. The J integral does not address plastic unloading, incremental plasticity, vis-

cous material behavior, body forces. arbitrary material inhomogeneity or thermal

strains.

Many critical structures and components under severe loadings experience

accumulating inelastic strains due to cyclic loadings and/or increasing temperatures.
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Since these structures and components require reliability evaluation for overall safety

and economy and J integral analysis cannot be applied, many fracture mechanics

parameters address one or more of the aspects limiting the J integral.

Lamba [1975] proposes a cyclic definition of J to apply to fatigue crack

initiation from a notch. The fatigue cyclic parameter AJ is given as.

AJ = J - (VAu)T(Aorn)) dr, (2.7)

where Au. Ae, andAor are increments of displacement, strain and stress and %P(Ac)

is the strain potential such that Ao" = W O/Ae.

The AJ integral retains the path independence property and the theoretical

limitations of the J integral discussed in this section. Compared to Neuber [1961]

notch analysis the AJ parameter yields improved results as the notch becomes

sharper for predominantly elastic loads. Recent studies, Huang and Pelloux [19801,

Hatanaka et al. [1989] and Jablonski [1989], report good correlation of low cycle

fatigue crack growth rates, da/dN. where a is the crack length and N is the number

of cycles with AJ on Hastelloy-X. medium carbon steel, 304 stainless steel and HY

100 alloy. These studies demonstrate AJ's usefulness for fatigue analyses regardless

of the lack of theoretical foundation.

2.3 Complementary Energy Version of J

Another path independent integral energy parameter for elastostatics is the I

integral developed by Bui [1974). The I integral represents the dual of the i integral

since I considers the complementary energy of a cracked body. Bui [1974] defines I

for two dimensional elastostatics with homogeneous material in the absence of body

forces as.

I = B{UB(a)n + uT((Vo.)n)} dr , (2.8)

Lr
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where UB(O) defines the stress function energy such that the strain is given by

E = aUB/o.

The I integral identically equals the negative of the stress potential energy

change with increasing crack length.

da 
(2.9)

Q= -JUB(o)d2 + ud(0n)dr, (2.10)

where ud are the specified displacements along the boundary L2,. For the case

where convex functions define both the strain energy and the stress energy then I

identically equals J since the stress potential equals the strain potential.

Similar to the experimental determination of J, the load displacement curve

from a fracture test determines I. The accuracy of finite element based numerical

evaluation of I increases for hybrid or stress based finite element formulations. The

traditional displacement based finite elements yield less accurate stress gradients

than displacement gradients and therefore is not computes as accurately as J.

2.4 Two Definitions of the J" Integral

Attempting to overcome the proportional loading restriction imposed on J.

Blackburn [19721 proposed the P integral defined as (see Figure 2.1),

J= {1(o, Vu)n - (VU)T(0n)) dr , (2.11)

or equivalently via Green's theorem and elastostatic equilibrium in the absence of

body forces.

J" ={(a,: Vu)n _ (VU)r(an.)} dr

1 1
+li] {1(1 V2 U) _ Vu)) df. (2.12)

f-0 2
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For an elastic material the area integral vanishes and J identically equals J.

However, for the antiplane shear problem and for the Dugdale (Tresca yield based)

plane stress problem using infinitesimal strains, J* equals J/2. Furthermore, for

power law hardening materials J* does not support an energy release rate inter-

pretation. Using the explicit term o, : Vu expands the scope of J beyond the

limitations of J but obscures the physical meaning.

Blackburn (1972] suggests using J* as a fracture parameter for those nonelas-

tic cases for which J is inappropriate, such as cases including inelastic load reversals.

Comparing a critical value of P calculated from another known case to the situation

in question determines the likelihood of fracture.

Finite element results provide the necessary information for calculating P'.

Since the area integral in equation (2.12) vanishes in the elastic region. only the

inelastic elements (gauss point areas) enter the area integral term. Numerically

investigating J* for cases containing creep, unloading from an inelastic state. ther-

mal strains and material inhomogeneity, Blackburn et al. [1977] find the expected

result, that J* remains path independent over various contours.

Supporting 3P as a fracture parameter, Batte et al. [1983] calculate a critical

stress intensity factor using the J* integral from finite element models of fracture

toughness tests on a 1% CrMoV IP steazn turbine rotor forging. The computed

stress intensity factors based on 3P show little dependence on crack length or contour

choice and fall within +0% to +20% of the experimentally determined values.

Blackburn [1985] specifically investigates using J and AJ* for cyclic load-

ing. The change of 3P with incremental crack length increase defines AP. The

parameters accurately determine the cumulative and current crack tip state and

are recommended by Blackburn for the unloading and reloading situation. In this

respect JP appears robust as a fracture parameter.
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Thermal strains enter J" as defined in equation (2.12) directly through the

displacement gradient. This causes P to depend unreasonably on an isothermal

temperature change. Apparently to alleviate this potential problem. Hellen and

Blackburn [1986] propose redefining J in the presence of a temperature field as,

'j/ {( (VU - eth))n - (VU)T(an)} d-? (2.13)

where Eth equals the thermal strain tensor. Unfortunately, little discussion and no

examples accompany this recommendation.

Schmitt and Kienzler [1989] modify the J integral in a manner quite similar

to 3* as defined by Blackburn [1972] to apply to materials described by incremental

plasticity. They define the new path domain independent integral as.

J°= J {W'n - (Vu)T(o.n)} dl + Ja V : VudQ . (2.14)

where W' is the stress work density defined as, e" = aW-/OVu . Hence, WS

depends on the deformation history. For an elastic material 3P identically equals J.

For incremental plasticity the principle of virtual work leads to the interpretation

of JP as a work dissipation rate akin to the energy release rate interpretation of J

for elasticity.

Defining j in terms of the history dependent stress work density provides

an unambiguous evaluation of the parameter. With this definition, P applies to

incremental plasticity, nonproportional loadings and elastic unloadings. However,

thermal strains again enter through the displacement gradient and stress thus po-

t-,itially leading to erroneous conclusions.

Recently, in their work on discrete conservation laws and path domain in-

dependent integrals, Simo and Honein [1990] generalize the classical J integral

to divcrete incremental plasticity and viscoplasticity. Constructing the Noether
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,1918.1971] quantity associated with the translation symmetry group for the dis-

crete (algorithmic) Lagrangian. Simo and Honein [1990] develop the path domain

independent integral.

j.H CU I.+) + q+l :D - 1 :(qn+l - qn) + ffn+l (EV I( - v+

At.,
- (f(u+,.qn+l)) ) -u1+ln+l n dT

+ J {o-+, - q.+, D-1 Vq. } df2, (2.15)

for viscoplasticity where W1' is the stored energy function such that the stress 0" =

alV/,3e. e is the total strain tensor. c'P is the viscoplastic strain tensor, q is ,h"

tensor of hardening variables (back stress and isotropic hardening scalar), D is the

positive definite hardening moduli tensor, At is the time step for the discrete interval

n. n + 1]. r is the fluidity parameter. ,,+ is the penalty function for viscoplastic

regularization and f(o, q) is the yield function. The subscripts n and n -r 1 denote

the variable values at the beginning (n) or end (n + 1) of the interval. For plasticity

the plastic strain tensor cP replaces c "P and the yield function obeys f(a. q) < 0.

This version of the J i:-refral. rlenoted as j.(SH), equals the total energy

released per unit crack extension. Simo and Honein [19901 prove this using an

argument following the Budiansky and Rice [1973] proof that the classic J integral

equals the potential energy release rate.

This J*(SH) path domain independent integral extends the classical 3 integral

to nonproportional loading cases treated by incremental plasticity and viscoplastic-

itv. The discrete Lagrangian and discrete conservation law work of Simo and Honein

1990 forms the oasis for the S integral deveiopment in Chapter 3.
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2.5 Creep Crack Growth with Integral Parameters

High temperature creep behavior of components such as power generating

turbine blades and rotors violate the limitations on the J integral. A parameter

that uniquely characterizes the crack tip stress and strain rate fields during creep

response provides an improved correlation of creep crack growth rates compared to

the linear elastic stress intensity factor. This section discusses two such parameters.

C* and F, while other more general parameters proposed by Stonesifer and Atluri

[1982ab] and Brust et al. [1985] are discussed in the next section.

For nonlinear steady state (secondary) creep, the C* parameter popularized

by Landes and Begley [1976] (following a suggestion by Goldman and Hutchinson

[1975]) characterizes the crack tip stress and strain rate fields. The rate form of the

J integral defines C* as.

C- {W - (V)T(an)} dF, (2.16)

where I* is the strain energy rate density defined as.

IV* =o di. (2.17)

The C" integral relation retains the path independence and all the limitations

of the J integral. Also, C* equals the power difference between two identically

loaded bodies having incrementally different crack lengths. Similar to J, C" can be

evaluated from the load vs displacement rate trace of steady state creep fracture

tests. Naturally, C* can also be evaluated from finite element results.

In the study by Landes and Begley [1976). the C" parameter successfully

correlates steady state creep crack growth rates on center cracked panels of Fe-Ni-

Cr superalloy (discaloy). Using C" reduces the scatter in crack growth rate by a

factor of six compared to using the stress intensity factor. Nikbin et al. [19761
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report similar findings for creep crack growth tests conducted on aluminum alloy

RR58 and a chromium-molybdenum-vanadium steel.

In a creative application of the technique Eshelby [1956] uses to generate the

force on a singularity, Atkinson and Smelser [1982] develop an invariant integral

F for coupled time dependent thermoviscoelastic solids. For special cracked strip

problems this integral yields the crack tip stress and displaccment fields.

The integral results from the tensor akin to the energy momentum tensor (see

Eshelby [1956]) but with the Lagrangian constructed from the Laplace transform

of the coupled equations of motion. As such, the integral generates quantities such

as the Laplace transformed stress, displacement, temperature and stress intensity

factor. Naturally. except for certain problems the procedure becomes algebraically

complicated. Furthermore. results in terms of the Laplace transforms require some

effort to convert to useful real time results.

2.6 The AT Integral Family

Atluri [19821 develops incremental integrals for plasticity, AT, and rate sen-

sitive inelasticity, AT,. These integrals generalize the conservation law for self

similar crack extension of Knowles and Sternberg [1972], and hence the J integral,

to include finite deformations, inelasticity, body forces, material inertia and arbi-

trary crack face conditions. Kanninen and Popelar [1985] observe that thermal

effects can be easily accommodated by modifying the body force to include the

term -aEVO/(1 - 2v) where a is the thermal expansion coefficient and 8 is the

temperature chance. Later modifications to AT by Atluri et al. [19841 produce the

incremental integrals AT; and ATp. Summing AT over the history yields the T*

parameter investigated by Brust et al. [1985].
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Beginning from the conservation law, Atluri [1982] develops AT for the gen-

eral case of classical elastoplasticity. The AT parameter equals the difference in

combined incremental potential energy per unit crack length in the time interval t

to t + At of two cracked bodies identical in shape and load history differing only

slightly in crack length. Though developed for finite deformations. for consistency

within this review attention is restricted to the infinitesimal strain theory. The

infinitesimal strain version of AT becomes,

AT J{(AW)n - (A(Vu))T((, + Ao')n)} dE

_ a{:o. Ae + pb * Ae} d2, (2.18)

where p is the material density, b is the body force per unit mass, AW is the

increment in total stress working density in the time interval from t to t + At

defined by,

AUV = (0" + -Ad') : AE. (2.19)

The AT integral measures the severity of the crack tip stress and strain

ields including the effects oi near-tip plasticity and loading/unloading zones. For

paths entirely in either the loading or unloading zone, Atluri [1982] proves the path

domain independence of AT.

Similar to AT, the parameter AT, addresses rate sensitive inelastic mate-

rials. For elasto-viscoplasticity the AT, parameter has the same energy interpre-

tation and the same path domain independence as AT. Actually, the definition of

AT, matches AT with the stress terms and the incremental stress working density

correctly defined for an elasto-viscoplastic material.

The parameter AT, addresses nonsteady creep crack growth. Stonesifer and

Atluri [1982ab] investigate ATc based on finite element results and compare it to
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the steady state creep parameter C*. The comparison with the C* integral requires

a steady state version of the incremental parameter AT, for mode I crack growth

defined as t,
T A li T, A T,
T i= i ;T , (2.20)at-o At At

The comparisons conclude that tc accurately characterizes mode I (opening)

crack growth for nonsteady as well as steady state creep. The T, parameter has

an energy interpretation akin to AT and can be easily calculated from numerical

models. For steady state creep in plane stain il, remains within two percent of C*

and falls eleven to fourteen percent above C* for plane stress.

Atluri et al. [1984] present two modified versions of the AT integral for

incremental plasticity. The new integrals, denoted as AT; and ATp express the

elastic plastic boundary contribution in terms of field variables. The following

expressions define these new parameters.

= Jr+ r{ I-"n - _-(Vu)T(17 + Aou)n - (Vu)TA'r} dr

+ {fAo (Ve + A(Ve)) - Ae:(Vir + ( Vo'))}I dQ2. (2.21)

= (AITn - V(Au)T(O + A rt)n - (Vu)TAam} dF
1 1p

+ f-Ae:(V + ) 2- -
JVb (!?+

= {AWn - V(Au)T(a + Ao7)n - (Vu)T( Ao)n} dr , (2.22)

where Vb is the total volume of the body and S is the externm! bcundary including

the crack faces.

The integral AT; includes the volume between the contours r and r, whereas

the ATP integral includes the entire volume less the volume inside r. The parameter
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ATP can be experimentally evaluated for proportional loading by measuring the

incremental area between load vs displacement curves for two identical specimens

with only slightly different crack lengths. Directly measuring the displacement and

traction data a!.ong the entire specimen boundary also generates ATp via equation

(2.21). Atluri et al. [1984] suggest using a mixed experimental (to determine ATP)

and computational (to obtain AT; from ATp plus a volume integral) program to

determine fracture potential.

The AT; integral measures the severity of the deformation at the crack

tip. During proportional loading AT, measures the immediate crack tip fields

and equals the rate of change of incremental energy per unit crack advance. For

nonproportional loading neither AT; nor ATP have clear physical meanings.

For the limiting case of nonlinear quasi static in a homogeneous material

elasticity the p. :ameters reduce to the incremental AJ integral in the interval t to

t+At.

AT; = ATp = AJ. (2.23)

AJ = J_{AWn - V(AU)T(o " + Ao)n - (Vu)T( Aon)} d'. (2.24)

Also, for proportional loading in elastostatics the sum of the integrals over

the monotonic loading history identically equals the J integral.

EAT = ZA4P = J. (2.25)

A further addition to the AT integral family sums the incremental integral

AT; over the loading history. The summation, defined as T °. see Brust et al.

[19851, serves as a fracture initiation condition similar to Jjc.

The summation parameter remains well defined for unloading and subsequent

reloading. In fact, the T* parameter computed from finite element fracture model of
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A533B steel compact tension specimen by Brust et al. [1986] successfully predicts

continued crack extension upon reloading following elastic unloading after crack

extension. This example highlights the history dependence inherent in T.

To address nonsteady creep crack growth, Brust and Atluri [1986] suggest a

refinement to the T parameter defined by equation (2.21). The new rate parameter.

T. characterizes creep fracture and has the near field form,

T'= iAT

= Jli { Vn (V7L)T(O + Ao)n _ (u)Tr-n) dF (2.26)f -0 fr,

where the (i) signifies the time derivative and W is the rate of stress working

density. Numerical studies suggest that T* accurately characterizes creep growth

under nonsteady creep but not for pure power law creep where T° becomes constant.

2.7 The j Integral Includes Fracture Process Zone

Kishimoto et al. [19801 extend the J integral notion to address the fracture

process zone, see Broberg [1971], which plays a crucial role in fracture. Within the

small fracture process zone at the crack tip voids and microcracks initiate, grow and

coalesce permitting crack extension. Classical continuum mechanics does not apply

to these effects. However, the total system energy including the fracture process

zone energetics must be balanced.

The proposed J integral accounts for the fracture process zone and the effects

of plastic deformations, body forces, thermal strains and material inertia. Denoting

the rate of energy change in the fracture process zone by the path domain inde-

pendent integral ,. Kishimoto et al. 19SOj . - ":: ....... . ... 3tatics

as.

= Ire(Vu)T(n) dF, (2.27a)
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= {Wn - (Vu)T(on)} dF

0{, : VE" - pbVu} d2. (2.27b)

where IV' is the elastic strain energy density such that or = OWe/Oee and the strain

permits the decomposition e = c' + c* where e' is the elastic strain and e" is the

inelastic strain, typically thermal. plastic and/or viscoplastic components.

For the elastic case .J reduces to the J integral. The 3 integral measures the

work done on the crack tip by the surrounding material.

The j integral development assumes that the fracture process zone remains

autonomous during infinitesimal crack advance. Autonomous here means that the

fracture process zone does not depend on crack geometry, body shape, loading

condition; it remains constant in dimension and moves with the same speed as the

crack tip. Hence, the relation du/da = 0, where u is the displacement and a is the

crack length, holds on the contour r,.

Beginning from total system energy balance, Aoki et al. [1981b] show that 3

equals the energy release rate associated with the translation of the fracture process

zone. Here again, the restrictive assumptions on the fracture process zone outlined

above apply to the development.

Using finite element calculations, Aoki et al. [1982] demonstrates the path

domain independence of j and claim that 3 addresses incipient fracture in thermal

stress fields. They suggest developing fracture resistance curves based on j for

thermally loaded structures.

2.8 Other Integral Parameters for Thermal Effects

A number of other path and path domain independent integrals address

including thermal strains in the J integral. These integrals consider specific cases

and hence do not include the general effects included in J', 1, and the AT integrals.
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Ainsworth et al. [1978] first explicitly considered thermal strains in the path

domain independent integral JO for elastostatics defined as,

j0= Won_ ( Vu)T(an)} dF + Ja : Veh d1?, (2.28)

where cth is the thermal strain tensor component of the total strain decomposition

E = e, + Eth, and 11" is the strain energy density defined as,

= V de i.e., a, = e  (2.29)

The J integral has the same energy release rate interpretation as J. Simi-

larly. j shares the shortcomings of J such as its foundation in nonlinear elasticity.

Naturally, in the absence of thermal gradient V9 identically equals the J integral.

Numerical examples studied by Ainsworth et al. [19781 demonstrate the path

domain independence of j and its relation to the stress intensity factor. Hence. J

establishes a fracture load consistent with the critical potential energy release rate

criterion.

Bass and Bryson [1983] include body forces in the J integral by redefining

the volume integral. Their path domain independent integral 36 also equals the

energy release rate per unit crack advance.

=6 j~Wen -(Vt)T(an)} dl' + J~o,: Ve'h - ph * Vu} di?. (2.30)

Wilson and Yu [1979] independently develop a path domain independent

integral including thermal strains valid for isotropic, homogeneous linear elastic

material free from body forces and inertia effects. They define their modification

to the J integral as.

J- /f Vn - (VU)T(trn)} dF

( a -2' .V(Otre) - tre VO) di? . (2.31)1 - 2_
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where Vw = lo" : e for the linear elastic material. The J- integral exactly equals

the jO integral suitably restricted as discussed above.

Wilson and Yu [1979] check the path domain independence of J - on numer-

ical examples and generate stress intensity factors. Chen and Chen [1981 confirm

that J' addresses mixed mode fracture problems showing the relations between J1',

J' and the mode I and mode II stress intensity factors.

Interestingly, McCartney [1979] discusses J' in terms of thermodynamics

showing that,

J- = /p - (Vu)T(an)) dIr + f pSVT df2. (2.32)

where iP is the Helmholtz free energy density, S equals the entropy and T, is the

absolute temperature. Nguyen [1981] and Germain et al. [1983] show that.

J - - (2.33)

where o equals the global thermodynamic potential. Hence, as previously discussed,

the path domain independent integral J' carries a well founded physical energy

interpretation.

For a very particular case of steady state temperature field. linear thermoe-

lasticity with homogeneous isotropic material in the absence of body forces and

material inertia, Gurtin [1979] generates a true path independent integral. Stated

as a conservation law for a singularity free solid,

jG = w _ (vu)T~in) _ o 2 (3A + 2;,) 2 92

Jr nn)-a2(A+ y)_n

+ ap(3A + 2 p)(OVu - uVO)n I dr = 0 (2.34)
(A+u)

where WG = pe : e + IA(tre) 2 , A is the Lame parameter and p is the shear

modulus. In the absence of a thermal gradient (VO = 0) the integral jG reduces to

the J integral since WG includes temperature terms in 8.
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The path independence of jG depends on the quantities 0u 1 ,2 and 0,2u1 main-

taining continuity across the crack face. Kim and Orange [1988] suggest changing

the integration path from F to F + Fc to avoid this sever restriction.

2.9 Summary of Integral Fracture Parameters

All of the parameters discussed in this chapter ranging from the simple Grif-

fith fracture resistance to Atluri's AT integrals seek to describe a single critical

condition for crack advance. Table 2.1 summarizes the integral fracture parameters

following the criteria discussed by Kim and Orange [1988]. The Table identifies the

various conditions included in each parameter and highlights the physical meaning

associated with each integral.

Many of the integrals afford the desirable interpretation of a potential energy

release rate. These parameters. in principal, can be determined experimentally via

a load vs displacement record of a fracture toughness test. For all the integrals

listed on Table 2.1 finite element results supply the field information necessary to

evaluate the path and path domain independent integrals.

For evaluations of critical structures and components. a true fracture pa-

rameter must correlate various types of crack propagation behavior. Crack advance

must depend on the critical parameter value regardless of crack size and component

geometry. An integral with a sound physical meaning, such as the energy release

rate, that characterizes the crack tip severity appears most likely to satisfy these

conditions. The S integral developed in Chapter 3 provides such a parameter.

All of the integrals discussed in this chapter characterize linear elastic frac-

ture. Most also successfully address monotonic loading into the inelastic regime with

negligible nonproportionality. However, for the incremental inelastic case including

load cycling and accumulating inelastic strain, only the P, j and the AT integral
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family maintain their theoretical foundations. Unfortunately these integrals, except

,, lose their physical meaning for this situation.

The j integral appears to satisfy all requirements for a valid, useful ther-

moinelastic fracture parameter. However, since it does not relate to a change in

some potential, it can not readily be evaluated experimentally. Since S emanates

from the total Lagrangian. it equals the change in total energy per unit crack ad-

vance and characterizes the force acting on the crack tip.

The literature does not contain a single fracture integral parameter that

maintains a sound physical interpretation while addressing the general case of ther-

moinelasticity. The S path domain independent integral developed and investigated

in the subsequent chapters supplies a parameter that addresses the general ther-

moinelastic case. The S integral includes all the conditions listed on Table 2.1 and

has the physical meaning of the change in total energy per unit crack advance.

.... S



3
Path Domain Independent Integral
Formulation for Thermoinelasticity

The path domain independent S integral provides an energy based 1racture

parameter for thermoinelasticity. The parameter characterizes fracture under gen-

eral thermoinelastic material response. The S integral equals the crack driving

force at incipient fracture. Derived from the Noether quantity associated with the

translation symmetry group for the discrete (algorithmic) Lagrangian density, the

S integral carries the physical interpretation of an energy release rate. As such. the

parameter also represents a conservation law for thermoinelastic fields.

The first section describes general conservation laws beginning with an illus-

trative case. Rigorous development of material conservation laws in classical field

theory stems from applying Noether's theorem to the total Lagrangian (or Hamil-

tonian) defining the system. A brief discussion including a few relevant references

and a simple example of Noether's theorem provides sufficient background for de-

velopinz the conservation law most interesting in fracture mechanics. Eshelby's law

[1956] calculates the force on an elastic singularity from the Noether quantity asso-

ciated with the symmetry group of coordinate translations. This discussion and a

siraple elastic example establish the foundation for the S integral.
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The subsequent development formulates the path domain independent inte-

gral S for the infinitesimal strain, quasi static case. The development follows the

work of Simo and Honein [1990] and utilizes the time discretized field quantities ideal

for later computational efforts. Both the uncoupled and coupled strain-temperature

cases are presented. The uncoupled case assumes that a temperature field induces

a strain field but the strain field does not influence the temperature. The absolute

static case meets this assumption. Naturally, the coupled case includes the full

strain-temperature interaction.

After formulating the S integral for linear thermoinelasticity, a proof demon-

strates the integral's path independence. The physical interpretation of S as a total

energy release per unit crack advance also follows directly from the formulation. A

second proof succinctly provides the justification for this attractive attribute.

Finally, with suitable restrictions S degrades to the J integral for isothermal

inelasticity, the J integral for elasticity and the Je and the V' integrals for uncoupled

thermoelasticity.

3.1 Integral Conservation Law Formulation

Innumerable integral conservation laws exist within mechanics. Specifically

for fracture mechanics many integral conservation laws relate the energy change per

unit crack advance to a material dependent critical value for fracture. The previous

chapter discusses some of these integral laws.

A quick digression removes much of the notational complexity masking the

basic nature of integral conservation laws. Simply integrating any pointwise equality

over any regular region produces an integral conservation law. Moreover. if the

relation involves the divergence of a quantity then employing Green's theorem yields

a path domain integral law.
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Beginning with pointwise conservation of linear momentum for statics and

integrating over some volume 1? produces a trivial path domain independent integral

conservation law relating the tractions around any closed surface and the total body

force within the surface,

diva + pb = 0, (3.1a)

J(diver + pb)d2 = 0, (3.1b)

on dr +ipbd =o 0,(3.1c)

where o, is the (Cauchy) stress tensor, p is the material's mass density, b is the body

force per unit mass and n is the outward unit normal to the curve 0a.

Many of the fracture mechanics path and path domain independent integrals

discussed in Chapter 2 as well as the S integral developed herein emanate from the

Eshelby law associated with the energy momentum tensor. This formulation directly

shows the integral to be the force on all singularities within the integration region.

For further clarity, the subsequent discussion develops the energy momentum

tensor basis of the J integral. This development closely follows the efforts of Eshelby

[1951,1956,1975] and Knowles and Sternberg [1972].

Within classical field theory Noether's two theorems (Noether [1918, 1971],

Gelfand and Fomin [1963], Goldstein [19801 and Rosen (1974] present discussions of

these important theorems) relate one parameter symmetry groups and associated

conservation laws to variational problems. A simplified version of Noether's general

theorem states that if the scalar valued function describing the fields remains in-

variant under some infinitesimal superimposed variable transformation then there

exists a conservation law associated with the symmetry group.

For mechanics, this simplified version of Noether's theorem states that if the

system's Lagrangian (or Hamiltonian) functional remains invariant with respect to
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a one parameter transformation. i.e., the functional does not explicitly depend on

a specific variable, then an associated conservation law exists.

In elasticity, Gunther [1962], Knowles and Sternberg [1972], and Fletcher

[1976] among others employ versions of Noether's theorem to obtain conservation

laws. Olver [1984ab] presents the complete set of conservation laws for three di-

mensional linear, homogeneous, isotropic elastostatics in the absence of body forces.

Naturally, one of these laws is the Eshelby law establishing the divergence free na-

ture of the energy momentum tensor and hence the J integral.

The Eshelby law for an elastic region containing a singularity (the interesting

case for fracture mechanics) produces the force on the singularity. This force also

equals the decrease in potential energy per unit motion of the singularity.

The Noether quantity associated with the infinitesimal translation symme-

try group generated by o/Ot is the energy momentum tensor. For homogeneous,

isotropic elastostatics this simply means that the Lagrangian does not explicitly

depend on the coordinate position, x.

In the absence of body forces. the Lagrangian density for infinitesimal strain,

homogeneous, isotropic elastostatics is identically the stored energy function.

H = n WdY2 - Je n i u d1', (3.2a)

L =JinWd2 I(3.2b)

L =W(u, Vu) , (3.2c)

where 17 gives the total potential energy, L defines the total Lagrangian, L is the

Lagrangian density, TV is the stored energy function, t = rn is the traction vector

and 9arf2 is the prescribed traction boundary.

The Noether theorem for the translation symmetry group a* --* z + b with
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IjbflIIzj < 1 yields the energy momentum tensor, E, defined as,

Z L1 - (vU)TOv. (3.3)

The divergence free nature of the energy momentum tensor, divE = 0,

constitutes Eshelby's conservation law for a region without singularities;

0 = ndiv df = fa D ndr. (3.4)

For a region including a singularity, such as a crack tip, the Eshelby law

yields the force on the singularity, identically the J integral,

J= f Endr= f {Wn-(Vu) T ( -L)n }dr. (3.5)

Jn an (d3

since OL/cVu equals the stress tensor, cr.

For the case in which the Noether quantity is not divergence free, such as for

inhomogeneous material or in the presence of thermal strains, then the conservation

law becomes a path domain independent integral as described in equation (3.1).

The procedure outlined in this section provides the framework for developing

the S integral. Beginning from a valid Lagrangian density, invoking Noether's

theorem for the translation symmetry group produces a conserved quantity akin

to the energy momentum tensor for elasticity. Applying Green's theorem to the

integral conservation law associated with the divergence of the Noether quantity

yields the S integral. Thus, S is identically the total force on the singularities

within the integration region per unit translation of these singularities. Section 3.5

proves this claim for a traction free cavity following the work of Budiansky and Rice

[1973] for the J integral.
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3.2 S Integral for Uncoupled Thermoinelasticity

For slow loading rates in most metals the uncoupled thermoinelasticity as-

sumption yields acceptable results. The uncoupled case assumes that a slowly

varying strain field does not induce a temperature change. The slow loading rate

assumption forms the foundation for stress intensity factor and J integral analyses.

The fracture resistance experiments detailed in Chapter 4 examine slow displace-

ment controlled crack extension and hence permit the uncoupled assumption.

This uncoupled case treats the temperature field equations as ancillary to the

mechanics problem. The temperature throughout the body is assumed to be known

and given at all times. Thus, the Lagrangian density does not need to produce the

differential equations governing the temperature field. Although temperature is a

parameter in the Lagrangian, it is not an independent variable. In this regard the

temperature treatment parallels that of the material properties, the body force or

traction boundary conditions.

This S integral development considers quasi static conditions and infinites-

imal small strains. Neglecting inertia effects typically has less than a ten percent

influence on the total energy release rate (Kanninen and Popelar [1985]). Address-

ing the infinitesimal strain case minimizes the notational difficulties in the devel-

opment without loss of the concept. Furthermore, and perhaps most convincing,

these assumptions generate the case of interest for most structures and components

in potential fracture situations. The S integral development draws heavily on the

work of Simo and Honein [1990] on discrete Lagrangian formulation and discrete

conservation laws for inelasticity.

For convenience, this development assumes the typical isotropic relation that

temperature change only produces volumetric strain;

E th = ckl (3.6)
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where eth is the thermal strain tensor, a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, 8 is

the temperature difference from some reference temperature and 1 is the rank two

identity tensor.

The total strain tensor permits the decomposition;
1

----5vu + VuT} - e + Eth + Ep for plasticity (3.7a)

S=5 {Vu + VuT} = e + 6 th + ev for viscoplasticity (3.7b)

where u is the displacement vector, e is the elastic strain tensor, c P is the plastic

strain tensor and e'P is the viscoplastic strain tensor.

A stored energy function IV(e'e) governs the stress response. Irreversible

plastic flow depends on the total strain history, e, and two internal variables, the

plastic strain, EP, or the viscoplastic strain, e"P, and hardening parameters q. Table

3.1 summarizes the governing equations for classical infinitesimal rate independent

plasticity and penalty regularized viscoplasticity. Simo and Hughes [1989], Simo et

al. [1989], Strang [1986], Luenberger [1984], Perzyna (1971] and Hill [1960] among

others provide the full background for this inelasticity development.

Table 3.1

Equations Governing Plasticity and Viscoplasticity

Plasticity Viscoplasticity

Stress Strain Relation a ---- ff = ---
Associative Flow Rule p 2" a. (a,q)0 <(ff.q)> .L

Hardening Law - -D af (') _z< ,>Daq

Yield Condition f(o', q) 5 0

Loading/Unloading Cond y > 0. f -- 0, i/. = 0
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In Table 3.1 -y is the inelastic consistency parameter, D is the hardening

moduli coefficient tensor, f is the yield function, Y7 is the fluidity parameter and a

superposed dot, as in , denotes time differentiation.

The Lagrangian density must produce the relations in Table 3.1 in addition

to the equilibrium equations and natural boundary conditions,

div ir+pb=0 in f2, (3.8a)

o'n = f on aoY2, (3.8b)

where t is the prescribed traction boundary conditions.

The total free energy 17 at any current time t can be defined in terms of the

Helmholtz free energy P as,

l't(u, eP, q) fP(e - Cth _ EP, q) d l

- 1Jb -udY2 j - af 7 -udr (3.9)

where two quadratic functions define the Helmholtz free energy,

C(.EP,q) = W(e - eth - eP) + 1q : D - 1 : q. (3.10)

The total free energy for the viscoplastic case is identical to equation (3.10)

with evp replacing eP in the Helmholtz free energy.

The total free energy change in the time interval [t., t,+I] involves not only

the change in the Helmholtz free energy and the potential energy of the loadings

but also the energy dissipation associated with irreversible inelastic work. For a

purely mechanical process, the second law of thermodynamics requires nonnegative

entropy production so. (Simo and Hughes [1989] and Simo and Honein [1990])

V- , + a, : > 0 (3.11)
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where V is the entropy production per unit volume which identically equals the

instantaneous energy dissipation.

Differentiating the Helmholtz free energy expression in (3.10) and invoking

Coleman's method (Coleman and Noll [19631) to obtain g = Ma/8e leaves the

familiar expression for inelastic dissipation,

V =a, :P - 4 : D - 1 : q - yf > 0 for plasticity, (3.12a)

V =o,: i - D-1 : q - 7+(f) > 0 for viscoplasticity, (3.12b)

where the term ;jf = 0 for plasticity has no effect on the dissipation whereas the

term Ly+(f) for viscoplasticity includes the viscous dissipation. Here "Y+(f) is a

penalty function defined as;

+(X) = 0, for x >0, (3.13a)

and - (z) =<z>, (3.13b)
dx

where < x > is the McCauly bracket function of the argument x.

With these dissipation definitions a Lagrangian function associated with en-

ergy dissipation in the body up to the current time can be defined following the

work of Simo and Honein [1990] and Simo et al. [1989] as;

L,= JV d2 dr . (3.14)

At this point the Lagrangians defining the total free energy and the energy

dissipation combine to yield a single Lagrangian function expressing the total free

energy in the body at any time. This total Lagrangian density is what will yield a

material conservation law by using Noether's theorem.

Discretizing the dissipation Lagrangian for the time interval t E [tn,t+]

produces.

+ L + 1 d12 dr (3.15)
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Evaluating this time integral by the backwards Euler scheme yields the dis-

crete expression for the plastic dissipation Lagrangian in terms of variable values at

the beginning (n) and end (n + 1) of the time interval,

Ln+1 =L +f {(Ef.+1 - Cn): t.+l - -. +ifn+i

-(q,+l - q,n) : D - 1 : q,+i}df2. (3.16)

where 'fn+i - fAt. For viscoplasticity the strain e ' replaces EP and the term

7rt+l(fn+l) replaces -r,+lfn+l.

As discussed in Simo et al. [1989] and Simo and Honein [1990] a functional

describing the total available free energy at time t,, in terms of state variables at

time tn+l produces the discrete expression,
d 

d
fnl (x.+,) =17n+I (Xn+i) + -L.+l (X.+ - Ln)

Ln(X. i) di? + n. (X,+i)dr. (3.17)

where Xt is the set of state variables at time t, i.e., Xn+I = {Un 1 E Pn+i. n+l 9 7n+}

for plasticity. For viscoplasticity, the strain e'P replace EP. The values X,, for

r E [0, tn), up to time tn are assumed given and fixed. Also, this uncoupled case

assumes that Ot is given and fixed for all time since the temperature development

is ancillary to the mechanics problem.

The discrete Lagrangian densities for plasticity are defined as;

Ln(X.+I ) W(fn+l - th I -1 D_1
= W+I+ - E5. - :q+) + 1 : - + u,+,

- ^+ +(+ ,qnl) + (LE+1 - CP): O.+I

- (qn+l - qn) : D-1 : qn+l (3.18a)

LBC(Xn+]) - - U..I 1.(3.18b)

For viscoplasticity, the strain e ' replace eP and the term -A- Y+(fn l) replaces

'Yn+l fn+l.
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These discrete Lagrangian densities associated with the total available energy

functional must yield the correct equilibrium conditions and inelasticity evolution

expressions as Euler Lagrange equations. Employing standard calculus of variations

methods (Gelfand and Fomin [1963]), the stationary conditions of the functional

(3.17) result in the following weak forms,

6fl(x.+ ; u) = fV(6 t: a+L -pb+,+ • .u } drf

fi D +l -budr = O, (3.19a)

1pf 1w 19 8o.Thn49E+l

af.+l aO.n+1
-n+l On+i "En+l :P dD -- 0, (3.19b)

bfl(Xn+i; 6q) = D - ' :(q.+l- q) +-+l - f+i "q dQ= 0 ,(3.19c)
117 aqn+i

bIt(Xn+i: 5-Y) = J12 f+ 16yd = 0. (3.19d)

Recalling that from Coleman's method o" = M/8e = OWl/Oc, and using

integration by parts on equation (3.19a) to obtain 6u from V(6u) yields the discrete

version of the Euler Lagrange equations within the domain 17,

divoa.+ + pbn+i = 0, (3.20a)

n+I = ++ n+ 1 (3.20b)

q I ".+1 fn+

fn+i n - (3.20c)

f,+i _ 0. 0 0. f.+Yn+ = 0, (3.20d)

and the natural boundary condition on the traction surface 84 f2;

+f = t,.+.I.1 (3.20e)
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The valid Lagrangian density equation (3.18) now serves as the basis func-

tional for Noether's theorem. Invoking Noether's theorem for the infinitesimal trans-

lation symmetry group produces the following quantity that reduces to the energy

momentum tensor for elasticity;

Z(x.+ ) = L(x,+I )1 - (Vx,+,)T )(VX,+). (3.21)

For the uncoupled thermoinelastic case 8L/8(Vx.+) = OL/O(Vu.+i) = ff,+i .

Thus, for uncoupled thermoplasticity the Noether quantity associated with

the translation symmetry group is of interest for fracture mechanics is defined by,

E P+ h P 1
= ( .+ - - e+1) - pbn+1 • u,+1 + qn+i : D - 1 : (qn - qn+i)

+ (e+ - e,/) -- (Vu+ )To'+i. (3.22)

For viscoplasticity the strain e' replaces EP and the term -'y+(fn+i) replaces

Yn"+lf.+,. This Noether quantity is akin to the energy momentum tensor for elas-

ticity. This expression, Z,,+,, is the simple extension of the Noether quantity

developed by Simo and Honein [1990] to include uncoupled thermal strains.

As demonstrated in Section 3.1. a material conservation follows from this

Noether quantity. Taking the divergence of the Noether quantity ZV+ for plasticity

and simplifying by using the Euler Lagrange equations (3.20 a-e) produces the

following expression.

divPn+1 = - f 1+ : l(aVB.+ 1 ) - pVbn+, - u,++ + qn+l : D - 1 : (Vqn)

1
- ff~ (VEP) f +1( E - (Vp)bn.l -.+

+q.+ 1 :(VD-'): (q.-qn+i)-,+i :-1O,,+i(Va)} (3.23)

where the last four terms in brackets emanate from material inhomogeneity. For

viscoplasticity the strain c'P replaces eP.
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An integral conservation law develops from using Green's theorem on one

term of fn divX dS2- fn divE d4 = 0 but not the other. In this manner the integral

conservation law S = 0 is formed for a region free of singularities. For completeness

the full definition of the S integral for uncoupled thermoinelastic material response

follows,

for uncoupled thermo-plasticity,

s +I IJ n\( W C~ - Et+" - +) - pb.+l • u +, + q+l : D - 1 : (qn - iq+)
+ (CP+ -p) : T-,+l 1 (Vu.+I )To,,L n(wE+ - np~ + n+i q -

+/J {o"+i :(aV,.+i) + pVb,+,.u,+i - qn+ :D-1 : (Vq,)

" + (VCen) - 'E'n+i (V .- ):ern+, -.+ (Vp)b.+, u+

"+qn~l :(VD1): (q,, - ;5qn+j) fn+j : 10n+1 (Va))}}df (3.24a)

for uncoupled thernmo-viscoplasticity,

S f {W _ n Il h I vp ,1
sn+ j (\ - n+- -En pbn+i •U+ + qn+l : D - 1 : (qn - qn+i)

+(C' 1 - EtP) : ff +I zt l

n+ n 17 -- y (fn+l)}1 - (VU t '~i)nd

+ fJ {O n+ i 1(aVO+ 1 ) + pVbn+ "Un+- qn+l D-1 : (Vq,)

" '+1 (V~p )-5~ : (V aff n+' e) - (Vp)bnl* n1

"qn+ (VD-'): (q df2. (3.24b)
2(-l 1
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3.3 S Integral for Coupled Thermoinelasticity

General fracture situations require the fully coupled thermoinelastic case.

A changing strain field induces a temperature change in all materials. For rapid

fracture in metals this temperature increase at the crack tip can be significant, see

Atluri et al. [1986]. Kuang and Atluri [1985), and Sih and Tzou [1986]. Also, some

of the advanced nonmetallic materials such as graphite epoxy composites appear to

have coupled temperature strain behavior.

The coupled treatment includes the relations describing the temperature and

heat flux as governing Euler Lagrange equations. These equations emanate from

the balance of linear momentum and the thermodynamic balance of energy for

the system. They involve the time derivative of the strain, internal variables and

temperature fields. The uncoupled case allows the temperature to be determined

a priori. So, for the uncoupled case the associated Lagrangian does not have tem-

perature and heat equations as Euler Lagrange equations.

Following the work on coupled thermoelasticity by Carlson [1972), the equa-

tions governing coupled thermoplasticity, without an internal heat source, linearized

for the small strain and small temperature change d from some reference tempera-

ture Tr are.

div + pb = 0 in Q?. (3.25a)

T,. :(i-i P ) +  , : iP + q :qD - 1 : +m:q+divh= 0 in 2, (3.25b)

6+ T, = T on &TS?, (3.25c)

h=h on Oh .n .  3.25d)

on = i on ao, Q (3.25e)

u = ft on 0..?, (3.25f)
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where T is the present temperature, Tr is the reference temperature, 0 is the

temperature change, T + 0 = Tr, r is the heat source, h is the heat flux, T,

h and fi are the prescribed boundary temperature, displacement and heat flux

respectively. A superimposed dot, as in iP, denotes time differentiation. 3 is the

material property tensor coupling strain and temperature, c, is the specific heat

at constant strain and m is the material property tensor relating temperature,

entropy and the hardening variables. Specifically, m is related to the reference

temperature and the Helmholtz free energy by m = -T8 2 T/(r Tq). Nowacki

[1969] and Carlson [1972] present concise linear thermoelastic developments that

define c, and j in terms of the Helmholtz free energy as c, = -TO 2 IP/(OTOT) and

'0 = _a2 /(OT0e). For linearized thermo-viscoplasticity e"P replaces EP.

Equations (3.25 a-f) together with the internal variable evolution expressions

from Table 3.1 form the full set of field equations for the linearized version of

coupled thermoinelasticity. Equation (3.25 b) is the linearized balance of energy

for a thermoinelastic material where the local entropy production (Classius-Plank

inequality) is nonzero. For a thermoelastic material, without an internal heat source,

vhere the local entropy production is zero. this balance of energy expression reduces

to TO : i + c,0 + divh = 0, see e.g., Nowacki [1969] or Carlson [1972].

This development considers a region without an explicit heat source, see

equation (3.25b). The thermal coupling with the strain rate provides an implicit

mechanism for heat generation within the region. This assumption reduces the

complexity of the subsequent development and applies to most fracture situations.

As in the uncoupled case. this development assumes the typical isotropic

relation that temperature change only produces volumetric strains, equation (3.6),

and the strain decomposition, equation (3.7a,b).

Following the work of Biot [1956,1959] (see e.g., Fung [1965] page 404 ff. for
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a review) a variable transformation simplifies the problem. Introducing the vector

quantity H permits the development of a valid Lagrangian density. The vector H.

proportional to the entropy flow or entropy displacement, is defined as,

-divH=Tr:(e- eP)+cfl-r: cP+q:D - 1 :q+ m:q, (3.26a)

such that H h = - xVO, (3.26b)

divift = divh , (3.26c)

where K is the thermal conductivity tensor assuming the Fourier law for heat con-

duction. For the viscoplastic case the viscoplastic strain tensor c'tp replaces the

plastic strain tensor eP.

Three quantities combine to form the total available energy functional; the

thermoinelastic potential, the loading energy term and the dissipation.

The thermoinelastic potential, 4i", for a system at the reference state equals

the total Helmholtz free energy. Imposing a temperature change dO from some

reference temperature T1 = T,. + 0 requires the addition of heat c, dO and changes

the thermoinelastic potential by pth where,

P~h =J c'O dOd2 , (3.27)

which for the small temperature change assumption, 0 < T,, reduces to

Ph c02 d. (3.28)2l in T, "

This change P," represents the heat that may be transformed into useful

work. This term equals the total of the heat c, dO multiplied by the Carnot efficiency

O/(Tr + 9) integrated over the temperature change from 0 to 0 (see Fung [1965] page

406 for a full discussion).
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The total thermoinelastic potential is the sum of the total Helmholtz free

energy at the reference temperature and the term PC", the change in potential due

to a temperature change holding all other state variables constant. Thus

th1 c,
pth = 1,Po + 2T 9O2 } d R . (3.29)

Assuming that equation (3.10) describes the Helmholtz free energy, denoting

V = Wl,=0 , invoking the small temperature change assumption and expressing the

result in terms of H yields,

Pth =f(V( - eP) + 1 q:D-1 :q (3.30)
/22

+ -- c[Tr3: (- eP) + divH - u: eP + q: q + m: q]2 dQ,

for plasticity and for viscoplasticity e'P replaces eP .

The loading potential is simply.

pL (,b • u), d.(' -  u-.H n)d. (3.31)

The dissipation functional develops from the rate of entropy production.

Including the Helmholtz free energy and the specific entropy. S. the expression for

the Classius-Duhem inequality (entropy production) can be rewritten to produce

the dissipation inequality, see, for example, Sarti and Medri [1985],

=(+ St') + tT : i - lh.- (VT,) >! 0 .(3.32)

Differentiating the Helmholtz free energy and invoking Coleman's method

to obtain a = = aV/cie - 3 0 where 0 = !-[T 7 / : (e - e') + divH - a:

± q : D' q + m : qj and S = OsP/OT yieids the dissipation 1.i 61una ',o

linearized coupled thermoplasticity,

V - D-' :q + -- /TO7- > 0, ( 3 .33a)2T,
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or for linearized coupled thermo-viscoplasticity,

D= :iVP - q:D- 1 :q - 1+(f)+ -HTKIH >0. (3.33b)
2Tr

As in the uncoupled case the total dissipation up to the current time ex-

pressed as a Lagrangian functional is,

LD= J ) df drd . (3.34)

Discretizing the dissipation Lagrangian for the time interval t E [t,,tn+l]

and evaluating the resulting integral via the backwards Euler scheme produces the

discrete dissipation Lagrangian functional,

for plasticity

Ld+ = L I+n (C P +1 - CP )0 .+1 - -t".+l fn+

- (q.+ - q() : D -  : q+l

+ 2T1-(H.+r _ Hn)r-I(Hn+_ H.) dW. (3.35a)

for viscoplasticity

d+ = L d + (E.+ - IE) O.+I - At

n n 1 1+n7n~- (q.+ - q-) : D - : q.+,

+ 2T-1It(H.+, - Hn)TC-I(Hn+i - H.) df. (3.35b)

Expressing the total available energy at time t,, in terms of the state variables

at time t.+ 1 produces the discrete expression given by equation (3.17), see Simo et

al. [1989] and Simo and Honein 1990]. For the linearized coupled thermoplasticity

case the discrete Lagrangian density is,

L.(xn+i) =V(Cn+l - fpn+ 1 ) + lq+1 : D - 1 : qn+l - Un+I
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1
+ [T.O: (C.+1 - CP+ 1 ) + divH.+ - oo.+, :,EP

+ q,+ : D - 1 : q,,+ + m : q,+l] 2

'Y,+if,+ 1 + (4+1 - ep) : f0.+l - (q,+l - q.) : D - 1 q,+i

1 2 t(H,,+ - -Hn), ( 3 .36a)

and

Bc 1-Lc(X,,+i) = -t,,+ •U,,+i + flO,+1•n. (3.36b)
In this case, Xn+1 = (.+i, H.+I, 1P }).

,ntin+1 qas+l, ',+l For the coupled thermo-

viscoplasticity case the strain e'P replaces eP and the term (At/r)-++1 replaces

^(n+lfn+l.

These discrete Lagrangian densities yield the correct equilibrium conditions

and evolution expressions as Euler Lagrange equations. The stationary conditions

for the functional (3.17) result in the following weak forms for the linearized coupled

thermoplasticity case where the variable substitution 8,,+, = iL[T/3 : (, -

n+ 1) +divH,+ -00,,+l : .,,++ : q,,+l +m : qn+l] has been employed

for notational convenience,

617(X.+,; u) = f12 (afV - Onti3) V(bu)- pbn+l .6U} df2

in, • udr =O, (3.37a)

bff(xn+i; H) = -On+l div(6H) + - H.)T#C16H} d12

+ -69H--ndr 0, (3.37b)

11l'x.+]: 6E' =J {o.n+1 (1eV+39+ 1 + (E+ 1 - EP) 41(

- 0+E.0+: } -1f bdf2 = 0, (3 .37c)

6 7(Xn+l; q)= D-': -q.)
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+ 'Yn+18qfn+i "6q d2 =0 (3.37d)

6) (Xn+ - 6Y)Jfnl-y df = 0. (3.37e)

where, for example, acV denotes OV/ in the compact notation.

Recalling that from Coleman's method, a, = Ml/0 = aeV -)30, relying on

the small temperature change assumption such that (1 + 81T-) ; 1 and invoking

integration by parts on equations (3.37 a,b) produces the following Euler Lagrange

equations within the region f2,

divo.+ 1 + pb.+i = 0, (3.38a)

+ !(Hn+- H.) = 0, (3.38b)

P = f f.+,
+ 1 E P+ 7Yn+1 8a.+ (3.38c)

qn+f = - yn+,D- 8h+1 (3.38d)q.+l= q - .+1-l qn+l

fn+l -- 0, -n+I 2! 0, fn+i7n+l = 0 (3.38e)

and the natural boundary condition on the s-irface, 812,

o.n+In= tn+, on o.4? (3.38f)

1n+ = 0, on OTJ7 (3.38g)

for 6u =0 on Of2 and OH =0 on Ohf2.

Similarly, for the thermo-viscoplastic case the weak forms produce Euler

Lagrange equations identical to (3.38 a,b,fg) with equation (3.38 c.e) replaced by,

n P At 9fn+l
en+V - en + L < fn+l > , (3.38c)

7 aofn+lI

-A < f.+l > D- , (3.38d)qn~l =qn r/ q.+,
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Multiplying equation (3.38b) by Tro and taking the divergence produces,

div(KV +1 ) - -[Tr3 : (('E+i - En) - (E.+j - E P) + c,(O.+l - On)

- .+-+, :(CP.+I - EP) + q.+, : D - ' : (q.+i - q.)

+ m : (qn+l - qn)] = 0, (3.39)

which is the discrete form of the energy balance equation (3.25 b). Thus. the discrete

Lagrangian (3.37) is valid for thermoinelasticity.

As presented in Section 3.1. the Noether quantity associated with the in-

finitesimal translation symmetry group for a particular Lagrangian density func-

tional is,
v T 8L

E(X) = L(X)l - (VX) 8(Vx) (3.40)

For linear coupled thermoplasticity with Xn+I {Un+I, H.+i, P  qnl -yt+II

and using the variable transformation 0 n+1 = ':--T$: (Cf+1 - E + + divH.+l -

'n+1 : Cn+ + qn+l : D- 1 : qn+l + m : qn+l] for notational convenience,

L =-Ifn, TOU+l, O, O,} T, (3.41)a(vx.+,) TI .l,-

and for the thermo-viscoplasticity case E' replaces eP..

Thus, the Noether quantity for thermoplasticity is,

1V
+I = [V~ - C+,) - Pbn+ I Un+, + (qn - -qn+) D-: qn+i2T,

+ #--E[0+12 + (€.+i - €"): o,.+, - +/+

+ -H- )] ' (3.42)

-- 4(Vun+ I ) O'n o,, + (VHn+I ) r[n+l•.

Naturally, for viscoplasticity the strain e"P replaces the plastic strain eP and the

term (At/7)-4++1(fn+i) replaces the term -r +Ifn+,.
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As discussed in Section 3.1, a material conservation law follows from this

Noether quantity. Taking the divergence of + for plasticity and simplifying

using Euler Lagrange equations (3.39 a-g) produces the following divergence for a

material with homogeneous properties.

divP+i = - a,.+, : VEP - pVbn+l • un+I + Vqn :D - 1 : qn+
+- (VH.+, - )-

- (VH+, )T [T-3 : (Ve.+, -Ve.+I)+ V(divH,+,)

-offn+l : Vn. + qn+l :D : Vqn+1 + m : Vq+ 1 ] (3.43)

For an inhomogeneous material terms involving the material property gradients

must also be included. Naturally, for viscoplasticity c'P replaces eP.

As in the uncoupled case. using Green's theorem produces the path domain

integral conservation law S=O. For a homogeneous coupled thermoplastic material.

- E+If - pb.+ 1 "u.+, + (q- " q+l) D q.+
S++ = " +1 - Cn~ - fn+: On

2

-I- t(H.+l - H.)T K-I(Hn+l - Hn) I

-(VUn+l )Tf4n+1 + (VHn+)T 1[0n]) ndF

+ J(PVb.+l -u.+, - Vqn • D-lq+l + drn+I VCPn
1

-- (VH+ - VH.)TlC-I(Hn+l - H) (3.44)

+ (VH+,1~1 )T-- [Tr : (VEn+l - VP+1 ) + V(divH,,+)

- n+l" Ven+l + qn+l : : Vqn+l + m : Vqn+l]) dfl.

For a coupled thermo-viscoplastic homogeneous material el' replaces cP and the

term f8n-(At/ )++ 1 (f,+,) n dF is included in this expression for S,+I
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3.4 Path Domain Independence of S

The S fracture parameter developed in the previous sections emanates from

a material conservation law. Thus. S is a path domain independent integral. The

following brief argument demonstrates the attractive path domain independence of

the fracture parameter S.

The path domain independence demonstration hinges on the geometrical

construction sketched for two dimensions on Figure 3.1. The argument holds for

three dimensions as well. The region f12 has the region f22 as a subset. 122 C f2k.

A singularity in the form of a crack tip exists in region f22 and therefore also in

region f2g. Region f3 is the region within f2 excluding Y22, i.e., f23 = f2i - f22.

Region f23 is the broken "doughnut" area shown on Figure 3.1, region ABCDEFA.

Although region f23 encloses the space containing the crack tip, region f23 does not

contain the singularity.

For convenience, the S integral as defined in equations (3.24) and (3.44) is

written in shorthand notation as,

SM =L EndI +J f df2 (3.45)

where S17. is the S integral associated with region 12, and not the component of

S in the direction 12,. Also, Z is the Noether quantity given by (3.22) or (3.42)

and f is the negative of the divergence of the Noether quantity, f = -div Z, given

by equation (3.23) or (3.43).

With this shorthand notation, and the regions depicted on Figure 3.1 the

path domain independence of S follows directly. Since the region 123 does not

contain the singularity, the conser'ation law states that S 3 = 0. For regions f2l

and 122 containing the singularity the S integral does not equal zero. Hence.
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E B

aQ = ABCDOFA C13JU

Figure 3.1 Arbitrary region fl, containing another region f 22
that contains a singularity (crack tip).

0O-4Sf= JEndr+Jf dfl

I kndr+ En d + /zr+ n dr +f Zndr+/Izn dr

A B C D 0 F

+ J fdf2+ J f df2. (3.46a)
ABCDEFA FEDOF

O# Sn, JEndrI fdfl

80)2 1

E EDr +/n Fzd

I J nd Id+Endr+I nd

F E D 0

+ J fd2, (3.46b)
FEDOF
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0=S73= I Endr+ f df
O80s 03

B C D E F A

f= E B I f En dr+ fJEn di+ f Zndri+ f Zndr+f nd

A B C D E F

+ f di2. (3.46c)

ABCDEFA

Noting the sense of the integration paths, it follows that;

Sa, - Sn, = Sn, = 0. (3.47)

So. the path domain integral Snt must equal the path domain integral Sn, for

this arbitrary construction. This argument proves the path domain independence

property of the S integral.

3.5 S as an Energy Release Rate

The S path domain independent integral carries an energy release rate inter-

pretation in the same manner as the J integral. Inspired by the work of Budiansky

and Rice (19731 and following the arguments of Simo and Honein [1990] the S in-

tegral equals the change in total energy available due to a unit crack extension.

This intuitively follows from the development of S as a force on the crack tip. The

development below substantiates this intuition.

This development addresses an arbitrary region, RA containing a traction

free cavity C. modeling the crack, as depicted in Figure 3.2. The boundary con-

ditions on 49?A remain fixed in the time interval t E [t,, t,+J]. As presented in

equation (3.9). /,,(X,,) and r1,,.j(X, l ) define the total enerzy available at times

t, and t,,+1 respectively. Furthermore, D(X,, X,+,) defines the total energy dissi-

pation. apart from the fracture energy, due to entropy production during the time

interval t E [t, t,+].
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Figure 3.2 Arbitrary region containing a traction free cavity.

The homogeneous translation of the cavity C by an amount,

z E C'- z + vy, v > 0, (3.48)

during the time interval t E [t,,tn+l] mathematically extends the crack in the

direction y. The state variables X, remain unchanged as they are initial conditions

at the beginning of the time interval. The fracture process adds an additional term

to the energy balance,

Jln(X,) = l7n+l(X+.+(Z + vy)) + D(Xn, Xn+i(Z + vy))

+ F(Xn, Xn+i z + VY)) (3.49)

where F(Xn, Xn+i) is the fracture energy released due to the crack extension. Re-

calling equation (3.17), ft, defines the total energy available at time tn in terms of

the state variables at time t,+,, the fracture energy can be expressed as;

F(X.,Xn+l( + vV)) = -(,(Xn,X,+ (Z + vY)) - ln(X,)). (3.50)
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Invoking the notion of the directional derivative of the fracture energy func-

tional F in the direction y leads to the total energy release rate;

6F - d ln(XnXn+I(Z + V)) (3.51)

Simo and Honein [1990] summarize this procedure stating that the directional
F.

derivative. < y7, y >. with respect to variations in z, of the total energy available

at time t, expressed in terms of the state variables X,,+, at time t,,+1 equals the

total energy released due to a homogeneous translation of a defect.

The explicit calculation of equation (3.51) involves the Lagrangian density

L associated with fI. as defined in equations (3.18) and (3.37) and the transport

theorem from continuum mechanics, see Gurtin [1982] for an insightful presentation.

Following Budiansky and Rice [1973] and Simo and Honein [1990] this calculation

considers only dead loading. Taking the directional derivative of the Lagrangian

density in the direction of y produces the following expressions for the uncoupled

and coupled cases where the variable substitution 0'+1 = -- [T 3 : (.,E+, - ,C+") +

divH,+i - ffn+l : E +j + qn+l : D - 1 : qn+l + m : q,+] has been employed for

notational convenience.

for the uncoupled case.

a.L'y[X ... ,.+ : (Oa(,+ 1 ).y) - ob,+1 *.(a(u,+l) .y), (3.52a)

for the coupled case.

'9L IX-const .OcVn+l : iz,,+l - y - pbn+l• (8Ou.+1 • Y)

- -(8,,+)- (T3 : a.E.+i "y+,9(divH.+1 ) • y

o'n+l : 9.(C .+,).y + q,+, : D - 1 : O.(qn l)" -Y

+ m : O.(q+,). Y)

1 -- O.H.+, . Y)Tl-,(H+ - Hn). (3.52b)

....... ..... . ........ ...... ....
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Invoking the transport theorem yields the directional derivatives.

for the uncoupled case

- < y >= {n+ :r (en+i " y) -pbn+l " (zun+l Y)} df2

fnA

-Y fJLndr J-fLA i(a81 u,,+1 .y) dF (3.53a)

for the coupled case noting O+i = -- [Tr/3: (Cn+l _ E.+l) + divH-.E],

OF~C /n{O +i) + rdivH + . y

- < -. ;Y >= (0 19ln+I - 0n+10) : 0z'n+l Y (a(divH,,+1  y)

o'n+1 :0'9(En+,)" -y + q-+l :D - 1 : 9.(qn+l) • Y

+ m : O (q+l) . IY) - Pb,+l (Ou,.,+ 1 • Y)

+ -. ~H+ Y)Tr 7 I(H dft

+ Tr t(,9.Hn + I n) IH+i - Hn)} J

- V. Lnn dr - (i.(0.u.+I.' - -'n) dE. (3.53b)

Now, using the divergence theorem to convert the fon[o]n dF surface inte-

grals to f17 div[*] df2 volume integrals produces the directional derivatives in terms

of surface integrals around the cavity,

for the uncoupled case.

- <F ;Y >= -Y (LU1 - (Ozun+,)T .+l)ndr. (3.54a)

for the coupled case ,

- < : >1(O>u. 1 )T_+. -(7H.+)To. )ndF. (3.54b)

However. applying the divergence theorem to the previously derived material

conservation law (3.21) given by equations (3.22, 3.43) for the region R2 A leads to;
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for the uncoupled thermoplasticity case,

JcEan+(Xn+i)ndF foD n+1 (Xn+i )n d

+ J (C.+l : I(V0n+I) + pVb.+1 •

+ or+, : (VeP) - q,,+, " D-'(Vq,) ) d1

= S. (3.55a)

for the coupled case.

Ic Zn+I(Xn+l)n dr = n+I(Xn+l)n dr

+ J (pVb,+i • un+I - q,+l • D-'(Vqn) + 47n+i : (Vep)

T -At(VHn+l - VH_). (Hn+l - Hn)

(VH,)T T1[Tfc : (VEn+l- VE 1n+I) + V(divH+,+)

-fn+l : vtfP+I + 9n+l : D - 1 : Vqn+l + m : Vqn+l I) df2

S. (3.55b)

Recalling the definitions of +I for both the uncoupled and coupled cases,

this development shows that S carries an energy release rate interpretation. This

quality provides an illuminating physical reality to the S path domain independent

integral.

3.6 Reduction of S for Simple Cases

Realizing the complexity of equations (3.24 a,b) for the path domain inde-

pendent integral S for uncoupled thermoinelasticity, this section demonstrates that

for suitably restricted cases S reduces to recognizable expressions from Chapter 2.
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For isothermal inelasticity the S integral reduces to the J integral from Simo

and Honein [1990], equation (2.15). Considering a homogeneous material,

s= T(e+ 1 - )q.+) : D -  : (q.+-q.)/99

n+ - n) - +(f.+)) 1-Vun~iof +1 } neil

+ / { ,n+1 : VV - +  
1  Vq }di = j*(sn). (3.56)

For basic quasi static elasticity and monotonic loading elastoplasticity, S

reduces to the J integral, equation (2.4). Considering an elastostatic case with

homogeneous. isotropic material in the absence of body forces,

S = j {Wn+jn - (VUn+l )To'+n } dr " J . (3.57)

Including the thermal strain c'h = a191 in the restricted case considered for

equation (3.57), shows that S reduces to J, equation (2.27 b), for E" = cth and J',

equation (2.28).

S = 17r+l n - (VU+I)Trn+iln } dl"

+!do".+l : (ClV0+1)dY = j = Je. (3.58)

Finally, expanding this case to include body forces, S reduces to j and J6,

equation (2.30).

S V. {V, +n -(Vun+i)Toan+n)dl

+ a, : a1VO, 1 ) - pb,+l Vu,+l } d.2 = ' j. (3.59)



4
Thermomechanical
Fracture Experiments

Experiments performed at the Flight Dynamics Laboratory of Wright Re-

search and Development Center demonstrated the effect a thermal gradient has

on fracture resistance. Under the influence of a thermal gradient. the mechanical

tension required to extend a crack decreased as compared to the isothermal case.

The test program was not intended to exhaustively investigate the thermal

gradient effect on fracture resistance. Rather, the experiments attempted to supply

a limited proof of concept for the S integral.

4.1 Overview of Experiments

A limited test program investigated the fracture behavior of aluminum 2024

subjected to uniaxial tension and approximately a 65°F/in. thermal gradient. The

program contained 21 fracture resistance tests and three tests verifying the S in-

terral conservation law presented in Chapter 3. The fracture resistance tests in-

vestigated two specimen thicknesses (0.123 in. and 0.491 in.) and two specimen

geometries (single edge notch and center cracked plate). The conservation law ver-

ifications tested an uncracked 0.123 in. thick sheet.
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The fracture resistance results demonstrate that approximately a 65°F/in.

thermal gradient on aluminum 2024 reduces the mechanical tension required for

initial crack extension by more than 50% as compared to the isothermal case. Fur-

thermore, these results show that the J integral characterizing fracture resistance,

as calculated from the load displacement traces, does not adequately address cases

including a thermal gradient. While the computed J from the isothermal tests

matches the expected fracture toughness values, those from the thermal gradient

tests average less than 40% of the expected value. (Section 4.5 and specifically

Table 4.2 discuss the test results.)

Following an analytical procedure suggested by Kumar et al. [1984] for incor-

porating a thermal gradient field. the J integral can be calculated for proportional

loading and a steady state thermal gradient. This procedure. endorsed by the

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in EPRI NP-3607, includes the thermal

gradient effect by first superimposing a stress field generated by the thermal gradi-

ent on the uncracked body onto the mechanical stress field, then calculating the J

integral. This method yields accurate results for simple temperature distributions

coupled with monotonic mechanical loading.

Unfortunately, insufficient displacement gradient field resolution prohibits

calculating the S value directly from the test data. However, finite element models

approximate the fracture resistance tests and supply information for computing the

S integral that properly includes the thermal gradient effect.

The three conservation law tests' results experimentally verify that S rep-

resents a conserved quantity as claimed in Chapter 3. This important verification

results solely from the test data collected during the three conservation tests.

This chapter begins by discussing the testing program's objectives. Next.

Chapter 4 describes the experimental specimens, equipment and instrumentation.
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Following the conservation law experimental verification, the fracture resistance

tests' summary highlights the effect a thermal gradient has on crack extension and

J integral computation. The final section discusses the test program's limitations

and suggests an alternative instrumentation package that potentially could capture

all of the S integral information.

4.2 Testing Objectives

The experimental program's objective was to collect data to validate the

path domain independent integral, S, as a fracture characterization parameter for

thermoinelastic material response.

A two part experimental program addressed the testing objective. The first

part investigated the integral's use as a conservation law for a body without a crack.

The second part examined S as a parameter characterizing the crack driving force

at initial crack extension.

The experimental program results verify that the S integral characterizes

thermoinelastic fracture. For the homogeneous material properties, uncoupled ther-

moplastic case treated in the experiments, the following special case of equation

(3.24 a) defines the S integral,

S + -n+) + qn+l : D - 1 : (q- q-+,)an2

+ (en+I - el) : a,.+, ] n - (Vu,+i)To'+indr (4.1)

+ / ,+l : (alVe.+ + VeP) - (qn+l : D-'): Vq, ] dl,

where W is the stored energy function such that o" = OW/&E defines the stress

tensor and e is the total strain tensor, q is the tensor of isotropic and kinematic

hardening variables. D is the hardening moduli coefficient tensor, u is the displace-

ment vector, eP is the plastic strain tensor and e"I is the thermal strain tensor
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defined as eth = aft with a as the thermal expansion coefficient and 9 as the tem-

perature change from the zero strain reference temperature. The subscripts indicate

the time increment associated with each parameter.

The conservation test results demonstrate that the experimentally deter-

mined S integral in a crack free specimen remains approximately zero under three

loading conditions: isothermal elasticity, thermoelasticity and thermoinelasticity

(Section 4.4 provides complete details). The conservation law developed from the-

ory in Chapter 3 claims that S equals zero for any thermomechanical loading in a

singularity free body.

The fracture resistance results demonstrate the effect of a thermal gradient

on crack extension. The S integral calculated from the load vs displacement trace

for the isothermal tests and from the finite element models for the thermal gradient

tests attains approximately the same critical value at initial crack extension (Section

4.5 presents the details). This verifies that, for the test material, S characterizes

the thermoinelastic energy release rate for a unit crack extension as proven from

the theoretical development in Chapter 3.

The testing program provides data to meet the objective of validating S

as a fracture characterization parameter for uncoupled thermoinelastic material

response. The limited test results suggest that the S path domain independent

integral is a conservation law for a crack free body and equals the crack driving

force for a cracked body under thermomechanical loads.

This Chapter continues with a discussion of the experimental set up and

procedures. Subsequent sections address the conservation law confirmation and the

fracture toughness characterization.
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4.3 Description of Experiments

The following experimental description provides information on the specimen

material, specimen geometry, loading scheme, instrumentation and data acquisition

system. Subsequent sections detail the test loading control sequences while dis-

cussing the conservation and fracture resistance test results.

4.3.1 Specimen Material and Geometry

The test program examined one half inch thick aluminum 2024-T351 plate

and one eighth inch thick 2024-T3 sheet. The specimens measured 24.0 in. long

and 3.875 in. wide. The width permitted secure gripping in the 4.0 in. wide Instron

hydraulic grips. The length allowed 6.0 in. total grip length, an additional three

inches for the distance between the edge of the hydraulic grip body and the gripping

dog wedges, space for the thermal gradient generating assemblies exceeding three

times the width and some clearance. The fracture specimens included a machined

notch 1.850 in. long for the single edge notch (SEN) geometry and 0.600 in. long

for the center cracked plate (CCP) geometry.

The aluminum 2024 had constant material properties over the test temper-

ature range of 70°F to 320°F as detailed in Appendix Al. The heated specimen

edge reached approximately 320°F during the fracture tests with a thermal gradient

crf 65°F/in. Following recommendations in the Military Standardization Handbook

[1983], the aluminum was assumed homogeneous, isotropic and immune to precipi-

tation age hardening at the test temperatures. The 10,200 ksi Young's modulus (E)

and 0.32 Poisson's ratio (v) obtained from material property tests meeting ASTM

119881 Elll and E132 procedures matched the values in the Military Standardiza-

tion Handbook and the Metals Handbook [1985]. The 0.2% offset yield strength of

44.4 ksi, the 63.2 ksi ultimate strength. the 17.3% elongation and the 19.3% reduc-

tion of area from ASTM E8 tests also agreed with published values. Material test
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Figure 4.1 Single edge notch (SEN) qpecimen geometry.

data provided parameters for a linear isotropic and kinematic hardening plasticity

model plus a Ramberg-Osgood constitutive model as described in Appendix Al.

For the SEN specimen geometry, the 1.850 in. machined notch cuts through

approximately half the specimen width as depicted on Figure 4.1. Cutting the

notch 0.188 in. wide allowed for installing a crack opening displacement gage.

However, this gage was not used in the actual instrumentation. For the CCP

specimen geometry, the 0.600 in. long machined central notch allowed a 1.0 in. wide

strain gage rosette array to be attached in the crack tip vicinity while permitting a

clear 0.50 in. along the specimen edge for installing the heaters and coolers. (Section

4.3.3 provides more instrumentation details.) The conservation test specimen was

simply a 24.0 in. x 3.875 in. x 0.123 in. blank without any machined notch.

Starter prefatigue cracks generated in all the fracture specimens developed a
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truly sharp crack and moved the tip away from any cold worked area surrounding

the machined notch. The starter prefatigue crack grew from the notch tip under

force control. For the 0.491 in. thick 2024-T351 specimens, cycling ranged from zero

to five thousand pounds to produce the 0.125 in. target starter crack after approx-

imately 40,000 cycles. For the 0.123 in. thick 2024-T3 specimens cycling between

zero and one thousand pounds produced the desired final length of approximately

0.125 in. within 30,000 cycles. The low cycling loads created a negligible plastic

region ahead of the crack tip as recommended in ASTM E813.

4.3.2 Mechanical and Thermal Loading

A one hundred kip capacity Instron screw type testing machine supplied the

mechanical axial loading for all the tests. For the conservation law and fracture

resistance tests the machine operated in displacement control with a crosshead

speed of 0.05 in./min. Hydraulically operated grips at 3000 psi clamped the top

and bottom 3.0 in. of each specimen for effective load transfer.

The test program required both isothermal fracture tests at elevated temper-

atures and tests with a lateral thermal gradient. One or two simple 1200 watt heat

blowers impinging on the specimen around the notch area raised the aluminum

temperature to the 170* to 210°F test temperatures for the isothermal elevated

temperature tests. The blowers had rudimentary controls on air flow sufficient

to maintain specimen temperature within ±3°F for the test duration. Following

ASTM Ell recommendations, the specimens soaked at the elevated temperature

for approximately one hour per inch thickness prior to testing.

Heaters and coolers attached to either edge along the central 14.0 in. of the

specimens generated the desired thermal gradient. Using tap water for the cool-

ing fluid and having approximately a 65*F/in. thermal gradient acting across the

3.875 in. specimen width limited the specimen hot side to 320°F. This arrangement
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permitted modeling the aluminum with temperature independent material proper-

ties as previously discussed. Four 400 W electric resistance heaters provided the

heat source along one edge while water cooled aluminum blocks removed the heat

from the other edge. Coating the specimen edges with silicon heat sink compound

improved heat flow without increasing the clamping force of the two #10 bolts

holding each heater and cooler assembly onto the specimen. Appendix A2 provides

complete details of the heater and cooler design and operation.

4.3.3 Specimen Instrumentation

Instrumentation on the specimens provided the data for the computing the

fracture resistance and for finite element model comparisons. The load cell internal

to the Instron testing machine supplied the applied force information. All of the

fracture specimens cp .*, a Fractomat 10mm range crack gage to monitor crack

length during the e~geriments. A linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT)

attached to the specimen within one half inch of the grips provided the load line

displacement necessary for the potential energy calculation required for determining

J from the isothermal tests' load displacement curves. Furthermore, strain gages

supplied strain information and thermocouples monitored temperature on some of

the specimens.

The monitoring gages and transducers, with the exception of the thermo-

couples, fed their information to a 143 channel analog to digital converter. The

converter had a full range resolution of +2048 and -2047 counts at 50 mV input.

This gave the overall data system a precision slightly better than 0.05% of the full

range value. A DEC Vax 11-780 computer interrogated and recorded the informa-

tion from each channel approximately once per second.

Difficulties with the thermocouple cold junction reference box prohibited

accurate temperature recording through the data system. An analog Doric box
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converted the thermocouple voltage to Fahrenheit temperature registered on a light

emitting display. The thermocouple temperatures were manually recorded at the

beginning and end of each steady state temperature test.

The Instron internal load cell operated in the 10, 20, 50 or 100 kip range

depending on the specimen. For the 0.491 in. thick specimens, the SEN geometry

required the 50 kip range and the CCP geometry needed the 100 kip capacity. For

the 0.123 in. thick specimens, the SEN geometry used the 10 kip range while the

CCP geometry ran with the 20 kip capacity. The Instron users manual reported the

load cell's accuracy at ±0.25% of the full range, however considering the complete

data acquisition system an overall accuracy of one percent appears defendable.

The Fractomat 10 nun constant current crack gage changed output voltage

as the advancing crack tore the thin foil gage. Operating at 50 mA gave the required

output voltage range for the 10 nm (0.394 in.) full gage range. The Fractomat crack

gage offered a 0.01 mm (0.0004 in.) precision through the data system. Calibration

of four of the gages with a micrometer on the prefatigue and final resistance crack

lengths revealed an accuracy of ±0.002 in.

The LVDT had ±0.125 in. full stroke range with a 50 mV output at max-

imum displacement. A precision of 61pin. due to the analog to digital conversion

resolution of one part in 2047, provided ample sensitivity. Checking the LVDT

with a reference micrometer every 0.025 in. within its range demonstrated an ac-

curacy of better than ±0.001 in. The LVDT was bolted to the specimen within a

half inch of the grips with #6 bolts (0.1360 in. hole diameter). This positioning

captured virtually all of the specimen's axial displacement for the potential energy

calculation.

Strain gages bonded to the specimen provided strain information with an

overall accuracy of approximately one percent. High temperature M-Bond 610

I
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adhesive (325°F one hour cure) bonded the thermally compensated. 350 ohm. 0.062

in. gage length rosettes, CEA-13-062-WR-350, to the aluminum. The three legs at

00. 450 and 900 orientations provided the information to calculate the strain tensor

components at each gage location. These CEA-13-062-WR-350 gages were chosen

because they were the smallest gages the lab had in stock and had experience using.

The Flight Dynamics Laboratory used these gages extensively in their tests of thin

plates (Sendeckyj [1989]).

A Wheatstone bridge arrangement conditioned and balanced each gage leg

signal for the analog to digital processing. The bridge was tuned for small strain

accuracy such that approximately one percent strain yielded full scale output on

the analog to digital converter.

Type J thermocouples. iron vs constantan -328°F to 1712°F operating range,

provided the temperature information with approximately one degree Fahrenheit ac-

curacy and precision. Welding the thermocouples to small gold foil pads welded to

the specimens averted difficulties typically encountered in welding the iron thermo-

couples directly to the aluminum specimens.

Only certain specimens carried strain gages and thermocouples. All speci-

mens subjected to the thermal gradient loading required the full strain gage (ten

or twelve rosettes) and thermocouple (five) instrumentation to provide the infor-

mation for finite element S integral calculation. Additionally, one of the isothermal

fracture specimens carried the full instrumentation to compare fracture toughness

calculated from the S integral via finite element results to that calculated from the

load displacement trace.

Post test strain gage data reduction applied the minor temperature correction

to the strain gage data. Using the thermally compensated strain gage rosettes

limited this correction to less than 0.0001 in./in. (100 micro strain). These small
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Figure 4.2 Instrumentation arrangement showing thermo.
couples. T. and CEA-1-062- WR-850 strain gage
rosettes for the SEN specimen.

corrections represented less than approximately 3% on a typical gage. The results

from the material property tests (see Appendix Al) supported ignoring any zero

drift correction.

The strain gage pattern on the SEN specimen fitted the twelve gages over

a small area to gather data for comparing test conditions to finite element model

results before calculating the S intergal. The five point thermocouple pattern con-

firmed the linear thermal gradient and checked the gradient along the specimen axis.

The strain gage and thermocouple instrumentation pattern depicted on Figure 4.2

for the SEN specimen provided the necessary information. The side opposite these

gages carried the crack gage and LVDT required by all fracture specimens. For the

CCP geometry, the gage pattern shifted slightly to accommodate the two crack tips

as shown on Figure 4.3. Naturally, the CCP specimens carried two Fractomat crack

gages to measure total crack length.
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Figure 4.3 Intr mentation arrangement showing thermo-

couples, T. and CEA-18-062-WR-350 strain gage
rosettes for the CCP specimen.

4.4 Experimental Verification of Conservation Law

Three tests confirmed that the S integral represents a thermoinelastic ma-

terial conservation law. These tests supplied proof of the important concept from

Chapter 3. Since S emanated from Noether's theorem from classical field theory

and equaled the force on all singularities within a region, for a crack free body S

must equal zero. Three separate loadings on a single crack free specimen verified

that S equals zero for elastic, thermoelastic and thermoinelastic material response.

The 24.Oin. x 3.875in. x .123in.aluminum 2024-T3 specimen without a

machined notch was instrumented with eleven strain gage rosettes and five thermo-

couples in a pattern similar to that for the SEN specimen. The two rosettes along

the notch in Figure 4.2 were replaced by a single rosette located at the intersection

of the grid lines. This gage pattern supplied suficient information to calculate the

S integral solely from experimental data.

-- IN I . 0 1 4
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The conservation law tests investigated three separate load regimes. First,

the fully instrumented notch free specimen underwent a simple elastic uniaxial ten-

sion load reaching approximately 60% of the 0.2% offset yield strength. Second, a

72°F/in. thermal gradient acted across the 3.875 in. wide specimen while uniaxial

tension brought the average total axial strain to approximately 0.003in./in. Third,

the specimen subjected to the thermal gradient was loaded into the plastic range,

unloaded and reloaded twice with increasing total displacement on each reloading.

These loadings enabled the conservation nature of the S integral to be verified for

elastic, thermoelastic and thermoinelastic material response regimes.

The strain gage rosettes and the thermocouples provided the data for calcu-

lating the S integral. Reducing the rosette leg data at each gage location produced

the strain tensor at eleven spatial points for discrete time points during the loading.

The strain tensor was assumed to be valid at the intersection of the individual leg

axes comprising the rosette.

The thermocouple data permitted assigning a temperature to each gage lo-

cation. Since the temperature varied negligibly along the specimen axis and linearly

across the specimen width simple linear interpolation estimated the temperature at

each gage.

Using the strain tensor and temperature, the plasticity model discussed in

Appendix A1 provided the stress history at each gage location. Since the crack free

specimen was loaded under displacement control, the displacement gradient com-

ponent u2,1 remained zero throughout the test. This permitted uniquely separating

the shear strain into its two displacement gradient parts.

The x component of the S integral computed from the strain gage and ther-

mocouple data from the crack free specimen remains at approximately zero for each

of the three loading scenarios. The ratio of the x component of S, denoted S., to the
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maximum contribution of the x component of the path integral from any segment

defined by two successive strain gage locations determines the experimental error

in S.. Normalizing by the exact value, zero, would give an undefined error. The

maximum x component path integral contribution is defined as the maximum over

all segments defining the closed contour (two successive strain gage locations) of

the x component of the path integral. P,$, with,

G 1D 1
CG n.+1 n P) + 9n+l : D-: (qn q.l

(c~n+I - e) : i'.+1]I n -- (NU.+l)T0ffn+lndr (4.2)

where G: and G are successive strain gage locations along some closed contour.

Based on the isothermal elastic loading test data, the S. integral varies from

0.7% to 2.8% (absolute value) of the maximum x component of P.a depending on

the chosen integration contour. Computing S, at one instant during the increasing

load regime, at the peak tension and during each unloading and reloading portion

adds robustness to this investigation.

Using the thermoelastic loading data, the S. integral for a particular contour

surrounding eight gage locations falls within 12.5% (absolute value) of the maximum

x component of P,,#. The thermocouple data show a 72*F/in. thermal gradient

across the specimen and the load cell data indicate 14.8 kips tension for this S.

calculation.

At each loading peak (18.7, 20.8 and 22.1 kips) and at each unloading trough

(12.8, 15.0 and 13.9 kips) the S. integral calculated from the thermoplastic (72°F/in.

thermal gradient) data remains less than 15% (absolute value) of the maximum X

component of Pg8 . This experimentally demonstrates that the S integral retains its

conservation law nature during plastic loading, unloading and reloading sequences.

The 15% errors in the S, calculations most likely emanate from the coarse

strain gage grid which necessitates a simplistic gradient approximation and permits
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only a gross area integration of the stress and strain terms. Assuming the strain

reduced from the individual legs to be valid at the intersection of the leg axes also

adds to the error. Data from a more refined mesh using smaller stacked rosette

strain gages would improve the S, integral accuracy.

These results experimentally verify the conservation law nature of the S

integral fracture parameter. As expected. based on the theoretical development of

S in Chapter 3, the S integral remains zero under nonmonotonic thermomechanical

loading that produces thermoinelastic material response with thermal strain and

accumulating inelastic strain.

4.5 Fracture Tests Show Thermal Gradient Effect

Twenty-one tests investigated the effect a thermal gradient had on fracture

resistance. The results from this limited program concluded that the thermal gra-

dient tested exacerbated crack extension. The tensile force required for initial crack

extension dropped by more than 50% for the tests with the approximately 65°F/in.

thermal gradient as compared to the isothermal tests.

As expected, the simple apparent fracture resistance (JQ) calculation based

on the experimental load vs displacement trace fails to incorporate the thermal

gradient effect. However, the procedure suggested by Kumar et al. [1984] (EPRI

NP-3607) adequately accounts for the linear thermal gradient in the JQ calcula-

tion by considering a superimposed elastic stress field equivalent to the thermally

generated stress field.

The strain gage data analysis can not resolve the displacement gradients

with sufficient accuracy for calculating the S integral directly from the experimental

data. The critical x component of S calculated solely from the experimental data

at initial crack extension falls 50% or more below the value calculated from the
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isothermal load vs displacement trace. Insufficient strain and displacement gradient

resolution probably contribute the most to this error. The collected data provide

the comparison and verification for the finite element model computations used to

estimate the S, integral for the tests.

The test procedure followed the ASTM E813 [1988] specification for deter-

mining the apparent fracture toughness. Each specimen was loaded in tension until

crack extension began. Then the load was reduced by approximately 25% to deter-

mine the elastic compliance. Next, the tension increased until between 0.004 in. and

0.010 in. crack extension occurred followed by a 25% unloading. Approximately

seven of these crack extension and compliance determination cycles comprised one

test as depicted on Figure 4.4.

The experimental program tested one half inch thick aluminum 2024-T351

plate and one eighth inch thick 2024-T3 sheet in both the center cracked plate

(CCP) and single edge notch (SEN) geometries. Each specimen listed on Table 4.1

underwent the fracture toughness loading sequence described in ASTM E813.

4.5.1 Thermal Gradient Promotes Crack Extension

Examining the tension to cause initial crack extension highlights the thermal

gradient effect. With approximately a 65°F/in. thermal gradient acting across the

3.875 in. wide specimens, the tension to cause initial crack extension of 0.004 in. to

0.010 in. falls to less than 50% of the isothermal value, (see Table 4.1). The results

from the single test with the 26°F/in. gradient (SEN-2.7) shows a tension for initial

0.010 in. crack extension between the isothermal and the 61°F/in. average value as

anticipated. The 0.004 in. crack extension represents a small growth yet one large

enough (ten times the crack gage precision) to be distinct from data system noise.

The 0.010 in. extension is approximately the extension for calculating the fracture

toughness value as explained in Section 4.5.2.
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Table 4.1
Fracture Resistance Specimens

Macined Initial Temn a: As,. N
Spec. Teap/Grad Dimemiau Nodt Crack 0.004 i. 0.010 in.

(in. I in.) (n.) (in-) 0*) (kips)

1/2 Inch thick 2024-T3SI Alumminm
CCP-2 1 72 'F 3.377 10.495 0.589 0.368 42.4 51.3
CCP-2.2 191 "F 3.79 a 0.490 0.596 0.S45 40.5 46.3
CCP-2.3 193 "F 3.375 z 0.495 0.95 0.368 38.3 46.1
SEN-2.1 72 'F 3.75 x 0.493 1.831 1.967 11.0 14.5
SEN-2.2 200 'F 3.75 i 0.490 1.841 1.961 7.8 8.8
SEN-2.3 200 'F 3.76 x 0.489 1.846 1.985 9.1 10.6

CCP-2.4 60 "P'Fm. 3.78 x 0.494 0.575 0.336 23.4 26.9
CCP-2.5 58 'F/in. 3.175 a 0.492 0.575 0.333 21.8 24.7
SEN-2.4 59 "F/in. 3.379 x 0,489 1.846 1.970 1.9 4.5
SEN-2.5 62 "F/ir. 3.175 z 0.490 1.840 1.974 3.5 5.1
SEN-2.6 61 'Frin. 3.75 z 0.490 1.820 1.932 4.0 4.4

SEN-2.7 26 "F/n. 3.74 x 0.494 1.820 1.955 3.8 6.9

1/8 Inch thick 2024.T3 Alumintm
CCP-8. 1 200 'F 3.176 x 0123 0.595 0.355 8.2 10.5
CCP-&32 72 *F 3.376x0.125 0.592 0.909 9.1 13.7
SEN-8. I 172 "F 3.75 x 0.123 1.850 1.969 2.5 2.5
SEN-82 183 'F 3.875 1 0.123 1.347 1.963 2.7 3.0
SEN-8.3 207 "F 3.175 a 0.123 1.850 1.966 3.8 5.0
CCp-8.4 64 'F/n. 3.375 0124 0.575 0.859 4.1 5.2
SEN-8.4 72 °F/n. 3.75 10.123 1.850 1.979 1.5 1.5
S]N-8.5 69 F/in. 3.75 z 0.123 1.850 2.100 1.2 1.3
SEN-.6 69 "Fin. 3.175 z 0.123 1.349 1.967 1.2 1.3

The SEN specimen results demonstrate the thermal gradient effect with the

averagt te-,sion for 0.010 in. initial crack extension falling from 11.3k to 4.7k for

the thick specimens and from 3.5k to 1.4k for the thin specimens, see Figures 4.5

and 4.6. The large variation in the initial crack extension vs applied tension traces

stems from a number of sources. First, only one of the three isothermal tests on each

specimen thickness is from a room temperature test. The other tests are elevated

temperature isothermal tests that used blowers to heat the specimens. Uneven

heating around the crack tip and through the specimen thickness likely adds to the

variation apparent on the traces. Second, having a crack gage on only one side of

each specimen adds error due to neglecting any nonuniformity in the crack front

through the specimen thickness.
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Figure 4.S Crack extension vs applied tension for the
0.123 in. thick 2024-T3 SENV specimens.
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Figure 4.6 Crack extension vs applied tension for the
0.49) in. thick 2024-T351 SEN specimens.
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Figure 4.7 Crack extension vs applied tension for the
0.123 in. thick 2024-T3 CCP specimens.
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Figure 4.8 Crack extension vs applied tension for the
0.491 in. thick 2024-T351 CCP specimens.
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As shown on Figures 4.7 and 4.8, the crack extension plots for the CCP

specimens demonstrate different behavior depending on the direction of crack ad-

vance for the gradient tests. In fact, the variations in the crack extension vs applied

tension traces for these few tests undermines any conclusions drawn from theses

traces. Generally, at crack extensions approaching 0.010 in. the extension towards

the cooled edge (Aal to Cold) shows only a minor difference from the isothermal

tests. However, the extension towards the heated edge (Aa 2 to Hot) shows approx-

imately a 50% tension decrease from the isothermal tests. These results disagree

with intuition and the finite element based calculations of crack driving force on

the respective crack tips. Details of these calculations are presented in Chapter 5.

Intuition suggests that the crack would extend preferentially toward the cooled edge

since the axial tension increases in that direction.

The CCP crack extension vs applied tension traces at the initial 0.005 in.

extension shows opposite trends for the thin and thick specimens under combined

thermal gradient and tension loading. For the thin specimen the crack extends

preferentially toward the heated edge. However, for the thick specimen the initial

crack extension occurs preferentially towards the cooled edge (as expected).

Considering the variations in the isothermal test traces and the likely error

from reporting crack length from only one specimen side, this inconsistency from

these few tests requires no more investigation here. Naturally, the extension of

each end of a CCP specimen crack in a thermal gradient field requires further

investigation.

4.5.2 Thermal Gradient Effect on Fracture Toughness

Calculations based on the experimental load vs displacement trace (e.g.,

Figure 4.4) provide the z component of the J integral, denoted by J2 , as a function

of crack advance for each isothermal specimen. This J, vs crack extension curve's
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intersection with the 0.008 in. offset line paralleling the crack tip blunting line

determines the apparent fracture toughness, JQ for the aluminum 2024-T351 plate

and the 2024-T3 sheet via the procedure outlined in Broek [19871.

The J, integral calculation methods suggested by Rice et al. [1973] and

Landes et al. [1989] are used to calculate J. (which identically equals S, for the

isothermal case) from the load vs displacement trace. Both methods split the J,

integral into elastic and plastic portions. Thus,

J, = ze l aU + jz pi &, (4.3)

where Jzei is the elastic energy release rate and JpI" depends on the area under

the load vs displacement curve.

The Griffith energy release rate based on the stress intensity factor defines

the elastic portion. Thus,

elas =K2 44
z T-- (4.4)

where Jt el u is the energy release rate, KI is the mode I stress intensity factor (from

Sih [1973] or Murakami [19871 for example) and E' is the effective Young's modulus

with E'=E for plane stress and E' = E/(l - v2 ) for plane strain.

The area for the plastic portion of J. is the integral of the load over the

plastic displacement change. Rice et al. [1973] defines the plastic portion as,

V, 1

j =a [2JP di~pi - Pt,](4.5)

where b is the uncracked ligament. W - a, with W the specimen width (3.875 in.)

and a the crack length. vp, is the total plastic displacement. and P is the force per

unit length along the crack front (P = TIB for SEN and P = T/(2B) for CCP

with T being the total applied tension load and B the specimen width, 0.123in. or

0.491in.).
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Figure 4.9 Crack resistance curve for SEN-8.2.

The method suggested by Landes et al. [1989] includes geometry calibration

factors based on Kumar et al. [1981] (EPRI NP-1931). The plastic J p'" integral

calculation from Landes et al. is.

VP1

=Plas - 8 f T d p (4.6)

0

where.

0.933 b ( n+il\ h1
for SEN 71pi = b (4.7a)

for CCP (4.7b)

where the geometry factor -f and the functions hi and h3 are given by Kumar et al.

[1981] and n is the Ramberg-Osgood exponent with n=11.88 for 2024 aluminum as

discussed in Appendix Al. Using these two different expressions for JP l
' and the

elastic energy release rate J.e " determines the total J, from the load displacement

trace. Figure 4.9 shows an example of the J, vs crack extension resistance curve

from one of the SEN tests.
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The intersection of the resistance curve and the 0.008 in. offset line provides

the apparent fracture toughness value JQ for each test. A linear curve fit to the

first few J. points beyond the 0.008 in. offset line is used to estimate the apparent

fracture toughness JQ (see Broek [19871).

As presented on Table 4.2, the isothermal test results estimate an apparent

fracture toughness JQ of 0.13 ksi.in. (average of block A) for the half inch thick

aluminum 2024-T351 plate and 0.17 ksi.in. (average of block C) for the eighth

inch thick aluminum 2024-T3 sheet. The two calculation methods for Jp'u used in

determining Jq agree well within the overall scatter of the results. The crack length

measurement probably contributes most to the scatter.

Since the 0.491 in. thickness (B) of the 2024-T351 plate exceeds the critical

thickness for plane strain testing (B > 25J,/oy where ay is the 0.2% offset yield

strength of 44.4 ksi), the 0.13 ksi-in. toughness value meets the requirements for

plane strain fracture toughness JI. This value agrees with the published value of

0.13±0.01 ksi.in. from Damage Tolerance Design Handbook [1983]. Furthermore,

the 0.17 ksi.in. value for the 0.123 in. thick 2024-T3 sheet agrees with the 0.20

ksi-in. value obtained from the plane stress correction to Jjc suggested by Broek

[1987 and confirmed in the examples of Pettit and Van Orden (1979] and Sullivan

et al. [1973].

As expected, naively computing J, from the load displacement trace for

the tests with a thermal gradient produces inaccurate estimates for the fracture

toughness. Simply using the Griffith elastic energy release rate for J el " and either

the Rice et al. [19731 or Landes et al. [1989) procedure for calculating Jrp',,

ignores the thermal gradient's contribution to the crack diving force. Neglecting

the fracture energy produced by the thermal gradient yields a fracture toughness

estimate less than one half the actual value as determined from the isothermal tests
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and confirmed in the literature (see Table 4.2 blocks B and D).

For comparison, the J, integral value associated with the crack extension at

the apparent fracture toughness value is also determined via the EPRI procedures

(see Kumar et al. [1981, 1984]) and presented on Table 4.2. Once the intersection

of the J, vs crack extension curve (calculated by either Rice et al. [1973] or Landes

et al. [1989] Jpla" procedures) and the crack tip blunting line determine the crack

extension (and hence the crack length) for JQ, the associated tension from the

load vs crack length record completes the information required for the EPRI J,

estimation procedure. Invoking the EPRI procedure produces a Jr value equivalent

to the apparent fracture toughness JQ (see Table 4.2).

The isothermal EPRI based J. integral values agree closely with the values

determined from the experimental load vs displacement traces as shown on Table

4.2 blocks A and C. This confirms the adequacy of EPRI NP-1931 (Kumar et al.

[1981]) for determining J, for the two specimen geometries for isothermal loading.

The EPRI NP-3607 procedure suggested by Kumar et al. [1984] includes

the thermal gradient effects in the J. calculation. This procedure incorporates the

stress field due to the thermal gradient in the elastic portion of J, i.e., 3 ela, the

elastic energy release rate, by the superposition method of linear elastic fracture

mechanics. The stress intensity factor for the cracked specimen subjected to the

stress field generated by the thermal gradient on an uncracked body adds to the

stress intensity factor due to the mechanical tension on the cracked specimen in

determining KI and hence jel-. Then JP1'" is calculated as prescribed in EPRI

NP-1931 (Kumar et al. [1981]).

While the EPRI NP-3607 procedure adequately incorporates the thermal

gradient effects for these monotonic loading tests, with a simple linear tempera-

ture distribution and uniaxial tension, the procedure can not address cyclic plastic
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loading or the other generalities included in the S thermoinelastic integral. The

EPRI procedure neglects the thermal gradient stress field interaction captured in

the S integral. Additionally, the EPRI method does not address the accumulation

of inelastic strain associated with cyclic loading beyond the elastic yield limit as

does the S integral.

Calculating the S, integral from eight of the fracture resistance tests com-

pletes the apparent fracture toughness investigation. Finite element analyses supply

the information to compute the S. integral from equation (4.1). The finite element

models use the tension (and associated displacement) and crack length at initial

crack extension for consistency in determining the equivalent apparent fracture

toughness JQ via S.. Chapter 5 discusses the modeling and integral computation

details. The eight test cases from Table 4.2 address one test from each specimen

geometry, material thickness and loading set.

The finite element based apparent fracture toughness estimates (S, on Table

4.2) suggest that the S integral characterizes the crack driving force for inelastic

and thermoinelastic material response. The agreement between S, and Jq derived

from the load vs displacement trace for the isothermal tests (Table 4.2 blocks A and

C) adds credibility to the contention that S, for the thermal gradient tests defines

the apparent fracture toughness for initial crack extension. The agreement between

S1 for the isothermal cases and for the thermal gradient cases (Table 4.2 blocks A

and B or blocks C and D) demonstrates that apparent fracture toughness JQ can

be considered a material parameter.

The general agreement between the finite element based S, and J, computed

by the EPRI procedures on Table 4.2 confirms the EPRI estimates for these simple

loadings. (This agreement is expected since the EPRI parameters are based on finite

element analyses. see Kumar et al. [19811.) The differences between the linearly
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superimposed elastic stress field in the EPRI procedures and the complete thermal

gradient stress interaction in the S, calculation may cause the discrepancies for the

thermal gradient cases.

4.6 Limitations and Experimental Improvements

This test program addressed the effect of a thermal gradient on fracture for

a few limited cases. The program demonstrated the conservation law nature of the

S integral, a critical property from the theoretical development. The bulk of the

experiments showed the thermal gradient effect on crack extension during fracture

resistance tests, highlighted the requirement of accurately including the thermal

gradient in calculating the fracture resistance and provided data for comparison

with finite element models determining the S. integral for eight selected fracture

resistance tests.

These few tests did not fully investigate the thermal gradient effect on frac-

ture but rather provided limited experimental evidence supporting the S integral.

Many more tests on various materials, geometries and thermomechanical loading

histories would have been required to complete the experimental confirmation of S.

An improved experimental instrumentation package substituting Moire in-

terferometry for the strain gage rosette grid would have provided the data necessary

for an experimental calculation of the S integral. Working directly from the planar

displacement field, the displacement gradients could have been estimated through-

out the crack tip vicinity. These displacement gradients, in turn, would provide the

strain field which with the temperatures and the plasticity model in Appendix Al

would have produced the stress field. With these fields known, equation (4.1) would

have computed the S integral directly from the experimental data.



5
Computational
Implementation and Verification

Many analysis and design studies rely on the finite element method (FEM)

for information concerning complex loading on intricate structures and components.

Certainly, all but the most simple thermomechanical fracture problems require FEM

to estimate the displacements, stresses and strains in cracked bodies. Hence. for the

S integral to be applicable to engineering design and analysis situations, it needs

to be a derivative of finite element results.

This Chapter demonstrates that the S integral can be calculated from finite

element output information. The first section identifies and defines the necessary

quantities for the calculation in terms of the finite element equations. Then the

second section presents the algorithm for calculating the S path domain independent

integral as a FEM postprocessor using nodal and gauss point information.

Two sets of computational experiments validate the S integral as a ther-

moinelastic fracture characterization parameter. The first exercise verifies the con-

servation law nature of S. This important property developed theoretically in Chap-

ter 3 and proved experimentally in Chapter 4 is demonstrated computationally in

Section 5.3. The second exercise computes the x component of S, Sz, for eight of
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the fracture toughness experiments as discussed in Chapter 4. The four isothermal

cases (where S identically equals J.) verify that the computationally generated S,

matches the value obtained from the load vs displacement trace. The agreement

between S,. calculated at initial crack extension, for the isothermal cases and for

the thermal gradient cases supports S as the crack driving force for thermoinelastic

material response. These computational exercises validate the path domain inde-

pendent integral S as a characterizing parameter for thermoinelastic fracture.

5.1 FEM Implementation

The computational investigation of S revolves around finite element results

generated by a single element type, a nine node two dimensional quadrilateral.

Using this element in the FEAP program (Taylor [1977], Zienkiewicz and Taylor

[1989]), supplies results from the conservation law and fracture toughness computa-

tional investigations. The element includes routines to provide the nodal and gauss

point output information required in the S, path and domain integral calculations.

The nine node quadrilateral element analyzes two dimensional heat conduc-

tion and plane stress or plane strain problems including uncoupled thermoinelastic-

ity. The element models isotropic thermal strain,

th111

th = (5.1)
2l2  0

eth1e33

where e,, are the components of the thermal strain in the vector form suitable for

FEM implementation. a is the isotropic thermal expansion coefficient and 9 is the

temperature change from some strain free temperature. This formulation neglects

any temperature change due to a time varying strain field and hence addresses the

uncoupled strain temperature case.
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The constitutive model uses the total strain decomposition from equation

(3.7a), (i.e., e = E + et" + eP), to separate the strain into elastic, thermal and

plastic portions. The model invokes elastoplastic evolution equations (see Chapter

3, Table 3.1 and Appendix Al) with linear isotropic and kinematic hardening to

compute the plastic strains. For simplicity, the model assumes that all constitutive

parameters are independent of temperature. Simo and Hughes [1988] presents the

algorithmic details included in the constitutive model.

The element employs the standard nine node Lagrangian isoparametric shape

functions (see, for example. Hughes [19871) to interpolate the displacement field

within each element. This formulation permits modeling the 1//7 strain singu-

larity near the crack tip for elastic fracture mechanics and the 1/r singularity for

perfect plasticity as discussed by Barsoum [19771.

The model strain singularity results from collapsing one side of the quadri-

lateral onto the singular point, thus forming a triangle. The midside node on each

side emanating from the singular point is located at one quarter the distance from

the singular point to the nonsingular corner node. Enforcing displacement compat-

ibility of all the nodes collapsed onto the singular point produces the 1/v17 strain

singularity for elastic fracture mechanics. However, permitting the displacements

of all the individual nodes collapsed onto the singularity point to vary with re-

spect to one another yields the 1/r strain singularity for perfectly plastic fracture.

(Hutchinson [1968] and Rice and Rosengren [1968] present the asymptotic strain

singularity at the crack top for a general hardening material.)

Within the plane strain formulation the element uses a three field method

to capture the incompressible nature of plastic flow. As suggested by various FEM

researchers (for example. Simo et al. [1985], Hughes [1987], Simo and Hughes

[1988] and Zienkiewicz and Taylor [1989]), solving for the dilatational strain and
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the pressure fields within the element in addition to the nodal displacements removes

the difficulty of solving the displacement equations associated with incompressible

behavior. The plane strain option employs dilatational strain and pressure fields

within the element that are linear in the isoparametric space variables.

The element supplies the variable values to compute the S, integral. The

path integral calculation requires information at the FEM nodes and the domain

integral calculation demands information at the gauss integration points within the

elements. The element outputs the variable values listed on Table 5.1 to calculate

the x component of the thermoplastic S integral defined by equation (4.1) and

rewritten here in index notation (where i.j, k, 1 range over 1.2,3).

Sr Spath + SXdo m ain, (5.2a)

S path = J{1 1 q~Is;jeeI,+,,,+ + qil,,+,Dl - ~ j - :5kl +)
an

+ - ,1) ,+, - ut.+,I. ,)I -, ndlr, (5.2b)

s(d n f"=a,,I + , 1 + 1 In+, i ,zl. In

D-11 qki.xi, dQ. (5.2c)

where 6i is the Kronecker delta. For the path integral; the term lee ,-ij lnO ,

is the stored energy contribution, qi.,,+,D7,n 1 (i q -2- qk I n+1 ) n, is the hardening

contribution including both the potential and dissipation, (e',,+,-, ) I n,+

is the plastic dissipation contribution and tU,. ,n+1 a'in n. is the traction energy con-

tribution. Similarly. for the domain integral: a a jIn+I bj0.,1.+, is the thermal

gradient energy contribution, aoi ,+l ) j1,, is the plastic strain gradient dissipa-

tion contribution and q1 ,jn+lD,Ji1 qki.zl, is the hardening gradient dissipation

contribution.
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The nodal quantities listed on Table 5.1 are smoothed from the variables

computed at the element's 3 x 3 gauss integration points by the least squares pro-

jection method as suggested by Simo [1988] and Zienkiewicz and Taylor [1989). The

method minimizes the functional,

F = J&, _ 0,112 di?, (5.3)

where & is the stress field obtained from the nodal stress projections and o is the

stress field generated by the stresses calculated at the 3 x 3 gauss points in each

element. The implementation uses the row sum lumping technique to diagonalize

the projection matrix.

Table 5.1

FEM Output Information for S, Integral

Nodal Output Gauss Point Output

Spatial Coordinates xi Weighted Area A
Displacements Ui Thermal Gradient 0,. In+l

Temperature Diff 0 n+1 Stresses aiio 1 n+l

Displacement Grad Us'Z 1 n+1  Hardening Variables qij In+l

Stresses arii Plastic Strain Grad eJ

Plastic Strains ei In+, 11pin Hardening Var Grad qi,, In

Hardening Variables qij In+1 qi In

The gauss integration point information falls into two groups, variables that

are romputed within the standard element formulation (area. stresses. thermal gra-

dient and hardening variables), and variables that must be computed from gauss

point information (the gradients of plastic strain and hardening variables). The

element formulates the variables in the first set from readily available information.
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The gradient variables in the second set are calculated using the derivatives of the

gauss point shape functions. The gauss point shape function are unity at a specific

gauss point and zero at the other gauss points. The derivatives with respect to

global space directions are calculated by the chain rule (see, for example, Hughes

[19871), from the isoparametric shape functions.

With these enhanced output routines, the nine node element provides the

information necessary to calculate the x component of the S integral.

5.2 S. Postprocessor Calculation

All the finite element analysis output information listed on Table 5.1 com-

bines with the material properties to calculate the S. integral. The postprocessor

algorithm uses equations (5.2 b,c) to form the path and domain integrals.

The postprocessor developed herein assumes that the integration contour

runs among element boundaries and includes a finite number of complete elements.

The path integration algorithm assumes that the quadrilateral's midside nodes.

along the integration path, fall exactly midway between the corner nodes. This lin-

ear side with central midside node restriction only applies to element edges included

in the path contour and not generally throughout the mesh. The domain integral

calculation only restricts the domain to complete elements for computational ease.

The total path integral, S,p'th, is comprised of contributions from each ele-

ment edge that defines the contour.
nedges

S X Z path t ' (5.4)

where Sipath is the S, contribution for a single element edge along the contour

defined by three nodes.

Calculating the single element edge contribution begins by computing the

thermoplastic Noether quantity akin to the energy momentum tensor at each node.

L.
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This quantity at a given node is exactly the path integrand from equation (5.2b),

= -{ ,bK+ ,,.4 + qi, 1.D,, (qkgl 1, -;qkl")

- 4,1) a i } n. - "iz,,I+ , , (5.5)

where n, are the components of the right hand outward unit normal vector to the

path contour along the element edge. The node numbers defining each element

side must conform to the counter-clockwise path integration convention where the

integration domain lies to the left of an observer moving along the integration path

in the direction of integration.

The E, values from each node along the element edge and the edge length

combine to form the element edge contribution to S,. With three nodes defining

the element edge, the algorithm uses the trapezoidal rule to calculate S p"th I,,

S path Ia = EcornerI + 4 Emidside + Ecorner 2 } ds , (5.6)

Where ds is the distance along the element edge.

The domain integral calculations sums the contribution to Sr domain from

each element contained within the contour integration path (in the left hand sense

as previously discussed). Hence,

nelements

SX domain - Sdomain " e (5-7)

e=i

where S.dom ain 1. is the S, contribution for a single element.

The domain integration uses 3 x 3 gauss quadrature to compute the area

integral Szdomain le " Hence,

9

s° domain = S .dom-n I, W,,,, , (5.8)
1=1
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where jI is the Jacobian value at gauss point I from the area mapping, w, is the

gauss point weight and S.dom a i n 1, is the domain integrand evaluated at the gauss

point 1. The weighted area from Table 5.1 provides the product jt wt at each gauss

point within the element.

The domain integrand is calculated directly from equation (5.2c),

Szdoml n I, = 'iJl"+l bj 0.,-1 + 1ijl.+ l

- q~jln+ Dt qk1,zi. , (5.9)

using the values from gauss point I and the material properties a and D,jki.

The postprocessor algorithm discussed in this section calculates the x com-

ponent of the S integral from finite element results. The calculations follow directly

from the integral development in Chapter 3. Subsequent sections demonstrate the

conservation law nature of S and the thermoinelastic fracture characterization na-

ture of the integral.

5.3 Conservation Law Computational Verification

A computational investigation verifies the path domain independent S in-

tegral as a conservation law for thermoinelastic material response. Using finite

element results and the postprocessor algorithm, the calculated x component of S

approximately equals zero for any closed contour containing no singularities. The

computational approximation (S, = 0) improves as modeling refinements improve

the FEM solution accuracy.

This computational experiment investigates S. for a dogbone shaped region

loaded under displacement and temperature control. The prescribed loading results

in a well developed plastic zone through the thin section of the dogbone while the
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Figure 5.1 Base case dogbone finite element specimen with
three S integration contours.

majority of the thick section remains elastic. Figure 5.1 presents the base case

model and shows the elastic and plastic zones.

The dogbone model carries a 50 F/in. thermal gradient across the width.

The displacement at the top edge is set to 0.0330 in. to develop the plastic zone in

Figure 5.1. The model uses 320 elements. All but the six elements at the transition

region are square with 0.50 in. sides. The material model parameters are presented

on Table 5.2. The base case model uses the plane strain material relations. The

temperature and displacement loading is applied over 20 equal load steps for the

base case model.

This investigation examines the S, integral for three contours; one entirely

contained in the plastic zone, one in the elastic region and one including both
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Figure 5.1 Base case dogbone finite element specimen with
three S integration contours.

majority of the thick section remains elastic. Figure 5.1 presents the base case

model and shows the elastic and plastic zones.

The dogbone model carries t 50*F/in. thermal gradient across the width.

The displacement at the top edge is set to 0.0330 in. to develop the plastic zone in

Figure 5.1. The model uses 320 elements. All but the six elements at the transition

region are square with 0.50 in. sides. The material model parameters are presented

on Table 5.2. The base case model uses the plane strain material relations. The

temperature and displacement loading is applied over 20 equal load steps for the

base case model.

This investigation examines the S, integral for three contours; one entirely

contained in the plastic zone, one in the elastic region and one including both
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elastic and plastic areas. The S. integral approximately equals zero for each of

these contours. Comparing the calculated Sr integral to the largest individual

contribution from any path or domain integral measures the error in the computed

Sr value. Figure 5.1 also shows the three integration contours in relation to t..e

plastic zone in the model.

For the base case model, the S. integral remains less than approximately

2.0% of the largest contribution for any of the three arbitrary contours. Table 5.3

presents the contributions to each integral.

Table 5.2
Constitutive Parameters for Representative Material

Young's Modulus E = 10,000 kqi Yield Point &y = 40.0 ksi
Poisson's Ratio v = 0.32 Isotropic Hard Coef K = 600 ksi
Thermal Exp Coef a = 13 x 10-6/°F Kinematic Hard Coef H = 600 kss
Strain Free Temp To = 75 OF

Three variations on the base case comprise a parameter study on load step

size, mesh refinement and material relation. The first variation considers 50 load

steps instead of 20, the second variation uses a model with 1280 elements instead

of 320 and the third variation invokes the plane stress material relations instead of

plane strain. These cases demonstrate the robustness of the S integral computation

for the conservation law.

Using the base case model but applying the same temperature and displace-

ment load in 50 equal steps instead of 20 examines the effect a finer loading pro-

cedure has on the Sr integral. The finer loading produces minor changes in the

computed history dependent plastic strains and hardening variables. The modifi-

cations alter t1. - S. value for the combined elastic and plastic zone contour only

slightly as shown on Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.2 Refined dogbone finite element mesh with S inte-
gration contour including elastic and plastic ele-
ments.

Modeling the dogbone with 1280 elements, all but six 0.25 in. square, im-

proves the computational accuracy of S,. This model uses 20 equal steps to apply

the temperature and displacement load and assumes plane strain. The accuracy of

the S. integral computed over the combined elastic and plastic contour equivalent

to the base case (see Figure 5.2) improves from 1.26% to 0.31%, see Table 5.3. This

improvement follows from the increased accuracy associated with the finer mesh.

Changing; the base case from plane strain to plane stress material behavior

alters the computed S, value but doesn't significantly change the accuracy. The

results on Table 5.3 demonstrate that both the plane strain and plane stress as-

sumnpt ions produce an S, value approximately zero for an uncracced body.
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These computational experiments verify that the path domain independent

S integral is a conserved quantity for uncoupled thermoinelastic material response.

5.4 Fracture Toughness Comparisons

Examining the S, integral calculated from finite element models of eight frac-

ture toughness experiments as discussed in Section 4.5 verifies that S characterizes

the crack driving force for thermomechanical fracture. In four isothermal compar-

isons (where S. equals Jr), the FEM based S. fracture toughness estimate agrees

with the value obtained from the load vs displacement trace. This confirms that

S characterizes the crack driving force for isothermal inelasticity. The agreement

between FEM based S. for the four thermal gradient tests and the isothermal val-

ues confirms that S characterizes fracture under thermoinelastic material response.

Table 4.2 summarizes the fracture toughness estimates.

Nonuniform sized elements comprise the models. Refining the mesh at the

crack tips produces models capturing the material behavior in the crack tip region.

The single edge notch (SEN) specimen model uses 709 nodes and 164 elements, see

Figure 5.3. The SEN model has a crack length of 1.972 in. The center cracked plate

(CCP) model with two crack tips has 841 nodes and 194 elements, see Figure 5.4.

For the CCP model. the centered crack measures 0.880 in. long.

The models examine a stationary crack geometry using four nine node quadri-

lateral elements degenerated to triangles at the crack tips. The triangular elements

have their midside nodes located at the quarter points of the sides emanating from

the crack tip as discussed in Section 5.1. The crack tip nodes' boundary conditions

produce the 1/r strain singularity which approximates the aluminum behavior. In

both the SEN and CCP models the longest edge of the isosceles triangle crack tip

elements is 0.08485 in.
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Figure 5.3 SEN specimen FEM mesh with five S integration

contours.
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Figure 5.4 CCP specimen FEM mesh with five S integration
contours.
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The calculated S- value differs only slightly for the five integration contours

shown on Figures 5.3 and 5.4. This investigation reports the S, integral results from

contour 3 on both specimens for consistency. A later parameter study demonstrates

that S, is independent of the chosen contour. The CCP specimen model requires

two separate contours. one for each crack tip, to calculate the total S. integral since

S, gives the force for unit crack extension in the positive +x direction.

The finite element models attempt to accurately approximate the material

behavior. The models use the constitutive parameters determined in Appendix Al

and summarized in Table 5.4 to describe the 2024 aluminum. The 0.123 in. thick

specimen tests are investigated with the plane stress material assumptions. Plane

strain equations model the 0.491 in. thick 2024-T351 plate specimens.

Table 5.4

2024-T3 or T351 Aluminum Constitutive Parameters

Young's Modulus E = 10.200 ksi Yield Point &Y = 42.3 k3i
Poisson's Ratio v = 0.32 Isotropic Hard Coef K = 615 bt
Thermal Exp Coef a = 13 x 10- 6 /°F Kinematic Hard Coef H = 615 ksi
Strain Free Temp T0 = 80 OF

The four isothermal fracture toughness cases chosen for FEM evaluation have

crack lengths associated with the JQ apparent toughness approximately equal to the

model values. Since only half the specimen is modeled, the FEM analyses use half

the measured displacement as input.

Table 5.5 summarizes the agreement in load and crack driving force Sr (for

isothermal cases S, equals J,) between the experimental (using equation 4.5) and

stationary crack finite element results. The Table reports total values accounting

for the model symmetry. Additionally, since specimen SEN-8.1 carried strain gages.

a separate comparison examines the FEM strains. The excellent agreement in the
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Table 5.5

Test and FEM Comparisons for Isothermal Cases

Experiment FEM
Crack Crack

Specimen Thick Length Disp Tension ix Length Disp Tension Sx
(in.) (in.) (in.) (kips) (ksi- in.) (in.) (in.) (kips) (ksim.)

CCP-2.1 .495 0.879 0.0336 42.73 0.118 0.880 0.0336 42.78 0.129

SEN-2.1 .493 1.972 0.0134 11.99 0.153 1.972 0.0134 12.02 0.146

CCP-8.I .123 0.860 0.0348 9.98 0.148 0.880 0.0348 9.96 0.148

SEN-8.2 .123 1.972 0.0132 2.74 0.145 1.972 0.0132 2.69 0.149

strains el and e22 between the experiment and FEM results is shown on Table A3.1

in Appendix A3.

The agreement between the experimentally determined J. and S, calculated

from finite element results confirms that S characterizes the crack driving force for

uncoupled inelasticity. The agreement also demonstrates the appropriateness of

computing the S integral from finite element results.

Modeling the thermal gradient fracture toughness tests requires judicious

choice of thermal boundary conditions. Though the heater and cooler assemblies

add and su;tract heat from the specimen. the FEM analyses use prescribed temper-

ature boun larv conditions to generate the thermal gradient. Specifying a constant

temperature for all the nodes in locations covered by the heaters and coolers pro-

duces the most accurate results. Matching the recorded thermal gradient and the

total thermal expansion at zero load but clamped ends establishes accurate thermal

boundary conditions.

Tests in which the total crack length at initial crack extension approximately
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matches the FEM crack lengths are chosen for FEM investigation. The data from

these tests serve as the comparison bases for the FEM analyses. As explained in

Section 4.5, choosing a load and crack length at initial crack extension (-- 0.010

in. ) implied by the Jq analysis provides a point for comparing Sr that gives an

equivalent apparent fracture toughness for the thermal gradient tests.

Table 5.6 highlights the agreement in load between the experimental and

finite element results. The Table also presents the FEM input information and

the S, values. The hot and cold temperatures listed under the FEM heading on

Table 5.6 each act over 0.5 in. at the specimen edge so the thermal gradient is the

difference divided by 2.875 in. As with Table 5.5, Table 5.6 reports total values

considering the model symmetry. Tables A3.2 though A3.5 in Appendix A3 show

the agreement in the strains e11 and E22 between the test data and FEM results.

Comparing the crack driving force values at initial crack extension for similar

specimen thicknesses from both the isothermal and thermal gradient tests demon-

strates that the S integral characterizes fracture for thermoinelastic material re-

sponse. The agreement between the fracture resistance at initial crack extension

supports the fracture toughness as a thickness dependent material parameter. This

combined experimental and computational investigation verifies the theoretically

derived S integral for uncoupled thermoinelasticity as a fracture characterization

parameter.

For completeness, a parameter study investigates S.'s sensitivity to integra-

tion contour choice. Table 5.7 shows that while the path and domain integral terms

change dramatically, the total Sr integral differs only slightly depending on the

integration contour. The large discrepancy in S, for the smallest contour. encom-

passing only four elements (eight considering symmetry) at the crack tip, suggests

that an accurate S, calculation requires a more refined mesh within the contour.
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Table 5.7
Parameter Study on Integration Contours

Total Difference
Contour SXpath S X' "' SX  w.r.t. Contour 3

(ksiin.) (ksi - im) (ksi- in.)

SEN-8.2 1 0.02952 0.05538 0.08490 -41.49 %
2 0.13396 0.01446 0.14842 2.29 %
3 0.14982 -0.00472 0.14510 0.00%
4 0.21924 -0.07542 0.14384 -0.87 %
5 0.57851 -0.43192 0.14660 1.03 %

CCP-2.5 la 0.03455 0.04255 0.07709 -1.05 %
2a 0.03051 0.04706 0.07757 -0.45 %

(to Cold) 3a 0.04193 0.03598 0.07791 0.00 %
4a 0.03456 0.04130 0.07586 -2.63 %
5a 0.09363 -0.01452 0.07910 1.53 %

lb 0.02101 0.02173 0.04274 -0.77%
2b 0.01984 0.02310 0.04294 -0.32 %

(to Hot) 3b 0.02443 0.01864 0.04308 0.00 %
4b 0.02265 0.02020 0.04285 -0.53 %
5b 0.03204 0.01102 0.04306 -0.04 %

The agreement of S, calculated for the four larger contours computationally verifies

the path domain independence of S proven theoretically in Section 3.4.

The finite element based S, integral for the CCP thermal gradient specimens

presents an interesting disparity with the experimental observations. The experi-

mental data report that under a thermal gradient and axial tension load the crack

tip facing the heated edge extended preferentially to the tip facing the cooled edge.

However. the FEM based S, calculations presented on Table 5.6 show that the crack

driving force towards the cooled edge exceeds the crack driving force towards the

heated edge. This FEM result agrees with physical intuition that suspects the tip

advancing inLo the greater axial tension field (towards the cooled edge) to extend

preferentially to the tip advancing into a lesser axial tension field.

A mislabeled crack gage channel appears to be the most likely explanation for
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the disparity. Other more subtle explanations include; unequal grip pressure across

the specimen width due to nonuniform thermal expansion could have produced

a nonuniform axial mechanical tension, or perhaps a consistent difference in the

prefatigue starter crack could have enhanced one crack tip growth.

Though this matter does not modify any of the S integral conclusions pre-

sented in this Chapter. it calls for further experimental investigation.



6
Summary
and Conclusions

This dissertation develops the first parameter to characterize the crack driv-

ing force for general thermomechanical loadings. The energy based S path domain

independent integral characterizes fracture for thermoinelastic material response.

The S integral addresses the thermnomechanical conditions likely to cause crack

extension. As such, S offers a parameter to improve engineers' understanding of

the strength and reliability of materials subjected to complex thermomechanical

loadings.

This chapter summarizes the development and verification of the S integral

plus it discusses the limitations on this work and suggests future research. The

first section highlights the key points from the theoretical formulation presented in

Chapter 3. The second section discusses the experimental and computational verifi-

cation of S detailed in Chapters 4 and 5. The third section presents the limitations

of the S integral and this dissertation. Finally, the fourth section suggests potential

future research in the crucial area of thermoinelastic fracture mechanics exercising

the S integral.
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6.1 Formulation Highlights

The S path domain independent integral characterizes the crack driving force

for general thermoinelastic fracture. The integral results from the Noether quantity

associated with infinitesimal translation symmetry group generated by 8/4 acting

on the discrete (algorithmic) Lagrangian density for thermoinelastic fields. As such,

S equals the change in total energy per unit translation of a given singularity or.

the energy release per unit crack advance. S defines a conserved quantity that must

equal zero for any integration contour encompassing a crack free region.

Beginning from a valid Lagrangian density, applying Noether's theorem pro-

duces a quantity akin to the energy momentum tensor for elasticity. Using Green's

theorem on the integral conservation law associated with the Noether quantity pro-

duces the S integral. For a region without any singularities, the S integral must

equal zero. For a region with singularities, S is the total force on the singularities

within the integration region per unit translation of these singularities.

With this procedure to generate the path domain independent S integral,

Chapter 3 develops the valid algorithmic Lagrangian densities and S integrals for

two quasi static cases: uncoupled thermoinelasticity and fully coupled linearized

thermoinelasticity. The quasi static restriction assumes that material inertia energy

can be neglected in the total energy description. The uncoupled case assumes the

temperature field is given and known a priori and therefore is not a variable in the

Lagrang'an density. This is the typical case for most metals and for quasi static

loadings. The fully coupled case includes the temperature/heat equations as Euler

Lagrange equations associated with the Lagrangian density. This case. where a

time varying strain field induces a temperature change, addresses certain composite

materials and impact loadings. Equations (3.24) and (3.44) present the S integrals

for uncoupled and coupled thermoinelasticity.
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6.2 Experimental and Computational Verification

A limited experimental program and an associated computational investi-

gation verifies that the S integral charncterizes thermoinelastic fracture. The ver-

ification program addresses the two critical aspects of the S integral: that it is a

conservation law for thermoinelasticity and that it charazterizes the crack driving

force. Experiments on a crack free aluminum sheet and finite element results from

a dogbone specimen verify S's conservation law nature. Fracture resistance tests

suggest that S equals the crack driving force. The fracture resistance experiments

consider two specimen geometries, single edge notch and center cracked plate. and

two specimen thicknesses. nominally one half and one eighth inch. for a single ma-

terial. aluminum 2024. Though far from an extensive program, these physical and

computational investigations verify the S integral.

The theoretical development in Chapter 3 proves that S must equal zero

for a crack free region. Three experiments and a single computation study verify

this crucial aspect. The experiments consider a 24 in. x 3.875 in. x 0.123 in. alu-

minum 2024 sheet under three loading conditions: elasticity, thermoelasticity and

thermoinelasticity. The finite element investigation considers a dogbone specimen

loaded into the inelastic range by axial tension and an imposed thermal gradient.

The physical experiments verify that S remains approximately zero for ther-

moinelastic material response as shown in Section 4.4. The final thermoinelastic

loading places the specimen in tensile yield then unloads and reloads twice with

increasing total displacement on each reloading. For all of the load regimes. elastic.

thermoelastic and thermoinelastic with unloading and reloading, the x component

of S remains less than 15% of the maximum path integral component comprising

the total integral. As discussed in Section 4.4. the error probably results from the

coarse strain gage grid instrumenting the specimen.
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The finite element investigation shows that S equals zero for an extensive

inelastic zone. Modeling a dogbone specimen, the finite element analysis imposes

a thermal gradient across the specimen then loads the dogbone until the entire

neck section yields. Computing the x component of S to equal zero in the elastic.

inelastic or an arbitrary region demonstrates the robustness of the computational

evaluation of the S integral conservation law. Section 5.3 details the parameter

study that expands the plane strain base case investigation to include load and

mesh refinements and plane stress.

The fracture resistance experiments confirm that S gives the crack driving

force for thermoinelastic fracture. Under isothermal conditions S equals the classic

J integral. For thermal gradient conditions, when the J integral loses validity, the S

integral still yields the crack driving force. At initial crack extension the S integral

equals the material's apparent fracture toughness expressed as JQ.

Isothermal test results verify the material's fracture toughness. At initial

crack extension, evaluating the J integral directly from the load displacement trace

or computing the S integral from finite element results yields approximately the

same critical fracture toughness value for the aluminum 2024 specimens as the

Damage Tolerance Design Handbook [19831 reports. Sections 4.5.2 and 5.4 present

complete details. This confirms both the experimental J integral evaluation and

the computational S integral calculation.

Under combined thermal gradient and tension loading, the J integral evalu-

ated from the load vs displacement trace implies a fracture toughness value far below

the published toughness. However. the S integral computed from finite element re-

sults continues to yield a toughness value approximately equal to the published

value. This confirms that for thermoinelastic fracture the S integral gives the crack

Gnving force. For thermomechanical loads the S integral characterizes fracture.
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6.3 Limitations on S

The limitations on the scope of this dissertation far exceed the limitations on

the S integral. Only a few restrictions limit the S integral, all emanating from the

theoretical foundations. This dissertation represents only a limited investigation

into the applicability of S.

Naturally. S is limited to those regimes addressed in the theoretical develop-

ment. Since S is based on the Lagrangian describing thermoinelastic systems. S is

limited to quasi static systems. Beginning from the Hamiltonian including material

inertia would generate a path domain independent integral including true dynamic

effects. Altering the body force in S to include the material inertia would address

the dynamic fracture question but not robustly since the Lagrangian would not

pr,')duce the correct Euler Lagrange equations for dynamics.

Since S for fracture gives the energy release due to extending the singularities

within the integration region. S's applicability to crack initiation from notches is not

well founded. The strain concentration at a notch is not a singularity so evaluating

S around a closed contour containing the notch yields the force per unit extension of

the notch in a self similar manner. A crack emanating from a notch has a geometr-

drasticly different from the notch geometry.

Finally, since the S integral is based on continuum mechanics, S does not

address iioncontinuum effects present at the crack tip. The exact micromechanics of

the crack tip are not considered in S. Therefore. S cannot evaluate microcracking,

microvoid coalescence or void initiation immediately adjacent to the crack tip. This

same restriction acts on all continuum based fracture parameters.

The scope of this dissertation represents only a limited investigation into

the applicability of the S integral. Unfortunately, this work does not investigate

the use of AS as a parameter characterizing fatigue crack growth. Since the S
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integral remains valid for thermoinelastic loading, unloading and reloading, the

range AS likely characterizes fatigue crack growth. Certainly, the success of AJ in

correlating low cycle fatigue crack growth rates as discussed in Section 2.2 implies

that AS will successfully address fatigue crack growth. (This is especially true since

A J is not well founded theoretically whereas S and AS remain theoretically valid

for unloading from an inelastic state.)

The testing program results succeed in providing limited proof for the S

integral. A more extensive program. addressing other materials, geometries and

loadings would provide further evidence supporting the S integral. The testing

program loading only include steady state thermal gradients. Testing with cyclic

or random thermal fields would add robustness to the S integral verification.

The finite element investigation only considers a steady state crack. Using

higher level fracture elements that model crack extension would improve the fracture

resistance modeling with S. Including temperature dependent inelasticity would also

enhance the computational S verification.

Finally, this dissertation only directly verifies the uncoupled case of S. The

fully coupled thermoinelastic S integral is verified simply by analogy with the un-

coupled case.

The areas for future research address all these limitations.

6.4 Future Research

The fault ,olerant design of critical structures and components subjected to

rhermomechanical loadings demands further research. The S integral provides a well

founded parameter characterizing thermoinelastic fracture. Researching conditions

leading to fracture under thermomechanical loads with the S integral will provide

insight and understanding into the strength and reliability of materials. Though
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many aspects of thermoinelastic fracture require further research, only a few general

areas are mentioned here.

Fatigue crack growth under thermomechanical loadings appears as a crucial

area for further S integral based research. Components including jet engine turbine

blades and power plant piping experience severe nonsteady thermomechanical loads.

The range AS will most probably characterize fatigue crack growth. Investigating

combinations of steady state and cyclic (or random) thermal fields and mechanical

loadings deserves attention with the S integral.

Naturally. continued testing will add robustness to the S integral confirma-

tion. Using Moire interferometry to obtain displacements over a very fine area

including the crack tip would permit direct experimental confirmation of S. Or.

somehow measuring the total energy in a body under thermomechanical loadings

would also potentially permit direct experimental S integral calculation. Initial

testing might investigate other materials and fracture specimen geometries. Fur-

ther testing might address a steady mechanical load with an increasing thermal load

to achieve crack extension.

On the computational front, including crack extension elements in the finite

element analysis would enhance the fracture resistance modeling. These elements

would model the inelastic unloaded region behind an extending crack tip. Also, with

these elements the full crack extension vs S resistance curve could be estimated for

a given material. Further finite element investigations might include more complex

temperature dependent inelasticity models to accurately capture a broader range

of material behavior.

Finally. on the theoretical front, developing conservation laws and fracture

parameters for the coupled thermoinelastic case including large temperature devi-

ations from some reference temperature would be a major contribution. The fully
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nonlinear thermoinelastic equations represent a formidable challenge for future con-

tinuum and fracture mechanics research.

As more structures and components use composite materials the area of cou-

pled thermoinelasticity will gain importance. Fracture of materials that generate

nonnegligible temperatures at reasonable strain rates will require investigation with

the fully coupled version of the S integral. Future research might experimentally

and/or computationally verify the S integral for fully coupled thermoinelastic ma-

terial behavior.

This dissertation develops the S path domain independent integral that char-

acterizes thermoinelastic fracture. This parameter is the first fracture integral to

accurately provide the crack driving force for fully coupled and uncoupled ther-

moinelasticit. A limited experimental and computational investigation verifies the

S integral as a characterizing parameter for uncoupled thermoinelasticity. Hence.

this dissertation provides the first theoretically founded and verified parameter for

investigation the important area of thermomechanical fracture.



Appendix Al

Aluminum Material
Characterization

The experimental program discussed in Chapter 4 investigates thermome-

chanical fracture of aluminum 2024. This alloy, which is commonly used in air-

frames, (Metals Handbook [19S5]), has stable material properties in the T3 and

T351 heat treated states and has been the subject of prior fracture and fatigue

studies (e.g., Ibrahim (19S9], Hahn and Simon [19731 and Walker (19701 ).

The stable constitutive properties over the test temperature range from 720

to 320°F reported in the Metals Handbook [1985] and the general availability of the

alloy made it an appropriate choice for the program.

This Appendix details the material characterization of the aluminum 2024-

T3 one eighth inch thick sheet and the 2024-T351 one half inch thick plate. The

fracture toughness test results. the conservation law example and the finite element

modeling use the material properties and the constitutive model to describe the

aluminum. After enumerating the goals of the material characterization program,

this Appendix describes the tests and results then discusses the constitutive models

for the alloy.

A1.1 Characterization Program Goals

The material characterization program provides parameters and constitutive

models that describe the stress vs strain relation for aluminum 2024 in the T3 and

T351 heat treated states.
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Specifically, tests determined the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio along

with the parameters for a linear isotropic plus kinematic hardening elastic plastic

model and a Ramberg-Osgood model. Following recommendation from the Mili-

tary Standardization Handbook [1983] and implications from previous investigations

(Ibrahim [1989] and Hahn and Simon [1973]) this program assumed the aluminum

2024 behaved isotropically and was homogeneous. Furthermore, the program veri-

fied that the parameters show less than ten percent variation over the fracture test

temperature range of 720 to 320'F. Hence, a single set of temperature indepen-

dent parameters adequately described the aluminum constitutive behavior for the

fracture and conservation law tests.

The Metals Handbook [1985] states that for aluminum 2024 the coefficient of

linear thermal expansion over the temperature range for the fracture tests averages

13 x 10- 6 in./in./0 F. No tests in the material characterization program address this

parameter. So, the thermal expansion coefficient is assumed to match the value from

the Metals Handbook.

A1.2 Test Description

Fourteen tests comprised the material characterization program. The tests

conformed to ASTM [1988] specifications for Young's modulus, Ell1, Poisson's

ratio, E132. and tension properties. E8. Additional compression loading on two tests

separated the isotropic from the kinematic hardening coefficients for the plasticity

constitutive model.

The loadine direction for all the material test specimens matched the longitu-

dinal tension loading direction of the fracture and conservation law test specimens.

Cutting all specimens from the single sheets of each the 2024-T3 and the 2024-T351

at the same time ensured that the longitudinal axis of all the specimens remained
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Figure AL.I Dogbone material test specimen geometry.

constant along the rolling direction of the sheets. Characterizing the material by

the properties in the same direction as the fracture tests' tension axis minimized

error due to any real anisotropy ignored by the isotropic models.

The dogbone specimens for the material tests followed the ASTM guidelines

from specification ES with the grip ends slightly enlarged to fit in the Instron testing

machine hydraulic grips. The geometry detailed on Figure A I. provided nominally

a 4.5 in. gage length for the room temperature tests and a 2.5 in. uniform tem-

perature gage length for the elevated temperature tests. The heating arrangement

determined the smaller gage length for the elevated temperature tests.

Instrumentation within the Instron testing machine and attached to the spec-

imens provided the data for determining the material parameters. The load cell in-

ternal to the Instron machine provided the applied force information. Strain gages

supplied strain data for all tests and thermocouples monitored temperatures on the

elevated temperature tests.

The material tests used the same data acquisition system as the fracture tests

described in Chapter 4. The load cell and strain gages fed their data to an analog to

digital converter and in turn to the DEC Vax 11-780 computer approximately once

per second. The analog to digital converter provided a resolution of approximately

0.05% of full range. An analog Doric box converted the thermocouple voltage to
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Fahrenheit temperature. with a one degree precision. on a light emitting display for

manual recording.

The Instron internal load cell operated at the 10 kip range for the one eighth

inch thick 2024-T3 specimen tests. The 50 kip range provided the necessary data for

the one half inch thick 2024-T351 specimen tests. The Instron manual reported the

load cell accuracy at 0.25% of the full range, however, considering the the complete

data acquisition system an overall accuracy of one percent (100 lbs on 10 kips and

500 lbs on 50 kips) appeared defensible.

The strain gage rosettes and thermocouples described in Chapter 4 provided

the strain and temperature data. Two CEA-13-062-WR-350 rosettes bonded in

mirror images of each other on either side of the specimen supplied the axial and

transverse strain information to compute the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio.

Three type J thermocouples monitored the middle 2.5 in. specimen section during

the elevated temperature tests.

Visually reading the gage length between two die punch marks with a 0.01

in. resolution ruler and a 7X magnifying glass before and after tensile separation

determined the total specimen separation. Before and after readings with a 0.001

in. precision micrometer at the specimen separation site provided the information

for the reduction of area calculation.

As with the fracture and conservation law tests, the Instron mechanical screw

axial load testing machine provided the mechanical loading. The displacement

controlled tests ran with a crosshead speed of 0.05 in./min until the axial strain

#xceeded the one percent data systen maximum strain. For the ultimate tensile

strength portion of the material tests the crosshead speed was increased to 0.2

in./min since only the maximum load needed to be recorded.

For the elevated temperature tests, a simple 1200 watt air blower heated the

I
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specimen. A 6 in. diameter acrylic cylinder 4 in. tall with an insulated top and

bottom that fit around the thin dogbone section contained the hot air around the

specimen. A metal T section placed in front of the blower nozzle diverted the hot

air from impinging on one of the strain gages. A manually operated cool air vent

on the blower grossly controlled the specimen temperature by modifying the hot air

temperature.

The acrylic container limited the elevated temperature tests to a maximum

of 280"F. Thus, the target temperature for the elevated temperature material tests

was 260"F. somewhat below the 320"F maximum temperature for the fracture and

conservation law tests, but sufficient to verify the temperature independence of the

material properties over the test temperature range.

Following ASTM specifications in El11, once the three thermocouples cen-

tered over the middle 2.5 in. of the dogbone specimen had reached the desired tem-

perature, the specimen soaked at temperature for one hour per inch thickness. This

improved the likelihood of uniform temperature throughout the specimen thick-

ness within the 2.5 in. middle section. Throughout the soaking period all three

thermocouples remained within 4°F of an average temperature. However, slight

variations in the cool air vent controlling the test temperature affected the average

temperature by as much as 17*F.

A1.3 Test Procedure and Matrix

The material characterization program consisted of eight tests on the one

half inch thick aluminum 2024-T351 plate. four at room temperature and four at

an elevated temperature of approximately 260"F. Four room temperature tests and

two elevated temperature tests comprised the six tests conducted on the one eighth

inch thick aluminum 2024-T3 sheet. All but two of the 2024-T351 tests (one test
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Figure A1.2 Target Loading for determining Young Modulus
and Poisson's Ratio.

at room temperature and one at an elevated temperature) combined the ASTM

specifications El11. E132 and ES for determining Young's modulus. Poisson's ratio

as well as the tensile properties of yield and ultimate tensile strength, percent

elongation and percent reduction of area.

The material property test data provided the basis for determining the

Rtamberg-Osgood and the elastic plastic constitutive model parameters. The final

two 2024-T351 tests began with the Ell and E132 test procedures then, instead

of loading to ultimate tensile strength, underwent fully reversed tension and com-

pression strain controlled cycling with increasing strain. These tests separated the

isotropic from the kinematic hardening coefficient by determining the growth of the

hysteresis loop and the position of its center relative to the zero stress axis.

The elastic property determination portion of the material tests contained

five elastic tension reversals at increasing strain as suggested by ASTM E11. Manu-

ally pausing then reversing the Instron crosshead direction at each strain extremum,

shown on Figure A1.2. provided the necessary stress and strain data. Averaging the
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Table AI.1
Material Test Descriptions

Spec. Dimensions Temp. Loading History Comments

(in x in) (* F)

1/2 inch thick 2024.T351 Aluminum

P2-4 1.001 x 0.491 70 Figure AI.2* then to failure
P2-2 1.004 x 0.491 70 repeat Strin gaea debond at low plaswic strain

P2-3 1.002 x 0.491 70 repeat
P2-4 0.998 x 0.490 70 Figure A 1.2 then fully reversed cycling Strain gages debnd after 1.5 cycles

P12-6 0.997 x 0.492 260 Figure AI.2 then fully reversed cycling Initial imperfecos produce bending

P2-7 0.999 x 0.491 245 Figure A 1.2 then to failure

P2-8 1.002 x 0.491 253 repeat
P2-10 1.006 x 0.493 250 repeat Te, topped at S strain to check ags

1/g Inch thick 2024-13 Aluminum

P8-I 1.001 % 0.123 70 Figure A1.2 then to failure
P8-2 1.001 x 0.122 70 repeat

P8-3 1.000 x 0.123 70 repeat
P8-4 1.000 x.124 70 repeat

PS-5 0.999 x 0.124 260 Figure A1.2 then to failure
P8-6 1.001 x 0.124 277 repeat

Figure A 1.2 presents five elastic tension cycles

axial and transverse strains from the two mirrored rosettes at each strain extremum

removed any slight bending strain potentially induced by specimen misalignment.

The ASTM Elll and E132 data reduction procedures were then used to calculate

the Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio respectively.

For all but the two fully reversed tests mentioned above, after the fifth elas-

tic cycle, the crossheads continued tensioning the specimen to failure. The axial

engineering stress vs strain trace up to approximately one percent strain provided

the data for the constitutive modeling. For completeness, the ASTM E8 evalua-

tion procedures determined the 0.2% offset yield strength, the nominal ultimate

strength, the percent elongation and the percent reduction of area.

Table Al.1 details the test specimen original dimensions, mentions the load-

ing history and notes any testing difficulties. The repetitions of the tests improves

the statistical confidence in the results.
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Table A1.2
Material Property Summary

Spec. Temp. E-mod. Pois. oy(O. 2%) ay H+K C, W % Elong. Gage %Reducion
(* F) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (in) of am&s

1/2 Inch thick 2024.T351 Aluminum
P2-1 70 10459 0.329 45.6 42.3 1031 65.8 16.7 4.51 16.9
P2-2 70 10473 0.321 65.9 18.6 4.51 16.7
P2-3 70 10410 0.323 45,1 43.3 863 65.3 16.4 4.50 16.7
P2-4 70 10577 0.322 45.0 42.3 1400 (t H and 0K)

P2-6 260 10200 0.321 43.5 42.2 1412 o(70 H and 30 K)
P2-7 245 10157 0.309 44.1 41.6 1153 60.0 19.5 200 18.1
P2-8 253 10246 0.321 45.1 43.2 1103 60.5 19.0 2.00 18.0
P2-10 250 9854 0.312 44.4 41.7 1341

1/8 Inch thick 2024.T3 Aluminum
P8-1 70 10394 0.332 45.7 43.3 1040 65.2 16.2 4.51 20.1
P8-2 70 10508 0.327 46.0 43.9 1331 65.9 15.6 4.50 19.5
P8-3 70 10399 0.326 45.5 42.9 1326 65.0 16.7 4.49 20.5
P8-4 70 10276 0.325 45.6 43.6 1473 64.5 16.2 4.50 20.8

P8-5 260 9645 0.318 43.5 41.1 1214 60.1 17.9 2.01 22.8
P86 277 9664 0.316 41.5 38.8 1271 56.6 17.2 1.98 22.2

Average 10200 0.322 44.4 42.3 1230 63.2 17.3 19.3
std. dev. 300 0.006 1.2 1.4 180 3.3 1.3 2.2

A1.4 Test Results and Constitutive Models

The material property tests indicate that a single set of constitutive param-

eters adequately describes the aluminum over the temperature range, 70 ° to 260*F.

This finding agrees with information il the Metals Handbook [1955].

The ASTM El1l, E132 and E8 procedures calculate the material properties.

From the fourteen tests. the Young's modulus (E) averages 10,200 ksi, Poisson's

ratio (v) averages 0.32 and the 0.2% offset yield strength is 44.4 ksi. The ulti-

mate tensile strength of the alun~inum 2024 is 63.2 ksi, the elongation at failure is

17.3% and the reduction of area is 19.3%. Though not relevant to the constitutive

modeling, these last three values verify the testing procedure and material behavior

by their agreement with the Metals Handbook [1985]. Table A1.2 summarizes the

material property test results.

In addition to the properties suggested by the ASTM specifications. three
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Figure A1.3 Cyclic stress strain data and plasticity model for
aluminum 2024.

parameters obtained from the material tests define the rate independent elastic

plastic constitutive model with combined linear isotropic and kinematic hardening.

This model assumes the following forms for the yield function and hardening flow

rules based on classical rate independent plasticity (Simo and Hughes [1989], Simo

et al. [1988], Luenberger [1984] and Hill [1960]),

f = Ildev(o) - - (a'p + K) (Al.la)

- . (dev(a) - q)
q = "Ildev(ar) - qI (Al.lb)

S-H dev(o - q) (A1.lc)Ildev( or) - q1I

where f is the yield function, -y is the consistency parameter such that f < 0, -Y > 0

and f-Y = 0. the superposed dot as in q denotes time differentiation. 0o is the stress.

q is the back stress, 4 is the isotropic hardening scalar variable, K is the linear

isotropic hardening coefficient, a, is the yield point defining the elastic to plastic

transition, and H = HI where H is the linear kinematic hardening coefficient.
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Figure A1.4 Uniazial stress strain data and models for alu-
minum 2024.

The parameters CT., K and H were obtained from visual graphical interpre-

tation of the stress vs strain plots. The yield point d defines the intersection of the

elastic and linear strain hardening portions of a bilinear representation of the stress

vs strain trace. The sum H + K relates to the slope of the stress vs strain trace

in the strain hardening regime. The parameters H and K can only be separated

from cyclic tension and compression fully reversed tests since K governs the growing

size of the hysteresis loop between the peak stresses and H shifts of the center of

the hysteresis loop along the stress axis. The separation between H and K only

matters for fully reversed yielding. None of the fracture or conservation law tests

consider this fully reversed loading so separating H and K receives low priority in

the material tests. The tests determine that the values &, = 42.3 ksi. H = 615

ksi and K = 615 ksi adequately match the data. Figure A1.3 depicts the bilinear

model fit to one cyclic test.

In addition to the plasticity model described above, the uniaxial stress strain
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data up to approximately one percent strain generates a Ramberg-Osgood power

law constitutive model. The Ramberg-Osgood model parameters enter into the

EPRI J integral estimation methods detailed in Chapter 4. The Ramberg-Osgood

stress strain relation is,

_ = o + ao(_ (A1.2)EY a'y a'y

where a and e are the uniaxial stress and strain respectively, ay = 44.4 ksi is the uni-

axial 0.2% offset yield strength and e = 0.00435 is the strain normalizing parameter

computed via Young's modulus. The dimensionless Ramberg-Osgood parameters

are a RO = 0.42 and n = 11.88. Figure A1.4 compares all of the uniaxial tension

test data to this Ramberg-Osgood model and the plasticity model discussed above.

Naturally the Ramberg-Osgood model cannot match unloading and reloading as it

is only a nonlinear elastic constitutive model.
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Heater and
Cooler Design

Heaters and coolers attached to the specimen edges generate the thermal

gradient for the nonuniform temperature conservation law and fracture resistance

tests. The thermal gradient runs along the direction of crack extension, i.e., along

the 3.875 in. specimen width.

This Appendix describes the heater and cooler design and operation. The

first section discusses the design constraints for the thermal gradient and capacities

for the heater and cooler. The second section describes the heater assembly while

the third section presents the cooler device design. The final section details the

performance of the heater and cooler package on the two specimen thicknesses.

A2.1 Thermal Gradient Constraints

Naturally, the testing program demonstrates the effect a thermal gradient

has on crack extension more dramatically as the thermal gradient increases. Thus,

to demonstrate the greatest effect, the program seeks the maximum the thermal

gradient subject to two constraints: limiting the heated edge to 320°F to preserve

the temperature independent material property assumption and using tap water or

compressed air to remove heat from the cooled edge.

Preserving the temperature independent material property assumption in the

area surrounding the crack tip simplifies the later fracture analyses. Furthermore.

limiting the maximum temperature to 320°F limits the precipitation age hardening
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to negligible values for the test durations according to the Metals Handbook [1985].

The unavailability of cooling apparatus other than those based on tap water limited

the cool side temperature to a minimum of about 70°F. Compressed air's small

heat capacity compared to water makes it the less attractive coolant choice. (The

lab would have required major modifications to provide liquid nitrogen. gaseous

nitrogen, chilled water or another coolant to the testing area.)

Coolant availability limits the cooled side temperature while preserving tem-

perature independent material properties limits the heated side temperature. Thus,

the maximum thermal gradient across the 3.875 in. specimen width is approxi-

mately 65°F/in. Fortunately, preliminary finite element results indicate that ap-

proximately half the fracture resistance S value results from thermal gradient terms

with a 65°F/in. thermal gradient.

Assuming linear one dimensional heat conduction for the aluminum specimen

suffices to size the heater and cooler capacities. As noted in Chapter 4 specimen

dimensions and testing machine grip design suggest generating the thermal gradient

within the central 14 in. section. The 14 in. length ensures a uniform gradient,

free of end effects in the region surrounding the crack. Using 190 W/m/°C for the

aluminum 2024 thermal conductivity (Metals Handbook [1985]) and the half inch

specimen thickness implies the following heat capacity for the heaters and coolers,

dO
q = -k A - (A2.1a)

dx

q = (-190 )(0.0127m * 0.3556m)(-1412-)
m.OC m

= 1212 W (A2.1b)

where q is the required heating or cooling capacity for the heaters and coolers, k is

the thermal conductivity. .4 is the edge area for this simple one dimensional model

and dO/d is the thermal gradient.
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Figure A2.1 Plan view of heater and cooler assembliei clamped
onto aluminum specimen.

Thus, to generate the 65°F/in. thermal gradient from 70°F to 320 0F across

the 3.875 in. specimen width, along a 14 in. length of the half inch thick specimen,

approximately 1200 W of heat must be added to the hot side and subtracted from

the cool side.

The overall design includes electrical resistance heaters to supply the heat

input and water cooled blocks to remove the heat. The heater and cooler assemblies

clamp onto the test specimen's outer 0.5 in. edges for effective heat transfer. Figure

A2.1 shows a plan view of the heater and cooler assemblies clamped to a thick

fracture specimen. For the thin specimen the heater spacer plate would be 0.122

in. wide instead of the 0.490 in. width shown for the thick specimen and the cooler

spacer would not have a water channel.

A2.2 Heater Assembly Description

The heater assembly consists of three major components: two plates with at-

tached heaters and a spacer plate. The backing and spacer plates are machined from

aluminum for effective heat transfer. Figure A2.2 sketches the heater assembly.

Four cast aluminum 400 W electrical resistance platen heaters (6.0 in x
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Figure A2.2 Electric resistance heater assembly.

1.50 in. x 0.50 in.) supply the heat. The total 1600 W capacity exceeds the

1200 W design value and permits for losses ignored in the sizing calculation. Sets

of two heaters are mounted on 14.Oin x 1.50in. x 0.25in. aluminum backing plates

with #10 tap screws as shown on Figure A2.2. A thin layer of silicon heat sink

compound between the heaters and the backing plates improves the heat transfer

and reduces local "hot spots" caused by point contacts.

The spacer plate thickness is 0.001 in. thinner than the specimen to permit

the clamping force to hold the heater assembly to the specimen. The spacer plate

also provides a heat transfer surface against the specimen edge. Silicon heat sink

compound on the front and back of the spacer plate improves the heat flow from

the heater backing plates to the spacer plate and hence to the specimen edge.
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Two 0.1875 in. diameter #10 bolts torqued only snug tight clamp the heater

assembly onto the outer 0.50 in. specimen edge. The specimen thickness plus

0.50 in. on both the front and the back faces of the specimen provide the heat

transfer surfaces along the 14.0 in. heated length. Coating the specimen edges with

silicon heat sink compound improves heat flow without increasing the clamping

force. Clamping the heater assembly to the specimen in this manner had less than

0.1% effect on the load displacement trace of the blank conservation test specimen.

Each set of two heaters is wired in series and connected to a 220 volt power

outlet through a rheostat. The 30 ampere rheostat controls the voltage supplied

to the heaters. This simple arrangement permits constant heat generation at a

controlled level. The heaters effectively and reliably produce the constant heat

input for the thermal gradient.

A2.3 Cooler Assembly Description

Water cooled aluminum blocks remove heat from the specimen edge opposite

the heaters to generate the thermal gradient. The full cooler assembly consists of

two sets of three components each. Having two cooler sets permits cooling the single

edge notch specimen without interfering with the notch opening displacement by

attaching separate cooler sets above and below the notch. Each cooler set consists

of two cooler blocks, depicted on Figure A2.3, and a spacer plate slightly thinner

than the specimen width. Each set attaches to the outer 0.50 in. of the specimen

edge.

The four coolers are each 7.0 in. x 1.50 in. x 0.50 in. aluminum blocks

drilled with a 0.297 in. diameter water path as shown on Figure A2.3. A kin.

thread plug seals the water path. The path connects to the water supply and sink

via !in. thread x in. hose barb.
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Figure A2.3 Single aluminum cooler block that connects to tap
water supply.

The spacer blocks measure 7.0 in. long by 1.00 in wide to permit clamping to

the specimen edge in the same manner as the heater assembly. The spacer blocks

are 0.001 in. thinner than the specimens to allow a clamping force to hold the

cooler assemblies onto the outer 0.50 in. of the specimen edge. A thin layer of

silicon heat sink compound coating the spacer blocks improves the heat transfer

from the specimen edge. The thick spacer block (0.490 in.) has an internal water

path similar to the cooling blocks to enhance specimen edge cooling. The thin

spacer block (0.122 in.) has no cooling water path.

A simple heat exchanger analysis estimates the required water flow rate to re-

move 1200 W from along a 14.0 in. edge. Using 4.18 kJ/kg.°C for the heat capacity

of water (e.g., Chapman [1987]) and assuming a 2°F change in water temperature
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along the 14.0 in. specimen edge (less than a 0.2°F/in. thermal gradient along the

specimen axis) implies the following water flow rate,

q (.42.2a)

1.2 kJ/sec
m - 4.1S.c X 1.1 C

= 0.26 kg/sec = 4.3 gal/min (A2.2b)

where rh is the mass flow rate, q is the heat transferred, c, is the heat capacity

of the fluid and AO is the fluid temperature change from heat exchanger inlet to

outlet. This simple analysis estimates that 4.3 gal/min water flow removes 1200 W

from the specimen while raising the cooling water temperature by 2°F.

Tap water at common supply pressure (approximately 40 psi) provides ad-

equate volume, approximately five gallons per minute through the entire cooling

assembly, to cool the specimen edge to the water temperature, typically 70°F. Each

cooling block is individually connected to a supply and return manifold. While this

creates an octopus-like collection of 1/4 inch general purpose hoses, it provides for

effective cooling. The water flow runs in opposite directions in the two outer coolers

of each set above and below the notch. In the central edge coolers for the thick

specimens, the water flows from the specimen middle towards the grips. This flow

arrangement minimizes the thermal gradient along the specimen length.

A2.4 Heater and Cooler Operations

Thouzh simple in design the electric resistance heaters and tap water coolers

produced approximately a 65°F/in. thermal gradient across the fracture specimens.

The 14.0 in. long heater and cooler assemblies generated this gradient in the central

section of the specimens.
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The temperature field reached steady state in less than ten minutes from

activating the heaters and coolers. Thermocouples on the test specimens supplied

the temperature information as described in Chapter 4.

Controlling the rheostat effectively maintained the heated edge close to the

320°F temperature limit. For the 0.123 in. thick specimens running the heater

rheostat at approximately 45% power generated the desired thermal gradient with-

out exceeding 320°F on the hot edge. For the 0.491 in. thick specimens. running

the rheostat at 85% power provided the testing condition.

For all specimens the cooling water operated at full flow. The cooler oper-

ations limited the generated thermal gradient. A more efficient cooling assembly

would have permitted a greater thermal gradient to be generated without exceeding

the 320°F hot side upper temperature limit.

The heater and cooler assemblies effectively generated the thermal gradient

for the experimental program. Minor difficulties in local heat transfer created a neg-

ligible thermal gradient along the specimen axis of less than 1F/in. The gradient

remained stable for even the long duration (1 hour) fracture resistance tests.



Appendix A3

Experiment / FEM
Strain Comparison

This Appendix compares the transverse (ei, = e.,) and longitudinal (f 22 =

E,) strains measured in five experiments to those computed in the finite element

analysis. All four of the thermal gradient tests and one of the isothermal tests from

the eight experiments modeled with finite elements have strain data in the crack

tip vicinity from the strain gage rosettes. The agreement of the experimentally

measured transverse and longitudinal strain components with those computed from

the finite element analysis confirms that the finite element models adequately depict

the strain field near the crack tip for each case.

As described in Chapter 4, all the thermal gradient test specimens carried

strain gage rosettes for strain field comparison with the finite element model used

to calculate the S. integral at initial crack extension. Also, one isothermal test

specimen carried strain gage rosettes to verify the finite element model. As shown

on Figures A3.1 and A3.2. the strain gage rosettes covered an area surrounding the

crack tip. This pattern offered ten (for the CCP specimens) or twelve (for the SEN

specimens) comparison points for the strain field.

The comparison verifies the accuracy of the finite element model for the

,ests examined. Since the strain fields calculated by the finite element analyses

agree with the strain fields measured in the experiments, the Sz, integrals calculated

from the finite element results accurately represent the actual crack driving forces

in the experiments.
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Table A3.1

SEN-8.1 / FEM Strain Comparison
Gage E! LEM Er E FEM Error

Gag Xx rr yy

1 -.0002055 -.0002036 -0.9 % .0009033 .0009726 7.7 %

2 -.0004566 -.0003896 -14.7% .0013085 .0012176 -6.9%
3 -.0000313 -.0000303 -3.5 % .0003565 .0003256 -8.7%
4 -.0000046 -.0000044 -4.3% .0012805 .0012019 -6.1%
5 -.0003313 -.0003197 -3.5% .0010370 .0009959 -4.0%

6 .0003012 .0003143 4.4 % .0006834 .0006819 -0.2%
7 .0007936 .0007875 -0.8 % .0021520 .0022267 3.5 %
8 .0000722 .0000720 -0.3 % .0000277 .0000267 -3.6 %
9 -.0000914 -.0000865 -5.3 % .0000292 .0000267 -8.6 %

10 .0001096 .0000937 -14.5 % .0010026 .0009634 -3.9 %
11 -.0005469 -.0005268 -3.7 % .0016961 .0015602 -8.0 %
12 .0000642 .0000673 4.8 % .0004514 .0004558 1.0 %

cor. coef. = 0.999 cor. coef. = 0.996
slope = 0.97 slope = 0.99

Now) I. Error = (FEM - Exp)/Exp

The point by point comparisons report the error computed by,

Error = JE _ Experiment (A3.1)
fExperiment

where e is the strain component from either the finite element analysis or the ex-

periment as indicated by the superscript. The finite element strains are linearly

inperpolated from strains at node points closest to the actual gage locations. Many

of the gage locations exactly match nodal locations. The correlation coefficient and

the slope indicate the overall agreement between the measured and calculated strain

fields. Specifically, the least squares fit to the equation,

(FEN Strain) = A (Exp. Strain) (A3.2)

where .4 is the slope relating the finite element strain to the strain measured in the

experiment provides the slope parameter listed on the Tables A3.1 through A3.5.
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Table A3.2
CCP-2.5 / FEM Strain Comparison

Exp I FEM 2 3 Exp FEM
Gae ,x xx Err yy" yy Ero

1 -.0000897 -.0001018 13.6% .0018993 .0018391 -3.2%
2 .0000252 .0000169 -32.9 % .0012285 .0014878 21.1%
3 -.0012125 -.0006106 -49.6% .0014702 .0017023 15.8%

4 .0002843 .0003182 11.9% .0024582 .0022402 -8.8%

5 -.0006270 -.0005772 -7.9 % .0006940 .0006858 -1.2 %
6 -.0007102 -.0007717 8.7 % .0007292 .0068589 -6.0 %
7 -.0008394 -.0008211 -2.2 % .0028643 .0030694 7.2%

8 -.0012340 -.0012462 -1.0% .0026787 .0024649 -8.0%

9 -.0001694 -.0001513 -10.7% .0012741 .0014618 14.7%

10 -.0009892 -.0012185 23.2% .0023518 .0027209 15.7%

cor. coef. = 0.920 car. coef. = 0.967
slope = 0.92 slope = 1.03

Notcs 1. Gage smn (thennally compeisated)
2. Mechanical strata (toial-thernal)
3. Error= (FEM - Exp)/Exp

Table A3.3
SEN-2.4 / FEM Strain Comparison

Gage EExp I _ FEM 2 Eror 3  EExp FEM Error

xx xx yy Lyy

1 .0000455 .0000509 10.2 % .0001848 .0001990 7.7 %
2 -.0005772 -.0004409 -23.6% .0011396 .0013925 22.2%

3 .0001285 .0001247 -3.0 % .0007565 .0007473 -1.2 %
4 .0007162 .0009811 37.0 % .0008837 .0009405 6.4%
5 .0000414 .0000586 41.5 % .0010775 .0010895 1.1 %
6 .0010051 .0013321 33.0 % -.0001789 -.0001939 8.4 %
7 .0014046 .0016325 16.2 % .0021777 .0021777 0.0 %
8 .0009534 .0010808 13.3 % .0000207 .0000240 15.9 %
9 .0004278 .0005046 17.9 % .0000368 .0000240 -34.8 %

10 .0004282 .0005001 16.8 % .0009211 .0012875 39.0%

11 -.0005487 -.0004409 -19.6% .0019199 .0019703 2.6%
12 .0001644 .0002500 52.1% .0006970 .0007473 7.2 %

cor. coef. = 0.992 cor. coef. = 0.909
slope = t.1,i slope z: 1.13

Notes I. Gage smn (theialUy compeusated)
2. Mechanical strin (toual-Lermal)
3. Error = (FEM - Exp)/E.xp
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Table A3.4
CCP-8.4 / FEM Strain Comparison

Gage xp I FFM 2 Error 3  Exp FEM Error

%% xx yy yy

1 -.0008799 -.0008448 -4.0 % .0018976 .0016291 -14.1%

2 -.0002466 -.0002720 10.3% .0011892 .0011986 0.8%

3 -.0010038 -.0010006 -3.2 % .0012350 .0013136 6.4 %

4 -.0002391 -.0002338 -2.2 % .0027302 .0031697 16.1%

5 -.0015214 -.0013566 -10.8% .0002538 .0002784 9.7%

6 -.0014892 -.0014724 -1.1 % .0002389 .0002784 16.5 %

7 -.0003894 -.0004290 -1.1 % .0035687 .0031271 -12.4 %

8 -.0010772 -.0011443 6.2% .0019048 .0020757 9.0%

9 -.0002874 -.0003007 4.6% .0012050 .0011856 -1.6%

10 -.0010643 -.0011005 3.4 % .0024732 .0025622 3.6%

cor. coef. = 0.993 cor. coef, = 0.975
slope = 0.98 slope = 0.99

Notes I. Gage strain (thermally ompensated)
2. Mechanical sain (total-thermal)
3. Error z(TEM - Exp)/Exp

Table A3.5
SEN-8.6 / FEM Strain Comparison

Gage p I EFEM 2 Error 3  £Exp FEM Error
xG xx yy yy

1 .0000913 .0000896 -1.9% .0001477 .0001416 -4.1%

2 -.0005915 -.0005774 -2.4 % .0012656 .0012076 -4.6%

3 -.0000046 -.0000069 50.0 % .0004204 .0004057 -3,5 %

4 .0002760 .0003267 10.8 % .0010749 .0009732 -9.5 %

5 -.0001195 -.0001145 4.2% .0009713 .0009401 -3.2%

6 .0006021 .0006097 1.3% -.0002924 -.0002919 -0.2%

7 .0016850 .0016372 -2.8 % .0032865 .0029480 -10.3 %

8 .0004329 .0004374 1.0% -.0000726 -.0000718 -1.1%

9 .0001189 .0001145 -3.7% -.0000645 -.0000718 11.3%

10 .0002693 .0002460 -8.7% .0008723 .0009011 3.3 %

I1 -.0005521 -.0005774 4.6% .0016804 .0014637 -12.9%

12 0001518 .0001272 -16.2% .0003684 .0004057 10.1%

cor. coef. = 0.999 cr. coef. = 0.998

slope = 0.99 slope = 0.91
Notes I. Gage strain (thermally compensad)

2. Mechanica stm (total-thermal)
3. Error= (FFM -Exp)/Eip
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ABSTRACT

VERTEX AND EDGE THEOREMS

WHICH SIMPLIFY CLASSICAL ANALYSES OF

LINEAR SYSTEMS WITH UNCERTAIN PARAMETERS

SEPTEMBER 1990
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M.E., RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
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Directed by: Professor Christopher V. Hollot

This dissertation addresses the problem of analyzing both continuous and

discrete-time, linear time-invariant systems with uncertain parameters. The

investigation considers four classifications of uncertain systems that are loosely called

interval families, affine uncertainties, polytopes, and multiaffine uncertainties. The

focus is on classical analyses: stability, pole locations, frequency response, and time

response. The goal of each analysis is to determine the worst-case'behaviorof the

system over all possible values of the parameter vector. To simplify these analyses, the

existence of relationships between the extreme behavior of the system and the

"prominent" values of the parameters is investigated. Because the "prominent"

parameter values are analogous to the vertices or the edges of a box, results which

show that the worst-case behavior can be determined using only "prominent"

parameters are referred to as vertex and edge theorems. For each class of systems and

each analysis problem, the existence of vertex and edge theorems is reviewed.

For stability and pole location analyses, edge theorems are presented for interval

families, affine uncertainties, and polytopes. These edge theorems are a contibution of

vi



this dissertation. For multiaffine uncertainties, no stability or pole location edge

theorems exist. In general, stability and pole location vertex theorems do not exist for

any of the four system classes. The main exception is Kharitonov's stability vertex

theorem for continuous-time interval families.

For frequency response determination, the contribution of this dissertation is an

edge theorem for interval families, affine uncertainties, and polytopes. For multiaff'me

uncertainties, no frequency response edge theorem exists. For all four classes of

systems, frequency response vertex theorems also do not exist.

A steady state time response vertex theorem is presented for all four classes of

uncertain systems. For affine uncertainties, polytopes, and multiaffine uncertainties, it

is shown that a transient response vertex theorem does not exist. These two results are

contributions of this dissertation. The existence or absence of a transient response

vertex theorem for interval families is still an open question. The availability of

transient response edge theorems remains an open problem for all four classes of

uncertain systems.
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NOTATION

Call complex numbers, the complex plane

all real numbers, the real line

Rm all m-ruples of reals

S the Riemann Sphere,CU o }

C[s] all complex polynomials

-n[s] all complex polynomials of degree n

C[s1 2  all ordered pairs (2-tuples) of complex polynomials

R[s] all real polynomials

Rn[s] all real polynomials of degree n

Rnmonicls] all real manic polynomials of degree n

R(s]2 all ordered pairs (2-tuples) of real polynomials

U(s) transform of the system input, Laplace transform for co upus-ti.,
Z-transform for discrete-time

y(s) transform of the system output, Laplace transform for continuous-
time, Z-transform for discrete-ine

d(s) the system's characteristic polynomial, also called the denominator

polynomial

n(s) the system's numerator polynomial

(n(s),d(s)) numerator-denominator polynomial-pair description for the system

8 the real m-tuple of uncertain system parameters, 8 = (8 1, 8, ... ,6m)

A the set of possible values for the uncertain parameter 8

D mapping from 8 a Rm to d(s) a C[s]

xii



N mapping from 8 4 Rm to n(s) e C[s]

T mapping from 8 a Rm to (n(s),d(s)) a C[s12 , T(8) = (N(8),D(8))

, D(A) the set of possible characteristic polynomials for the system

N. N(A) the set of possible numerator polynomials for the system

7, T(A) the set of possible polynomial-pair descriptions for the system

? a set of polynomials, equals either D or N

Num() { n(s) 6 C[s] (n(s),d(s)) a T }

Den(T) ( d(s) e C[s] (n(s),d(s)) E T

Box (8L,8 I) interval family of real m-tuples given by
S(81,8 2 , ... , 8m)aRm 8jL < 8i SiH, i=1,2 ... m}

Vert( 5L,H)I vertices of Box (SL,8H)
[ ( 81, 82,..... 8m) Rrn : 8i• a[(iL,8iH}, i--1, 2... m

Edge (8L,}H) edges of Box ( 8L,6H)

{ (81, 82 ... , 8m) a RM : 8i a {8iLSH),
i 1, 2,... j-1, j+l.m, 8jL < 8j :5j H, j-1, 2,... ml

Affine(UV} -the set of all affine mappings from U to V

Multi(Rm,V) the set of all multiaff'me mappings from Rm to V

Vert(A) all vertices of A when A is an interval family of real m-tuples

Edge(A) the set of all parameters contained in edges of A when A is an intrval
family of real m-tuples

Vert(D) all vertex polynomials of D when D is a polytope of polynomials

Vert(N) all vertex polynomials of N when N is a polytope of polynomials

Vertm all vertex polynomial-pairs of T when T is a polytope of polynomial-
pairs
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Edge(-) the set of all polynomials contained in edges of : when _Z is a
polytope of polynomials

Edge (N) the set of all polynomials contained in edges of N when N is a
polytope of polynomials

Edge(7) the set of all polynomial-pairs contained in edges of'7 when 7 is a
polytope of polynomial-pairs

Root(P) root space of the set of polynomials P, ( s a C: p(s) = 0, p(s) a P

Root(D) the set of all possible poles of the system

Root(N) the set of all possible zeros of the system

aRoot(D) the boundary of Root(D) C C

G a stability region

aG the boundary of G C C

GH the open left half plane

GS the open unit disk

G-stable P C C[s] is G-stable if Root(P) C G

Val(D,z) the value set of D C C[s], (p(z) a C : p(s) a D}

Val(T,z) the value set of T C C[s] 2 , ( (n(z),d(z)) a C : (n(s),d(s)) A" T f'

conv(A) convex hull of the set A

A\B (x : xeA,x*B)

arg[c] the argument of c a C

abs[c] the absolute value of c a C

aA the boundary of the set A in C (. excluded)

A/B {x/y:x a Aya B}

Nyq(Tz) { n(z)/d(z) a C : abs[n(z)/d(z)] < -, (n(s),d(s)) a T }
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[8]i the ith component of the p-tuple

A x _3 Cartesian product of A and 3

max A maximum element of the set A C R

min A minimum element of the set A C .

Z (F(s)) inverse Laplace transform over s of F(s), the region of convergence is
assumed to be an open right half plane

Z-1 (F(z)) inverse Z-transform over z of F(z), the region of convergence is
assumed to be an unbounded open annulus

Khar.(?) the positive frequency Kharitonov polynomials of ? when ? is an
interval family of polynomials, see Definition 3.2

Khar.(?) the negative frequency Kharitonov polynomials of P when ? is an
interval family of polynomials, see Definition 3.2

Khar(?) Khar+(P) U Khar.(P)
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family of polynomials and w 2 0

Aux.(P,jw) the set of points where aVal(Pjw) intersects the real or imaginary axis
plus the intersection of Val(Pjw) with the origin when P is an interval
family of polynomials and w > 0.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

This dissertation addresses the problem of analyzing both continuous-time and

discrete-time, finite-dimensional, linear, time-invariant systems' with uncertain

parameters. This work will focus on classical analyses: stability, pole-zero locations,

frequency response, and time response. A worst-case philosophy will be employed, so

the purpose of each analysis will be to determine the extreme behavior of the system

over all possible values of the parameters. For example, a stability or pole location

analysis will typically s-.k to ascertain if there are any parameter values for which the

poles of the system have unacceptable locations in the complex plane. A frequency

response analysis will attempt to determine quantities like the maximum possible

bandwidth of the system or the minimum possible distance of the Nyquist plot to the
• :.:

origin. gtime response analysis, for a given input, will seek information such as the

maximum possible value of a particular output during the transient period or in the

steady state. In an effort to simplify these analyses, this dissertation will investigate ihe

existence of relationships between the extreme behavior of the system and "prominent"

values of the parameters. For the cases that are considered these "prominent"

parameter values are analogous to either the vertices or the edges of a box. For this

reason, results which show that the worst-case behavior of a system can be determined

using only "prominent" parameters are referred to as vertex theorems and edge

1 Throughout the remainder of this dissertation unless noted to the contrary, system will refer to only
finite-dimensional, linear, time-invariant systems.
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theorems. The existence of several theorems of this type will be demonstrated. and

counterexamples to several similar conjectures will also be given.

1.2 Descriptions of Systems with Parameter Uncertainties

The analyses that are investigated in this dissertation will use polynomials to

describe each uncertain system. The polynomials come from the system description

d(s) y(s) = n(s) u(s)

which uses the polynomials d(s) and n(s) to relate the transform of a given output y to

the transform of a given input u. The appropriate transform is the Laplace transform

for continuous-time systems and the Z-transform for discrete-time systems. Regardless

of which transform is used, d(s) will be called both the characteristic polynomial

and the denominator polynomial, and n(s) will be called the numerator

polynomial. When a system depends on an m-tuple of parameters

8 = (81, 52, ... 8m), the polynomials which describe the system will also depend

on 8. The two mappings D and N from the set of all real m-tuples RT to the set of all
,..4. -I Ok ..

complex'polynomials.Cfs] will be used to define d(s) and n(s), respectively, for each

value of S. When uncertainties such as measurement erro or manufacturing tolerance

are present, the value of each parameter may not be known exactly. Typically, 8 will

only be known to lie in some parameter set A c Rm. As a result, the polynomials

d(s) and n(s) which describe the behavior of the system from the input u to the output y

will only be known to lie in sets of polynomials. This means that to determine worst-

case behavior an entire set of system descriptions must be used.

The composition of the set of descriptions will vary depending on the type of

analysis. To check for possible instabilities or to determine all possible pole locations,

the set of polynomials
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= D(A) = { D(5) : e A

is the easiest to use. To determine all possible zero locations, the set of polynomials

14 = N(A) = ( N(8) : 8 a A )

is the best choice. Some analyses will need to know both n(s) and d(s). For these

cases, the mapping T from "m to the set of all ordered pairs (2-tuples) of complex

polynomials C[s] 2 defined by T(5) = (N(S), D(8)) will be helpful. Using T, the set

S= T(A) = { T(8)" 8. A )

can be easily specified. The set T provides all the informaion needed to determine the

worst-case frequency or time response. Two examples are given below which illustrate

how the mappings N, D, and T and the sets A, D, N, and T are generated for physical

systems.

Example 1.1 Consider the spring-mass-dashpot system shown in Figure 1.1

having mass M, spring constant K, and damping coefficient F.

Spring-Mass-Dashpot System.

Figure 1.1

The folowing description

(Ms 2+Fs+K) y(s) = u(s)
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relates the Laplace transform of the input force u and the output position y. The three

mappings D: 13---C[s], N: R3--+-[s], and T: R3-'C[s] 2 are defined by

D( (K.M,F)) = Ms 2+Fs+K,

N( (K,M,F)) = 1,

and

T( (K,M,F)) = (1, Ms 2+Fs+K),

respectively. If the the parameters are uncertain and satisfy the bounds

1 :5K<2; 1.5:5 M:5 1.6; 3<Fs_5

(in appropriate units), then the set of parameters is given by

A=( 8a'R3 : 8=(K,M,F), 1<K<2, 1.5<M<1.6, 3<F<5 .

The mappings D, N, and T along with the set A provide the information needed to

define the following sets

D={ Ms2+Fs+K : l<K<2, 1.5 <M< 1.6, 3<F<5 ,

N= 1),

and

T- (1, Ms2+Fs+K) : l<K<2, 1.5 <M< 1.6, 3<Fs5 .

Example 1.2 Consider the RLC circuit displayed in Figure 1.2.

R L

RLC Circuit.

Figure 1.2
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For this RLC circuit, the following description

(LCs2+RCs+1) vo(s) = vi(s)

relates the Laplace transform of the input voltage vi and the output voltage Vo. The

three mappings D: j3--+C[s], N: R 3-C[sI, and T: -)3---C[S1 2 are defined by

D( (R,L,C)) = LCs2+RCs+1,

N( (R,L,C)) = I,

and

T( (R,L,C)) = (1, LCs2+RCs+ I),

respectively. If the the parameters are uncertain and satisfy the bounds

1 _<R:52; 3-5L<4; 5_<C <6

(in appropriate units), then the set of all possible parameters is given by

A={ 8aR 3 : 8=(R,L,C), 1<RS2, 3<L:4, 5<C<_6 }.

For this system, the sets of descriptions D, N, and 'T" are defined as follows

D-- LCs2+RCs+I : 1gRS2, 3<LS4, 5<C_<6 ,

N= 1),

and .._

T-[ (1, LCs2 +RCs+l) l R<2, 3<L<4, 5<C<6 .

For the uncertain systems considered in this dissertation, the sets D, N, and T

provide essentially all the information about the system that is required to carry out the

desired analyses. The mappings D, N, and T in combination with the set A also

provide the same information in a different form. The only other information that must

be specified is whether the system is discrete or continuous-time. For these reasons,

systems can be treated throughout the remainder of this dissertation using only the sets

of polynomials D and N, the set of polynomial-pairs T, the set of real m-tuples A, the
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mappings D and N from real m-wuples to polynomials. and the mapping T from real

m-tuples to polynomial-pairs.

1.3 Classes of Polynomial Sets and Polynomial-Pair Sets

Examples 1.1 and 1.2 show that it is quite natural for the sets D, N, and/or 7 to

contain an infinite number of possible system descriptions. When these sets are

infinite, it will be impossible to carry out a worst-case analysis using the brute force

method of individually testing each and every description. Because a feasible

alternative to the brute force method is required, this dissertation focuses on a few

general but highly srcue classes of description sets. This structure makes it

possible to analyze these sets without using the brute force approach. The

classifications for D, N, and T that are of interest will be formally presented in Chapter

2. These classifications are designed to include the types of polynomial sets and

polynomial-pair sets needed to describe physical systems that have a reasonably simple

dependence on uncertain parameters.

Some of the classifications given in Chapter 2 will be defined in terms o how

the set A and the mappings D, N, and T generate the sets D, N, and T. For these

classifications, the set of parameters A will be re4uired to be an interval family of

real m-tuples. In both Example 1.1 and 1.2, the set of parameters A is an interval'

family of real 3-tuples. The classifications for D, N, and T are further refined by

requiring the mapping D, N, and T to be one of two types of mappings. These two

choices called multiaffine mappings and afflne mappings are defined in Chapter

2. In both Example 1.1 and 1.2, all three mappings D, N, and T are multiaffine. The

three mappings D, N, and T in Example 1.1 are affine, but the two mappings D and T

in Example 1.2 are not affine. These examples correctly suggest that affine mappings
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are a special type of multiaffine mappings. The two choices of mappings define two

classifications for sets of polynomials and two classifications for sets of polynomial-

pairs. A set of polynomials D = D(A) or N = N(A) is classified as being generated

by multiaffine uncertainties if A is an interval family and if D or N, respectively,

is a multiaffine mapping. If D or N is also an affine mapping, then D = D(A) or

N = N(A), respectively, is also said to be generated by affine uncertainties.

Similarly, a set of polynomial-pairs T = T(A) is classified as being generated by

multiaffine uncertainties if A is an interval family and if T is a multiaffine map. If

T is also an affine map, then T = T(A) is also said to be generated by affine

uncertainties. The sets D, N, and T in Example 1.1 are examples of sets generated

by affine uncertainties. The sets D and T in Example 1.2 are not generated by affine

uncertainties, but they are generated by multiaffine uncertainties.

The remaining classifications that are defined in Chapter 2 are stated directly in

terms of the sets D, N, and T and do not dependent on the set A or the mappings D, N,

and T. Two classifications of sets of polynomials and two classifications of sets of

polynomial-pairs are defined in this way. The first two of these classes are called

polytopts of polynomials and polytopes of polynomial-pairs. The 5ecord"

two classes are special types of polytopes called interval families of polynomials

and Interval families of polynonial-pairs. Then classes will be formally

defined in Chapter 2. At this point, it will be adequate to note some examples of these

classes. The set D in Example 1.1 is an interval family of polynomials, so it must also

be a polytope of polynomials. The set D in Example 1.2 is not an interval family of

polynomials, but it is a polytope of polynomials. The set T in Example 1.1 is an

interval family of polynomial-pairs. The set T in Example 1.2 is not an interval family

of polynomial-pairs, but it is a polytope of polynomial-pairs.
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Examples 1. 1 and 1.2 show that some physical systems do indeed have

polynomial and polynomial-pair description sets that fall into the classifications

discussed above. The number of physical systems whose description sets fall into one

or more of the classifications above is quite large. Dasgupta and Anderson [1987] have

shown that a significant class of physical systems are describe by sets of polynomials

and polynomial-pairs that are generated by multiaffine uncertainties. This provides a

strong motivation to investigate multiaffine uncertainties.

The reason description sets generated by affine uncertainties are treated

separately from the multiaffine case is that significant simplification of the analysis

process is possible when attention is restricted to this subclass. The difference in the

analysis effort required by the affine case verses the multiaffine case is the reason for

considering polytopes. All description sets generated by affine uncertainties are

polytopes, so polytopes are a more general class. Despite being more general,

polytopes require essentially the same analysis effort as sets generated by affine

uncertainties. This fact is useful because some families generated by multiaffine

u-,. :€-Ainties are polytopes. These special types of multiaffine uncertainties can be

analyzed-with the same amount of effort that is required to analyze affine uncertainties.

Furthermore, the smallest convex set that contains a family of polynomials or

polynomial-pairs generated by muliaffine uncertainties is always a polytope. This

overbounding polytope is easily identified, and it is useful for analyzing the original

family. An analysis carried out using the overbounding polytope will be conservative,

but its use is often justified by the decrease in analysis effort. The subclass of

polytopes called interval families are treated as special cases because dramatic

simplifications of some important analyses are possible when attention is restricted to

these families.
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1.4 Vertex and Edge Theorems

It was stated previously that the sets of descriptions (polynomials or

polynomial-pairs) considered in this dissertation would be highly structured and that

this structured would be used for a non-brute force analysis. Four classes of these

structured sets were specified for both polynomials and polynomial-pairs. This section

will discuss some of the prominent features of these sets and indicate how these

features will be used in a feasible analysis method. The prominent features of sets of

polynomials and sets of polynomial-pairs generated by affite and multiaffine

uncertainties will be discussed first. Afterwards, the prominent features of polytopes

and interval families of polynomials and polynomial-pairs will be pointed out. Finally,

the intended strategy for using the prominent features in a non-brute force analysis will

be outlined.

For the sets D(A), N(A), or T(A) to be classified as being generated by affine or

multiaffine uncertainties, the set A is required to be an interval family of real m-tuples.

These types of sets are highly structured and have some prominent features. For

exampleinterval families in R3 are shaped exactly like rectangularboxes, so the most

prominent features of a real 3-dimensional interval family are its vertices and its edges.

To illustrate this point, the cube shaped interval family A from Example 1.2 is shown in

Figure 1.3. This figure should provide the reader with an intuitive feel for the vertices

and edges of an interval family in R3. For m * 3, the vertices and edges of an interval

family of real m-tuples can be easily described algebraically. The exact definitions will

be provided in Chapter 2. If A is an interval family, then for convenient reference, the

set of all its vertices will be denoted by Vert(A) and the set of all real m-tuples

contained in all edges of A will be represented by the notation Edge(A). The sets of

real m-tuples Vert(A) and Edge(A) will play an impomant analysis role.
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Interval family of real 3-tuples.

Figure 1.3

As with interval families of real m-tuples, vertices and edges can also be defined

for interval families and polytopes of polynomials and polynomial-pairs. The

rectangular box analogy used above can also be employed for interval families of

polynonnals and polynomial-pairs. A geornmic analogy for polytopes caft use not enly

rectangular boxes but also pyramids and other flat-sided, convex figures that have

obvious definitions for vertices and edges. This c n be illustrated with the polytope of

polynomials D from Example 1.2. Each polynomial d(s) in D can be represented with

a real 2-tupie by letting the polynomial d(s) = b2s2+bls+l correspond to the pair of

coefficients (b2, b1). Using this coefficient space representation, the set D will

correspond to the set of coefficients illustrated in Figure 1.4. The set of coefficients in

Figure 1.4 can also represent the set of polynomial-pair descriptions T from Example

1.2 by letting the pair of coefficients (b2, bl) correspond to the polynomial-pair

(1, b2s 2+bls+l). The vertices and edges of the set shown in Figure 1.4 correspond
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to the vertces and edges of _: and 7. This geometric idea is the basis for the algebraic

definitions of polytope edges and vertices that will be given in Chapter 2. When D or

1'1 is a polytope of polynomials, the set of all its vertices will be denoted as Vert(-) or

Vert(N), respectively, and the set of all polynomials that are contained in edges of the

polytope will be represented by Edge(D) or Edge(N), respectively. If 7 is a

polytope of polynomial-pairs, its vertices and edges will be denoted by Vert(7) and

Edge(T). For the general case of polytopes, the edges will play an important role in

analysis. For the special case of interval families of polynomials and polynomial-pairs,

the vertices will be even more important.

30

b 2 20

10
2 4 6 8 10 12 14

b1

The polytope of polynomials D from Example 4.2 represented in coefficient space.
The pair of coefficients (b2. bl) corresponds to the polynomial b2s 2+bls+l.

Figure 1.4

All the different types of vertices and edges discussed above will utilized to find

feasible alternatives to the brute force method of analyzing sets of polynomial and

polynomial-pair descriptions. Recall that in analyzing a set of descriptions the objective

is to determine the extreme or worst-case behavior of the system over all possible
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descriptions. The primary goal of the research leading up to this dissertation was to

find out if the extreme behavior could be determined using only a few "prominent"

descriptions. Examples of "prominent" description are the "vertices" Vert( ), Vert(1',

VertC), D(Vert(A)), N(Vert(A)), and T(Vert(A)); and the "edges" Edge(Q), Edge(N),

Edge(T), D(Edge(A)), N(Edge(A)), and T(Edge(A)). For any of the analyses. one of

the most desirable products of this line of investigation would be a result which showed

that the extreme behavior of any description set in a given class could be determined

using only the "vertex" descriptions. A result of this type will be referred to as a

vertex theorem. If the "vertex" descriptions do not determine the worst-case

behavior, then it would be desirable to have a result which showed that the "edge"

descriptions provide sufficient information about a system's extreme behavior. A result

of this type will be called an edge theorem. For each of the classical analyses

mentioned above, this dissertation will present results in the form of vertex theorems,

edge theorems, counterexamples to vertex conjectures, or counterexamples to edge

conjectures. A significant portion of these theorems and counterexamples are a

contribution of the author.

I.5 Pole-Zero Locations

Using the sets of polynomial descriptions D and N, the pole and zero location

analysis problems mentioned previously can be defined more clearly. This clarification

is efficiently achieved using the root space mapping Root: C[s]---C that is defined

for any P C C[s] by

Root(P)fi s a C : p(s)=0, p(s)uP a .

In terms of root spaces, the goal of a zero location analysis is to determine Root(N)

while a pole location analysis must determine Root(D). The two root spaces have very
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different meanings in the analysis of a system, but in terms of computation. they are

equivalent problems. For this reason, it will be sufficient to investigate non-brute force

ways of computing Root(D).

The problem of computing Root(D(A)) for the case when D(A) contains only

real polynomials, A is an interval family of real scalars, and D is an affine mapping2

was considered in (Evans, 1948]. Evans developed the well known Root Locus

method for easily constructing an accurate approximation of Root(D(A)). This

technique showed that D(Vert(A)) provides sufficient information to determine the

portion of Root(D(A)) on the real axis but not the non-real portion of the root space (for

all four classes of polynomial sets considered in this dissertation, the vertices do not

generally provide sufficient information to determine the root space). A direct

extension of root locus techniques to families of polynomials generated by several

parameters is generally not feasible.

For the case of multiple parameters, the work of [Zeheb, Walach, 19811 can be

used to compute Root(D(A)). The work of Zeheb and Walach is very powerful

because they place extremely mild restrictions on D and A. Describing their result is

difficult, because it is o general. Generally speaking, the method begins-by looking

for parameters over the entire set A that satisfy certain algebraic conditions. For the

parameters Al that satisfy the conditions, Root(D(Al)) is computed. Next, attention is

restricted to smaller regions of A. Parameters A2 that satisfy a new set of algebraic

conditions on the smaller regions are found and then Root(D(A2)) is computed. This

procedure is continued on smaller and smaller regions of A. For the case when A is an

interval family, the smallest region is Vert(A) and the second smallest region is

Edge(A). The eventual result of this procedure is the set

2When the domain is i. affine mappinp and mukiaffine mappins are equivale L
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RootD(A)) U Root(D(A2)) U ... = Root(D(Al U A2 U ... )) C Root(D(A)).

This set covers the boundary of Root(D(A)) and divides the complex plane into a finite

number of regions. Each of these regions is either contained in or disjoint from

Root(D(A)). Zeheb and Walach provide a procedure for testing each region to

determine which of the two cases holds. Once each region is checked, a complete

description of Root(D(A)) is available. Because of its generality, this procedure is a

very powerful tool, but in some special cases, it is more cumbersome than necessary.

For the special case when D is a polytope of polynomials. this dissertation will

present a theorem which shows that the boundary of Root(D), denoted DRoot(D), is a

subset of Root(Edge(D)). This result is frequently referred to as the (root version of

the) Edge Theorem. The original version of the Edge Theorem [Bartlett, Hollot,

Huang, 19881 is a joint contribution of the author. Using the Edge Theorem to find the

boundary of Root(D) is simpler than using Zeheb and Walach's method because it

avoids solving their algebraic conditions. For the task of finding all the interior points

of Root(D), Zeheb and Walach's method of testing regions is applicable. It was shown

by the author [Bartlett, 1990a] that, for polytopes of polynomials, it is very easy to

determina which, of th "nonboundary" regions are included in Root(D) mid which- are

excluded. In Chapter 3, the Edge Theorem will be presented, and its use will be

demonstrated.

The root version of the Edge Theorem does not extend to sets of polynomials

generated by multiaffine uncertainties. An example given by [Barmish, Fu, Saleh,

1988] will be used to show this in Chapter 3. A similar example given by [Ackermann,

Hu, Kaesbauer, 1990] shows exactly the same thing. For the multiaffine case, [Zeheb,

Walach, 19811 is the best alternative to the brute force approach of computing Root(D).
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1.6 Stability

Because this dissertation restricts attention to linear time-invariant systems,

stability can be defined using the root space of the characteristic polynomial set _'. To

allow a variety of problem formulations, the definition of stability will be a general one

that is stated in terms of a stability region G that is some subset of the complex plane.

The definition states that a set of polynomials D is G-stable if and only if

Root(D) C G. For discrete-time systems, the most important stability region is the

open unit disk GS. When D is Gs-stable, it is said that all the polynomials in D are

strictly Schur. For continuous-time systems, the most important stability region is

the open left half plane GH. When D is GH-stable, it is said that all the

polynomials in D are strictly Hurwitz. From these defimitions, the goal of a worst-

case stability analysis is clearly to determine if Root(D) C G. The following

subsections will review several methods for carrying out worst-case stability analyses

on the four classes of polynomial sets discussed in Section 1.3.

1.6.1 The Root Space Method

From the definition above, one obvious way to check if the set of polynomials

D is G-stable is to first compute Root(D) and then compare it with G. Stability can

therefore be handled using the root location analysis methods discussed above in

Section 1.5, but this is not necessarily the best approach. Consider the problem of

determining the stability of a single polynomial p(s). For many stability regions G,

there are tests that can determine the G-stability of p(s) with much less effort than

computation of Root( {p(s) }) would r-quire. For GH-stability, the tests of Hermite,

Routh, and Hurwitz are well known examples. For Gs-stability, tests due to Schur,
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Cohn. and Jury are also well known. Tests for GH-stability and Gs-stabdlity can also

be used for other stability regions by employing various transformations (Sondergeld,

1983]. Not all stability regions admit efficient alternatives to root computation, but

many of the important ones do. Based on the single polynomial case, it is reasonable to

expect that there may be methods of determining the stability of a set of polynomial _

that are more computationally efficient than computing RootfD).

1.6.2 Classical Algorithms

One alternative to computing Root(D) to test stability of D is to directly extend

the methods of Hermite, Routh, Hurwitz, Schur, Cohn, and Jury to sets of

polynomials. This extension is similar for all the tests. One may interpret each of these

tests as defining several functions FO, Fl, ... , Fr from the set of all real polynomials3

of degree n, Rn[s], to R such that any polynomial p(s) in Rn[s] is stablel if and only if

the real numbers F0(p(s)), Fl(p(s)), ... , Fr(p(s)) are all positive. In Hurwitz's method

for example, the numbers Fo(p(s)), FI(p(s)), ..... Fr(p(s)) would be the leading

principletinors of the Hurwitz matrix constructed using the coefficients of p(s).

When extended to sets of polynomials of fixed degree5, the classical tests state that

C Rn[s] is stable if and only if the real sets FO(D), FI(D) ..... Fr(D) contain only

positive numbers. When D = D(A), showing that FO(D), F(D), ... , Fr(D) are sets of

positive numbers is equivalent to showing that the composite mappings Fo*D, F1.D,

.... Fr.D are all positive over the set A.

3More complicated versions of each test are available to handle complex polynomials.
4GH-Stable or CGS-smable as appropriate.
5Sets containing polynomials of more than one degree can be analyzed, but more effort is generally
reued
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Showing that F0oD, F1oD. FroD > 0 over the set A can be an extremely

complicated task even when D is a fairly simple mapping. If D is a multiaffine or even

an affine mapping, the functions FooD, FI.D.... FmoD will be multivariate

polynomials of the individual parameters 81, &2 ... , 8m. The positivity over the set A

of these multivariate polynomials can be tested using various finite step algorithms [see

Anderson, Scott, 1977; Bickart, Jury, 1978; Walach, Zeheb, 19801, but these

algorithms are in general more complex than is feasible to implement [see the

discussion of complexity by Walach and Zeheb, 19801. By first testing any one

polynomial in : for stability, the stability conditions Fo(D), F1(D), ... , Fr(D) > 0 can

be reduced to a few "critical" stability conditions Fi(D), Fj(D), ... > 0 [Frazer,

Duncan, 1929; Jury, 1974], but even this simplification will not make this approach

feasible in general.

The extension of the classical algorithms to test the stability of a family

generated by affine or multiaffine uncertainties may not be feasible in general, but it is

feasible for the special case when only a one uncertain parameter is present. In this

case, the critical conditions Fi.D, FjoD, ... will be univariate polynomials of the

individuklparameter §1. It is easy to test the positivity of a univariate polynuinial over

a real interval A, so the direct extensions of Hermite, Routh, Hurwitz, Schur, Cohn,

and Jury can be used in this case. The eigc.,value tests of (Bialas, 1985; Fu, Barmish,

1988; Bartlett, Hollot, 1988; Ackermann, Barmish, 1988, Saydy, Tits, Abed, 1988],

the resultant test of [Bose, 19891, and part of the test conditions in [Kraus, Anderson,

Jury, Mansour, 1988] are all essentially results of this type. In summary, the classical

stability tests are in general excessively difficult to use on sets of polynomials, but they

are relatively easy to use in the special cases when the set of polynomials is generated

by a single multiaffine uncertainty.
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1.6.3 Vertex and Edge Stability Theorems

The fact that the classical stability algorithms are difficult to use with many

uncertain parameters but easy to use with less than two uncertain parameters provides

motivation for considering vertex and edge theorems. A vertex theorem would equate

stability of the whole set of descriptions to the stability of a finite number of "vertices."

Each of these vertices could be tested using the classical algorithms without

modifications. An edge theorem would equate stability of the whole family to stability

of a finite number of edges. Each edge is essentially a set of descriptions generated by

a single multiaffme uncertainty, so the stability of each edge could be tested using a one

parameter test [Bialas, 1985; Fu, Barmish, 1988; Bartlett, Hollot, 1988; Ackermann,

Barmish; 1988, Saydy, Tits, Abed, 1988; Bose, 1989]. There are several vertex and

edge theorems available that can be used in this manner.

Vertex stability theorems have a long history dating back to the previous

century. Chebyshev presented a vertex GH-stability theorem in 1892, and Markov

presented a similar but more general vertex GH-stability theorem in 1894 [see

Gantmacher, 1959, vol. 2, pp. 240-248). A recent exposition on Markoi4 theorezi s

given by (Hoilot, 1989). Markov's theorem is not directly applicable to the classes of

description sets considered in this dissertation because this theorem is stated in terms of

polynomials represented in Markov parameter space rather than in R[s] or C[s]. The

possibility of mapping a set D C C[s] into Markov parameter space and then applying

Markov's theorem on the image has not been fully investigated, so it is not clear how

difficult the process would be or how much conservatism it would introduce.

Vertex results are also available for Gs-stability. At the beginning of this

century, Perron, 1907, and Frobenius, 1909, developed powerful theorems concerning

the largest real eigenvalues of positive matrices. These results have lead directly to a
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simple Gs-stability 6 vertex theorem due to Wielandt. 1950 [see Gantmacher. 1959.

vol. 2, p. 57]. Wiedlant's result has been extended and strengthened recently by

[Mayer, 19891. Like the original theorems, these results are stated in terms of the

eigenvalues of square matrices, but this not a significant detraction because it is a

simple matter to transform a polynomial root problem into a matrix eigenvalue problem.

The main drawback of the Wielandt-Mayer theorem is that it provides necessary and

sufficient conditions only for certain types of interval families. In general, the results

can only be used in a conservative fashion. Like Markov's theorem, the Wielandt-

Mayer theorem is useful, but it doesn't provide a general solution to any of the

problems consider in this work.

A theorem due to Kharitonov (1978a&b] provides a complete solution to a

problem considered in this dissertation. The weak version of Kharitonov's theorem

shows that an interval family of polynomials is GH-stable if and only if all its vertices

are GH-stable. The strong version of Kharitonov's theorem shows that an interval

family of polynomials is GH-stable if and only if eight specific vertices are GH-stable.

Kharitonov's amazing result and st.,eial other vertex theorems which extend or

partially extend his work will be reviewed in Chapter 3. Unfortunately, many.desizabfe

extensions of Kharitonov's theorem do not exist. Even the weak version does not

extend to polynomial sets that are generated by affine uncertainties. The example in

[Kochenburger, 19531 shows a family of polynomials generated by a single affine

uncertainty that is not GH-stable even though it has GH-stable vertices. Kharitonov's

weak theorem for interval families dosxna to some other stability regions [Soh,

Berger, 1988; Petersen, 1989; Fu, 1989a], but it dg nteed to many important

stability regions including the open unit disk. The example in [Hollot, Bartlett, 19861

rhis dicomu is valid for disks cenmed at de orgin of any radius.
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shows an interval family of polynomials that is not Gs-stable even though it has Gs-

stable vertices. For those problems in which a vertex theorem like Kharitonovs does

not hold, the best that can be hoped for is an edge theorem.

Based on the Edge Theorem for root locations, it was shown by [Bartlett,

Hollot, Huang, 19881 that an edge theorem also holds for several stability problems.

Their work showed that if D is a polytope of monic real polynomials of degree n and if

G is a simply connected set, then D is G-stable if and only if Edge(D) is G-stable.

This theorem and subsequent extensions are referred to as stability versions of the

Edge Theorem. Chapter 3 will discuss the extensions of this theorem [Fu, Barmish,

1989; Hollot, Looze, Bartlett, 1990; Barmish, Sideris, 19891 which have sought to

relax the assumptions on D and G in various ways. Chapter 3 will also present

examples from (Bartlett, 1990a] which show that the assumptions cannot simply be

removed. For stability problems that violate the previously used assumptions, a

modified stability version of the Edge Theorem that includes a precondition [Bartlett,

1990a] can be employed. Chapter 3 will show how to use the precondition and Edge

Theorem to determine the G-stability of a polytope of polynomials.

As might be expected from the root location problem, the stability version of the

Edge Theorem is generally not valid for sets generated by muliaffine uncertainties. A

counterexample given by [Barmish, Fu, Saleh, 1588] clearly shows this fact. Since

edges are not sufficient, one might want to know if some larger "geometrically

inspired" subset such as faces would be sufficient to determine stability. A

counterexample in [Ackermann, 19891 shows that no proper subset of this type is

sufficient. For the multiaffine case, the only way to identify the crucial parameters to

test would be to use problem dependent algebraic conditions like those given in [Zeheb,

19901. This algebraic approach is more or less equivalent to the classical approach
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discussed in Section 1.6.2. so it has the potential to be very complex when many

uncertain parameters are present.

1.6.4 The Zero Exclusion Principle

Another alternative to computing Root(C) is to test stability using the "zero

exclusion principle" [Frazer, Duncan, 1929]. To test the G-stability of a connected set

of polynomials of fixed degree D for any 9 set G, this method requires two steps7 .

The first step is to check the G-stability of any polynomial p(s) in D (p(s) is sometimes

called the nominal polynomial). If p(s) is not G-stable, then D is not G-stable and there

is no need to go to the second step. If p(s) is G-stable, then the next step must be

carried out. The second step is to determine if there is any complex number z on the

boundary of G, denoted dAG, such that zero is in the value set

Val(Dz) = ( p(z) a C : p(s) a D ).

If there does exist a z a oG such that 0 a Val(Dz), then D is not stable. If

0 4 Val(D,z) for all za aG, then D is G-stable. The zero exclusion method has two

commonrjused-interpretations. The Nyquist interpretation explains'the condition

0 4 Val(D,z) for all z a W as preventing a destabilizing change in the number of

encirclements of the Nyquist plot. The root continuity interpretation explains the

condition 0 4 Val(D,z) for all z a aG as preventing stable poles from migrating into

unstable regions. Both interpretations have motivated results in the literature.

One obvious way to use the zero exclusion principle is to show Val(D,z) in the

complex plane for each frequency z a dG. If D is an interval family of polynomials

71f D is not connected or contains polynomials of diffetent desp.. then this method cmn be used by
sepanmng D into severl connected susets each of which contains only polynomials of he same
deg=. The frst step of this method wil have to be Pepeatd sqwTmely for each mb.set The second
step don not need to be altemd.
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and if z a d-'GH, then Val(C,z) is simple to construct because it is a rectangle with

corners that are easily identified using Kharitonov's polynomials [see Dasgupta. 1988:

Minnichelli, Anagnost, Desoer, 19891. If ) is a polytope of polynomials, then for any

frequency z, Val(.',z) is simply the convex polygon whose vertices correspond to the

vertices of d, i.e. ValQ,z) equals the convex hull of Val(Vert(D),z), denoted

conv(Val(VertD),z)), [Barmish, 1989]. For polynomial sets generated by multiaffine

uncertainties, Val(Q,z) is a subset of conv(Val(Vert(D),z)), but it does not necessarily

equal this convex polygon [see the Mapping Theorem, Zadeh, Desoer, 1963. page

476]. Due to the lack of convexity, Val(D,z) can be fairly difficult to determine for the

multaffine case. Ackermann, Hu, and Kaesbauer (19901 illustrate ways to reduce the

amount of difficulty encountered in using this graphical stability test on polynomial sets

generated by multiaffine uncertainties.

An alternative to visually checking if 0 a Val(D,z) is to use an algebraic

algorithm. For polytopes of polynomials, a non-iterative algorithm of this type is given

by [Barmish, 1989]. An iterative algorithm that can handle sets generated by

multiaffine uncertainties is given by [de Gaston, Safonov, 198818. The main problem

suffered-by these two algorithms and the visual approach discussed above is the need to

sweep over all z a o(.

Several methods based on the zero exclusion principle but avoiding frequency

sweeps have been proposed. For polytopes of polynomials, [Zeheb, 19891 provides a

method for identifying a finite number of crucial boundary frequencies. The condition

0, Val(D,z) needs to be checked only on these frequencies. In [Djaferis, Hollot,

1989], a similar method (for G = GH) is given that takes advantage of the special

structure of sets of polynomials generated by affine uncertainties. Motivated by the

SA p eW by [Sidehs, de CGasn. 1986) extend this algorithm o Wandle polynomic wcmnaitY
scWrum as well a mulsaffine Wurncmes.
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algorithms of (de Gaston. Safonov. 1988: Sideris. de Gaston. 19861. Sideris and

Sanchez Pefia ( 19891 provide an algorithm that can test the GH-stability of sets

generated by multiaffine uncertainties without the need for a frequency sweep 9.

1.6.5 Parameter Space Methods

Another way to test stability of a family of polynomials is to use parameter

space methods [see Naimark. 1947; Siljak, 1969; Farn, Meditich, 1978; Ackermann

1980; Siljak, 19891. For a set of polynomials D = D(A) and an open stability region

G, this method maps the stability boundary dG C C back into the parameter space

Pm . The image is the set

3=1 8aR m : p(z)=0, p(s)=D(8), z a G 1.

If 3 r A = 0, if D is a connected set of polynomials of a fixed degree, and if D

contains at least one G-stable polynomial, then D is guaranteed to be G-stable. The

condition B A) A = 0 is the parameter space coLnterpart of the zero exclusion

principle. For m = 2, it is typically not too difficult to determine B and to check if B

intersectsA. This is often carried out graphically. For larger m = 3, distayiig B." "

becomes difficult, and for m > 3, a graphical representaion of B becomes impossible.

There are various ways to circumvent this dimensionality problem, but in general, this

approach is very difficult to use when several parameters are present. This is trm even

for simple sets of polynomials such as interval families.

9This algorithm avois frequency sweeping by using the Routh-Hurwitz criian rather =0n die
exclusion principle. This aigortln is rosed in this section .3edw than te clasmcal algorims secuo
becaue it is generally considered to be an extension of the ze exclusion bsed &gmuhms of [de
Gaston. Safonov, 1988, Sideris, de Gaston. 1961. Sideris mad Shichez Pefa p sent this method as a
Gwsubilty algorithm, but t h. brade applicatios because dte method Ipravi i alothm for
testing tie posiavity of a mu varime polynomial over an ierval family of real m-supLs.
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1.6.6 Lyapunov Methods

Lyapunov's direct method provides another means of testing the stability of

uncertain systems. The reader is referred to the recent survey by [Siljak, 1989] for an

introduction to these methods and an extensive bibliography of related papers.

Lyapunov's method has been used mainly for GH-stability, but it has the advantage that

it can handle nonlinear and time varying uncertainties. It has also been used to design

feedback controllers that will stabilize uncertain systems. The main drawback of this

method is that it provides mainly sufficient conditions. For the classes of uncertain

systems considered in this dissertation, the Lyapunov methods referenced in [Siljak,

19891 will give conservative stability analysis results.

1.7 Frequency Response

A worst-case frequency response analysis can have many objectives such as

determining a system's minimum bandwidth or its maximum level of amplification.

Traditiondily, for systems with no uncertain parameters, these objectives".w em ahived

using two steps. First, at several appropriately selected frequencies along the stability

boundary, the frequency response of the system's model was computed and then

displayed visually using the Nyquist plane, the Nichols chart, or the Bode magnitude

and phase plots.. The second step was simply to obtain the desired information about

the system by inspecting the graphical information. This taditional approach can also

be used for systems with parameter uncertainties [Horowitz, 19631. In the presence of

uncertainties, the first step involves the computation of a sogj g at each

frequency rather than a single response. The set of responses are also displayed

graphically using any of the three common methods. The second step can still be
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carried out by inspection but the information obtained may have a different

interpretation and form. For example, the visual information may indicate a range of

bandwidths rather one bandwidth. The main difficulty with this type of analysis is the

computational burden of carrying out the first step. For this reason, this dissertation

will focus on methods of simplifying the computation of the frequency response.

Using the set of polynomial-pairs T, the desired frequency response

information can be defined more clearly. This information is defined separately for

each frequency z. A Nyquist plane analysis requires the set

Nyq(T,z) = {±) a C : abs < _, (n(s),d(s)) a T

For use with a Nichols chart analysis, the set

Nic(Tr,z) = 2OLog babsPz~ ar nFz1 g 1R2

I~ ( j d(z)i) lj1 (-z)Jn(z)

0 < absI-n(z) < a, (n(s),d(s)) a T

is needed. The set Nic(Tz) is often called a template [Horowitz, 19821. Bode

magnitude and phase plots utilize the two sets

Mag(Tz) { abs[Az)] a R abs[n-z] < -, (n(s);d(s)) aT

and

Arg(T,z) = arg R 0 < abs[z] (n(s),d(s)) 7
I A R

These sets must be computed at each boundary frequency of interest.

Worst-case frequency response analyses have been carried out for many years,

but until recently, very few feasible methods of computing Nyq(Tz), Nic(Tz),

Mag(T,z), or Arg(Tz) have been presented. For this reason, approximations of the

frequency response sets are often used. These approximations are obtained by
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gridding the set of systems descriptions and computing only the responses of those

models on the grid. The grid might be formed by using several evenly spaced values

for each uncertain parameter. It is easy to see that gridding can be computationally

intensive. For example, if there are 5 uncertain parameter and if 10 values are used for

each, then it will be necessary to compute the frequency response of 105 models. The

computational demand can be reduced by using fewer grid points, but that will reduce

the accuracy of the approximation. In some cases, this tradeoff of accuracy and

computational burden has no satisfactory compromise.

Alternatives to gridding can be obtained by exploiting any and all structure in

the set of possible descriptions. The works of Horowitz [for example Horowitz, 1963

& 1982] indicate that there are an assortment of ways to intelligently utilize this

structure. By using these methods, gridding can be reduced but generally not

eliminated. Because these works [Horowitz, 1963 & 1982] focus on using the

frequency response rather than computing it, the ways of avoiding gridding appear

mainly in examples and have not been developed into a general theory. Recently, for

the case of interval families of polynomial-pairs, [Bailey, Panzer, 1988] have given

general niethods-for efficient computation of frequency response sets. For special-

types of affine uncertainties, [Bailey, Hui, 1989] present algorithms for easily

computing the frequency response sets. These algorithms can also be used with mor

general types of affine uncertainties, but a conservative overbound of the frequency

response sets will be obtained. For general parameter uncertainties, [Bailey, Panzer,

Gu, 1988] noted that the frequency response sets can also be computed using nonlinear

programming, but they point out that this method is very difficult. This dissertation

will show that vertex and edge theorems exist which can be used to avoid gridding and

nonlinear programming in some general cases.
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Results concerning the availability of vertex and edge theorems for frequency

response calculation will be presented in Chapter 4. For polytopes of polynomial-

pairs, it will be shown that the Nyquist, Bode, and Nichols plots of 7 can be

determined using only Edge(7. This edge theorem provides nonconservative results

for a larger class of uncertain systems than handled by the algorithm of [Bailey, Hui,

1989]. This edge theorem is an original contribution of the author [Bartlett, 1990b].

Special results concerning the response of interval families of polynomial-pairs to

purely imaginary frequencies z = jw will also be presented in Chapter 4. It will be

shown that the Nyquist and Nichols plots can be determined using at most 32 specific

edge-like subsets instead of all edges and that the Bode Magnitude plots can be

determined using only 18 vertex-like descriptions. These interval family results were

discussed in [Bartlett, 1990b]. The formulation of the later two results is original, but

their contributions are not particularly significant because the methods of [Bailey,

Panzer, 19881 will compute the frequency response of interval families with a similar

amount of effort. The later two results are included in this dissertation because they

provide a nice vertex/edge theorem interpretation for the interval family case.

Concerning polynomial-pair sets generated by multaffine uncertainties, an examplei

(based on a stability counterexample due to [Barmish, Fu, Saleh, 1988]) will be given

which shows that the edges do not provide sufficient information to determine the

frequency response. The results in Chapter 4 answer most questions concerning the

existence or nonexistence of frequency response vertex and edge theorems for the four

classes of polynomial-pairs considered in this dissertation.
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1.8 Time Responses

In addition to sinusoidal responses, this dissertation will also consider the

problem of analyzing the response of an uncertain system to an input comprised of

steps, ramps, and various other signals. It will be shown in Chapter 5 that, for

continuous and discrete-time stable systems represented by sets of polynomial-pairs

- = T(A) generated by multiaffine uncertainties, the extreme values of the steady state

response can be determined using only the vertex descriptions T(Vert(A)). For the

special case when 7 is a interval family of polynomial-pairs, the maximum and

minimum steady state response can be determined using only small easily identified

subsets of Vert(T). These steady state results will be illustrated by examples.

Concerning transient response analyses, there are currently no vertex or edge theorems

available, but some negative results exist. Chapter 5 will present examples which show

that if T is generated by affine uncertainties, then the maximum overshoot of the step

response does not necessarily occur at a vertex. It is not currently known whether or

not edges would provide the desired transient response information for sets of

polynoml-pairs generated by affine uncertainties (or more general classes of

polynomial-pairs). It is also not known whether or not a transient response edge or

vertex theorem exists for interval families of polynomial-pairs. The steady state

response theorems and the transient response counterexamples in Chapter 5 are all

independent original results of this author [Bartlett, 1990c].

The steady state vertex theorems in Chapter 5 are most closely related to the

frequency response results in [Bartlett, 1989 & 1990b; Fu, 1989b]. For an uncertain

system with affine uncertainties responding to a sinusoidal input (possibly a step), the

steady state amplitude and phase of the sinusoidal output can be determined using

[Bartlett. 1989 & 1990b; Fu, 1989b]. The results in Chapter 5 cannot be used with
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pure siusoidal inputs, but they can be used with steps and many other inputs that

produce a constant steady state output. On the area of overlap, i.e. step responses. the

results in Chapter 5 are stronger than those in [Bartlett, 1989 & 1990b: Fu, 1989-] in

two respects. First, Chapter 5 contains vertex theorems rather than edge theorems, so

the methods of Chapter 5 are much simpler to use. Second, the results in [Bartlett,

1989 & 1990b; Fu, 1989b] only handle affine uncertainties while Chapter 5 allows

multiaffine uncertainties. Other approaches, besides vertex and edge theorems, have

been used to investigate the responses of systems with parametric uncertainties. For

example, [Oppenheimer, Michel, 1988] have applied interval analysis techniques to this

problem. The results in [Oppenheimer, Michel, 1988] can handle transient response as

well as steady state, but they provide only approximate bounds on the response. The

steady state vertex theorems in Chapter 5 provide nonconservative bounds. This

discussion shows that the steady state vertex theorems in Chapter 5 are a contribution to

the area of steady state analysis of uncertain systems.

1.9 Organization

For several important classes of uncertain systems, this dissertation presents

results concerning the existence of vertex and edge theorems related to many

fundamental classical analyses. The notion of vertex and edge theorems has been

discussed in this introduction. The four classes of uncertain systems that are

investigated are presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 address two closely related

fundamental analysis problems, stability and pole-zero locations. The topic of

frequency response analysis is cover in Chapter 4. Time response analysis is covered

in Chaptc 3. For each class of uncertain systems that is considered, Chapter 6 will

review which analysis problems are known to have vertex or edge theorems, which
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problems are known not to admit vertex or edge theorems, and which problems are still

open concerning the existence of vertex or edge theorems. Chapter 6 will also

summarize the contributions the author has made to this broad range of fundamental

linear systems analysis problems.
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CHAPTER 2

CLASSIFICATION OF UNCERTAINTY STRUCTURE

2.1 Introduction

This dissertation studies the analysis of systems with parameter uncertainties

that can be described by characteristic polynomial sets D, numerator polynomial sets

N, and numerator-denominator polynomial-pair sets T. This investigation will focus

on those systems whose description sets are contained in a few general classes. The

main purpose of this chapter is to define these classifications. In all, four classes of

polynomial sets and the four classes of polynomial-pair sets will be introduced. This

chapter will also poii., out the highly structured nature of these classes. This structure

will be used to describe the vertices and edges of description sets contained in these

classes. The vertex and edge descriptions will play a key role in the analysis of

systems in the given classes.

2.2 Generation Based Classifications

For each system with uncertain parameters, the set of possible parameter values

A C Rm and the mappings D: Rm -+ C[s], N: Rm -+ C[s], and T: Rm -- C[s] 2

define the description sets

D = D(A) N = N(A) T = T(A).

These relationships indicate that a natural way to define classifications for D, N, and T

is to restrict the mappings D, N, and T, respectively, and the set A. This section will
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define two classes of polynomnial sets and two classes of pol ynomial -pair sets in this

manner.

2.2.1 Interval Families of Real m-Tuples

Only one class of parameter sets will be used to restrict A. This class is called

interval families of real m-ruples and is defined as follows.

Definition 2.1 A set of parameters A is said to be an interval family of

real m-tuples if there exist two real mn-tuples

SL = ( SL, 82L,.SML

such that

A = Box 8XL,SH)
where

Box(6LSHJ = {(1,82,.8m) oRm :8jL 5 S 5 SH, i= 1, 2,. ,in)

Interval families of real m-tuples are highly structured, so it is easy to describe

their vertices and edges.

Definition 2.2 The set Of all vertices of the interval family

A = Box( BL,8H) is defined as

Vert( 8L,8H) = ( ( 1, 82,.. nraR : 8i g (8j[L,8jHl i =1, 2,.. ,

The set of all edge m-tuples of the interval family A = Box (8L,SH) is defined as
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Edge 6 L.6H} = { (81,82.. m) : RM (43L, 1H,

i= 1,2...., j-1,j+l . m, jL -j-SjH,=1 2 . m }.

It is quite natural for the set A to be an interval families of real m-tuples.

Anytime the parameters are independent, the set of all possible parameter values will be

a member of this class.

2.2.2 Affine and Multiaffine Mappings

Two types of mappings will be used to restrict D, N, and T. The first type of

mappings are called affine operators, and they are defined as follows.

Definition 2.3 Let V1 and V2 be real vector spaces. The mapping

F: VI -- V2 is said to be an affine mapping if for y, z a V1 and X a R

F[.y+(I-X)z] = XF[y] + (1-X)F[z].

The set of all such mappings from V1 to V2 will be denoted by AffimeY. V2. ,

Affine operators are closely related to linear operators. In fact, if F: V1 -4 V2

is an affine operator, then the function G: V1 -+ V2 given by G[x] = F[x] - F[0]

is a linear operator. The second type of mappings are generalizations of affine

operators for the special case when the domain is Rm. The mappings are called

multiaffine operators and are defined below.
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Definition 2.4 Let -' be a real vector space. The mapping F: --"m - -1i

said to be a multiaffine mapping if for i e ( 1. 2. ml R . and

YY 1 1Y2. Ym), z=zI, z2,...Zm) 6-,'m

F[(y1 , Y2. yi-1, XLyi+(l-X)zi, yi+j'*, Yin)]=

XF[(yl, Y2,.*.. , Yi-1, yi, Y1 .. j. ,Yi))

+ (l-X)F[(y 1 , y2, ... , Yi-l' zi, yi+t, ... , ymu)I.

The set of all such mappings from Rin to V will be denoted Multi aml,V[

Example 2.1 Let FI: R3 -+ R, F-2: R 3 -+ C(s), and F3: R3 
-C[s1

2 be

the mappings such that

Fl[(x,y,z)] =3x +2y -z + 1

F2[(x,y,z)] = (3x+y+z+1)s 2 + (-4y-4z+2)s + (-7x+y-7)

F3[(x,y,z)] = ( (z-1 1)s2 + 9s + (6y), (22x-.13)s2 + (5x-5y-5z+l)s + (-2))

Let GI: R3 -+ R, G2: Rt2 -+ C[s), and G3: R2 -+ Cfs) 2 be the mappings such

that

Gi[(x,y,z)] = 3xyz + 2xy + xz - yz + 6x - 7y - 9z I I1

G2((Yl= (3xy-x-iy+1)S2 + (-4xy+2)s + (-7x+y*-7)

G3[(X,Y)] = ((xy+x+4y- l)&2 +9s +(6y), (xy-22x+13)s 2 +(5x-5y-5z+l)s +(-2)).

These functions can be classified as follows

F1 -a Affine(R C Multi(R 3,R)

F2 a Affine(R 3,C~s]) C: Multi (R3,C[s])

F3 a Affine(ft 3,C[s] 2) C Multi(R 3,C[S] 2 )

Gi 4 AffinefR 3 ,R) G1 * Multi(R 3,R)

G2 4 Affine(R 2 ,C[s]) G2 6 Multi(R 2,C~s] I

G3 4 Affine(R 2,CsJ2 ) G3 6 Multi(R 2,C~s] 2 ).
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2.2.3 Description Sets Generated by Affine Uncertainties

This section will use the definitions of interval families of real m-tuples and of

affine mappings to specify a class of polynomial sets and a class of polynomial-pair

sets. The description sets in both of these classes are said to be generated by affine

uncertainties. These classes are define as follows.

Definition 2.5 The set of polynomial-pairs 7 = T(A) is said to be

generated by affine uncertainties if A is an interval family of real m-tuples and if

T e Affine{Rm,C[s]2).

Definition 2.6 The set of polynomials D = D(A) is said to be generated by

affine uncertainties if A is an interval family of real m-tuples and if

D a Affine(Rm,C[s]. Similarly, the set of polynomials N = N(A) is said to be

generated by affine uncertainties if A is an interval family of real m-tuples and if

N a Affine(Rm,C[s]}.

Examples of description sets generated by affine uncertainties are given by T,

D, and N from Example 1.1.

When referring to a set generated by affine uncertainties N(A), D(A), or T(A),

the term vertex descriptions will refer to the sets N(Vert(A)), D(Vert(A)), or

T(Vert(A)), respectively. Similarly, the term edge descriptions will refer to the sets

N(Edge(A)), D(Edge(A)), or T(Edge(A)), respectively.
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2.2.4 Description Sets Generated by Multiaffine Uncertainties

This section will use the definition of interval families of real m-tuples and of

multiaffine mappings to specify a class of polynomial sets and a class of polynomial-

pair sets. The description sets in both of these classes are said to be generated by

multiaffine uncertainties. These classes are define as follows.

Definition 2.7 The set of polynomial-pairs T = T(A) is said to be

generated by multiaffine uncertainties if A is an interval family of real m-tuples

and if T a Multi(Rm,C[s1 2).

Definition 2.8 The set of polynomials D = D(A) is said to be generated by

multiaffine uncertainties if A is an interval family of real m-tuples and if

D a Muli(Rm,C[s]). Similarly, the set of polynomials N = N(A) is said to be

generated by mulidaffine uncertainties if A is an interval family of real m-tuples and if

N a Multi[Rm,C[s]}.

Examples of description sets generated by multiaffine uncertainties are given by

T, D, and N in both Example 1.1 and 1.2.

When referring to a set generated by multiaffine uncertainties N(A), D(A), or

T(A), the term vertex descriptions will refer to the sets N(Vert(A)), D(Vert(A)), or

T(Vert(A)), respectively. Similarly, the term edge descriptions will refer to the sets

N(Edge(A)), D(Edge(A)), or T(Edge(A)), respectively.
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2.3 Image Based Classifications

This section will define two classifications of polynomial sets and two

classifications of polynomial-pair sets. These definitions are stated directly in terms of

the sets T, D, and N, so the definitions don't depend on the set A or on the mappings

D, N, or T. The four classifications presented in this section are called polytopes of

polynomials, polytopes of polynomial-pairs, interval families of polynomials, and

interval families of polynomial-pairs.

2.3.1 Polytopes

A class of highly structured sets called polytopes will be defined in this section.

The conventions of (Grunbaum, 1967; Bronsted, 1983] will primarily be used; the

main difference is that the definitions below are stated for any real vector space rather

than just for Rn. This extension is easily achieved because the definition of a polytope

relies mainly on the notion of convexity which can be defined for any real vector space.

Definition 2.9 Let V be a real vector space. A set A C V is said to be a

convex set if

{ .x+X.2y : Xt, X2 a R, X.t, X2 >:0, X.l + X2 = I C : A

for all x, y a A.

Definition 2.10 Let V be a real vector space. The convex hull of a set

A C V, denoted conv(A), is defined to be the intersection of all convex sets that

contain A.
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Using the convex hull operation. polytopes as well as their vertaces and edges

are defined as follows.

Definition 2.11 Let V be a real vector space. A set A C V is said to be a

polytope if there exists a finite collection of vectors Yb, y2., Yr 6 V such that

A =cofv( {y, y2, ... .yr )).

Definition 2.12 Let V be a real vector space, and let A C V be a polytope.

The set of all vertices of A, denoted VertiA), is the set such that

A = conv(Vert(A)) and A * conv(B) if B is a proper subset of Vert(A). A vector y is

called a vertex of A if ye Vert(A).

Definition 2.13 Let V be a real vector space, let A C V be a polytope, and

let x, y be two distinct vertices of A. The set conv((x, y)) is called an edge of A if

conv( (x, y)) nl conv(Vert(P)\ x, y)1) = 0.

The union of all edges of A and Vert( A) will be denoted as Edge(A).

Several examples of polytopes have already appeared in this dissertation. The

sets A in Example 1. 1 and 1.2 are not only interval families of real 3-tuples they are

also polytopes in R3. This is not surprizing because interval families of real m-tuples;

are a subclass of polytopes in Rm'. The definitions of vertices and edges for interval

families of real m-tuples and for polytopes in Rm are consistent because

Vert(S'SH) = Vert(Box(ZL,&H)) and Edge(8L,bH) = Edge(Box(SL,BH)). In

addition to polytopes of real mn-tuples, polytopes of polynomnials; and polynomial-pairs

have also appeared.
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Example 2.2 Recall that the sets : and _ in Example 1.2 are given by

= { LCs2 +RCs+l : (R,L,C) E Box((l,3,5), (2,4,6)) }

,{ LCs2+RCs+1) : (R,L,C) e Box{(1,3,5), (2,4,6)) }.

Both of these sets are polytopes. Their vertices are given by

Vert(D) = { 15s2+5s+l, 20s2+5s+l, 24s2+6s+l,

15s 2+lOs+l, 18s 2+12s+l, 24s2+12s+l }

Vert(T) = { (I-15s 2+5s+l), (1, 20s2+5s+l), ( 1, 24s2+6s+l),

(1, l5s2+lOs+l), (1, 18s2+12s+l), ( 1, 24s2+12s+l) }.

The six edges of D are given by the following sets

conv( { 15s2+5s+l, 20s2+5s+l) )

conv( { 20s2+5s+l,24s2 +6s+l 1)

conv( { 24s2+6s+l, 24s2+12s+l} )

conv( 24s2+12s+l, 18s2+12s+l) )

conv( { 18s2+12s+1, 15s2+10s+l) )

conv( ( 15s 2+lOs+l, 15s2+5s+l) ).

The set Edge(D) equals the union of these six edges. The six edges of T are

- conv( 1 (1, 15s 2+5s+l), ( 1, 20s2+5s+l) })

conv( 1(I, 20s2+5s+l), ( 1,,24s2+6s+l) ) )

conv( (, 24s2+6s+l), (1, 24s2 +12s+l) ) )

conv( 1(1, 24s2+12s+l), (1, 18s 2+12s+l) } )

conv( (, 18s 2+12s+l), ( 1, 15s 2+lOs+l) ) )

conv( 1 (1, 15s 2+IOs+l), ( 1, 15s 2+Ss+1) I ).

The set Edge(T) equals the union of these six polynomial-pair edges.

The sets D and T from Example 1.1 are also polytopes. In fact, they are very

special types of polytopes. These special polytopes will be defined in the next section.
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2.3.2 Interval Families of Polynomials and Polynomial-Pairs

In addition to polytopes, two more classes of uncertainties will be defined in

terms of T, D, and N. These classes are known as interval families of polynomials

and interval families of polynomial-pairs. They are similar to interval families of real

m-tuples which have already been introduced for describing parameter sets. These two

new classes are define as follows.

Definition 2.14 The set of transfer functions T is called an interval family

of polynomial-pairs if it can be represented in the form

T= ( (ar+jbr)sr + (ar.l+jbr-l)sr- 1 + ... + (al+jbl)s + (a0+jbo),

(cq+jdq)sq + (cq.t+jdq.1)sR'l + ... + (cl+jdl)s + (c0+jdo))

aoLsa0<a0H, aiL:ai !.aIH, arL!arSarH,

boL < bo < boH, bIL 5 b 5 bH, . brL < br - brH,

coL < CO COH, cILC CH ..... cqL Cq CqH,

doLt " S doH, dIL 5 di d dH, dq L dq dqH}.

Definition 2.1S The set of polynomials D is called an interval family of

polynomials if it can be represented in the form

D = ( (Cq+jdq)sq + (cqil+jdq.1)sq'l + ... + (cl+jdt)s + (co+jdo))

cOL:cO<cOH, cIL:cicIH, ... L cqLqCqH,

dL!< do <doL5di!dH, d < d. ... ,, L < dq <dqH

A similar definition of interval families of polynomials hold for N.
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Interval farmilies are special types of poltopes, so their vertices and edges are

given by Definitions 2.12 and 2.13. respectively.

Example 2.3 Recall that D and T from Example 1. 1 have the form

D= { Ms 2+Fs+K 1 !5 K<_.2, 1.5<M 1.6, 3<F<5 ),

T={ 1, Ms2 +Fs+K) : 1!K52, 1.5SM <1.6, 3_<F<5 .

Clearly, D is an interval family of polynomials, and T is an interval family of

polynomial-pairs. The vertices of these two sets are given by

Vert(D) = 1 1.5s2+3+1, 1.5s 2+3+2, 1.5s2+5+1, 1.5s 2+5+2,

1.6s2 +3+I, 1.6s 2+3+2, 1.6s 2+5+1, 1.6s2+5+2 }

Vert(T) = ((1, 1.5s 2+3+1), ( 1, 1.5s 2+3+2), ( 1, 1.5s2+5+1), ( 1, 1.5s 2+5+2),

(1, 1.6s2+3+I), ( 1, 1.6s 2+3+2), ( 1, 1.6s 2+5+1), ( 1, 1.6s 2+5+2) }.

The twelve edges of D are

I Ms 2+3+l 1.55<M_<1.6} f Ms 2+3+2 :1.5<SM<1.6}

I Ms2+5+l 1.5:M< 1.6) { Ms2+5+2 1.5<M5 1.6)

{ 1.5s 2+F+l : 3<F_5 { 1.5s 2+F+2 3<Fs5

t.I.6s2 F+I.: 3 F5 5 1.6s-+F+2 3 SF!S5. )'

{ 1.5s 2+3+K 1 <K:2 { 1.5s 2+5+K 1 I<K-52}

( 1.6s2+3+K :1 K< 2 } 1.6s2+5+K 1 <K< 2 }.

The set Edge(D) equals the union of these twelve edges. The twelve edges of T are

{ ( 1, Ms2 +3+1) 1.5ZM< 1.61 { (1, Ms2+3+2) 1.5<M< 1.6)

f (1, Ms 2+5+l) 1.5:M<1.6 { (1, Ms2 +5+2) 1.5<M<1.6}

(1, 1.5s2+F+1) 3.F<5 { (1, 1.5s 2+F+2) 3<F!5

( 1, 1.6s2+F+l) 3 F 5 (1, 1.6s2+F+2) 3< F_5 S

S(1, 1.5s 2+3+K) 1 !5K<2} 1(, 1.5s 2+5+K) 1 5-K5 2}
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(, 1.6s--K2 L K } 2 1. 1.6s'-,5+K) : I _K<. 

The set Edge("7 ) equals the union of these twelve polynomial-pair edges.

2.4 Relation Between Polytopes and Image Based Classifications

This section will review some useful relationships between polytopes and sets

generated by affime and multiaffine uncertainties. These relationships are based on the

following facts.

Fact 2.1 Let V be a real vector spaces. If F: Rm -- V is an affine mapping

and if Box{ SL,HI C Rm then the set F( Box{86L,8H} ) is a polytope in V, and the

following two set relations hold

Vert( F( Box{SL,8H) ) C F( Vert{SL,SI)

Edge( F( Box(SL,SHI )) C F( Edge(SL, IH} ).

Fact 2.1 shows that sets of polynomials and polynomial-pairs generated by

affine uncertainties are a subclass of polytopes of polynomials and polynomial-pair,

respectively. Description sets generated by multiaffine uncertainties are not a subclass

of polytopes, but they can be related to polytopes using a result known as the Mapping

Theorem [Zadeh,Desoer, 1963, p. 476]. A generalized version of the Mapping

Theorem is stated in the fc~lowing fact.

Fact 2.2 Let V be a real vector space. If F: Rm -- V is a multiaffine mapping

and if Box r SL,8H) C Rm then

conv( F( Box(L,8H) ) -conv( F( Vert(8L,&H))).
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['roof Using 6 L = (51L, 6,L, 6mL) and 6H (61H, 6,H. 6,H) define

the sets

AO =BOX(L. 8mL), (lH. 5mH)}

Al =vert(SIL), (8 1H)) x Box(( 2L. 5mL), (82H.65MH))

Ai= Vert{(5 1L . 8L), (8~1H, ... , 8jH)) x Box{(58j+1L, ... , SML), 8,H1H

Am = Vert(8 1 L, . ,SmL), (8 1 H, SmH. ,

For i = 0, 1, rm-i1, it should be clear that

Aj.,j C Ai

and hence

conv(F[A1+l]) C conv(F[Ai1).()

Let x = (x I, X2, . ,XM) be an arbitrary element in Ai (i <in). For the case when

8+ = 8i, 1H, it should be apparent that

Ajj= Ai

and that

conv(FA~J) C conv(F[Ai4 l]). (2)

For the case when Bi+IL * 1+H it is true that

x =X xi,.. , j, 8 ~~Hxi+2, . ,Xm) + (1-X) (XI, .. xi, 8i+IL xi+2. xr)

for

Since F: R.m -+ V is a multiaffine mapping, it follows that

F~x] = X FII(xi, i, j, I S~ , xj+2, . Xm)I

+ (l-X) F[(x1 , i, j,+ 1 IL, xj+2, .. ,Xm)J.

This implies that

F[xI a conv(F[A1+lI).
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Since x as an arbitrary element in Ai, it follows that

F[Ai] C conv(F[AiI1]). (3)

Definition 2. 10 and from equation (3) imply that

conv(F[Ai]) C conv(F[Ai+ 1]). (4)

Equations (1), (2), and (4) show that

conv(F[Ai]) = conv(F[Ai+ 1]). (5)

Since equation (5) is valid for any i < m, it is follows that

conv(F[A0]) = conv(F[A I) = ... conv(F[Ai]) ..... conv(F[Am]).

The equality of the first and last term completes the proof.

Fact 2.2 shows that a set of polynomials or polynomial-pairs generated by

multiaffine uncertainties can easily be overbounded by a polytope. Furthermore, this

overbounding polyiope is the smallest convex set that contains the description set. In

some cases, multiaffine uncertainties will actually produce a set of descriptions that is a

polytope, so no overbounding would be needed. This was the case for both D and T

in Example 2.2.

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter has defined four classifications for sets of polynomials and four

classifications for sets of polynomial-pairs. These classes were chosen to achieve two

opposing goals. The first goal was for each class to include the types of polynomial

sets and polynomial-pair sets needed to describe physical systems that have a

reasonably simple dependence on uncertain parameters. The second goal was for all

the sets contained in each class to be as highly structured as possible. Sets generated

by inultiaffine uncertainties are the most general class, so they do the best job of
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achieving the first goal. Polytopes do the second best job, sets generated by affine

uncertainties do the third best, and finally, interval families do the worst job of

achieving the first goal. In terms of achieving the second goal, the ordering of best to

worst is reversed. Interval families are the most structured sets, and sets generated by

multiaffine uncertainties are the least structured. This tradeoff of generality and

structure is the reason all four classes will be investigated in later chapters. It will be

easiest to simplify the analysis of sets in the most structured classes, but analysis

results for the most general classes are in many ways more useful.
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CHAPTER 3

STABILITY AND POLE LOCATION ANALYSES

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will discuss the existence or nonexistence of vertex and edge

theorems for stability and pole location analyses of the classes of uncertain systems

defined in Chapter 2. The two analyses are treated together because their goals are very

closely related. Given a uncertain system represented by a set of characteristic

polynomials D, the goal of a pole location analysis is to find the set of all possible poles

of the system

Root(D) = [seC : p(s)=0, p(s)e D}.

The goal of a stability analysis is to determine if Root(D) is contained in a given region

G of the complex plane. For these two analyses, a variety of vertex theorems, edge

theorems, and counterexamples to vertex and edge conjectures will be given.

3.2 Some Polynomial Notation

To make it easier to present the results in this area, some polynomial

nomenclature will be reviewed. As previously noted, the set of all polynomials in the

complex variable s with coefficients from the complex field C will be denoted C[s],

and the set of all polynomials with coefficients restricted to the real field -1 will be

denoted R[s]. Each polynomial p(s) in C[s] (R[s]) has the form

p(s) = CnS n + cn-ls n- I + ... + CIS + co
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where n is a nonnegative integer and each coefficient ci is an element of C (-). If

Cn # 0 and ci = 0 for all i > n then the degree of p(s), denoted deg(p(s)), equals n. If

p(s) = 0 then deg(p(s)) - --. The degree of a set of polynomials D is the set of

integers deg(,D) = I deg(p(s)) p(s) r D ). The set of all complex polynomials of

degree n is defined as follows

2n[s] = { p(s) c C[s] : deg(p(s)) = n }.

If deg(p(s)) = n and cn = 1 then p(s) is called a monic polynomial. The set of all monic

complex polynomials of degree n is denoted

Cnmonic[s] = { p(s) s C[s] : deg(p(s)) = n, Cn = 1.

The set of nth order real polynomials Rn[s] and the set of nth order real monic

polynomials Rnm~nic[sj can be defined similarly. Finally, the set of values taken by a

collection of polynomials D when evaluated a z e C is given by

Val(D,z) = ( p(z) e C : p(s) e D )

The use of this definition is motivated by the value set ideas of [Barmish, 1988].

3.3 An Edge Theorem for Root Locations of Polytopes of Polynomials

This section will discuss edge theorems which reduce the effort needed to

compute Root(D) in the case when D is a polytopeof polynomials. The first edge

theorem concerning Root(D) to appear in the literature is due to [Bartlett, Hollot,

Huang, 1988]. They impose the restriction that the polytope P must be a subset of

RnmOnmc[s]. Under this assumption, it was shown that the boundary of Root(D)

defined on C ( denoted aRoot(D) ) is a subset of Root(Edge(D)). Later works on

Root(D) have addressed the problem of removing the restriction on D imposed by

[Bartlett, Hollot, Huang, 1988]. [Hollot, Looze, Bartlett, 1990] have removed the

monic n-th order restriction on D. They proved that the edge theorem of [Bartlett.
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Hollot, Huang, 1988] remains valid for any polytope D C R[s]. [Bartlett, 1990a]

discussed how the extension from real to complex polynomials can be easily achieved

based on the work in [Bartlett, Hollot, Huang, 1988; Hollot, Looze, Bartlett, 1987; Fu

and Barmish, 1989]. This extension is stated in the following theorem. A new proof

motivated by the value set ideas of [Barmish, 1988; Sideris, Barmish, 1989] is given,.

Theorem 3.1 If D is a polytope in C[s] then the boundary of Root(D) is a

subset of Root(Edge(D)).

Proof Because Val(.,x) : C[s] -+ C is an affine mapping for any fixed value

of x c C and because D is a polytope of polynomials, it follows that Val(D,x) is a

polytope in C and that

aVal(D,x) = Edge(Val(D,x)) C Val(Edge(D),x) (1)

for all x e C. Now, let z be an arbitrary complex number such that

z 4 Root(Edge(D)). This implies that 0 * Val(Edge(D),z). Let the edges of D be

denoted as EI, E2, ... , Em, and for each i, define ri to be the minimum distance from

the origin-o the line segment Val(Eiz). Use these quantities to define the'l~ositie real

number r = min(rl, r2, .... rm). Next, define the set

Ball[x,al = ( y a C : abi(x-y) < a}.

Let the vertices of D be denoted as vI(s), v2(s), ... , vn(s), and for each i, define Ei to

be the largest positive real number less than or equal to one such that

( vi(x) a C: x a Ball[z,ej ) C Ball[vi(z),r/2].

Note that ei exists because vi(s) is a continuous function of S. Now define

IThis new line of proof suggests that the tiorem can be extended from polytopes of polynomials to
polytopes of any functions that are continuous at all points in the complex plane. This extension is
not considered because it is outside the scope of this dissertation.
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= min{ I EE2. En). Let Ek be an arbitrary edge of :, and let vi, vj be the vertices

of this edge. From the definition of P, it is clear that

abs( v i(z)-vi(c) ) ! r/2 abs( vj(z)-vj(c) ) r/2

for all c e Ball[z,s1. By the triangle inequality, this implies that, for all c e Ball[z,J

and for all .e [0, 1],

abs( Xvi(z)+(l-X.)vj(z)-X.vi(c)-(-X)vj(c) ) < Xr/2+(1-X)r/2 = r/2.

For all c e BaI[z,E], this implies that every point on the line segment Val(Ek,c) is a

distance of less than or equal to r/2 from the line segment Val(Ek,z) which in turn

implies that every point on Val(Ek,c) is a distance of at least rk - r/2 -a r/2 > 0 from the

origin. This implies that c 0 Root(Edge(D)) for all c e Ball[z,EI. From this fact,

equation (1) implies that either Ball[zE] C Root(D) or Bal[z,E] n Root(D) = 0. In

either "-,se, this shows that z 4 aRoot(D) which completes the proof. []

Using Fact 3. 1, Theorem 3.1 immediately implies a slightly different edge

theorem for sets of polynomials generated by affine uncertainties. This result is stated

in the following corollary.

Corollary 3.1 If the set of polynomials D(A) is generated by affine

uncertainties then the boundary of Root(D(A)) is a.subset of Root(D(Edge(A))).

Theorem 3.1 has come to be known as the root version of the Edge Theorem.

It is one of the main contributions of the author, but it should be pointed out that this is

not a sole contribution of the author. The original and most important work on this

theorem was performed in collaboration with C. V. Hollot and Huang Lin. The

extension to non-monic polynomials was carried out with C. V. Hollot and

D. P. Looze. The extension to complex polynomials and the latest proof are
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independent work, but these are very minor contributions in comparison to the earlier

work. In addition, it should be pointed that Fu and Barmish extended a stability

version of the Edge Theorern to complex polynomials of fixed degree before any of the

other extensions were made.

The Edge Theorem indicates how to find the boundary of the root space,

Root(D), using only the edge root locus Root(Edge(D)) [or Root(D(Edge(A))) J,

but it does not indicate how to completely determine the root space Root(!2). For

complete knowledge, it is still necessary to determine the "pseudo-interior"

Root(D) \ Root(Edge(D)). The work of [Zeheb, Walach, 19811 provides a finite step

procedure for solving a similar root location problem for more general families of

polynomials. It was pointed out by the author [Bartlett, 1990a1 that Zeheb and

Walach's result is not only applicable to the polytope "pseudo-interior" problem, but it

is also quite easy to implement in this special case. The next theorem paraphrases

Zeheb and Walach's result as applied to polytopes of polynomials. In combination, the

results of [Zeheb, Walach, 19811 and the Edge Theorem provide the best available

method of obtaining complete knowledge of Root(D).

Theorem 3.2 [see Zeheb, Walach, 1981 for proof] Let V1, V2,..., Vq be a

finite collection of open sets such that VI U V2 Lt... U Vq = C \ Root(Edge(D)), each

Vi is a connected set, and Vi ( Vk = 0 for i * k. If zi a Vi and zi a Root(D), then

Vi C Root(D). Conversely, if zi a Vi and zi 4 Root(D) then Vi 0 Root(D) = 0.

Given Root(Edge(D)), the interior of Root(D:) can be determined by testing if a

finite number of points are contained in Root(D). For the complicated families of

polynomials considered by [Zeheb, Walach, 1981], this can be quite a chore. For a

polytope of polynomials, this task is very simple. Testing zi a Root(D) is equivalent to
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testing

0 c conv( Val(Vert(D),zi)).

As noted by Barmish, conv( Val(Vert(D),zi) ) is simply a convex polygon in

Determining whether or not this polygon covers the origin is easy. It can be done

gmaphically or by some algebraic method such as in [Barmish, 19881. The complete

determination of Root(D) using Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 is illustrated by the following

example.

Example 3.1 Let Vert(D) be comprised of the following three vertex

polynomials

P1(S) = s + 1

P2(s) = (1-j)s3 + (5-j7)s 2 + (7-j19)s + (3-j2)

p3(s) = s3 + 6s2 + 10s + 8.

For the polytope D = conv(VertD)), a bounded approximation of the edge root locus

Root(Edge(D)) is shown in Figure 3.1. It appears that the edge root locus divides the

complex plane into seven regions. A test point zi for each region is marked by an "o"

in Figure3.1. Forregion 1, the test point is z = -4+j 2. Theplotof

conv( Val(Vert(D),zi)) = conv({pt(zl), p2(zl), p3(z)} ) is shown in Figure 3.2.

The polygon does not contain the origin, so none o? the points in region I are contained

in Root(D). For region 2, the test point is Z2 = -I + j 1.5. The plot of

conv( Val(Vert(D),z2)) = conv( (pl(z2), p2(z2), P3(z2)) ) is shown in Figure 3.3.

The polygon contains the origin, so every point in region 2 is contained in Root(D). In

the same manner as for regions I and 2. regions 3-7 were all determined to be subsets

of Root(D). The complete root locus of the polytope is displayed in Figure 3.4.
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As a final comment on root location results for polytopes of polynomials. it is

noted that Root(Vert(D)) does not in general provide sufficient information to determine

Root(D). This should be obvious from looking at Root(D) for any nontrivial example

such as the one above. This implies that no vertex theorem exists for determining

Root(D) except possibly in special cases. Even if D is restricted to the class of

polynomial sets generated by affine uncertainties or to the class of interval families of

polynomials, a root location vertex theorem still does not exist. If the goal is to

determine only Root(D) n R and if D C R[s] then a vertex theorem should be

obtainable using the rules of root locus construction [Evans, 1948]. Theorems in this

vein where discussed in [Hollot, Bartlett, 1987].

3.4 No Root Location Edge Theorem for Multiaffine Uncertainties

This section will give a counterexample which shows that the root space of a set

of polynomials D(A) generated by multiaffine uncertainties cannot be determined from

the root space of D(Edge(A)). This counterexample is not an original contribution of

the authoz; it is included here simply for the sake of completeness. This

counterexample follows almost immediately from an example by [Barmish, Fu, Saleh,

1988). A similar example is also given in [Ackerzhann, Hu, Kaesbauer, 1990].

Example 3.2 Consider the following multiaffine mapping D: 1 2 -+ C[s]

D( (x,y)) = s4 + (2.56 + x + y)s 3 + (2.871 + 2.06 x + 1.561y + xy)s 2

+ (3.164 + 4.841x + 1.56y + 1.06xy)s + (1.853 + 3.773x + 1.985y + 4.032xy)

that.was given by [Barmish, Fu, Saleh, 1988]. Let the set of possible parameters be

A=((x,y) gR 2 : 0.2<xO0.7,0<Sy<3).

For all (x,y) a A, the polynomial D( (x,y) ) has two real roots and one pair of complex
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conjugate roots. Focusing only on the complex root with positive imaginary part,

Figure 3.5.shows Root(D(Edge(A))), and Figure 3.6 shows a grid approximation of

RoottD(A)). These two figures show that the boundary of the root space of D(A) is not

given by the root space of D(Edge(A)).

1.5

7 1.4

mr
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g 1.3

1.2
-15 -10 -5 0 5

peal x10 - 3

Root(D(Edge(A))) for Example 3.2.

Figure 3.5

Since it is not generally true that aRoot(D(A)) C Root(Edge(A)) when D(A) is

generated by multiaffine uncertainties, it is hard to conceive ot any simple way to

determine the root space of D(A) from the root space of D(Edge(A)).
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Figure 3.6

3.5 Edges Alone Don't Imply Stability of a Polytope of Polynomials

Determination of Root(D) is one way of ascertaining if D is G-stab*e; but in,'

many cases, it is not the most efficient way. This is one of the reasons why there is a

penchant in the controls community to restate the t6oot version of the Edge Theorem

above directly in terms of stability. To some extent, this conversion has already been

successfully achieved, but it is only valid for certain classes of G regions. Using a

direct restatement, the stability version of the Edge Theorem says that a polytope of

polynomials D is G-stable if and only if Edge(D) is G-stable. [Bartlett, Hollot. and

Huang, 19881 showed that the stability version is valid if D C RnmOniC[s] and if G is

simply connected on C. [Fu, Barmish, 1989] proved that the stability version is valid

if D C C,[s] and if the complement of G, denoted GC, is unbounded and path
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connected on the Riemann Sphere, S. [Hollot, Lnoze, Bartlett, 19901 proved that the

stability version2 remains valid if D C R[s] and if G is conjugate symmetric, simply

connected on S. Unfortunately, neither the restrictions on the set of polynomials nor

on the stability regions can be removed without invalidating the theorem.

Some conjectures have appeared in the literature which remove these

restrictions. Unfortunately, these conjectures are incorrect. In [Hollot, Looze, Bartlett,

19871, it was stated that the stability version3 of the Edge Theorem is valid if ID C R[s]

and if G is simply connected on C. [Barmish, 1988a; Sideris, Barmish, 1989] showed

by counterexample that this statement is not true. [Soh, Foo, 1989] have proposed a

Generalized Edge Theorem which handles a larger class of functions tian polynomials.

When restricted to polynomials, the Generalized Edge Theorem states that for any

polytope D C C[s] and any simply connected region G every element in D has m roots

in G if and only if every element in Edge(D) has m roots in G. For the case when

m = 0, this theorem implies that D is GC-stable if and only if Edge(D) G.: ,C-stable.

In this section, it will be shown by counterexample that this statement is not true. The

error in the Generalized Edge Theorem is not limited to the case when m = 0. Other

counterexnomples for m * 0 will also be given. The counterexamples in thiitecfion a~nd

in [Barmish, 1988] clearly show that the restrictions on the Edge Theorems in [Bartlett,

Hollot, Huang, 1988; Fu, Barmish 1989; Hollot, Lboze, Bartlett, 1990] cannot simply

be removed. These counterexamples are contributions of the author [Bartlett, 1990a.

The first counterexample will address the removal of conditions on the

polytope. As noted above, previous stability versions of the Edge Theorem all contain

restrictions on the polytopes. [Fu, Barmish, 1989] require that D C Cn[s] and

21n [Hollot et al 19901, Root( A ) is the closure on S of ( z a C : p(z)=0, p(s) a A C R(s] j.
3Unlike [lHollot et al 19901, [Hoilot et al 19871 ises the standard definition of Root( A).
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[Hollot, Looze, Bartlett, 19901 require that D C .4s]. The next example will show

that these restrictions can't be removed even for basic stability regions.

Example 3.3 Given the following polynomials

po(s) = 3 s + 0.5

pl(s) = (-3 +j3) s + (-1.5 +j2)

p2(s) = (-3 - j3) s + (-1.5 - j2),

define D: R2 - C[s] to be the mapping such that

D( (81,2) = pO(s) + 81PI(s) + &2P2(s),

and define

A = Box{ (0,0), (1,1)).

The set A is an interval family and D is an affine mapping, so the set of polynomials

D = D( Box((O,O), (1,1)1 )

is generated by affine uncertainties. From Fact 2.1, it is known that D is also a

polytope of polynomials. The edge root locus Root(Edge(D)) of this polytope is

represented by the solid lines in Figure 3.7. The dotted lines in Figure 3.7 represent

the jw-axis and the unit circle. The complete root space Root(D) is represefited-by th.

shaded region in Figure 3.8. From the two figures, it is clear that D is neither GH-

stable nor Gs-stable even though Edge(D) is both OH-stable and Gs-stable.

The next counterexample will consider the conditions on the stability region. In

addition to restrictions on the polytope of polynomials, previous stability versions of

the Edge Theorem also contain restrictions on the stability region G. [Fu, Barmish,

1989] require that GC be path connected and unbounded while [Hoilot, Looze, Bartlett,

1990] require that G be complex symmetric, simply connected on S. It has already

been shown by [Barmish, 1988] that the restrictions in [Hollot, Looze, Bartlett, 1990]
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can't be removed. The next example will show that the stability region restrictions in

[Fu, Barmish, 1989] also cannot be removed.

Example 3.4 Given the following polynomials

po(s) = s2 + (-3.7900 - j4.7700)s + (-1.8800 + j9.1000)

pI(s) = (-0.7875 + jO.5125)s + ( 2.5500 + jO.6250)

P2(s) = (0.4158 + jO.8118)s + (0.7128 -j2.4948),

define D: R2 --+ C[s] to be the mapping such that

D( (81,2) = pO(s) + 8 IPI(s) + 82P2(S),

and define

A = Box( (0,0), (1,1)).

The set A is an interval family and D is an affme mapping, so the set of polynomials

D = D( Box{(0,0), (1,1)))

is said to be generated by affine uncertainties. From Fact 2. 1, it is known that D is also

a polytope of polynomials. The edge root locus Root(Edge(D)) of this polytope is

shown in Figure 3.9. The complete root space Root(D) is represented by the shaded

region in figure 3.10. Let G be the stability region whose complement is! *

Gc= s C: I s - 2 -j 2 1<50.04 1.

Note that the complement of G is simply connected, but it is not unbounded. The edge

root locus Root(Edge(D)) and the regon of instabilily GC (lightly shaded) are showr in

Figure 3.11. The edge root locus is completely outside of GC, so Edge(D) is G-stable.

From Figure 3.10 and 3.11, it is clear that Root(D) contains GC, so D is not G-stable.

This shows that the restriction on G given in [Fu, Barmish, 1989] can't be removed.

The Generalized Edge Theorem of [Soh, Foo, 19891 restricts the stability

region but does not restrict the polytope. The Generalized Edge Theorem states that for
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The edge root locus and the region of instability for Example 3.4.

Figure 3.11

any polytope D C Cs] and any simply connected region G every element in D has m

roots in G if and only if every element in Edge(D) has m roots in G. In Example 3.3,

every edge polynomial has one root (its only root) in the open left half plane, but some

polynomials in D have their only root in the right half plane. This shows datfor

m = max deg(D), the Generalized Edge Theorem is incorrect. For the case when

m = 0, the Generalized Edge Theorem implies that if Gc is simply connected then P is

G-stable if and only if Edge(D) is G-stable. Both Example 3.3 and 3.4 provide

counterexamples to this statement. The error in the theorem is not limited to the cases

when m = 0 or m = max deg(P). The following example disproves the intermediary

case 0 < m < max deg(P).

Example 3. Let D be the polytope given in Example 3.4. Let the stability

region be
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G= {s6C Is - 2-j 21<0.25}.

Note that G is simply connected. The edge root locus Root(Edge(C)) and G (lightly

shaded) are shown in Figure 3.12 (compare with Figure 3.9 to distinguish

Root(Edge(D)) from aG). The edge root locus has two connected regions one in G

and one outside of G. Since the roots vary continuously [Marden. 1949; Zedek,

19651, each edge polynomial will have at least one root in each of the two connected

regions. Since every polynomial in Edge(D) has two roots, one must be in G and one

must be outside of G. The Generalized Edge Theorem implies that every polynomial in

D will have exactly one root in G. However, the polynomial

D( (0.5, 0.5) ) = p0(s) + 0.5pl(s) + 0.5 p2(s),

has 2 roots in G. This contradicts the theorem.
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The edge root locus and the region G for Example 3.5.

Figure 3.12
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These examples clearly show that the root version of the Edge Theorem,

Theorem 3. 1, can't be directly restated in terms of stability without restrictions on the

polytope of polynomials and on the stability region G. Examples 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5

also disprove another conjecture. The sets D = D(A) in these examples are generated

by special affine uncertainties which have the property that Edge(D(A)) = D(Edge(A)).

Because of this property, these examples show that, like Theorem 3. 1, Corollary 3. 1

can't be directly restated in terms of stability without the use of restrictions. The next

section will seek to overcome the need to use these restrictions.

3.6 With a Precondition, Edges Imply Stability of a Polytope

It will be necessary to amend some additional conditions to the stability version

of the Edge Theorem in order to remove the restrictions on the polytope of polynomials

D and on the stability region G. In this section, a simple precondition for the Edge

Theorem [Bartlett, 1990a] will be presented. If the precondition is not satisfied, then D

has roots outside of G. If the precondition is satisfied, then G-stability of Edge(D)

implies G-stability of D. So by using this result, a modified stability versibn of the'

Edge Theorem would state that D is G-stable if and only if D satisfies the precondition

and Edge(D) is G-stable. This version is valid forb any region G and any polytope in

C[s]. The precondition is defined below.

Definition 3.1 For an arbitrary stability region G, let U1, U2, U3, ... be a

collection of sets such that each Ui is a connected sett and U1 U U2 U U3 U ... = GC.

Let z1, z2, z3, ... a C be an arbitrary collection of points such that zi a Ui for each i.

4Ui C C is a connected set if A fn Ui = 0 or B 01 Ui = 0 for al pairs of disjoint open sets A, B C C.
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The set of polynomials D is said to satisfy the precondition for G if

{Z1, Z2, Z3, ... n Root(D) = 0.

The sets U1 , U2, U3, ... should be chosen so that as few sets as possible are

required. This will reduce the amount of work required to check the precondition. For

cases when there exist a finite number of connected sets U1, U2, .... U. such that

U1 U U 2 U ... UUr = GC , the condition {Z, z2 ... , Z} Root(D) = 0

requires only r simple tests. These test are the same as those shown in Figure 3.2 and

3.3 from Example 3.1. If GC can only be decomposed into a infinite number of

connected sets, then the precondition will require an infinite number of simple tests. In

this infinite case, direct computation of Root(D) via Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 seems more

feasible than using the precondition and the stability version of the Edge Theorem

presented below.

The following theorem is a modified stability version of the Edge Theorem

[Bartlett, 1990a1. It is an original contribution of the author.

Tbeorem 3.3 Let D be a polytope of polynomials, and let G be im arbitrary

stability region in C. D is G-stable if and only if D satisfies the precondition for G and

Edge(D) is G-stable.

Proof (Necessity) By Definition 3.1, if D does not satisfy the precondition

for G, then there exists a z a GC which is also an element of Root(D). This would

imply that D was not G-stable, so the precondition is a necessary condition for

G-stability of D. Since Edge(D) C D, it is clear that G-stability of Edge(D) is a

necessary condition for G-stability of D.
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(Sufficiency) Assume that D satisfies the precondition for G and assume that

Edge(D) is G-stable. This implies that there exists a collection of sets

U1, U2, U3, ... and a collection of points zI, z2, Z3, ... such that each Ui is a

connected set, U1 U U2 U U3 U ... = GC, zi e Ui for each i, and

(zI, Z2, Z3, .... ) f Root(D) = 0. For an arbitrary i, it will be shown that & is

UiC-stable. Since Ui C Gc, Edge(D) is UiC-stable. As in Theorem 3.2, let

V1, V2, ... , Vq be a finite collection of open sets such that

V 1U V2 U ... U Vq = C \ Root(Edge(D)) and Vf (Vk=O for v k.

Edge(D) is UiC-stable, so Uic contains Root(Edge(D)) or equivalently

Root(Edge(D)) fl Ui = 0. This implies that Ui C VI U V2 U ... U Vq. Since Ui is

connected and the Vk are disjoint open sets, there can only be one value of k such that

Ui fl Vk * 0. This implies that Ui C Vk and consequently zi a VI. Since

(zI, z2, z3, ... } fl Root(D) = 0 and hence zi * Root(D), Theorem 3.2 implies

that Vk fl Root(D) = 0. The intersection Ui n Root(D) must also be empty, therefore

D is UiC-stable. Since i was arbitrary, D is UiC-stable for all i. This implies that D is

(Uic fl U2
c 0 U3c n ... )-stable. By DeMorgan's Law, (U1c n U2

c nl U3
c f. ) =

(U1 U U, U U3 U ... )C, which equals (GC)c = G. This implies that D is UU-stable.! [

The following corollary to Theorem 3.3 follows directly from Fact 2.1.

Corollary 3.2 Let the set of polynomials D(A) be generated by affine

uncertainties, and let G be an arbitrary stability region in C. D(A) is G-stable if and

only if D(A) satisfies the precondition for G and D(Edge(A)) is G-stable.

One of the main reasons the theorem above is a contribution is based on

computational considerations. There are methods for determining the G-stability of
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Edge(D) that are significantly more computationally efficient than computing

Root(Edge(D)) [see Bialas, 1985; Fu, Barmish,1988; Bartlett. Hollot, 1988;

Ackermann, Barmish, 1988; Saydy, Tits, Abed, 1988; Bose, 19891. These edge tests

can be combined with the stability version of the Edge Theorem to efficiently determine

if D is G-stable provided that the restrictions on G and ) are satisfied. If the

restrictions are violated, then the computationally advantageous edge tests can't be

utilized to determine the G-stability of D unless the precondition is used.

The usefulness of the precondition is illustrated by the next example. A edge

stability test due to [Bose, 19891 will be used to determine if Edge(D) is stable. The

polytope of polynomials considered in the example cannot be handled by previous

stability versions of the Edge Theorem, so stability of Edge(D) alone will not imply

stability of D. By testing the precondition and applying Theorem 3.3, it will be

possible to use the results of Bose's test to determine the stability of the entire polytope.

By using this edge test and the precondition instead of computing Root(Edge(D)), the

amount of computations required is greatly reduced. These saving could not have been

realized without Theorem 3.3.

Example 3.6 Let D be the polytope of polynomials for which Vert(D) is

comprised of the following three vertices

pr(s) = s + 1+

p2(s)= s2 + (3 + j ) s + (2 +j 2)

p3(s) = s2  ( 4 -j ) s + ( 3 -j 3).

Let the stability region be the open left half plane GH. The instability region GHC is

clearly comprised of a single connected set, so the precondition requires only one test.

When the origin is used as the precondition test point, the value set is

Val(D,O) = conv({ 1, 2+j2, 3-j3}). This polygon is contained in the open right half
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plane, so the origin is not covered by the value set and hence the precondition is

satisfied. To show that the edges are GH-stable, the resultant method of [Bose. 19891

will be used. The first condition is that the vertices must be GH-stable. By computing

Root(Vert(D)) = (-1, -2, -3, -1-j, -1+jl, it is clear that the vertices are GH-stable.

The second condition requires the formation of a resultant A() for each edge (see

[Bose, 19891 for details). The edge will be stable if and only if A(k) has no zeros in

the interval (0,1). For the three edges of this polytope, the resultants are

A1 ,2 (.) = -4 3 + 22 X2 - 37 X + 20

A1,3 (X) = -18 X3 + 78 X2 - 110 X + 51

A2,3(X) = -11 X3 + 37 X2 - 57 X + 51.

By computing the root spaces of these polynomials

Root( (A1 ,2(X)) = (2.9156, 1.2922 ± j 0.2124 }

Root( (A1.3(X)) = (1.9133, 1.2100 ± j 0.1293

Root( (A. 3(.)} ) = { 1.9227, 0.7205 ± j 1.3756 1,

it is determined that the resultants have no roots in (0,1), so the edges are all GH-stable.

Since Edge(D) is GH-stable and D satisfies the precondition for GH, Theorem 3.3

implies that D is GH-stable.

In addition to G-stability, the previous sectsmon raised the issue of determining.if

all polynomials in a polytope have m roots in a given region of the complex plane.

[Soh, Foo, 19891 conjectured that for any polytope D C C[s] and any simply

connected region G every element in D has m roots in G if and only if every element in

Edge(D) has m roots in G. Examples 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 showed that this conjecture is

not true as stated. The results in this section suggest ways of correcting this conjecture,

but this may not be the best way of carrying out this type of analysis.
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An alternate approach is to recast this problem in terms of stability. The first

step in this approach is to show that the polytope D is (G U B)-stable where B is a set

that is separable 5 from G (there is often a natural choice for B based on other goals of

the overall analysis). Next, the continuity of root loci [Marden, 1949; Zedek, 1965] is

used to show that (under certain conditions) if any polynomial in D has m roots in G

then every polynomial in ,D has m roots in G. Conditions under which this last

statement is guaranteed to be true are when G is bounded and/or when there exists an n

such that D C Cn[S]. This alternate approach is not original to this dissertation; it has

been used by others [for example, see the discussion of the dominant pole location

problem by Fu, Barmish, 1989].

For the special case of polytopes of polynomials, the approach described above

is one possible way of carrying out the analysis suggested in [Soh, Foo, 19891 (It also

extends [Soh, Foo, 1989] because G is not required to be simply connected). In

addition to polynomials, [Soh, Foo, 1989] were also interested in the zeros of other

functions. [Fu, Olbrot, Polis, 1989] have already extended a stability version of the

Edge Theorem to "quasi" or "delay" polynomials. The extension to polytopes of more

general finctions appears to be more difficult. The results and counterexaipieis abdve

will be useful in any attempt to achieve this extension, but that undertaking is beyond

the scope of this dissertation.

5G and B are called separable if there exist disjoint open sets V and U such that D C V and B C U.
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3.7 No Stability Edge Theorem for Multiaffine Uncertainties

This section will review a counterexample due to [Barmish, Fu, Saleh, 19881.

This counterexample shows that the stability of a polynomial set D(A) generated by

multiaffine uncertainties cannot be determined from the stability of its edges.

Example 3.7 Consider the following multiaffine mapping D: R2 _+ C[s]

D( (xy)) = S4 + (2.56 + x + y)s 3 + (2.871 + 2.06 x + 1.561y + xy)s 2

+ (3.164 + 4.841x + 1.56y + 1.06xy)s + (1.853 + 3.773x + 1.9 85 y + 4.032xy)

and the set of possible parameters

A=((x,y)6R 2 : 0<x 1,0<y_<3}.

It was shown in [Barmish, Fu, Saleh, 1988] that Root(D(A)) 4t GH even though

Root(D(Edge(A))) C GH.

The counterexample above is very strong because D(A) is a basic set of

polynomials containing only 4-th order real polynomials and because the stability

region GM is one of the two most basic stability regions. Based on the strng h of this-

counterexample. it is unlikely that a GH-stability edge theorem for multiaffine

uncertainties exists without excessive restrictions Ain D(A). One might wonder if a

stability edge theorem for multiaffine uncertainties exists for other stability regions.

The tollowing counterexanple shows that one does not hold for GS. The absence of a

stability edge theorem for the two most important stability regions GH and GS does not

generate much optimism concerning edge theorems for other stability regions.
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Example 3.8 Consider the multiaffine mapping D: R,2 -_ Cl[s] and the

interval family of 2-tuples from Example 3.7. Define the multiaffine mapping

P: .2 - C[z] as follows

P( (xy)) = (z+1) 4 + (2.56 + x + y)(z+1) 3 (z-1)

+ (2.871 + 2.06 x + 1.561y + xy)(z+l) 2 (z-1) 2

+ (3.164 + 4.841x + 1.56y + 1.06xy)(z+l)(z-1) 3

+ (1.853 + 3.773x + 1.985y + 4.032xy)(z-1) 4 .

For any (x,y) l A, the two polynomials d(s) = D( (x,y) ) and p(z) = P( (x,y)) are

related by the equation
p(Z) = (z-1)4 +1

This relation shows that the roots of d(s) (except those at s = 1) are mapped to the roots

of p(z) via the bilinear transformation. Note that all the coefficients of all the

polynomials in D(A) are positive, so none of the polynomials in D(A) have a root a s =

1. This implies that, for any (x,y) a A, if the polynomial D( (x,y)) has m roots in GH

and 4-m roots in GHC, then the polynomial P( (x,y) ) will have m roots in GS and 4-

m roots in.GSC. From the fact that Root(D(A)) (t GH and Root(D(Edge(A))) X GH,..

(Barmish, Fu, Salch, 19881, it follows that Root(P(A)) 0, GS even though

Root(P(Edge(A))) C GS. This straight forward ertension of the [Barmish, Fu, Saleh,

1988] example contradicts a Gs-stability edge conjecture for sets of n-th order real

polynomials generated by multiaffine uncertainties.

For polynomial sets generated by multiaffine uncertainties, it is doubtful that a

modified stability edge theorem can be obtained through the use of a simple

"precondition." This pessimism is based on the fact that aRoot(D(A)) is generally not a

subset of Root(Edge(A)) when D(A) is generated by multiaffine uncertainties. Without
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this root space property, it is not possible to follow the precondition approach that was

used with polytopes of polynomials.

3.8 Counterexamples to Vertex Theorems for Affine Uncertainties

For a set of polynomials D(A) generated by affine uncertainties, this section will

provide two counterexamples which show that G-stability of D(Vert(A)) does not imply

that D(A) is G-stable. The first counterexample will show that GH-stability of a set of

3rd order real polynomials generated by affime uncertainties is not implied by

GH-stability of the vertex polynomials. This is equivalent to showing that the set of all

GH-stable real polynomials is not convex. It is not clear at what point this lack of

convexity was first discovered, but this fact easily follows from work conducted as far

back as the 1950's. In [Truxal, 1955, pp. 595-598], an example due to

[Kochenburger, 19531 of a conditionally stable control system is presented which

implies that the set of GH-stable 5-th order real polynomials is not convex. A simpler

3rd order example based on the work of [Bialas, Garloff, 1985] is given next.

Example 3.8 Consider the following affine mapping D: R - R[s]

D(S) = s3 + (1-0.78)s2 + (2-0.9578) s +(1-0.9988)

and the set of possible parameter values

A = (8aR : 0<8< 1.

Figure 3.13 shows the roots of the vertices D(1) and D(0) represented by x's and o's,

respectively. The dotted line connecting the x's and the o's represents Root(D(A)).

The figure clearly shows that D(A) is not GH-stable even though D(Vert(A)) is

GH-stable.
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Root space for Example 3.8.
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For sets of polynomials generated by affine uncertainties, a counterexample to a

GH-stablility vertex conjecture can easily be transformed in to a countextnple to a

Gs-stability vertex conjecture by using the bilinear transformation. For this reason,

once it is known that the set of GH-stable n-th order real polynomials is not convex, it

follows almost immediately that the set of Gs-stable n-th order real polynomials is also

not convex. It is not clear when this fact was first pointed out. Clearly, [Ackermann,

1980, Figure 41 shows that the set of Gs-stable 3rd order real polynomials is not

convex. A slightly modified version of a 4th order counterexample due to [Hollot,

Bartlett, 1986] is given next.
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Example 3.9 Consider the following affine mapping D: R --+ -[s]

D(5) = s4 + 8 s3 + 1.35 s2 + 0.243 s - 0.2916

and the set of possible parameter values

A = (8 eR : -2.299!5 5_1.79).

Figure 3.14 shows the unit circle represented by a solid line and the roots of the

vertices D(-2.299) and D(1.79) represented by x's and o's, respectively. The roots of

the vertices are inside the unit disk, so the vertices are Gs-sable. The dotted line

connecting the x's and the o's represents Root(D(A)). The figure clearly shows that

D(A) is not GS-stable even though D(Vert(A)) is Gs-stable.

1.5

0.5I
m 0
a

-1. . . ..

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5

Peal

Root space for Example 3.9

Figure 3.14
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The two examples above show that in general G-zaability of the vertices of a

polynomial set generated by affine uncertainties does not imply G-stability of the whole

set. It may be possible that a vertex conjecture does hold for certain stability regions

but not for the two most important regions. Example 3.8 shows that a GH-stability

vertex conjecture is false, and Example 3.9 shows that a Gs-stability vertex conjecture

is also false. In addition to the affine case, these examples obviously disprove similar

conjectures for polytopes of polynomials and polynomial sets generated by multiaffine

uncertainties. The case of interval families of polynomials will be considered in the

next section.

3.9 Vertex Theorems for the Stability of Interval Families

This section will review the existence and non-existence of G-stability vertex

theorems for interval families of polynomials. For arbitrary stability regions,

G-sability vertex theorems do not exist This is demonstrated by Example 3.9 above

which shows that an interval family is not Gs-stable even though its vertices are

Gs-stable. Despite this counterexample, G-stability vertex theorems do bhld for

several important stability regions. The first of these theorems concerns GH and is due

to [Kharitonov, 1978ab].

Theorem 3.4 [see Kharitonov, 1978a & b for proof] Let D be an interval

family of polynomials. D is GH-stable if and only if Vert(D) is GH-stable.

This is known as the weak version of Kharitonov's Theorem.

Kharitonov also proved a much stronger theorem. This stronger version relates

stability of the family to the stability of the polynomials defined below.
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Definition 3.2 For the interval faily

=((cq+jdq) S' + (cq..i+jdq.i)Sq-' + ... + (cl+jdj)s + (co+jd0 )

COL :5co :5cOH, CtL:5C, :5ciH, ... , CqL <cq 5CqH,

dOL !5do 5 dH, d1L 5di :5d1 H, , q q

define the following eight polynomials

PHR+(S) = coH + jdILS + CL2+ jd3HS3 + C4HS4 + jd5LsS + CL6+ jd7H5
7 + C8HS8 +

PLRA(S) = COL + jdiHS + C2HS2 + jd3LS3 + C4LS4 + jd5HS5 + C6Hs6 +jd 7LS7 +4 C8LS8 +

PHI-.(S) =jd0 H + CIHS + jd.2LS2 + C3LS3 + jd4HS4 + CSHSS + jd6
1 S6 + C7LS7 + jSS

pU+(S) = jd0 L + CIS+ jd.2HS2 + C3HS3 + jd4LS4 + CS'-S 5 + jd6HS6 +- C7HS7 + jd8
1-Sg +

PHR-(s) = COH + jdIHS + C2'-S 2 + jd3LS3 + C4Hs4 + jd5HS5 + C6LS6 + jd7LS7 + C8HS8 +

PLR-(S) = COL + jdjLs + C2HS2 + jd3HS3 + C4LS4 + jd5
1-S5 + C6H6 jd7HS7 + C8LsS +

PHI-(S) =jdOH + C1LS + jd2LS2 + C3HS3 + jd4HS4 + CSLSS + jd6LS6 + C7HS7 + jd8HsS +

pU.(s) = jd0L + CIKHS + jd2HS2 + C3LS3 + jd4LS4 + CSHS5 + jd6HS6 + C7LS7 + jdg1-s8 +

These polynomials are used to define the folowing sets

HiLow4(D) = ( PHR+(S), PuR+(S), PjMi4 (S), PU+(S), 0

Khar 4 .D) = i pR+(S)+PH1+(S), PHR+(S)+PU4S), PLR45S)+PU+().pLR.()+HI4-(!6

Hi-oow.(D) =IPHR-(S). PjR.(S), P~ff.(S), pu-(S), 0)

Khar-(D) =IPHR-(S)+PHI.(S), PiHm.(S)+PL.(S)ipLR-(S)+Pu-(S), PLR-(S)+PFU.(S) I.

Khar(D) = Khar4(D) U Khar.(D).

The next theorem is the strong version of Kharitonov's Theorem.

Theorem 3.5 [ see Kharitonov, 1978a,b, and Bose, Shi, 1987 for proof]

Let D be an interval family of polynomials. D is Gii-stable if and only if Khar(D) is
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GH-stable. Furthermnore, if : C -R4sI, then D is GHi-stable if and only if Khar 4(0) is

G H-stable.

The strong version of Khanctonov's Theorem has not been extended to any

other stability region, but the weak version has been extended. For the stability region

Go = s a C : c+O :5arg(s) !5 c-0 )

where 0 e :5 n/2, [Soh, Berger, 19881 showed that an interval family of polynomials

DC I [s] is Gq-stable if and only if Vert(D) is Go-stable. This result is generalized

by the following theorem due to [Petersen, 19891 (some further generalizations of this

theorem have also been considered by [Fu, 1989a)).

Theorem 3.6 (see Petersen, 1989 for proof] Given the following sets

HI = Is c. C ReI(s+oj)exp(-jOi)I <(0 )

H2 = (s 6 C Re[(s+a2)exp(-je2)I <0 )

Hk = S s C Re[(s+o)exp(-j~k1 < 0 )

Bi=(s aC abs(s+ci) <ri}-

B2=ls aC abs(s+c2) <r21

Bq=IS 6C abs(s+cq) <rql

where C71, 0, ;Oh 0 2,..,O (-1c/2,x/21; and c ri > 0 for

i = 1,2,,..,q. Let D C Cn~sI be an interval family of polynomials, and let

G=Hj H2l... 1)HklBj 0B2 ... nB.
D is G-stable if and only if Vert(D) is 0-stable.
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The stability vertex theorems in this section are primarily useful for continuous-

time systems. For discrete-time systems, the best available results are the stability

versions of the Edge Theorem.

3.10 Conclusion

This chapter has given a thorough review of the existence of vertex and edge

theorems pertaining to root location and stability analyses of the four classes of

polynomial families considered in this dissertation. It was shown that, for polynomial

sets generated by multiaffine uncertainties, no vertex or edge theorems are available to

simplify root location or stability analyses. This is true even for the two special cases

of GH and Gs-stability analyses and for the special case of real polynomials. For

polytopes of polynomials and polynomial sets generated by affine uncertainties, the

availability of edge theorems and the absence of vertex theorems were pointed out for

both root location and stability analyses. Care must be taken with the use of this

stability edge theorem. Either assumptions on the polytope and on the stability region

must be satisfied or a precondition must be used. For interval families of'tolymomiils,

it was demonstrated that root location analyses and general cases of stability analyses

can be simplified by edge theorems but not by veriex theorems. This is true even for

the special case of Gs-stability analysis. However, for some special stability regions

including the open left half plane GH, it was shown that powerful vertex theorems exist

for the stability analysis of interval families of polynomials.
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CHAPTER 4

FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSES

4.1 Introduction

This chapter will discuss frequency response analyses of the four classes of

uncertain systems defined in Chapter 2. The main goal of this chapter is to review the

availability of vertex and edge theorems that simplify the computation of the frequency

response sets

Nyq('-,z) = r C abs F j < -c, (n(s),d(s)) e

and

Mag(-,z) -abs-- R abs [n(z) <c- (n(s);d(s)) eMag(~z)=abs (z)j d R : ) J o,

where 7 is a polynomial-pair set and z is any complex frequency. Several vertex

theorems, edge theorems, and counterexamples to similar conjectures will be presented.

The results inxlhis chapter are directly applicable to Nyquist plane and Bode

magnitude plot analyses. These results are also indirectly applicable to analyses using

the Nichols chart and the Bode phase plot. This is due to the fact that theorems which

simplify the computation of Nyq(T,z) will automatically provide similar theorems for

computation of the template [Horowitz, 19821

NicCI,z) { 2OLog(ab{nWI arg[ n ~) a ~n(z)j w )

0 < abs[d-] < cc, (n(s),d(s)) a 7 }
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and the set

Arg(T,z)=< arg[I! l E • 0 < abs d(z) < -, (n(s),d(s)) -,

where?7 is a polynomial-pair set and z is any complex frequency. These theorems will

not be stated explicitly, but computation of templates will be illustrated by example.

4.2 An Edge Theorem for Polytopes of Polynomial-Pairs

This section will present a frequency response edge theorem for polytopes of

polynomial-pairs. This edge theorem is obtained by relating the frequency response of

a set of polynomial-pairs to the roots of a set of polynomials. This is the purpose of the

following lemma.

Lemma 4.1 If7 C ZI[s] 2 and z v. C such that

(0,0) 4 Val(Tz) = { (n(z),d(z)) e C2 : (n(s),d(s)) 7 }

then

Nyq(T,z) = Root( ( d(z)x-n(z) a C[x] : (n(s),d(s)) a T }.').

Proof The assumption (0,0) 4 Val(T,z) implies that for any (n(s),d(s)) a T if

d(z) = 0, then n(z) * 0. In turn, it follows that d(z)x-n(z) a C[xj has a root if and only

if d(z) * 0 and that absfn(z)/d(z) < -o if and only if d(z) * 0. This implies the set

equalities

Nyq(T,z)-- { n(z)/d(z) a C : d(z) * 0, (n(s),d(s)) a 7 }

and

Root( f d(z)x-n(z) a C[xl : (n(s),d(s)) a T } =

Root( " d(z)x-n(z) a C[x] : d(z) * 0, (n(s),d(s)) a T }).
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The lemma now follows from the fact that if d(z) 0 then n(z)/d(z) is the only root of

the polynomial d(z)x-n(z) e CZ[x].

Lemma 1 has recast the frequency response problem in terms of polynomial

root locations. This will allow use of Theorem 3.1 if 7 is appropriately structured.

Theorem 4.1 Given 7 C Z[s12 and z a C such that (0,0) 4 Val("T,z). If7

is a polytope, then

aNyq(7A,z) C Nyq(Edge(T'),z).

Proof Lemma 4.1 shows that

Nyq(7,z) = Root( ( d(z)x-n(z) a Clixi (n(s),d(s)) a 7})(1

Because 7 is a polytope in C[S12 and because d(z)x-n(z) can be treated as an affine

mapping from C[s] 2 to C~xl, it follows that the set

? = J( d(z)x-n(z) a Cl (n(s),d(s)) a 7T (2)

will be a polytope in Clix] and that

Edge(P) C ( d(z)x-n(z) cc C[xJ (n(s),d(s)) 41 EdgeCF) [J (3)

Since P is a polytope, Theorem 3.1 can be used to show that

aRoot(P) C: Root(Edge(P)). :(4)

Combining equations (3) and (4) gives

aRoot(P) C Root( [ d(z)x-n(z) a C[xJ (n(s),d(s)) a Edge(--) ). (5)

From equations (1) and (2), it follows that

aNyq(Tr,z) = aRoot(P). (6)

Applying Lemma 4.1 in the other direction gives

Root( f d(z)x-n(z) a C~xI (n(s),d(s)) a Edge(T) I)=Nyq(EdgeCT),z). (7)

Substituting equations (6) and (7) into (5) gives
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aNyq(C,z) C Nyq(Edge(j),z)

which completes the proof.

The following corollary to Theorem 4. 1 is easily obtained using Fact 2. 1.

Corollary 4.1 Given T(A) C C[s12 and z a C such that

(0,0) 4 Val(T(A),z). If T(A) is generated by affine uncertainties, then

aNyq(T(A),z) C Nyq(T(Edge(A)),z).

Theorem 4.1 shows that for polytopes of polynomial-pairs most of the

important information about the frequency response set Nyq(T,z) can be determined by

using just the edge descriptions. To determine the entire response set, it is necessary to

determine the "pseudo-interior" Nyq(T,z) \ Nyq(Edge(M),z). The following theorem

indicates an easy procedure for finding these points. The proof follows directly from

the definition of boundary, so it is omitted.

Theorem 4.2 Assume that T C C[s] 2 and z a C such that (O,04 Va(d(1'),

and assume that T is a polytope. Let c be any point in V where V is a connected subset

of C such that V n Nyq(Edge(T),z) 0. If the polytope of complex numbers

{d(z)c-n(z) a C: (n(s),d(s)) a T) = conv([d(z)c-n(z) 4 C: (n(s),d(s)) a Vert(T))

contains the origin, then V C Nyq(T,z). Conversely, If

0 4 conv([d(z)c-n(z) a C : (n(s),d(s)) a Vert(T)}),

then V n Nyq(T,z) * 0.

The application of Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 to find the response set of a polytope of

polynomial-pairs is illustrated by the following example.
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Example 4.1 Consider the set of polynon-ial-pairs

7=((n(s)+aono(s)+ajnj(s)+a 2n2(s), d(s)+aodo(s)+ajdj(s)+a 2d2(S))

aoj, a,, a2 c [-0. 1,0.1 1

where

n(s) = s4+ 3 S3 + 3 S2 + 3 s + 2

no(s) =. 1 S3 +O.1 S2 -0.2s +0. 3

n1(s) = -0.2 S2 -0.1

fl2(S) = -0.3 S3 - 0.1 S2 + 0.2 s

d(s) = s5 + 15 S4 + 99 S3 + 495 S2 + 1850 s + 3000

do(s) = 0

dIds) = -30 s4 + 20 s

d2(s) = IOW0s2 + 1000 s + 2000.

The edge frequency response Nyq(EdgeCT), ji1) is shown in Figure 4. 1. The

edge response divides the Nyquist plane into seven bounded regions and one

unbounded region. To determine which of these regions is part of Nyq(T, ji1),

Theorem-4.2 is used. For the test point c = j3x 10-5, Figure 4.2 shows tha'

0 4 conv((d(z)c-n(z) e C: (ns),ds)) a Vert(T)).

This implies that Nyq(T, ji1) and the region containing c (the unbounded region) share

no points in common. For the test point c = 0, Figure 4.3 shows that

o a conv~jd(z)c-n(z) a C: (n(s),d(s)) a Vert(T) ).

The bounded region containing c is thereforea subset of Nyq(T, ji1). By similar tests, it

can be shown that the other six bounded regions are contained in Nyq(T, ji1). A

complete representation of Nyq(T, ji1) is shown in Figure 4.4. The equivalent template

Nic('', j 1) is shown in Figure 4.5. The template is unbounded because at least one of

the possible descriptions of the system has a zero at z = ji1.
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Now consider the frequency z = j3. The edge frequency response

Nyq(Edget7), j3) is shown in Figure 4.6. Using the test point c = -0.024-jO.024,

Figure 4.7 shows that the unbounded region in Figure 4.6 is not part of Nyq(7". j3)

because

0 4 conv({Id(z)c-n(z) : (n(s),d(s)) cc Ver(7) })

By similar tests, it can be shown that all the bounded regions are contained in

Nyq(7, j3). A complete representation of Nyq(-L, j3) is shown in Figure 4.8. The

equivalent template Nic(7, j3) is shown in Figure 4.9.

For the frequency z = j5.05, the edge frequency response Nyq(Edge(T), j5.05)

is shown in Figure 4.10. The edge response divides the Nyquist plane into two large

regions and a few thin regions that are hidden by the curve. Figure 4.11 shows that

0 4 conv( { d(z)(-1-jO.3)-n(z) : (n(s),d(s)) * Vert(T) ) )

and hence the large bounded region does not intersect Nyq(',j5.05). Figure 4.12

shows that

0 E conv( ( d(z)(-l-j)-n(z) : (n(s),d(s)) a Vert(T) } )

and hence the large unbounded region is contained in Nyq(7,j5.u5). The thin regions

hidden by-the curve are of little significance, so Figure 4.13 provides a reptisen'tatidn'

of Nyq(Tj5.05) that is accurate enough for almost any analysis. By similar

procedures, one can produce Figure 4.14 which shows Nic(T,j5.05). Figures 4.13..

and 4.14 indicates that at least one model of the system has a pole at j5.05.

The results given in this section can only be applied at frequencies where there

is no pole-zero cancelation, i.e. (0,0) 4 Val(,z). This condition is very hard to test

algebraically, so it may seem like a major drawback to Theorem 4.1 and 4.2. It is not a

drawback because this condition really does not need to be checked in advance. If there

is a pole-zero cancellation at z, then its existence will become apparent when the
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procedure illustrated in Example 4.1 is followed. The analyst will find that according

to the theory every region bounded by Nyq(Edge(T),z) is contained in NyqC-,z), so

the set of all possible responses would seem to be the entire complex plane C. This

occurs because (0,0) e Val(T,z) and hence conv((d(z)c-n(z): (n(s),d(s)) a TI) will

contain the origin for every c c C. Once the cancellation is detected, it must be

accepted that the results in this section are not applicable to this system. This is not of

much consequence because the existence of an unstable pole-zero cancellation makes

the satisfaction of frequency domain specifications a moot point.

The theorems and example in this section are taken from [Bartlett, 1990b].

These results represent the primary original contribution of the author to frequency

response analyses of systems with uncertain parameters.

4.3 No Edge Theorem for Multiaffine Uncertainties

This section will give a counterexample which shows that the frequency

response of a set of polynomial-pairs T(A) generated by multiaffme uncertainties cannot

be determined from the frequency response of T(Edge(A)). Two classicaitexts from.

1963 indicate that it was known to the authors that no edge theorem exists for this

problem [Horowitz, 1963, p. 161, Figure 4.12-31 Zadeh, Desoer. 1963. p. 475,

Figure 9.17.5]. The example given in this section is based on a more recent paper by

[Barmish, Fu, Saleh, 1988].

Example 4.2 Recall the multiaffine mapping D: R2 -- C[s]

D( (x,y)) = s4 + (2.56 + x + y)s 3 + (2.871 + 2.06 x + 1.56 1y + xy)s 2

+ (3.164 + 4.841x + 1.56y + 1.06xy)s + (1.853 + 3.773x + 1.98 5y + 4.032xy)
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that was given by [Barmish, Fu, Saleh, 19881. Using this operator, define the

following multiaffine mapping T: 12 .C[S2

T( (x,y)) = (1, D( (x,y))).

Let the set of possible parameters be

A={(x,y) aR 2 : 0.2:5 x _: 0.7, 0O< y _ 3}.

Figure 4.15 shows Nyq(T(Edge(A)), jl.26), and Figure 4.16 shows an accurate

approximation of Nyq(T(A), j 1.26). These two figures show that the boundary of the

frequency response at z = j 1.26 of T(A) is not given by the frequency response at

z = j 1.26 of T(Edge(A)). Since it is not generally true that aNyq(T(A), z) C

Nyq(T(Edge(A)), z) when T(A) is generated by multiaffine uncertainties, it is hard to

conceive of any simple way to determine the frequency response at z of T(A) from the

frequency response at z of T(Edge(A)). Figures 4.15 and 4.16 also show that

max Mag(T(A),j 1.26) is finite and larger than max Mag(T(Edge(A)),j 1.26). This

implies that Mag(T(A),z) cannot in general be determine from Mag(T(Edge(A))j 1.26).

For the case of multiaffine uncertainties, the example above shows that in

general N yq(T(A),z) can't be determined from Nyq(T(Edge(A)),z). It alsishows that

an edge theorem does not hold for the special case when z is restricted to the jw-axis.

One might wonder it there is an edge theorem for the special case when z is restricted to

the unit circle. The answer is no. The example above could be used to show this by-

replacing s with x/1.26. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 would give the response of this new

example at x = j which is on the unit circle.
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4.4 No Vertex Theorem for Affine Uncertainties

For the case when the set of polynomial-pairs T(A) is generated by affine

uncertainties, Section 4.2 showed that the frequency response could be determined

using just the edges T(Edge(A)). One might wonder if the frequency response can be

determined using the smaller set T(Vert(A)). Example 4.1 showed that the set of

complex numbers Nyq(T(A),z) can have a variety of complicated shapes. Given this

complexity, it is hard to imagine how Nyq(T(A),z) could be easily determined using the

finite set of complex numbers Nyq(T(Vert(A)),z). Because the Bode magnitude plot

uses only real numbers, it would seem much more likely that the set Mag(T(A),z) could

be determined from the finite set Mag(T(Vert(A)),z). Despite the advantage of using

only real numbers, this section will provide an example which shows that in general

Mag(T(Vert(A)),z) does not provide adequate information concerning Mag(T(A),z).

Example 4.3 Given the polynomials

pl(s) = s3+0.3665s 2+0.0940s+0.0235

p2(s) = s3+0.7025s 2 +1.0452s+0.5191

p3(s) = s 3+3s 2 +3s+1,

define the affine mapping T: R2 -+ C(s] as follows.

T( (x,y)) = (xpl(s)+(1-x)p2(s), p3(s)( ypl(S)+(1-y)p2(s) )).

Let the set of parameter values be
A ={((x,y) a R2 : 0gx:5l, 0:5yy l}.

Figure 4.17 shows the Bode magnitude plot of the vertices Mag(T(Vert(A))jw) for

w ( (0.01, 10]. Figure 4.18 shows the complete Bode magnitude plot Mag(T(A),jw)

for several values of w a (0.01, 10]. Comparison of the two figures clearly shows that
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Mag(T(Vert(A))jw) does not provide sufficient information to determine

Mag(T(A),jw).

For the case of affine uncertainties, the example above shows that in general

Mag(T(A),z) can't be determined from Mag(T(Vert(A)),z). It also shows that an vertex

theorem does not hold for the special case when z is restricted to the jw-axis. One

might wonder it there is an vertex theorem for the special case when z is restricted to the

unit circle. The answer is no. The example above could be used to show this by

replacing s with (x+ 1)/(x- 1). Along a portion the unit circle, the Bode magnitude

response of this new example in x would be very similar to Figures 4.17 and 4.18.

4.5 A Simplified Edge Theorem for Continuous-Time Interval Families

In Section 4.2, it was shown that if T is a polytope of polynomial-pairs, then

the frequency response Nyq(T,z) can be determined using only the edges of T. This

section will show that, for the special case when T is an interval family of polynomial-

pair, ano z = jw is a frequency on the imaginary axis, the set Nyq(Tjw) ca be

determined using just 32 edge-like subsets of T rather than using all possible'edges.

This result is essentially a simplification of Theoresp 4.1 for frequency responses

analyses of continuous-time systems represented by interval families of polynomial-

pairs.

The results in this section are based on observations relating the value set of

interval families of polynomials to the value sets of the Kharitonov polynomials

(Definition 3.2). In particular, it is known that if? is an interval family of

polynomials, then for w Z 0,

Val(?,jw) = Val(conv(Khar (?)),jw) = conv(Val(Khar (?),jw)), (8)
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and for w _< 0,

Val(Pjw) = Val(conv(Khar.(P)),jw) = conv(Val(Khar.(P),jw)). (9)

This relationship is known from the works of several authors such as [Bose, Shi,

1987; Dasgupta, 1988; Barmish, 1989; Minnichelli, Anagnost, Desoer, 1989;

Chapellat, Bhattacharyya, 1989]. In order to exploit this relationship for frequency

response analyses, the interval family of polynomial-pairs T will be split into two sets

of polynomials

Num(T) = { n(s) r C[s] (n(s),d(s)) s C[s]2

Den(T) = { d(s) a C[s] (n(s),d(s)) a C[s]2 }.

It is easily seen by comparing Definitions 2.14 and 2.15 that Num(T) and Den(T) are

interval families of polynomials and that T equals the cartesian product of these two

sets Num(T) x Den(T). These relationships are used by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3 Given T C C[s] 2 and w a R such that (0,0) * Val(Tjw). If

7 is an interval family of polynomial-pairs then, for w > 0,

Nyq(Tjw) = Nyq( conv( Khar+(NumCr)) x Khar (Den(T)) ), jw),

and for W< 0, x

Nyq(Tjw) = Nyq( conv( Khar.(Num(TM) x Khar.(Den(T)) ), jw).

Khar+(.) and Khar.(.) are given in Definition 3.2.

I

Proof First, consider the case when w a 0. Because T is assumed to be an

interval family, it is true that

= Num(T) x Den(.).

From the assumption (0,0) 4 Val('Tjw), it can be seen that

Nyq(7,jw) = Nyq(Num(T) x Den '),jw) = Val(Num(T),jw) / Val(Den(7),jw).
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Since NumT) and Den(T) are interval families of polynomials, it follows from

equation (8) that

Nyq(Tjw) = Val(conv(Khar+(Num(T))),jw) / Val(conv(Khar (Den(T))),jw).

This in turn implies that

Nyq(T,jw) = Nyq( conv(Khar (Num(T))) x conv(Khar+(Den(T))), jw).

Since

conv(Khar+(Numr)) x conv(Khar4Den())

= con( Khar+(Num(T)) x Khar+(Den(T))),

it follows that

Nyq(Tjw) = Nyq( conv( Khar (Num(T)) x Khar+(Den(T)) ), jw).

This completes the proof for the case when w 0 0. The proof for the second -ase,

w < 0, is identical to the proof for w > 0 except that the set Khar (.) is replaced by the

set Khar.(-).

The next theorem follows directly from the combination of Theorem 4.1 and

4.3, so it is given without proof.

Theorem 4.4 "Given T C C[s] 2 and w a R such that (0,0) 4 Val(Tjw). If

7 is an interval family of polynomial-pairs then

aNyq(Tjw) C Nyq(Edge(K),z).

where K is a polytope of polynomial-pairs given by

= conv( Khar (Num(T)) x Khar+(Den(T))),

for w 2 0, and by

= conv( Khar.(Num(T)) x Khar.(DenM,)).

for w < 0.
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The boundary of Nyq(Tjw) can be found using either Theorem 4.1 or 4.4.

Theorem 4.1 uses the (r+q)2r+q '1 edges of 7, and Theorem 4.4 uses the 32 edges of

the polytope K. The edges of K are subsets of T, and they are convex combinations of

vertices of T. Despite these edge-like properties, the edges of K are generally not

edges of T. This fact slightly complicates the comparison of the two methods, but it is

still clear that Theorem 4.4 is significantly simpler to use that Theorem 4. 1.

Once an overbound of aNyq(Tjw) is found, the interior points of Nyq(Tjw)

can be found using Theorem 4.2, but there is a simpler method. The following

theorem indicates how to determine the interior points using only 16 vertices of T rather

than all possible vertices. The proof follows directly from Theorem 4.3 and the

definition of boundary, so it is omitted.

Theorem 4.5 Assume that T C C[s]2 and w e R such that

(0,0) 4 Val(T,jw), and assume that T is an interval family of polynomial-pairs. Let c

be any point in V where V is a connected subset of C such that V 0 DNyq(Tjw) =0.

For w 2! 0, if the polytope of complex numbers

conv( { djw)c-n(jw) : n(s) a Khar (Num(T)), d(s) e Khar (DenM)> 1)
contains the origin, then V C Nyq(Tz). Conversely, if

0 * conv( f djw)c-njw): n(s) r Khar (Numnr)), d(s) c Khar (Den(7)) 1);
then V 0 NyqC7,z) * 0. For w < 0, if the polytope of complex numbers

conv( [ dojw)c-nojw) : n(s) a Khar..(Num(T)), d(s) a Khar..(Den(7) )
contains the origin, then V C Nyq(Tjw), and if

.0, conv( { djw)c-njw) : n(s) a Khar.(Num(T)), d(s) a Khar.(Den ) ),
then V n NyqCC,z) # 0.
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As was pointed out in Chapter 1, the edge theorem formulation of the result in

this section is a contribution of the author [Bartlett, 1990b]. However, the overall

contribution of these results is not particularly significant because [Bailey, Panzer,

1988] have already provided a simple method for computing Nyq(Tjw) when T is an

interval family.

4.6 A Vertex-Like Theorem for Continuous-Time Interval Families

For the case when the set of polynomials T(A) is generated by affine

uncertainties, Section 4.4 showed that the Bode magnitude plot could not be determined

using just the vertices. Although it has not been shown, it is also true that, for the

special case when T is an interval family of polynomial-pairs, the set Mag(T,z) can't be

determined just from the set Mag(Vert(T),z). Even though a "true" vertex theorem

does not exist, this section will show that, when T is an interval family of polynomial-

pairs and z =jw is a frequency on the imaginary axis, the set Mag(Tjw) can be

determined using only a few vertex-like polynomials. The results given in this section

use the follOwing defirnition.

Definition 4.1 For an interval family of polynomials P, define the following

sets which are comprised of 5 or fewer complex numbers

Aux+( ?, jw) conv(Val( Khar+(P), jw)) nVal( HiLow+(?), jw)

Aux-( , jw)= conv(Val( Khar.(?), jw)) nVal( HiLow.(?), jw)

where Khar (.), Khar.(.), HiLow (.), and HiLow.(-) are given in Definition 3.2.
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The usefulness of the sets Aux+(P,jw) and Aux.(P,jw) will become apparent in

the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1 If P is an interval family of polynomials, then for w > 0,

max abs[Val(P,jw)] = maxabs[ Val( Khar+(P), jw)]

min abs[Val(P,jw)] = min abs [ Val( Khar+(Num(r)), jw) U Aux+( Num(, jw),

and for w < 0,

max abs[Va(Pjw)J = max abs [ Val( Khar(Pjw)]

min abs[Val(Pjw)) = min abs [ Val( Khar.(NumFM), jw) U Aux( NumM, jw)

Proof First, consider the case when w 0. The problem of finding

max abs[Val(Pjw)] and min abs[Val(Pjw)] is equivalent to finding the maximum

and minimum, respectively, of

J(r,i) = 4 r 2 + i 2

subject to the constraint

r+ji - Val(Pjw)

Because P is an interval family of polynomials, theconstraint set Val(Pjw) is equal to

the polytope of complex numbers

conv(Val(Khar+(P),jw)).

Since the function J is convex, its maximum will occur at a vertex of the polytopic

constraint set. The vertices of the constraint set conv(Val(Khar+(?),jw)) are a subset

of Val(Khar+(P),jw), so it follows that

max abs[Va.,jw)] = max abs [ Val( Khar+(?), jw)
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This completes the maximum portion of the proof for w > 0.

The minimum portion of the proof is more complicated. The first step is to use

the observations of [Bose, Shi, 1987] to replace the set constraint r+ji a Val(Pjw) by

the four inequality constraints

p-R+(jw) a r

pM+(jw) > i

r pLR+(jw)

i -PLI+0w).

From these constraints, it can be seen that there are nine possible values for the

minimum of J. The first possibility is the unconstrained minimum J(0,0) = 0, but this

value can only be the minimum if 0+jO a Val(Pjw). The second possibility is the

minimum when the constraint pHR+(Jw) = r is active. This value J(pHR+(jw),O) =

abs(pHR+(jw)) can only be the minimum if pHR+(jw) a Val(Pjw). The third

possibility is the minimum when the constraint pLR+(jw) = r is active. This value

J(PLR+(Jw),0) = abs(pLR+(jw)) can only be the minimum if pR+(jw) e Val(P,jw).

The fourth possibility is the minimum when the constraint pHI+(jw) = i is active. This

value J(0,pHI+(jw)) = abs(pI+(jow)) can only be the minimum if pH]+(jw) a

Val(Pjw). The fifth possibility is the minimum when the constraint pLi+(w)- i is

active. This value J(0,PLI+(jw)) = abs(pLI+(jw)) qan only be the minimum if

PLI+(Jw) 6 Val(Pjw). Of the nine possibile values, the four remaining ones

J(PHR+(jw),PHI+(jw)), J(PHR+(jw),PI+jw)), J(pLR+jw),pH+(jw)), and

J(PLR+(Jw),PLI+w)) } occur when constraints on both r and i are active. These nine

possibilities including the conditional requirements are contained in the equation

min abs[Val(?,jw)] = min abs[ Val( Khar+(Num('F), jw) U Aux+( NumG), jw)].
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This completes the proof for w > 0. The proof for w < 0 is identical except that all '+'

subscripts are replaced by '-' (minus) subscripts.

This lemma easily leads to the following theorem. The vertex-like formulation

of this result is a contribution of the author [Bartlett, 1990b].

Theorem 4.5 Given T C C[s] 2 and w e R such that (0,0) 4 Val(T,jw). If

7 is an interval family of polynomial-pairs, then for w > 0,

sup Mag(7jw) - max abs [ Val Khar+(Num(T)),

min abs[ Val( Khar+(Den(T)), jw) U Aux+(Den(7), jw)]

min abs[ Val( Khar+(Num(T)), jw) U Aux+(Num(7), jw)]

max abs [ Val( Khar](Den(T)), jw)

and for w < 0,

max abs [ Val( Khar.(Num(T)), jw)]
sup Mag(T,jw) =min abs[ Val( Khar.(Den(T)), jw) U Aux(Den(7), jw)]

min'abs [ Val( Khar.(Num(T)), jw) U Aux.(_um( , ]J
in Mag(Tjw) max abs[ Val( Khar.(Den(T)), jw)]

Proof Because T = Num(T) x Den(T) and because (0,0) 4 Val(J,jw), it is

easily seen that

Mag(C7,jw) = ( abs[n(jw)/d(jw)] < ** n(s) e Num(T), d(s) e Den(-) }.

From this, it follows that
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sup Mag(Tjw) maxabs Val( Num(T),jw)

m abs [Val( Den(T), ]

inf Mag(Tjw) mi abs Val( Num(T),

max abs[ Val( Den(T), jw)

Both Numf") and Den(M) are interval families of polynomials, so the theorem now

follows directly from Lemma 4.1.

Even though a "true" vertex theorem docs not exist, this section has shown a

simple way to determine the Bode magnitude plot of an interval family of polynomial-

pairs using only a few vertex-like polynomials. Based on this result, one might

wonder if there is a similar vertex-like method of determining the Bode magnitude plots

of polynomial-pair sets that are polytopes, are generated by affine uncertainties, or are

generated by muliaffine uncertainties. The answer is no. The results in this section

rely on the fact that an interval family of polynomials is always equal to the cartesian

product of two sets of polynomials. For the three other classes of polynomial-pairs,

this is not generally true, so the approach used in this section can not be extended to

these classes.

4.7 Conclusion

For the four classes of polynomial-pair families considered in this dissertation,

this chapter has given a review of the existence of vertex and edge theorems pertaining

to determination of the frequency response sets Nyq (',z) and Mag('7,z). It was shown

that, for sets generated by multiaffine uncertainties, neither of me two frequency

response sets could be determined using only the frequency responses of the edge
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polynomial-pairs. This was true even if z was restricted to the unit circle or to the jw-

axis. For sets of polynomial-pairs that are polytopes or are generated by affine

uncertainties, it was shown that an edge theorem but not a vertex theorem could be used

to determine the frequency response sets. A vertex theorem does not exist even for the

special case when z is resu-icted to the jw-axis or to the unit circle. This edge theorem

for polytopes obviously applies to the special case of interval families. It is also

generally true that, for interval families of polynomial-pairs, no vertex theorem can be

used to determine the frequency response sets. However, the analysis of interval

families can be greatly simplified if attention is restricted to frequencies on the jw-axis.

This restriction is too limiting for the analysis of discrete-time systems, but for

continuous-time systems, this restriction is of essentially no consequence. One of the

simplifying results shows that an interval family of polynomial-pairs and a polytopic

subset of it have identical frequency response sets. By combining this fact and the edge

theorem for polytopes, it was shown that the frequercy response sets of an interval

family could be determined using only the edges (32 or less) and the vertices ( 16 or

less) of this special polytopic subset. A further simplify result, showed that, for

interval families, the extreme values of the frequency response set MagR',jw) could be

determined-using-only 18 polynomials that were easily derived from the 16 vertices of

the special polytopic subset. For the special case of z restricted to the unit circle, it may

be possible to determine the Bode magnitude plot of an interval family using a vertex-

like theorem, but it will certainly be much more complicated than for frequencies on the

jw-axis. All the vertex and edge results presented in this chapter make a theoretical

contribution to the frequency domain analysis of uncertain systems.
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CHAPTER 5

TIME RESPONSE ANALYSES

5.1 Introduction

This chapter will discuss time response analyses of uncertain systems. The

results in this chapter are primarily intended for analyzing the response to step inputs,

but these results are also applicable to many other types of inputs. The main result of

this chapter will show that, for continuous and discrete-time stable systems represented

by sets of polynomial-pairs generated by multiaffine uncertainties, the extreme values

of the steady state response can be determined using only the vertices. For the special

case of interval families of polynomial-pairs, a simplified steady state vertex theorem

will be presented. The treatment of transient response analyses in this chapter will be

limited to counterexamples concerning vertex conjectures for polynomial-pair sets

generated by affine uncertainties.

5.2 A Steady -State Vertex Theorem for Multiaffine Uncertainties-

This section will provide vertex theorems for the steady state analysis of

uncertain systems whose polynomial representations are generated by multiaffine

uncertainties. For simplicity, these theorems assume that the system is real, i.e. its

numerator and denominator polynomials are real. These theorems also require that the

input be real valued and that its transform is a real rational function. One final

restriction essentially requires the output to be bounded. These three assumption are all

very reasonable, and they allow a variety of important analyses to be carried out. For
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example, the steady state step response of any real stable system (with multiaffine

uncertainties) can be analyzed using these vertex theorems.

Continuous-time and discrete-time systems use two different transforms, so

analysis of their time responses will be handled by two different theorems. Despite this

separation, the theorems are nearly identical and rely on the same line of proof. The

following definition and lemmas are presented to take advantage of this duplicity and to

efficiently prove the two theorems which follow.

Definition 5.1 Define the following two functions

-([%]1, ... , [%]i-1, [SHLi, [X]i+,1, .... [Xlp) if [X]i- [58 H]i J
i() = J([XI, ..... [Xli-, [8L]i, [X]i+i, ..... [X]p) if [X]i = [SL]i

([k]l , .... [-iJ-, [8H]j [Xj,.. !, ... [)L]p) if [X]i [SL]i_"

For simplicity of notation, the dependence of Lj(X) and Hi(X) on 8L and 8 ' has not

been explicitly indicated.

Lemma 5.1 If the two conditions

i) a, b * Multi(Rm,R-}

ii) b(8) 0 for all 8 a Box(8k,8H)

are satisfied, then

1) max(a(5)/b(8) : a Box(SL,5H)} = max a(5)/b(5) 8 e Vert{(L,5H} }

2) min{a(8)/b(8) :8 a Box(8L,H) } =min{a(5)/b(8) :8 Vert(8L,8H} }.

Proof For simplicity of notation, let the components of 8 be denoted as

(81, 82,... , 8m). Condition (i) allows a(S) and b() to be written in the form
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a(8) = a((81,..., Si-1, 1, 8~;.. m)) - a((81,..., Si-1, 0, &+,. sm)) 8 i

+ a((81,.... Si-i, 0, Siji,..., 8m))

b(S) = [ (SI,... Si-i, 1, 8j.i,..., 8m)) - b((81,..., 8i-i, 0, 5 i,. Sm)) i
+ b((81,..., 8j-1, 0, 8j+i,..., 8m)).

Using these representations, the derivative of a08)/b(8) with respect to 8-, is given by

a- (a( =) a((81,.... Si-i, 1, 8j~i,..., 8m)) b((81,..., 8i-1, 0, 8~i.. m))

- a(Si... i-I' 0, 8i.* m)) b((8 1,..., 8i-1, 1, 8m))...
b((8i, 52, ... , Sm))2Sm)

Condition (ii) implies that this derivative exists and that it is zero if and only if its

numerator is zero. Since this numerator is independent of Si, the derivative is zero at an

arbitrary point X = (XI, X2, ... , Xm) if and only if it is zero at all points in the set

Box{Lj(X),Hi(X)). This implies that if the derivative is zero, then a(S)/b(8) is constant

for all1 S a Box({ Lj(XL),Hi(X)). If the derivative is not zero, then X cannot be an

extreme point of4(5)/b(5) over Box({ Li(X),Hi(;L) unless X equals Li(X) or Ffi(X).

Together, these two conditions imply that

muin a(Li()X)) a(Hi()X)) a5 (X)J a(Li(X)) a(Hi(X)1
f. b(Lj,()))' b(Hi(X)) 3 b(X) 5mxfb(Li(X)) I b(Hi(X)) (

Since Li(X) and Hi(X) are elements of Vert (Li(6L),Hj(EH)) for all )L s Vert(eL,FH),

equation (1) implies the following
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min a(8)/b(B) : 8 e Vert{ Lm(Lm-I(...LI(.)...)),Hm(Hm.i(...HI(k)...))}

:_ a(X)/b(k) <

max{a(8)/b(8) : 8 e Vert{Lm(Lm-i(...LI(k....)),Hm(Hm-I(...HI(k...)) } .

At this point, it is noted that

Vert{Lm(Lm.I(...LI(X)...)),Hm(Hm.I(...HI(X)..))} C Vert{SL; H).

This last relationship implies that the following equation

min{ a- (8): 8- Vert{SL,SH) ) --a(X-) <- max{ 8- VertISL,SH) }
b(S) b(.) b(S)

is true for arbitrary X e Box( SL; 5H ) and therefore the lemma is true. 0

Lemma 5.2 Let r e A and P e Multi{R m ,Rfs]). If there exists

. a Box (8L , 8H} such that Val(P(X),r) * 0, then there exists £ m Vert (8L, 8H) such

that Val(P(E),r) * 0.

Proof Let a: Rm --+ R be the function such that a(S) = Val(P(8),r),\and let .

b: Rm -+ R be the function such that b(8) = 1. It is true that a, b a Multi(R m R), so

Lemma 5.1 implies that there exist Et, E2 a Vert(8U, S-) such that Val(P(e1),r) <

Val(P(X),r) < Val(P(E2),r). Since Val(P(O),r) * 0, Val(P(ei),r) or Val(P(E2),r) must,

be different from zero. 03

Lemma 5.3 Let ro a R, SL ', H a Rm, and X e Box(8 L, 8H}. If the

following conditions

i) P a Multi(RmR[s]}
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ii) Val(P(X),ro) = 0

iii) Val(P(8),r) * 0 for all r > ro, 5 a Box{ (8L, 8H)

are satisfied, then there exist eL, EH a Vert(SL, AM such that

1) X aBox (EL, CH)

2) Val(P(8),ro) = 0 for all 8 a Box (EL, EH).

Proof First, it will be demonstrated that if Val(P(8),ro) =0 for all Sea

Box (pL, pH) C Box (&L, SH) then Val(P(8),ro) = 0 for all S a Box ( L(pL), Hi(^H).

To prove this statement, it will be shown that if a is any element in

Box (Lj(pL),Hj(pH)), then Val(P(aY),ro) = 0. If a a Box (pL, pH), then clearly

Val(P(a),ro) = 0. If a 4 Box (pT-. pH), then define

W4 = (Icy] , ... , [ah 1 , x, [ali+l, [Olp)

where x is one of the elements in the interval [ [pU1 ,' [pH], j\( [8L]j, [8H1j ). For the

selected value of W,, consider the closed bounded interval

V(r) = Val(P(Box(Lj(W4),Hi(41))),r).

Since Box( Li(AV), Hi('4i)) C Box (8L, 8H), condition (iii) implies that V(r) does not

contain the-origin for all r > ro. Condition (i) ensures that the end points of'.V(r) Iare

continuous functions of r. Thiese last two facts combine to show that V(ro) is contained

in (-oe,0] or (0,..). From the definition of Wi, it can..be seen that W4 a Box(I pI, pH) 1~So

Val(P(W,),r 0) = 0 and hence V(ro) contains the origin. It follows that mninV(ro) or

maxV(ro) equals zero. Using this fact and Lemma 5.1 (setting a(S) = Val(P(S),ro) and

W() = 1) implies that

0 a Val (P(Vert (L(xjI),Hi(W~)) ),r0 ) =(Val(P(Li(W~)),r0 ), Val(P(Hi(W)),ro) )

The function Val(P(S),ro) has been shown to equal zero on at least two of the three

distinct points: 14', Li('4), Hi(Wr) 4a Box (Li('4), HC(,)). Because Val(P(8),ro) is an
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affine function when restricted to this one dimensional set, it can only equal zero at two

distinct points if it equals zero for all 8 a Box(I.,(W), Hi(W)}. Since a .

Box I-,j(W),Hi(W4) }, the goal of showing that Val(P(a),ro) has been achieved.

To prove the lemma, begin by noting that Val(P(8),ro) = 0 for all 86 1 X =

Box{kk). Since the first step is true, the fact demonstrated above can be used

inductively. This process shows that Val(P(8),rO) =0 for all

8 a Box{ Lp( ... L2(LI(.)) ... ), Hp( ... H2(HI(A.)) ....) }.

This set clearly contains X, so it only remains to show that eL = Lp( ... L2(Ll(x)) ...

and EH = Hp( ... H2(HI(k)) ... ) are contained in Vert{(L, SH}. This final requirement

follows from the Definition 5.1.

Lemma 5.4 If the two conditions

i) IL, DO s Multi(gmRts]}

ii) the rational function (s-r)/J(8) is analytic on the real interval [r,o) for all

8 . Box {SL, 8H

are satisfied, then

ijn im(s-r) Val(T (8),s) :aa B (8L;8H)9

+fresr Val(D(8),s)

nmirn sr) al( .(8),s) :&,,a Vert(8L;8H}

and

l im(s-r) Val(TLJ(8),s):8. Box(8L;8Hd
m Isr Val G(8),s) o

lim(s-r) Val(TL (8),s) )
max S-_ Val(8),s 8 a Ve)t(L;H)
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Proof Let k be an arbitrary element in Box( 8LSHI , and consider two cases

for k. First, consider the case when ValG(X),r) = 0. Lemma 5.3 implies that there

exist EL, EH cm Vert (SL, 8H ) such that k~ a Box (eL, CHI and Val(.0(8),r) = 0 for all

8 a Box(eL-, eHI. Using l'HMpital's Rule, this implies that for all 8 a BoxIEL, CH)

Jim (s-r) VaI(6(),s) Val(TL (5),r)

Condition (ii) guarantees that

Vae{_ (),r)*

for all 8 4a Box (eL, eH), so Lemma 5.1 implies that the value of this limit for all 8.

Box{EFL, eHI is bounded by its extreme values on the set Vert (EL, eH). Combining

this with the fact that Vert( EL, eH) is a subset of Vert( &LH) implies that the following

equation is true

I{ Jim (s-r) Val(7L (8),s)~ : 8 Vert (8L;SH)I < jim (s-r) Val(IL(X),s)<
miIS-+ Val(D(8),s) J S-+r Val(fl (k),s)

-I n~ im (S-r) Val($.d8),s) : 8 a Vert (8L;SH). '(2)

Now, consider the second case when Val(JD(X),r) it 0. Lemma 5.2 implies that there.

exists p a VertI85L,8H) such that Val(JD(p),r) 0. Since the denominator is nonzero-at

these points,

IJim (s-r) Val(IL (X),s) - i-ur (s-r) VaIQJL(A)s)

This shows that equation (2) is also valid for this second case. Since equation (2) is

valid for arbitrary X a Box (SLSH), the lemma follows.0
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Theorem 5.1 Let u be a right-handed, continuous-time, input signal such that

u(t) - 15ud _s) }
where Un(S), ud(s) E R[s]. If the two conditions

i) N. D a Multi{Rm2R[s])

ii) the rational function s/[D(8)ud(s)] is analytic in the closed right half plane for all

8 E Box{S L , 8H)

are satisfied, then

1) minlmt_{ N(8)un(s) } 4a Box {L;8H}
D(8)ud(s)

•tlim _11N(8)un(s) 8 :S Vert(8L;8H)}m~-  "  D(8)ud(s)

2) max { imnd N(B)un(s) 8 e Box({L;SH)}2) ax't- -) a " . D(8)Ud(S)I

maxjt"-I N(8)un(s) } :a Vert{SL;SH}"=maxt') a) I D(8)Ud(S)

Proof Condition (ii) allows use of the Final Value Theorem which shows that

li mt.lN(8)u, j im s Va( N(S)un(s), s)
1"o-- [ D(8)ud f s--0 Val( D(8)ud(s), s) " (3)

Using equation (3), the proof can now be completed by invoking Lemma 5.4 with

'It(8) = N(8)un(s), 1 (8) = D(8)ud(s), and r = 0. E
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Theorem 5.2 Let u be a right-handed, discrete-time, input signal such that

u(k)= Z1{u  I }d(S)
where Un(S), ud(s) e R[s]. If the two conditions

i) N, D E Multi{RmRfs]}

ii) the rational function (s-1)/[D(8)ud(s)] is analytic outside the open unit disk for all

5 Box (8L, 5H)

are satisfied, then

1) Im nk. f D(8)un(s) } v Box(DL;)HU}

mninj im2 Z-{ N(8""nj }8 a Vert( 8L;BH)}[k-+-~ I D(5)ud(s)

2) max{jkm*iZ_{? N(S1I ) } a Box D)L;UH(}

[k-), t D(Z)U_ (S

=max ...40 Z-1 { (S)un(s) 8: a VertI5L;8HI}

Proof Condition (ii) allows use of the Final Value Theorem which shows tkat.

Iim Z-1 N(S)un(s) _ im J(s-i) Val( N(8)un(s), s) (4
k'1+oo D(S)ud(s) W sal( D(S)ud(s), s) " (4)

Using equation (4), the proof can now be completed by invoking Lemma 5.4 with

'7 (8) = N(8)un(s), 9(8) = D(8)ud(s), and r = 1.

Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are the main results of this chapter. Both theorems are

original contributions of the author [Bartlett, 1990c]. Application of the continuous-

time version of these vertex results is illustrated by the following example.
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Example 5.1 The following is the transfer function of a single axis of a

computerized numerical control (CNC) positioning system [Uliana, 19851. The system

contains a DC motor which produces translational motion through gear reduction and a

lead screw.

[KtKgP] / 21c [s(LaKgP)+(RaKP)] / 2n

H(s) s3(JLa)+ s2(JRa+BLa)+s(BRa+KtKe) s3(JLa)+s 2(JRa+BLa)+s(BRa+KtKe)

sJ+B Ke
[s2(JLa)+s(JRa+BLa)+(BRa+KtKe) s2(JLa)+s(JRa+BLa)+(BRa+KtKe)

Let the vector of parameters equal

8 = ( Ra, Kt, J, La, B, Ke, Kg, P

The parameters are only known to lie in the interval family Box(5L,8HI where

1L = ( 0.7, 10, 0.05, 0.005, 0.01, 1.1, 0.16, 9.5)

5 H = ( 0.8, 11, 2, 0.015, 0.02, 1.2, 0.17, 10.5).

The inputs to the system U = [ V G ]T are the armature voltage and the torque loading.

The outputs of the system Y = [ X I IT are the tool position and the armature current.

Now, consider the response of the tool position X to the torque disturbance

G(t) = [e&cos(t)]x(t) where x(t) is the unit step. In the transform relationm'ifin(G to

X, the numerator and denominator polynomials are given by the multiaffine mappings

N(S) = s(LaKgP)+(R KgP)

D(8) = 27c [s3(JLa)+S 2(JRa+DLa)+s(DRa+KtKe)].

The Laplace transform of the input G is given by the ratio of the two polynomials

un= s + I

ud=s2+s+ I

All the coefficients of the 2nd order polynomials ud and D(8)/s are positive, so both

polynomials are GH stable. This implies that s/(D(5)ud) is analytic in the closed right
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half plane. All the conditions are satisfied, so Theorem 5.1 is applicable. By

evaluating the steady state response at the vertices Vert n(,8_I-I), the maximum and

minimum possible steady state values of the tool position are found to be 0.0103 and

0.0064, respectively.

With a little algebraic manipulation, Theorem 5.1 can also be used to determine

to response of a single output to multiple inputs. Furthermore, uncertainty in the inputs

can also be handles. To see this, consider the response of the armature current to a unit

step armature voltage and a step torque disturbance of amplitude e a [ 0.5, 2]. The

transform of the output equals

I(S) = SKt+sLab+Rae
I 3(JLa)+S2(JRa+DLa)+s(DRa+KtKe ) .

To use Theorem 5. 1, this problem will be converted to the standard form. To this end,

the parameter vector will be expanded to include e. Let

6* = ( Ra, Kt, J, La, B, Ke, K9, P, e).

& L = (0.7, 10, 0.05, 0.005, 0.01, 1.1, 0.16, 9.5, 0.5)

S= ( 0.8, 11, 2, 0.015, 0.02, 1.2, 0.17, 10.5, 2).

The systens will be treat ed as if it is single-input single-output with numerathi and

denominator polynomials given by the multiaffine mappings

N.(B*) = Kt+sLab+Rae

D*(8.) =s2(JLa)+s(JRa+DLa)+(DRa+KtKe).

The input will be treated as if it is a scalar unit step with U*n = 1 and U*d = s. The

polynomial (D*(8*)s)/s is GH-stable for all 8. . BoxtS*L,S*HI}, so Theorem 5.1 can

be used to find the range of steady state values of
I(s) N*(8*)

D.(8,)s
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for 5* e Box l&L,8*H). Using Vert{8*L,8*H}, it is found that the maximum possible

steady state value of I is 1.0538 and the minimum is 0.8589.

5.3 A Simplified Steady State Vertex Theorem for Interval Families

The steady state analysis vertex theorem for systems with multiaffine

uncertainties can also be used to analyze systems represented by interval families of

polynomial-pairs. This section will show that it is actually sufficient to use only a few

special vertices of an interval family in order to determine the extreme values of the

steady state response. This simplification is given by the following theorems.

Theorem 5.3 Let

(arxsr + ... + a3xs3 + a2Xs2 + alXs + aox, cqxsq + ... + c 3Xs3 + c2xs 2 + clXS + cox)

be an element in the interval family of real polynomial-pairs

= { (ars r + ... + a3s3 + a2s2+als+a, cqs + ...+ c3S3+c2 + CS + co)

-arL! -ar<- aH..... a2
L <- a2

-< a2H, aI
L < aI - alH, a0L  b-< a  a H ,

crL -< cr!- crH, ... c2L
< c2 :

- c2H, CI
L < cI - cH, cOL -c0 -cOH 1,

and let u be a right-handed, continuous-time, input signal such that

u(t) = Z' q n(s) }

where Un(S), Ud(s) 6 RIs]. If the rational function s/[d(s)ud(s)] is analytic in the closed

-ght half plane for all d(s) e Den(') then
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1) mr iiZ n(s)un (s) (n (s); d(s)) E V
1-C d(S)ud(s)

2)in ma,4 z 1 n(s)un(s) 1 ns;~)
urn0 (1 d(s)ud(s)1

2) ma -11 dS)u(s) I:(n(s);d(s)) e= T

where

~J{(arxsr+..a2xs + alxc+ a, cqxsq+c 3 s+ C2xS2 +C+ c os).

Proof The condition that sI[d(s)ud(s)I is analytic in the closed right half plane

for all d(s) r= Den(C) allows use of the Final Value Theorem which shows that

limrn z (arsr + .. + a-As 3 + a2S2 + als + ao) u,(s) ,
t-40,, I(Cqs'l + + c3S3 + C2S 2 + CIS + CO) Ud(s) J

irn F s (arsr + + a3S3 + a2S 2 + als + ao) Un(5)1
=S-*O L (cqsq +..+C3S 3 +c2S 2 + CIS+ CO) u(s) I'

urnm F s (ap) un(s)(5

s-*O L (c is + CO) udj(s)j()

for all

( arSr + ... + a3S3 + a2s2 + ais + ao, CqSq + ... + c3S 3 + C2S2 + CIS + CO)

Equation (5) implies that the steady state value does not directly depend on ar, 3

a'i, a I. Cq .. c3, and c,. In other words,
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= im { 40 n (s)un(s) }:(n(s);d(s)) 4e T 6

where

t= (arxs + ...+a2 s2 +all's +ao, cqxsq +... +c3S 3 + C2xS2 + cis+CO)

ao e [aOL',aOH], cl G [ciL,cHI, CO [CoL,COH] }

Theorem 5.1 can be used to show that

mini t-*oo I{d()ud(S) }I (n(s);d(s)) ec X}

=mn t-4o@_'{d(s)un(s) }:(n(s);d( s)) -e V }(7)

max{ tli*ooI n(s)un(s) }:(n(s);d(s)) e X}

=max i4z_ n~o (s)ud(s) }:(n(s);.d(s)) ec V (8)

The proof now follows from the combining of equation (6-8).

Theorem 5.4 Consider the interval family of real polynomial-pairs

= (atsr +... + a3S3+ a2S2 + as+ a, CqS +..+ C3 3 +C2 2 + CIS +CO)

arL <_ar 5arH....a 2 L~a2 :5a 2H, aL~aj5aH, aO!a! aH

CIL 5C,!5Cr'.....c 2L~c2 !5c2H, c1L<c1  ciH, coL<co:! coH

Let u be a right-handed, discrete-time. input signal such that

u(k) =Z1~ I }ins
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where uns), Udj(s) 6 RISI. If the rational function (s-1)/Id(s)ud(s)] is analytic outside

the open unit disk for all d(s) a DenCIF then

1)~~~~ Ii d~(s)ud(s) (n)ds) T

k-o Iii~0 I ~~ds : (n(s);d(s)) e T, 1

n(s)ud(S)1

ji im Z1i n(s)un(s) (n(s);d(s)) cc V
k-- d(s)ud(s)

where

V={(arLSr +..+a 2LS2 + aiLS+ aL, CqLSq +.+ c2 Ls2 + CILs + CL),

(arI~sr + + a2L~s2 + ajLS + ao'-, CqHSq + + C2HS2 + c IHS + CH

(arHsr + + a2Hs2 + a1HS + aoH, cqLSq + c2L~s2 + c1Ls + COL),

(arHsr + + a2Hs 2 + aiHs + aoH, CqHSq + C2HS2 + C IHs + C0H) 1

Proof The condition that (s- 1)/[d(s)ud(S)] is analytic outside the open unit

circle for all d(s) a DeaC7) allows use of the Final Value Theorem which shows that'

lim Z-4 (arsr + .. + a3S 3 + a~s2, + als + ap) un(s)

k -- oo (C qs q + . .+ c3 3  + C 2S2  + C S + C O) Ud(s)

_ i (s-1) (arsr + .. + a3S3 + a2S2 + als + ao) un(s)
S- l (qsq + .. + C3S3 + C2S2 + CIS + CO) Ud(s)

= rai Un(l),!21 [ Cqsq + + C3S + (s-I + c Is + CO)) Ud( S) ] (9)

for all

(a~s, + .. + aj33 - a,)s- + als + ao, Cq5q + + C3S- + C2S2 + CIS + CO)
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From the inequality
rr r

XaiL): Isi Xi Y aiHI,\i=0 ) \i=

it becomes clear that equation (9) can only take on an extreme value when

arsr +... + a3s 3 + a2s2 + als + ao a Num(V)

= + s +a 2Ls2 +aiLs+a 0 L, arHsr+... +a 2Hs2 +aiHs+a 0H }.

This implies that

SIi { d(s)ud(s) : (n(s);d(s)) e 7 }
im .- n(s)un(s) (n(s);d(s)) c Num(V) x Den() (10)

maf { k- l i d(s)u(s)u (10)

ma{ d(s)ud(s) }: (n(s);d(s)) e 7}
ax ko-"im,,_; ~~u~s /.d~~ d(s)us

= m k -1 d(s)ud : (n(s);d(s)) S Num(V) x Den(-) • (11)

To complete the proof, it must be shown that Den(T) can be replaced by Den(V) in

equations (10) and (11). This will be achieved by considering two separatecases.

First, consider the case when ud(1) = 0. For this case, the condition that

(s-1)/[d(s)ud(s)] is analytic outside the open unit cirole for all d(s) e Den(-) implies that
[aud(S) 1 Ud'(1) * 0

q
d(1) = 7_c i # 0 (12)

i=O

for all d(s) = (cqsq +... + c3s 3 + c2s 2 + cIs + co) a Den(7). From these facts,

equation (9) can be simplified to
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kim Z °Il (arsr + ... +a3s 3 +a2S2 + als + a) un(s) t

(Cqsq + + c3S 3 + c2s 2 + CIS + CO) Ud(s)

= i)( il ) (13)

for all

(arsr + ... +a3s 3 +a2s 2 +a l s+ao, Cqsq+...+c3s 3 +C2s2 +ClS+cO) 7.

From the inequality

t 'iL-l < c i ) Ci HK~OiJO 11
combined with equation (12), it follows that

(tci'-I iJ > ( IC~ij

From this latter inequality, it becomes clear that equation (13) can only take on an

extreme value when

CrSr + ... + C3S 3 + c2s 2 + CIS + cO E Den(V)

= { crLs r + ... + c2 Ls 2 +clLs + cOL, crHsr + ... + c2 Hs 2 + CIHs+cH }.

This achieves the goal of showing that Den(r) can be replaced by Den(V) in equations

(10) and (1 1) for the case when ud(l) = 0. ,

Now, consider the second case when Ud(l) * 0. For this case, Denc) and

DenCJ) will both be divided into two sets

-,T = d(s) Den (lF) 0

D=T = {d(s) c Den(7) d(1)= 0

Dv = d(s) E Den(V) d(1) 0}

,=v= { d(s) a Den(V) d(1)=0 .

For all real values of x greater than or equal to zero, the following inequality holds
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I

lCrLsr + .' + c2 Ls2 + cLs + coL ]S=X

- [CrSr + ... + C2S2 + CIS + CO ]S-X

- [crHsr + ... + c2Hs2 + c1 Hs + cOH ]s=" (14)

For x= 1, this inequality implies that T is nonempty if and only if D~v is nonempty.

This combined with the fact that equation (9) equals zero for all polynomial-pairs in

Num(V) x D#T and Num(V) x D~v implies that

ki - n(S)Ud(S) I: (n(s);d(s)) e Num(V) x D*Tk-+ooIf dS~uds)

I im Z. q n(s)un(s) : (n(s);d(s)) e Num(V) x D*v (15)

The condition that (s-1)/[d(s)ud(s)] is analytic outside the open unit circle for all d(s) r

Den(-) implies that crL and crH are both positive or both negative and it implies that

[ crsr + ... + C2S 2 + CIS + CO ]s=x * 0

for all x > 1, d(s) e Den(7). These together indicate that

[CrLsr + + c2Ls 2 + clLs + coL ]Sx

[CrHsr + + c2Hs 2 + c1 Hs + COH ]S=X

are both positive or both negative for all x > 1. Continuity and equation (14) imply that

d(s) a De&(F) has a root at 1 only if d(s) equals

CrLsr + ... + c2Ls2 + CILs + cOL

or

crHsr + ... + c 2Hs 2 + ClHs + cOH.

This implies that "=T equals D=v, so

{ Z-. d(s)ud(s) }: (n(s);d(s)) a Num(V) x ,=T }k--lir dl(s)un(S)

-- Z. [ n(s)ud(s) (n(s);d(s)) e Num(V) x =v (16)
k Z{ d(S)ud(s)(16
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Den(T) = D*T U :=T and Den(V) = D*v U D=V, so equations (15) and (16) show that

DenJ) can be replaced by Den(V) in equations (10) and ( 1) for the case when

Ud(1) # 0. This completes the second case and the proof. El

This section has shown that the steady state response of stable systems

represented by interval families of polynomial-pairs can be determined using only a

small number of vertices. For the continuous-time case, eight vertices are needed, and

for the discrete-time case only four vertices are required.

5.4 Counterexamples to a Transient Response Vertex Conjecture

The steady state vertex results presented in the Section 5.2 are cause to

speculate that a transient response vertex result might exist for stable systems with

multiaffine uncetainties. This section will show that the crucial features of the transient

response cannot be determined from the vertices alone even when only affine

uncertainties are allowed. This negative answer to the conjecture is demonstrated by

examples in botw continuous-time and discrete- wne.

Example 5.2 Consider a continuous-time system whose polynomial-pair

description is g. ien by the affine mapping T: R -4 R[s]2 defined by

T(k) = (1,(3.4 k+0.1)s 2+(1.7 k+0.8)s+l).

The value of the parameter k is only known to lie in the set

A = [0,11.

This system is Gi -stable for all k a A. The continuous-time step response of this

system when k takes on the vertex values 0 and I is shown in Figure 5. 1. The step

response for the non-vertex value k = 0.5 is also shown. Figure 5.1 shows that the
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maximum possible value of the peak overshoot does not occur at a vertex. This implies

that, in general, the vital statistics of the transient response of a continuous-time stable

system with affine uncertainties cannot be determined from the response of the vertex

descriptions.

1.2
k-0.5

0 0.8-
U
t L =-
p 0.6
u
t 0.4

0.2 -i
020 5 i0 15 20

tine

Continuous-time example showing that maximum.possible value of the step response
does not necessarily occur at a vertex for stable systems with affine uncertainties.

Figure 5.1

A similar statement can be made for discrete-time systems.

Example 5.3 Consider a discrete-time system whose polynomial-pair

description is given by th., affine mapping T: R - .[s] 2 defined by
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T(s,8) = ( (0.0130 k + 0.0014)s+(0.0099 k + 0.0014),

s2+(0.1915 k - 1.9283)s+(-0.1686 k + 0.9311))

The value of the parameter k is only known to lie in the set

A = [0,1].

This system is GS-stable for all k a A. The discrete-time step responses of this system

for k equal to 0, 0.1429, and 1 are shown in Figure 5.2. Clearly, the maximum peak

overshoot does not occur at a vertex. This implies that the vital statistics of the transient

response of a discrete-time uncertain system cannot be completely determined from the

response of the vertex descriptions.

k.D. 1429

0 0.8 ,

U zt 0.6

0.2

0
0 53 00 150 100

tire

Discrete-time example showing that maximum possible value of the step response does
not necessarily occur at a vertex for stable systems with affine uncertainties.

Figure 5.2
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This section has shown that vertices are not sufficient for a complete transient

response analysis of a stable system whose set of polynomial-pair descriptions is

generated by affine uncertainties. Whether or not some larger subset such as edges or

faces would provide all the desired information is still an open question. Another open

question is whether a vertex result exists for more restrictive uncertainty classes such as

interval families.

5.5 Conclusion

This chapter presented new vertex theorems applicable to the steady state

analysis of both continuous-time and discrete-time stable uncertain systems. For sets

of polynomial-pairs generated by multiaffme uncertainties, it has been shown that an

exact worst-case analysis can be carried out using only the vertices. This automatically

implies a similar vertex theorem for sets of polynomial-pairs generated by affine

uncertainties. With a little extra work, the multiaffine vertex result could be used to

prove a steady state vertex result for polytopes of polynomial-pairs. In addition, it was

shown that a steady state analysis could be carried out for discrete-time andcontinuous-

time interval families of polynomial-pairs using only four vertices and eight vertices,

respectively.

This chapter also showed that the vertex results for polynomial-pair sets

generated by affme uncertainties were only valid for steady state analysis and not for a

complete transient response analysis. Both continuous-time and discrete-time counter-

examples were presented. These examples showed that the maximum peak overshoot

of a stable system with affine uncertainties does not necessarily occur at a vertex. This

suggests two possible directions for future research. One is to look for transient
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response vertex results for more restrictve uncertainty classes such as interval families.

The other direction is to investigate the possibility of transient response edge results.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

This dissertation has reviewed the existence of vertex and edge theorems for the

analysis of both continuous and discrete-time, finite-dimensional, linear, time-invariant

systems with uncertain parameters. The focus has been on four classes of uncertain

systems and several types of classical analyses. The four classifications of uncertain

systems are loosely called interval families, affine uncertainties, polytopes, and

multiaffine uncertainties. The analyses are pole locations, stability, frequency

response, and time response. Several vertex and edge theorems as well as

counterexamples to similar conjectures have been presented. A few open questions

have also been pointed out. Several of the results concerning these topics are joint or

independent original contributions of the author.

Determination of pole locations was the first analysis topic that was considered.

It was shown that all possible poles of an uncertain system represented by a polytope of

characteristic polynomials could be determined using only the edge characteristic

polynomials. This result is one of the main joint contributions of the author [artlett,

Hollot, Huang, 1988; Hollot, Looze, Bartlett, 199%- Bartlett, 1990a]. This result

automatically provides a pole location edge theorem for systems represented by sets of

polynomials generated by affine uncertainties and by interval families of polynomials.

For systems represented by sets of characteristic polynomials generated by multiaffine

uncertainties, it was shown that the edges polynomials do not provide sufficient

information to easily determine all possible pole locations. This fact follows almost

immediately from [Barmish, Fu, Saleh, 1988] and is explicitly shown by [Ackermann,

Hu, Kaesbauer. 1990]. For all four classes of polynomial sets. it is easily seen from
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traditional root locus examples that the vertices do not provide sufficient information to

easily determine all possible system poles. These results on pole locations naturally

suggest results concerning stability analyses.

Stability analysis was the second topic that was covered. It was pointed out that

under certain conditions the G-stability of all polynomials in a polytope would be

implied by the G-stable of all edge polynomials. This edge theorem is valid if the

polytope and the stability region both satisfy certain assumptions [Bartlett, Hollot,

Huang, 1988; Fu, Barmish, 1988; Sideris, Barmish, 1989; Hollot, Looze, Bartlett.

1990] or alternately if a precondition is used [Bartlett, 1990a]. The author is a joint

contributor to the original version of this edge theorem and to some of the subsequent

revisions. Unfortunately, this edge theorem does not extend to multiaffine uncertainties

[Barmish, Fu, Saleh, 1988]. This is true even for the important special cases when G

is to equal GH or GS and when all the possible characteristic polynomials are real.

Besides edge results, vertex theorems were also discussed. A counterexample similar

to that of [Kochenburger, 1953] was given which showed that GH-stability of a set of

real polynomial generated by affine uncertainties is not implied by GH-stability of its

vertex polynomials. From this example, it is straight forward to generate a

counterexample to a similar vertex conjecture concerning Gs-stability. It follows that

vertex stability theorems also do not exist for the more general cases of polytopes of

polynomials or for polynomial sets generated by affine uncertainties. For the more

restrictive case of interval families of polynomials, it is also true that Gs-stability of the

vertices does not imply Gs-stability of the whole family [Hollot, Bartlett, 1986].

However, for some special stability regions including GH, it was pointed that powerful

vertex theorems exist for the stabihty analysis of interval families of polynomials

[Kharitonov, 1978a&b; Petersen, 1989; Fu, 1989]. The result for GH-stability is

/
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particularly amazing because it only requires that the stability of eight special vertices be

tested [Kharitonov, 1978a&b].

Frequency response analysis was the third topic that was considered. Given a

set of polynomial-pair descriptions 7 for an uncertain system and a frequency z, the

goal was to determine all possible responses in Nyquist p'ane form Nyq(T,z) or in

Bode magnitude form Mag(F,z). It was shown that, for sets generated by multiaffine

uncertainties, neither of the two frequency response sets could be determined using

only the frequency responses of the edge polynomial-pairs. This was true even if z

was restricted to the unit circle or to the jw-axis. For sets of polynomial-pairs that are

polytopes or are generated by affine uncertainties, it was shown that an edge theorem

could be used to determine the two frequency response sets. This edge theorem is an

independent original contribution of the author [Bartlett, 1990b]. In addition, it was

shown that a vertex theorem for determining Nyq(T,z) or Mag(Tl,z) does not exist even

for the special case when z is restricted to the jw-axis or to the unit circle. The

frequency response edge theorem for polytopes obviously applies to the special case of

interval families. It is also generally true that, for interval families of polynomial-pairs,

no vertex theorem can be used to determine the frequency response sets. However, the

analysis of interval families can be greatly simplified if attention is restricted to

frequencies on the jw-axis. This restriction is too limiting for the analysis of discrete-

time systems, but for continuous-time systems, this restriction is of essentially no

consequence. One of the simplifying results shows that an interval family of

polynomial-pairs and a polytopic subset of it have identical frequency response sets.

By combining this fact and the edge theorem for polytopes, it was shown that the

frequency response sets of an interval family could be determined using only the edges

(32 or less) and the vertices (16 or less) of this special polytopic subset. A further

simplify result, showed that. for interval families, the extreme values of the frequency
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This dissertation has reviewed the availability of vertex and edge theorems

which simplify pole location analyses, stability analyses, frequency response analyses,

and time response analyses for four classes of uncertain systems. Among the

contributions of the author that were included in this review, three are the most

significant. The first of these main contributions is the collection of edge theorems for

determining pole locations and stability of polytopes of polynomials [Bartlett, Hollot,

Huang, 1988; Fu, Barmish, 1988; Sideris, Barmish, 1989; Hollot, Looze, Bartlett,

1990: Bartlett, 1990a]. The second contribution is the edge theorem for determining

the frequency response of polytopes of polynomial-pairs [Bartlett, 1990b]. The third

of these main results is the vertex theorem for determining the steady state time

response of polynomial-pair sets generated by multiaffine uncertainties [Bartlett,

1990c]. As was intended, all three of these contribution can be used to significantly

reduce the effort required to carry out worst case analyses on systems with certain

general types of parameter uncertainties.
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Abstract. We present and analyze sounding rocket and 1984]. Since the spectrum of fluctuating fields measured in
HILAT satellite measurements of the low frequency (< I Hz) such an experiment is generally a monotonically decreasing
electric and magnetic fields 3E and 613 perpendicular to the function of frequency, the correlation method emphasizes the
Earth's magnetic field B0 in the auroral oval. By examining largest scales in the system.
the time-domain field data it is often difficult to distinguish The purpose of this study is to investigate spatial and/or
temporal fluctuations from static structures which are Doppler temporal scales smaller than those studied by the authors listed
shifted to a non-zero frequency in the spacecraft frame. above and which are closer to the regime associated with
However, we show that such a distinction can be made by discrete auroral arcs. In so doing we address the possibility
constructing the impedance function Z(f) = MoISE(f)/SB(f). that the fluctuation fields may be due to Alfven waves. In the
Using Z(f) we find agreement with the static field wave model, the fluctuation amplitudes are related to the
interpretation below about 0.1 Hz in the spacecraft frame, i.e. characteristic impedance of Alfvdn waves, ZA =MpoVA, where
Z(f) = Et. where Z,, is the height-integrated Pedersen ao is the permeability of free space and VA is the Alfvdn wave
conductivity of the ionosphere. Above 0.1 Hz we find Z(f) > phase velocity. This effect was measured in two events
T,-, which we argue to be due to the presence of Alfven lasting a few seconds each by Chmyrev etal. (1985] using the
waves incident from the magnetosphere and reflecting from Intercosmos-Bulgaria-1300 satellite. Since the wave model
the lower ionosphere, forming a standing wave pattern, can include reflections from the ionosphere, the relation
These waves may represent an electromagnetic coupling between 5E and 31B depends upon the conductivity of the
mechanism between the auroral acceleration region and the ionosphere and upon the electrical length (i.e. the number of
ionosphere. Alfvdn wavelengths) between the measurement point and the

ionosphere as well.
Introduction The connection between Alfven waves and auroral arcs has

been discussed by many authors, including Hasegawa [1976],
Satellite measurements of high-latitude fluctuating electric Goertz and Boswell [ 1979], Haerendel [ 1983]. and Seyler

and magnetic fields measured perpendicular to B0 often show [ 19881. Alfven waves have been measured in and above the
a high degree of correlation. The nature of the correlation has ionosphere, most recently by Boehm et al. [19901 who
been explained by treating the fields as static, with the identified step-like waves and near-coherent oscillations in
fluctuations resulting from the motion of the satellite through time-domain rocket data, and by Erlandson et al. [ 19891 who
spatial structures with scale sizes from a few hundred meters measured electric and magnetic field spectral enhancements at
to hundreds of kilometers. Assuming that there are no micropulsation frequencies using the Viking satellite. Due in
variations in the zonal direction, the ratio of the zonal magnetic part to the Doppler shift of spatial structures into the Alfvn
to meridional electric field amplitudes will be proportional to wave frequency band, the presence of Alfvdn waves in either
the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity in the ionosphere the time-domain or spectral data is often not so obvious. In
Z,, [Sugiura et al., 1982; Sugiura, 1984; Smiddy et al.. this paper we show that the impedance function Z) =

pouc5E(f)/B(f) can be used to distinguish the presence of
propagating temporal phenomena in cases for which the

'Currently at SAIC, McLean, Virginia temporal nature would not otherwise be obvious.
2Currently at the Max-Planck-lnstitute for Extraterrestrial

Physics, Garching Method of Analysis

In the absence of reflections an Alfvdn wave is
characterized by an impedance function Z(f) which is

Copyright 1990 by the American Geophysical Union. inde ed of f n an eulto the chcis
independent of frequency and equal to the cheat teritic

Paper number 90GL00672 impedance of the medium. ZA = uOVA. ZA is typically much
009',-8276/90/90GL-00672503.00 greater than ,;-. and the detection of measured values of Z(f)
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l' Day 023, 1985 Z(f) Proceeding as described above we obtained 14 separate
4 spectra which were averaged to find the impedance function

\ Z(f) shown in Figure 4. _.p-I (shown by the dotted line) was

= 0.8 - estimated based on the solar and particle input to the E region
/ 4 [Robinson and Vondrak, 19841. For this sunlit case 4 was

quite uniform. As with the rocket measurement, Z() = 4-1
01 1 nearf= 0, and again an in-cmase in Z(f) above rp-1 is

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 evident above about 0.1 Hz.
frequency (Hz)

Fig. 2. Measured impedance spectrum Z(f) computed from 0.8I  HHT Day 122, 1985
the data shown in Figure 1. 1 / Z(f)

have plotted Ep-! as deduced from Sondrestrom radar data, 2 0.4 " /
shown by the dotted line. Note that Z(f) tends towards Lp-' /
in the low frequency limit. A trend towards increasingf /_ /
impedance at higher frequencies is clearly visible. Quasi-static 0
fields and a uniform 4 would produce the flat line at Z(f) = 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Sp-1.frequency (Hz)We now examine FILAT data for which the satellite was freque (Hz)

passing southward through the polar cap and auroral oval Fig. 4. ZUf computed from the HILAT satellite data.
between 16:30 and 17:00 MLT. The solar zenith angle was

about 60%. and the ionosphere was therefore sunlit. HILAT Discussion
orbits at about 800 km. with a velocity of 7.4 km/s. The
northward electric field is derived from an ion drift meter Above 0.1 Hz the impedance functions for the two cases
measuring cross-track ion ExB velocities, which periodically we have presented show a marked increase over what would
switches between 16 and 32 s-1 sample rates. The eastward be expected from a simple static electric field/Birkeland current
magnetic field perturbations were measured with a fluxgate model. This result alone argues for the importance of Alfvtn
magnetometer which was sampled at 20 s-l. These waves in the electr magnetic structure of the disturbed aumoral
instruments are described in detail by Potemra et al. [1984] oval.
and Rich et al. 119841. Both field quantities were averaged to If the field fluctuations vary in time, then they will
2 Hz, or one measurement every 3.7 kIn. The meridional propagate as Alfvdn waves and reflect off of the lower
electric and zonal magnetic fields are shown in Figure 3. The ionosphere to form a standing wave pattern. As in a
slow variation in the magnetic field throughout the pass is due transmission line, the wave impedance has a maximum one
to thermal stress on and attitude changes of the satellite, but is quarter wavelength from a conducting load. Of course in the
well below the range of frequencies we are considering. The ionosphere the Alfvtn wavelength changes with varying
magnetometer resolution is about 15 nT, but averaging gives plasma density, but we can estimate the frequency of
an effective resolution somewhat lower than this. The maximum impedancef,,,, by neglecting partial reflections off
resolution is still marginal for Alfvdn wave measurements, so of the F-region density gradient and assuming a single
we must choose times in which sufficient magnetic field reflection from the top of the E region (at z,,,i,j). The result is
fluctuations are available to assure that we are measuring ZMa
signal rather than noise. This is the case in the shaded interval .L = 4 dz
in Figure 3. frnax f min VA(Z) (1)

z.. is the height at which the measurement is taken. If we

Bwet Day 122. 1984 assume an 0+ plasma and use the density profile taken with
1000 the Sondrestrom radar at the time of the Black Brant rocket

launch, (1) gives f, = 0.37 Hz. For the satellite data we
nT 0 , estimated the density profile by using Sondrestrom radar data

for days close to the pass and at the same local time.
-1000 Unfortunately, no radar data were available at the time of the

ENonh satellite pass. In this case (1) gives f.a = 0.25 Hz.
60[ - - Comparing these values to Figures 2 and 4 shows that

deviations of Z() from 4i-1 are indeed maximum at roughly a
rnV/m 0 few tenths of Hz.

Variations with frequency in the impedance spectrum Z(f)
.60 can arise for reasons other than the presence of Alfv -n waves.

UT 18:47 18:49 18:51 18:53 18:55 A detailed study of these possibilities using a realistic
Inv Lat 86.6 80.0 73.4 66.9 60.7

MLT 16:19 16:50 16:56 16:59 17:00 numerical model for a distributed, reflecting ionosphere is in
progress and will be published eLsewhere.

Fig. 3. Zonal magnetic and meridional electric fields If we perform a statistical analysis on the time-domain da
measured with the HILAT satellite, without filtering as done by Sugiura et al. (19821, we find for
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Perturbation electric and magnetic fields carry in excess of 1010 to

1012 W of electrical power between the magnetosphere and high-latitude

ionosphere. Most of this power is generated by the solar wind. The

ionosphere at large spatial and temporal scales acts as a dissipativc slab

which can be characterized by its height-integrated Pedersen

conductivity Ip, so that the power flux into the ionosphere due to a quasi-

static electric field E is given by ZpE 2.

The energy transferred to the ionosphere by time-varying

electromagnetic fields in the form of Alfvdn waves is more difficult to

calculate because density and conductivity gradients can reflect energy.

Thus, field resonances and standing wave patterns affect the magnitude

and altitude distribution of electrical energy dissipation. We use a

numerical model to calculate the frequency-dependent electric field

reflection coefficient of the ionosphere and show that the ionosphere does

not behave as a simple resistive slab for electric field time scales less than

a few seconds.

Time variation of spacecraft-measured high-latitude electric and

perturbation magnetic fields is difficult to distinguish from spatial



structuring that has been Doppler-shifted to a non-zero frequency in the

spacecraft frame. However, by calculating the frequency-dependent

amplitude and phase relations between fluctuating electric and magnetic

fields we are able to show that low frequency fields (< 1 Hz) measured by

an auroral sounding rocket traveling parallel to the auroral oval are due

to standing Alfvdn waves rather than quasi-static structures.

Comparing the field fluctuations with electron energy measurements

indicates that the waves occur near auroral arcs.

We include satellite data in our study as well. The amplitude

relations between electric and magnetic field measurements taken by the

HILAT satellite (traveling perpendicular to the auroral oval at an

altitude of 800 kin) show that the field fluctuations are due largely to

Doppler-shifted quasi-static structures, but in some cases standing

Alfv~n waves also contribute.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Eighteenth century scientists might have been satisfied with the idea

of an infinite void, save for a relative few heavenly bodies, extending

outward from somewhere above the cloud tops had it not been for the

tantalizing geophysical clues provided by nature. In the early 1700s the

Earth's magnetic field was well understood, static and predictable

enough to use as a navigational tool, but why did G. Graham's finer

measurements in 1722 reveal fluctuations? Balfour Stewart was able to

show in 1882 that the magnetic fluctuations were due to electrical

currents above the Earth. Of course this finding was probably stranger

than the B-field fluctuations themselves, but Marconi's trans-Atlantic

radio broadcast in 1901 corroborated the idea of a conducting layer high

in the atmosphere.

The origin of the auroras borealis and australis had to be and still is

one of the more interesting puzzles posed to those fortunate enough to

view them, especially after the turn of the century when triangulation

measurements placed the displays between 100 and 1000 km above the

Earth's surface. The electrical nature of the aurora was known from the

magnetic perturbations measured at ground level and associated with

individual auroral arcs, but not until spacecraft flights through auroras

in the 1960s was it known with certainty that energetic electrons (many

1
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keV) crashing into the neutral atmosphere from above were responsible

for the optical fluorescence.

Two discoveries in the 1950s pushed the envelope containing the

known part of the Earth's environment well beyond the 1000 km upper

boundary of the visible aurora. The first was that whistlers, the

descending tone, audio-frequency electromagnetic waves known since

World War I, were due to lightning discharges. More importantly, their

dispersion was found to be the result of propagation through charged

particles permeating space tens of thousands of ki above the Earth's

surface. Secondly, satellite measurements in this same region led to the

discovery of the very high energy particles comprising the Van Allen

radiation belts.

The present view is that the Earth's near space environment must

be viewed as a complete system which includes the Sun's outermost

atmosphere. One of the main goals of present day research is to

construct a self-consistent model of that system's energy source (which is

to say the Sun itself), the means of energy tranimission (photons and the

particles and magnetic fields of the solar wind), and the energy

deposition in and associated dynamics of the Earth's magnetosphere,

ionosphere, and neutral atmosphere. We might separate the effort to

construct this model into two parts: 1) a detailed study of all the separate

constituents of the system, and 2) an examination of how these

constituents are interconnected. By and large this dissertation falls into

the "connecting" category, where the two pieces we are trying to fit

together are the magnetosphere and ionosphere.

The magnetosphere extends from about ten to hundreds of Earth

radii away (depending on whether you are "upwind" or "downwind"
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from the Earth) down to the ionosphere starting at roughly 1000 km in

altitude, where collisions with the neutral atmosphere begin to take

control of the charged particle dynamics. The study of magnetosphere-

ionosphere coupling pertains mostly to high latitudes because that is

where geomagnetic field lines extend from the ionosphere deep into the

magnetosphere. At lower latitudes magnetic field lines are shorter and

do not extend as far from the Earth.

Energy is exchanged between the magnetosphere and ionosphere in

two main ways, via kinetic energy of charged particles which we will

consider briefly in Chapter 3, and by quasi-static and wave related

electric and magnetic fields, which we will emphasize throughout. Each

of these energy sources can at certain times and places dominate the

other, but the total power carried by each of them is roughly 1010 to 1012

W. Although this is 5 to 7 orders of magnitude smaller than the energy

flux into the sunlit polar cap from solar photons, most of the solar flux

goes directly into the neutral atmosphere at relatively low altitudes,

leaving magnetosphere-ionosphere energy exchange to determine a

significant part of the ionospheric plasma (and high-altitude neutral

atmosphere) dynamics at high latitudes. Of course much of the

ionospheric plasma is produced by photoionization in the first place, but

its bulk motions, structuring, and instabilities are due in large part to

particle precipitation and electric fields. In the polar winter, these

sources dominate the energetics and dynamics of the upper atmosphere.

Interactions with the neutral atmosphere (e.g. from gravity waves) and

chemical processes also play a role.

On average the ionosphere acts as a dissipative load attached to the

magnetospheric energy source, which in turn is driven by the interaction
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between the magnetosphere and the solar wind. The situation can be

quite complex because magnetospheric electric fields driving currents in

the ionosphere are often accompanied by beams of energetic particles,

which modify the conductivity of the ionosphere. This change in the load

can affect the ionospheric electric fields and conceivably the particle

precipitation itself, creating a feedback effect which is not yet fully

understood and which we will not attempt to address. Other

complications arise when neutral winds drive the ionospheric plasma,

creating dynamo electric fields and switching the role of the

magnetosphere from source to load.

1.2 Purpose and Organization of This Work

The ceutral topic we address in this dissertation is the interpretation

of spacecraft measurements of low frequency (less than 1 Hz) electric and

perturbation magnetic fluctuations above the high-latitude ionosphere.

As mentioned in the previous section, magnetic perturbations have been

measured on the ground for centuries. Birkeland [1908] noted that these

perturbations were especially strong under auroral arcs, and suggested

they were caused by electric currents flowing along geomagnetic field

lines associated with the aurora. The discovery of the Alfvdn wave

[Alfvdn, 1950] allowed for the interpretation that B-field fluctuations

measured on the ground were due to Alfvdn wave resonances in the

Earth's dipole field. Early satellite measurements [see Zmuda et al.,

1966] showed magnetic fluctuations in the polar region, and these also

were interpreted predominantly in terms of Alfvdn waves. Cummings

and Dessler [1967) called into question the Alfv6n wave interpretation by

arguing that it was not possible for Alfv6n waves to be localized as
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satellite measurements had shown, and they again proposed, as

Birkeland had, that quasi-static field-aligned currents were primarily

responsible for the magnetic fluctuations.

Despite their arguments that quasi-static currents could explain

spacecraft magnetic field measurements, Cummings and Dessler

acknowledged the possibility that localized Alfvdn waves are possible

when accompanied by field-aligned currents. Nonetheless, the static

model was generally accepted following the publication of Cummings

and Dessler [1967]. In the last decade, the validity of the static field model

has been re-examined. Obliquely propagating Alfvdn waves known as

"shear" or "slow" mode waves [Stix, 1962] carry field-aligned currents,

and it is now known that these waves are indeed very important in

magnetospheric electrodynamics. We argue in this dissertation that the

static field model alone does not adequately describe high-latitude

electromagnetic fields, and that it is appropriate to include the effect of

shear Alfvn waves in studies of high-latitude and auroral dynamics.

In some sense the static Birkeland current model is a limiting case

of the shear Alfvdn wave model. However, there are important

differences between the static and wave models because time-varying

fields allow for reflections, resonances, and interference. It is difficult to

discern from measurements on board a spacecraft if electric and

magnetic field fluctuations are due to waves or to localized static

disturbances which are Doppler-shifted to a finite frequency in the

spacecraft frame. Sugiura et al., [1982] used the Dynamics Explorer

satellite to show that the electric and magnetic field fluctuations above

the auroral zone are often highly correlated, and they used a novel

approach to distinguish between the wave and static field cases by
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calculating the ratio of the r.m.s. field amplitudes pOErmsI/Brms. They

found the value of this ratio to be equal to the inverse of the height-

integrated Pedersen conductivity of the ionosphere Zp-1 , and we will

show in Chapter 3 that this is expected from static electric fields and

associated Birkeland currents.

A problem with the analysis of Sugiura et al. [1982] is that E and &B

power spectra are usually monotonically decreasing with frequency, so

the lowest frequencies are emphasized in a correlation analysis. In

Chapter 5 we remedy this problem by calculating the ratio of electric and

magnetic field amplitudes as a function of frequency. We will also study

the frequency-dependent phase relation between E and 8B. In so doing

we find that Alfvdn wave dynamics play an important role in

clectrodynamical coupling between the magnetosphere and ionosphere

for time scales less than about 10 s. We also show that, in at least one

sounding rocket experiment, most of the Alfvdn wave energy lies near

regions of auroral precipitation.

The Alfvdn wave model can be sub-divided into two categories:

traveling waves and standing waves. This distinction is important

because standing waves are indicative of reflections, and an

understanding of these reflections is crucial in determining the fraction

of electrical energy incident from the magnetosphere that is dissipated in

the ionosphere. Our analysis in Chapter 5 shows that standing waves

are present in both the satellite and rocket data (taken at 800 km and near

600 kin, respectively).

The reflection characteristics of the ionosphere are complicated and

change with wave frequency as a result of the strong altitude dependence

of the plasma density and collision frequencies, and of the fact that the
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thickness of the ionospheric "load" is on the order of an Alfvdn

wavelength. In order to accurately compute the amplitude and phase

relations between E and &B fields due to Alfvdn waves reflecting from the

ionosphere, one must in general use a numerical model. We devote

Chapter 4 to the development and general results of such a model. The

model we choose was originally used by Hughes [1974] to predict

properties of ground-based magnetometer measurements.

The electric field reflection coefficient of the ionosphere is often

estimated by treating the ionosphere as a slab reflector with height-

integrated Pedersen conductivity 4p, and the region above the ionosphere

as a homogeneous "transmission line" with characteristic impedance ZA

= POVA where VA is the Alfvdn velocity. The E-field reflection coefficient

of the ionosphere is then given by (Ep "1 - ZA)/(p'I + ZA) [see for example

Paul and Nassar, 1987]. As one of the main results of Chapter 4 we show

that this approximation is not valid for time scales less than a few

seconds, and we present plots of the reflection coefficient for small time

scales and for different ionospheric density profiles.

While Chapters 4 and 5 treat time-varying electric and magnetic

fields, Chapter 3 is devoted to interpretation of satellite and sounding

rocket estimates of ionospheric Joule heating and Poynting flux into and

out of the ionosphere in the DC limit. The Poynting flux method has not

been used extensively, but it has several advantages over other

electromagnetic energy measurements and we discuss those in detail.

There are several factors which complicate all energy measurements;

neutral winds and temporal variations are particularly important. We

treat the topic of neutral winds in Chapter 3.
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Having established in Chapter 5 the importance of Alfv~n waves in

the high-latitude ionosphere, we turn in Chapter 6 to a brief study of the

effects that large amplitude waves can have on the interpretation of

incoherent scatter radar data. But first we will review the literature and

some of the physical concepts pertaining to Alfv6n waves, in Chapter 2.



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND REVIEW

2.1 The Solar Wind and Magnetosphere

Much of the previous work in magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling

has emphasized the region extending from the top of the ionosphere up to

several thousand km. The ionosphere itself is often modelkd simply as a

conducting slab characterized by its height-integrated Pedersen

conductivity (see references in Section 2.6). We will take the opposite

approach by thinking of the magnetosphere only as an "upper boundary

condition" which supplies electric fields, currents, and particles to the

ionosphere and treating in detail the interaction between those energy

sources and the ionosphere. In Chapter 4 we will use a detailed model of

the ionosphere as input to a numerical model, so we will save a review of

the ionosphere's morphology until then and concentrate now on the

magnetosphere and some of the ways it can produce Alfv6n waves -- the

magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling mode which will receive most of the

attention in this thesis.

Figure 2.1 shows a cross section of the magnetosphere in the noon-

midnight meridian plane when the i component of the interplanetary

magnetic field (IMF) is southward, which allows the IMF to penetrate to

the magnetopause and connect with the Earth's magnetic field. The

solar wind impinging from the left is comprised mostly of protons and

electrons (- 5 cm-3 , T i - Te - 10 eV) traveling at about 500 km/s. The

kinetic energy flux from this bulk flow is thus -' 5x10-4 W/m 2 . Assuming

9
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that the magnetosphere has a cross section of xx (10 REarth)2 leaves on the

order of 1013 W of available solar wind power. Solar photons carry more

than 106 times more energy flux (1400 W/m 2 ), but the "capture area" is

100 times less since it is the Earth rather than the magnetosphere which

intercepts the energy. The solar wind has a magnetic field of about 5 nT

which means it can carry energy in the form of Alfv6n waves in addition

to the kinetic energy.

Although energy input from the solar wind to the Earth is usually 4-

5 orders of magnitude smaller than from solar photon flux, solar wind

energy is also much more variable and can have important effects on

industry, electrical power systems, communications, and space

operations and astronaut safety. This point is illustrated nicely by the

huge solar flare and subsequent geomagnetic storm during the weeks

following March 6, 1989 [Allen et al., 1989]. The aurora, normally visible

over the northern U. S. and Canada, was seen clearly in Georgia, Texas,

and New Mexico. HF communications and navigation systems (< 50

MHz) which rely on reflection from the ionosphere were useless. Most of

Quebec Province experienced a power blackout for up to 9 hours, large

voltage swings appeared on undersea cables, and huge currents induced

in pipelines caused concerns about corrosion. In a particularly bizarre

event a Navy ship had to go to a backup shore-based radio system,

causing automatic garage door openers in a California coastal suburb to

start opening and closing.

When the solar wind has a velocity component perpendicular to

magnetospheric field lines, electric fields are created and the process is

called an "MHD dynamo" (see Figure 2.1). Magnetic field lines in

collisionless plasmas are equipotentials, thus the dynamo electric fields
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are mapped throughout the magnetosphere where they create a large

scale plasma convection pattern (see Stern [1977] and references therein).

If the solar wind is uniform and constant the convection pattern can

remain in a steady state. But changes in the solar wind affect the entire

convection pattern, and the new equilibrium is found after different parts

of the system exchange energy in the form of Alfvdn waves. Magnetic

field lines which have fixed ends (e.g. at the Earth) can set up standing

Alfvdn waves which oscillate at resonant frequencies. The resulting

magnetic perturbations can be measured with ground-based

magnetometers, and the phenomenon has traditionally been studied

under the name "micropulsations."

The solar wind is certainly not the only source of changes in the

magnetosphere, and is not necessarily the most important. A leading

explanation for the origin of micropulsations is the Kelvin-Helmholtz

instability, which causes waves on the boundary between two fluids in

relative motion. Examples are waves on lakes and flags flapping in the

breeze. See Melrose [19861 for a more detailed discussion of the K-H

instability.

Magnetospheric substorms are another source of Alfv6n waves.

Over a period of hours or days the magnetosphere can store energy in the

form of magnetic fields in its tail. This is thought to take place through

the process of dayside reconnection of geomagnetic field lines with the

IMF and subsequent deposition in the magnetotail. At some point the tail

thins and field lines there reconnect, sweeping part of the tail

downstream in the solar wind and snapping the remaining part back

towards the Earth. The result is a huge flux of particle and Alfv~n wave

energy towards the polar caps, accompanied by increases in auroral
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displays, electrojet currents, and more. (See the review paper on

! ~ substorms by McPherron [1979].)

There are other proposed sources of magnetospheric Alfvdn waves

for which references can be found in the review paper by Hughes [1982].

There one can also find a good review of micropulsation observations

from spacecraft.

The observations presented in this thesis are taken within the

auroral oval because that is where much of the magnetospheric energy is

deposited. It is this energy, not the aurora itself, with which we are

primarily concerned, but the aurora is an important part of the

environment we study and we will devote the next section to a brief

overview.

2.2 The Aurora

A large part of the study of both space and laboratory plasmas is

devoted to the instruments used to make diagnostic measurements. Only

after a huge amount of work can one piece together the measured fields,

potentials, drifts, etc., into a coherent picture of some physical

phenomenon. The aurora is one of the few examples of a plasma physics

experiment that can be observed simply by looking upward at the right

latitude, and the results are displayed in 3-D and brilliant color across

the entire sky. Unfortunately, even this dynamic display did not provide

enough information for early researchers to understand the cause of the

aurora, and today after thousands of satellite passes above auroral

displays, dozens of rocket flights through them, and countless hours of

ground-based radar observations, there are many remaining questions.
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The auroral oval is actually more of a torus centered near the

magnetic pole with representative boundaries extending from 65°-75' in

magnetic latitude. The oval thickens and extends equatorward during

magnetic activity. Within the oval are smaller "curtains" or "arcs"

extended in the zonal (E-W) direction for hundreds or thousands of km

and ranging from 1-100 km in latitudinal thickness. The arcs in turn

have twists, folds, and intensity enhancements which race along the

edge, and which have been found to be due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz

instability [Hallinan and Davis, 1970]. The morphology of the aurora is

quite a large subject in itself, but a nice overview with color photographs

is given by Eather (1980].

The term "aurora" encompasses many different phenomena which

in general are characterized by light emitted in the upper atmosphere

(100-1000 kin) due to electrons incident from above and colliding with

neutral atoms. The resulting fluorescence extends from infrared to

ultraviolet and beyond, but the visible aurora is due to electrons with a

kinetic energy of 1-10 keV directed along the geomagnetic field. In the

early 1970s these electron beams were measured by satellites and rockets,

and their energy spectra were found to be roughly monoenergetic. This

and other measurements led to the discovery that the electrons were

accelerated by a quasi-static potential drop maintained from 1-2 Earth

radii above the surface (see Akasofu, [1981] and references therein).

Since the plasma in the acceleration zone is collisionless, it is hard

to explain the existence of electric fields parallel to B that last for tens of

minutes. The origin of this energization is still under debate, and is

possibly the strongest motivator behind current auroral research. The

leading theories for the potential drop associated with small scale intense



arcs involve anomalous resistivity, double layers, and kinetic Alfvdn

waves.

Plasma wave turbulence can arise from the intense field-aligned

currents which are known to exist over the aurora. The turbulence can

in some cases mimic the effects of collisions, allowing a finite

conductivity along field lines. This effect is termed "anomalous

resistivity" and is thought to play a role in sustaining the kV potentials

through which auroral electrons are accelerated.

Double layers are small structures (several Debye lengths long)

which are driven by field-aligned currents and, most importantly,

support a net potential drop across themselves. The potential difference

is on the order of the electron temperature, which is only about 1 eV. As

small as these structures are, they have been observed by the S3-3 and

Viking satellites [Temerin et al., 1982; Bostr~m et al., 1988; Koskinen et

al., 1989], and if thousands of them occur on a single field line they might

possibly explain the electron acceleration.

A third contender in explaining auroral electron energies is the

kinetic Alfvdn wave theory. Since we will deal with Alfvdn waves

throughout much of this thesis, we will spend the next few sections

reviewing their linear theory, and in the process we will talk a little about

Alfvdn waves as a possible auroral acceleration mechanism.

2.3 Linear Theory of Alfvdn Waves

Without a static magnetic field, electromagnetic waves cannot

propagate below the electron plasma frequency. Alfvdn waves are

electromagnetic waves which exist in a magnetized plasma at

frequencies below all of the cyclotron frequencies. They propagate as

-I _ ___W_ __ _ _ _
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perturbations along the static B-field in the plasma. A useful intuitive

picture of Alfvdn waves comes from thinking of B-field lines as taut

strings which propagate perturbations when plucked. The linear

dispersion relation for Alfvdn waves is derived in most plasma theory

textbooks from the equations of magnetohydrodynamics. We will instead

stress the physical picture of the mechanism underlying Alfv~n waves,

and by examining the motions of single particles in the presence of low

frequency electric fields we will find the dielectric response of a plasma to

low frequency perturbations.

In Figure 2.2 an ion and an electron are shown (schematically) in

the presence of a ; - directed static magnetic field B0 . Both particles are

initially on the line y = 0, but when a static electric field Ey is applied

they begin to ExB drift in the f direction. Since this drift is the same for

electrons and ions, there is no current in the 9 direction. Notice however

that the average positions of the particles have separated in Y, i.e. in the

direction of the electric field.

We can draw an analogy between this situation and the polarization

of a dielectric solid. Applying an electric field to a slab of dielectric

material causes the individual atoms in the dielectric to polarize, which

gives them a dipole moment ed where e is the fundamental unit of charge

and d is an effective separation of positive and negative charges. The

dipole moment per unit volume is known as the polarization P = ned

where n is the density of atoms. The electric flux density vector is the

sum of the "free space" flux density plus the polarization of the material,

i.e. D = e0E + P. Finally, the dielectric constant of the material r is

defined by D = E, thus
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Ey 0:

Average y separation = d - k, i-Y

I Ii ~x

Ex Bdrift

Figure 2.2 Applying a static electric field E perpendicular to BO causes a
dielectric response in the plasma by displacing charges relative to each
other in the direction of E.
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e=eo+ neldl/IE1 (2.1)

This type of analysis is commonly used in introductory electromagnetics

texts [e.g. Paul and Nasar, 1987] to explain the dielectric behavior of

solids, and the picture is useful over a wide band of frequencies. The

model breaks down at high frequencies, where the dielectric "constant"

becomes frequency dependent.

In plasmas, the dielectric response is very dependent on frequency

due to the various fundamental frequencies in the plasma such as the

plasma and cyclotron frequencies. It follows then that plasma textbooks

do not use the polarization model reviewed above to find the dielectric

function for plasmas. As we will show, it turns out that the analogy with

dielectric solids does predict the dielectric response of a magnetized

plasma at frequencies well below the plasma and cyclotron frequencies,

in the regime of Alfvdn waves. We choose this approach since it is not

commonly used in the literature and it does provide some useful insights.

Our main job now in finding the low frequency polarizability of a

magnetized plasma is to find the average total displacement (labeled d in

Figure 2.2) between ions and electrons after an electric field is imposed.

To do this we can solve the equations of motion for a single ion in the

presence of static magnetic and electric fields. Using the field directions

shown in Figure 2.2,

SYLBV (2.2a)

and

dv -yE - Bov,)
-- m) (2.2b)
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Eliminating vy gives a second-order equation for v.:

d 2 V" £2 jE.
dt2  i-o t (2.3)

Equation 2.3 has the general solution

vx(t) = Asin (12it) + Bcos (tzt) + (Ey/Bo) (2.4)

This may now be substituted into (2.2a) to find vy(t):

vy(t) = Acos (2t) -Bsin (29t) (2.5)

If we require vx(O) = vy(O) = 0 then A = 0, B = -Ey/BO. Finally, we can

integrate the velocities and impose x(0) = y(O) = 0 to obtain:

y(t ) = LY ._L-( -Cos (12it))

Bo 12i (2.6b)

Equation 2.6a shows that the ion gyrates at the cyclotron frequency

12i with a radius p = E/(BoDi). Notice that this is the "usual" gyroradius

with the thermal velocity Vth replaced by the ExB drift velocity.

Superimposed on the gyro motion is the ExB drift, represented by the

first term in Equation 2.6a. Our main interest is in the first term in

Equation 2.6b. That is the term which remains after averaging over the

fast cyclotron motion, leaving an offset in the Y direction equal to one

"ExB gyro radius." This offset is proportional to Ey, and is the

polarization effect we are looking for. We can now substitute I d I=

Ey/(Bo) into Equation 2.1 to obtain:

e = co + nm,/Bo2 (2.7)
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It is important to remember that (2.7) was derived assuming that the

applied electric field is perpendicular to B0 . Our simple analogy with

dielectric solids breaks down for electric fields parallel to B0 , although we

can correct this problem, as we will show later. We have neglected the y

displacement of the electrons because it is smaller than the ion

displacement by me/mi, as is evident from Equation 2.6b.

Now consider an electromagnetic plane wave propagating along Bo.

with a j-directed electric field and a perturbation magnetic field

associated with the wave in the -; direction. What is the phase velocity of

such a wave? In this case we can use the simple relation

Vph =
Frp (2.8)

Combining (2.7) and (2.8) shows that electromagnetic waves propagating

along B 0 travel at the Alfv~n velocity, i.e. Vph = VA, where

VA= Bo
VA qionmi (2.9)

We have assumed that VA2 << 02, which is true in the ionosphere.

To summarize, a low frequency electromagnetic wave traveling

along the background magnetic field in a plasma polarizes the plasma by

displacing the ion gyro orbits in the direction of the wave electric field.

This interaction leads to a high refractive index n = c/VA. In the

ionosphere, n is typically several hundred. Some plasma textbooks

treat Alfvdn waves by solving for the current caused by the changing

centers of gyration of the ions. This current is known as the polarization

current Jpo0 and can be found using Jpo0 = ney. However, we cannot use y

= vy from (2.5) because we assumed that Ey was constant in time, leaving

only motions at the cyclotron frequency in the Y direction. That is, (2.5) is



accurate only to zeroth order in o. It turns out that the polarization drift

can be found from (2.6b) when one takes the time derivative of the

"constant" of (the spatial) integration, Ey(Bof2i), yielding

Jpol = (Eyat)/(.OVA 2 ) (2.10)

In effect this is a perturbation solution good to first order in w/tD. A

somewhat more rigorous derivation of the polarization drift can be found

in various plasma textbooks, e.g. Nicholson [1983].

2.4 Oblique Propagation of Alfvdn Waves

Now that we have established the basic mechanism underlying

Alfvdn waves, we are ready to add another detail: propagation directions

with a component perpendicular to B 0 . This is important for use in

subsequent chapters because the Alfvdn waves we will study are confined

in at least one spatial direction perpendicular to B 0 , either by the auroral

oval or by individual auroral arcs.

To begin we assume a homogeneous plasma with a background

magnetic field B0 = B f. We allow the propagation vector to have along-Bo

and off-B0 components: k = kxe + kz2. Thus we may assume that all field

quantities vary as exp(icot - ikxx - ikzz). In this case, Maxwell's wave

equation

VxVxE + a + I _ 0
at c 2 at 2  (2.11)

can be expressed in component form as follows:
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x: k2Ex - kkE. + iwpoJ - = E(,, =0
C2  (2.12a)

y: (k4+ + _ - =02.2b)
C 2 (21b

z: kxE. - k EkF + iwoioJ, - 2"E'Z =-- 0
C2 (2.12c)

To solve for the Alfvdn wave dispersion relations, we need to express

the currents J,, Jy, and Jz in terms of the electric field components. For

the two currents perpendicular to B 0 , Jx and Jy, we can use the

expression for the polarization current from Equation (2.10). The

polarization current cannot operate parallel to B 0 , ao we need to refer to

the particle equations of motion to find the current:

dt m E  (2.13)

The subscript j is a species index. Using Jz = nevz, we obtain (neglecting

me << mi )

- (2.14)

Notice that since Ex and Ey are decoupled in Equat'ns 2.12, the two

resulting wave modes are linearly polarized. We are now ready to

eliminate E. and E z from (2.12a) and (2.12c) to find the dispersion relation

for Alfvdn waves with the perpendicular electric field Ex in the same

direction as the across-B o component of the propagation vector, kx . The

geometry of this case is illustrated in the top part of Figure 2.3, and the

corresponding dispersion relation is

k2= aO-( 1 k2c2/12) (slow mode)
VA (215)
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Oblique Propagation of Alfven Wa-es
k=k, +

Slow Mode: k2 =(02/Vi

Ex B0
b - wavefronts

&By ExBo

cIBT

?Ex , Bo

Fast Mode: k 2 =j2/Vj - kx

-Ey EBo

Figure 2.3 The two Alfvdn wave modes as defined by Stix (1962. For
typical auroral parameters the fast mode is evanescent, causing the
meridional electric field E. to dominate.

,L
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This mode is referred to in the literature either as the "slow mode"

or the "shear mode" Alfvdn wave [Stix, 1962]. The term "slow mode"

comes from the fact that (neglecting for convenience kx2C2 wpe 2 << 1) (2.15)

can be re-written oYk = VAcos(O), where 0 is the angle between k and I.

The phase velocity Wk becomes arbitrarily small as the propagation

direction becomes perpendicular to B0 . Note however that the projection

of the phase velocity along B0 is always VA. The reason for the term

"shear mode" can be seen in Figure 2.3. Since the perpendicular electric

field is along Y, the plasma will ExB drift along Y. But the direction of the

drift reverses in alternating phases of the wave as one moves along Y,

causing the ExB drift to be sheared.

When the electric field is in the Y direction, the ExB drift is along Y,

and from the bottom part of Figure 2.3 one can see that there is a non-zero

divergence or compression in the ExB drift. For this case the Alfvdn

wave is referred to as "compressional" or "fast." We will use the latter

term. The dispersion relation follows directly from (2.12b):

-= - kX (fast mode)

VX (2.16)

The interesting thing about (2.16) is that if kX is larger than WIVA, kz

becomes imaginary. Thus the fast mode is evanescent at low

frequencies, much as an electromagnetic wave in a waveguide cannot

propagate below the cutoff frequency. This phenomenon lends insight to

the auroral ionosphere. Structuring in the aurora is usually in the N-S

(or meridional) direction, with the arcs and associated electric potentials

elongated in the zonal (E-W) direction. To a first approximation we can

ignore zonal variations and choose A. = 2r/k, to be between 1 km (roughly

the minimum meridional thickness of an auroral arc) and 1000 km (the
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width of the auroral oval). Using typical ion densities in the ionosphere,

we find that Alfvdn waves contained in the auroral oval are below the fast

mode cutoff for f = oa/2x less than 1 Hz. In other words, if we assume that

the wave properties do not vary in the zonal direction, the result is that

the normal mode with a zonal electric field cannot propagate, leaving

only the meridional electric field in the slow mode. Spacecraft

measurements confirm that the meridional electric field is dominant in

the aurora, although to be sure most studies assume that this field is

quasi-static. One of our goals is to find the relative importance of static

versus Alfvdnic electric fields. We will find in Chapter 4 that if we

include the effect of collisions, the slow and fast modes are coupled, and

slow mode Alfvdn waves propagating into the auroral ionosphere from

above will drive the fast mode in the E-region, giving a non-zcrG zonal

electric field (but which is still much smaller than the meridional

electric field).

2.5 Kinetic Alfvdn Waves and Parallel Electric Fields

There has been quite a bit of interest in the slow mode Alfvdn wave

(2.15) because it has associated with it an electric field parallel to B0 . As

mentioned in Section 2.2, parallel electric fields are known to play an

important role in one of the still unsettled problems concerning the

aurora: the acceleration of auroral electrons through a large potential

drop, often as much as 10 kV or more. Since ideally the conductivity

parallel to B 0 is infinite in a collisionless plasma, it is difficult to explain

the presence of such a large potential drop for tens of minutes, which is

roughly the lifetime of auroral arcs. Alfvdn waves have been considered

as a source of parallel electric fields because a finite parallel conductivity



is not required to maintain a parallel electric field. E. is created as a

result of the inertia of the electrons which carry the current J. This can

be shown from the 2 component of Ampere's Law, using (2.14) to

eliminate Jz in favor of Ez:

-2 cO (2.17)

The electron mass and therefore the inertial effect is contained in

the electron plasma frequency Wrpe. The term "kinetic Alfvdn wave" is

used to describe waves for which k. is large enough so that electron

dynamics along B0 affect the phase velocity of the slow mode, and allow

for finite Ez as indicated in (2.17). Unfortunately, if we assume o = 2xr(10
minutes) as a representative auroral arc frequency, then inserting even

"optimistic" values into (2.17) will not yield nearly enough of a parallel

electric field to explain electron acceleration in auroral arcs. However,

C. Seyler [personal communication, 1990] has suggested that the

electrons associated with an arc drifting in the meridional direction with

velocity Vd will experience an effective frequency o = kxVd. The

electromagnetic skin depth C/pe is representative of the smallest

horizontal scales associated with auroral arcs ( - 1 kin) so setting Ar =

c/Ope allows us to estimate an upper limit for Ez using (2.17),

E z = VdBy (2.18)

A typical arc drift in the ionosphere is a few hundred m/s, and when

mapped up to the electron acceleration region it is near 1 km/s.

Spacecraft routinely measure zonal magnetic fields of a few hundred nT.

Thus a hundred p.V/m parallel electric field is possible in a drifting arc.

This electric field must be maintained over at least 10,000 km to obtain kV
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potential drops, which is possible. At present the debate over the auroral

acceleration mechanism is continuing, and the importance of Alfv~n

waves versus other mechanisms has yet to be established.

So far in this review of Alfvon waves we have assumed that the

electrons are cold. However, this assumption breaks down when the

thermal velocity of electrons vth is fast enough so the electrons can shield

parallel potential variations. This requires that Vth >> VA, or equivalently

f3 I me/mi. (P is the ratio of the electron pressure nkTe to the magnetic

field pressure B 0
2 / 2/uo.) When this is satisfied the electrons will adjust to

the wave potential 0 according to a Boltzmann distribution:

ne = noexp(eO/k T.) (2.19)

For small 0 we can expand this and differentiate with respect to z to

obtain

i = -noeE.kT. (2.20)

We're interested in small horizontal scales (as we will see in the result),

so we can neglect kz << k, in the equation of current continuity

aJ +(2.21)

which results in

-ik ,J x = io(&tde (2.22)

We can use the polarization current from (2.10) to eliminate .1x, and (2.20)

to substitute Ez for 3ne , which gives
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Ez =- kxkzp2E x  (2.23)

where pi = cs/ i is the ion gyro radius. Finally, this combined with

(2.12a) gives the dispersion relation for kinetic Alfv~n waves with P >>

me / mi:

V(I+ klp,=)

4 (2.24)

This dispersion relation was derived by Hasegawa [1977] and was

applied to the aurora by Goertz and Boswell [1979]. Notice the similarity

to the cold plasma dispersion relation in (2.15), with the ion gyro radius

pi replacing the electromagnetic skin depth c / Ope as the horizontal length

scale at which the phase velocity is significantly different from the plane

Alfvdn wave case, and also the scale at which the parallel electric field

becomes important. However, a large k. causes an increase in the phase

velocity oYk z in (2.24), but a decrease in (2.15).

To estimate the electric field let kxp i = 1 in (2.23), which corresponds

to Alfvdn waves with horizontal scales on the order of 1 km. In this case

Ez/EZ = kz/k x . If we assume as before a drifting arc which generates in

the arc frame a frequency co = kxVd then Ez/E x = Vd/' 4 2VA.

Perpendicular electric fields of hundreds of mV/m, arc drifts of

hundreds of m/s, and Alfvdn velocities appropriate for a low density (ne -

100) hydrogen plasma can produce parallel electric fields on the order of

100 ,tV/m, just as in the cold plasma case. If Alfvdn waves associated

with drifting arcs are responsible for auroral electron acceleration, then

the mechanism should be able to operate over a range of temperatures.

In particular, we have shown that the cases P = 0 and P >> me/m i can

generate similar parallel electric fields. However, in obtaining this
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result we have assumed in the cold plasma case that ) / = c/Wpe, and in

the warm case that pi = p. (The cold approximation is probably more

relevant for auroral acceleration.) For nominal parameters the proton

gyroradius in the acceleration region is roughly a factor or 10 smaller

than c/wpe, and one can compare (2.23) and (2.17) with the aid of the

appropriate dispersion relations (2.15 and 2.24) to find Ez,cold/Ezwarm M

C2/IOpe 2pi2 . Thus for a fixed horizontal scale the electric field in the cold

plasma case is larger. We have not treated the intermediate case 0 < # <

me/mi, but it is reasonable to assume that the magnitude of parallel

electric fields from waves in this regime would fall somewhere between

the cases we have studied.

2.6 Alfvyn Waves and Manetosphere-Ionosnhere Coupling

The simplest (and often entirely sufficient) approach to M-I coupling

comes from thinking of a voltage generator in the magnetosphere (e.g.

the MHD generator from the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction)

applying an electric field E± which maps to the ionosphere and drives a

Pedersen current in the ionosphere J1 = apE_ where ap is the Pedersen

conductivity. (These relationships will be discussed in more detail in the

next chapter). Any horizontal divergence of this current in the

ionosphere must be closed by field-aligned currents to and from the

magnetosphere as required by current continuity (see Section 3.6).

This simple model breaks down for many reasons. Vickrey et al.

[1986] found that at horizontal scales between 3 and 80 km the

magnetosphere acts more like a current source than a voltage source.

This has important consequences concerning the boundary conditions

appropriate for simulations of M-I coupling, as discussed by Lysak (1986].

L.
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Weimer et al. [19851 simultaneously measured electric fields at two

altitudes with the DE 1 and 2 spacecraft and found that even for static

electric fields, field line mapping in the collisionless region above the

ionosphere is ineffective for horizontal scales below 100 km. This result

stems from the presence of the parallel electric fields and the

requirement that static electric fields must be curl-free. In this thesis we

- will discuss other complications in the simple coupling model above

which result from neutral winds in the ionosphere and time varying

electric fields.

Mallinckrodt and Carlson [1978] were among the first to realize that

* any changes in either the magnetospheric generator or ionospheric load

must be communicated along magnetic field lines by Alfvdn waves. They

* modeled the wave as it propagated towards the ionosphere through the

changing refractive index which results from the Earth's dipole

magnetic field and the increasing plasma density. The ionosphere is

treated as a slab of conducting material characterized by its integrated

conductivity Ep that causes a reflected wave resulting from the mismatch

between £p Rnd the intrinsic impedance of Alfv6n waves above the

ionosphere. Thiey also pointed out that incident and reflected Alfvdn

waves with small horizontal scales will only interfere close to the

ionosphere, because plasma convection will carry the reflected wave

away from the incident part.

Goertz and Boswell [1979] looked in detail at the front edge of an

electric field pulse applied suddenly in the magnetosphere. They showed

that such a pulse will propagate at the Alfv6n velocity and that a parallel

fringing field will exist at the leading edge of the pulse. If the pulse

reflects enough times between the ionosphere and magnetosphere it can



repeatedly accelerate electrons. Lysak and Carlson [1981] showed that for

Alfvdn wave pulses with typical parameters, electrostatic ion cyclotron

wave turbulence can cause large effective collision frequencies along B in

the magnetosphere. Lysak and Dum [1983] included the effects of this

turbulence in a time-dependent MHD simulation of Alfv~n wave

propagation and found that a magnetospheric region of wave turbulence

can support parallel electric fields and decouple the magnetospheric

generator from an ionospheric load. This decoupling may be a useful

idea in explaining the fact that arcs are often found to drift at a velocity

not equal to the ExB drift velocity in the ionosphere. Lysak [19861 further

improved on these MHD simulations by dynamically changing the

conductivity of the ionosphere as a result of energetic electrons incident

from above, creating q feedback effect between the magnetosphere and

ionosphere..

Tests of these competing and complimentary theories are suffering

from an absence of experimental data pertaining to the relative

importance of quasi-static and electromagnetic coupling. One of the

primary goals of this thesis is to fill this experimental gap.



CHAPTER 3

MEASURING ENERGY COUPLING BETWEEN THE

MAGNETOSPHERE AND HIGH-LATITUDE IONOSPHERE

3.1 Introduction

Energy is efficiently transferred between the solar wind-

magnetosphere system and high-latitude ionosphere because of the

geomagnetic field Bo = Bo. The magnetic field facilitates energy

exchange in two ways. First, in the absence of electric fields

perpendicular to Bo the field lines constrain charged particle motion to

the i direction, and in this chapter we will show, in agreement with

previous work (e.g. Foster et al. [19831), that the resulting field-alignrd

flux of kinetic energy integrated over the high-latitude region can exceed

1010 W. The second mode of energy transfer is electrical. Magnetic field

lines act as "wires" that carry electrical current to the ionosphere, where

Joule heating in the dense, partially ionized medium dissipates the

incident energy. Vickrey et al. [1982] showed that although the daily

averages of the energy flux from particles and Joule heating are

comparable in the auroral oval, there is a tendency for the two to be

anticorrelated. Based on Chatanika incoherent scatter radar

measurements, those authors found the morning sector (westward

electrojet) particle energy deposition rate to be generally larger than that

in the pre-midnight sector eastward electrojet. The Joule heating rate

has the opposite asymmetry about midnight.

32
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This tendency for anticorrelation has one straightforward

explanation. Where the particle flux is relatively energetic, as it is in the

morning sector as compared to the evening sector, ionization is produced

at lower altitudes. At these altitudes the conductivity tensor is such that

electric fields and associated currents are mostly perpendicular to each

other, which limits the Joule dissipation J.E. (We will discuss the

conductivity tensor in detail in the next section.) When precipitating

electrons are less energetic, they increase the plasma density at

somewhat higher altitudes, where J and E are more nearly parallel.

Thus, less kinetic energy deposition leads to more Joule dissipation

[Kelley et al., 1990].

This interrelationship is likely more than coincidental. It is

reasonable to expect that the ionosphere/magnetosphere system operates

in a feedback mode. For example, Joule heating requires field-aligned

currents, and when these currents exceed a certain threshold various

plasma waves can become destabilized. The waves may then convert

electrical to kinetic energy through wave/particle interactions, which

might explain the anticorrelation between kinetic and electrical energy

deposition rates in the ionosphere.

The possibility for such an important interrelationship between

electrical and kinetic energy input to the ionosphere is one of the reasons

for the study we have conducted. In addition, on a global scale Joule

heating is thought to be larger than particle energy deposition because it

is spread over a wider range of latitudes. In the summer polar cap, for

example, when B, is southward, considerable Joule heating occurs while

any particles that precipitate are generally soft. It is crucial therefore to

L
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* " develop remote sensing techniques to determine the Joule heat input to

the upper atmosphere.

Sensing of particle precipitation is straightforward and is regularly

performed by polar orbiting spacecraft. The electromagnetic input, on

the other hand, is not routinely monitored and its estimation usually

requires severe approximations such as neglect (or very simplistic

modeling) of the atmospheric wind; e.g. Vickrey et al. [1982]. In this

chapter we show that the electromagnetic energy flux into the

atmosphere can be reliably measured remotely by polar orbiting

spacecraft at altitudes in the range 400-1000 km using the vertical

component of the Poynting flux, and we present examples of its

measurement using both the HILAT satellite and a sounding rocket.

Since this measurement is of a local quantity, no assumptions are

required concerning the relative orientation of the spacecraft velocity and

current sheets such as are needed in determination of Birkeland

currents. Moreover, knowledge of the ionospheric conductivity and

conductivity gradients are not necessary for the measurement of the

energy input.

The concept of the Poynting flux as a diagnostic tool in the study of

time-varying electromagnetic waves is well established. As discussed by

Feynman et al. [1964], under certain circumstances the Poynting flux

provides a valid conceptual measure of energy flow even for steady or DC

electric and magnetic fields. In Section 3.2 we give a brief derivation and

a discussion of the concept as applied to geophysical systems. We show

that a local measurement of (6E.x8B.)/po at typical ionospheric satellite

altitudes yields the local electromagnetic power input to the Earth's

atmosphere. It is important to note that no geometric assumptions are
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necessary to find this quantity, unlike those required to determine, say, J.

from magnetic field measurements along a trajectory. That is, although

AuoJ, can in principle be found from dBy/x - dB.1/y, one must in practice

neglect the y derivative for a satellite moving in the e direction. The

Poynting flux technique can also be used to detect energy flow out of the

Earth's ionosphere, which can occur where a neutral wind dynamo is

present.

While measurements of kinetic and electrical energy flow between

the magnetosphere and ionosphere are not new, the various methods

used have their own advantages and problems which until recently have

not been carefully compared. In this chapter, Sections 3.3 and 3.4 are

devoted to a discussion of two methods for measuring the electrical

energy flux at high latitudes. Later in the chapter we will present energy

flow calculations using data from the HILAT satellite and from a

sounding rocket. Our purpose will not be to present an exhaustive survey

of energy flow measurements from spacecraft, but rather we will develop

and compare techniques for doing so. We begin with a discussion of the

theory behind these methods.

3.2 Technigues for Measuring Electromagnetic Energy Flow Between the
Ionosphere and Ma-netosnhere

A satellite such as HILAT, with the capability to measure electric

and magnetic fields simultaneously, can be a very useful tool to monitor

the rate of electromagnetic energy flow into or out of the ionosphere at the

magnetosphere-ionosphere interface. However, as with any

measurement of a physical parameter, the process is imperfect and we

must anticipate the various complications and errors which will arise.

I,
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We will begin with a simple model of the magnetosphere/ionosphere

energy exchange. We limit our discussion to high latitudes, so we can

assume that the geomagnetic field Bo is vertical. In this chapter we will

assume that the energy sources are constant in time, but we will relax

this requirement in Chapter 4. And we will first treat the case in which

there is no neutral wind.

In the static case, the amount of electromagnetic energy generated

or dissipated in some volume V is the Joule dissipation:

W = J'J J.E dV (3.1)

The plasma fluid equations allow us to relate the current density J and

electric field E through the conductivity tensor 7:

j =O3 E (3.2)

where

ap aH 0
a= -. ap 0

0 0 ro (3.3)

and

2

j vi (3.4a)

j (3.4b)

j + 2(3.4c)
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j is a species index and 0o, ap, and OH are known as the direct (or

specific), Pedersen, and Hall conductivities respectively. We will derive a

generalized version of a in Chapter 4 which allows for time variation of

field quantities.

Although ao is generally much larger than ap or aH , the field-

aligned electric field E, is much smaller than E. and Ey for the range of

physical parameters that are of interest to us, and we can safely neglect

the dissipation term JzE,. One consequence of the small electric field

parallel to B0 is that the perpendicular fields are approximately constant

along B0 . This allows us to carry out the z integration in (3.1) to obtain

W = Zp XE + W2 dX dy

where

=ionosphere 
(3.6)

Equation (3.5) can be used to estimate the energy dissipated in the

ionosphere. Since the electric field maps along Bo, it can be measured

either by satellites or sounding rockets in or above the ionosphere, or by

high altitude balloons since the electric field maps into the lower

atmosphere [Mozer and Serlin, 1969]. Xp is more difficult to determine

since it requires altitude profiles of the plasma and neutral atmosphere

densities. Ionospheric plasma at high latitudes can be produced by

electron precipitation from the magnetosphere in an unpredictable and

time dependent manner, and once produced the plasma can quickly

convect away. Thus without a direct measurement from an incoherent

U . - - n n nnu nn nnn nn ln m u nm
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scatter radar, for example, estimates of Xp are limited by poor knowledge

* of the plasma density.

Poynting's theorem can be used to eliminate the need for a Zp

estimate in ionospheric energy deposition measurements as long as the

magnetic field can be measured at the same time as the electric field. We

give a formal derivation of Poynting's theorem and an example of its

application to energy dissipation in a simple resistor in Appendix A.

Poynting's theorem states that

W J= S.J= J.E + E.-+H- - dV

(3.7a)

where S = (ExB)/Po, the vector d§ is normal to an element of surface area

and points into the volume V everywhere, D is the electric flux density,

and H is the magnetic field intensity. In the case of DC energy flow, dc/&=

0 and thus

W= jfA S = ffv.E dV (3.b)

For our application to the problem of magnetosphere-ionosphere

coupling, we first consider the volume enclosed by the surface of the

Earth and a "cap" covering all latitudes above say 50 degrees. The cap is

located at an altitude that is not crucial but which is between 400 and 1000

km. (Below,we assume that it is the HILAT satellite's orbital altitude of

800 km.) This height is chosen to be high enough that particle collisions

are rare but below any region of significant field-aligned electric fields

associated with the aurora.
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We assume that the zonal component of the perpendicular electric

field goes smoothly to zero at the boundary of this region, that the

magnetic field lines are everywhere vertical, and we ignore curvature of

the magnetic field lines over this height range. The volume of interest,

shown in Figure 3.1, is then bounded by the high altitude cap, SI, the

surface of the Earth, S2, and the surface S3 linking the cap and the Earth.

Since the Earth is a good conductor the electric field vanishes on S2 and

the Poynting flux is zero across it. If no thunderstorms are located near
the boundary then we can assume that the fair weather electric field is

vertical and the Poynting flux across S3 is also zero. This implies that the

entire electromagnetic power dissipated in the volume may be found by

integrating the Poynting flux across SI. Since S1 is perpendicular to Bo,

the power input to the Earth's atmosphere in the high latitude zone is

given by

ioJj ExB(3.8)

where E1 is the perpendicular electric field on S I and bB1 is the deviation

of the total magnetic field from the undisturbed value in the plane

perpendicular to Bo.

We now argue that the cross product of these two quantities gives the

local value of the energy flow rate into the atmosphere. Consider an

infinitesimal element of the surface S 1 and the volume it subtends

between S 1 and the Earth. The contribution at the Earth vanishes as

before. Since we know that the flow in the high altitude ionosphere is

incompressible, it follows that the integral of (E.xSB9).dg over the sides

of the volume vanishes there. Furthermore, since large scale DC electric

fields map without distortion along field lines into and through the E
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North Pole 50quto

Figure 3.1 S1 is the surface through which magnetospheric Poynting
flux S enters the upper atmosphere. S2 is the Earth's surface, which is a
good conductor and therefore requires E4 = 0 and hence S = 0. Assuming
that the magnetic field lines are straight and vertical, and the fair
weather electric field is vertical implies that S.C 3 u 0 where K3 is a unit
vector normal to the surface S 3.
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region and vertically deep into the atmosphere [Mozer and Serlin, 1969],

where they go smoothly to zero near the Earth's surface, the integral of

(Ex8B1)-dg vanishes on these edges as well.

This discussion of the amount of Poynting flow across various

surfaces of the volume in Figure 3.1 is necessary because we need to

establish that by integrating the Poynting flux across the high altitude

surface S1 we are actually measuring a divergence in the Poynting flux --

i.e. Poynting flux is entering the ionosphere from above, but it can't

"escape" from the sides (S 2) or through the Earth's surface (S 3 ). A single

measurement of Poynting flux alone can be meaningless. For example,

imagine placing a net electrical charge on the surface of the Earth,

which would cause a radial electric field. At the magnetic equator the

Earth's dipole field B0 crossed into the radial electric field gives a non-

zero Poynting vector S. However, if we integrate S over any closed surface

we find no divergence and therefore no net dissipation or generation of

electrical power, as we can see from the definition of S with the aid of a

vector identity:
vti0VS a V .(ExBo) =o. (VxE)-E. (VxBo) (3.9)

In the case at hand VxE = 0, VxBo = poJ = 0, and V.S = 0. Only when

there is a non-zero current J can there be a net divergence of Poynting

flux for a steady state system. We will show with a specific example in

Section 3.6 that Poynting flux into the ionosphere is associated with

Birkeland (field-aligned) currents that close as Pedersen currents.

3.3 The Role of the Neutral Winds in Enerry Flow

Thus far we have assumed that all of our measurements are made

in the Earth-fixed reference frame and that the neutral wind is zero. We
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have presupposed an externally applied electric field and studied the

energy dissipated in a conducting ionosphere. If the neutral atmosphere

is in motion however, it can also be a source of electric current and

Poynting flux. In fact if we examine the case with an external medium

acting as a passive load with an effective height-integrated conductivity

EZE, a wind generated current source yields an upward Poynting flux

above the ionosphere, and the integral of (Ex6B)-d6 over the surface of the

external load is equal to the volume integral of J.E within the load. In

this case J-E < 0 in the ionosphere, indicating that the neutral wind in

the ionosphere is acting as a generator and supplying electrical energy to

the external load. Even when the ionosphere is acting as a load, the

neutral wind affects its interaction with any external energy sources. We

will look at two examples of an ionospheric load with a neutral wind.

For the first example consider an external generator which applies

an electric field EG across geomagnetic field lines. The generator is not

ideal and has associated with it an internal conductance which we model

as a thin strip extended in y characterized by aG (mho/m) such that the

potential across it and current density through it are related by VaG = I

(A/m), as shown in Figure 3.2. Magnetic field lines connect the

generator to an ionospheric load region with height-integrated

conductivity Ep and constant neutral wind Uy. We will treat the

ionosphere as a simple slab, with Ep = 0 outside of the gray region. The

current density in the Y direction is given by J = ap(E= + UBo) (A/m2) in

the ionosphere, and in the generator by (E. - EG)d 0G (A/m) where d is the

width of the system in the I direction. Current continuity requires

I = I I I = Zp(E, + UyBo) = (EG -E,)daG (A/m) (3.10)
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Figure 3.2 Cross-section in the meridional plane of a simplified model
illustrating the effect of neutral winds on ionospheric ssipation of
magnetospherically applied electric field energy.
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with the direction of I shown in the figure. The perturbation magnetic

field at the center of the diagram, which is assumed to be very far from

the cross field currents at either end, is 8B = polY. The Poynting flux

measured in the Earth-fixed frame is thus S = ExpB/po = ZpE,(E. +

UyBo)2.

With (3.10) we can solve for Ex = (dEGa - UyBoIp)/(Zep + daG) which

allows us to write the Poynting vector as

lsidao~p ) 2 (&_UBo(E+ UBo)(3s-da + 4J Ip a I(3.11)

Clearly for large aG the external source will dominate and the Poynting

flux will be downward. Likewise for EG = 0, electrical energy generated

by the neutral wind will flow upward.

The f component of the Poynting vector is equal to the height-

integrated value of J.E in the ionosphere( Ed = ZpE (E, + UJBo)

Jionosphere (3.12)

J.E is the Joule dissipation when measured in the frame of the neutral

wind, but in the present case we have written the electrodynamic

quantities in a frame with a non-zero wind. We will now discuss the

meaning of the quantity J.E in the presence of a neutral wind.

As long as the wind velocity is non-relativistic, the frame in which

the magnetic field is measured does not matter. This can be seen from

the equations which transform electric and magnetic fields from the

neutral wind frame (primed coordinates) to the Earth-fixed frame (not

primed), where the neutral wind velocity is U:
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E'= E + UxB (3.13a)

B'=B (3.13b)

We have neglected UxE/c2 << B. A discussion of these transformations

can be found in Chapter 2 of Kelley (19891. Equation (3.13b) implies that J

= J. With these transformations we can write the Joule dissipation J'E'

in the Earth-fixed frame as J-(E + UxBo). A vector identity allows us to

write this as

J.E = J'E' + U.(JxBo) (3.14)

hence in a frame where the neutral wind is non-zero J.E can be

interpreted as the Joule heat plus the work done on the neutral wind by

the JxB force.

To summarize, in the presence of a neutral wind the Poynting flux

measured by a satellite can determine the amount of energy flowing into

or out of the ionosphere. If the neutral wind is acting as a generator,

some of the energy will be dissipated by the ionosphere and the Poynting

flux will measure only the net outward energy flow. Nonetheless, it is

this very exchange of energy which is crucial in the study of

magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.

A potentially confusing aspect of Poynting flux measurements is the

fact that their value depends on the reference frame in which they are

measured. From Equations (3.13) we can see that the magnetic field does

not change with reference frame but the electric field depends on the

velocity of the measuring platform. We will consider one additional

example which will help to clarify the reason for this.

Consider two ionospheres in conjugate hemispheres connected by

the geomagnetic field Bo. Figure 3.3 shows the configuration with the
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Figure 3.3 Cross-section in the meridional plane of a simplified model
illustrating the interaction of neutral wind dynamos in conjugate
hemispheres.
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field lines straightened into a rectangular geometry. The two

ionospheres are labeled "1" and "2" and each has its own height-

integrated Pedersen conductivity 1p, j and neutral wind Uy, j where j

indexes the ionospheres. The conducting region is limited in the Y

direction to a width d, and outside of this region we assume zero

conductivity. All quantities extend infinitely in the Y direction as before.

The neutral winds will carry plasma across geomagnetic field lines

and in general will create some electric field E. which will in turn drive

currents in both ionospheres given respectively by

Jj op., j (E. + Uy, j Bo) (3.15)

Current continuity at the edges of the conducting troughs requires two

infinite sheet currents

I = -Ep, 1(E. + Uy, iBo)l = ,p, 2(E. + Uy, 2Bo)2 (3.16)

where again I has units of A/m. This allows us to calculate the electric

field as a function of the Uy:

-r (EP,I Uy,l + Zp,2 Uy,2) Bo

Ip,1 + ZP,2 (3.17)

Using this with (3.16) allows us to solve for magnitude of the sheet

currents:

4, AP,,,2 (Uy, 2 - Uy,1)Bo

ZP,l + Pp2 (3.18)

Electric fields and winds cause the ionospheric plasma to collide

with neutral atmosphere particles which results both in increased

temperature and changes in the bulk velocity of the neutral wind. The

electromagnetic coupling between the two ionospheres will act to cause
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the neutral winds to be equal eventually. If enough time passes so that

they become equal, no current will flow between the two hemispheres, as

we can see from (3.17).

In the case for which Uy, 1 = 0, the E, generated by Uy, 2 will act to

accelerate the neutral wind in ionosphere "1" and the resulting drag on

Uy,2 will slow it down. In the Earth-fixed frame it is natural to think of

"2" as a generator and "1" as a load. Of course this is entirely dependent

upon reference frame. If we happen to be traveling along with the

neutral wind in "2" then the now non-zero wind in "1" will cause Uy, 2 to

accelerate, and the role of generator and load are reversed.

We will now calculate the Poynting flux that would be measured by a

spacecraft flying between the two ionospheres. The magnetic

perturbation caused by the current sheets is 5B = jioIY and thus

(assuming EP. =-rP.2 for simplicity) the resulting Poynting vector EX&8HA

can be written

4 (3.19)

Equation (3.19) tells us that if one of the ionospheres has zero neutral

wind then the Poynting vector is directed towards it. This is consistent

with the fact that a zero velocity neutral wind also has zero bulk kinetic

energy. Thus any plasma motion driven by electric fields must increase

the kinetic energy of the neutrals, and the neutral atmosphere acts as a

load. The neutral wind in the conjugate hemisphere acts as a generator

and the bulk kinetic energy of the neutral wind there decreases.

Of course in the case of an ionospheric load not all of the Poynting

flux energy increases the bulk velocity of the neutrals, and likewise in a

neutral wind generator not all of the kinetic energy supplied by the wind
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appears as Poynting flux. In both cases the neutral gas and the plasma

are heated. This leads us to interpret the Poynting vector measured

above the ionosphere in the Earth-fixed frame as the rate at which

electromagnetic energy from the magnetosphere is causing the neutral

wind in the ionosphere (also measured in the Earth-fixed frame) to

change its kinetic energy per unit area plus the rate at which that energy

is heating the atmosphere:

.(EX6B~[ p dz + A

inophere (3.20)

where AQ is the heat per unit volume supplied to the atmosphere and p is

the mass density of the neutrals. We are neglecting the kinetic energy of

the plasma since its density is many orders of magnitude less than the

neutral density in the ionosphere. The Poynting vector is positive when

directed towards the ionosphere.

The conclusion we can draw from the above discussion is that the

Poynting vector ExSB±/.uo measured in the Earth-fixed frame can be

used to detect whether the neutral atmosphere below the measurement

platform is gaining energy (i.e. is load-like) or losing energy (generator-

like) in the Earth-fixed frame. Since the kinetic energy of the neutral

wind depends on the velocity squared, its time rate of change depends on

the neutral wind velocity, thus the time derivative of the kinetic energy

and the Poynting vector are frame-dependent.

There are two situations which can cause S = 0, namely E1 = 0 and

5B±= 0. In the first case there is still energy exchange between the

ionosphere and a conjugate ionosphere or the magnetosphere if we move

to a different frame. If 3B.f= 0 there is no energy exchange in any frame.
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In this sense magnetic perturbations associated with field-aligned

currents are more indicative of energy coupling to the ionosphere than

are electric fields.

A disadvantage that Poynting flux measurements have is that the

perturbation magnetic field 6B1 is usually found by subtracting a model

of the geomagnetic field Bo from the total field B measured by the satelite

magnetometer. Since Bo is roughly 40,000 nT and perturbations from

field-aligned currents are typically several hundred nT, small errors in

the model can greatly affect SB± measurements. However, model errors

manifest themselves as DC (or low frequency) offsets in 6B 1 , thus in the

following section we will ignore the Poynting flux from low-frequency

fields by high-pass filtering the data.

3.4 Satellite Observations of Kinetic Ener=v and Povnting Flux

In this section we present examples of Poynting flux measurements

in the high latitude ionosphere. The instruments used were not

optimized for measurement of this parameter and yet the results are

quite reasonable. We believe that when interpreted as discussed in the

previous section that these examples support the idea that Poynting flux

is a useful diagnostic quantity, and we hope that other researchers

pursue this concept with more sensitive instruments and better behaved

measurement platforms. Since the electric fields detected are

considerably larger than UBo in the high latitude E region we will ignore

neutral wind effects.

The first two examples come from the HILAT satellite. HILAT is a

polar-orbiting, real-time satellite which means it cannot store data on

board. Thus measurements are available only when the satellite is in



view of a ground receiving station. The data we will present were

recorded at the station in Sondrestrom, Greenland (670 N), su each pass

is centered about this geographic latitude. HILAT orbits at about 800 km

with a velocity of 7.4 km/s, and it is in view of a ground station for about

10 minutes per pass, depending on its elevation angle at closest

approach.

HILAT measures the vector magnetic field using a fluxgate

magnetometer sampled at 20 s-1 and deduces the electric field from a

cross-track ion drift meter switching between 16 and 32 s-1. We have

averaged the data to 1.5 s-1 . These and other instruments on HILAT are

described in detail elsewhere [Potemra et al., 1984; Rich et al., 1984].

Since the satellite is in a high-inclination orbit (81'), its orbital velocity

(defined to be in the t direction) is mostly meridional. 2 is taken to be

downward, and Y completes the right-hand system in HILAT

coordinates. The cross-track ion drift allows one to calculate the

meridional electric field. The in-track drift component yields the cross-

track (zonal) electric field but is only available once per second since it

requires a sweep of the retarding potential analyzer. In the auroral zone,

the zonal electric field is generally much smaller than E, and adds only a

small correction to the Poynting flux found from the meridional electric

field alone.

The spacecraft is gravity gradient stabilized but suffers attitude

perturbations from thermal stress. Examples of the magnetic field data

which we have used in the two satellite orbits presented here are given in

Figure 3.4a and show the attitude problem very clearly. The upper panel

shows magnetic field data obtained on Day 164, 1984. The sinusoidal

modulation of the signal is due to one of the unfortunate attitude

L
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HILAT Magnetic Field Data

Deviation BSouth (dark), Bwest(light) Day 164, 1984
100

nT 0 4 ..

-1000 ,, , , .
UT 12:24 12:26 12:28 12:30 12:32

Inv Lat 89.4 82.8 76.3 69.9 63.6
MLf 15:27 11:54 11:51 11:49 11:49

Deviation Bsouth (dark), Bwest(light) Day 122, 1984
1000

nT 0 "

-500-

-1000

UT 18:47 18:49 18:51 18:53 18:55
Inv Lat 86.6 80.0 73.4 66.9 60.7

MLT 16:19 16:50 16:56 16:59 17:00

Figure 3.4a Meridional and zonal magnetic field perturbations for two
HILAT passes. The 40 second variation in the Day 164 data and the
longer period variation in the Day 122 data are due to attitude oscillations
of the satellite. Superimposed on these are clear signatures of large-scale
field-aligned currents.

Iu
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oscillation modes of the spacecraft. Another mode is clearly seen in the

second panel using data obtained on Day 122 of the same year. Here a

very long period attitude oscillation is seen in the signal.

It is clear from both satellite passes that signals of geophysical

significance are present. On both days the spacecraft passes through

large scale regions of field-aligned current as ascertained from the

derivative of the magnetometer signal, ignoring the sinusoidal

oscillations of the satellite. In the analysis below we have filtered the

signals to remove these perturbing influences. A notch filter (order 20

digital Butterworth) with a center frequency of .0286 Hz and a bandwidth

of 0.01 Hz was used for Day 164; a high pass filter allowing only

frequencies above 0.0029 Hz to contribute was used for both days. This

necessary filtering precludes measurement of the largest scale size

Poynting flux input to the high latitude system.

We will see that even after filtering out the lowest frequencies in the

HILAT data, the Poynting flux is still mostly downward, which is what

we would expect for an ionospheric load. One reason that filtering doer

not destroy the Poynting flux measurement is that the satellite is above

the auroral oval for only a fraction of the entire pass, therefore

perturbations associated with the auroral oval (and which represent

most of the Poynting flux) are above the filter cutoff. The fractional orbit

acquisitions from a real time satellite system such as HILAT are not

suited for fully global measurements, and we are therefore restricted to

studies such as auroral oval crossings. The electric field after filtering

for these two passes is presented in Figure 3.4b.

The Poynting flux measured on Day 164 is presented in Figure 3.5a

along with the field-aligned current and precipitating electrons in two
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HILAT Electric Field from Ion Drift

Esouth (light), Ewest (dark) Day 164, 1984
60

30

mV/m0

-3O "

-6o I

UT 12:24 12:26 12:28 12:30 12:32
Inv Lat 89.4 82.8 76.3 69.9 63.6

MLT 13:27 11:54 11:51 11:49 11:49

ESot (light), Ewe (dark) Day 122,1984

30-

mV/M 0

-30-

UT 18:47 18:49 -18:51 18:53 18:55
Inv Lat 86.6 80.0 73.4 66.9 60.7

MLT 16:19 16:50 16:56 16:59 17:00

Figure 3.4b Meridional and zonal electric fields for the two HILAT
passes shown in Figure 3.4a.
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energy bands. The latter are plotted positive for downward energy flow

since the detector looks upward. The inset shows the pass in a magnetic

local time invariant-latitude format. The satellite was acquired in the

polar cap and passed over the dayside auroral oval just before local noon.

We have plotted the Poynting flux in ergs/(cm 2s) to conform to the

usual notation in presenting particle fluxes in the aurora. The power

flux is almost entirely downward throughout the pass, with the single

exception of a brief burst of upward flux near 12:28 UT. The average

vertical electrical power flux during the pass is equal to 0.45 ergs/(cm 2s)

(or 0.45 mW/m 2) downward, while an upper limit for the average kinetic

power flux due to the electrons was 0.70 ergs/(cm2 s). To obtain this value

a distribution of downgoing electrons isotropic over 2x steradians was

assumed. Comparison of the 450 and vertical electron sensors (not

shown here) indicate this is a reasonable assumption. Integrating along

the trajectory yields 2100 W/m (electromagnetic) and 3300 W/m (kinetic

energy). To give some perspective we can estimate the total power from

both sources into the entire auroral oval region by assuming that the

energy input is independent of local time. This yields 7.9xlOO W. This

value is a lower limit since we cannot determine the Poynting flux at the

largest scales.

Figure 3.5b is the field-aligned current derived from dB/&x = p0J,

assuming that variation in the Y direction is unimportant. Because a

derivative is required some smoothing has been necessary. We restrict

attention to the three shaded current sheets in the center of the figure

and not the small variations outside this region as they may be due to the

filter. The existence of three sheets is quite common in the noon sector

[Iijima and Potemra, 1976]. The upward current sheet at invariant
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i latitudes below about 720 is co-located with fairly hard electron

precipitation, as shown in Figure 3.5c, as well as convection toward the

noon meridian. The Poynting flux near the central (downward) current

sheet was greater than the precipitating electron energy flux, even

assuming that the down-going particle energies are distributed over 2X

steradians.

It is interesting to note that the flux of soft electrons in the region of

downward current is anticorrelated with the measured current density.

Furthermore the precipitating electrons carry current of the opposite

sign to that measured. A lower limit to the current carried by the soft

electrons can be estimated by assuming that the perpendicular energy of

the electrons is small so that they all fall within the aperture of the

detector (60 by 40, or 7.3x10-3 sr). The current neve due to a I erg/(cm 2 s.sr)

flux can be found by multiplying by the angular area of the aperture and

dividing by the estimated average energy of the electrons. The current

caused by, say, 10 eV electrons is 0.7 pjA/m2. The implication is that the

upward thermal electron flux must have been fairly large or a

considerable ion precipitation was occurring to counter the upward

current from the soft electron precipitation.

The Day 164, 1984 orbit was such that the ionosphere was sunlit over

the entire trajectory. By taking into account the solar depression angle,

the electron density and the conductivity of the E region can be

determined [Robinson and Vondrak, 1984]. Although it is not

particularly important in this case, we have also estimated the

contribution of particle precipitation to the conductivity by assuming that

the observed electron flux has been present long enough for a steady state

electron density profile to be reached. With this estimate for Ep and theU.
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* observed electric field from the ion drift meter we can estimate the Joule

*heating in the ionosphere and compare it to the Poynting flux as shown

in Figure 3.6. The ratio of the Joule heating rate to Poynting flux

magnitude in Figure 3.6c shows that the two quantities coincide roughly

within a factor of two. The Joule dissipation estimate relies on a model

for the neutral atmosphere to compute collision frequencies. This model

in turn uses an estimate of the thermospheric temperature, but in

*general this parameter is difficult to determine, and this uncertainty is

one possible explanation for the deviation from unity of the Poynting Flux

to Joule heat ratio.

The ratio is "spikey" in places, which is to be expected when dividing

two noisy quantities, but we will show in Section 3.6 that the spike near

12:27:45 UT coincides with a burst of temporally varying fields, which

invalidates one of the assumptions allowing us to use the Joule

dissipation in Equation 3.5. Poynting flux, on the other hand, is a valid

way to measure energy fluxes in electromagnetic waves. It is important

to note that in this case the Poynting flux is upwards, which means that

the ionosphere is either reflecting or generating instead of dissipating

energy, and this is not discernable from the Joule heating calculation

alone. (Since we cannot measure Poynting flux on the largest scales it is

possible that the measured upward Poynting flux is actually an upward

perturbation on a large scale downward flux.) For these reasons and

those discussed in Section 3.3 we argue that Poynting flux as a tool is

superior to Joule heating estimates. However, we must qualify this

statement for HILAT satellite measurements since the magnetometer

resolution is about 15 nT. For small signal levels the quantization noise
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HILAT Day 164, 1984
Joule Heating Altitude 800 kmn

Povnting Flux
8 b) Downward

Upar

Poynting Flux to Joule Heating Ratio4I
2

0
UT 12:24 12:26 12:28 12:30 12:32

Inv Lat 89.4 82.8 76.3 69.9 63.6
MILT 13:27 11:54 11:51 11:49 11:49

Figure 3.6 Comparison of the Joule heating rate and Poynting flux for
the IIILAT pass shown in Figure 3.5.
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can cause an anomalously large magnetic field (and therefore Poynting

flux) estimate.

Data from the second event are presented in Figure 3.7 in a format

nearly identical to that used in Figure 3.5. As can be seen in the raw data

in Figure 3.4a and in the smoothed Birkeland currents in the second

panel, several current sheets were detected during this dusk pass

through the auroral oval. This is unusual, at least as far as the

literature indicates. All significant upward currents are co-located with

a burst of electron precipitation and anti-sunward convection while

downward current regions were associated with sunward flow and no

precipitation. There was still significant Poynting flux in regions where

the particle input was low and the Birkeland currents downward. In the

central downward current sheet, regions of both upward and downward

Poynting flux were found. Figure 3.8 shows this effect in an expanded

plot of the meridional electric field, the Poynting flux, and the electron

energy flux for the period 18:52-18:54 UT. The magnitude of the average

electromagnetic power density over the entire pass was 0.22 ergs/(cm 2 s);

the rate of kinetic energy input was 2.0 ergs/(cm 2s). The integrated

values over the pass are 980 W/m and 8900 W/m. Again we assumed an

angular spread of 2x steradians in the kinetic energy based on vertical

and 450 electron energy measurements. Assuming no variation of

energy input with local time in this case gives 1.5x10 11 W for the total

electrical and mechanical power input into the auroral oval.

In Figure 3.9 we plot the Joule heating rate, the Poynting flux, and

the ratio of the two quantities for Day 122,1984. There appears to be good

agreement except near 18:53 UT, where the Joule heating estimate is

much larger than the Poynting flux. For the periods in which magnetic
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HILAT Day 122, 1984
Espu~Altitude 800 km

60 a

-60F
Povnting Flux

6 b) Downward

4-

2-

-2 UPward

Total Electron Energ Flux
50 0) Downward

60

UT 18:52 18:53 18:54
Inv lat 70.2 66.9 63.7
MLT 16:58 16:59 17:00

Figure 3.8 Expanded view of a two minute interval during the HILAT
pass on Day 122, 1984 during which upward Poynting flux was observed.



HILAT Day 122, 1984
Jol *etn Altitude 800 km

Povnting Flux
8 b) Downward

-~~ Upward t
Povni Flux toJoule Heatin Ratio

2

0
UT 18:47 18:49 18:51 18:53 18:55

Inv Lat 86.6 80.0 73.4 66.9 60.7
MLT 16:19 16:50 16:56 16:59 17:00

Figure 3.9 Comparison of the Joule heating rate and Poynting flux for
the HILAT pass shown in Figure 3.7.
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field fluctuations exceed the minimum resolution of the magnetometer,

we attribute the disagreement between the two measurements mainly to

errors in the conductivity estimate from the particle flux and hence in the

Joule heating estimate.

3.5 Sounding Rocket Observations

As part of the 1985 NASA Greenland I campaign a Black Brant X

sounding rocket was launched from Sondrestrom eastward into the

dayside auroral oval and remained inside the oval for the entire upleg.

Other results from that flight have been published by Boehm et al. [19901.

The measurements we present were taken during the upleg of the rocket

flight at altitudes between 400 and 770 km. Electric fields perpendicular

to Bo were measured with perpendicular 3 m electric field booms, and

magnetic measurements were taken with a fluxgate magnetometer. To

obtain electric fields below the rocket spin frequency, electric field

measurements were fit to a sine wave at the spin frequency, then

averaged to obtain two measurements per rocket spin period. The

resulting sample period is 0.887 s. The measured 3E and 8B fields

perpendicular to B 0 for the ascending half of the flight are shown in the

top two panels of Figure 3.10.

To illustrate the amount of electromagnetic power flowing between

the magnetosphere and ionospnere during the flight we plot the field-

aligned component of the Poynting vector in Figure 3.10c. We must be

especially wary of the Poynting flux estimate in this case because 1) small

errors in the geomagnetic field model can cause large errors in estimates

of the perturbation magnetic fields used in the Poynting flux

calculations, and 2) we cannot distinguish magnetic field perturbations
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due to large scale current systems from an error in the zero orderf. magnetic field model. We can detect the associated electric field however

since there is no zero order electric field. This effect almost certainly

explains the large difference between the Poynting flux and .pE.L2 early

in the flight where E * 0 but the model subtraction yields 8B - 0. The high-

pass filter technique we used for the satellite data does not work in this

case, because the data are taken completely within the auroral oval.

Recall that in the satellite case the auroral oval crossing was only a

fraction of the total duration of the pass, causing it to lie in the filter

passband. We still have some confidence in the validity of the rocket-

measured Poynting flux, however, because it agrees reasonably well with

ZpE, 2 as we can see from the Poynting flux to Joule heat ratio shown in

Figure 3.10d. The slow trend causing this ratio to increase over the

course of the flight could be due to an error in the perturbation magnetic

field estimate, or to the fact that we used a constant value of £rp = 3 mhos

throughout the flight. The rocket flew eastward into regions of

increasing sunlight, which would cause Ep to increase throughout the

flight. But due to the general agreement between the two power flow

estimates we will assume that the perturbation magnetic fields are not

too contaminated by low frequency field model errors. Notice that the

magnitude of the Poynting flux is consistently tens of ergs/(cm 2s), which

is several times larger than the peak power fluxes from the two satellite

passes discussed in the previous section.

The Poynting flux is predominantly downward except for 2 short

intervals, near 09:30:30 and 09:34:40 U.T. In Chapter 5 we will show that

much of the electric field energy during the flight is dominated by

standing Alfvdn waves. Standing waves can produce both upward and
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downward Poynting flux during different phases of their cycle, and this

could possibly account for the observed upward Poynting flux.

3.6 Time-Domain Measurements of Auroral Field Impedances

We have shown that Joule dissipation in the ionosphere implies

electric and perturbation magnetic fields perpendicular to Bo above the

ionosphere. In order to understand the origin of the perturbation fields it

is helpful to consider a simple model of current closure through the

ionosphere. In this model we assume that fields and ionospheric

parameters such as density and collision frequencies vary in the

meridional () direction only. As we will show in the next chapter, no

variation in the zonal (Y) direction implies that the zonal electric field Ey

is much smaller in magnitude than the meridional field E , and we will

therefore neglect it. If we apply a meridional electric field E,(x)Y above

the ionosphere, that field will map into the ionosphere and drive a

current J = J,4 + Jyy. Since didy = 0 the current continuity equation V.J

=0 can be written

ax Jonosphere (3.21)

where Jz is the field-aligned current above the ionosphere. Ampere's law

in the region above the ionosphere is poJ, = aBy/ix, which we can apply to

(3.21) to obtain

S = E Bp o = f J E.dz
Jionosphere (3.22)

We have assumed E. is constant in altitude, and the constant of

integration over x is taken to be zero to ensure that S = 0 in the absence of
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Joule dissipation. As we might expect, the I component of the Poynting

vector gives the height-integrated Joule dissipation per unit area in the

ionosphere. The point we wish to make with this example is that a

Poynting vector measured above the ionosphere correctly measures the

Joule dissipation in the ionosphere because the zonal perturbation

magnetic field By is caused by field-aligned currents which close through

the ionosphere.

In addition to Joule dissipation in the ionosphere, the

electromagnetic fields above the ionosphere can be used to predict

another useful quantity. Replacing J, in (3.22) with XpE1 gives the

following result:

By Uo p (3.23)

This allows us to remotely estimate the height-integrated Pedersen

conductivity of the ionosphere directly below the spacecraft. Again, we

have assumed no variation in the zonal (.) direction, negligible Ey, quasi-

static fields, and no neutral winds.

Notice that we were able to eliminate the x derivative in (3.21), which

means that no assumptions are necessary concerning the scale length of

variations in x. Whether we measure fields associated with an auroral

arc or with the entire auroral oval, (3.23) holds. However, we will show

in the next chapter with the aid of a numerical model that (3.23) is

violated at scales less than a few kin, due to the fact the small scale

electric fields do not map without attenuation along the geomagnetic

field.

In Figures 3.11 and 3.12 we plot poI EX/By I along with those same

values multiplied by Ep as a function of time for the two satellite passes

S'



po LE1IBy I HILAT Day 164, 1984

Ohms

0.2

po Ex/BylIXp
2

0 ----- --

TUT 12:24 12:26 12:28 12:30 12:32
Inv Lat 89.4 82.8 76.3 69.9 63.6

MLT 13:27 11:54 11:51 11:49 11:49

Figure 3.11 Electromagnetic field impedance as a function of time
calculated from the Day 164, 1984 data. The impedances in the lower
panel are normalized to Ep-1 .
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k0 1EX/BI HILAT Day 122, 1984
0.4-

Ohms

0.2

0 __

go LE./B yI Z.
2

UT 18:47 18:49 18:51 18:53 18:55
Inv Lat 86.6 80.0 73.4 66.9 60.7

MILT 16:19 16:50 16:56 16:59 17:00

Figure 3.12 Electromagnetic field impedance as a fiUnition of time
calculated from the Day 122, 1984 data. The impedances in the lower
panel are normalized to Xp-1.
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discussed in the previous section. Deviations from unity in Figures 3.11b

and 3.12b indicate either that our Ep estimates are in error, that one or

more of the assumptions leading to Equation (3.23) are violated, or that

the magnetic field fluctuations are below the resolution of the

instrument. In one of the cases we can identify the exact cause of the

deviation. Figure 3.13 shows the meridional electric field plotted at the

full time resolution of the instrument for the time period near 12:27:45 UT

on Day 164, 1984. The electric field shows a wave-like burst with a peak

amplitude of over 100 mV/i. The coherent nature of the burst is

indicative of temporal variation. Thus the spike in Figure 3.11b just

before 12:28 UT can be attributed to a breakdown in our assumption of

static fields.J r similar increase in po Ex/By I over Zp-1 occurs in the sounding

rocket data, shown in Figure 3.14. As in Figure 3.10d, the slow trend is

probably due t- our inadequate estimate of Ep or to errors in the

geomagnetic field model. The electromagnetic fields associated with the

huge deviation near 09:31:30 UT have been identified as an Alfvdn wave

by Boehm et al. [1990]. Thus in a least two cases, one measured from a

satellite and one from a sounding rocket, a substantial increase in

Po I EX/By I over Ep coincides with temporally varying fields. In Chapter 5

we will develop a technique which can help to dJetermine the importance

of time varying fields (i.e. Alfvdn waves) in time series data for which no

coherent wave structures are evident. But first we will investigate the

details of the interaction of Alfv~n waves with the ionosphere, which is

the topic of Chapter 4.
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Ex (Southward) HILAT Day 164, 1984
lOOj

mV/mQ o -

-100-

-200'
UT 12:27:30 12:27:40 12:27:50 12:28:00

Figure 3.13 Electric field during a short event measured by HILAT on
Day 164, 1984, plotted at the full time resolution of the instrument (16 s-1
or 32 s-1). The coherent nature of the burst is indicative of time variation
(i.e. an Alfvdn wave) rather that spatial structuring.

lb
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t0 E/B, I. (3 mhos) UCB 35.009 Day 023, 1985
4

2

01
UT 09:30 09:32 09:34 09:36

Figure 3.14 Electromagnetic field impedance as a function of time
calculated from the sounding rocket data shown in Figure 3.10. The
impedances are normalized to a constant value of Xp-1 = (3 mhos)-1.



CHAPTER 4

A NUMERICAL MODEL OF ALFVEN WAVES INTERACTING

WITH THE HIGH-LATITUDE IONOSPHERE

41 Introduction

If the electric and magnetic fields carrying energy from the solar

wind and magnetosphere to the high-latitude ionosphere do not vary in

time, we can assume that for the most part magnetic field lines are

equipotentials, and the energy dissipated in the ionosphere is ZpE2

(neglecting neutral winds), as we discussed in the last chapter. Now

consider time varying fields, but with frequencies less than, say, 10 Hz.

in the magnetosphere and ionosphere these waves fall in the Alfven

wave regime, and we have to consider wave-related behaviors like

reflections, inte~ference, and particle inertial effects.

As an Alfvdn wave propagates towards the ionosphere, it encounters

a steeply changing refractive index due to variations in density,

composition, and collision frequency. The plasma density varies over

several orders of magnitude between 1000 km and the Earth's surface,

and at low frequencies this distance can be much less than an Alfvdn

wavelength. Ion and electron collisions begin to play an important role

below a few hundred kilometers, and below a certain altitude (which we

will calculate later in the chapter) they control the charged particles to

such an extent that what once was an Alfvdn wave above the ionosphere

cannot now interact with the charged particles, and the wave travels

towards the Earth's surface as a "light wave", i.e. o./k = c. Finally, since

74
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the surface of the Earth is a good conductor, it reflects most of the wave

energy. The point to be taken from this description is that the amplitude

and phase of an Alfvdn wave at one point depend strongly on the plasma

characteristics at other points, and those characteristics change rapidly

with altitude. Thus in general we need a numerical model to accurately

describe Alfvdn wave propagation through the ionosphere.

As discussed in Section 2.6, there have been many numerical

simulations of Alfvdn waves traveling through the density gradient

within a few Earth radii of the auroral ionosphere. All of these models

* • treat various phenomena in the collisionless region between the source of

Alfvdn waves and the ionosphere, but they treat the ionosphere as a

single slab characterized by its height-integrated conductivity. In

contrast, we will ignore the region above the ionosphere except to treat it

4- as a source of Alfv6n waves. We will then model the details of the

interaction between these incident Alfvdn waves and the ionosphere, with

realistic density and collision frequency profiles. We will also find the

conditions under which the ionosphere can be modeled as a conducting

slab, and our results can be used to provide more realistic boundary

conditions for simulations like those mentioned in Chapter 2.

Turning from simulations of Alfvdn waves above the ionosphere to

waves in the ionosphere, we find an enormous amount of literature on

the subject. Budden [1985] is a good general reference. One of the first

computer solutions of Alfvdn waves propagating through the ionosphere

was carried out by Francis and Karplus [19601, who calculated the

amount of ionospheric heating by Alfvdn waves at 450 latitude for

frequencies less than 4 Hz. Prince and Bostick [19641 found the amount of

attenuation for waves below 10 Hz as they propagate between the
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magnetopause and the Earth's surface. These works used relatively

coarse models of the ionospheric profile, and treated only vertically

incident plane waves. Greifinger [1972] , Hughes [19741, and Hughes and

Southwood [19761 allowed for obliquely propagating waves and found field

amplitude profiles and reflection coefficients for waves incident from the

magnetosphere onto the ionosphere for a variety of ionospheric

conditions.

The numerical model that we develop in this chapter is nearly

identical to that presented by Hughes [1974] and Hughes and Southwood

[1976], although those authors dealt with wave periods of many minutes,

while we emphasize periods of several seconds. Our main purpose for

developing the model is to carefully compare its predictions with satellite

measurements, which we present in Chapter 5 and which are treated by

none of the above references. While developing the model we hope to

nemphasize an understanding of the physical reasons behind different

features in the modeled Alfvdn waves.

4.2Driatn

The propagation of electric and magnetic fields E and B with

frequency o is described by Maxwell's curl equations

VxE = -iaB (4.1a)

VxB = yoa.E + ME.lb
C2 (4.1b)

= a(w) is the frequency-dependent conductivity, which for our needs

can be derived from the linearized fluid equations of motion
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(4.2)

where j is a species index. The usual theory of cold plasma waves (see for

example Stix [1962]) is also derived from the fluid equations of motion, but

without the collision term. Notice that collisions can be thought of as

creating an effective wave frequency co' = o) - iv. We take Bo to be in the i

direction, solve for the vj terms and substitute into the definition of

conductivity:

" J= nbvj= a-E
(4.3)

The resulting a has the following form:

(o a2 0
a.K 2  al 0

0 0 ao (4.4)

where

2

o - (io+ V (4.5a)

j [(ic c +v9)2 + j] (4.5c)

ao describes the relation between J and E when they are both parallel to

each other, and to Bo. For ) = 0 it is known as the "direct" conductivity.

In the small co limit al is the Pedersen conductivity (Equation 3.4b), and

describes dissipative currents (J.E > 0) which are perpendicular to Bo. If

we neglect CO << fi in the denominator and let v = 0 we find al =

&DjO-O)P/2-2 = io)/PoVA2., where VA is the Alfvn velocity. Thus a, carries
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the information allowing us to model Alfvdn waves while a2 is the

generalization of the Hall conductivity (JLELBo) for o * 0. We have

written (4.5c) in such a way that j carries the sign of the charge, so that

it is negative for electrons.

*To solve Equations 4.1 we assume a flat Earth surface, upward 2,

periodic variation of the fields in the Y direction, and no variation in the Y

direction. The ambient magnetic field Bo is vertical, and a is assumed to

be homogeneous in x and y. Under these conditions we can eliminate E,

and B, by substituting the 2 component of Equation (4.1b) (-ik.By = (poao +

ioc2)E,) into the 9 component of (4.1 a), and the 2 component of (4.1 a) (aB,

= kEy) into the y component of (4.1b). The result is 4 equations in 4

unknowns:

az - Loao + iOa2 (4.6a)

aEy
az O(4.6b)

B--x =-oqI2E. + Ioaj + cE w! y

z C2(4.6c)

=zC2 (4.6d)

The integration in z is necessary because all of the conductivities

vary with altitude. Hughes [1974] solved for E. and B, explicitly by

integrating VB = 0 and the current continuity equation V.J + dpc/ = 0

along with Equations (4.1), which makes a total of six equations to

integrate. The price we pay for integrating two fewer equations is that we

must apply the additional constraint w * 0, as is obvious from the term

proportional to ar1 in (4.6c). The physical reason for this constraint is
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that Equations (4.6) satisfy V.B = 0 identically as long as w 0, which can

be seen by taking the divergence of (4.1a). Thus there is no need to solve

V.B = 0 explicitly. In a similar way it can be shown that (4.1b) satisfies

the current continuity equation for w * 0. We can still treat "DC" fields by

making o) very small. We solve Equations (4.6) using an adaptive step

size, 4th order Runge-Kutta ODE solver [Press et al, 19861.

4.3 Boundary Conditions

At the upper boundary of the modeled region (100f kin) we can

neglect a 2 as long as co >> vi and co << f2i (recall that S2j is a signed

quantity). Equations (4.6a) and (4.6d) then decouple from (4.6b) and (4.6c),

and if we assume no variation in ao and al with z above the upper

boundary we find solutions for E, and By va--.ing as exp(ikz,,z) where

V / oa 0 + io)c 2 +iW)Gi0 0 + iwIC2 ) (4.7)

In the MHD limit (v << oj << A) we can take a0 - and a, = i av(UoVA2 )

where VA is the Alfvdn velocity. Neglecting 1/c 2 << I/VA2 results in k,,,2 =

oa/VA2 , which is the dispersion relation for the slow Alfvdn mode [Stix,

1962]. By replacing dldz with ike,, in Equation (4.6d) we obtain a relation

between E, and By which serves as the upper boundary for the slow mode.

Turning to Ey and B, we find from (4.6b) and 4.(6c) that they vary as

exp(ik,,f) where

k' (iW Co - o)2/c 2 + k.) (4.8)

Taking the MHD limit this time gives kz,# = 0.2 /VA 2 - k,2, which is the

Alfvdn fast mode. The fast mode is evanescent for O.O/VA 2 < k.2, which is

t
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satisfied for the range of parameters that we will use at the top of the

model region. The source of fast mode energy is in the ionosphere where

q2 * 0, so we choose boundary conditions at the top of the model region

such that the fast mode attenuates with increasing altitude. Substituting4kIe for dlz in (4.6d) determines B. for arbitrary starting values of Ey.

At the bottom of the model region we find two independent solutions

to Equations (4.6) by first setting B. = 0, then By = 0. The electric field is

also zero at the perfectly conducting surface. The two solutions are

integrated up to about 200 kin, where they are matched to the upward and

downward propagating slow mode waves and the upwardly evanescent

fast mode wave, which have been integrated downward. The reason for

matching the solutions at 200 km altitude is that the field amplitudes

maximize there, and numerical integration of second order differential

4. equations is most stable in the direction that the solution increases. After

the 4 independent solutions have been found, a linear combination is

found that allows for a downward-propagating slow wave which has a

unit amplitude at 1000 km. The coefficients aj used to take the linear

combination of solutions are found from

Egl E.,g2 "E,, , p -Ex, f a E s, d(,
Ey,, 1  E -E -Ey,f a Eys, down

B., g, B.,g2 -B., A" up "Bf a3  B , s, down
B Ba-B Ia/

By, 1  By,g 2 -By,su p -By, By,, doum (4.9)

where subscripts "gl" and "g2" denote the two solutions starting from the

ground, "S" and "F" are the slow and fast modes, and "down" and "up"

indicate propagation direction. The field values are all taken at the

solution matching altitude.



Figure 4.1 summarizes the boundary conditions. At the top of the

simulation region we impose a unit amplitude slow wave (2 = kZ2 VA2 )

propagating downward. This wave is also the reference for zero phase

angle in the system. While this mode has Ey = B. = 0 at 1000 km, these

field components become non-zero as the wave propagates into regions

where q2 * 0, which explains why they cannot be neglected at the solution

matching altitude and thus appear in the column vector on the right side

I ! of (4.9). There is also an upward-propagating slow wave which has an

amplitude at 1000 km a3, given by Equation 4.9. Since the downward slow

wave has unit amplitude, a3 is the "voltage reflection coefficient"

(Ereflcted/Eincint) at 1000 km for slow mode Alfvdn waves incident on the

ionosphere.

In addition to the incident and reflected slow waves, there i. the

evanescent fast wave which is driven due to coupling of energy from the

slow wave in the E region where the conductivity 02 is non-negligible.

Since the energy source for this mode is below 1000 km in altitude, we

choose the solution which decays with increasing altitude. After finding

the two modes below 200 km shown in Figure 4.1, they are matched to the

3 upper solutions using Equation 4.9.

4.4 Model Input

The physical description of the atmosphere and ionosphere is

contained in the conductivities in Equation 4.5. To find the conductivities

we need altitude profiles from 0 to 1000 km of electron density, ion

composition, collision frequencies, and the geomagnetic field.

We simplify the geomagnetic field model by restricting our attention

to high latitudes, where we can assume that Bo is vertical. In the next

tm
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homogeneous medium
1000 km

atz=1000: kz-k/VA k,=do /V -k.

k, = +o)/VA = 1+ iO upwardly evanescent
reflected slow mode Ey = 0 fast mode

incident slow mode
(drives system)

I propagation
'direction I

integration
direction

200 km
t match

at z = 0:
E =O,B,=1 E, =O,B, =1

= B, , k in

[ground -=:]

Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of the five independent solutions
which are combined into a single solution for the electromagnetic fields
between 0 and 1000 km.
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chapter we will compare the result of the model with experiments

carried out above Sondrestrom, Greenland, so in our model we use

Sondrestrom's surface magnetic field of 0.56x10-4 T (downward). In a

dipole field , Bo r -3, and we let our model magnetic field fall off

accordingly with altitude.

The most important input into our model is the plasma density

profile above 95 km. At high latitudes this is very difficult to model. The

plasma density profile created by photoionization can be predicted by a

Chapman production function, but this plasma can have a very long

lifetime in the F region, and it can convect far away from its point of

production. In addition to photoionization, precipitation of energetic

electrons produces a significant amount of the high latitude plasma, but

in an unpredictable manner Later, when we compare the model results

with experimental measurements, we will use measurements of the

electron density profile from the Sondrestrom Incoherent Scatter Radar.

Our purpose in this chapter is to see how the interaction of Alfvdn waves

with the ionosphere changes with various inputs, so we will use each of

the 3 different model electron density profiles shown in Figures 4.2 - 4.4.

With each of the profiles is plotted the conductivities Oo, az, and q2 with o =

0. The profile in Figure 4.2a, labeled "EF", is a typical daytime profile

with both an E and F region. The "F" profile in Figure 4.3a lacks an E

region, and therefore has associated with it a low Pedersen conductivity.

This profile could occur, for example, after sunset when the E region

quickly recombines leaving an F region only. The "E" profile in Figure

4.4a could occur in darkness with electron precipitation leading to the

ionization bump below 200 km. The E-region ionization in the "E" and

'EF" profiles is modeled with a Gaussian:
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Profile "EF"
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Figure 4.2 a) A typical electron density profile and the associated b)
direct, c) Pedersen and d) Hall conductivity profiles for a sunlit, daytime
ionosphere.
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Profile "F"
1 0 0 0 . . . .
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Figure 4.3 a) A typical electron density profile and the associated b)
direct, c) Pedersen and d) Hall conductivity profiles for a post-sunset
ionosphere with an F region only.
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Profile "E'
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Figure 4.4 a) A typical electron density profile and the associated b)
direct, c) Pedersen and d) Hall conductivity profiles for a nighttime
ionosphere caused by relatively energetic electron precipitation.
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ne,E(z) = NEexp(-z2 I a2 ) (4.10)

The F-region ionization is from a Chapman profile [Banks and Kockarts,

1973],

neF(z) = NFexp(O.5(1 - z'- exp(-z')secZ) (4.11)

where z' = (z - zmaz)/H, z.., is the altitude of maximum ionization
'4

density, H is the scale height of the neutral atmosphere, and Z is the

angle between the local zenith and the sun. For the model density

profiles we have used sec(Z) = 1, and we adjust the value of H to give a

reasonable" profile based on the measured profiles we will present in

the next chapter. We found that to mimic the experimental data,

different scale heights above and below the F-region peak altitude were

sometimes necessary. The various parameters used to create the model

profiles are given in Table 4.1.

We calculate ion-neutral collision frequencies using the formulas in

the appendix of Schunk and Walker [1973] in conjunction with the

Jacchia [1971] neutral atmosphere model. The neutral atmosphere

* model uses an assumed thermospheric temperature as input, and

although this parameter can vary widely we use 1000 K throughout this

chapter and the next. Banks and Kockarts [19731 supply expressions for

electron-neutral and electron-ion collision rates. We add these two

quantities to obtain an effective electron collision frequency, i.e. v, = v,, +

vei. Strictly speaking, this is incorrect because the collisional drag term

in the fluid equations is proportional to the velocity difference of the

colliding species, and we have written (4.3) in a way that assumes that

charged particles are colliding with particles at rest. The term vei

represents electron collisions with ions that are not necessarily at rest,

although at altitudes where v., is not the dominant source of collisions it
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Table 4.1. Density model input paramters as defined in Equations 4.10
and 4.11.

Profile E Profile P rfieE

NE (cm-3) 5X)05 0 5x104

E-region topside, 40 40
scale, atop (kin)

E-region bottomside 5 40
scale, abottom (kin)

E-region zm. (kin) 100 140

NF (cm-3 ) 9.5x104 9.5>104

F-region topside 120 120
scale, Htop (kin)

F-region bottomside 6) 60
scale, Hbottom (kin)

F-region zm,. (kin) 250 250

Background density 104 103 103
(cm-3 )

Zp (mhos) 14 0.93 2.6

V.
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is reasonable to neglect the ion velocity. We also neglect collisions

between ions of different species.

Below 95 km we increase collision frequencies and decrease charged

* particle densities exponentially with a scale height of 6 kin,

corresponding to the scale height of the neutral atmosphere. However,

we do not allow the electron density to decrease below 1 cm- 3 in order to

make conductivities within 10 km of the ground consistent with Figure

20.3 of Sagalyn and Burke [1985]. Varying the density and collision

frequencies in the lower atmosphere has little effect on the Alfvdn wave

electromagnetic fields above the ionosphere. Figures 4.5a-c show the

electron and ion collision frequencies between 0 and 1000 km altitude for

the 3 model profiles in Figures 4.2-4.4. The gross features of the profiles

are quite similar, although y, in the "E" profile does not decrease with

decreasing altitude above 500 km as in the "EF" and "F" profiles. This is

because electron-ion collisions dominate at the highest altitudes, and the

high altitude ion density is constant in altitude for profile "E".

We use 2 ion species in our model. Far above 180 km we assume that

0+ is the only constituent, and it changes smoothly to NO+ over about 40

km (centered at 180 km) as shown in Figure 4.5d. Of course there can be

many other positively and negatively charged ions in the D and E regions

of the ionosphere. Hughes [1974] chose to incorporate negative ions into

his numerical model, but his purpose was to find Alfvdn wave fields on

the Earth's surface, so he needed an accurate measure of the attenuation

of waves in the D region. In our case we will be comparing the model to

data taken at several hundred km in altitude, and from working with the

model we found that for our purposes the exact composition of the D

region was unimportant.
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Figure 4.5 a-c) Electron and ion collision frequency profiles for the
density profiles shown in Figures 4.2-4.4. d) Relative concentration of 0+
and NO+ as a function of altitude used for input to the numerical model.
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Charged molecular oxygen, O2 , can be important in the E region,

but its molecular mass (32 a.m.u.) is very close to that of NO+ (30 a.m.u.),

causing only a small change in the gyrofrequency and Alfv6n velocity.

The collision frequency for O2 is different than that of NO+, bu; not

enough to significantly change the results of the model. Later we will

use the model to illustrate that small changes in collision frequencies

have only a minor effect on the fields above the ionosphere.

Our purpose in this chapter is to illustrate with the numerical

model the effects of various ionospheric features on Alfvdn waves

incident from the magnetosphere. One of the main subjects we will

investigate will be the Alfv6n wave reflection coefficient (a 3 in Equation

4.9) as a function of frequency for various ionospheric models. But first

we will try in the next 2 sections to provide a general idea of some the

phenomena associated with the Alfvdn wave/ionosphere interaction by

examining altitude profiles of the electric and magnetic field amplitudes

at two different frequencies.

4.5 Quasi-Static Fields in the Ionosphere

Before we present output from the numerical model, we must make

a few comments concerning our plotting conventions. We plot altitude

profiles of the fields with 3 different curves. The first is the real part of

the field, to give an idea of the number of wavelengths contained in each

plot. We also plot both the amplitude of the field and the negative of the

amplitude, which creates a wave "envelope". We do this because if we

plot only the real part of the wave and the (positive) amplitude, it is often

difficult to distinguish between the two.
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A second convention we use is to plot all magnetic flux densities

after multiplying them by the speed of light c. This means that magnetic

and electric fields are plotted in the same units (V/m). Furthermore,

since the incident slow mode electric field has a unit amplitude, cBY is

related to the refractive index of the slow mode. It is equal to the

refractive index of the slow mode in the special case of no reflections.

Our model is constrained to non-zero frequencies, but we can make

the frequency small enough to study the behavior of fields which are

effectively "DC" in the ionosphere and lower atmosphere. It turns out

that f = 10-3 Hz is sufficiently low because at that frequency the spatial

extent of the ionosphere is a very small fraction of an Alfvdn wavelength.

We have calculated the electric and magnetic field profiles with the "EF"

density profile (Figure 4.2) for f= 10-3 Hz and a horizontal spatial bcaie )x

= 1000 km.

Turning to Figure 4.6a, we see that the meridional electric field E. is

constant at a value of about E, = 0.25 until very close to z = 0, where it

suddenly falls to zero as it must since we assume a perfectly conducting

ground. At high altitudes the constant electric field E, can be explained

by referring to Equation 4.6a. When the neutral density becomes small,

so do the collision frequencies, thus ao becomes large. Since we have

used a very small o), Equation 4.6a reduces to

dEx/dz - 0 (4.12)

Equation 4.12 is equivalent to the statement that "large scale static

electric fields map along field lines". We can see from the plot of the

zonal electric field Ey in Figure 4.6b that aO is not infinite, because it is

evident that Ey does not map along field lines. Note that Ey is two orders
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Figure 4.6 a) Meridional and b) zonal electric field profiles in the quasi-
static limit.
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of magnitude smaller than E. The reason for the different behaviors of

the meridional and zonal electric fields is that we have assumed no

variation in the y direction, thus there can be no divergence in Ey. This

means that the Ey is not sustained by electric charge concentrations

building up along magnetic field lines, which is the case for E.. Instead,

we can think of Ey as a sort of "fringing field" which decreases with

distance from its source in the E region, where a2 is large. At such a low

frequency the electric fields must be essentially curl-free, so the change

in Ey with altitude implies a non-zero parallel electric field EZ, which is

only possible in our DC approximation for non-zero ao. Both the zonal

and parallel electric fields have very small amplitudes compared to the

meridional electric field.

It is instructive to derive an expression for E. near the Earth's

surface in the DC approximation. At low altitudes we may safely neglect

£ << v (i.e. the medium is completely collision dominated), which from

Equations 4.5 means that ao - a,. We may also neglect q2 because it

decreases as v -2, while ao and a, decrease as v-1. If we assume that the

charged particle density near the ground is constant and v, - exp(-z/H)

where H is the neutral atmosphere scale height, we may write

ao, aj -Soexp(zIH) (4.13)

If we neglect o as unimportant and use (4.13) then (4.6a) and (4.6d) can be

written

k 
2

PO So (4.14a)

By =- o So ez '-v Ex (4.14b)
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A prime denotes differentiation by z. If we multiply Equation (4.14a) by

e(-2H), (4.14b) by e-z/2H), and recogmze that (e(z"2H)Ex" = (e (z/2H)E,,)" - (2H-

le(z/2H)E,, we can solve for E.(z):

E. (z) = A e-z/ 2H sinh(zV(2/-2 + k 2  (4.15)

We have eliminated a "cosh" term from (4.15) to satisfy E.(O) = 0. In

the limit H << A, (4.15) reduces to E,(z) = A(1 - e-z/H). Thus, in agreement

with Figure 4.7a, we see that the DC meridional electric field maps from

the magnetosphere through the lower atmosphere, and to within H of the

Earth's surface.

One final detail concerning the DC meridional electric field is the

magnitude of the field, or "A" in (4.15). The value in Figure 4.6a of 0.25

comes from Lhe fact that we are applying an incident field of unit

magnitude far from the ionosphere, but our model includes wave

reflections. We can infer then that a reflected wave of amplitude -0.75 is

interfering with the incident wave, and therefore the low frequency

electric field reflection coefficient for the "EF" profile we have used is also

-0.75. A simple way to check this is to treat the ionosphere as a

conducting slab with Ep = 2.6 mhos for profile "EF" and the region above

the ionosphere as a transmission line with characteristic impedance ZA =

LOVA = 2.8 0 at 1000 km for profile "EF". The resulting electric field

reflection coefficient is then (Ep-1 - ZA)/(,rp-1 + ZA) = -0.76.

We turn now to the quasi-DC zonal magnetic field cBy shown in

Figure 4.6d. As with the meridional electric field E., cBy "maps" along

B0 at high altitudes, but it does not penetrate into the lower atmosphere

as does E. The reason for this is that at low frequencies and high

altitudes, cBy is created by field-aligned currents. Around a couple of
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Figure 4.6 c) Meridional and d) zonal perturbation magnetic field
profiles in the quasi-static limit.
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hundred km altitude the field-aligned currents begin to close horizontally

as the Pedersen conductivity becomes important. By the bottom of the

ionosphere (around 100 km) the field-aligned currents have been

completely closed by the Pedersen currents.

The absence of field-aligned currents alone does not explain the lack

of any magnetic field cBy below 90 km. That is, even though the field-

aligned current sheets end at about 100 km, one might expect the

magnetic field due to them to extend below 100 km. It turns out that the

magnetic perturbation from the Pedersen current layer exactly cancels

the field-aligned current contribution below the current system, so that

no zonal magnetic field can "leak out" into the lower atmosphere. This is

similar to the case of the magnetic field outside an infinitely long

solenoid, which is identically zero everywhere. Iu Appendix B we prove

that the magnetic field is zero outside of an idealized auroral arc

consisting of two semi-infinite field-aligned current sheets which are

connected by a thin Pedersen current layer. The Hall current in an

auroral arc creates a magnetic field B. that does have a magnetic

signature on the ground.

The fact that the zonal magnetic field cBy disappears below the E

region is consistent with the fact that almost no Alfvdn wave energy is

dissipated in the lower atmosphere. This can be seen from the Poynting

vector ExH. Since cBy = 0 in the lower atmosphere, the component ExHy

is also zero. The other part of the vertical component of the Poynting

vector is also zero because even though the fast mode fields Ey and cB1 are

both non-zero in the lower atmosphere, they are 900 out-of-phase, thus the

time average of their product is zero. For example, at an altitude of 50

km, Ey = 8.79x10-5L87.9* V/m and cB1 = 86.7L-2.1* V/m. Electric fields
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measured with balloons were compared to ground-based magnetic field

measurements by Mozer and Manka [1971], who showed E L and 6B1 were

parallel, thus it follows that the vertical component of the Poynting vector

was zero in the lower atmosphere.

The fast mode fields Ey and cB 1 (Figures 4.6b and c) maximize near

their source in the E region, and they fall off with a scale length roughly

equal to the horizontal scale X. This can be seen from the zero frequency

limit of the fast mode dispersion relation in Equation (2.15), i.e. k,2 = -k,2.

The narrow null in cBx (Figure 4.6c) is due to the fact that there is a

zonal Hall current driven by the meridional electric field Ex. One would

expect cB. to have opposite signs above and below the Hall current layer,

thus the field must go through zero within the current sheet. Notice that

unlike the zonal field cBy, cB, is non-zero at the ground.

4.6 A 1 Hz Alfvyn Wave in the Ionosphere

At 1 Hz the wave nature of electromagnetic fields in the ionosphere

is very evident. Another way of saying this is that the thickness of the

lower atmosphere/ionosphere system is on the order of an Alfvdn

wavelength for frequencies on the order of 1 Hz. Thus static electric field

mapping ideas are not applicable. This is evident in Figures 4.7a-d,

where we plot the four horizontal field components at 1 Hz, using the

same "EF" density profile (Figure 4.2a) as in the previous section.

Referring first to the meridional electric field E. we see that at

higher altitudes the magnitude of the field is much greater than in the

quasi-static case, and it is not constant with altitude. This is because we

are seeing the standing wave pattern caused by the interfering incident

and reflected slow mode Alfvdn waves. It appears from Figure 4.7a that
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Figure 4.7 a) Meridional electric, b) zonal electric, c) meridional
magnetic, and d) zonal magnetic field profiles due to a 1 Hz Alfvdn wave
reflecting from the ionosphere.
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most of the reflection takes place at or above 100 kin, and at 1000 km

constructive interference leads to an amplitude greater than the incident

wave amplitude (unity). The reflection coefficient at 1 Hz for this density

profile is -0.4, so we expect a peak amplitude of 1.4 at half-wavelength

intervals above 1000 km.

Below 100 km E, is constant until about 40 kin, then it begins to drop

off, reaching zero at the ground. The zonal magnetic field cBY in Figure

4.7b is similar to the quasi-static case except for the standing wave

pattern above 100 km. As before, there is no zonal magnetic perturbation

at the ground.

There are two notable differences between the 1 Hz and quasi-static

fast mode fields Ey and cB= (Figures 4.7c and d). First, Ey at 1 Hz is 2-3

orders of magnitude greater than in the quasi-static case, and secondly

there is a "bulge" in the 1 Hz field amplitudes above 200 km. This is due

to the fact that the 1 Hz Alfvdn wavelength in the F region peak is about

690 kin, which makes it is less than the horizontal spatial scale 4 of 1000

km. From Equation 2.16 this makes k, real. Thus the fast mode Alfvdn

wave is not evanescent in the F region. As the density decreases above

the F region, k, again becomes imaginary. If we decrease 4 to be less

than 690 km the bulge in the field amplitudes disappears, but the fields in

the E region and below do not change much.

As in the quasi-static case, the vertical component of the Poynting

vector for a 1 Hz wave in the lower atmosphere is zero because cBy = 0

and Ey and cB, are almost 900 out-of-phase. For example, at an altitude

of 50 kin, Ey = 5.9x10-2L119.80 V/m and cB, = 58.3Z28.9* V/rn. The phase

difference is thus 90.90. Again, this is consistent with the fact that

almost no Alfvdn wave energy is dissipated below the E region.
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To provide a qualitative picture of the variation in electric field

profiles versus frequency and altitude we have plotted surface contours of

the meridional and zonal electric fields in Figures 4.8a and 4.8b. We

have used L = 1000 km. As the frequency exceeds 1 Hz the zonal field

suddenly "turns on" and resonates in the F-region cavity. This

resonance is driven at the expense of meridional electric field energy, as

is evident from the slight decrease in the meridional field amplitude near

1.2 Hz.

At this point we are ready to study the effects of varying ionospheric

parameters on Alfv6n waves. We want to investigate the Alfvdn

wave/ionosphere interaction at many different frequencies; hence, the

field amplitude profiles shown in the last two sections are not the most

useful format for comparing iumerical tesults. Instead we will use the

frequency-dependent complex reflection coefficient for the slow mode

Alfv6n wave.

4.7 Reflection of Alfydn Waves from Different Ionospheric Density

Profiles

The complex reflection coefficient F for the slow mode Alfvdn wave is

defined by

F= E,,,p(z = 1000)/Exd.,.(z = 1000) (4.16)

where the subscripts "up" and "down" refer to propagation direction, and

the electric fields are evaluated at 1000 km. In our model we impose

E,,dow,(Z = 1000) = 1 + iO, thus F= E, ,p(z = 1000) = a 3, where a3 is found

from Equation 4.9. Figures 4.9 a and b show the magnitude and phase of
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Figure 4.8a Surface plot showing the variation of the magtude of the
meridional electric field I E. I as a function of frequency and altitude.
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Figure 4.8b Surface plot showing the variation of the magnitude of the
zonal electric field I EyI as a function of frequency and altitude.
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Fi gure 4.9 a) Magnitude and b) phase of the complex electric field
reflection coefficient F at 1000 km altitude for the three ionospheric
density profiles shown in Figures 4.2-4.4.
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F as a function of frequency for each of the three density profiles in

Figures 4.2 - 4.4. We use = 1000 krn for these calculations.

In the low frequency limit for all three profiles the reflection

coefficient F can be predicted with the transmission line analogy

discussed in Section 4.5 by (Ep-1. ZA)/(Xp-1 + ZA) where again ZA = yOVA.

The height-integrated Pedersen conductivities in each case are given in

Table 4.1. As the frequency increases the "E" and "EF" profile reflection

coefficients go through pronounced dips. This is a result of the fact that

the ionosphere is a distributed load, thus the slab reflection model is not

appropriate above roughly 0.1 Hz. A lower reflection coefficient F is a

result of an increase in Joule dissipation given by (E1 2 + EY2 )9t(aj) +

E,29(ao). The real parts of the conductivities (denoted by the symbol 9Z)

are mostly unaffected by changes in frequency. Thus the increase in

Joule dissipation is due to an increase in electric field magnitudes within

the conducting layer. At the minimum F frequencies in Figdre 4.9a the

electric field standing wave pattern is such that E. is increased in the E

region. This increase in E, can be seen in the surface plot in Figure 4.8a.

Superimposed on the dips in F in the "EF" and "F" curves is a

general trend towards smadler reflection coefficients at higher

frequencies. This is the propagation loss which increases as the

electrical length of propagation increases. In a homogeneous medium

this loss increases exponentially with electrical length. A second energy

sink at higher frequencies is the zonal electric field, which increases

because it is no longer evanescent, at least in regions of high density.

Figure 4.9b shows the phase angle in degrees of MV). If we again use

a transmission line/load analogy, the overall negative slope in M) gives

an effective reflection altitude for the Alfvn waves. If we let d denote the

i
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distance from 1000 km to the reflection point, then the phase angle 0

between the upward and downward propagating slow Alfvdn waves at

1000 km is given by 4 = 2(360)d/A, thus doldf = 720*d/VA. Applying this to

the curve for the "E" profile in Figure 4.9b gives d = 820 km, or a reflection

altitude of 180 kin, which corresponds to the steep conductivity gradient

on the top side of the E region.

In all 3 density profiles we have examined, the lower atmosphere

plasma density profile was the same, namely an exponential decrease in

charge density with decreasing altitude below 95 km. We have chosen a 6

km scale height for this decrease. We found that doubling the scale

height to 12 km had no discernable effect on the 0-2 Hz reflection

coefficient for the "EF" density profile, hence we conclude that accurate

modeling of charge density in the lower atmosphere is unimportant for

our purposes.

4.8 The Effect of Collisions on Ill)

Small reflection coefficients are due to efficient dissipation of

electrical energy in the form of Joule heat, which is the result of particle

collisions. If both electron and ion collisions are absent, then F) 1. To

determine the relative importance of the two types of collisions, we again

calculated F(f) for the "EF" density profile in Figure 4.2a, but we

multiplied and divided the ion collision frequency vi by 3 at all altitudes,

as shown in Figure 4.10. We have re-plotted the original M) from Figure

4.9a for reference. At low frequencies, more ion collisions increase Xp

and consequently the reflection coefficient. The behavior is not as

intuitively predictable above 1 Hz.
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Figure 4.10 Illustration of the effects that changes in ion collision
frequencies (upper panel) and electron collision frequencies (lower panel)
can have on the magnitude of I FI.
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The F curve resulting from vi = 0 in Figure 4.10a shows that electron

collisions account for only a small part of the energy absorption, allowing

most of the incident wave to reflect. Figure 4.10b also illustrates the

M slight effect of electron collisions by comparing the original '(f) along

with the curve for ve = 0. Above 0.2 Hz the two curves differ by only a few

* percent. We can conclude that ion collisions are mainly responsible for

the dissipation of Alfvdn wave energy.

Ag Notice in Figure 4.10a that decreasing the ion collision frequency by

a factor of three reduces I F, but eliminating vi completely increases I F

to near unity. This seemingly contradictory behavior is a result of the

S fact that ion collisions play two distinct roles -- they both reflect and

absorb energy. Dividing vi by three decreases Xp and allows for a better

*impedance match to the region above the ionosphere. As a result,

electric fields penetrate deeper into the E region, and more energy is

dissipated. But at some point, decreasing vi will limit the amount of E-

region attenuation and the wave will simply reflect off of the Earth's

surface and back into the magnetosphere.

4.9 /MU

In previous sections we have varied ionospheric parameters but

assumed a constant horizontal spatial scale )4 of 1000 km. The reflection

coefficient for the slow mode Alfvdn wave is mostly unaffected as long as

X > 10 km. To investigate smaller scales with the numerical model we

have to neglect the fast mode completely because the fast mode at x scales

near 10 km is very evanescent, and over the 1000 km simulation region

the code must integrate through hundreds of e-folds in amplitude, which

is computationally prohibitive. Neglecting the fast mode probably doesn't
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cause significant errors in our results because its amplitude is quite

small for small 1,. Figure 4.11 shows r(A) between 10 and 1 km for quasi-

DC fields, and although the dependence is not strong, a clear trend

towards smaller F below 2.0 km scales is evident. A possible reason for

this decrease is that electric fieids with horizontal spatial scales less than

a few km map poorly through the E region. This scale-size dependence of

S electric field mapping is well known [see for example Farley, 1960]. A

consequence of this poor mapping is that the electric field "sees" less of

the conductivity in the E region, so the effective height-integrated

conductivity is less. This in turn means the ionospheric impedance is

more nearly matched to the Alfvdn impedance above the ionosphere, and

an impedance match implies a smaller reflection coefficient.

Profile "EF", f =0.001 Hz
1.0 - T I

0.9-

0.8 1 I I
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0.' , (k -1)

XX(km'

Figure 4.11 Reflection coefficient magnitude, I F I, as a function of
inverse horizontal spatial scale )&-.
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4CHAPTER 5

ROCKET AND SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS OF

ALFVEN WAVES ASSOCIATED WITH THE DISCRETE AURORA

S 5.1 Introduction

The connection between Alfvdn waves and auroral arcs has been

discussed by many authors [Hasegawa, 1976; Goertz and Boswell 1979;

Haerendel 1983; Seyler 1988], mainly because Alfvdn waves are a possible

mechanism for auroral electron acceleration. One of the purposes of this

chapter is to establish experimentally (at least in a few examples) that

Alfvdn waves occur near auroral arcs. Our main goal is more general,

however. We will develop and apply techniques to analyze auroral

electric and perturbation magnetic field data and extract information

concerning the source, propagation, dissipation, and relative amounts of

spatial and temporal structuring of those fields.

Zmuda et al. [1966] were among the first to measure magnetic

fluctuations with a satellite. The measurements were taken at 1100 km

with the 1963 38C satellite and the authors interpreted the fluctuations as

Alfvdn waves. Many authors have identified Alfv6n waves in satellite

measurements taken at altitudes of several Earth radii, most recently

Erlandson et al. [1990], who measured very coherent burst of elliptically

polarized waves below 1 Hz with the Viking satellite. Iyemori and

Hayashi [19891 also found coherent bursts of Alfvdn waves with the

Magsat satellite orbiting at 400 kin, but purposefully neglected latitudes

110



above 65* "because of the difficulty in distinguishing the waves ftom the

small-scale field-aligned current structures."

Sugiura et al. [1982], Sugiura [1984], and Smiddy et al. [1984]

measured electric and magnetic fields perpendicular to Bo with the DE-2

satellite near the ionosphere (< 1000 kin) at auroral latitudes and found

them to be highly correlated but not coherent as in the above studies.

Furthermore, they found that the ratio Z = goE /,10 was not equal to

/MOVA as one would expect from Alfvdn waves but instead Z = Xp-1. As we

discussed at the end of Chapter 3, this can be explained by a static electric

field/Birkeland current model with fluctuations arising from the motion

of the spacecraft through spatial structures with scale sizes from

hundreds of meters to hundreds of km. Since the spectrum of fluctuating

fields measured by a spacecraft traversing the a-froral oval is generally a

monotonically decreasing function of frequency, the bulk of the spectral

energy lies at low frequencies. A correlation analysis of electromagnetic

field fluctuations measured in the oval will therefore emphasize the

largest scales in the system.

Rather than forming a single r.m.s. measure of field fluctuations,

we will relate the amplitudes and phases of electric and magnetic fields

as a function of frequency, which allows us to investigate spatial and/or

temporal scales that are smaller than those considered in previous

studies of auroral fields and closer to the regime associated with discrete

auroral arcs and Alfvdn waves.

There are several ways to detect Alfvdn waves in the ionosphere.

The most direct is to look for coherent electromagnetic field oscillations in

the time-domain data. We have already seen an example of this in

HILAT satellite data in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.13). Recently Boehm et al.
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[1990] found Alfvdn waves in the time-domain data from a Black Brant X

sounding rocket launched into the morning auroral oval (see Section 3.5).

One can also detect Alfvdn waves by forming frequency-time sonograms

and looking for narrow-band enhancements in the electric and magnetic

field spectra. For example Erlandson et al. [1990] used this technique

with Viking satellite data.

The frequencies at which spectral enhancements occur provide

information pertaining to the source and propagation of Alfvdn waves

which has to date not been fully exploited. The peaks may represent the

frequency of the source supplying the Alfvdn waves, or properties of the

medium through which they have traveled. For example Lysak [19881

showed that the exponential density decrease thousands of km above the

ionosphere can give rise to reronant excitations in the ionosphere.

Another cause for structuring in frequency is interference between

waves incident from the magnetosphere and reflected from the

ionosphere, i.e. standing waves. One way to distinguish between these

possibilities is to form the quotient of the electric and magnetic field

spectra. Spectral enhancements due to the source of Alfvdn waves will

appear in both the electric and magnetic field spectra. Dividing the

spectra gives what we call the "'impedance function" Z(f), and we will

show in the next section that any structuring it has in frequency must be

due to standing Alfvdn waves. In this chapter we will also examine the

frequency-dependent phase relation between the meridional electric and

zonal magnetic fields E. and By, and show that this can also be used to

identify standing wave patterns. These techniques have the advantage

that in some cases they can detect Alfvdn waves when their presence in

time-domain or spectral data alone is not obvious.
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5.2 The Impedance Function

Let E (f) and 6By (f) be the complex Fourier transforms of the

meridional electric and zonal magnetic fields measured in the frame of a

moving satellite or sounding rocket. The complex impedance Z (I) is

defined by

Z~f) pA (~l M (f)(5.1)

We will use Z(f) to denote the magnitude of Z(f), and this is what we will

call the "impedance function". In practice we find the impedance

function from ILO(PE/PB) 1/ 2 where PE and PB are the electric and

magnetic field power spectra of E(t) and MY(t).

We will compare Z(f) from spacecraft-measured electromagnetic

filds above the aurora with the predictions of three ideal models: 1)

Structured static fields and Birkeland currents, 2) traveling Alfvdn waves

with no horizontal structure, and 3) standing Alfv6n waves with no

horizontal structure.

In the static field model the frequency f measured in the spacecraft

frame is due entirely to the motion of the spacecraft through spatial

structuros with scale size A4. If the spacecraft velocity in the : direction

is V., then f4 = V.. In this case Z(f) = 1p "1 for all spatial scales greater

than a few km. This is violated at small scales because the electric fields

do not map completely through the E region, thus the height-integrated

Pedersen current decreases.

A traveling Alfvdn plane wave will have an impedance function

which is constant in frequency and which is equal to the characteristic

impedance of Alfvdn waves, ZA = yOVA. As we mentioned in the

introduction, Z(f) is constant in this case even when the Alfvdn wave
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source supplies waves at preferred frequencies because spectral

enhancements occur in both PB and PE and therefore divide out.

Obliquely propagating traveling waves have a modified impedance when

the horizontal wavelength 4 approaches the electromagnetic skin depth

C/IOpe, and this can cause Z(f) to vary with frequency. We will consider

this possibility in more detail in the discussion section at the end of this

chapter.

Previous authors have measured the ratio of electric and magnetic

field spectra and have found values between ZA and Zp-1 . One of the first

to do this was Gurnett et al. [1984] who used the Dynamics Explorer 1

satellite to measure the refractive index cBIE (proportional to Z'(f))

between 1.78 and 31.1 Hz. These authors pointed out that a static field-

aligned current model was not sufficient at all frequencies. Berthelier et

al. [1989] also calculated the refractive index versus fusing the AUREOL-

3 satellite and found a refractive index that was structured in frequency

but again was larger than could be expected from Alfvdn waves. They

concluded that the fields must have been due to Doppler-shifted static

fields. As we will see, both the structuring in frequency and the

seemingly high refractive index are consistent with the standing Alfv~n

wave model.

Near a boundary such as the ionosphere, an Alfv6n wave will be

partially reflected due to the high conductivity, and the incident and

reflected waves will form a standing wave pattern. In this case the

impedance function will vary with distance from the reflection point.

The vertically changing field impedances in a standing wave pattern

are essentially impossible to detect directly in the Earth's auroral zone

since satellite trajectories are horizontal, and rockets cannot make a
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vertical cut through a distance of several times ;J4 quickly enough to

unambiguously separate temporal and spatial variations. (Future

satellite or space shuttle experiments with tethered probes may make a

direct measurement of a standing wave pattern possible.) This is not

true in the case of whistler mode waves which have much shorter

wavelengths. For example Siefring et al. [1990] have reported standing

VLF waves at two frequencies below a sporadic E layer. In this case the

transmitters were on the ground and at a fixed frequency so the analysis

was straightforward. Here we must cope with a geophysical source of

unknown character which co-exists with a spatially turbulent convection

electric field, and in which are imbedded field-aligned current sources.

Furthermore, in our case the reflecting surface is almost certainly

structured at scales which in the satellite frame generate frequencies in

the Alfvdn wave regime. Despite these difficulties, evidence for standing

Alfv6n waves can be found from the impedance function because

different frequencies correspond to different electrical lengths above the

ionosphere; that is, higher frequencies in Z(f) correspond to larger

electrical distances above the ionosphere.

For a uniform reflecting sheet of integrated conductivity Ep in

contact with a uniform medium characterized by a constant impedance

ZA the electric and magnetic fields due to an Alfv~n wave can be written

E(z, t) }fEi,, (e i (CO t + kzZ) + F e i ( t - kz z) (5.2a)

B (z, t) =,,§ ident (ei(2t .kzz). rei(ot -kzz)) (5.2b)

where a tilde denotes a complex quantity, o/k z = VA and F is the electric

field reflection coefficient (1p'I - ZA)/(Zp 1 + ZA). (See for example Ramo,

Whinnery, and Van Duzer [19651 or other texts on plane wave
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propagation or transmission lines.) The ratio of (5.2a) to (5.2b) gives the

complex impedance function

Z(v) = OVA 1 +e2io)zIVA1
1 - Fe-2 ic)z VA (5.3)

The magnitude of the impedance function Z(f) varies between ZAIS and

ZAS where S is the standing wave ratio given by S = (1 + IF I )/(1 - I F I).

For ionospheric reflections with ZA > Ip"1 the minimum and maximum

impedances above the ionosphere are rp 1 and ZA2 1p and are separated

by a distance k/4 where .z =VAlf.

Of course the ionosphere above the reflecting E region is not

homogeneous as we have assumed above, and later in the chapter we will

attempt to predict the behavioi of measured impedance spectra using the

numerical model of (7hapter 4. However, a simple and reasonable

estimate of the fre qluency [max of the first peak in Z() can be found by

neglecting partial reflections off of F-region density gradients and

assuming a single reflection from the top of the E region (at Zmin). (This

assumption is valid under a WKB approximation.) The result is

.L. Jma zMi VA (Z) (5.4)

which reduces to fmax = VA/[ 4 (Zmax - Zmin)] for constant VA. Here Zmax

is the height at which the fields are measured.

Knudsen et al. [19901 showed in two examples, one from a sounding

rocket and one from the HILAT satellite, in which measured peaks in the

impedance functions were predicted by (5.4). We will present some of

those results along with new data later in the chapter. When calculating

impedance spectra from sounding rocket and satellite data, large

fluctuations due to noise arise when dividing the electric and magnetic
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field spectra. To reduce the amount of statistical variation in the

measured impedance spectra, we split the time series data into several 32

point sub-intervals overlapping by 16 points. The electric and magnetic

field spectra from each sub-interval are averaged before dividing to find

Z(f). Before calculating the individual spectra we subtract a linear least

squares fit from the time-domain data and multiply by a Hanning

window [Press et al., 1986].

5.3 The Normalized Cross-Snectrum

Standing Alfv6n waves can be distinguished from traveling waves or

static fields not only by the magnitude of the complex impedance function

as discussed above, but by its phase as well. In a pure standing

elect.romagnetic wave (i.e. with I-= ±1) the electric and magneic fields

are shifted by ± 900, according to (5.3). Dubinin et al. [1985] measured this

effect with the Intercosmos-Bulgaria-1300 satellite by calculating the

phase shift between each Fourier component of E and 8B field

fluctuations. If the standing wave ratio is finite, I arg(Z (f)) I is less than

900 and varies along the propagation direction. For traveling Alfvdn

waves (W= 0), EX and 8By are in phase. This is also true for static fields

as one can see by letting w = 0 in Equation 5.3.

For Alfvdn waves reflecting from a complicated medium such as the

ionosphere, we can use the numerical model in Chapter 4 to predict the

phase angle of Z (f) in order to compare with measurements. An

experimental measure of the phase angle of Z (f) is given by the

normalized cross-spectrum defined in general by
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E12  ( § Vi~) S )

where S and §2 are the Fourier transforms of the two time series to be

compared, brackets denote ensemble averages, and the asterisk signifies

the complex conjugate. C1 2 will provide us not only with a phase relation

between EX and 3By but also with a measure of the validity of that

estimate. General discussions of the cross-spectrum and applications

can be found in signal processing textbooks, e.g. Papoulis [19651 or

Jenkins and Watts [19681.

The cross-spectrum has been used in a variety of geophysical

experiments. For example, in coherent backscatter radar work q and S2

are the Fourier transforms of the received signals from spatially

separated antennas, thus the phase angle arg(C12 0) (known as the

"phase spectrum") can be used to estimate the source location of

scatterers and the magnitude I C1 2 (f)l (the "coherency spectrum")

contains information both on the signal-to-noise ratio and the spatial

extent of the scatterer [Farley et al., 1981; Kudeki, 1983; Providakes, 1985;

Sahr, 19901. Labelle [1985] used the cross-spectrum to measure plasma

wave vectors by correlating the signals from spatially separated density

probes on board a sounding rocket.

In our case we will take S1 and k to be the Fourier transforms of the

meridional electric and zonal magnetic fields E x and b5By respectively.

The phase angle given by the cross-spectrum measures the difference of

the phase angles of the Fourier components of E x and 8By , which of

course is the phase angle of Z(f). If a constant phase relation between E.

and By is maintained throughout the time series and the signal is not

noisy, then the coherency I C12 ( I will be close to unity. Smaller values
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can be due either to a small signal-to-noise ratio or to an E,-3By phase

shift which changes throughout the time series. In choosing the

duration of our time series we must balance these two effects.

Increasing the length of the time series will increase the number of

averages contributing to the cross-spectrum and therefore reduce the

statistical fluctuations, but the probability of the measured process

maintaining a coherent phase throughout the series decreases.

A typical data set which we will analyze in this chapter has two data

points per second and is 100 s long. We separate the series into segments

of 32 points which overlap by 16 points, yielding 11 segments. The data

are then prepared in the same way as described in the previous section:

we subtract a least-squares linear fit from each segment, multiply by a

Hanning window, and Fourier transform. We then operate on the

resulting transforms as indicatei in (5.5).

Since our cross-spectra have a relatively small number of individual

time series which contribute to the ensemble average, we can expect that

statistical fluctuations might cause the coherency at a given frequency to

be large even in the presence of uncorrelated data. Also, overlapping

data segments by N/2 points can lead to an artificially enhanced

coherency. To arrive at a criterion for selecting statistically significant

data we processed time series of mock E and 3B data made up of

Gaussian white noise. We then took ensemble averages of 5, 10, and 15

individual cross-spectra formed from 32 data points each, overlapping

the data used to create each spectrum by 16 points. We repeated the

process 20 times using different random data each time to obtain an idea

of the range of coherencies that a random signal source can generate.

The results are given in Table 5.1. Thus if we choose to average 10

a
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spectra, we expect noise-generated coherencies (averaged over frequency)

to fall between 0.27 and 0.37.

Table 5.1. Ensemble average of the frequency-averaged coherency
calculated from 20 different time series consisting of Gaussian white
noise.

# of individual spectra iC_2 std. dev.averaged for each

cross-spectruM

5 0.453 0.058

10 0.323 0.049

15 0.285 0.035

5.4 Greenland I Rocket Data

In Section 3.5 we found the DC Poynting flux for the upleg of a

Black Brant X sounding rocket flight made during the Greenland I

campaign. The rocket was launched eastward into the morning auroral

oval from Sondrestrom, and it remained in the auroral oval during the

entire upleg. When plotted at high resolution, coherent Alfvdn waves can

be identified in the time domain data [Boehm et al., 1990]. Since we know

Alfvdn waves are present in the field data, this data set is ideal for testing

the impedance spectrum and normalized cross-spectrum as diagnostic

tools in low frequency electromagnetic field studies.

To form Z(/) and C12 (0 for the rocket data we split the entire E x

(northward) and SBy (eastward) time series plotted in Figure 5.1 into 32

point segments overlapping by 16 points, giving a total of 21 power

.-
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0
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Figue 5.1 Data taken from a Black Brant X sounding rocket launched
from Sondrestroni. Greenland on 23 January, 1985. The rocket traveled
eastward along the auroral oval. (Data are courtesy of C. Carlson, B.
McFadden, and M. Boehm at the University of California, Berkeley.)
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spectra. The electric fields perpendicular to B0 were measured with

perpendicular 3 m electric field booms, and magnetic measurements

were taken with a fluxgate magnetometer. To obtain electric fields below

the rocket spin frequency, electric field measurements were fit to a sine

wave over time intervals of one spin period, resulting in a sampling

period of 0.887 s. The impedance and phase spectra are shown in Figure

5.2. Also shown in Figure 5.2 are the predicted phase and impedance

spectra from the numerical model (Chapter 4) assuming a constant

measurement altitude of 600 km and a horizontal spatial scale 4 of 1000

km. The density profile used as input to the model is shown in Figure 5.3

and was parameterized from a profile measured with a Langmuir probe

on board a Terrier-Malemute rocket launched nearly simultaneously

with the Black Brant X (Earle, 1988]. For reference we have plotted Zp-1

in Figure 5.2 as deduced from measurements made by the Sondrestrom

radar during the rocket flight.

The data curve in the bottom panel of Figure 5.2 clearly shows

that the phase between EX and B, varies with frequency. In either the

static model or the traveling Alfvdn wave model, electric and

perturbation magnetic fields are shifted by 0* or 1800. In the coordinate

system we are using, a 1800 phase indicates a downward-directed

Poynting vector, which is the case in the zero frequency limit of Figure

5.2 for both theory and experiment. At higher frequencies the measured

phase increases to a maximum of nearly 2600 at 0.4 Hz. Fields such as

these which are nearly out of phase are exactly what is expected in

standing Alfv6n waves, as shown by the theoretical curve plotted with the

data. Thus with the phase spectrum in this case we are able not only to
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UCB 35.009 23 January, 1985
1.6 3.6
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,a1.2 - -2.7

50 0.8 - -1.8 E
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0. 0.9

0 0

arg (Cj2(f)) model

5-

1801 arg (C12(f)) measured

135, 1 , I -'
0 0.2 0.4 0.6f(Hz)

Figure 5.2 Numerical results compared with sounding rocket data
averaged over the entire interval shown in Figure 5.1. Averages were
formed from 21 sub-intervals of 32 points each.
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Sondrestrom, 23 January, 1985
1000 I I

L

W-

400

I

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Density X 10 5 (cm -3)

Figure 5.3 Electron density profile used as model input for the curves in
Figure 5.2. This profile approximates the density profile taken on board a
Terrier-Malemute rocket launched nearly simultaneously and in the
same direction as the Black Brant [see Earle, 1988].
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detect the presence of Alfvdn waves, but we can determine that both

incident and reflected components are present.

The impedance spectrum in Figure 5.2 is also consistent with the

standing wave model. A trend toward increasing impedance at higher

frequencies is clearly visible. The static field model predicts Z(f) = Ip "1 for

all Doppler-shifted frequencies. As shown in Figure 5.2, the standing

Alfvdn wave model predicts a peak in the impedance spectrum at 0.5 Hz.

Qualitatively, the theoretical and experimental impedance curves

match well. However, the latter is less peaked, and the peak is much

lower (1.5 vs. 3.5 Q) than the theory curve. There are at least four possible

reasons for this: 1) The model assumes uniform ionospheric density,

collision frequencies, etc. in the horizontal direction, which is not the

case in the auroral oval. Icnospheric structure will tend to smear the

peaked nature of the electric and magnetic field spectra, which will in

turn broaden the impedance spectrum and decrease its peak value. 2) If

static fields are present in addition to Alfvdn waves, the mixture of these

two will tend to make the impedance fall somewhere between the pure

standing wave impedance and Zp-1. 3) The measured spectral power at a

single frequency is actually an average of the power in a frequency range

Af. Thus any spectral peaks will be reduced by averaging with

neighboring values. Finally, 4) we have assumed a constant

measurement altitude for the numerical model's predictions, but in fact

the rocket altitude varies between 400 and 770 km during the interval we

have analyzed. The altitude dependence of the standing wave impedance

will thus lead to smearing in Z(f). However, while the rocket actually

traverses about 350 km in altitude during the time interval we are

interested in, over half of the data are taken in the upper 100 km due to

I
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the parabolic time dependence of the rocket altitude. Running the

numerical model for a 700 km rather 600 km measurement altitude

decreases the frequency of the impedance peak only by about 5%,

therefore we suspect that the altitude variation of the sounding rocket is

not the primary cause of small measured impedance values.

The bottom two panels of Figure 5.1 allow us to compare the

fluctuating electric field power integrated between 0.25-0.35 Hz with

electron precipitation. The two quantities are well correlated and we may

conclude that much of the Alfv~n wave energy in this frequency band is

spatially coincident with auroral arcs. The sounding rocket was

*traveling eastward, nearly parallel to auroral structures. This allowed

the rocket to dwell in the vicinity of arcs and enhanced Alfvdn wave

activity. Polar-orbiting satellites fly perpendicular to the auroral oval,

and as a consequence they traverse auroral arcs very quickly. We will

see in the next section that this limits the amount of Alfvdn wave energy

one can measure from the HILAT satellite.

We have used the impedance and cross-spectrum to verify the

presence of Alf,en waves in sounding rocket data, and also to show that

incident and reflected wave components are interfering as a result of the

highly conducting, and therefore reflecting, ionosphere. We will now

turn to HILAT measurements of Z(f) and 012(f) to search for evidence of

Alfvdn waves which are not obvious in the time domain data alone.

5.5 HILAT Satellite Data

In order to find HILAT data with a significant correlation

between Ex and 8By we studied the 26 different HILAT passes listed in

Table 5.2. (In the HILAT coordinate system, f is the direction of the
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Table 5.2. HILAT passes searched for 100 s intervals with a frequency-
A averaged E-8B coherency exceeding 0.5. Passes with an asterisk satisfy

this criterion.

Yar Dy Start Time (UT) M La6 Solar Zenith Angleidegi

1983 344* 13:05 11.00 85

1984 019 09:19 05:45 115
1984 023 09:21 05"15 120
1984 047 18:55 16:30 70
1984 058 17:33 1415 65
1984 063 17:04 13:30 60
1984 067 02:05 00:00 130
1984 075 15:16 12.00 55
1984 096" 11:16 1115 60
1984 122 18:45 18:45 60
1984 164" 12:23 11:45 35
1984 179" 10:58 10.00 45
1984 217" 04:37 0515 90
1984 242 03:56 01:45 110
1984 245 04:19 04"30 120
1984 261" 15:43 12:30 50
1984 318" 19:54 16.0 85
1984 329 16:48 17.00 80
1984 345 14:56 12:45 75
1984 346 14:30 12:45 75

1985 052 20:09 16:45 80
1985 089 00:59 23.00 115
1985 112 12:42 12:45 55
1985 148 17:30 17:45 45
1985 265 17:06 13:45 50
1985 277 15:15 1215 55
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satellite's velocity, I is downward, and y completes the right-hand

system.) Each pass contains roughly 10 minutes of data taken in the

northern hemisphere auroral oval and polar cap. The HILAT

magnetometer samples at 20 s "1 and the electric field is derived from ion

drift measurements taken either at 16 or 32 s-1 . Since for our purposes

we are only interested in the frequency components below 1 Hz we

averaged the field quantities to 2 samples/s, or one measurement every

3.7 km. We did not filter out the lowest frequency magnetic field

variations due to mechanical oscillations of the satellite as we did in

Chapter 3 because those variations are well below the range of

frequencies we will consider here. The magnetometer resolution is about

+6.7 nT, but averaging gives an effective resolution somewhat lower than

this.

We separated the data from the 26 passes in Table 5.2 into 284

data segments of 100 s each and found the coherency spectrum from 11

sub-segments as described in Section 5.3. The resulting coherency from

each 100 s interval we then averaged over frequency to obtain a single

measure of the E.-By correlation. By averaging the coherency spectrum

over all frequencies as a test to find meaningful correlations, we allow for

the possibility of low correlation near DC but high correlation at higher

frequencies.

Figure 5.4a shows the distribution of frequency-averaged

coherencies C12 for the 288 100 s intervals obtained from the HILAT data

survey. Figure 5.4b shows for comparison the distribution of coherencies

for 284 100s intervals consisting of Gaussian white noise. The 3 intervals

with values of C12 exceeding 0.8 are from Day 217, 1984 and occur during

periods of extremely small electric and magnetic fields. Using straight
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Figure 5.4 Distribution of frequency-averaged coherency spectra from a)
HILAT data, and b) Gaussian white noise. Each coherency spectrum
was formed from 11 electric and magnetic field spectra, which were in
turn formed from 32 data points each.
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lines (i.e. E(t) = alt + cl, SB(t) = a 2t + b2 ) alone as input to the analysis

routines yields coherencies of unity, and we suspect that the Day 217

coherencies are high for this same reason. That is, any segment of the

magnetic field data has a low-order trend due to the oscillation of the

satellite, and when no geophysical signals are present, the time series

resulting from this trend can generate anomalously high coherencies.

The passes of most interest to us are those with a noticeable amount of

signal energy present and with C12 above 0.5, indicated by the arrow in

Figure 5.4a.

Notice from Figure 5.4b that even though the noise used to

calculate the cross-spectra has a coherence of zero, the apparent

coherence is near 0.3. This is due to the small number of data segments

contributing to the ensemble average (i.e. N = 11). The average coherency

in Figure 5.4b will decrease with increasing N, roughly as N 1 2 . In fact,

it is easy to verify that the average coherencies in Table 5.1 fall quite close

to N-1/2 in magnitude.

Having now identified several promising data intervals we will

analyze in detail six examples which were taken when the Sondrestrom

Incoherent Scatter Radar was scanning more or less along the N-S

meridian. The radar measured ionospheric density profiles up to 850 km

altitude and over a 800 km range in latitude (depending on the

measurement altitude). The density profiles were averaged over latitude

to obtain a single altitude profile [M. McCready and J. F. Vickrey,

personal communication, 19901. Since the density profiles are averaged

in latitude, some of the apparent structure in altitude may actually be

due to horizontal structuring in plasma density.
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Often the upper range gates of the radar data are corrupted

either by a poor signal-to-noise ratio or by echoes from man-made

satellites. When this appears to be the case we replace the top portion of

the radar-measured profile with an exponentially decreasing density to

use as input to our numerical model. We also smooth the radar profiles,

and we extrapolate the profile below 95 km using a 6 km exponential

scale height. The high-coherency HILAT data in each case were not

necessarily taken in the same region that the radar measured.

In Figures 5.5-5.16 we show in chronological order the radar

density profiles (both measured and smoothed), E,(f) and By(f) for the

100 s intervals of interest, and measured and modeled cross-spectra and

impedance spectra for each of the six HILAT passes. While we present

only the high-coherency data intervals, it ia evident from the complete

data sets that in each pass the large coherencies are found within the

auroral oval, as indicated by large scale magnetic perturbations from the

Region 1/Region 2 current systems. Unfortunately, unlike the sounding

rocket example of the previous section, in all six HILAT passes it appears

that the measured phase spectra have very large variances, and a

comparison between measured and modeled curves is unconvincing. All

cases do show a 1800 phase shift between Ex and 5By, at DC however,

which indicates a downward-directed Poynting vector for quasi-static

fields.

The measured and modeled impedance spectra are in better

agreement than the measured and modeled phase spectra. On Day 096,

1984 (Figure 5.10), Day 179, 1984 (Figure 5.12), and Day 277, 1985 (Figure

5.16), the density profiles are somewhat similar and the numerical model

predicts a single impedance peak in the 0.3-0.6 Hz range. In all three of

-'
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HILAT Day 344,1983
1.0 m  • • " • 4
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0 0.2 0.4 f (Hz) 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 5.6 Comparison of numerical model and experimental results
using the smoothed density profile and electric and magnetic fields
shown in Figure 5.5. Ensemble averages were formed from 11 separate
32 point (16 s) intervals overlapping by 16 points each. Boxes indicate a
coherency exceeding 0.5.
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HILAT Day 063,1984
0.24 4.01 Z (f)I measured/

0.18 -- 3.0

23.0

T . 122.0 IE

" 0.06 '-1.0
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0.

t3601

270-arg (C l2(f)) modelt270-
¥ 90-
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;' 0

0 0.2 0.4 f (Hz) 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 5.8 Comparison of numerical model and experimental results
using the smoothed density profile and electric and magnetic fields
shown in Figure 5.7. Ensemble averages were formed from 11 separate
32 point (16 s) intervals overlapping by 16 points 3ach. Boxes indicate a
coherency exceeding 0.5.
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t HJ2LAT Day 096,1984

0.4 8.0

0.3- g Z(fIZ(f) model 6.0
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arg (C 12(f)) measured "
0

0 0.2 0.4 f (Hz) 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 5.10 Comparison of numerical model and experimental results
using the smoothed density profile and electric and magnetic fields
shown in Figure 5.9. Ensemble averages were formed from 11 separate
32 point (16 s) intervals overlapping by 16 points each. Boxes indicate a
coherency exceeding 0.5.
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HILAT Day 179, 1984
0.322.

IZ(f)J model

0.24- -1.8

S 0 16 - -1.2

0 Z (f/)I measured

0 0

270 - arg (C12f)) model

90 arg (C2(f)) measured

0 0.2 0.4 f (Hz) 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 5.12 Comparison of numerical model and experimental results
using the smoothed density profile and electric and magnetic fields
shown in Figure 5.11. Ensemble averages were formed from 11 separate
32 point (16 s) intervals overlapping by 16 points each. Boxes indicate a
coherency exceeding 0.5.
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HILAT Day 261, 1984
0.4 6.0

0.3-" -4.5
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of numerical model and experimental results
using the smoothed density profile and electric and magnetic fields
shown in Figure 5.13. Ensemble averages were formed from 11 separate
32 point (16 s) intervals overlapping by 16 points each. Boxes indicate a
coherency exceeding 0.5.
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HIAT Day 277,1985
0.6 6.0

0 Z (f) I measured0.45 - -4.5

0-.3.0OE

Eg
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Z70 -arg (C 12(f) nodel
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0 0.2 0.4 f (Hz) 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 5.16 Comparison of numerical model and experimental results
using the smoothed density profile and electric and magnetic fields
shown in Figure 5.15. Ensemble averages were formed from 11 separate
32 point (16 s) intervals overlapping by 16 points each. Boxes indicate a
coherency exceeding 0.5.
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these cases, the maximum measured impedance value falls within about

15% of the model's prediction. Unfortunately, the peak measured

impedance on Day 096, 1984 (Figure 5.10) does not have a coherence above

0.5 associated with it, and therefore the fact that it lies near the modeled

peak may be coincidental. On Day 063, 1984 (Figure 5.8), the ionospheric

density profile was such that there are two impedance peaks below 1 Hz,

and two peaks are clearly visible in the data. However, only the second

impedance peak has a coherency above 0.5.

On Day 261, 1984 (Figure 5.14), there is a poor match between the

model and experiment, and in fact the peak measured impedance occurs

at a frequency for which the modeled impedance is minimum. A

possible reason for the poor match is that the average density profile

measured by the radar is not representative of the actual ionosphere

below HILAT when Alfvdn wave energy, if any, was present.

Day 344, 1983 (Figure 5.6) is an especially interesting case. On

other passes and in the sounding rocket data the measured impedance

function starts near Xp"1 at zero frequency and tends to increase. This is

a consequence of a highly conducting ionosphere with Lp-I < ZA where ZA

is the Alfvdn impedance at the measurement altitude. One can see from

the Day 344 density profile in Figure 5.5 that there is not much density in

the E region, which causes a Ip- 1 (-3 Ql) greater than ZA (-2 1). In this

case the model standing wave impedance is maximum at 0 Hz and

decreases with frequency. While the measured impedance values do not

match the modeled values, the low order trend in the measured Z does

decrease by a factor of 3 at higher frequencies, presumably because of the

low E-region density.
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Turning again to the example with two impedance peaks in both

the measured and modeled data (Figure 5.8), we find that the frequency

of the second measured impedance peak is .2 Hz smaller than predicted

by the model. It is interesting to note that in the frequency range of the

measured impedance maximum (0.6 - 0.8 Hz), the measured cross-

spectrum has a high coherency and the phase is at a minimum, while

the modeled phase maximizes. Comparing the measured and modeled

phase spectra, one might expect that the input to the numerical model

could be adjusted to bring them into agreement. One would have to find a

parameter that affects only the higher frequency part of the curve while

leaving the agreement between the impedance peaks at 0.3 Hz unaffected.

Decreasing the electron detsity in the E and F regions will move both

impedance peaks towards larger frequencies, thus an inaccurate density

profile is probably not the cause for the disparity between the data and

modeled curves.

In contrast to the electron density profile, the ion collision

frequency vi near 150 km can affect only the high frequency part of the

impedance and phase spectra. The reason for this is that, roughly

speaking, Alfv~n waves penetrate down into the ionosphere as long as the

wave frequency co exceeds v1. This effect is illustrated in Figure 5.17,

where we have modeled the meridional electric field magnitude I Ex I for

two different frequencies. We have used the "EF" density profile in

Figure 4.2 as input to the model. If one defines the Alfvdn wave reflection

altitude as the altitude near the E region where I Ex I is minimum, then

Figure 5.17 shows that a 1.2 Hz Alfvdn wave penetrates to about 140 km,

whereas a 0.5 Hz wave reflects at 180 km. Decreasing v i below 150 km

could then lower the reflection altitude for waves with frequencies near 1
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Figure 5.17 Model meridional electric field profiles for two Alfvdn waves
illustrating the fact that higher frequency waves reflect from lower
altitudes.
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Hz, which in turn would decrease the frequency of maximum I Z I for

those waves. Our modeled profiles of vi are based on a neutral

atmosphere model with an assumed thermospheric temperature of 1000

K. The actual thermospheric temperature can vary widely, and as a

result, the neutral atmosphere density and ion-neutral collision

frequency can also vary. Thus the lack of agreement between our

modeled and measured frequencies of peak I Z(f) I might be explained in

part by our poor knowledge of vi(z).

The frequency dependence of the reflection altitude also explains

why the frequency of the second impedance peak in Figure 5.8 (0.8 Hz) is

not three times the frequency of the first peak (0.3 Hz). This factor of

three relation would hold for a constant reflection altitude because

impedance peaks occur when an observer is Vd4 and 3,V4 above the

reflector. But since higher frequency waves reflect from lower altitudes

in the case of ionospheric reflections, the frequency of the second

impedance peak is somewhat lower than three times the frequency of the

first peak.

Wihile we have found reasonable agreement between measured

and modeled frequencies of the frequencies of maximum I Z(/) 1, in all

cases the measured impedance is much smaller than predicted by the

standing Alfv~n wave model, and in fact it is less than Zp-1 in most

cases, although this also may indicate a problem with the neutral

atmosphere or collision frequency models.

We pointed out that the sounding rocket discussed in the previous

section traveled mostly parallel to auroral structures and therefore spent

a significant amo ,.it of time in regions where Alfvdn waves seem to

occur the most. This could account for the good data/theory match in
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that case, especially in the phase spectrum. HILAT flies mostly

perpendicular to auroral structures and probably spends less time in

regions with Alfvdn waves. In the HILAT passes we have analyzed it

appears much of the field energy is due to quasi-static fields with an

associated impedance function Z(f) = Zp-1 . Even so, the impedance

function in most cases shows a significant increase at frequencies for

which it is predicted to be maximum by the standing wove model. Thus

HILAT must have flown through regions of Alfvdnic fluctuations, and

most importantly the frequencies of detectable Alfvbn waves are

determined by the standing wave pattern, not the wave source. That is,

in almost all cases there is at least some Alfvdn wave energy present at

peaks in the standing wave impedance function, thus the magnetosphere

is apparently supplying a continuous spectrum of waves, but only at

those frequencies corresponding to peaks in Z(f) does the electric field

from Alfvdn waves constitute a significant fraction of the total electric

field spectrum measured across the auroral oval.

5.6 A Quantitative Estimate of the Amount of Alfvdn Wave Energy in

Electromaenetic Field Data

We have found measured impedances in the sounding rocket and

satellite data which fall somewhere between Zp"1 and the numerical

model's prediction. Roughly speaking, a higher measured impedance

means more spectral power due to Alfvdn waves and less to Doppler-

shifted static structures. We can attempt to state this relationship

quantitatively by assuming that there is no smearing in the measured

impedance spectrum due to variations in the Pedersen conductivity along

the flight path, and that at any given time the measurements are due
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completely either to Alfvdn waves or to static fields. (The case in which

both Alfvdn waves and Doppler-shifted static fields are present at the

same time almost certainly occurs but is difficult to treat since we have

no way of knowing the relative phase between the Fourier components of

the two contributions.) Under this last assumption we can conceptually

separate the total power spectral density in a time series into 2 parts, i.e.

PE = PEA + PE,S and PB = PBA + PB,S,where PEA and PBA are the power

spectral densities of electric and magnetic fields from sub-intervals

containing only Alfvdn waves, and PE,S and PB,S are from those sub-

intervals containing static structures. The fraction of the electric field

spectral power due to Alfvdn waves at frequency f is

qE() = PEA(PEA + PES) (5.6a)

and for the magnetic field

qB(f) = PB,A/(PBA + PB,S) (5.6b)

Recognizing that po2PES/PB,S = 1/Tp2 and po2PE.A/pB,A = Z 2model (Zmode l

is the numerical model's prediction of the standing wave impedance at a

fixed altitude) leads to

qE(f) = (Zp2 - Z- 2measured /(MUp2 _ Z'2model()) (5.7a)

qB(I) = (XpZ2measured(/) - 1)/(X- 2Z 2model0f) - 1). (5.7b)

We can evaluate the above expressions for rocket data shown in

Figure 5.2 by choosing values at the peak in the impedance function, near

0.5 Hz. In this case Zp-1 = 0.3 Q, Zmeasured = 1.5 Q, and Zmodl = 3.5 12.

The result is qE = 0.96 and qB = 0.18, i.e. Alfvdn waves are responsible for

96% of the measured electric field power and 18% of the magnetic field

power at 0.5 Hz. We expect the Alfvdn wave magnetic field contribution to
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be small since the numbers were taken from the peak in Z(f) which

corresponds to a magnetic field node in the standing wave pattern. For

the Day 063 HILAT data in Figure 5.8 the relevant numbers near the

peak at 0.3 Hz are Ip-i = 0.12 0, Zmeasured = 0.18 fQ, ZmodeI = 3.0 0l, qE =

0.55 and qB = 0.002. Thus half of the electric field energy and almost none

of the magnetic energy measured by HILAT during this particular pass

is attributable to Alfvdn waves.

At this point we must issue a note of caution concerning these

estimates. The quantity qE increases very rapidly with Zmeasured, and

quickly reaches a value above 90%.Thus any anomalous increases in the

measured impedance will cause qE to fall in the 90% range. For this

reason, estimates of qZ may be biased towards large values. Another

potential source of error is our assumption of horizontal spatial

homogeneity in the ionosphere. However, at first guess it would seem

that this effect would smear the impedance function and decrease the

peak impedance measurement, causing a decrease in the qE estimate.

The impedance function measured with the Black Brant X

sounding rocket flying nearly parallel to auroral structures (i.e.

eastward) indicates that the electric and magnetic field fluctuations

above 0.1 Hz in the spacecraft frame are due mainly to standing Alfvdn

waves rather than Doppler-shifted spatial structures. In contrast,

spectral energy from static structures plays a more important role in the

HILAT measurements, but some Alfvdn wave electric field energy is

clearly present in most passes at frequencies where the electric field

standing wave pattern is predicted to be maximum. A plausible reason
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for the fact that HILAT measured less Alfvin wave energy than the

sounding rocket is that HILAT's velocity is perpendicular to most of the

auroral structure, and most of the Alfvdn wave energy seems to be

localized at latitudes near auroral arcs. These findings argue for the

importance of Alfvdn waves in the electromagnetic structure of the

disturbed auroral oval, and they lend credence to the idea that at the scale

size of auroral arcs, magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling is influenced by

Alfvdn waves as suggested, for example, by Hasegawa [1976], Goertz and

Boswell [1979], Haerendel [1983], Lysak and Carlson [1983], and Seyler

[1988].

While we have concluded that the measured structure in the

impedance function is due to standing Alfvdn waves, we must also

consider a few other explanations. For example, it is possible that the

value of p associated with small scale static electric and magnetic fields

is different than the Zp relating large scale fields, since small scale

structures in the aurora, such as arcs, are associated with density

enhancements. As a result, a spacecraft measuring Doppler-shifted

static structures might find Z(f) at low frequencies (i.e. large scales) to be

larger than at high frequencies (small scales) since the p relating small

scale fields would be higher. This mechanism is not the cause for the

structure we observe in Z(f) because 1) it predicts a decrease in Z rather

than the observed increase, and 2) it cannot account for the phase

spectrum measured by the sounding rocket.

In addition to standing waves, kinetic Alfvdn waves (i.e. kc/op -

1) can also increase the field impedance measured above the ionosphere

above 4p-1, as we can see from Faraday's Law, which tells us that kxEz -

kzEx = y. Eliminating E. with Equation (2.17) and kz with (2.15) gives
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-y V (5.8)

The correction term k, 2c21Wpe 2 is small for the HILAT data because

spatial scales on the order of CIOpe transform to several Hz in the satellite

frame, but the peaks we measure in Z(f) occur between 0 and 1 Hz. On

the other hand, since the sounding rocket was traveling nearly parallel to

auroral structures and in the same direction as the plasma flow, it is

possible that the Doppler-shifted frequencies corresponding to auroral

structures could fall into the tenths of Hz range, and kinetic Alfv6n

waves could possibly cause higher impedances in the rocket data. Again,

(5.8) does not predict the phase spectrum shown in Figure 5.2, while the

standing wave model does make such a prediction. We conclude that

small horizontal wavelengths are not responsible for the structure in the

rocket-measured Z(f).

Another complication can arise if a spatially localized Alfvdn

wave in a drifting plasma reflects from the ionosphere, but the reflected

part of the wave convects away from the incident part. This can happen

if d/lx > VA/Vdrift, where d is the distance of the measuring platform

from the reflection point, Ix is the spatial scale of the Alfvdn wave, and

Vdrift is the plasma drift velocity. A spacecraft above the ionosphere

would then measure the local Alfvdn wave impedance rather than the

standing wave impedance. This scenario was discussed by Mallinckrodt

and Carlson [1978], but is not relevant to the data discussed in this

chapter since incident and reflected waves are clearly interfering in our

*data.

Throughout our analysis we have assumed that the field

9 fluctuations we measure at any given time are either purely spatial or
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purely temporal. Of course both types can and most likely do occur

simultaneously, and incorporating this fact would complicate our

analysis considerably. For example, if we measure a spatially modulated

Alfvdn wave, Doppler shifting of the spatial structure would cause the

measured wave frequency to be "mixed" to different frequencies. Future

work should attempt to include complications such as this and the ones

listed above, but much more detailed information about the 3-

dimensional density structure in the ionosphere will be needed, and

therefore measurements from a single satellite or rocket alone will not

suffice.

To compare our results here with previous work [Sugiura et al.,

1982], we performed a statistical analysis on the time-domain rocket data

witbo,,t filtering and we find that the correlation coefficient between the

electric and magnetic fields p is 0.70, and the rms field fluctuations are

related by loErms/Brms = 0.33 Q. This value is in excellent agreement

with the value of Ip-1 deduced from the Langmuir probe measurements.

Since most of the spectral energy in the electric and magnetic fields is at

low frequencies, this result gives the same impedance as found in the low

frequency limit of Z(f). It is interesting to note that at short time scales

Sugiura et al. [1982] noticed fine structures in the electric field that were

not present in the magnetic field. This corresponds to an increase in Z(f)

at higher spatial and/or temporal frequencies, as we have found to occur

in the presence of standing Alfvdn waves.

To reiterate the findings of this chapter we note that even though

the HILAT-measured impedance spectra and the modeled spectra

presented in Figures 5.6 - 5.16 do not match well in terms of numerical

values, there is reasonable agreement between the measured and

.... .....
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modeled frequencies at which Z(f) maximizes. This fact along with the

excellent agreement between the sounding rocket data and the

predictions of the numerical model allow us to conclude that Alfvdn

waves are an important part of the overall electrodynamic coupling

between the magnetosphere and auroral ionosphere. Furthermore, the

quantitative estimates in Section 5.6 indicate that the electromagnetic

field energy carried by Alfvdn waves exceeds the energy carried by

structured Birkeland currents in the vicinity of auroral arcs.

I
I
I



CHAPTER 6

THE EFFECT OF A-Ll -EN W."ES ON

INCOHERENT SCATTER RADAR MEASUREMENTS

*: 6.1 Introduction

This thesis has helped to establish the importance of Alfvdn waves in

the high-latitude ionosphere, and we might now ask how the presence of

Alfvdn waves might affect the interpretation of radar measurements.

High-latitude radars play a crucial role in the study of magnetosphere-

ionosphere coupling, and rocket or satellite data are often analyzed in the

*context of supporting radar data since the radar measurements in many

ways complement spacecraft measurements. Incoherent scatter radars

are especially good at measuring density, temperature, and plasma drift

velocity, among other parameters, both as a function of altitude and

horizontal distance. Unfortunately the resolution of radar

measurements is limited spatially by the antenna beam-width and

temporally by the fact that many single measurements must be averaged

due to the statistical nature of the returned signal. In practice,

*integration times are at least a few seconds and usually longer,

depending on the ionospheric plasma density. Spacecraft, on the other

hand, are able to take measurements of the electric field, for example,

4 with a time resolution many orders of magnitude better than this, albeit

only at one point in space per measurement.

The signal analysis which extracts plasma parameters from the

returned radar signal usually relies on the assumption that all

155
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macroscopic quantities are homogeneous within a volume defined by the

rL lar beam width and pulse length, and that they are time-stationary

during the integration period. However, high resolution satellite

measurements have shown that spatial homogeneity at antenna beam-

width scales is not always a safe assumption at high latitudes. Swartz et

al. [1988] gave an example of a Millstone Hill radar measurement which

suffered from a breakdown in the assumption of spatial homogeneity by

using HILAT data to identify 2 km/s drift velocity variations within the 80

km width through which the antenna beam scanned during the 30 s

integration period. By simulating the distortion in a theoretical

spectrum which would result from the HILAT-measured velocity shears,

the authors showed that a parameter fitting program would erroneously

* predict ion and electron temperatures of 2705 K and 990 K, while the

* undistorted spectrum would have indicated 1500 K. They suggested that

velocity shears are an alternate explanation for distorted incoherent

scatter spectra which had previously been attributed to non-Maxwellian

plasmas [Moorcroft and Schlegel, 1988; Lockwood et al., 1987; and

Lovhaug and Fld, 1986] or ion hot spots [Kofman and Lathuillere, 1987].

There is evidence that time-stationarity during the radar integration

period can also be violated at high latitudes. From our analysis in

Chapter 5 of rocket and satellite data we have established that substantial

time-varying electric fields can exist in the ionosphere with periods less

than a typical radar integration period of 5 to 10 s. The event near 09:31

UT in Figure 5.1 shows an electric field pulse with an amplitude

exceeding 100 mV/m and a characteristic frequency of about 0.3 Hz. The

ExB drift velocity resulting from this electric field is over 2 km/s. Clearly
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the assumption of time-stationarity would not be valid if radar

measurements were taken in the vicinity of such a pulse.

6.2 Incoherent Scatter Snectra with Time-Varving Drifts

The theoretical spectrum received by an incoherent scatter radar

was derived by Dougherty and Farley [1960, 1963], Farley et al. [1961], and

Farley [1966]. Data processing in an ISR experiment usually involves

measuring the spectrum or autocorrelation function at each range for

each inter-pulse period (IPP), then averaging over several IPPs. The

result is fit to the theoretical curve in a least squares sense.

The theoretical "ion line" or low Doppler shift portion of an

incoherent scatter radar spectrum is shown in Figure 6.1 for 2 different

pl-sma densities. The spectra were generated assuming that the

transmitter frequency is 1290 MHz (the operating frequency of the

Sondrestrom radar), the plasma has 0+ as its only ion constituent, T = Tj

= 1500 K, and the antenna is directed along Bo. The spectrum for n, =106

cm-3 is typical for cases in which the radar wavelength is much longer

than 4 IAD where AD is the Debye length. With this set of parameters AD =

2.3 mm. The wavelengths of the Sondrestrom and EISCAT (933 MHz)

radars are small enough so that Arad, is comparable to 4x1AD for lower

densities, and the measured spectra lose their double-humped

appearance as evidenced by the ne = 104 cm-3 (AD = 2.3 cm) curve in

Figure 6.1. The depth of the valley at zero Doppler shift depends not only

on the Debye length but also the ratio T2/Ti and the ion composition.

If the ionospheric plasma has a bulk drift, the entire spectrum is

shifted by an amount wd = k.Vd where Vd is the line-of-sight drift velocity

and I k I = 4JA,. If the drift is due to an Alfvdn wave, Vd will change
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I Figure 6.1 Theoretical ion-line spectra at 1290 MHz assuming an 0+
plasma with two different densities.
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from IPP to IPP and the spectrum S '(o) resulting from the averaging

process will be

N

Nial (6.1)

where i is an IPP index and N is the number of IPPs included in an

integration time. We have assumed that the drift velocity does not

change substantially during a single IPP, which is typically on the order

of 10 ms in duration.

In order to quantify the amount of distortion introduced by an Alfvdn

wave in a high latitude ISR experiment we distorted several theoretical

spectra in the manner indicated by Equation (6.1) assuming that the drift

velocity Vd,j varies sinusoidally with i, i.e.

I Vd, I = Vd,, sin(2xi/N) (6.2)

where we have used N = 1000. Figure 6.2 shows the effect of this

operation on both spectra in Figure 6.1 for Vd,.max = 750 m/s. The

associated electric field amplitude is about 38 mV/m, which is certainly

possible at high latitudes. The ne = 106 cm-3 spectrum appears to be most

affected, with its double-humped structure nearly obliterated. Since the

peak-to-valley ratio has changed drastically, one would expect a least-

squares fitting program to underestimate the temperature ratio Te/Ti.

Distorting the spectrum in the smaller ne case has widened it, but the

fact that there was no pronounced valley in the spectrum to begin with

suggests that the Te/Ti estimate from a fitting program will not suffer

from errors as large as those in the high density, small Debye length

case.

Figures 6.3a and b show temperature estimates from a least-squares

fitting program versus Vd, =, for the two spectra in Figure 6.1. The

a ___
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Figure 6.2 Spectra which would result from smearing the spectra in
Figure 6.1 with a 750 m/s amplitude sinusoidal drift velocity which has a
period less than the radar integration time.
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Figure 6.3 Electron an ion temperature fits to ideal 1290 MHz ion-line
spectra which have been smeared with a drift velocity of the form Vd
Vd,..sin(2rt/T), where T is less than the radar integration time.
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codes for generating theoretical spectra and performing the fits were

$ supplied by P. Erickson and J. Pingree [personal communication, 1990].

Figures 6.4a and b show curves generated using parameters identical to

those in Figure 6.3 except for the transmitter frequency, which has been

changed to the EISCAT UHF frequency of 933 MHz.

According to Figure 6.3a, velocity fluctuations with amplitudes of

250 m/s, which are quite common in the auroral zone, can generate an

anomalous increase in T, of almost 100 K and an associated decrease in

Te of about 30 K. In the lower density case (Figure 6.3b) the temperature

estimate errors are less than half of these values. Unfortunately,

although the errors are smaller, lower density plasmas require longer

radar integration times and thus it is more likely that time-stationarity

will be violated. A 1 kads sinusoidal drift can cause an erroneous T of

nearly 3500 K and T, of about 850 K in the n, = 106 cm-3 case. But while

fluctuations of this magnitude certainly occur in the auroral ionosphere,

the event shown in the Black Brant data in Chapter 5 lasts only a few

seconds. In this case a longer integration time might serve to reduce the

error in the T estimate from what it would be if the Alfvdn wave lasted

the entire integration period.

At 933 MHz with ne = 106 cm-3 (Figure 6.4) the temperature estimate

errors are slightly less than in the 1290 MHz case. For ne = 104 cm-3,

errors in the estimated Ti are about the same at both transmitter

frequencies, while Te estimates are in greater error at 933 MHz, although

only by 150 K with a 1 km/s drift.
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6.3 Conclusions

Swartz et al. [19881 have shown that spatial velocity shears at middle

and high latitudes can violate the assumption of spatial homogeneity

with ISR antenna beams, and can cause anomalously large ion

temperature estimates. This phenomenon can mimic the effect of ion hot

spots or non-Maxwellian plasma distributions.

We have shown that similar errors in temperature fits can occur in

the presence of Alfv~n waves. In the case where A4 .dor >> 4 xA.D the

increased ion temperature estimates are accompanied by a marked

decreases in Te estimates. If observed over a period of several minutes,

this signature might help to distinguish anomalously large ion

temperatures due to Alfv6n waves from actual occurrences of ion hot

spots since the latter would not likely occur simultaneously with

decreases in the electron temperature.

Ground-based magnetometers might also be used to identify ISR

spectra distorted by Alfvdn waves, although these instruments tend to

average over a vast portion of the sky. An event like the one shown in

Chapter 5 (Figure 5.1) near 09:31:30 UT might have a magnetic signature

on the ground known as a "giant pulsation", and simultaneous

measurement of such a magnetic pulsation with distorted ISR spectra

would be a useful demonstration of the effect of Alfvdn waves on radar

measurements.

Optical data from image intensified TV images might prove more

useful in identifying causes of distorted spectra since rapid motion of

auroral forms would be a good indication of Alfvdn wave activity. The

amount of spectral distortion could be compared inside and outside of

such regions, for example.

I



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

7.1 Summary of Results

The electric and magnetic fields which couple the magnetosphere

and ionosphere carry a wealth of information regarding the amount and

direction of energy flow, the characteristics of energy dissipation in the

ionosphere, the temporal and spatial structure of magnetospheric energy

sources, and the presence of neutral winds in the ionosphere. Since

there are many physical processes which create and modify them, in-situ

measurements of these fields can be difficult to interpret. In tins thesis

we have taken existing analysis techniques, e.g. spectral and cross-

spectral analysis, and applied them in new ways to auroral electric and

magnetic field data. We will now summarize the main results presented

in this dissertation. Since Chapter 5 contains the bulk of the results, we

begin there.

In-situ measurements of magnetosphere- ionosphere coupling via

Alfven waves. Chapter 5 contains data from two different experiments:

1) a sounding rocket launch into the dayside auroral oval, and 2) several

oval crossings by the HILAT satellite. The results of these two

experiments are similar in that at frequencies below about 0.1 Hz (as

measured in the spacecraft frame) the meridional electric to zonal

magnetic field ratio Z(f) = po Ex (f)I/By (f) is equal or nearly equal to the

inverse of the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity of the ionosphere

165
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Zp-1 , and the cross-product of the fields indicates a downward Poynting

vector. These measurements are consistent with energy flow directed

from the magnetosphere toward the ionosphere in the form of quasi-

static electric fields and field-aligned currents. This energy is dissipated

in the conducting part of the ionosphere. The measurements in Chapter

5 are also consistent with earlier findings from Sugiura et al. [1982],

Sugiura [1984], and Smiddy et al. [1984].

For time scales shorter than 10 s the results from the rocket and

satellite experiments differ. The rocket-measured Z(f) increases

smoothly to a peak value of about 41p-1 at 0.3 Hz and above. This value

is near the Alfvdn impedance go VA, which indicates that the fields are

due to Alfvdn waves and the fluctuations are therefore temporal rather

than spatial structures which have been Doppler- shifted from the rocket

motion. Furthermore, the shape of Z(f) and the phase relation between

E, and 6B1 indicate a standing Alfvdn wave pattern due to reflections

from the ionosphere.

The satellite data consist of six passes for which the frequency-

averaged coherency spectra were significantly larger than could be

expected from random noise. The measured impedance spectra fall near

rp-1 over most of the spectrum and do not vary as much as in the

sounding rocket case. However, in most cases the frequency of the

maximum measured impedance falls within 10-15% of the frequency

predicted from the standing Alfvdn wave model. A plausible explanation

for this is that most of the field energy measured by HILAT is from

structured quasi-static fields, but occasionally there are Alfvdn waves

present. Alfvdn waves can be identified in the impedance spectra by their

increased impedance, and we find that the frequency of the resulting
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electric field enhancement is determined by the electrical length of the

satellite above the reflecting part of the ionosphere. That is, HILAT

measures increased impedances at frequencies for which its orbital

altitude is at the peak of the electric field standing wave pattern. If the

frequencies of detectable Alfv6n waves were determined by the wave

source, one would expect increased impedances at frequencies which

bear no relation to those preedcted by the standing wave model. This is

apparently not the case. Unfortunately the variances of the satellite-

measured phase spectra were too large to predict the phase shift between

the meridional electric and zonal magnetic fields.

We found two pieces of evidence which suggest that the measured

Alfvdn wave energy is concentrated near auroral arcs. The first is from

the rockqt data in Figures 5.1c and d, which shows that increases in

electric field energy in the 0.25-0.35 Hz range are correlated with

enhancementb in precipitating electron energy flux. The second is

indirect, and follows from the observation that based on the measured

impedance spectra a much larger fraction of the electromagnetic field

energy measured from the sounding rocket is due to Alfv6n waves than

in any of the 6 HILAT passes. Since the sounding rocket velocity was

eastward, it is likely that it spent much more time in the vicinity of

auroral arcs than HILAT, which moves mostly perpendicular to auroral

structures. Consequently, HILAT spends less time near individual arcs

and this may explain the diminished evidence for Alfvon waves in
I HILAT data.

Again, the major points from Chapter 5 are:

- The frequency-dependent relations between amplitudes and

phases of the meridional electric and zonal perturbation magnetic field

I1
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data from the Greenland II Black Brant sounding rocket are in excellent

agreement with a standing Alfvdn wave model.

- The values of the impedance function measured by HILAT are

much lower than those predicted by the numerical Alfvdn waves model,

indicating that much of the spectral energy is dominated by quasi-static

structures Doppler-shifted by the spacecraft velocity.

- HILAT does detect some Alfvdn wave energy at frequencies for

which the satellite is at a peak in the electric field standing wave pattern,

indicating that the shape of the Alfvdn wave frequency spectrum near the

ionosphere is determined by wave interference, not the magnetospheric

wave source.

- Alfvdn waves appear to be localized in latitude near auroral arcs.

It is not clear from this study if the spatial coincidence of Alfvdn

waves and arcs is due to a causal link between the two, as suggested by

previous authors (see Chapter 5). Hopefully, future studies can help to

establish such a link by adding to the amount of low-frequency data taken

by spacecraft traveling parallel to the auroral oval. These studies will

have to be carried out either with sounding rockets or satellites in a

somewhat lower inclination orbit than HILAT (810), closer to 700.

Successful experiments in the future will need to include many different

instruments, as in the upcoming Auroral Turbulence campaign. High

time resolution ground-based auroral imaging will be especially helpful

in determining the amount of spatial structuring and dynamic activity

characterizing the environment in which in-situ measurements are

taken.

V _
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Numerical model of Alfvdn wave reflections in the ionosphere. A

model similar to the one presented in Chapter 4 is a very useful tool in

interpreting the data. Future models can be improved by relaxing the

assumption of spatial homogeneity in horizontal directions, although

this will greatly complicate the code. However, we have been able to

explain several features in the data without taking into account auroral

density structuring. Although we have used the numerical model

mainly as an aid in interpreting experimental data, in Chapter 4 we

.showed that it is also a useful tool for understanding the general

reflection and absorption properties of the ionosphere. A summary of

these properties is as follows:

- The meridional electric field reflection coefficient I F1 for Alfvdn

waves with periods greater than 10 s is close to (--~l - poVA)/(ZP-' +

P0 VA) where the Alfvdn velocity is taken above but close to the

ionosphere. This can be interpreted as meaning that the ionosphere

behaves as a thin conducting slab on these time scales.

- For time scales shorter than 10 s, I Fl decreases. In model

ionospheres with an F region, I F experiences sharp nulls separated by

a few tenths of Hz. These nulls correspond to resonances which increase

the electric field amplitude (and thus the Joule heating) above the E

region. Thus as a general rule, it appears that more E-region ionization

increases I F, and F-region ionization tends to decrease I Fl.

- Electron collisions have little effect on the reflection coefficient, nor

do the density and ionization scale heights in the lower atmosphere.

Therefore the ion collision and plasma density profiles above 100 km are

mainly responsible for the behavior of I RP1) I.
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The horizontal spatial scale of the Alfvdn wave has a negligible

effect on I FI for AX > 10 km, and I rl decreases somewhat as X

approaches 1 km.

Energy flow into and out of the upper atmosphere. Many

parameters of the solar-terrestrial system (e. g. solar sunspot number

and geomagnetic activity indices) are continuously monitored from

ground-based and orbiting instruments. The total low-frequency

electromagnetic energy flux into the polar cap and auroral oval is not

currently monitored in this way, yet it is potentially an important factor

in characterizing the energetics of the upper atmosphere.

In Chapter 3 we compare two quantities which are useful for

measuring EM energy input into the ionosphere, Joule dissipation and

Poynting flux. They have been used by previous authors who have made

case studies of individual events, but they are not routinely monitored.

The first quantity relies on electric field measurements and assumed or

derived ionospheric density and collision frequency profiles. Satellites

which can measure both electric and perturbation magnetic fields can

determine the Poynting vector and thereby circumvent the potential

errors in Joule dissipation measurements arising from incorrect

ionospheric models. Another advantage of using Poynting flux is that it

is that it is a signed quantity, thus upward Poynting flux can be used to

indicate areas in which the neutral wind is acting as an electrical

dynamo and supplying energy to the magnetosphere.

Effects of Alfvn waves on incoherent scatter radar spectra. Finally,

in Chapter 6 we have argued that Alfvdn waves can occur in the auroral

oval with amplitudes and frequencies sufficient to severely distort
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incoherent scatter radar spectra. The plasma drifts from a 20 mV/m

wave with a period much less than the radar integration period tend to

cause significant increases in apparent ion temperature as estimated

from least-squares fitting programs. When the plasma Debye length is

much less than the radar wavelength, the programs erroneously predict

decreased electron temperatures as well.

7.2 Future Research: Quasi-Static Fields and Neutral Winds

In Chapter 3 we established that in many ways, satellite

measurements of the DC Poynting vector ExH are superior to Joule

heating estimates. Hopefully, satellite Poynting flux measurements will

be part of future synoptic studies of the high-latitude ionosphere.

An especially interesting application of Poynting flux

measurements is in the area of ionosphere-thermosphere interactions.

In Section 3.3 we calculated electric fields and currents generated by

neutral winds in the ionosphere for two different electrical loads, and we

showed that neutral wind dynamos give rise to an upward Poynting

vector above the ionosphere. While detections of upward Poynting flux by

satellite can reveal much about the ionosphere and winds below, altitude

profiles of E±(z) and 8B±(z) (which must be measured with sounding

rockets instead of satellites) would be of more use in a detailed study of

wind-driven dynamos. A reason that altitude profiles are necessary is

that, contrary to our assumption in the Section 3.3 examples,

thermospheric neutral winds can vary in altitude as a result of tides and

gravity waves. The height variation of the winds causes associated

changes in perturbation magnetic fields, as we shall show later in this

section.
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At middle and low latitudes, global scale electric fields and currents

in the ionosphere are controlled mainly by tidal modes in the

thermosphere, especially during the daytime, as discussed by Richmond

et al. [1976] and Richmond and Roble [1987]. The thermosphere-

ionosphere interaction is important at smaller scales as well, where

neutral atmosphere dynamics are driven by gravity waves. For example,

R6ttger [1973] and Kelley et al. [19811 showed that gravity waves can cause

structuring of equatorial spread-F irregularities.

During magnetically quiet periods the neutral wind is an important

source of electric fields and currents at high latitudes as well, as has

been measured with the Chatanika radar by Brekke et al. [1974]. Even

during magnetically active times the neutral wind can be important. As

we discussed in Chapter 3, the effective conductivity cf the ionosphcre is

modified by neutral winds, so even if the neutral winds are not driving

dynamo fields, the load characteristics of the ionosphere are affected by

winds. Another neutral wind effect was considered by Forbes and Harel

[1989], who showed that a magnetospheric disturbance can accelerate the

neutral wind in such a way that the net magnetic perturbation decreases

after some time even though the driving electric field remains constant.

Vertical variation of wind velocities on scales of tens to hundreds of

km in the thermosphere can occur as a result of upwardly propagating

gravity waves and tides, and the correlation of these winds with

ionospheric electric fields has been measured using chemical tracers

released by sounding rockets [Mikkelsen et al., 1981, 1987] and modeled

numerically by Pereira (1979], among others. Earle and Kelley (19881

compared Chatanika-measured electric fields with mesospheric gravity

waves and found similar spectral characteristics, suggesting that during
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quiet times, thermospheric winds and electric fields are strongly

coupled.

While gravity waves can create dynamo electric fields in the

thermosphere, it is difficult to show experimentally that a particular

spacecraft or radar electric field measurement is due to gravity waves.

For example, one might try to show that the electric field E and neutral

wind U vary together in time, but the minimum wave period for gravity

waves is on the order of five minutes. Of course, spacecraft are unable to

make measurements at a single point in space for this long. Ground-

based radars can be used for the electric field measurement, but the

problem of measuring the neutral wind above 100 km for tens of minutes

remains.

A second way one might study the g-'vity wave-electric field

interaction is to correlate the variations of U and E as a function of

altitude. But, as we showed in Chapter 4, electric fields with time scales

of over 10 s map along geomagnetic field lines, so U may vary but E will

not. However, since the horizontal current in the ionosphere can be

driven by both electric fields and winds, it so happens that 6B± does vary

with altitude in the presence of gravity waves. We suggest that

simultaneous rocket measurements of 6B± and U might be a useful way

to study the interaction between gravity waves and the ionosphere.

To obtain some idea of the magnetic field magnitudes one can expect

from gravity waves, we will now calculate some wind-driven magnetic

field profiles for the simplified case in which B 0 is vertical, didy = 0 (no

variation in the zonal direction), and U, E, and 6B vary as exp(ik.).

Furthermore, we will allow only a zonal wind Uy and a meridional

electric field Ex .

Id
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In general, the current J is given by

J = a.(E + UxB o ) (7.1)

where a is given by Equation (3.3). As we discussed in Chapter 3, (7.1)

can be found by transforming J' = aE' from the neutral wind frame into

the Earth-fixed frame. The Y and Y components of Ampere's law, VxB =

po J, can now be written:

z o ( U o) (7.2a)

UB M '+UY: z ax YO aH (E. + Uy Bo) (7.2b)

Thus, given E x (z) (which is constant), Uy (z), and a boundary condition

for By, we can integrate (7.2a) to find By (z). We can find both E. and a

boundary value for By above the ionosphere from current continuity and

the fact that Jx = qp(E, + Uy B0 ):

J = ik, f inosphere Op (E + UBo) dz (7.3)

We can eliminate Jz with Ampere's Law, yo Jz = " ikx By. Since E. is

constant in altitude, (7.3) can be written

- By =o~~pEx +p.O[ pU

- y=gJrE oionos phere apU~ z(7.4)

Notice that we have divided all quantities by k x . This is of course

only valid for kX * 0, and the physical reason for this is that we must have

at least some variation in x to have electric and magnetic fields above the

ionosphere. If there is no structure in the i direction, the neutral wind

would still drive currents but there would be no divergence of currents,

no charge buildup, and consequently no electric fields.
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To completely solve for E, and By above the ionosphere we need an

additional relation between them, but this is dependent on the "load"

which is receiving energy from the wind dynamo. In Chapter 3 we used

the conjugate ionosphere with a neutral wind as a load. This assumes

that the two ionospheres have been electrically connected for a long time

compared to the time it takes an Alfvdn wave to propagate between

hemispheres so that a steady state has been reached, and the example is

probably more useful as an illustrative tool than as a geophysical model.

A more appropriate load model in the auroral oval and especially in

the polar cap is simply an outward-traveling Alfvdn wave which does not

reflect and never returns to the ionosphere. In the oval, field lines may

be closed but they are very elongated, and an Alfvdn wave would likely

ccnvect away from its region of origin even if it did reflect from thc

conjugate ionosphere. In the polar cap with southward IMF the field

lines are open, so unless a neutral wind-driven Alfvdn wave reflects from

some magnetospheric turbulence or boundary, the neutral wind sees

only an Alfvdn wave load. This means that we relate the fields at the top

of the ionosphere with the Alfvdn impedance, o Ex/By = Yo VA = ZA.

From (7.4), the neutral wind-driven electric field in and above the

ionosphere is then

( t POVA 4p aU~B1,Ex 1 + OVAPjJinosphere _B (7.5)

In most cases yo VAZP > 1. For a neutral wind which is constant in

altitude we can put Uy B0 outside of the integral in (7.4), and the

resulting electric field will be slightly less than UyB 0 . This can be

understood as follows. Currents in the 2 direction are driven by Uy, and

charges build up where this is a divergence of current, creating electric
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fields which oppose the current. If there were no load, the electric field

would drive a current exactly opposing the wind-driven current and we

would find the electric field E x = - Uy B0 . Alfvdn waves act as a high (but

not infinite) impedance load and carry away some of the charge, making

the electric field magnitude I Ex I < I - Uy B0 I. For any high impedance

load, the electric field will give a fairly accurate measure of Uy in the

ionosphere, although it is difficult to assure in any given high-latitude

measurement that no electric fields applied in the magnetosphere are

present. This should be less of a problem in the dayside mid-latitude zone

and a study of such regions might be very interesting. Fields with an

outward Poynting flux and which are related by the Alfvdn impedance

might be a useful indication of fields produced solely by neutral winds

We are now ready to investigate the altitude dependence of the zonal

magnetic field By by integrating Equation (7.2a). We will not plot the

electric field since it is constant in altitude, but we will note the value of

Ex in each of the figures. Figure 7.1a shows cBy (z) for UyB 0 (z) = 1 with

the "EF" model density profile (Figure 4.2a). There is not much

difference between this and the field profile due to magnetospheric

forcing shown in Figure 4.7c. The relation between Ex and By is quite

different in the two cases, however, since in the wind-driven case the

Poynting vector is away from the ionosphere and the field impedance is

ZA instead of Zp-1 .

Altitude-dependent winds complicate By (z). Thermospheric winds

with amplitudes of 100-200 m/s and wind shears with vertical

wavelengths of tens to hundreds of km can be caused by the vertical

propagation of gravity waves and tides [Mikkelsen et al., 19871. Figures

7.1b-d show cBy (z) for altitude-dependent winds of the form Uy (z) =
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By Profiles
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Figure 7.1 a) Zonal magnetic field perturbation due to a 100 m/s neutral
wind which is constant in altitude. b-d) Magnetic perturbations due to
zonal neutral winds of the form Uy(z) = 100cos(2x(z - 100 kmyA,). All four
profiles were calculated using Profile "EF" shown in Figure 4.2, and the
upper boundary condition demands that E,/,1By = VA.
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Umax cos(2n(z - 100 km)/ ) with Umax = 100 m/s and A = 50, 100, and

200 km.

At wavelengths for which the integral in Equation (7.5) is zero, E.

and By above the ionosphere vanish but there can still be horizontal

currents and perturbation magnetic fields in the ionosphere. This

suggests a way in which sounding rockets might identify gravity wave-

driven magnetic fields: the zonal magnetic field due to gravity waves can

be stronger in the E region than above, whereas static B-fields driven by

the magnetosphere increase monotonically with height. This distinction

is true only in the DC limit, thus such an experiment would have to be

carried out during low magnetic activity. Although neutral winds at

ionospheric heights are difficult to measure, an experiment which

correlates the neutral wind altitude profile with By(z) would be very

useful in demonstrating the existence of a gravity wave-driven dynamo.

From (7.5) we see that in the northern hemisphere one would look for

magnetic perturbations in the same direction as Uy (since B 0 < 0) while

in the southern hemisphere the two quantities would have opposite signs.

Unfortunately, the magnetic fields generated by gravity waves

shown in Figure 7.1 are quite small, i.e. 1-2 nT. Winds on the order of 300

m/s could create magnetic fields of about 5 nT, but the measurement

would still be difficult to make. One would probably have to perform the

experiment at sub-auroral latitudes to minimize magnetospheric sources

of electric and magnetic fields.

7.3 Future Research: Spacecraft Measurements of Alfvyn Waves

The comparison of spacecraft measurements and numerical model

predictions presented in Chapter 5 has proven to be a fruitful method for
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studying Alfvdn waves. Continued studies along these same lines may

help to reveal the nature of the relationship we observed between Alfvdn

waves and auroral arcs. A two dimensional (i.e. vertical and

meridional) model of the Alfvdn wave-ionosphere interaction might be

necessary to understand the latitudinal dependence of Alfvdn wave

occurrences.

Although we have searched roughly 25 satellite passes for evidence

of Alfvdn waves, we have only a few cases for which there is strong

evidence for waves. Satellites with more sensitive instruments and lower

inclination orbits than HILAT can possibly help to increase the number

of observations of Alfvdn wave associated with auroral arcs. M. C. Kelley

[personal communication, 1990] has suggested that a statistical study of

| field fluctuations could help to quantify the relative import-ance of AIly4n

waves in the auroral ionosphere. This study would be carried out with

data from an extended satellite mission by calculating E± and bB1

fluctuation amplitudes within a few wide frequency intervals between 0

and 1 Hz. Fluctuation amplitudes exceeding some minimum value (to

ensure the presence of geophysical signals) would contribute to an overall

average, and the resulting electric and magnetic field averages at each

frequency would be divided to form impedance estimates. The amount of

any increase in field impedances with increasing frequency could be

used to make a numerical estimate, as described in Section 5.6, of the

relative importance of Alfvdn waves and quasi-static fields in auroral

electrodynamics.

L~~~~~~~~~.. .. _______.......______________
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7.4 Future Research: Incoherent Scatter Radar Measurements of the

Spatially sheared and time-varying pjiasui a drifts can hinder

attempts to measure ionospheric plasma temperatures with incoherent

scatter radars, as discussed in Chapter 6. But the same fluctuations

responsible for the errors are worthy of study in themselves. A joint

radar-optical experiment is presently being planned for the EISCAT

radar which will seek to identify ISR spectra distorted by spatial and

temporal electric field variations.

The EISCAT radar is a tri-static system with a transmitter in

Tromso, Norway and receivers in Norway, Sweden, and Finland. The

antenna beam widths for the UHF system are all 0.60, thus the width of

the Tromso beam at, say 100, 200 and 300 km above Kiruna, Sweden is 2.3,

3.0, and 3.3 km respectively. (The distance between Tromso and Kiruna

is roughly 200 km.) The beam width of the Kiruna receiving antenna in

the same regions is 1.1, 1.2, and 3.1 km. Thus velocity shears in the

common volume of the two antenna beams are less likely to affect the

received spectrum at Kiruna than at Tr6mso, especially at lower

altitudes. An enhanced ion temperature or non-Maxwellian velocity

distribution, on the other hand, would affect spectra at both receivers

equally. Comparing the spectra from both locations is a good way to

determine the relative importance of shears, ion hot spots, antl non-

Maxwellian plasmas.

The radar measurements will be taken with a high time resolution

(tens of ms per frame) all-sky TV camera situated below the common

volume in Kiruna. The optical data will provide valuable information

concerning the spatial and temporal structure of electric fields in the
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radar scattering region. Although the camera cannot measure electric

fields directly, it can record the optical signature of auroral arcs, which

are known to be associated with large velocity shears. Thus one would

expect the velocity shears in a stable, quiescent arc within the common

volume to broaden the backscattered spectrum in Tromso and have a

smaller effect on the Kiruna measurement, due to the smaller receiving

antenna beam width. When interpreting distorted spectra measured at

both receiver sites and in the absence of auroral arcs, one could probably

rule out spectral contamination from velocity shears.

The all-sky TV camera can also be useful for identifying conditions

conducive to Alfvdn waves. In at least one example, namely the Black

Brant rocket flight we analyzed in Chapter 5, the very presence of auroral

precipitation was an indication of Alfvdn waves. At this point we do not

know if all arcs have associated Alfvdn waves, but optical evidence of fast

time variations such as perturbations propagating along arcs or

pulsating auroras would most likely be a telltale sign of Alfvdn wave

electric fields. As we suggested in Chapter 6, ground-based

magnetometer data might also be used to verify the presence of temporal

fluctuations. If, based on measurements from several instruments, one

is fairly confident that Alfvdn waves and spatial velocity shears are not

present in the radar scattering volume, the ion hot spot or non-

Maxwellian interpretation of distorted ISR spectra can be applied with

some confidence.

An important part of the experiment we have outlined here is the

fact that many instruments will be used simultaneously. There will be

simultaneous data from the radar, an optical camera, a ground-based

magnetometer, and possibly a satellite, if there happens to be a coincident
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pass. Multiple diagnostics are necessary because although the visible

part of the aurora lies in a relatively confined region, i.e. in the auroral

oval between 100 and 1000 km in altitude, the keV electron energy source

is thousands of km above the ionosphere, and the source of plasma is

probably much farther away still. The structure of the visible aurora is

thought to be imposed in the acceleration region, thus optical images

provide information from a part of the auroral system which is quite

removed from the E- and F-region radar measurements.

Unfortunately, the regions of the auroral system which lie beyond

the acceleration zone are accessible only to satellites, and it is next to

impossible to coordinate measurements in those regions with

ionospheric measurements of the aurora, in large part because of the fact

that one cannot know exactly how geomagnetic field lines map from the

ionosphere to the magnetotail. Numerical simulations can help to piece

together an understanding of the different parts of the auroral system,

but of course simulations require accurate information concerning

boundary conditions, and this information must be supplied with

experimental data.



APPENDIX A

* POYNTING'S THEOREM

A formal derivation of Poynting's theorem begins with

consideration of the total magnetic energy in some volume,

CB= ) fff (Al)

The time rate of change of this quantity can be written

- Jfff t (A2)

Using dB/at = -VxE and the vector identity V.(ExB) = B.VxE - E.VxB we

have

e 4f V.(ExB) dV- EVxB (A3)

If we consider the static case oeBlot = 0 and furthermore, that VxB = p0 J,

we can write

-L((V.(ExB) dV= - E.J dV

JluO JJJJJJ (A4)

Finally, from Gauss' Theorem

ff P rs=fff (A5)

where P = (ExB)//g0 and the vector d9 is pointed into the volume

everywhere.
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A classic example of this result is that of a long thin wire of

resistance R carrying a current I across a voltage V. Since the magnetic

field in this case is given by B = po I/2=r and E = VIL where a is the wire

radius and L is its length, the total energy flux into the wire is the

surface integral of P,

J 2r (A6)

which yields the total energy dissipated per unit time in the volume.

Obviously, in deriving this result we have ignored the fringing fields and

the contributions at the ends of the thin wire.



APPENDIX B

STATIC MAGNETIC FIELDS FROM

AN IDEALIZED AURORAL ARC

Figure BI shows an idealized auroral arc which is constructed of 3

infinite sheet currents with current density K (Amps/(unit length)). The

field-aligned current sheet at x = -d/2 has a downward current in the -2

direction, and the parallel sheet at x = +d/2 consists of upward current.

Connecting the 2 sheets at z = 0 is a sheet of Y-directed current with width

d which models the layer of Pedersen current in an auroral arc. To find

the magnetic field vector H due to the current sheets we can use the Biot-

Savart law:

H=I(K~kdA'.
4= J - A R 2B 

U

dR is a unit vector from the current sheets (at primed coordinates) to an

observation point (at unprimed coordinates), and for the 2-directed sheet

atx = d12 itis given by

R=(x- d/2)i- y'- + (z -z')

- d/2) 2 + y,2 + (z - z')2  (A2)

We have assumed that we are observing in the y = 0 plane. Using this

with K = K2 in (B1) leads to

185
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Ideal Auroral Arc

ZIB

KA/m

x =-d/2 x =+d/2
x=O

Fig. B1.

Figure B1 Geometry used to calculate magnetic fields due to an idea
auroral arc which produces no Hall current and which has an infinitely
thin Pedersen current layer at z = 0.
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Hi = J + (x - d/2F__ dy'dz'.
4z = .- '((x- d/2)2 + V+2 + (z _Z)2};/2 (

We use the subscript "1" to denote the magnetic field due only to the

current sheet at x = +d/2. The e component in (B3) vanishes because the

integrand is an odd function of y'. Integration of the remaining term

over y' can be carried out with the aid of the following integral:

f dw = W

(W2 + a23 / 2 a2{w2 + a" 2  (B4)

The result is

H1 =K f x d/25
2jr (x -d/2)2 ( -5)

Another integral identity helps at this stage:

iw2+a2 a a" (B6)

Note that in applying (B6) to (B5) a sign change is introduced because

dw = -dz'. The result of this integration gives the cor. i:'bution to the

magnetic field H I from the field-aligned current sheet at x = +d/2:

Hi =  -sgn(d/2 - x) - tan'1(i-Z--2)). (B7)

The sgn(w) function is +1 for w > 0 and -1 for w < 0. The contribution H2

from the current sheet at x = -d/2 can be found by changing the sign of d

and K in (B7):

H 2 = f(sgn(x +d12) + tan(-Z))
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Next we will calculate the magnetic field H3 due to the i-directed current

sheet at z = 0. The unit vector from the current sheet to an observer is

(X (- X')i - Y + Z -a, (X - 7)2 +y,2+ z2 (B39)

This combined with the fact that K = Ki yields

H3 = KJ (( - z+ yT dy'dx'.
f .((X X)2 + Y,2 + z 2f/ (BIO)

With the aid of (B4) and (B6) the result of the integration is

Finally we are ready to sum the 3 contributions H1 , H 2 , and H3 to find

the total magnetic field H with the aid of the identity

tan'(w) + tan'l(1/w) = 2fsgn(w).
2 B12)

The result is

H = (sjx + d/2) - sgn(x - d/2) + sgn( +d 2 ) - sgn Z)). (13)

Thus for all points "inside" the ideal arc, i.e. z > 0 and -d1/2 < x < d12,

H = -Ky. Outside and below the arc, H is identically zero. The Pedersen

current sheet exactly cancels the magnetic fields from field-aligned

currents in an ideal arc, and therefore a ground-based magnetometer

would not measure a zonal magnetic field under such an arc. However,

we have neglected the Hall current associated with auroral arcs, and this

current will produce a magnetic perturbation on the ground in the

meridional (cross-arc) direction.
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ABSTRACT

The physiological mechanisms underlying motion sickness are poorly understood. The
role of the autonomic nervous system is controversial. This thesis describes a series of
experiments on human subjects in which a new technique was applied to assess autonomic
activity during motion sickness. The technique (Saul et al., Am J Physiol 256:H153-161,
1989) requires estimation of the transfer function between instantaneous lung volume (ILV)
and instantaneous heart rate (IHR). Components of the transfer function provide
information concerning relative levels of autonomic activity. In order to broaden the
respiratory signal, so as to allow accurate transfer function estimation, subjects breathe in
synchrony with a series of randomly spaced auditory tones. This process is termed
random interval breathing.

Eighteen subjects (ages 18-30 yrs, 11 male, 7 female) participated. Control recordings of
instantaneous lung volume (ILV, measured by inductance plethysmography) and
electrocardiogram (ECG) were made during two fifteen minute random interval breathing
segments. During the first segment, subjects were seated motionless and during the second
they were seated rotating about an earth vertical axis. Each subject was then fitted with a
pair of prism goggles which reverse the left-right visual field and was asked to perform a
pre-specified series of manual tasks until moderate levels of motion sickness were attained.
A relatively constant level of sickness was then maintained with periodic eye closure during
rotation with the goggles. Lung volume and ECG were recorded during this motion sick
condition as the subject completed a third random interval breathing sequence.

Comparisons of ILV to EHR transfer functions from the two non-sick conditions with each
other and with known standards, indicate no change in autonomic control of heart rate due
to rotation. Similar comparisons between the two rotating conditions indicate no change in
transfer function due to motion sickness. These findings do not support the widely held
notion that motion sickness can be classified as a generalized autonomic ("stress")
response. A new functional model depicting a more discrete, organ specific role of t'e
autonomic nervous system in the development of motion sickness is presented.
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I Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In modem society, most individuals have experienced motion sickness at one time or

another. Whether on airplanes, automobiles, ships, amusement park rides or other modes

of transportation, many have felt the discomforts associated with sickness. In fact, it is

reasonable to believe that ever since humans began using vehicles for passive transport,

motion sickness has been a concern. The first known written accounts of motion sickness

were made by the ancient Greeks and, interestingly, the word "nausea" derives from the

Greek word "naus", meaning ship (Reason and Brand, 1987). As modes of transportation

have become more advanced and higher performance vehicles have evolved, the incidence

of motion sickness has become more widespread. One of the newest forms of motion

sickness, termed Space Motion Sickness (SMS), afflicts some astronauts during space

flight. (Crampton, 1990) In most cases, motion sickness is merely an inconvenient and
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unpleasant experience, but in space and military operations, it becomes a more costly and

possibly life threatening occurrence.

The nature of motion sickness, its relationship with space motion sickness, and its impact

on military operations have aroused significant research interest. (reviewed collectively by

Tyler and Bard, 1949; Money, 1970; Reason and Brand, 1975; Crampton, 1990). As part

of their research, many groups have induced sickness in laboratory subjects and have

recorded their physiological responses. Numerous cardiovascular (Graybiel and Lackner.

1980), respiratory (Cowings et al.. 1986), gastrointestinal (Stem et al, 1987; Rague, 1987:

Eagon, 1988), biochemical (Eversmann et al., 1978; Habermann et al., 1978) and other

physiological measures (Isu et al., 1987a, Isu et al., 1987b, Gaudreault, 1987; Drylie,

1987) have been monitored. Attempts have been made to correlate signs to symptoms, and

theories have been proposed regarding systemic roles in the development of sickness.

The autonomic nervous system (ANS) is the division of the human nervous system which

is generally responsible for subconscious control of bodily functions, maintenance of

homeostasis, and mediation of an individual's physiological responses to stresses. As

such, it has naturally been suspected to contribute to motion sickness. However, since no

acceptable physiological definition of motion sickness is available, it is not clear how the

ANS should be expected to respond during the syndrome, and some controversy exists.

Some researchers speculate that motion sickness should be viewed as a generalized stress

response and that the ANS, therefore, should be expected to respond in its classic "fight or

flight" manner. The "fight or flight" response typically involves inhibition of the

parasympathetic division of the ANS but more importantly, widespread activation of the

sympathetic division. Evidence from pharmacological studies and the known effectiveness

of certain drug therapies, however, provide clues which do not generally support this

stress response view of motion sickness.
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Furthermore, if one considers a hypothetical functional purpose of motion sickness, a

generalized stress response seems inappropriate, perhaps. It has been proposed from an

evolutionary standpoint that motion sickness could be a manifestation of an animal's early

warning response to ingested toxins (Treisman, 1977). That is, the disorientation and

sensory rearrangement typically associated with motion sickness are similar to those

associated with ingestion of a toxin; therefore, the body responds by expelling the contents

of the stomach and presumably the toxin. Under this hypothesis, it is expected that the

parasympathetic system is inhibited to retard gastric motility and thus confine the toxin to

the stomach for expulsion (Davis, 1986). However, under this hypothesis, the

parasympathetic inhibition need not be accompanied by a widespread sympathetic activation

as would occur in a generalized stress response.

In attempts to investigate the underlying physiology of motion sickness, many studies have

focussed on observing trends in physiological parameters such as mean heart rate, skin

potential, sweating, or skin pallor. Researchers have interpreted these parameters as

autonomic manifestations and have extrapolated to draw conclusions concerning the ANS.

Interpretations, however, are confounded by a number of issues. First, the autonomic

nervous system consists of multiple control pathways which may interact in a complex

way. In fact, at most organ sites, qualitatively similar effects can be induced by either

division of the ANS. For example, increases in heart rate may be caused either by an

increase in sympathetic or a decrease in parasympathetic activity at the sinoatrial node.

Second, while observation of local effects may provide insight into local ANS activity, the

broader integrated function of the ANS is not necessarily represented. Finally, trends in

these physiological parameters during motion sickness have not been found to be consistent

either within or between studies. These inconsistencies may be due in part to differences

between subjects. However, they may also be due in part to a lack of controls implemented
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in many studies. Activities such as changes in posture or exercise, which are known to

have autonomic effects independent of motion sickness, have often been uncontrolled.

In order to better assess autonomic activity during motion sickness, it is desirable to use a

well understood measure and a well established technique. Dr. R.J. Cohen of MIT and

colleagues have developed such a technique using noninvasive measures of heart rate

variability (Berger et al., 1989a; Berger et al., 1989b; Berger et al., 1986; Chen et al.,

1987; Appel et al., 1989a). Through a number of studies, they have demonstrated that the

transfer function from instantaneous lung volume (ILV) to instantaneous heart rate (IHR)

may be used as sensitive probe of relative levels of autonomic control of heart rate.

Further, they have developed an effective technique, termed Random Interval Breathing

(RIB), to broaden the spectral content of the respiratory signal (input stimulus) and thus

allow accurate estimation of the desired transfer function.

1.2 Purpose

The primary objective of this study was to apply the techniques developed by Cohen's

group to determine whether or not autonomic changes, as detectable by these techniques,

occur during motion sickness. As a prelude to this research, it was necessary to develop an

experimental protocol which would allow controlled application of the technique. A

protocol which limited confounding autonomic effects and permitted subjects to complete

segments of random breathing was required.
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II Background

2.1 Motion Sickness

2.1.1 General Characteristics

Motion sickness, as the name implies, is an illness which can be induced by certain motion

environments. It is characterized by a collection of signs and symptoms, the most common

of which are pallor, cold sweating, fatigue, nausea, and vomiting. However, many other

signs and symptoms have been reported (Money, 1970), and the combination and relative

severity of signs and symptoms varies between individuals. Generally, the first symptoms

are mild ones such as fatigue, headache, or stomach awareness. These progress toward

pallor, cold sweating, and nausea and eventually culminate in retching and vomiting if no

preventive measures are taken. The dynamics of the time course of symptoms show four

consistent characteristics (Bock and Oman, 1982; Gillingham, 1986). First, there is a
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latency to the appearance of first symptoms. Second, there is a tendency for symptoms to

avalanche as one nears the vomiting end-point. Third, symptom levels tend to overshoot

upon the removal of provocative motion stimulation; and fourth, once symptoms are

established, there is a period of hypersensitivity to stimulation. These dynamics have led

some researchers to envision two pathways for the development of symptoms; a fast

pathway to help explain the avalanching phenomena and a slow path to help explain latency

and hypersensitivity (Oman, 1982: Oman 1990). As yet, however, the physiological

mechanisms associated with this hypothesis have not been identified.

Many motion sickness signs and symptoms are qualitatively similar to those of other

nausea and vomiting syndromes, such as radiation sickness or morning sickness

Grahamme-Smith, 1986). The characteristic which differentiates the various syndromes is

their underlying cause. Unfortunately, the physiology of motion sickness, nausea, and

vomiting remains poorly understood: therefore, theories concerning causation of sickness

must rely heavily on knowledge of what types of stimuli are provocative and who is

susceptible.

2.1.2 Incidence of Sickness

Not all types of motion cause motion sickness. People are generally able to participate in

high motion activities such as running, dancing, or ball games without developing

sickness. However, many situations in which individuals are subjected to passive motion

induce motion sickness. The most common examples have the common names "sea

sickness", "car sickness" and "air sickness". In each of these cases, an obvious motion is

present. There are, however, other situations in which motion sickness occurs, and yet no

real body motion is involved. One common example is "cinema sickness", in which a

stationary individual develops symptoms while observing a moving visual scene. Other

12



conditions contrived for experimental studies have demonstrated that true subject motion is

not required for the development of motion sickness (Reason and Brand. 1975).

Nearly everyone is susceptible to motion sickness. Most individuals, given a long enough

exposure to the proper stimulation, will develop symptoms. It is difficult, however, to

assess the incidence of motion sickness across the general population. The incidence is

highly dependent on the type of motion environment. A number of studies provide rough

estimates among sub-populations. The most recent of these studies suggest that 36 percent

of 20,000 surveyed ferry passengers (Lawther and Griffin, 1988) and 67 percent of shuttle

astronauts during their first flights (Davis I.R. et al., 1988) were afflicted. In general.

susceptibility to motion sickness tends to peak as a function of age between ages 12 and

21, and women tend to report that they are more susceptible than men (Reason and Brand,

1975). However, susceptibility varies a great deal from person to person, dependent on

the type of stimulation.

While very few individuals are believed to be completely immune, most are able to develop

at least partial immunity through adaptation. During a long enough exposure to a particular

environment, symptoms will eventually subside and individuals will become resistant to

motion sickness during continued stimulation. However, upon return to the normal motion

environment after extended time in an unusual one, individuals may experience symptoms

as they re-adapt to the normal situation. For example, after extended periods aboard ship,

many have reported symptoms upon return to land. This syndrome is termed "mal de

debarquement". The rate at which adaptation can be attained is dependent on the individual

and on the degree of stimulation provided by a particular environment. Typically, several

days aboard ship or spacecraft are required to fully adapt and regain health. There is

evidence that upon repeated exr -sure to the environment some aspects of adaptation may

be preserved (Parker, 1972; Reason and Brand, 1975).
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There is one group of individuals which does seem to be immune to motion sickness. A

number of studies have demonstrated that those lacking vestibular function can endure

motion situations which are normally highly provocative. In studies conducted in the

Pensacola Slow Rotating Room and at sea, Graybiel and coworkers found that vestibular

defectives not only reported no adverse symptoms, but typically enjoyed the experience

(Graybiel, 1963).

2.1.3 Causation: The Conflict Theory

Before it was discovered that labyrinthine defectives seem immune to sickness, the most

prevalent theories attributed motion sickness either to reduced blood flow to the brain or to

mechanical stimulation of abdominal afferents caused by motion of the viscera (Reason and

Brand. 1975). The discovery of the importance of the vestibular system led to the

"vestibular overstimulation" theory which asserts that continual intense stimulation of the

vestibular organs produces sickness. It purported to explain why travel in ships, planes,

and automobiles is provocative, while activities like running and dancing are not. The

theory, however, has lost support partially due to the realization that sickness can occur in

the absence of true subject motion (Guedry, 1968; Oman. 1982).

The most popular current theory is the Conflict Theory. Claremont (1931) is generally

cited as the first to note that motion sickness develops when two sensory modalities receive

conflicting motion cues. Through a number of revisions and refinements, this idea has

become known as the Conflict Theory. The first major revision to the theory was proposed

by Reason (1978), who noted that the essential conflict is more likely between expected

sensory input and the input actually received by the brain. This formulation was better able

to explain adaptation and made more physiological sense since the brain would now

14



compare signals from the same sensory modality. Reason proposed the concept of a

"Neural Store" or neural memory in which the brain maintains a sort of dictionary of paired

sensory-motor memory traces.

A second significant revision, proposed by Oman (1982; 1990), eliminated the need for the

"Neural Store" and provided additional insight into a number of different mechanisms by

which adaptation could occur. Oman (1982; 1990), using an Observer Theory approach,

developed a heuristic mathematical model of body motor control (refer to Figure 2.1, from

Oman, 1990). In this development, the brain employs an internal model of the body and its

sensors to calculate expected sensory signals. This internal model thus replaces the

"Neural Store". Furthermore, in this development, a "conflict" signal has functional value
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Figure 2.1: A portion of a mathematical model for sensory conflict and movement control based
on Observer Theory (from Oman 1990. 1982). Note that the sensory conflict signal serves in
feedback contro.



other than to make one sick: it serves as an error signal generated from the feedback return

of the control system.

In its present form, the Conflict Theory may be stated as follows (Oman, 1990): Motion

sickness results when a conflict signal in the brain, normally used in posture and/or motor

control, becomes large. This occurs when actual and anticipated sensory information are

not in agreement. Further, since it is known that labyrinthine defective individuals are

immune to motion sickness, the vestibular system must be implicated in the conflict.

2.1.4 Treatment and Prevention

Despite significant research and a better understanding of conditions leading to motion

sickness, the best prevention still remains avoidance of provocative situations (Gillingham,

1986). The best treatments remain either removal of or adaptation to the provocative

stimulation. Attempts to pre-adapt to prevent sickness in novel situations have generally

failed due to the condition specificity of adaptation (Reason and Brand, 1975).

Pharmacological attempts at prevention and treatment have met with only moderate success.

Many drugs and drug combinations have been tested as combatants to motion sickness

(Wood and Graybiel, 1970, 1972; Kohl, 1985, 1987; Attias, 1989; Parrot, 1989). While

no drug therapy has been found to confer immunity, some are effective in increasing

resistance to sickness (refer to Figure 2.2 from Graybiel and Lackner, 1980). Presently,

the most effective single drug seems to be Scopolamine (Wood and Graybiel, 1972;

Gillingham, 1986). However, it has undesirable side effects such as dry mouth,

drowsiness, pupillary dilation, and impaired visual accommodation. In efforts to alleviate
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Figure 2.2: Effectiveness of selected anti-mouion sickness drugs (from Graybiel and Lackner 1970).

these side effects two approaches have been taken. First, scopolamine is often

administered in combination with dextro-amphetamine. The amphetamine alone is also

somewhat effective in combating sickness. In combination, it serves to abate some of the

side effects of scopolamine and in fact, the combination is more powerful than scopolamine

alone (Wood and Graybiel, 1972). The second approach is to more accurately control the

serum levels of scopolamine and avoid the peaking associated with oral administration. A

transdermal application patch worn behind the ear has been shown to maintain effectiveness

in combating sickness. However, while some have reported fewer side effects (Attias,

1989) using this application, others have found that the side effects remain a problem
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(Parrot, 1989). Drug therapies have not yet been demonstrated to be effective in astronauts

during space flight, as double blind, placebo controlled studies have not been attempted.

An alternative prevention or treatment proposed by some researchers is biofeedback and

autogenic training. Individuals are trained to recognize their symptoms and through

biofeedback and relaxation training are taught to control their autonomic responses to the

motion stress. Accounts of the effectiveness of this treatment vary. (Cowings et al., 1990;

Toscano and Cowings, 1982, Graybiel, 1980; Levy, 1981; Dobie, 1987) In Section 2.2.2,

biofeedback and autogenic training will be discussed in greater detail-

2.2 The Autonomic Nervous System

2.2.1 Basic Anatomy and Physiology

The Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) is the motor division of the human nervous system

which innervates smooth muscle, cardiac muscle and glands. (refer to Figure 2.3 modified

from Tortora and Evans, 1986) It is generally responsible for integrating information from

afferents* and exerting subconscious control of bodily functions. Its activities include

regulation of digestion, heart rate and contractility, circulation, body temperature,

breathing, and gland secretions (Tortora and Evans, 1987; Hockman, 1987; Guyton,

1986). Until early in this century, the ANS was considered to be functionally and

anatomically distinct from the Central Nervous System (CNS) (Hockman, 1987).

However, it is now recognized that autonomic control is achieved through reflexes at the

level of the spinal cord or through central nervous mechanisms where control is ultimately

* By historical definition, stemming primarily from the writings of Gaskell and Langley

(Guyton, 1986), the ANS includes only motor fibers; the torward loop of the control
systems. Afferent fibers, which are by strict definition not part of the autonomic nervous
system, provide regulatory feedback to close the control loops.
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mediated by the hypothalamus (Tortora and Evans. 1987; Hockman. 1987; Van Toiler,

1979; Guyton, 1986).

The system is composed of two divisions, the sympathetic and the parasympathetic, each

of which encompasses multiple regulatory pathways.. Most visceral organ systems

controlled by the ANS are innervated by both systems; a phenomenon termed Jual

innervation. Further, each division exerts tonic control on most organ systems. These

Organization of the Human Nervous System

CENTRAL PERIPHERAL
NERVOUS NERVOUS
SYSTEM SYSTEM

(CNS) (PNS)

Afferent System
Conveys Information from
receptors to the central

nervous system

SiaEfferent System
Spinal Conveys information from
Cord the central nervous system

to muscles and glands

Somatic Nervous Autonomic Nervous
System (SNS) System (ANS)
Conveys information Conveys information to

to skeletal muscle smooth muscle, cardiac
muscle and glands

Parasympathetic Sympathetic
Nervous System Nervous System,

Figure 2.3: Functional representation of the human nervous system illustrating the role of the
Autonomic Nervous System (ANS). (modified from Tortora and Evans, 1986)
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basal rates of activity, termed parasympathetic and sympathetic "tone", allow each division

to exert bi-directional control over the effector by either decreasing or increasing nervous

activity. The two divisions most often act functionally in opposition to one another. That

is, excitation of one division vill generally iave the opposite effect on most organ systems

than excitation of the other division. This agonist/antagonist character of the two systems

and the existence of tonic activity allows for precise control of effector organ systems.

The sympathetic division is also called the thorocolumbar division since its fibers extend

from ganglia projecting from the thoracic and lumbar segments of the spinal cord. (refer to

Figure 2.4 from Guyton, 1986) At ganglia and some effector organs, sympathetic fibers

release acetylcholine. However, at most effector sites, the neurotransmitter is

norepinephrine. The effects of sympathetic activation on particular organs are indicated in

Table 2.1. Sympathetic effects are most prominently evident during mass activation of the

system when it responds almost as a complete unit. This mass activation often occurs as

the body responds to fear, pain or other emotional or physical stress, and therefore it has

been termed the "stress response" or "fight or flight" response. Widespread sympathetic

activation prepares the body to deal with the stresses by, for example, increasing heart rate

and arterial pressure and diverting blood flow from visceral organs to those skeletal

muscles which are needed for response.

In the past, the sympathetic system was thought to always respond via mass discharge,

exerting similar influence on all controlled organs. This assumption has come into

question. In human and animal studies, prominent rhythms at the respiratory and heart

rates have been found in renal, cardiac splanchnic, and muscle sympathetic nerves (Cohen

and Gootman, 1970; Eckberg et al., 1988; Ninomiya et al., 1976; Saul et al., 1990)

indicating associations between the different outflows. However, there is also evidence
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the Autonomic Nervous System (from of the Autonomic Nervous System (from
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from direct sympathetic nerve recordings which demonstrates dissociation of sympathetic

activity in different organs during mild stresses (Mark et al., 1986; Wallin, 1986; Karim et

al., 1972; Simon and Riedel, 1975; Victor et al., 1986). Furthermore, there are a number

of instances when the sympathetic system would be expected to exert very narrow isolated

effects. For example, in control of body temperature, the system controls sweating and

blood flow to the skin without affecting other organs. In fact, as body temperature rises,

the sympathetic system must increase its influence over the sweat glands to induce sweating

but decrease its activity in skin vessels to increase peripheral blood flow (Guyton, 1986).
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Table 2.1 Autonomic Effects on Bodily Organs

(compiled from similar tables in Hockman (1987) and Guyton (1986))

SYMPATHETIC PARASYMPATHETIC
ORGAN STIMULATION STIMULATION

Heart Increased Rate Decreased Rate
Increased Contractility Decreased Contractility

Coronary Arteries Constriction (Alpha) Dilation
Dilation (Beta)

Systemic Arterioles
Muscle Constriction (alpha)

Dilation (Cholinergics No effect
& Beta)

Abdominal Constriction No effect

Skin Constriction No effect

Piloerector Muscles Contraction No effect

Small Intestine, Decreased Secretions Increased Secretion
Colon YRectum Decreased Peristalsis Increased Peristalsis

Adrenal Medulla Increased Secretion No effect

Glands:
Lacrimal, Nasal, Slightly increased Largely increased
Parotid, Gastric, Secretion Secretion
Submandibular

S wear Glands Largely increased No effect
secretion (Cholinergics)

Thus, it now seems evident that while the sympathetic system often exerts widespread

control activity, it is also capable of more localized control. This issue will be addressed

further in conjunction with transfer function estimation in Section 2.3.3.

The parasympathetic division is also known as the craniosacral division since its fibers

extend from ganglia in the brainstem and sacral segments of the spinal cord (refer to Figure

2.5 modified from Guyton, 1986). At ganglia and effector sites, the fibers release the
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neurotransmitter acetylcholine. The effects of parasympathetic activation on particular

organs are indicated in Table 2.1. In general, parasympathetic stimulation tends to bring

the body toward a more relaxed state by, for example, decreasing heart rate and increasing

digestive activity. In contrast to the sympathetic system, the parasympathetic system

usually exerts very narrow organ-specific control. The system often affects cardiovascular

activity without altering activity of other organ systems. (Guyton, 1986) On many

occasions, however, there may be close association between parasympathetic activity in

different effectors. For example, although on occasion salivation and gastric secretion may

occur independently, these digestive secretions are often synchronized.

2.2.2 The Role of the ANS in Motion Sickness

The role the autonomic nervous system plays in the development of motion sickness

remains undefined and a subject of much speculation. Generally, four categories of

evidence are cited in support of autonomic contributions to sickness: (1) some success has

been reported in applying biofeedback and autogenic training to alleviate sickness, (2)

many signs and symptoms of sickness may be autonomic manifestations, (3) some

"autonomically mediated" physiological parameters have been reported to change with

sickness, and (4) the most effective drug therapies may be ANS effectors. While the

evidence does seem to indicate that the ANS plays a significant role, it does not seem to

support a consistent model for ANS contributions.

The first category of evidence, success in applying biofeedback and autogenic training in

combating sickness, seems to support the notion that some role is played by the ANS in the

development of sickness but does not imply a specific model. Biofeedback training is a

process in which subjects are presented with augmented information about a particular
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"autonomic" variable (ie. heart rate) and are taught to consciously affect the variable

(typically through relaxation techniques). Autogenic training is also a self-regulatory

technique. However, it generally does not involve augmented physiological feedback, but

rather, is designed to teach subjects exercises by which they can induce specific bodily

sensations.

Levy et al. (1981) and Jones et al. (1985) have applied biofeedback and relaxation training

in Air Force fliers grounded for chronic severe motion sickness. The fliers were taught a

number of relaxation and biofeedback techniques and were provided feedback as they were

trained to control their symptoms during Coriolis stimulation. Levy et al. and Jones et al.

have reported between 79 and 84 percent of affected fliers have been successful in

overcoming sickness and returning to flight status.

Other researchers have reported similar successes in experiments at NASA Ames Research

Center (Cowings et al., 1990: Toscano and Cowings, 1982; Cowings and Toscano,

unpublished). However, they supplemented the biofeedback training with autogenic

therapy. Toscano and Cowings (1982) have reported that trained individuals have

significantly greater resistance to sickness than untrained individuals or individuals taught

an alternative ("sham") cognitive task. Further, they found that resistance to sickness

attained through biofeedback and autogenic training under one motion condition transfers

to other conditions (Cowings and Toscano, unpublished). The successes of these

researchers, however, have not been matched by others. Dobie et al. found that it was

confidence building and desensitization training that provided a significant increase in

resistance to sickness and that feedback training provided no significant additional benefit

(Dobie et al., 1987).
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The second and third categories of evidence are most often cited. in support of a model

involving increased sympathetic activity during motion sickness. In fact, some researchers

have asserted that motion sickness can be viewed as a generalized stress response in which

there is a marked. widespread increase in sympathetic activity (Cowings et al., 1986:

Johnson and Jongkees, 1974). As evidence, they claim that symptoms such as pallor, cold

sweating, and increased salivation, and trends in so called "autonomic manifestations" such

as heart rate, blood pressure, respiration. gastrointestinal motility, or skin resistance, can

be explained by the postulated sympathetic activation (Reason and Brand, 1975: Money,

1970: Dobie et al., 1987; Cowings et al., 1986; Johnson and Jongkees, 1974). However,

this evidence is suspect since symptom patterns are known to vary between individuals

and, as Money points out in his 1970 review (Money, 1970), reports of trends in most

physiological recordings during sickness differ significantly (to the point of contradiction)

from study to study.

As a more recent example of inconsistencies consider reports of heart rate and blood

pressure recordings. In 1980, Graybiel and Lackner (1980) subjected 12 individuals to a

repeated sudden stop paradigm in a rotating chair and monitored heart rate, blood pressure,

and skin temperature as motion sickness developed. They found no significant correlation

between any of these measurements and motion sickness symptoms. Cowings et al.

(1986) on the other hand, utilized Coriolis stimulation in a rotating chair to induce sickness

in 127 subjects. They monitored heart rate, blood pressure, basal skin resistance, and

respiration and reported significant trends in all of these "autonomic responses." Similar

controversies exist concerning other physiological measures (Stern et al., 1987; Eagon,

1988; Rague, 1987; Drylie, 1987; Gaudreault, 1987; Gordon, 1988, 1989). Thus,

symtomatology and physiological data do not provide firm evidence upon which to base a

model.
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The fourth category of evidence, drug therapies, may be taken to indicate an opposite role

for the ANS than that indicated by categories two and three. The most effective drug

therapies (in terms of allaying peripheral motion sickness signs and symptoms) are either

sympathomimetics, parasympatholytics (anticholinergics) or combinations of the two

(Wood and Graybiel, 1970, 1972; Kohl, 1985). In addition, many sympatholytics have

been shown to actually increase susceptibility to motion sickness. These findings could be

taken to imply that increases in parasympathetic and decreases in sympathetic activities

accompany sickness and the drugs are effective in combating these shifts. However, this

model is confounded by evidence indicating that some sympatholytics are mildly effective

in allaying sickness. Furthermore, it is not clear that the drugs are affecting peripheral

nervous system autonomic centers. Although they are best known for their autonomic

effects, it is quite possible that their success against motion sickness is due to other,

possibly central nervous, mechanisms (Janowsky, 1985; Janowsky et al., 1984; Risch and

Janowsky, 1985; Kohl and Homick, 1983). That is, while motion sickness signs may be

mediated by autonomic outflow, the drugs may interfere with the development of sickness,

not by affecting these peripheral autonomic pathways, but rather, by affecting the central

mechanisms which q-z promoting the autonomic activation.

Cowings et al. have proposed an interesting model to explain the postulated trends of

sympathetic activation in their subjects while at the same time accounting for the therapeutic

effectiveness of sympathomimetics and parasympatholytics (Cowings, 1986). As indicated

earlier in this section, the model is based on highly speculative assumptions, nevertheless it

has interesting parallels to other syndromes. They have postulated that motion sickness is

accompanied by a widespread sympathetic activation. This activation leads to the

sympathetic manifestations. However, based on trends in recovering subjects and in order

to explain drug effectiveness, they postulate that this prolonged sympathetic activation may
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lead to a "parasympathetic rebound" associated with nausea and vomiting stages of

sickness. As Cowings et al. point out, this model is quite similar to models of migraine

headache (Sakai and Meyer, 1978) and vaso-vagal syncope (Graham et al., 1961) in which

parasympathetic rebounds seem to follow intense sympathetic activations.

Ishii et al. (1987) and Igarashi et al. (1987) have studied heart rate variability in motion sick

squirrel monkeys and based on their findings, they have supported a model in which an

increase in parasympathetic activity leads to the vomiting of motion sickness. As will be

discussed in Section 2.3.2, the variability in instantaneous heart rate is due in large part to

the control actions of the autonomic nervous system. Ishii et al. (1987) monitored changes

in the coefficient of variation (CV) of intervals between heart beats (RR intervals) defined

as

CV = Standard Deviation of RR Interval x100%.
Mean RR Interval
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Figure 2.6 Time course of coefficient of variance of R-R interval of two squirrel monkeys during
motion sickness (from Ishii et al., 1987)
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An increase in the CV indicates an increase in heart rate variability which Ishii et

al.interpreted as indicative of increased parasympathetic activity in monkeys. They

reported consistent trends in the coefficient (Figure 2.6) throughout the course of the

experiment. As vomiting became imminent, marked increases in the coefficient were noted

and immediately following vomiting the coefficient decreased. Therefore, the data of Ishii

et a], appear to support a model of motion sickness in which "reactions involved with

vomiting" are parasympathetically mediated. However, Ishii et al. failed to control or

monitor respiratory rates during their experiments. The CV is expected to be very sensitive

to changes in respiration. If the monkeys were increasing their respiratory rates (ie.

panting) as they became sick, the coefficient of variation might show increases which could

be misinterpreted as parasympathetic increases. This issue will be discussed further in

Chapter 4.

In proposing models for ANS activity, researchers have met a number of obstacles and it is

evident that despite significant research, the role of the autonomic nervous system in

motion sickness remains a speculative issue.

2.3 Transfer Function Estimation: A Probe to Autonomic Function

Cohen and colleagues have developed techniques to noninvasively assess autonomic

activity (reviewed in Appel et al., 1989a). By applying linear system theory to analyze

variability in cardiovascular parameters, they have shown that the characteristics of this

variability provide information about relative levels of sympathetic and parasympathetic

activity. Further, they have demonstrated that by perturbing parts of the cardiovascular

control system in a known fashion, one can extend the amount of information attained in a
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single experiment trial. The techniques are based on the theory of non-parametric transfer

function estimation.

2.3.1 Transfer Function Estimation

Transfer function estimation is a linear system identification technique based on a Wiener

filtering approach. Given a record of the input and output of a linear system, the Wiener

filter is one which operates on the input and produces a minimum mean square error

(MMSE) approximation to the output (Papoulis, 1984), under certain conditions on the

random processes involved.

In discrete time (or for samples from a band-limited continuous time system), the

convolution relation for a linear system is

y[nJ = h[n] 0 x[nl - h[n]x[n-m] (2.1)
m -u

where x[n] and y[n] are the input and output respectively, h[n] is the unit sample response

of the system and ® is the convolution operator defined by equation 2.1. In the time

domain, the system identification problem is that of estimating h[nJ given x[n] and y[n]. If

the estimate of h[n] is h[ n 1, the output, ' n ), from the estimated system is

y[nl = hfnj Ixln] =- j lfnjx-m1 (2.2)

The Wiener filter is that h[ n I which minimizes the mean square error in the output given by

MSE=Ei(y[n] - ytnl)2} (2.3)

where E( ) is the expectation operator (Papoulis, 1984; Bendat and Piersol, 1980, 1986).
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The Orthogonality Principle and Projection Theorem (Papoulis, 1984) guarantee that MSE

will be minimum if the error is orthogonal to the data. That is, for real signals,

E(y[nl -y[n) x[n-mlJ = 0: all m (2.4)

or by expanding the sum

E(y[nI x(n-m] - [nI x(n-ml} = 0; all m (2.5)

and substituting for j( n I

EI(y[nJ xfn-m) - h[p Ex[n-mrlxn-pfl= 0- alirn 2.6)
p=-w

If xInl and y(nj are stationary, (2.6) can be written

R.m] = , hfp] Rxim-p] all m (2.7)

where Rt,.m]=E((y[n] x[n-mrl (2.7a)

and R%,m] =E1(x[n] x[n-ml ). (2.7b)

R- tm is the autocorrelation function of the input and R,,,m] is the cross-correlation

between the input and output, at lag m.

Equation (2.7) defines the time domain constraints on the optimum unit sample response

estimate. By transforming (2.7) to the frequency domain, however, a more useful

formulation is attained. The power spectrum, S ,,f}, of the input and the cross-spectrum,

Sxifl, between the input and output, from the Weiner-Khinchin Theorem (Papoulis,

1984) are

S,.f = 1', D1FniRKj,,, (2.8a)

S, ]= T, DTFr(RX{.] ."b)

where DTFT I) is the Discrete Time Fourier Transform operator and Ts is the sampling

period of the discrete time signals.
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Convolution in the time domain is equivalent to multiplication in the frequency domain, so

(2.7) becomes

S. =f iff]S SfJ] (2.9)

and rearranging gives

where I-f I is the transfer function of the optimum system estimate.

The transfer function defined in (2.10) provides information about both magnitude and

phase of the unknown system. Furthermore, a function termed coherence permits an

assessment of the quality of the provided information. The coherence function, yI, is

derived as follows. The power spectrum of the output from a system with transfer function

H[f] given input x[n] is

^ 2

s"f] = I IS" f] = ! s- j]

The fraction of the power in S yf] the power spectrum of the true system output, that is

accounted for by SY,[f] as a function of frequency is the coherence,

2 s,,jt] _ is-, (2.12)
S,#f] s"&] SJf]

When the coherence is near unity, nearly all power in y[n] is reproduced in y'"[nI; as the

coherence nears zero, very little power is retained in the output from the estimated system.
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Equations (2.10) and (2.12) define the optimal transfer function estimate and its coherence

function (Papoulis, 1984; Bendat and Piersol, 1980, 1986; Kay, 1988). In practice.

infinite duration input-output records for a system are unavailable and estimates of HfJ and

Y" must be made from finite duration records. Further, if the input signal does not contain

significant power in a particular frequency band, the signal to noise ratio is low and the

coherence of the estimated transfer function will typically fall (Papoulis, 1984; Bendat and

Piersol, 1986). Therefore, for accurate transfer function estimation, the spectrum of the

input signal, Sx ,f], must be significantly non-zero over the frequency band of interest.

2.3.2 Cardiovascular Control

The cardiovascular system consists of two general component parts, the heart and the blood

vessels. The system is responsible for the delivery of blood to all parts of the body. Since

blood delivers nutrients to and removes wastes from bodily tissues, it is critical to provide

sufficient perfusion to meet the tissues' metabolic needs. It is, however, inefficient to

over-perfuse tissues during times of low metabolic need. Long range regulation of tissue

perfusion inherently depends on other systems, such as the renal system, which regulate

fluid balance and blood volume (Berne and Levy, 1982). Shorter term regulation and

precision control, however, depend on variations in the performance of the two

cardiovascular system components. Heart rate and contractility and vascular resistance and

volume are continuously controlled to individually accommodate the varying metabolic

needs of tissues.

There are a number of factors which contribute to the function of the heart and blood

vessels (Berne and Levy, 1982; Tortora and Evans, 1986). For example, excess

metabolites accumulated locally in tissues may affect vasodilation and blood bourne
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram of short term cardiovascular control. (from Berger, 1987)

hormones, ions or toxins can affect both vascular tone and cardiac function (Berne and

Levy, 1982). Short term control on the order of seconds or minutes, however, is mediated

primarily through neural mechanisms (Guyton, 1974; Berne and Levy, 1982). These

mechanisms are precisely controlled through feedback loops involving the autonomic

nervous system.

Figure 2.7 depicts a block diagram model of the autonomic components of short term

cardiovascular control (from Berger, 1987). As metabolic needs in tissues such as skeletal

muscle or digestive tract linings change, the system acts to tightly control blood pressure in

critical bodily tissues while accommodating the new perfusion requirements.

Baroreceptors located in the carotid sinus and the ao-ic arch constantly sense arterial blood
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pressure and feed this information back to the ANS. In addition to the baroreceptor

feedback, the ANS receives feedback regarding atrial and chest wall stretch and arterial

partial pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxide. (Berger, 1987; Berne and Levy, 1982)

The system is also affected by higher brain centers such as the respiratory center. Both

branches of the ANS exert control over heart rate through innervation of the sinoatrial

node. The sympathetic system also controls heart contractility (type 031 fibers) and vascular

parameters. Sympathetic type l3i and a2 fibers effect contraction of the smooth muscles in

vein walls and thereby control venous return. The fibers also innervate sphincter muscles

in arterioles and thus effect peripheral resistance.

As the system works to continuously meet bodily needs, its parameters continually vary.

The variability in instantaneous heart rate or blood pressure is generally ignored by

physicians who are most interested in the averages of these parameters over short time

periods. One exception is the variability due to respiration. It has long been known that

respiration modulates heart rate. (Hirsch and Bishop, 1981) Heart rate typically increases

during inspiration and decreases during expiration. Kollai and Kazumi (1979), through

direct neural recordings in dogs, have demonstrated that this modulation, termed

Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia (RSA), is mediated by the autonomic nervous system. In

the model of Figure 2.7, it is the input from the respiratory center and feedback through

arterial and chest wall receptors and the baroreceptors which most likely stimulate the

autonomic modulation.

2.3.3 Transfer Function Estimation of Cardiovascular Control

Figure 2.8 (from Berger et al., 1988) presents a simplified and semi-quantitative model of

cardiovascular control which relates three noninvasively measurable parameters:
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Figure 2.8: Block diagram of cardiovascular control illustrating the relationships between
respiration, arternal blood pressure and heart rate. (modified from Berger et al.. 1988)

respiration, heart rate and blood pressure. The blocks in this model mask some of the

details of the model in Figure 2.7. Each block is representative of a lumped parameter

system which relates its input and output signals. In large part, these systems are

autonomically mediated. A number of recent studies have been conducted in attempts to

characterize the signals or systems depicted in this model.

In 1981l, Akselrod et al. (1981) monitored heart rate in trained, conscious, unanesthetized

dogs. Using power spectral estimation of instantaneous heart rate prior to and during

pharmacological blockade they identified frequency specific contributions of the

parasympathetic and sympathetic divisions of the ANS. They found that during
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parasympathetic blockade, high frequency components of variability, above approximately

0.1 Hz, were abolished. Upon coincident sympathetic blockade, nearly all variability in

heart rate was abolished. Based on their data, they concluded that both divisions contribute

to spontaneous heart rate variability at low frequencies but at higher frequencies only the

parasympathetic system contributes.

In 1985, Pomeranz et al. (1985) and Akselrod et al. (1985) repeated similar studies in

humans. Their results were similar. They reported that low frequency fluctuations in

spontaneous heart rate between 0.02 and 0.1 Hz were mediated jointly by both ANS

divisions, but that at higher frequencies (in the range 0.1-0.5 Hz) only the parasympathetic
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Figure 2.9: Instantaneous heart rate time series and power spectra in for supine and standing
subject. Note shift from high frequency to low frequency oscillations in standing subject. (from
Pomeranz et al., 1985)
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division contributes. The Pomeranz study also demonstrated the sensitivity of the power

spectral estimates to posture changes. Individuals while standing tend to have higher

sympathetic levels and lower parasympathetic levels than while supine (Eckberg et al.,

1976; Burke et al., 1977). This change occurs in large part to counteract the force of

gravity which acts to impede venous return in erect individuals (and perhaps also in part to

accommodate a generally less relaxed state). Pomeranz et al. demonstrated the expected

decrease in magnitude of the high frequency peak and corresponding increase in magnitude

of the low frequency peak upon transition from supine to standing (Figure 2.9).

Each of the aforementioned studies was designed to characterize the spontaneous heart rate

signal. Akselrod et al. (1985) also characterized the spontaneous blood pressure signal.

The spontaneous respiratory signal is generally a very narrow-band signal with power

tightly contained near the mean respiratory rate. In addition to characterizing the

spontaneous activity of the signals in the above model, researchers have attempted to

characterize the relationships between the signals represented by the system blocks (Berger

et al. 1986; Berger et al. 1988; Appel et al.. 1989a; Appel et al., 1989b). The respiration to

heart rate transfer block is of particular interest.

Using transfer function analysis, as outlined in Section 2.3.1, Chen et al. (1987), Saul at

al. (1989), Berger et al. (1989b), and Berger (1987) have studied the relationship between

respiration and heart rate. Their studies have built on the results of Pomeranz et al. (1985)

by characterizing the instantaneous lung volume (ILV) to instantaneous heart rate (IHR)

transfer function in supine and standing subjects. As discussed in Section, 2.3.1, in order

to extend the amount of useful information attained through transfer function estimation the

system should be excited by an input with broad spectral content. Since the respiratory

input is generally quite narrow band with power tightly contained around the mean
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Figure 2.10: (a) Modified Poisson distribution used for generating random cue sequence.
(b) Schematic diagram of fixed interval breathing and random interval breathing sequences

respiratory rate, a technique to broaden its spectral content was applied. The technique is

termed Random Interval Breathing (RIB) and is described by Berger et al. (1989b). Under

this paradigm, subjects are first asked to breathe in synchrony with a two minute segment

of auditory tones equally spaced at the mean respiratory rate. During this time they are able

to settle on a comfortable depth of inspiration for the given mean rate. After this constant

interval segment, a segment of randomly spaced auditory tones is provided and subjects

continue to breathe with each tone. The tones are generated by computer and occur at

random according to a modified Poisson distribution with the same mean rate as the first

segment (Berger et al., 1989b). (refer to Figure 2.10) This modified Poisson distribution

disallows inter-breath intervals outside the range of one to fifteen seconds. This
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Figure 2.11 Group average transfer function magnitude phase and coherence for supine and upright
postures (means ± standard errors). Below 0.05 Hz, average transfer function values are plotted
with dotted lines because they are unreliable in that range. (from Saul et al., 1989)

distribution provides for a comfortable breathing pattern while effectively broadening the

respiratory signal over the frequency band between 0.0 and 0.5 Hz. Each of the three

studies found that group average transfer functions for standing subjects had significantly

lower transfer magnitude at frequencies above approximately 0.1 Hz (Figure 2.11 from

Saul et al., 1989). Thus, these studies demonstrated the sensitivity of the transfer function

magnitude to shifts in autonomic balance as subtle as those associated with posture change

(Chen et al., 1987).

Further studies have confirmed the sensitivity and accuracy of transfer function estimates

obtained by this technique. Selective pharmacological blockades in conjunction with
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Figure 2.12: Respirauon to heart rate transfer function analysis in humans using pharmacological
blockades. Transfer function magnitudes and phases for 'vagal' and 'sympathetic' states. (modified
from Appel et al.. 1989a)

changes in posture have been used to obtain transfer function estimates from subjects in

"pure" parasympathetic or "pure" sympathetic states. (Saul et al., 1988; Appel et al.

1989a) Parasympathetic states were achieved in supine human subjects with propanolol

blockade of sympathetic activity. Sympathetic states were achieved in standing subjects

with atropine blockade of parasympathetic activity. Figure 2.12 (from Appel et al., 1989a)

illustrates the differences in transfer functions from these two states. In a "pure"

sympathetic state, the system is characterized by a dramatic decrease in magnitude above

0.1 Hz and by a decreasing phase (time delay). The "pure" parasympathetic state is

characterized by higher transfer gain and a near zero phase at all frequencies in the band

between 0.0 and 0.5 Hz.

In anesthetized dogs, Berger et al. have investigated the transfer characteristics of the

sinoatrial node (Berger 1987; Berger et al, 1989b) by applying broad band stimulation

directly to either parasympathetic or sympathetic efferents and monitoring the resulting

heart rate fluctuations. They report low pass filter characteristics for both parasympathetic
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Figure 2.13: Respiration to heart rate transfer function model (from Saul et al., 1989) The low pass
filter (LPF) characteristics of the sympathetic and parasympathetic pathways in the SA node are
dependent on the mean neural fuing rates of each division.

and sympathetic stimulation but found the sympathetic transfer function to have a much

lower cutoff frequency and a pure time delay. The transfer characteristics, however, were

found to depend significantly on mean sympathetic and parasympathetic firing rates. At

low mean firing rates, the transfer functions typically had larger low frequency magnitudes

and showed more rapid roll off than at high mean rates.

Saul et al. (1989) have incorporated these findings and those outlined above into a model

relating respiration to heart rate. In their model (Figure 2.13 from Saul et al., 1989), a

central respiratory drive is fed to a Central Autonomic Integrator to produce the sympathetic

and parasympathetic (vagal) outflow to the sinoatrial node. This Central Integrator

incorporates the many bodily reflexes and pathways through which respiration may effect

autonomic outflow to the heart. The constants Ap and As represent the transfer relation

between the respiratory drive and the modulation depth of the parasympathetic and

sympathetic outflow respectively. At the sinoatrial (SA) node, the vagal outflow is inverted
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(since increased vagal activity decreases heart rate) and passed through a characteristic low

pass filter, the shape of which is dependent on mean parasympathetic firing rate. The

sympathetic outflow is delayed by Ts seconds* and passed through its characteristic low

pass filter whose shape is dependent on mean sympathetic firing rate. These two filtered

signals sum to give instantaneous heart rate.

Four key model parameters. Ap, As, mean vagal firing rate and mean sympathetic fring

rate, may be varied to independently manifest changes in the transfer function due to shifts

in autonomic balance. (Ts and TR are taken as constants.) In simulations, Saul et al. used

simple one-pole low pass filters for each of the low pass filter (LPF) blocks at the sinoatrial

node. In simulation of the supine condition, Saul et al. chose a mean vagal rate of 4 Hz

and a mean sympathetic rate of 0.5 Hz. Using these mean rates and the experimental data

of Berger et al. (1989b) they chose cutoff and gain factors of the two low pass filters. The

weighting factors Ap and As were set to 2.5 and 0.4 Hz/liter, respectively. In simulation

of the standing condition, mean vagal and sympathetic rates were each chosen as I Hz and

again based on experimental data from Berger et al., two new low pass filter gains and

cutoffs were selected. Ap and As were set to 1.6 and 2.0 Hz/liter respectively. Saul et al.

note that while the model parameter choices are somewhat arbitrary, they are consistent

with a shift from a generally vagal state when supine to a more sympathetic state when

upright. Simulated transfer functions for supine and standing conditions are illustrated in

Figure 2.14. Except at frequencies below 0.05 Hz, the simulation matches well the

experimental data (compare to Figure 2.11). However, at these low frequencies the

coherence of the experimental transfer function estimate is quite low and therefore

confidence in its accuracy is low. Saul et al. explain this drop in coherence by postulating

* The lag between stimulation of sympathetic nerves at the sinoatrial node and the resulting
change in heart rate is well recognized (Warner and Cox, 1962; Scher et al., 1972). It has
been attributed to the slow diffusion rates of norepinephrine (Warner and Cox, 1962).
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Figure 2.14: Simulations of transfer funcuon magnitudes (a) and phases (b) for supine and upright
postures.

that at these low frequencies either significant nonlinearities in the transfer relation or

dominant effects on heart rate from other system inputs exist.

It is clear that estimates of the transfer function from respiration to heart rate demonstrate

characteristic changes as autonomic control balance is altered and a successful model to

qualitatively describe the alterations of the local control system has been developed.

Furthermore, the model suggests that knowledge of the respiratory drive to the system is

important when interpreting the resulting heart rate variability. Unknown changes in the

respiratory drive to the system could easily be misinterpreted as changes in the parameters

of the system representing autonomic balance. Therefore, to assess autonomic influences

on heart rate variability, transfer function estimation is a desirable technique.
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There is, however, some controversy over the issue of whether local autonomic control of

heart rate may be interpreted as representative of more generalized autonomic activity. As

indicated in Section 2.2. 1, the function of the autonomic nervous system is to control

subconscious functions in response to changing bodily needs. By the nature of their

affects on particular organ systems, it is clear that in many instances (such as during bodily

stress), generalized increases in the activity of one division with respect to the other are

warranted. However, in other instances (especially thermoregulation) it is clear that a more

localized control is desirable. The issue of when local activity can be expected to mirror

that of other autonomic activity remains a speculative one.

Many animal studies have been conducted in which various sympathetic neural signals are

simultaneously monitored (Cohen et al, 1970: Ninomiya et al., 1976, Simon and Riedel,

1975; Karim et al., 1972:, Victor et al., 1989). Due in part to the diversity of experimental

conditions, the results of these studies do not provide a consistent representation of the

extent of differentiation in sympathetic control. Many researchers report significant

correlations between different sympathetic nerves, while others report more localized

activity.

Recent studies in humans have tended to focus on recording sympathetic activity from

either muscles or skin. (Visceral organs and parasympathetic nerves are less accessible.)

Wallin summarizes the results well (Wallin, 1986). In general, skin and muscle

sympathetic nerve activity have not been found to correlate well under normal conditions.

For example, during a Valsalva maneuver, muscle sympathetic activity increases while no

change is found in skin. Body cooling, sudden deep inspirations, and loud noises typically

cause increases in skin sympathetic activity but no change in muscle. Interestingly, in

resting subjects, muscle sympathetic activity shows activity synchronized to the cardiac
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cycle while skin activity does not. However, when baroreceptor afferent activity is blocked

(ie. by local anaesthesia of vagus and glossopharyngeal nerves), the cardiac rhythm in

muscle sympathetic activity disappears and it more closely resembles that in skin. The

diversity in response seen between skin and muscle is not generally seen between two

different muscles. In most cases, activity recorded from different muscles is quite similar.

These findings are best explained by considering the primary functions of the different

sympathetic outflows. Wallin (1986) points out that skin sympathetic activity is primarily

involved in thermoregulation, while muscle sympathetic activity exerts control primarily

over blood pressure.

Based on these admittedly limited findings, Wallin (1986) proposes a simple functional

model for sympathetic outflow which incorporates a number of central control pathways

influencing distinct groups of effector organs. Some of these pathways may be influenced

by particular feedback loops, such as baroreceptor feedback, while others may not. He

proposes that the concept of "autonomic tone" is applicable only to these individual groups

and not to the overall system during typical bodily activities. (Wallin does not discuss large

scale "stress" response characteristics, but his model does not exclude the idea of global

changes in sympathetic activity being associated with such instances.) It follows from the

data and from Wallin's model that it may be reasonable to assume associated sympathetic

activity in different autonomic effectors, if they contribute to similar control functions. For

example, muscle sympathetic activity may be expected to correlate with cardiac sympathetic

activity.

A recent study investigates the relationship between heart rate variability and sympathetic

muscle activity. Saul et al. (1990) monitored muscle sympathetic nerve activity (peroneal

nerve) and electrocardiogram during pharmacologically induced stepwise increases or
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decreases in diastolic blood pressure. Muscle symf athetic activity decreased with each

increase in pressure and increased with each decrease in pressure. Power spectra of

instantaneous heart rate were calculated at each pressure change. During decreased blood

pressures, the fraction of power in low frequency fluctuations (0.01-0.15 Hz) was loosely

correlated with muscle sympathetic activity. However, at increased pressures no measures

of low frequency variability correlated with muscle activity. These findings are in accord

with models of heart rate control in which both sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions

influence low frequency heart rate variations. When blood pressure is decreased,

parasympathetic influence on cardiac rate is probably reduced and thus low frequency

variations in rate are due mostly to sympathetic activity. Under these conditions

correlations to muscle sympathetic activity would be more likely.

The transfer function from ILV to [HR has been demonstrated to be sensitive to shifts in

the relative levels of autonomic activity involved in the control of cardiac rate.

Extrapolating from this information concerning local activity to make assertions about more

global autonomic activity involves some speculation regarding degrees of dissociation of

ANS activity.
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III Experiment Design

3.1 Experiment Design Issues

In designing a motion sickness experiment in which respiration to heart rate transfer

function estimation is to be applied to assess autonomic activity, a number of special design

issues arise.

A general paradigm for such an investigation must involve subjects random interval

breathi. g during periods of typical health and during periods of motion sickness. It has

previously been demonstrated that cooperative subjec:s are able to random interval breath

while healthy. However, motion sick subjects had never been asked to do so. Therefore,

the first design issue was that of determining how well subjects were able to follow the

random breathing cues while motion sick.
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A second design requirement was control of possibly confounding autonomic effects.

Activities which could effect autonomic outflow independently of motion sickness had to

be limited when possible. Since exercise and posture changes are known to alter

autonomic activity, it was desirable that subjects in this experiment limit their endogenous

movements and remain in one posture throughout the experiment. A technique for

inducing motion sickness under these limiting conditions had to be developed.

A third design concern was the requirement of maintaining a relatively constant level of

sickness throughout a random interval breathing segment. In order to obtain accurate

transfer function estimates, the system being observed must remain the same over the

estimation period (or more precisely the process must be stationary). Since random interval

breathing segments are typically 15 minutes in duration, a relatively constant level of

motion sickness had to be maintained for this duration.

A series of pilot experiments were conducted to test the feasibility of a proposed

experimental protocol designed to meet these requirements.

3.2 Experiment Apparatus

Two key pieces of equipment, a rotating chair and a set of reversing prism goggles, were

employed in pilot 2xperiments and subsequently in the primary motion sickness

experiments.

3.2.1 Rotating Chair Assembly

A Barany type rotating chair was used. The complete assembly is depicted in Figure 3.1.

The chair is computer controlled and is capable of sinusoidal, trapezoidal or constant
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Figure 3.1: Rotating chair assembly illustrating illustrating retractable work surface, remote
symptom reporting dial and instrumentation shelf.

velocity rotation about an earth vertical axis (Tole et al, 1981). A work surface folds down

from an adjacent wall to provide a self supported, approximately two foot by four foot

work area which is used by the subject during provocative tasking. An instrumentation

shelf, mounted behind the subject's seat, houses necessary instrumentation and thus allows

for amplification of signals prior to their passing through the chair's slip rings. (This is

advantageous in increasing signal to noise ratios.) A remote symptom reporting dial was

mounted on either the left or right armrest, as preferred by a particular subject. It consisted

simply of a linearly stepped potentiometer which provided a voltage output proportional to

dial position. The signal was passed through slip rings to a meter observable by the

experimenter. The system provided for nonverbal symptom reporting. Details of symptom

reporting are discussed in Section 4.1.3.
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3.2.2 Reversing Prism Goggles

A pair of reversing prism goggles provided the "sensory rearrangement" necessary for

inducing motion sickness. Employing two pairs of dove prisms (Figure 3.2a.), one pair in

front of each eye, the goggles act to reverse the subject's left-right visual field. That is,

objects to the right of a subject appear to the left and vice versa. Furthermore, when the

subject's head moves rightward. the visual field is perceived to also move rightward. This

is in direct opposition to the normal situation in which rightward head movements result in

the visual scene passing leftward across the field. The goggles used in these experiments

were the same as those used by Eagon (1988). A schematic of the goggles is provided in

Figure 3.2b.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Demonstraton of the optical properties of the dove prism used in the reversing prism
goggles (top view of one-half of the optic set used for each eye) and (b) Schematic diagram of the prism
goggle headset (single prism indicated with arrow)
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3.3 Pilot Experiments

Four subjects participated in various phases of pilot experimentation. They will be referred

to by the letter codes A through D. Subjects A, B, and C were males aged 23, 30. and 45

years, respectively. Each had previous experience as a subject in motion sickness studies

and in recognizing and reporting motion sickness symptoms. Subject D was female, aged

22, and had no previous experience as a subject in motion sickness experiments.

In a first pilot experiment, Subject C participated in an approximately 1 hour session

designed to assess his ability to follow random breathing cues while motion sick. While

wearing reversing prism goggles, the subject undertook coordinated tasks such as writing,

drawing, and stacking cans until moderate motion sickness was attained. Upon

maintaining these moderate symptom levels for ten minutes, the subject then undertook a

fifteen minute segment of random interval breathing conducted in the same manner as

described by Berger et al. (1989) (Section 2.3.3). During the breathing segment, the

subject periodically continued tasking in order to maintain a relatively constant symptom

level. The subject demonstrated an ability to follow the random breathing sequence while

motion sick, however, completion of the manual tasks interfered with his ability to do so.

It was therefore decided that manual tasking was not a feasible means for maintaining

symptoms during the random interval breathing segments. As an alternative, it was

proposed that subjects undertake sinusoidal rotation (about an earth vertical axis) in the

Barany chair while wearing the reversing prism goggles. When their symptoms reached a

moderate level, by closing their eyes they could effectively "turn off' the provocative

stimulation (by removing the sensory conflict) and their symptoms were expected to drop.

By repeating the process of opening and closing their eyes, they could control their

symptoms about a moderate level.
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Subjects A, B, and C each participated in the second pilot experiment which was designed

to test whether sinusoidal rotation while wearing the prism goggles was a provocative and

controllable stimulus. Each subject was asked to wear the reversing prism goggles while

rotating sinusoidally in the chair. Rotation velocity and frequency were varied during the

experiments in order to assess differences in the provocative nature of the different

conditions. Peak velocity ranged between 30 and 120 degrees per second and frequency

was either 0. 1 or 0.2 Hz. Subjects were asked to report symptoms and comment on the

effectiveness of each condition in producing sickness. All subjects found the paradigm

provocative and in general, subjects reported that larger peak angular velocities were more

provocative than smaller peak velocities within the range tested. No consistent differences

were noted between the two tested frequencies. However, the paradigm tended to produce

symptoms with a variable latency but consistently rapid onset which made even these

experienced subjects anxious about their ability to control their symptoms.

Pilot experiment number three was designed to solve the procedural problems discovered in

pilot experiments I and 2. A manual tasking paradigm and brief rotation period were used

to induce motion sickness symptoms in a more controllable fashion. Rotation with the

goggles was employed as a means to maintain the desired symptom levels during random

interval breathing. Subjects B, an experienced subject, and Subject D, a naive subject,

participated in approximately 1.5 hr sessions. While seated, relaxed, and stationary, each

subject undertook a twelve minute segment of random interval breathing. Subjects were

then fitted with the prism goggles and undertook provocative tasking including writing,

drawing, and stacking cans and a brief period of rotation. Upon reaching moderate levels

of motion sickness and maintaining them for ten minutes, subjects were rotated in the chair

at a frequency of 0.1 Hz and a peak velocity of 120 degrees/second. They were instructed

to close and open their eyes as necessary to control and maintain symptom levels. When
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they were comfortable in maintaining their symptoms in this fashion, subjects undertook a

twelve minute sequence of random interval breathing. Subjects were monitored as to their

ability to maintain symptoms and to follow the breathing sequence. On completion,

subjects were asked to comment on the same. Neither subject reported or demonstrated

difficulty in following the random breathing cues while not motion sick. Both subjects

attained moderate symptom levels within I hour of tasking. Subject B demonstrated and

reported no difficulty in completing a 12 minute segment of random breathing while

rotating and maintaining symptoms. Subject D's symptoms increased slightly during

rotation but she reported and demonstrated close attention to following the breathing

pattern.

Based on pilot experiments 2 and 3. it was concluded that sinusoidal rotation while wearing

the prism goggles was a sufficient stimulus for inducing and maintaining motion sickness

during random interval breathing. However, it did not allow for as close control over the

onset of symptoms as simple coordinated tasking with goggles did. Therefore, it was

desirable to use rotation with goggles for maintaining symptoms once they were first

developed but not for original development of symptoms.

The final experiment protocol described in Section 4.1.4 was designed to take advantage of

these findings.
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IV Methods

This chapter is divided into two major sections. The first section describes the motion

sickness experiments. and the second outlines the analysis techniques applied to the data.

4.1 Primary Motion Sickness Experiment

4.1.1 Subjects

Potential subjects participated in a screening interview designed to identify any obvious

vestibular, cardiovascular, or gastrointestinal disorders. The interviewers guideline is

included in Appendix A. Three potential subjects were rejected on the basis of their

responses to the interview. Accepted subjects were briefed on the details of the experiment

and were given an information package including a Motion Sickness Questionnaire,

Magnitude Estimation Instructions, Symptom Definitions List, and Subject Instruction

Sheet. The motion sickness questionnaire was designed to provide greater detail in regard
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to the subjects motion sickness history. The Magnitude Estimation Instructions outlined

for the subject the technique to be used in symptom reporting. (Details of the technique are

provided in Section 4.1.3.) The list of symptom definitions provided standard terminology

for the subject to use in reporting symptoms. The Subject Instruction Sheet listed a number

of requests for limiting subject activity on the day of the experiment. These instructions

served to protect the subjects and to control a number of variables which could confound

our measurements and analyses. They are similar to those used in previous studies

(Eagon, 1988). Subjects were asked: (1) to eat their normal meal between 12:00 and 12:30

PM on the day of the experiment and to eat nothing thereafter, (2) to consume no

medications or alcohol for 24 hours prior to the experiment, (3) to drink no coffee, tea or

cola and to not smoke for twelve hours prior to the experiment, (4) to avoid heavy exercise

six hours prior to the experiment, and (5) to get a normal night's sleep on the night before

the experiment. Copies of all forms are provided in Appendix A.

On the day of the experiment, subjects were asked to arrive at 3:30 PM. They were again

briefed on the nature of the experiment and were asked to sign an approved Informed

Consent Document (Appendix A). A questionnaire was given to verify the subjects

adherence to the instructions and the subject's general health. (Appendix A)

4.1.2 Physiological Recordings

Three physiological signals, electrocardiogram (ECG), instantaneous lung volume (ILV)

and electrogastrogram (EGG), were recorded during the experiment. EGG, a measure of

abdominal biopotentials, was recorded as part of a companion study (Blanford, 1990;

Blanford and Oman, 1990). It required the placement of three electrodes on the subject's

abdomen and did not interfere with the recordings of ECG and ILV important to this study.
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Elect" cardiogram was recorded from bipolar surface electrodes arranged to record

approximately standard primary leads. A Hewlett-Packard Model 78203A ECG monitor,

mounted on the instrumentation shelf, was used to filter and amplify the ECG signal. Of

Leads I. II. and III, the lead with the qualitatively most distinguishable QRS complex was

recorded (most often, Lead 11). The output from the ECG monitor was routed through

chair slip rings to one channel of an FM tape recorder (Hewlett-Packard Model 3964A).

Instantaneous lung volume was recorded via inductance plethysmography. A Respicrace

(Ambulatory Monitoring Systems. Inc. model 10.9020 with transducer model 10.7000)

was mounted on the instrumentation shelf and a single recording belt was positioned about

the subjects chest. The ILV signal from the Respitrace was routed through slip rings to a

second channel on the FM tape recorder. The respitrace signal was calibrated periodically

using an 800 cc Spirobag (Ambulatory Monitoring Systems, Inc., model 10-4026). While

RFESPnTRACE -

EG AKPLIFIIER E,

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of physiological recording apparatus. Lung volume and ECG were
monitored on an oscilloscope and recorded to FM tape for off-line processing. EGG was directly
filtered and digitized for a companion study.
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ILV was recorded, subjects inhaled moderately, exhaled into the bag and held for five to

ten seconds and then inhaled from the bag and held again. In this way, two constant levels

of lung volume separated in magnitude by 800 cc were recorded. The process was

typically repeated twice at each calibration.

Tape speed of the FM recorder was 1 7/8 inches per second which provided for recording

bandwidth of 625 Hz for both signals. Both ECG and ILV were monitored in real-time on

an oscilloscope (Tektronics Model 2225). A schematic of the recording apparatus is

provided in Figure 4.1.

4.1.3 Symptom Monitoring

Throughout the experiments motion sickness signs were monitored by two experienced

observers. Symptoms were monitored by subjects. They were reported verbally by use of

standard definitions when possible and were continuously quantified by use of Magnitude

Estimation. Magnitude Estimation is a numerical technique for reporting bodily sensations.

It relies on subjects to report relative levels of sensations using a numerical ratio scale.

Stevens (1959) demonstrated that humans can reliably estimate magnitudes of the

sensatiois produced by stimuli such as sound, electric shock or vibrations using ratio

scales. When subjects were provided with a standard stimulus intensity, they were able to

give consistent estimates of subsequent sensation intensities relative to the standard.

Variations of the technique have been applied to motion sickness symptom reporting in

studies by Bock and Oman (1982). Eagon (1988), and Rague (1987), among others.

When applied to nausea, the technique calls for subjects to choose a level of nausea which

they consider "halfway to vomiting" and assign it a numerical value. All reports of nausea

are then to be made proportional to this standard. Thus, a doubling of the numerical report
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is taken to indicate a doubling of nausea intensity. Although motion sickness involves a

more complex stimulation and presumably more complex sensory modalities, than

situations studied by Stevens, subjects are generally comfortable applying the technique

and after some experience they give seemingly consistent estimates of their discomfort.

(Bock and Oman, 1982; Eagon, 1988; Rague, 1987)

The technique applied in this thesis the same as that used by Eagon (1988) with the

exception that subjects were instructed to rate only their 'nausea' levels and not their

overall discomfort'. Thus, in the current experiments, milder motion sickness symptoms

Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of remote symptom reportng mechanism. Subjects control a dial
mounted on the chair to indicate their present symptom level. Symptom reports are monitored
remotely by the experimenter on a desk top meter.
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such as headache or fatigue are not included in the magnitude estimates. Therefore, a

numerical rating in this experiment presumably involves at least as much and probably

more nausea than an equal rating in Eagon's experiment. The technique differs from that of

Bock and Oman (1982), or Rague (1987) in that subjects were not exposed to motion

induced nausea immediately prior to the experiment. Subjects' standard definitions of

nausea level "halfway to vomiting" were derived from their memories of past experiences

with nausea. This level was assigned the numerical value "five" and all subsequent reports

were made relative to this standard.

During much of the experiment, subjects gave verbal reports of their magnitude estimates.

However, during random interval breathing segments, the subjects were required not to

speak. They reported their symptoms by turning a dial mounted on the arm of the chair.

The level of 5 was indicated on the dial face plate. Each click of the dial changed their

current magnitude estimate by one-half. Dial position was fed electrically to a meter on the

experimenters table. The experimenter repeated the current estimates aloud periodically to

insure the proper level was recorded. The system is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.2.

4.1.4 Experiment Protocol

The experiment protocol which follows was approved by the MIT Committee on the Use of

Humans as Experimental Subjects (MIT-COUHES 1293). The rotating chair and reversing

prism goggles described in Section 3,2.2 were used. A time line of the protocol is

illustrated in Figure 4.3. Complete experimental sessions lasted between 3 and 4 hours.

Once subjects gave written informed consent, they were instrumented for physiological

recordings and were seated in the Barany chair (Section 3.2.1). They remained in the chair
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EXPERIMENT PROTOCOL
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min.

GOGGLES ON GOUM ON]
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RIB = Random Interval Breathing
CAL = Calibration of Respitrace
CONST = Constant Interval Brcathing
D = Reconfigure chair and work surface (5-10 min)

Figure 4.3: Time line of the experimental protocol indicating the three Random Interval Breathing
(RIB) segments. Typical experiment duration was 3.5 hr.

throughout the experiment. The experiment protocol and symptom reporting were

reviewed, and cued breathing was briefly practiced.

During the first one-half hour of each experiment, baseline EGG was recorded for the

companion study (Blanford, 1990; Blanford and Oman, 1990) as subjects sat relaxed.

EGG recording continued throughout the experiment. Instantaneous lung volume (ILV)

and electrocardiogram (ECG) were recorded during three separate Random Interval

Breathing (RIB) segments. The ILV signal was calibrated either prior to or immediately

after each RIB segment.

RIB segments were completed in the same manner as that developed by Berger (1989b). A

fifteen minute sequence of randomly spaced tones was prerecorded on cassette tape for

playback during each experiment. The same sequence of tones was used during each RIB

segment. The tones were generated by computer and were separated by intervals derived
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from a modified Poisson distribution with a mean rate of 12 breaths/minute (refer to

Section 2.3.3, Figire 2.10). The distribution was proposed by Berger et al. since the

energy in a sequence of Poison intervals is constant over all frequencies. The modified

distribution disallows intervals outside the range of I to 15 seconds but, as Berger et al.

show; despite this modification the process remains quite broad band. During each RIB

segment, subjects were instructed to initiate an inspiratory-expiratory cycle each time they

were cued by a tone. The first RIB segment was preceded by a two minute sequence of

tones spaced equally at the same mean rate of 12 breathes/minute. During this time subjects

were able to settle on a comfortable depth of respiration. The second and third RIB

segments were preceded by 20 to 30 seconds of constant interval breathing.

During the first RIB segment, subjects were seated and the chair was stationary. During

the second segment, subjects remained seated but the chair was rotated sinusoidally about

an earth vertical axis. The chair peak velocity was 120 degrees/second at a frequency of

0.1 Hz. At this rate, a full 360 degrees of rotation was completed in each half cycle.

After these two control recordings, subjects were fitted with the prism goggles (Section

3.2.2) and the retractable work surface was lowered in front of them. Subjects began a

series of coordinated tasks designed to induce motion sickness in most subjects within

approximately one-half hour. The tasks are similar to those described by Eagon (1988)

with the exception of his head movement protocol.

The first task was to complete a one page questionnaire (Appendix A, identical to that used

by Eagv', 1988). The questionnaire was printed mirror reversed so that it appeared normal

to the subject. It required that the subject exercise eye-hand coordination in writing simple

words, copying simple pictures, and solving simple math problems. This task was
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performed for a maximum of fifteen minutes. Subjects were not required to complete the

entire questionnaire in this time.

The second task was can structure building. A schematic drawing representing 15 soda

cans arranged in a particular stacked structure was placed in front of the subject. (Photo-

reduced copies of the schematics are provided in Appendix A.) Fifteen empty soda cans

were placed on the right side of the work surface. Subjects were instructed to use one hand

to move one can at a time from the right side of the work surface to the left side, building

the structure represented in the drawing as they did so. When the first structure was

complete or 5 minutes elapsed, any remaining cans were moved to the left side of the work

station and a second schematic drawing was presented. The subject was asked to repeat the

process except this time building the new structure by moving one can at a time from left to

ight. Again, the subject was allowed five minutes to complete the structure. A complete

can structure protocol required repetition of this process until a total of ten structures were

attempted.

The third tasking protocol involved copying drawings and solving simple mathematical

problems on a white-board. A 2 by 3 foot white board marked with two drawings and four

mathematical problems was positioned in front of the subject. The subject was provided

with a marker and was asked to replicate the drawings and solve the problems.

Upon completion of the white board task, the subject completed a sequence of two more

can structures and then repeated the white board task with new drawings and problems.

The process of white board work followed by two can structures was repeated, as

necessary, for the remainder of the tasking period.
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Subjects who reached a level of nausea which they estimated to have a magnitude of

between 3 and 4 (where 5 is "halfway to vomiting"), were asked to moderate their activity

in order to maintain but not exceed these symptoms. They were instructed in the

therapeutic value of closing their eves and holding their heads still, and were asked to try to

apply these techniques to control their symptom level. While their symptom levels

remained between 3 and 4 they were instructed to continue tasking, but when their

symptoms began to increase above this level they were to stop tasking, relax and close their

eyes until symptoms began to subside.

The tasking period was ended under one of four conditions: (1) the subject reported and

maintained for fifteen minutes, a sickness level between 3 and 4 on the magnitude estimate

scale, (2) one and one-half hours of tasking was completed, (3) the experimenter opted to

terminate the session in the best interest of the subject, and (4) the subject chose to

withdraw from the experiment.

Subjects who were able to continue the experiment, participated in the final RIB segment.

The table top was retracted and the same chair rotation profile used in RIB segment two

was repeated. In this case however, subjects were motion sick and continued wearing the

prism goggles. Subjects were instructed to hold their heads motionless against the headrest

and to try to maintain symptom levels of 3 to 4 by opening and closing their eyes. During

the first few cycles of rotation, subjects were allowed to again become comfortable with

controlling their symptoms. Symptoms were reported non-verbally using the chair

mounted system described in Section 4.1.3. The third and final RIB segment was

completed as subjects rotated while maintaining the desired symptom level.
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4.2 Analysis

The objective of the data analysis was to estimate and compare the transfer functions of ILV

to [HR under the three different experimental conditions represented by the three RIB

sessions. The first step in the analysis was to sample the data to computer and extract

sequences of ILV and IHR representative of each condition (Section 4 2. 1 and 4.2.2). The

second step was to estimate the transfer and coherence functions (Section 4.2.3). The third

and final step was to quantitatively compare the transfer functions (Section 4.2.4 and

4.2.5).

4.2.1 Digitization

Electrocardiogram and instantaneous lung volume signals were replayed from FM tape and

were digitized through a 12 bit analog to digital (A/D) converter for computer analyses

(Masscomp MC-500). Hardware constraints and timing considerations necessitated that

both signals be sampled at the same rate. Neither signal contains significant power above

100 Hz, so in order to satisfy Nyquist's criterion and thus preserve signal integrity, a

sampling rate of 200 Hz would suffice. However, in order to allow for accurate

determination of temporal locations of heart beats without the requirement of interpolation,

a sampling rate of 360 Hz was used (refer to Berger, 1987, for further discussion). Each

signal was passed through a six pole Butterworth (anti-aliasing) filter with cutoff frequency

of 180 Hz prior to sampling.

Instantaneous lung volume signals were digitally filtered and decimated down to an

effective sampling rate of 3 Hz. (Decimation is completed using an efficient four stage

algorithm described by Berger (1987)) Instantaneous heart rate signals were derived from

the ECG.
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4.2.2 Estimating Instantaneous Heart Rates

Many different algorithms have been proposed for estimating instantaneous heart rates. All

of the algorithms require the detection and timing of individual heart beats. Since the QRS

complex or, more specifically, the R peak is the most easily distinguishable component of

the ECG of a single heart beat, most algorithms begin with detection of R peaks. The time

between two consecutive R peaks is defined as an R-R interval (Figure 4.4). Perhaps the

simplest algorithm for estimating instantaneous heart rate is to take the inverse of a series of

R-R intervals. However, such a technique provides estimates of heart rate on a per beat

basis and therefore provides a series of estimates unevenly spaced in time. It is desirable to

work with a true time series in the sense that samples of heart rate are at constant time

intervals (and, therefore, spectra and transfer functions have units per Hz).

Instantaneous heart rates were calculated as described by Berger et al. (1986) Their

technique provides IlIR estimates evenly spaced in time, at any chosen frequency, and

avoids problems of bias and time delay accompanying other techniques (refer to Berger,

R- R Interval

p T

Figure 4.4: Sketch of an electrocardiogram of two heart beats indicaung the P,QR,S, and'T wave
segments and the R-R interval.
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(a)

(b)
1l 2 time

Figure 4.5: Calculation of Instantaneous Heart Rate (IHR) (a) a segment of ECG signal (b) the
instantaneous heart rate samples corresponding to the ECG signal. The number of RR intervals
within the local window centered at tj is given by: RR[t i = a/12 and at t2: RR[12] = b/13 + C/14.
(modified from Berger et al., 1986)

1986, for further discussion). In this study the sampling frequency, FS (equivalently the

inverse of sampling period, l/Ts) was chosen as 3 Hz for synchrony with the ILV signal.

The estimate of IjR, IHR[nJ , at the nth sample point is given by:

IHR[nt = RR[n] _ Fs x RRfnl (4.1)

where RR[n] is the number of RR intervals, including fractional intervals, which are

contained in the time interval between the (r-l)th and (n+l)th sample points. Thus,

IHR[n] is calculated as the number of RR intervals within a local window, divided by the

duration of the local window. (for further discussion refer to Berger, 1986) Sample

calculations are demonstrated in Figure 4.5 (from Berger, 1986).

Two 1024 point (5.69 min. at 3 Hz) paired sections of the ILV and IHR signals were

extracted from each 15 minute random interval breathing segment for each subject. Each

ILV(nl data sequence was calibrated using the calibration data most closely associated with

each RIB segment. Figure 4.6 depicts a flow chart of the data processing involved in
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Figure 4.6: Flow graph indicating the steps applied to derive six paired
ILV and IHR data segments for eac, subject
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obtaining these paired sections. The six paired data sections will be referred to as

ILVcl1I[n], IHRcI (n) First segments from stationary control segment

ILVc2fnJ, JJ.--2I[nJ Second segments from stationary control segment

ILVrI[n), LHRriI~nl First segments from rotating control segment

[LVr2[nI, [HRr2[nJI Second segments from rotating control segment

LLVs 1 n], MHRSI[n] First segments from rotating post stimulus segment

ILVs2[nI, IHRs2fn] Second segments from rotating post stimulus segment

Each of these pairs was used to estimate one ILV to [H-R transfer function. Thus, a total of

six transfer functions (two from each of three experimental conditions) were estimated for

each subject.

4.2.3 Calculating Individual Transfer Functions

Each transfer function was estimated as follows (Figure 4.7). Autocorrelation functions,

Rulk] and Rifkl, of the paired finite data segments IiLV~nI and H-IR[n], respectively,

were estimated by

N' -

RH~kJ Y, IH~n ] [NR n +! k I-N < k < N-1 (4.2a)
N -!k =o

and

RL~k] .-- ILV~n ] ILV[n +I1 -N <k <N-1 (4.2b)

where data points in each segment are indexed from one n=0O to n =N-lI= 1023.
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Similarly, the crosscorrelation, RHHt[kJ between ILV[nJ and IHR[n] was estimated by

N -I~ Ad
SILVNn- 1H,[kn+ I k 0<k<kN-1Nt k = ' k I .=0o (43)

Ruk ILVn] IHR[n + kl I -N<k<0 4

where, again, data points in each segment are indexed from n-0 to n=N-1=1023. In this

case separate definitions for the cases k > 0 and k < 0 are required since the indices of

ILV[nJ and lHR[m] are not interchangeable. Note that the auto- and crosscorrelation

functions are estimated at 2047 different lags and therefore these time series are 2047

(instead of 1024) points long.

Since the auto- and crosscorrelation function estimates are based on finite data records,

there is significant variance in the estimates. Furthermore, as Ikl approaches N, the

correlations are based on fewer data points and therefore the variance of the estimates

increase as IkI increases. Application of a window to the correlation functions prior to

calculating power spectra or cross spectra serves to reduce the variance of the spectral

estimates at the expense of spectral resolution and bias. A Gaussian window of the form

w(k) = e(k T) 2 '2 0 
, I-N < k < N-1 (4.4a)

was applied to each autocorrelation and crosscorrelation function. A value of at = NTs/4nt

27.16 was used. This value provides roughly a 14% decrease in the variance of the

spectral estimates from that of their unwindowed levels (Berger, 1987). Jenkins and Watts

(1968) have shown that the effective frequency resolution of the windowed spectra is

decreased by a factor of I/Q where
14-1

Q = _._.l. F w 2[ k ITs (4.4b)
NTs ,, -N
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Figure 4.7: Flow graph indicating the steps applied to estimate each transfer function from one
paired ILV and IHR data segment

For the Gaussian window defined above, Q = 141 and therefore, effective spectral

resolution is reduced by approximately seven times. As a result, independent frequency

samples are separated by approximately 0.01 Hz. Windowing also introduces an

estimation bias in the form of a tendency toward underestimation of spectral peaks and

overestimation of spectral valleys.
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Samples of the power spectra of IHR[nJ and ILV[nJ and the cross-spectrum between the

two were calculated as

S fi. TS DFT(R.L[ k w[ k i) (4.5a)

Sit f T, DFIRHH[ k w[ k) (4.5b)

and

Si. f = T, DFiLH[ k wi k]) (4.5c)

respectively, where DFT0 is a 2048 point Discrete Fourier Transform operator.

In practice, efficient Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms are used in calculating both

the correlation function estimates and the power spectrum estimates (refer to Berger, 1987).

Finally, the transfer function and coherence function are estimated as

H[f LI (4.6a)

and

/]2Sif ] =(4.6b)

SHr f] Su f

Following the method outlined above, six transfer function estimates per subject were

calculated from the six ILV-IHR pairs. Henceforth they will be referred to as follows:

Hcl[f I First estimate from stationary control segment

Hc2[ f I: Second estimate from stationary control segment

HrI[f I" First estimate from rotating control segment

Hr2[f 1: Second estimate from rotating control segment

HsI[f : First estimate from rotating post stimulus segment

Hs2[f] : Second estimate from rotating post stimulus segment
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Although 3 Hz sampling rate allows estimation of the transfer functions from 0 to 1.5 Hz,

generally only the first one third (or 1024/3 = 342 sample points) of the transfer function

(0.0 to 0.5 Hz) was considered accurate and physiologically meaningful (Berger, 1987).

4.2.4 Calculating Group Average Transfer Functions and Confidence Intervals

In the interest of identifying consistent changes in the transfer functions between the three

conditions, group average transfer functions with confidence intervals were calculated.

The nonsick, stationary condition was represented by an average of all HcI and Hc2

transfer functions. The nonsick and rotating condition was represented by an average of all

Hrl and Hr2 transfer functions from the subject population. Finally, the motion sick and

rotating condition was represented by an average of all Hc 1 and Hc2 transfer functions.

The algorithm for computing these pooled estimates was developed by Berger and

colleagues (personal communication) and is similar to that described by Berger (1987).

The development that follows closely parallels that given by Berger (1987) with the

exception that magnitude and phase components (as opposed to real and imaginary parts) of

the transfer functions are treated independently.

The maximum likelihood formulation for computing the group means weights each estimate

by the reciprocal of its variance. The average magnitude, <IHVIf>, and average phase,

<0 >, (assumed independent) are given by

Y M Hi

0Hlf 10)I = - (4.7a)M

xi
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and

SK4.7Tb)

where the index, i, iterates across the M individual estimates to be included in the average.

The variance in each individual estimate of the magnitude and phase (as a function of

frequency) are denoted ° HIUI and a'f ], respectively. These variances are unknown and

must themselves be estimated.

Berger distinguishes two components of these variances, the estimator variances, tidj

and 7tCHIU], and the population variances, p-f 1 and PILf 1. The estimator variances

characterize the error inherent in the estimation procedure itself as a function of frequency

for a particular transfer function. Berger (1987, personal communication), using results

from Jenkins and Watts (1968), has demonstrated that the estimator variances can be

approximated,through use of the coherence function, as

PIH -2 "f2.W- --O.68) (4.8a)

and

p2i] = 012] sin1 2- f
iPi6f I sn jL2 1) 2* _A0.68) Y I (4. 8b)

where f2,4-O. 6 8 ) is a number such that

ProbF 2 ,t.-2 - f2.,.2(0.68)] = 0.68 (4.9)

where F 2... 2 is the F distribution with 2 degrees of freedom in the numerator and W2

degrees of freedom in the denominator. The value of the cor%tant, )., is the number of

* In practice, due to the periodic nature of phase, direct solution to equation 4.7b involves
calculation of the roots of an Mth order equation and selecting the proper root as solution.
A computationally less burdensome approach is typically used. The average phase is taken
to be the phase of a weighted vector sum of unit vectors. Each unit vector has the same
phase as one of the original vectors in the average. Each is weighted by the inverse of its
total variance. This algorithm gives similar results to that of direct solution of 4.7b
(Berger, personal communication).
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degrees of freedom in the chi-squared distributions charaictenzing the spectral estimates. It

is a function of the window used in the spectral estimation process and is equal to 14 in this

analysis (Berger, 1987; Jenkins and Warts, 1968).

The population variances, P[fj an, PiY I, characterize the variability in the transfer

function estimates due to individual differences across the population. They can be

approximated by

2M
PII£f I - - 1 X IH f - (4. 1Oa)

1=1

and

po[f] M- i - )(4 1Ob)
i=1

However, equations 4.10a and 4. 1Ob employ the group average magnitude and phase

which are unknown and their estimation depends on knowledge of the population

variances. An iterative approach to simultaneously solving equations 4.7 and 4.10 is

possible, however, Berger (1987, personal communication) has successfully demonstrated

a less computationally burdensome approach. For the purposes of estimating these

population variances, the group averages were temporarily estimated using equations 4.7a

and 4.7b with equal weights. That is, all variances were temporarily taken to be equal, to

allow approximation of( H If 1i) and (-5 If I). Using these approximations, P[f ] and

2 LP1Hf] were calculated.

The total variance was then taken as the sum of the estimator variance and the population

variance. That is,

&JH, " = 9Hi, I]+ LHU] (4.1la)

and

a 4 f1I+Lf1 (4.11b)
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Group average transfer magnitude and phase were then recalculated using these variances

as the new weights in equations 4.7a and 4.7b.

The standard error of the group means were then given by

- M 1 (4.12a)

and

1 (4.12b)

1= 1

4.2.5 Comparing Transfer Functions for Individuals

The method developed by Berger (1987, personal communication) and described in the

previous section, allows quantitative comparisons between group average responses to the

three experimental conditions. In order to make such comparisons for individual

responses, a different approach was taken. Recall that for an individual, two transfer

functions representing each of the three experimental conditions were calculated. Two

distinct comparisons between these transfer functions were made. First, to assess changes

due to rotation, the stationary control segments (Hclfl and Hc2If]) were compared with

the rotating control segments (IHrl1f and Hr2[f]). Second, in order to assess changes due

to motion sickness, the rotating control segments (H-r I]t and Hr2Ltl) were compared to the

rotating, motion sick segments (HslLfl and Hs2LfJ). Both of these comparisons were

made in the same manner.
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The first step was to obtain independent samples of each transfer function. As mentioned

in Section 4.2.3, adjacent frequency samples are correlated due to the windowing

procedure incorporated in the spectral estimation. Transfer function samples separated by

0.01 Hz (or, equivalently, by seven discrete samples) are mostly uncorrelated. Arithmetic

(complex) averages across blocks of seven samples were calculated for each transfer

function as follows:

J =-3

H[F] -- 7 HFf. i = 4,11,18,25...,333,340 (4.13)
j =-3

where the 1024 samples of the transfer function between 0 and 1.5 Hz are denoted

sequentially by H[fl] , Hlff2 , HFJ3] ... , H[f 1024].The H[Fi] are taken as independent

estimates of the transfer function at frequencies, Fi. Only the first one-third of the transfer

function is used. Thus, forty-nine independent samples of the transfer function between 0

and 0.5 Hz were obtained.

To test the null hypothesis that rotation has no effect on an individual's transfer function

estimates, the following statistic was calculated at each independent frequency, Fi"

(HrlF , - Hci[F,] Z + jHrz[F] - Hc:[F,l 2

C, F] -= F2]  (4.14)(HrI[FJ] - Hr2[F~] + (Hci[, - Hc2 Fl

Under the null hypothesis, the four transfer function estimates Hc I [Fi], Hc2[FiI, Hrl [Fij

and Hr2[FiJ are realizations of the same random process. This process has unknown

variance a2 . Under this hypothesis, each of the four squared differences in the ratio is
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distributed as a chi 2 with one degree of freedom (chil 2 ).* The sum of two chil 2 statistics

is distributed as chi2 2 , and the ratio of two chi2 2 is distributed as F with 2 degrees of

freedom in both the numerator and denominator (F2,2). Thus, under the null hypothesis,

the statistic, Cr[Fij, is distributed as a F2,2. (Note that in practice, the value of o 2 is not

needed to calculate Cr[FiI since the factors 2a 2 cancel.)

A similar statistic was calculated to test for effects of motion sickness. The statistic,

Cs[FiJ, was calculated as

(1H5 [F]l - Hin(F.] ~2+ 1H52[ Fj - H, 2[F,J 2

CI.F,J 2a7 f2& - (4.15)
(Hsi[Fl - H52[F,] + (Hr,[F,] -Hr2[F,] 2

Under the null hypothesis that motion sickness has no effect on the transfer function,

Cs[Fi] is also distributed as F2,2,

* The distribution of each squared difference may be derived as follows. Each H[Fij under
the null hypothesis is one realization of a random process. For simplicity the two
realizations in each squared difference will be denoted generally as X 1 and X2.

X1 -X2 12 
_((X -)+('- X2))2  where X is the sample mean

2202

((X I- R) + KX X2)F (XI -XF + 2(XI - XR - X2) + KX - X2Y2

202 202

and(X 1 -X) =NX- X2) so

(XI-X) + 2UXI- W (- X2) + X- X2F = 4(X I -R? = 2(X I- 2

202 202 02
2(X , - _!_ 2 .( i

Finally, (L I ( -

which is distributed as chil 2 . [Rice, 1988, pp. 172-31
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For each subject, Cr[FiI and Cs[Fi], were plotted as functions of frequency, Fi, and the

distributions of their magnitudes were plotted as histograms. Comparison to the F2,2

distribution were made to assess significance of effects.

In order to assess the sensitivity of the analysis to the assumption that independent

frequency samples of the transfer function are separated by 0.01 Hz, the process was

repeated assuming a separation approximately half as large (0.0044 Hz or equivalently 3

discrete samples). The calculations were identical to those above except that the H[Fi] were

calculated as:

j =.-

H[Fil = L H?," i = 2,5,8,11.....338,341 (4.16)
j=-

In this case 114 independent samples of the transfer functions between 0 and 0.5 Hz were

obtained. Equations 4.14 and 4.15 were used to calculate the new Cr[Fi] and Cs[Fil.

Again, Cr[FiI and Cs[Fi] were plotted as functions of frequency and the distributions of

their magnitudes were plotted as histograms.
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V Results

5.1 Subject Information and Motion Sickness Levels

Eighteen subjects each participated in one experiment session. Seven subjects were female

and eleven were male. The average subject age was 22.3 years (min 18 yr; max 30 yr,

average female 22.29 years; average male 22.36 years). All subjects were non-smokers

and reported no medical problems. All reported not using any medication or consuming

any alcohol within 24 hours of the experiment session. All reported consuming no coffee,

tea or cola within twelve hours of the experiment session and undertaking no exercise

within 6 hours of the session. Each had a normal night's sleep on the evening prior to the

experiment and had their usual meal between three and four hours prior to the session. All

experiments began between 3:30 and 4:30 PM.

Subject genders, ages, experience, self ratings of susceptibility and experiment endpoints

are provided in Table 5.1. Subjects were categorized as either experienced or not
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experienced based on whether they had previously participated in motion sickness

experiments. Self ratings of susceptibility were taken from Section C of the Motion

Sickness Questionnaire completed by each subject prior to the experiment. Experiment

endpoints were denoted as either 'Normal', 'Time', 'Abort' or 'Emesis'. 'Normal'

experiment endpoint was reached if the subject attained symptoms which were estimated as

magnitude 3 or greater and maintained symptoms near this level for 15 minutes prior to and

during the final random interval breathing segment. Time' endpoint was reached if a

subject competed 1.5 hours of tasking without developing significant symptoms. 'Abort'

endpoint indicates that the experiment was aborted prior to completion of the tasking

period. 'Emesis' endpoint was reached if a subject vomited prior to completion of the

tasking period despite all efforts to prevent such occurrence. Two subjects (13 and 14)

reached the Time' endpoint, two (subject 15 and 16) reached the 'Abort' endpoint and two

Table 5.1 Subject Information

SUBJECT GENDER AGE EXPERIENCE SELF RATED EXPT
NUMBER SUSCEPTIBILITY ENDPOINT

I F 19 No Immune Normal
2 F 23 No Immune/Less Normal
3 M 19 No Less Normal
4 M 25 Yes Less Normal
5 F 24 No Average Normal
6 M 25 No Less Normal
7 M 20 No More Normal
8 F 24 No Average Normal
9 M 20 No Less Normal
10 F 19 No Immune Normal
11 M 18 No Less Normal
12 F 22 Yes Average Normal

13 M 28 Yes Less Time
14 M 30 Yes More Time
15 M 19 No Average Abort
16 F 25 No Average/Less Abort
17 M 19 No Less Emesis
18 M 23 Yes Average Emesis
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(subject 17 and 18) reached the 'Emesis' experiment endpoint. The remaining twelve

subjects (1 through 12) reached the 'Normal' endpoint. No consistent relationships are

evident between the parameters in Table 5. 1. In particular, neither age, gender, experience

or self rated susceptibilities were predictive of experiment endpoint.

Analyses were conducted on the sub-population of twelve subjects who achieved a

'Normal' experiment endpoint (six male, six female; age 18-25 yr, avg. 21.5 yr).

Magnitude estimates of nausea for these subjects are plotted in Figure 5.1. Statistics of the

magnitude estimates are given in Table 5.2. Most subjects controlled their symptoms

closely about a mean level between 3 and 4 on their magnitude estimate scale. Subjects 3

and 10 reported slightly higher levels and Subjects 2 and 7 reported slightly lower levels.

Table 5.2 Magnitude Estimation Statistics for 'Normal' Subjects
during the final RIB Segment

MAGNITUDE ESTIMATE OF NAUSEA
SUBJECT STANDARD
NUMBER MEAN DEVIATION MINIMUM MAXIMUM

1 3.8 0.5 3 4
2 2.5 0.3 1 3
3 4.3 0.6 4 5
4 3.0 0.9 2 4
5 3.0 0.0 3 3
6 3.3 0.4 1 4
7 2.0 0.7 1 3
8* 3.9 0.8 3 5
9 3.1 0.7 2 4
10 4.1 0.4 4 5

11 3.7 0.6 3 5
12 3.4 0.5 3 4

* Subject 8 completed only 8 minutes of the final RIB segment
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Figure 5.1: Time course of Magnitude Estimnates of Nausea for 'Normal' Subjects
(t =0 corresponds to the start of provocative tasking)
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Subject 8 completed only 8 minutes of the final RIB segment. The group mean magnitude

estimate level during the final RIB segment was 3.4 (standard error 0.65).

Each of the twelve subjects showed significant signs of sickness (evident to two

experienced observers) such as pallor and sweating. During the tasking period, when

verbal reports of symptoms were possible, or retrospectively, after the final RIB segment,

each subject reported other symptoms of sickness accompanying their nausea. Seven of

twelve subjects reported sweating, seven reported subjective feelings of warmth or cold.

four reported increased salivation, four reported fatigue and all reported feelings of

"fullness in the throat".

5.2 Sample Heart Rate and Lung Volume signals

For each of the twelve subjects except Subject 8, six paired ILV and IHR data segments

(ILVcl-1HRc1, ILVc2-IHRC2, IVrIH-Rrl, ILVr2-IHRr2, ILVsI-IHRsl and ILVs2 -IHRs 2)

were extracted (Figure 4.6). Due to the limited duration of Subject 8's final RIB segment,

ILVs2 and IHRs2 could not be calculated. Sample plots of ILV and IHR time series and

their power spectra are given in Figure 5.2 (data from Subject 1). The random breathing

pattern is evident in the plots of the ILV time series. The effective broadening of the

frequency content of ILV is evident in the power spectra.

5.3 Individual Transfer Function Estimates

In Figures 5.3 through 5.14, plots of the magnitude, phase and coherence of the six

transfer functions, Hcl, Hc2, Hrl, Hr2, HsI and Hs2, are given for the twelve 'Normal'

subjects. Note that Hs2 was not calculated for subject 8 due to the limited duration of the

final RIB segment.
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Figure 5.2: Six paired IHR-ILV dlat segments and their associated power spectra (Subject 1).

Note random breathing pattern and effective broadening of ILV specta. IHR time series are in

units bpm vs minutes and spectra are bpm2 vs Hz. ILV time series are in units liters vs minutes
and sper are liters2 vs Hz.
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5.4 Group Average Transfer Functions

Group average transfer function plots with error bars calculated from the data from the

'Normal' group are given in Figure 5.15. Figure 5.15a is the group average for the non-

sick, stationary RIB segment. Figure 5.15b is the group average for the non-sick, rotating

RIB segment. Figure 5.15c is the group average for the motion sick, rotating RIB

segment. The transfer function magnitudes are not significantly different from one another

over any band of frequencies between 0.0 and 0.5 Hz. The transfer function phases appear

to differ only over the frequency band of 0.0 to 0.03 Hz. Specifically, the transfer function

from the motion sick condition tends to drop off from 0.0 radians toward -2.0 radians

while the non-sick cases tend to increase from -1.5 radians toward -1.0 radians and then

drop back toward -2.0 radians. Note that these trends are simply approaches from different

directions toward essentially zero phase. Furthermore, at these very low frequencies, the

transfer function estimates are generally not reliable as they are associated with low

coherence. Thus, the group average transfer function estimates are not significantly

changed due to rotation or motion sickness.

5.5 Comparison of Transfer Functions for Individual Subjects

In Figures 5.16-5.26, Cr (A) and Cs (B) (Equations 4.14 and 4.15) are plotted as a

function of frequency and their distributions are plotted as histograms for 11 of the 12

subjects in the 'Normal' group. (Cs and Cr were not calculated for Subject 8 due to the

incomplete data set.) Plots are shown for two different assumptions: (1) that independent

frequencies are separated by 7 discrete samples (0.01 Hz) and (2) that independent

frequencies are separated by 3 discrete samples (0.044 Hz). No significant differences in

the appearance of Cr or Cs are evident between the two cases. Thus, within reasonable

limits the analysis is not sensitive to this choice.
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Figure 5.3: ILV to IHR Transfer function and coherence estimates for Subject I from (A) nonsick
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Group Average Transfer Function:,
Motion Sick, Rotating Subjects (N=23)
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Figure 5.15: Group average transfer functions with. error bars for
Normal subjects during ( A ) non sick stationary RIB segment (average

of all HcltfI and Hc2[fi) (B ) non sick rotating RIB segment (average of
all Hr 11(1 and Hr2[fJ) and C ) motion sick rotating RIB segment
average of all HsI[f1 and Hs2[fI) tcurrent and previous pages
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Figure 5.16: Subject I Statistics Cr (A) and Cs (B). plotted as functions of frequency and as
histograms of magnitudes for two choices of independent frequency separations, i. Histograms
have units of count per bin vs bin mean. Histograms can be normalized by dividing by the total
number of values included. (49 for i=7, 114 for i=3).
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Figure 5.17: Subject 2 Statistics C, (A) and C. (B). plotted as functions of frequency and ashistograms of magnitudes for two choices of independent frequency separauons, i. Histogramshave units of count per bin vs bin mean. Histograms can be normalized by dividing by the totalnumber of values included. (49 for i=7. 114 for i=3).
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Figure 5.18: Subject 3 Statistics Cr (A) and C. (B). plotted as functions of frequency and as
histograms of magnitudes for two choices of independent frequency separations. i. Histograms
have units of count per bin vs bin mean. Histograms can be normalized by dividing by the total
number of values included. (49 for i= 7 , 114 for i=3).
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Figure 5.19: Subject 4 Statistics Cr (A) and C, (B). plotted as functions of frequency and as
histograms of magnitudes for two choices of independent frequency separations, i. Histograms
have units of count per bin vs bin mean. Histograms can be normalized by dividing by the total
number of values included. (49 for i=7, 114 for i=3).
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Figure 5.20: Subject 5 Statstics Cr (A) and Cs (B). plotted as functions of frequency and ashistograms of magnitudes for two choices of independent frequency separations, i. Histogramshave units of count per bin vs bin mean. Histograms can be normalized by dividing by the towanumber of values included. (49 for i=7, 114 for i=3).
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Figure 5.21: Subject 6 Statistics Cr (A) and Cs (B). plotted as functions of frequency and as
histograms of magnitudes for two choices of independent frequency separations, i. Histograms
have units of count per bin vs bin mean. Histograms can be normalized by dividing by the total
number of values included. (49 for i=7, 114 for i=3).
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Figure 5.22: Subject 7 Statistics Cr (A) and Cs (B). plotted as functions of frequency and as
histograms of magnitudes for two choices of independent frequency separations. i. Histograms
have units of count per bin vs bin mean. Histograms can be normalized by dividing by the total
number of values included. (49 for i=7, 114 for i=3).
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Figure 5.23: Subject 9 Statistics Cr (A) and Cs (B). plotted as functions of frequency and as
histograms of magnitudes for two choices of independent frequency separations. i. Histograms
have units of count per bin vs bin mean. Histograms can be normalized by dividing by the total
number of values included. (49 for i=7, 114 for i=3).
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Figure 5.24: Subject 10 Statistics C, (A) and C. (B). ploued as functions of frequency and as
hisograjns of magnitudes for two choices of independent frequency separations i. Histogramshave units of count per bin vs bin mean. Histograms can be normalized by dividing by the totalnumber of values included. (49 for i=7, 114 for i=3).
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Figure 5.25: Subject I I Statistics C, (A) and C, (B). plotted as functions of frequency and as
histograms of magnitudes for two choices of independent frequency separations, i. Histograms
have units of count per bin vs bin mean. Histograms can be normalized by dividing by the total
number of values included. (49 for i=7. 114 for i=3).
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Figure 5.26: Subject 12 Statistics Cr (A) and C, (B). plotted as functions of frequency and as
histograms of magnitudes for two choices of independent frequency separations, i. Histograms
have units of count per bin vs bin mean. Histograms can be normalized by dividing by the total
number of values included. (49 for i=7. 114 for i=3).
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Figure 5.27: Plot of the F Distribution with two degrees of freedom (d) in the
numerator and two degrees of freedom in the denominator, (F2 '2).

Under the null hypothesis that there is no change in the transfer funcion due to rotation, Cr

is distributed as F2,2. Similarly under the null hypothesis that there is no change in the

transfer function due to motion sickness, Cs is distributed as F2,2. The 95% significance

level for the F2,2 distribution is 19.0 the 90% significance level is 9.0 and the 75%

significance level is 3.0. A plot of the F2,2 distribution is given in Figure 5.27.

A wide band of frequencies with Cr or Cs values above 19.0 would indicate a significant

difference (with 95 % confidence) in transfer functions due to rotation or motion sickness,

respectively. In the plots versus frequency, a number of subjects exhibit large values

(outliers) of Cs and Cr at a few discrete frequencies or over a few small frequency bands.
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However, these outliers occur in limited number and there are no peaks in the Cr or Cs

plots that reappear at the same frequency in different subjects*. Therefore, in general, the

outliers are consistent with the null hypothesis. Further, the plots of Cr and CS as

histograms appear similar to the F2,2 distribution (Figure 5.27) as they are expected to

under the null hypothesis. Thus, the analyses of individual transfer functions indicate no

significant changes due to rotation or motion sickness in any individual subject.

* If peaks in Cr or Cs were associated with the same frequencies in different subjects, they
could not be interpreted as resulting from randomly occurring outliers and therefore would
not be consistent with the null hypothesis. A frequency dependent effect would be
indicated.
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VI Discussion

6.1 The Development of Motion Sickness

The experiment protocol was successful in eliciting motion sickness symptoms in sixteen

of eighteen subjects. Further, twelve of these sixteen subjects were able to control their

symptoms around a moderate level during random interval breathing. The success of the

paradigm was due, in part, to the moderate levels of symptoms induced in subjects.

Although magnitude estimates presumably represent slightly different subjective feelings in

different subjects, it has been our experience that when magnitude estimates above 5 are

attained, avalanching of symptoms toward the vomiting endpoint becomes more likely.

Rarely do symptoms avalanche from levels of 3 or 4 to culminate uncontrollably in

vomiting. However, above levels of 5, a single nauseogenic stimulus (such as a single

head movement) may lead rapidly to vomiting despite all subsequent efforts of the subject

or experimenter. Ethical considerations and the desire to avoid inducing severe nausea,
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retching or vomiting, therefore required that subjects attempt to maintain only moderate

symptoms near 3 or 4 on their magnitude estimate scales.

The concern therefore arises over the severity of sickness experienced by the twelve

'Normal' subjects during the final RIB segment. The average level of sickness reported

during the segment varied to some degree between subjects (Table 2.1). Furthermore, a

magnitude estimate of 3 or 4 for one subject is probably not the same as that for other

subjects. However, the level of symptoms maintained by each subject presumably did

involve significant nausea. The presence of significant motion sickness is further

supported by subjective reports and/or objective observations of signs and symptoms such

as pallor, sweating and feelings of 'fullness in the throat' (Section 5.1). None of the

twelve 'Normal' subjects experienced the retching or vomiting which is associated with

severe motion sickness.

Thus, data from the final RIB segment , representative of subjects in moderate but perhaps

not severe motion sick conditions. It is reasonable therefore to interpret the ILV to [HR

transfer functions from the final RIB segment as representative of ANS cardiac control

balance in moderately motion sick subjects. Comparisons between transfer functions from

the three segments should allow identification of autonomic effects associated with rotation

and with moderate motion sickness.

6.2 Analysis of Transfer Functions

Two techniques were used to compare transfer functions and each was designed to meet

specific criteria.
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The first technique, pooling transfer functions to generate group averages, -as designed to

identify changes in the transfer function magnitude and phase which were consistent over

the population. It treats magnitude and phase components independently and accounts for

differences in the coherence function both in calculation of the averages and in estimation of

confidence intervals. It does not, however, take advantage of the paired nature of the data

sets. That is, in averaging the transfer functions across different subjects information

concerning trends characteristic of individual subjects is lost.

The second technique, calculation of Cr and Cs (Equations 4.14 and 4.15), was developed

to identify differences in the complex transfer functions between two conditions for a single

subject. It is a more powerful statistical test for two reasons. First, it takes advantage of

the paired nature of the data sets and second, it does not assume independence of

magnitude and phase. However, this technique treats all transfer function estimates (at all

frequencies between 0.0 and 0.5 Hz and for all conditions) with equal confidence. That is,

it does not explicitly account for differences in the coherence functions (the measure of

confidence in the transfer function estimates). Therefore, the test results should be

interpreted carefully with particular regard for not over-interpreting large values found in

frequency bands associated with low coherence in one or more of the transfer functions.

For example, in ILV to [HR transfer functions the frequency band between 0.0 and 0.05

Hz is typically associated with low coherence, and therefore values of Cr or Cs found in

this frequency band may be unreliable. Although this second test is a more powerful

statistical test, physiological interpretation of significant results may be more complicated.

The pertinent physiological models are based on analyses of magnitude and phase

differences in the transfer functions (Section 2.3.3). Therefore, if a significant difference

is identified between the complex transfer functions, using Cr or Cs, the transfer functions

must then be decomposed into their magnitude and phase components in order to relate the

changes to their underlying physiological cause.
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6.3 Physiological Interpretation

The experiment results indicate that neither rotation nor motion sickness was associated

with changes in the group mean or in any individual's ILV to IHR transfer function.

Physiological interpretation of these findings relies on the model of Saul et al. (1989)

discussed in Section 2.3.3 and presented in Figure 2.13. The model is reproduced in

Figure 6.1.

As indicated in Section 2.3.3, four model parameters, Ap, As, mean vagal rate and mean

sympathetic rate may be varied to independently affect the transfer function. In order to

generate their simulations of supine and standing transfer functions, Saul et al. chose the

model parameters to be consistent with the current knowledge of autonomic responses

associated with posture change. That is, mean vagal rate and depth of modulation, Ap,

were set higher for the supine condition than for the standing condition. Mean sympathetic

Measured
Lung Volume

Central
Autonomac SA Node
Integration

Vagus O

r. . Heart

Central SYMOath-t.eS

Respiratory T -Rt

Drive Ts

Figure 6.1: Respiration to heart rate transfer function model (from Saul et al., 1989) The low pass
filter (LPF) characteristics of the sympathetic and parasympathetic pathways in the SA node are
dependent on the mean neural firing rates of each division.
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firing rate and depth of modulation, As, were set lower for the supine condition than for the

standing condition. Within these restrictions, the parameters were then chosen to provide

transfer functions which matched the experimental data.

In the exploratory analysis of autonomic responses to motion sickness, no a priori

restrictions are placed on the model parameters. However, no changes were identified in

the experimental transfer functions. Therefore, to simulate the three experimental

conditions, either (1) no changes should be made in the model parameters between

conditions or (2) changes in the model parameters between conditions must not alter the

overall transfer relations. The question, then, is whether model parameters can be altered

and yet effect no change in the overall transfer characteristics.

In Figure 6.2, the transfer characteristics of the parasympathetic and sympathetic pathways

through the sinoatrial node are plotted for a number of mean firing rates (from Berger et al.,

1989b). At all mean firing rates, the sympathetic pathway has non-zero transfer magnitude

A Me", Vq Rate Mo A" a m

l~A ".'',, "-"

noe I oedffrnesi cae Hr B Ie ita .,, 1989b

1 - 7

3 0. 0.05304 . a U 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25

Figure 6.2: Transi -.r magnitudes far parasympathetic and sympathetic stimulation at the sinoatrial
node. (Note differences in scale) (from Berger et al., 1989b)
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only below 0.1 Hz. while the parasympathetic pathway has non-zero transfer magnitude

throughout the range below 0.5 Hz. Therefore, it is clear that the depths of modulation Ap

or As could not be modified in such a way as to exhibit no change in the overall ILV to

IHR transfer function. If, for example, the depth of modulation of parasympathetic

stimulation, Ap, were increased, no change in the other model parameters could

compensate for increased gains %khich would be seen at frequencies above 0.1 Hz.

However, it is also clear that changes in the shape of the transfer function due to changes in

mean firing rates may be subtle. If such changes occurred they could effect little change in

the overall ILV to IL-tR transfer characteristics. However, in most situations, increases in

mean firing rates are expected to be associated with increases in depths of modulation (or

variability) of the firing rates. Therefore the gain parameters Ap and As are taken as

indicative of the relative levels of parasympathetic and sympathetic czntrol of heart rate

fluctuations (Berger, 1987; Chen et al., 1986; Saul et al., 1989; Appel., 1989a). Under

this assumption, the parameters of the model could not be altered in such a way as to leave

the overall ILV to IHR transfer function unchanged.

Therefore, no change in the ILV to IHR transfer functions between the three experimental

conditions may be taken to indicate no change in the model parameters. Thus, it may be

concluded, neither rotation nor motion sickness is associated with changes in the relative

roles of the parasympathetic and sympathetic divisions in control of heart rate.

It is not particularly surprising that autonomic modulation of heart rate in seated subjects is

unaffected by sinusoidal rotation about an earth vertical axis. Rotation rates were most

likely not rapid enough to generate accelerations which would significantly affect the

distribution of blood volume or blood flow in the seated subjects. The cardiovascular

strain induced by the motion was presumably insignificant and autonomic counteractions

were not warranted.
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It may surprise many, however, that no significant shift in autonomic modulation of heart

rate was detected in association with motion sickness. This result is in direct opposition to

the findings of Ishii et al (1987). As described in Section 2.2.2, Ishii et al. reported trends

in the coefficient of variation (CV) of RR interval as motion sickness was induced in

squirrel monkeys. Three major distinctions must be drawn between the paradigm used in

their experiment and the one used in this experiment. First, Ishii et al. explored the entire

range of motion sickness symptoms up to and including the point of vomiting and they

report that the most consistent and significant changes in CV occurred just prior to

vomiting. Subjects I through 12 did not experience these severe symptoms and therefore

this experiment provides no evidence concerning the role of the ANS in the severe phases

of sickness. Activation patterns associated with severe sickness may differ. Second. Ishii

et al. did not control or record respiration. If the monkeys tended to begin panting as

vomiting became eminent, the change in CV of RR intervals could be due to the changing

respiratory effect on heart rate. In other words it may be that what Ishii et al. identified

were not changes in the parameters of the control system but rather changes in the input to

the system. That is, the changes in CV may be due solely to changing respiratory patterns

and not to changing levels of autonomic activation. The transfer function estimation

technique applied in our study specifically eliminates this problem. Thirdly, the possibility

of species dependent differences in cardiovascular responses must be considered.

The results are also not in accord with the models discussed in section 2.2.2. The three

broad models discussed were (1) generalized sympathetic activation during sickness, (2)

parasympathetic activation during sickness, and (3) sympathetic over stimulation leading to

parasympathetic rebound as vomiting became eminent. If a generalized sympathetic

activation accompanied the development of moderate motion sickness, the transfer function

from the motion sick condition would be expected to exhibit greater magnitude at low
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frequencies (< 0. 1 Hz) and perhaps decreased magnitudes at higher frequencies. No such

trends were evident either in individuals or in the population mean. If a generalized

parasympathetic activation accompanied the development of motion sickness, a relative

increase in the magnitude throughout the associated transfer function would be expected.

Again no such increases were identified. It is more difficult to draw comparisons to the

third model. In these experiments, subjects were generally in what would be considered

the early to middle stages of sickness. Therefore, the model would seem to predict that

subjects were experiencing effects of sympathetic over stimulation. The transfer function

estimates do not support this assertion. All three of these models involves a generalized

activation of the ANS. To the extent that no changes were identified in ANS control of

heart rate, any model involving generalized ANS activity is not supported by the transfer

function data.

The models described in Section 2.2.2 all assume that the ANS exerts diffuse, body wide

effects as in a stress type response. This is a classic model for autonomic activity which is

based on the idea that the sympathetic nervous system exerts body wide control. That is,

the system is presumed to be described by a single parameter termed 'sympathetic tone'

which is a measure of the global activity level of the system. A functional model

representing this pattern of activation is given in Figure 6.3 (modified from Wallin, 1986).

Autonomic outflow is generally viewed as arising from a central control (in large part, the

hypothalamus) to produce similar shifts in autonomic outflow throughout the body.

Supraspinal and spinal reflex responses are also assumed to be expressed in all effector

organ systems. In Figure 6.3, these characteristics are functionally represented by a single

control pathway which is affected by reflexive feedback and influences all organ systems

with identical activation patterns.
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Reflex feedback

~organ

j system

Spinal Reflex sse
Modulations 0

Figure 6.3: Classic functional model of sympathetic nervous outflow. Note that all organ
systems receive the same central control outflow which is modulated by reflex feedback. (modified
from Wallin, 1986)

If the control model in Figure 6.3 is accurate, then a lack of change in sympathetic outflow

to one organ system would necessitate that all organ systems exhibit no change. This does

not seem to be the case during motion sickness. No change was detected in the autonomic

modulation of heart rate during these experiments. However, the presence of motion

sickness symptoms such as pallor and sweating suggests that sympathetic outflow to the

blood vessels and sweat glands in the skin may have increased.

As indicated in Section 2.3.3, microneurographic studies demonstrate that the sympathetic

nervous system, in particular, can exert very narrow, isolated control (Wallin et al., 1986).

For example, sympathetic nerves in the skin and in muscle demonstrate dissociated activity.

The more recent knowledge of autonomic outflow characteristics and the current

experimental results suggest a different model for the role of the ANS in the development
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Central Control

Supraspinal
IL Reflex feedback

(ie. Baroreceptor)

! ; ~organ
rsystem (ie. Muscle)

Spiarelexsyae (ie. Cardiac)

modulations

-- organ (ie. Skin)

Hypothetical effects of motion sickness

outflow increased outflow unchanged
during motion sickness during motion sickness

Figure 6.4: New tuncuonal model of sympathetic outflow. Note that different subgroups of organ
systems may receive different central control outflow and respond independently to supraspinal
reflexes. Spinal reflex modulations, however, may be closely associated in different subgroups. It
is suggested hat d, ring motion sickness skin sympathetic activity may increase while muscle and
cardiac sympa..7-.,c activity remain unchanged. (modified from Wallin, 1986)

of motion sickness. A new functional model of sympathetic outflow proposed by Wallin

(1986) is illustrated in Figure 6.4 (modified from Wallin, 1986). In this model, different

subgroups of organ systems receive independent control from central mechanisms.

Subgroups of organ systems are comprised of organs involved with similar control

functions. Organs within a subgroup receive similar sympathetic outflow. Different

subgroups may receive different central control outflow and may be effected independently

of one another by supraspinal reflex control loops such as the baroreceptor reflex. Finally,

spinal reflex loops tend to effect a more global control which is apparent only in the
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absence of more central control activity. These characteristics are functionally represented

in Figure 6.4 by a number of control pathways, some of which involve specific supraspinal

reflex feedback.

The current experiment results may be explained on the basis of the model in Figure 6.4.

During motion sickness, increased sympathetic outflow to the skin may occur through one

pathway independently of sympathetic activity in muscle and cardiac nerves. The increase

in skin sympathetic activity would elicit the sweating and pallor seen in many subjects

during sickness. Since skin sympathetic activity is known to be sensitive to arousal

stresses, it may be that the skin response is evoked by an emotional arousal stress

associated with motion sickness. Cardiac sympathetic activity, on the other hand, may not

be affected during motion sickness. In the model of Figure 6.4, this is explained if cardiac

sympathetic outflow is dissociated from skin sympathetic outflow. Since the two organ

systems are involved in different primary control tasks and since cardiac outflow is

influenced by baroreceptor feedback while skin sympathetic activity is not (Wallin, 1986),

it may be reasonable to assume such a dissociation.

The model presented in Figure 6.4 is speculative but it is consistent with the current

experiment results. The results suggest that motion sickness is not accompanied by

changes in autonomic modulation of heart rate but that it is accompanied by other seemingly

autonomic manifestations. Thus, it seems that the ANS does not exert global changes

during the development of motion sickness but rather it effects more localized, organ

specific manifestations.
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VII Summary and
Conclusions

A series of experiments were conducted on human volunteers to investigate the role of the

autonomic nervous system in the development of motion sickness. A new technique

exploiting the relationship between respiration and heart rate was applied to assess

autonomic activity.

It is widely accepted that respiration influences heart rate and that its influence is mediated

through autonomic mechanisms. In a series of studies, involving pharmacological

blockades of the autonomic subsystems, Dr. Cohen and colleagues, at MIT, demonstrated

that the transfer function from instantaneous lung volume (ELV) to instantaneous heart rate

(IHR) provides information concerning relative levels of parasympathetic and sympathetic

activity. Further, they developed an experimental technique which allows accurate

estimation of the transfer function over the range of 0.0 to 0.5 Hz. The technique termed,

Random Interval Breathing (RIB) requires that subjects breathe in sequence with a fifteen

minute series of randomly occurring auditory cues.
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Motion sickness was induced in the laboratory using a pair of reversing prism goggles and

a rotating chair. Each of eighteen subjects (ages 18-30 yrs, 11 male, 7 female) participated

in one four hour experimental session. Control recordings of instantaneous lung volume

(ILV) and electrocardiogram (ECG) were made during two random interval breathing

segments. During the first segment, subjects were seated motionless and during the second

they were seated rotating about an earth vertical axis. Each subject was then fitted with a

pair of prism goggles which reverse the left-right visual field and performed a series of

coordinated tasks until pre-specified moderate levels of motion sickness were attained.

When moderate symptoms were reached, subjects were asked to close their eyes as they

were again rotated about an earth vertical axis. They were instructed to open their eyes if

symptom levels dropped and re-close their eyes when the desired level was regained.

Through repetition of this process, a relatively constant, moderate level of sickness was

maintained. Lung volume and ECG were recorded during this motion sick condition as the

subject completed a third random interval breathing sequence.

ILV to [HR transfer functions were calculated from segments of data collected during each

of the three RIB segments. Comparisons of individual and group mean transfer functions

from the two non-sick conditions with each other and with known standards, indicate no

detectable shift in autonomic cardiac control due to rotation. Sirailar comparisons between

the two rotating conditions indicate no consistent and significant shift in autonomic tone

due to motion sickness. It was therefore concluded that moderate motion sickness is not

accompanied by changes in the autonomic outflow controlling heart rate.

The lack of an identifiable shift in autonomic cardiac control is not in accord with models of

motion sickness involving generalized autonomic activations. In particular, the results are

at variance with the widely held notion that motion sickness can be viewed as a generalized
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stress response. However, the presence of possibly autonomic manifestations such as

pallor and sweating in bodily organ systems other than the heart indicates that the ANS may

act independently at different organ systems during motion sickness. A new functional

model of autonomic outflow during motion sickness was presented. Based on the work

reviewed by Wallin et al. (1987), it was postulated that a number of sympathetic pathways

act independently during the expression of moderate motion sickness. It was suggested

that many of the outwardly visible symptoms of motion sickness, particularly pallor and

cold sweating, may be due to increased sympathetic outflow to skin effector systems.

Conversely, sympathetic outflow in pathways associated with muscle and cardiac organ

systems was postulated not to change significantly during motion sickness.

The development of moderate motion sickness does not involve a significant change in

autonomic control of heart rate. Therefore, motion sickness does not involve a

widespread, generalized activation of the autonomic nervous system. Rather, it is

postulated that the ANS plays a more discrete organ specific role in the development of

sickness in which, for example, skin effector systems exhibit significant changes in ANS

activity but cardiac systems do not.
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Vill Recommendations

In this study, the ILV to IHR transfer function was applied to assess autonomic activity.

Numerous studies have demonstrated the sensitivity of the transfer function to changes in

autonomic activity (Section 2.3.3). However, the transfer function remains an

investigational measure and has not yet been widely used. Therefore, a null result, such as

that described in this thesis, is rendered somewhat questionable. One way to support the

results of this study is to demonstrate a change in the transfer function, due to a well

understood stress (ie. change from supine to standing posture), in the same subjects in

which no change is found due to motion sickness. It is therefore recommended that future

studies applying transfer function techniques to explore ANS activity during motion

sickness or other "stresses" should include a supine vs standing comparison.

A second recommendation also concerns future application of the transfer function

estimation technique to assessing autonomic responses to stresses. The possibility of

shortening random interval breathing segments should be investigated. If accurate and
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meaningful transfer function estimates can be attained from shorter duration random

breathing segments the technique may have broader application. Particularly in situations

which are uncomfortable or dangerous to subjects (ie. motion sickness, increased

gravitational stresses), the fifteen minute duration segments may be excessive.

The results of this work suggest a new direction for experiments in motion sickness

physiology. In order to assess autonomic activity during motion sickness, direct

recordings from muscle and skin sympathetic nerves could be made. A dissociation

between muscle sympathetic and skin s:ympathetic activity during motion sickness would

support the hypothesis that motion sickness involves dissociated, organ specific autonoruc

contributions. Furthermore, direct neural recordings would provide a running time course

of sympathetic activity rather that the effectively discrete sampling provided by transfer

function estimation.
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SESSSION NO.

SCREENING INTERVIEW OUESTIONS

TRANSFER FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF AUTONOMIC REGULATION
DURING MOTION SICKNESS

SUBJECT: TODAY'S DATE:

The following questions are to be asked of potential subjects in a telephone or in person interview. The
answers to these questions will be used only for screening of subjects. Subjects are to be excluded from the
study if the answers to these questions reveal a possible biasing of experimental results or an unusually
high risk to the subject resulting from his or her participation. The interviewer should record the subjects
responses by circling the appropriate response and noting any comments and explanations.

INSTRUCT SUBJECT: I will need to ask a number of questions regarding your medical and motion

sickness history. Your answers will be treated in the strictest confidence.

1. Subjects Age: _ GENDER: _ LEFT OR RIGHT HANDED

2. Have you ever been diagnosed with a heart or lung disorder? NO YES
If yes, EXCLUDE.

3. Do you experience frequent heart palpitations or abnormal beats? NO YES
If yes, how often?
If greater than daily, EXCLUDE.

4. Have you ever been diagnosed with Diabetes, Epilepsy or Aids? NO YES
If yes, EXCLUDE.

5. Are you a smoker or ex-smoker? NO YES If yes, what and how frequently?
If yes, Marginal Exclusion.

6. Have you ever been diagnosed with a gastrointestinal disorder such as an ulcer, hiatus hernia,
carcinoma or recently diagnosed with gastritis? NO YES If yes, EXCLUDE.

7. Do you frequently have abdominal pain or discomfort which is relieved by antacids or food?
NO YES If yes, EXCLUDE.

8. Have ever had an unexplained episode of nausea and/or vomiting? NO YES
If yes, when? If recently, EXCLUDE.

9. Have you recently suffered a loss of appetite or unusual weight loss? NO YES
If yes, marginal exclusion.

10. Do you have a hearing defect? NO YES
If yes suspect vestibular defect.

11. Have you ever experienced a persistent noises in your ears continuing for more than a few
moments? NO YES If yes, suspect vestibular defect.

12. Have you ever experienced repeated episodes of disorientation or vertigo while not in a moving
vehicle? NO YES If yes, suspect vestibular defect.
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SESSSION NO.

If suspect vestibular defect (from 10-12), pursue with:
Do you have trouble walking outside at night? NO YES
Do you ever have spells of dizziness? NO YES
Have you ever had surgery for otosclerosis? NO YES
Have you ever been diagnosed with a vestibular defect?

If yes, or if high suspicion of vestibular defect, EXCLUDE.

13. Have you ever experienced motion sickness before?

14. If you have experienced motion sickness, how long does it usually take for you to recover
completely when the motion stimulus is removed?

If long, suspect high susceptibility and pursue by asking for examples of when subject
experienced sickness. EXCLUDE those who describe very high susceptibility (ie. such that
symptoms may be hard to control.)

15, Is your vision better than 20/50 after correction with contact lenses (if necessary) ? (Glasses may
not be worn during the experiment.) YES NO If No, EXCLUDE.

16. Are you presently taking any medications? If yes, what type?
Exclude for drugs with central nervous effects(ie. antihistamines or anti-seizure medications).

17. Have you recently been under the care of a psychiatrist? _ If yes, be concerned about

paranoids or schizophrenics who may be problem subjects.

WHEN OUESTIONING IS COMPLETED:

If subject does not warrant exclusion, schedule a session.

Remind him/her of the following instructions and inform him that an instruction packet will be mailed. If
a face to face interview, the subject can immediately be provided a packet

A. Please read the Motion Sickness Symptom Definitions.

B. Please read the Magnitude Estimation Instructions.

C. Please fill out the Motion Sickness Questionnaire.

D. Prior to the experimental session please try to do the following:

I. On the day of the experiment. please eat your normal meal between _ and _ ,
and eat nothing thereafter prior to the experiment.

2. Please take no medications for 24 hours prior to the experiment.

3. Please consume no alcohol for 24 hours prior to the experiment.

4. Please drink no coffee, tea or cola. and do not smoke for 12 hours prior to the
experiment.

5. Try to avoid heavy exercise for 6 hours prior to the experiment.

6. Try to get a normal night's sleep the night before the experiment.

TIM 4/18/89
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SUBJECT NO. _

MOTION SICKNESS OUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire is designed to help us assess your susceptibility to motion sickness and the types of
motion which have been most effective in causing your motion sickness. The form is divided into three
parts. Section A is concerned with your childhood experiences of motion sickness (prior to the age of 12),
Section B deals with your experience since the age of 12 and Section C asks you to estimate your present
overall susceptibility to motion sickness.

Please try to accurately complete all sections. Your replies to all questions will be treated in the stnctest
confidence.

SUBJECTS NAME: DATE:

TIM 4/18/89 adapted from (Eagon, 1987 and Reason and Brand. 1975)
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SUBJECT NO. _ _

SECTION A

All questions refer ONLY to your childhood experiences with motion sickness (if any) and travel, where
childhood is defined as the period prior to 12 years of age. It is quite possible that you will have difficulty
recalling childhood motion sickness. Nevertheless, please try to answer the questions to the best of your
ability.

Put your answers to column I in column I of the table below: your answers to question 2 in column 2 and
so on.

1. Indicate approximately how often you travelled as a passenger on each of the following vehicles (before
age 12) by using the following numbers: 0 No experience 2 Between 5 and 10 trips

I Less than 5 trips 3 More than 10 trips

Considering ONLY those types of transportation that you marked 1, 2 or 3 (i.e. those that you have
travelled on as a passenger), go on to questions 2 and 3 below. Use the following letters to indicate the
appropriate category of responses: N Never F Frequently

R Rarely A Always
S Sometimes

2. How often did you f sc (e.g. queasy or nauseated) while travelling'?

3. How often did you actually vomit while travelling"

1 2 3

CARS "_'

BUSES OR COACHES '

TRAINS
AIRLINERS

AEROBATIC AIRCRAFT

LIGHT AIRCRAFT
SMALL OPEN BOATS
BOATS WITH CABINS

SHIPS

GYM SWINGS
MERRY GO ROUND
ROLLLR COASTER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

PLAS SPECIFY TYPE.
(USR V.RSE IF NECESSARY)
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SUBJECT NO. _

SECTION B

This section is concerned with your experiences of motion sickness and travel SINCE the ag of 12. Please
try to answer the questions to the best of your ability. Put your answers to column I in column 1 of the
table below; your answers to question 2 in column 2 and so on.

1. Indicate approximately how often you travelled as a passenger on each of the following vehicles (before
age 12) by using the following numbers: 0 No experience 2 Between 5 and 10 trips

I Less than 5 trips 3 More than 10 trips

Considering ONLY those types of transportation that you marked 1, 2 or 3 (i.e. those that you have
travelled on as a passenger), go on to questions 2 and 3 below. Use the following letters to indicate the
appropriate category of responses: N Never F Frequently

R Rarely A Always
S Sometimes

2. How often did you feelsik (e.g. queasy or nauseated) while travelling?

3. How often did you actually vomit while travelling?

-__ __ 1I 2 3

CARS .. . ..

BUSES OR COACHES -

TRAINS .......

AIRLINERS
AEROBATIC AIRCRAFT .. ..... .

LIGHT AIRCRAFT ... ...

SMALLOPEN BOATS .......

BOATS WITH CABINS ........ .....

SHIPS .......

GYM SWINGS .......
MERRY GO ROUND ......
ROLLER COASTER

PLEASE SPECIFY TYPE.
(USE REVERSE IF NECESSARY).

SECllO0N C

In general, how would you grade your present susceptibility to motion sickness compared to others?
(Cirle One.)

TOTALLY IMMUNE LESS SUSCEPTIBLE THAN MOST AVERAGE

MORE SUSCEPTIBLE THAN MOST EXTREMELY SUSCEPTIBLE
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MAGNITUDE ESTIMATION INSTRUCTIONS

We are interested in monitoring a number of physiological parameters during motion sickness. We will
attach electrodes to monitor electrocardiogram and abdominal biopotentials and a belt to measure
instantaneous lung volume as motion sickness symptoms develop. However, the most important
symptoms of motion sickness are uniquely subjective and cannot be measured with an instrument. We
therefore must rely on estimates which you make of the sensation intensity. We ask you to apply a
technique which is called "magnitude estimation". We will ask you to judge the intensity of the sensation
by comparing it to a "standard" intensity which you have previously experienced. You must then estimate
the ratio between the current sensation and your memory of the "standard." Subjects usually find
magnitude estimation to be an easy, natural method of reporting the intensity of sensation. Some subjects
are at first skeptical of whether meaningful reports can be obtained with such a simple method until they try
it and see how consistent their reports can be.

To give you the basic idea of magnitude estimation, try the following experiment which involves the
length of lines:

Suppose we say the "standard" line is one inch long, and we call this Line "10". You must now recall the

image of a ruler or some such object which everyone in our culture has experienced.

Now suppose we present you with a line of unknown length:

If the standard is "10", how long is this line?
How accurate do you think your estimate is?
Now how long is this line?

Finally, how long is this one?

On this last one, if you find the line length rauo so small that it is difficult to judge, it is better to say that
the sensation (ie. the line) is present but is too small to judge.

We will ask you to use this same technique to report the intensity of your sensation in our motion sickness
tests. The only real difference is in the type of sensation being judged -- nausea. You will have to rely on
your memory of previous times that you have been nauseated in order to define your standard sensation
level. We expect that it may take a little time before you feel your memory of the standard has stabilized
and you believe your repor are consistent.

Once you begin to perform tasks while wearing the reversing prism goggles, after some time (depending on
your susceptibility), you will begin to experience symptoms, which may include stomach awareness or
discomfort, nausea, sweating, salivation, headache or dizziness. Most people are familiar with nausea
which can be defined as an unpleasant sensation, usually referred to the stomach, chest or throat which at
very high levels may eventually be associated with vomiting.

In this experiment, we want you to use the magnitude estimation technique to tell us about the intensity of
your nausea. We want to work with only slight to moderate sensation levels, in order to minimize any
chance that you will reach the point of vomiting, so do your best to tell the experimenter exactly how you
feel at all times. early in the experiment, we will show you that if you stop moving your head and close
your eyes, after a few moments, symptoms will rapidly subside. Once you have gained experience with
this, you will gain confidence that symptoms can be limited to acceptable levels throughout the experiment
with little difficulty. If at any time during the experiment, despite all precautions, you feel your symptoms
are getting intolerably high, stop head movements and close your eyes immediately. Do not wait for the
experimenter to so instuuct you.
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At the outset of the experiment, the experimenter will ask you to choose a sensation magnitude of nausea
in the middle range of your experience or "halfway to vomiting." You should call this standard intensity a
"5" and try to remember how it feels. Your task will be to estimate the magnitude of your subsequent
sensation of nausea with respect to this standard. In other words, if you feel you sensation is half the
standard you should report 2.5, if it is double the standard, report a 10, and so forth. If you are not
experiencing the sensation say "absent."

We will review and practice the technique prior to the experimental session.

TJM 4/18/89 (adapted from Eagon. 1987, and Bock and Oman, 1982)
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SUBJECT INSTRUCTIONS AND SESSION SCHEDULE

SUBJECT: TODAY'S DATE:

Your Session has been scheduled for: SESSION DATE: / /

SESSION TIME: AT MIT, RM 37-146

The session should last between 3 and 4 hours. If a conflict arises which makes it impossible for you to
attend this session, please call to reschedule. -Tom Mullen in 37-219 @ 253-7805

in 37-155 @ 253-7509

IN PREPARATiON FOR YOUR SESSION:

Please skim over the motion sickness symptom definitions which are attached. Most people are familiar
with the sensations experienced in motion sickness but terminology is rarely the same from person to
person.

Also, please read the Magnitude Estimation Instructions which are attached. We will employ the technique
as our primary measure of the time course of your symptoms. If you have questions, we can discuss the
technique when you arrive for the experimental session.

Please complete the enclosed motion sickness questionnaire and bring it to the experimental session.
Again, if you have questions. you can complete the questionnaire when you arrive for the session.

Motion sickness susceptibility may be affected by a variety of extraneous factors for which we want to
control as much as possible. Because this control is important we ask that on the following:

1. On the day of the experiment, please eat your normal meal between - and _ ,
and eat nothing thereafter prior to the experiment.

2. Please take no medications for 24 hours prior to the experiment.

3. Please consume no alcohol for 24 hours prior to the experimtnt.

4. Please drink no coffee, tea or cola. and do not smoke for 12 hours prior to the
experiment.

5. Try to avoid heavy exercise for 6 hours prior to the experiment.

6. Try to get a normal night's sleep the night before the experiment.

7. Please bring or wear a loose T shirt to the experimental session.

Thank you for your participation.

enclosures:
Motion Sickness Symptom Definitions
Magnitude Estimation Instructions
Motion Sickness Questionnaire

TIM 4/18/89
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A BRIEF OUTLINE OF SYMPTOM DEFINITIONS

The following outline is meant to provide all subjects with the same definitions for common motion
sickness symptoms. We expect that most subjects are familiar with most of the terms but we provide the
outline to help insure that experimenter and subject are speaking the "same language" when symptom
reports are given. You may find some of these terms handy in reporting your own symptoms. As was
emphasized earlier. WE WISH YOU TO EXPERIENCE ONLY MODERATE SYMPTOMS. Early in the
expenment, we will demonstrate for you how to control your symptoms and you should avoid reaching the
point of severe nausea, retching or vomiting.

EPIGASTRIC AWARENESS - Sensation which draws attention to the epigastric area (stomach, throat
etc.) but is not uncomfortable

EPIGASTRIC DISCOMFORT - Sensation in epigastric region which is just becoming uncomfortable.
This is an intermediate report between epigastnc awareness and nausea.

SLIGHT NAUSEA - Unpleasant sensation which can unequivocally be associated with vomiting but

vomiting is not imminent.

MODERATE NAUSEA - Same sensation as above except more intense (an intermediate report)

SEVERE NAUSEA - Vomiting is imminent if stimulation continues "beginning to reach for the bag"

RETCHING OR VOMITING - unproductive "dry heaves" or actual emesis

FLUSHING - an increased reddening of the skin color

SUBJECTIVE FEELING OF WARMTH - a sudden sensation of warmth of the body surface

PALLOR - blanching or paling of the skin color

SWEATING MILD - small specks of perspiration skin feels cool
MODERATE - an intermediate report beads of sweat are apparent
PROFUSE - rivulets or sheets of sweat are apparent

OTHER SYMPTOMS WHICH ARE SELF EXPLANATORY:

INCREASED SALIVATION
HEADACHE
DIZZINESS
DROWSINESS
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INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT

TRANSFER FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF AUTONOMIC REGULATION
DURING MOTION SICKNESS

I have been asked to participate as a subject in a quantitative study of the pattern of autonomic regulation
during motion sickness. The stimuli to used are active head movements and passive rotation while wearing
left/right vision reversing goggles. I will be asked not to drink alcohol or take medication for 24 hours
prior to the experimental session, and not to drink coffee or other stimulants for 12 hours prior to the
experiment. I understand that during the testing, I will probably experience mild to moderate motion
sickness symptoms such as stomach discomfort, nausea, pallor, sweating or drowsiness and that these
symptoms may persist for some time after the session. I will attempt to report my symptoms to the
experimenter who will be simultaneously noting my objective symptoms. Conventional disposable surface
electrodes may be applied to my chest and abdomen to record electrocardiogram and gastric potentials. The
sites of the abdominal electrodes may be lightly scratched with a sterile hypodermic needle prior to the
application of the electrode.

Although participation in a complete session is requested, I understand that I am free to withdraw from
further participation at any time and for any reason. I realize that there is a slight chance that I may become
nauseated to the point of vomiting, although every effort will be made to prevent this by limiting head
movements and closing my eyes. I have no medical history such as heart or lung disease or chronic
stomach trouble which would make an accidental vomiting episode medically undesirable. I am not diabetic
or epileptic.

I understand that I should not operate a motor vehicle for three hours after the end of the experiment, and
that I should report any persisting motion sickness symptoms to the experimenter.

I understand that my anonymity will be preserved when my questionnaires and experimental results are
reported-

In the unlikely event of physical injury resulting from participation in this research, I understand that
medical treatment will be available from the MIT Medical department, including first aid, emergency
treatment and follow-up care as needed, and that my insurance carrier may be billed for the cost of such
treatment. However, no compensation can be provided for medical care apart from the foregoing. I further
understand that making such medical treatment available, or providing it, does not imply that such injury is
the Investigator's fault. I also understand that by my participation in this study, I am not waiving any of
my legal rights.*

* Further information may be obtained by telephoning the Institute's Insurance and Legal Affairs Office at
253-2882.

I understand that I may also contact the Chairman of the Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental
Subjects, Dr. Walter Jones (MIT E23-389, 253-1772), if I feel I have been treated unfairly as a subject.

I agree to participate in this expenmenL

Signed: Date:_.

Experimenter ......_Date:
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SESSION NO.

PRE-SESSION OUESTIONNAIRE

TRANSFER FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF AUTONOMIC REGULATION
DURING MOTION SICKNESS

NAME:

DATE:

LEGAL ADDRESS:

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:

Responses evaluated during this study may be directly or indirectly influenced by factors
addressed in the following questions. Please answer each to the best of your ability. Your
responses will be treated in the strictest confidence.

1. Are you in your usual state of physical fitness today?
If No, Please explain.

2. Have you taken any medication (e.g. aspirin, cold preparations, prescriptions or "recreational" drugs)
during the past 24 hours?
If yes, what type and how much?

3. How much alcohol have you consumed during the past 24 hours?_
If any, what type and when?

4. How much coffeetea/cola have you drunk during the past 24 hours?
If any, what type and when?

5. How much tobacco have you used during the past 24 hours (# cigarettes, cigars or pipe-fulls)?

6. Hour many hours sleep did you get last night?
How many hours would you estimate you get in a usual night?

7. How long has it been since your last meal?
What did you eat/drink?
Subjectively, how hungry do you feel now?

Very Hungry Slightly Hungry Normal Slightly Overfed Very Overfed

8. Have you felt any stomach awareness, stomach discomfort or nausea during the past 24 hours?
If yes, when and why?

9. Have you engaged in heavy exercise during the past 6 hours?

10. Please estimate: Your weight lbs Your Height

TJM 4/17/89
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Schematic Diagrams of Can Structures
Photo-reduced from 8,5 by I I inches eachGiven in order of presentation to subjects
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Abstract

A new linear NIHD stability code, NOVA-W. is described and applied to the study

of the feedback stabilization of the axisymmetric mode in deformable tokamak plas-

rnmas. [he NOVA-W code is a modification of the non-variational NIHD stability code
NOVA' that includes the effects of resistive passive conductors and active feedback
circuits. The vacuum calculation has been reformulated in terms of the perturbed

.wioidal flux to allow the inclusion of perturbed toroidal currents outside the plasma.

fhe b,.,.ndarv condition at the plasma-vacuum interface relates the instability dis-
.)IacCUO ci ct to the perturbed poloidal flux. This allows a solution of the linear MHD

-Tabilitv equations with the feedback effects included.

Fhe cmie has been tested for the case of passive stabilization against a simplified

anaivtic model and against a different numerical calculation for a realistic tokamak

configuration. The comparisons demonstrate the accuracy of the NOVA.W results.

rhe utility and performance of the NOVA-W code are demonstrated for (aiculations

,)f varying configurations of passive conductors. Active feedback caiculations are

perforned for the CIT tokamak design demonstrating the effect of varying the position

.,f the flt4'I.t 1 ... ps which provide the measurements of vertical dispiacem t. The t4.sults

cfmpare well to those of earlier calculations using a less efficient nonlinear code.

The NOVA-\V code is used to examine the effects of plasma deformability on
tctdback stabilization. It is seen that plasmas with shaped cross sections have un-

stable motiun different from a rigid shift. Plasma equilibria with large triangularity

show particularly significant deviations from a uniform rigid shift. Furthermore. the
placement of passive conductors is shown to modify the non-rigid components of the

motion in a way that r'ces the stabilizing effects of these conductors. The eigen-
"inci 1,,n is also modified tinder the effect 4 " active feedback. This deformation is seen

to depend strongly on the position of the flux loops. These non-rigid components of
the eigenfunction always serve to reduce the stabilizing effect of the active feedback
,vstem by reducing the measurable poloidal flux at the flux-loop locations.

'C. Z. Cheng and M. S. Chance. J C,.-np. Phys. 71 (1987) 124.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Elongated tokamak plasmas

The fusion of two light nuclei into a heavier nucleus releases iarge quantities of
energy. In particular. the fusion of isotopes of hydrogen or He3 could provide an in-
comparable energy source for the future. Controlled thermonuclear fusion in magnetic
confinement devices. particularly tokamaks '1.2!, gives the most promise of producing

economical fusion energy in the near future despite recent unverified claims to the

contrary 3.

In order to maintain an energy-producing fusion reaction in tokamaks one must

make the Lawson parameter nrE 4 large enough (: 3 x 102
1rn-

3s), where n is the
density afid rE is_!ie cnergv confinement time. at the appropriate piasma temperature

T z L5 - 20kel*. When these conditions are met. there are enough fusion reactions
to maintain the power balance in a seLf sustaining fusion reactor. Another critical
parameter is 3 = 2gonr B2. xhere B is the total magnetic field strength. Specifically.
this parameter is the ratio of the plasma thermal energy to the magnetic field energy.
It is a figure of merit that is desirable to maximize, since it is related to the fusion
power gain from a reactor and ultimately, therefore. to its economics. It has been

shown that by increasing the total plasma current one can increase the tokamak 3

5 and energy confinement time r- 61. One way to increase the total plasma current
without degrading the MHD stability is to modify the cross-sectional shape of the

plasma by adding elongation and triangularity 7.81. Even further cross-sectional
shaping such as indentation to produce a bean-shaped plasma as in PBX-M has been
shown to increase attainable 3 !9,10j. The increase in the 3-limits that comes with
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niasma snaping :or instance, in Doubiet Ill has been snown 1I to be due to the

increase in plasma current rather than to any intrinsic properties of the shape itself.

In adduitin. a divertor plasma icommon in modern tokamak exneriments) by its

nature -eu'iires ,me cross-sectional shaoin-. % magnetic dvertor guides a narrow

,aver ,, niagnetlc tteid lines near the piasma surface awaY from the piasma and into

an externai chamber. In this way. not particles escaping from the plasma can be

directed into a separate exhaust chamber. where the particles are neutralized and

pumped away. Therefore. escaping particles are prevented from hitting the vacuum

vessel wail and kept from re-entering the piasma along with waii impurities. The

use of a aivertor nas been demonstrated to improve confinement. Axdsvmmetric. or

poioidai-fieid. divertors are most effective, but necessarily perturb the geometry of the

plasma surface. 1 hey are easily combined with D-shaped or eliiptical cross sections.

Furthermore. a recent study 12 has demonstrated that plasma equilibria natu-

rally neconie eihngated and triangular with decreasing aspect ratio i the aspect ratio is

defined by R, r. see Fig. 1.1: the ratio of major to minor radii). Unfortunately. plas-

mas w) h cross-sectional shaping are typically unstable to modes with zero toroidal

mode number. Lortz 13 has explicitly demonstrated that for a iarge-aspect-ratio

equiiibrium an arbitrary deviation of the cross section from a circuiar cylinder is un-

taible. \Vhiie toroidal effects are stabilizing for these modes. it remains true that for

asoect ratios of interest. 2.5 < .4 < 4. plasmas with elongations greater that about

.i ,,r 1.2 ;Iil be ,instable. These axisvmmetric modes have been studied in some

detaii .4 -20 \ basic explanation o0 the axisvmmetric instabiity his been derived

by -everal authors 21-23.: a summary of the derivation follows.

In a tokamak an equilibrium vertical field Bt is necessary to balance the hoop

force and maintain equilibrium isee. for example. Freidberg .24.. p. 77). Consider a

plasma equilibrium symmetric about the midplane with a current distribution J(r)
!see Fig. 1.1 i. The vertical force (per unit length) on the piasma column due tc the

interaction between the plasma current and the equiiibrium field is given by

Fz= I, x B = J(r) BR(r) d2 r. (1.11

where the integral is over the cross section of the equilibrium and where BvR and BZ

are the R- and Z-components of the equilibrium vertical field, respectively.

The direction of the vertical force depends on the direction of the radial component

of Bv. In other words, it depends on whether the vertical field is shaped such that it
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B 'Plasma'

z

R

Figure 1 .1: Plasma zn a vertical equzlbrium magnetic field B1, requzred to balance the
ioop force for equilibrium. The plasma current flows into the page. in thzs figure the

Lertical field has no radial component: therefore the plasma is marginally stable. The

field lines can curve concave inward (corresponding to positive field index n and sta-

bl ity with respect to the vertical displacment ) or outward (corresponding to negative

field zndex n and ,nstabilty}.

curves concave inward or concave outward. One can see from the force law. Eq. (1.1).

-hat a plasma displaced vertically from the midplane will experience a restoring force

sack toward the rridpiane if the vertical magnetic field lines are concave inward.

However. if the field lines are concave outward the force viii push the piasma further

:rom the rMiidplane and-there will be instabilit. Straight vertical'field lihes:(as shown

in Fig. !.I1 lead to marginal stability since the restoring force is then zero.

Consider the infinitesimal displacement of a s'run etric plasma from the midplane.

We perturb the equilibrium by displacing it vertically by . The radial componrent

Of the perturbed vertical magnetic field near the midplane can be expanded to first

,)rder:

BIR-_B"(r) v(1.2)

Since the vertical field is produced by current-carrying coiis external to the region we

are considering, we have

x B%,= 0 7 . xBv) =0 1 _ ' (1.3)
&Z aR
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If we use tne expanded form for Bv in Ea. 1.1'j then we get

Fzic - , J(r) B"r)d2r- J (r) 2r. il.4i
"'* R

The first integrai vanishes because the equiiibrium piasma current density J(r) is svm-

.metric aoi),,t the midplane. and B(r) is antisvmmetric across tne rnidplane. Therefore

Fz( ) - J,'r) B__ d2 r 1.5)
JR

1 Baz 1.61

where

S iJir)(l.,d2r 1.7

is the average over the cross section weighted by the current, and the total plasma

current _I given 6y

1= J(ri d2 r. (2.8)

Thereore we can define the vertical force as

Fz( ) =n, 1 (1.9

-xhere
I )OBI Z-

- z (1.10)

;s the average of the 'field index" n through the plasma cross section. The field index

is a dimensionless parameter that measures the amount of curvature o" the vertical

field lines.

If there are no conductors near the plasma. then Eq. 1.9) represents the total

vertical force per unit length on the plasma column. If we assume that the plasma

moves rigidly, then the equation of motion for the piasma is

- 7r (1.11)

where Bz 0 = Bz(O) , and m is the plasma mass.
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we further assume that the motion is described by c = oexpktt) the growth

rate -, is given bv : -2, n 1. oBzo 12)

':nce ail the quantities in the square brackets of Eq. (1.12) are inherently positive

except for n.,. -hen the perturbation will grow and there will be instability if the

average field index n; is negative.

The condition for stability is given by n; > 0. The field index is closeiv related
to the plasma cross-section. Zakharov 23. derived an approximate expression for the

ield decay index for an elliptical plasma of finite but large aspect ratio:

31InS :&-- (1 - ()R_
.. .n -s (1.13)

a 4

wnere R. a are the major and minor radii. 3 = 2Aop/ B2 is the plasma beta. and 1,,
are the vertical and horizontal radii of the ellipse. Thus. for any aspect ratio Roj'a.

there is a critical elongation above which the field index n will be negative. When

n < 0 the ellipse is unstable.

Therefore cross-sectional shaping leads to axisymmetric instability (at least in
the !arge-aspect-ratio limit). Furthermore. it is clear from Eq. 1.12) that there is

instabilitv for any value of !p if 'n' is unfavorable-unlike, for example the external

kink mode. where there is a threshold of stability, and one can stabilize the mode by
'iecreasin I, or by modifying the current profile. .' -.

The axisvmmetric instability results in the gross plasma motion up or down away

from the midplane on the ideal MHD time scale. This results in the rapid termination

f the tokamak discharge as the plasma comes' into contact with the surrounding
vacuum vessel structure. Such a disruption of the plasma causes the rapid quenching

of the plasma current. which in turn can induce tremendous forces on the tokamak
vacuum vessel and support structure, which can be very damaging. The forces on

the vacuum vessel resulting from a disruption following the loss of vertical control of

a tokamak plasma have been calculated by Jensen and Chu 26,.

The vertical instability was first considered in the simple infinite-aspect-ratio limit.
Rutherford '151 examined the axisymmetric stability of incompressible elliptical plas-

mas with constant current-density in the infinite-aspect-ratio limit using the energy

principle for perturbations of the form 4(r, 6) = ,(r) sin(md). He found that
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,or any elongation greater than zero there is instabiiitv to an m = i rigid motion.

For plasma elongations below approximately 4.5 the instability is composed of purely

-igid rn 1I motion. but at higher elongations an additional mode with m = I

and m .3 cumponents arises. Rosen i6 examined rectanguiar Dasmas in a similar

';mit. fie found that an equilibrium vith a square cross section was stable to a pure

rigi-shift. but unstable to a rigid-shift combined with an aoditionai rn 3 pertur-

.)ati(n. \Ve will review this model in sume detail in Sec. 2.2.1 Rebhan 17 considers

stability of the analytic Solov'ev equilibrium 27 with various cross-sectional shapes

to a pure rigid displacement. Finite aspect ratio (toroidal effects) and strong trian-

,zular deformation were both found to be stabilizing for this case. At infinite aspect

ratio any elongation ieads to instabiiitv. but with finite asoect ratit stability can be

achieved if the elongation is kept small enough.

Okabavashi and Sheffield 18 used a model in which an eongated toroidal plasma

is represented as a collection of current filaments. They caicuiateG the energy change

due to a uniform rigid displacement of the filaments using a circuit equation analysis.

They found stability for elongations < 1.3 for an elliptic cross section. and stability

for rectangular cross sections with elongations < 3.0. They aiso found a strong

dependence of the stability on the form of the current profile for the rectangular

plasma. but not for the elliptical one.

Rebhan and Salat 19 expanded Rebhan's model for more Lenerai -slip' mo-

tons i so-called because the piasma slips" vertically through the _ tationarv toroidal

.Teid) inconstant-pressure. .urface-current equilibria. -They. founo that in all cases

the stability boundaries for the minimized general displacement are more pessimistic

than the rigid displacement. The stability boundaries are close only in the case of

neari v eilipticai cross sections. TheY also explicitly show the increase of stability with

decreasing aspect ratio. as well as the stabilizing effect of increasing 3,.

Bernard et al. 28: used the ERATO ideal YIHD stability code 29 to examine
stabilitv of axisymmetric modes with and without a perfectly conducting wall. Plasma

triangularity was found to be destabilizing, in contrast to the rigid model of Rebhan

17. Others have also found that triangularity destabilizes 19.30 . Bernard et al.

also found that for little or no triangular deformation the critical elongation is nearly

the same for the ERATO results and the pure rigid-shift model. For a case with

zero triangularity the displacement is vertical and rigid. For a D-shaped plasma the
displacement is vertical and non-rigid. For high triangularity ERATO predicts lower
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:rIticai eiongation (more unstable) than the rigid mocel.

1.2 Wall stabilization of the axisymmetric mode

The axisvmmetric vertical instability can be stabilized by placing a supercon-

,icting wall close enough to the plasma surface 14.31.32.. Any displacement of the

plasma will induce image currents in the conducting wall that oppose the motion

,of the plasma. The stabilizing effect of ideal conducting walls has been studied by

several authors 28.30.33-35,.

For plasmas stabilized by ideal walls the current profile effects are important

:34.35. while pressure profile effects are small '32.34.36;. Both of these results are

in contrast to the case with no wall. It is easy to see why current profile effects

become important when one has a conducting wall near the plasma. If one peaks the

current distribution (while leaving the total plasma current unchanged) it has the

effect of moving the plasma current (inward) away from the conducting wall. This

:s equivalent to moving the conducting wall away from the piasma current, which

is destabilizing. Therefore the critical wall distance for stability is smaller. On the

other hand. a broader current profile puts more current near the wall and therefore

allows a larger critical wall distance. Hoffman et al. .35, found that decreasing the

wXidth of the radial current profile of highly elongated racetrack equilibria by a certain

amount has the same effect as increasing the distance between the ideakside waLlsby

approximately twice that amount.

Pressure profile effects (the effects of increasing J3
p) have been found 30.34i to be

small and destabilizing. This is in contrast to the stud" bv Rebhan and Saiat.*201

.or skin-current equilibria with no surrounding conductors in which they find that

increasing 3, is significantly stabilizing. Haas :32' found for elliptical plasmas given

uniform vertical displacements that high-3/toroidal effects are important only when a

conducting wall is present. but even then only when 3 is near the equilibrium 3-limit.

As one might expect. the conducting wall needs to be brought closer to the plasma

to obtain stability at higher elongations. It was demonstrated [281, however, that for

the Solov'ev equilibrium with a small. fixed triangular deformation the critical wall

iistance decreases with increasing elongation to a minimum (at elongation of about

2.6) and then increases again. For high elongations the relevant critical parameter was
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found to be the ratio between wail and plasma heights, which is a strictly decreasing

function f elongation.

It has been shown 33.35 that for extremely elngated plasma equilibria the side

wails are much more effective in stabilizing the mode ,han the too and bottom walls.

The reason given was that the stabilizing eddy currents in the side wails are much

closer to the plasma current channel than the top and bottom wails. Hofmann et al.
35 aiso demonstrated that the outboard side wall is more effective in stabilizing

than the inboard side wall owing to the larger radial magnetic field per unit current

induced by the outboard wall.

Passive stabilization with discrete conductors near the plasma. such as poloidal

field coils, have also been considered 37.38 The way in which these coils are con-

nected to form a circuit was found to be critical when these coils provide the primary

stabilizing influence.

It is well known, therefore, that when an ideally conducting wall is placed close

enough to any plasma the axisymmetric modes will be stabilized. Unfortunately.

ideally conducting walls do not exist in reality, and any conductors near the plasma

almost certainly will have some resistivity. Since the walls have resistivity, the eddy

currents induced in the conductors bv the unstable piasma motion will decay on the

characteristic L. R time of the conductors, and therefore the plasma cannot be sta-

bilized indefinitely. While early tokamak experiments may have had plasma lifetimrs

that were short enough that the resistive wail acted i k'e an 'ilar'onddctor on that

time scale, modern experiments yield plasmas with durations many times the L/R

time of the surrounding conductors.

It has been shown 39' that an unstable plasma t:'at has been stabilized by being

placed inside a perfectly conducting wall will again become unstable when resistivity

is present in the wall. This instability will be much siower now. such that it is stable

on the ideal time scale of the original motion, but it is now unstable on the resistive

time of the wall. This is much shorter than the desired duration of modern tokamak

plasmas: therefore. active feedback is required to stabilize the plasma over longer time

scales. Fortunately. the growth times are long enough to be amenable to feedback

stabilization by practical power supplies.

Passive stabilization of the axisymmetric instability by resistive conductors has

also been considered 38-41*. Absolute stability is no longer a question in this case.
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because the plasma is cehinitelv unstable on the resistive time scale of the conductors.

Rather. it is of interest to calculate the actual growth rate of the instability of a
given plasma equilibrium with regard to the form tf the passive conductors. This is

particuiar y Lmportant so that one can see if the instabilitY nas been slowed enough

it) aihuw an active feedback system to further stabliize the plasma.

Must of the considerations for stability with the ideal wail appiy to the resistive

wail case as well. For instance, it was demonstrated 41 that peaking uf the current

density profile dramatically increases the resistive wall growth rate of the instability.

1.3 Active feedback stabilization of the axisymmetric
mode

We now consider a vertically unstable plasma surrounded by passive conductors.

which slow the instability from the ideal NIHD time scale i:ypically 10-100 jus) to

the resistive time scale of the surrounding conductors 'typicailv 13-X0O ms'. On this

much slower time scale an active feedback system 38.42 can stabilize and control
the plasma motion over the duration of the discharge. An active feedback system

consists of some means of measuring the vertical displacement of the plasma, and
then a set of power supplies 'controlled by this measurement, that drives appropriate

currents in the active feedback coils that oppose the unstabie oiasma motion. Active
feedback s-stems in t,,kamaks typically use measurements w, te asyrrttihetric polidal

fux I taken by pairs of flux loops symmetric about the midplanet to specify the plasma

displacement and thereoy control the power supplies. Other measurements such as the
time rate of change of the asymmetric flux or perturbed maenetic field measurements

can also be used to improve the feedback system performance.

Jardin and Larrabee .38 used a circuit model to examine active feedback with
the active coils far away from the plasma. It was found that the plasma can be

stabilized if the mutual inductance between the active coils and the vacuum vessel
is not too great. This mutual inductance is destabilizing since it causes the passive

conductors to effectively shield the plasma from the active eiements. Furthermore.

lowering the cutoff frequency (the frequency limit at which the active feedback system

can respond) was found to be destabilizing.

Rebhan and Salat 42: use a SH* treatment to examine skin-current equilibria with
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an active feedback system. The fast time scale motion is assumed to be slowed by a

conducting wall so that the feedback system has time to respond. but the interaction
with the passive conductors is not explicitly considered. They address the problem of

active-feedbacK-cil I location with respect to the piasma. for different cross-sectionai
.napes. and the ,ptimum coil currents and locations.

Small areas ,-f ineffective feedback coil locations were found near the midplane. Fnr

large-aspect-ratio equilibria (A = 10) these ineffective regions are more symmetric.

whereas for the iower-aspect-ratio equilibria (A = 33 the ineffective regions on the

outboard side are much smaller, and the ineffective regions on the inboard side are

significantiv iarer-therefore the toroidal effects are apparent. It was also shown
that the pressure -3p) effects on the optimum coil Dosition and currents are very

smail. The optimum feedback currents are. however, affected by the distance from

the plasma and strongly by the poloidal position of :he coils.

The axisvmmetric stability of the PBX tokamak has been examined 43 with the

free-boundary. axisvmmetric tokamak simulation code TSC 44 . The accuracy of
the code was edemonstrated through comparison with controlled experimental shots

on PBX. It was demonstrated that PBX operates near the instability boundary (i.e..

the stability boundary with ideal conductors ). Small inward radial movements of the

piasma i to rezituns of more unstable field index) can cause the ioss of axisymmetric

stability as the Diasma becomes so unstable that the active feedback system is insuf-

ficient to control it. The rapid increase in the resistive wail growth rate as the ideal

staoiiit-Iliit- :s neared with these successive inward radial- displacements was also

demonstrated. The loss of stability is still within the limit of ideal MHD stability.

It was therefore concluded. that demonstration of ideal stability is necessary but far

"rom sufficient to guarantee stability with an active feedback system.

The stabilization of the vertical motion is often considered in the greater context

Of position control 45-47,. A detailed analysis of the vertical stability control system

in DIII-D has been given bv Lazarus et al. 47 . A simple massless-plasma. single-

filament model is used to study the control problem. The model is shown to be a

iecond-order dynamical system. An eigenmode anaivsis of the vacuum vessel is used.

and a critical index for the active feedback coils is defined above which the system is

unstable in the absence of derivative gain. The inboard coils were shown to be much

more effective in stabilization than the outboard coils owing to the interference of the

latter with the passive stabilizing effects of the vacuum vessel wall.
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An experimental study 4S of vertical stability on DIII-D verified the model in

Ref. 47 at elongations up to about re = 2. but at higher eiongation with high trian-

zuiaritV it was found that the piasma is destabilized b, the coupling of an m;n = 3/0

mode ti) the m n = L 0 moce. This non-rigid contribution led to ioss of stabil-

.tV Xhere the rigid body singie-filament 47 and muiti-filament 49 models predict

srtabilitv.

It has been shown 50 that the non-rigid aspects of the unstable axisvmmetric

mode in highly shaped tokamak plasmas can be of critical importance in the ability

of an active feedback system to stabilize the motion. Specifically, it was found that

,or certain locations of the flux-loop detectors (which would properiv detect rigid

motion i the plasma remains unstable regardless of the feedback gain. This is due to

"he plasma's ability to deform in such a way that the detected signai is insufficient

:,c crnntrol the plasma. This articie will be reviewed in detail in Chapter 2 because of

!ts reievance to this dissertation.

1.4 A linear MHD stability code with active and

passive feedback

The methods used in the various studies in the preceding sections all have some

drawback. The current-filament, rigid-body models do not properly rep~esent thitrue

3iasma notion when .the motion has significant non-rigid comp'onents. Such a non-

rigid contribution is typically present when there is strong cross-sectional shaping-

particuiarly triangularity. Variational approache. suffer the same limitation when the

"riai function does not closely approximate the true eigenfunction. This limitation

can be made worse if the feedback system actually modifies the eigenfunction in some

,.ay. This would be very difficult to represent with some standard trial function.

Ideal MHD stability codes such as PEST and ERATO can accurately resolve the true

eigenfunction of the instability, but are limited to using ideal walls with no active

"eedback. Transport time-scaie simulation codes such as TSC can accurately compute

the full nonlinear axisymmetric motion with all the realistic control aspects such as an

active feedback system. resistive conductors. circuit and power supply dynamics. It

is. however, very expensive computationaily to obtain converged quantitative results

with TSC. especially when tokamak parameter scans are needed.
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It is evident, therefore, that there is a need for a linear MIHD statilitv code that

can calculate the eigenfunctions and growth rates for the axisvmmetric mode of de-

formable tokamak plasmas with passive stabilization from arbitrary resistive conduc-

tors and an active feedback system. For this reason. we nave deveioped the NOVA-W
code. This is a modification of the ideal. linear YIHD stability code NOVA 51 . which
:nciudes ail the nonideal aspects just mentioned. We are therefore particularly well

suited to examine the effect of active and passive feedback on the vertical instability

in tokamaks with a particular interest in the influence of the non-rigid components

Of the motion.

An ,ratline of this dissertation is as follows. In the next chapter we review an

article 50 that demonstrates the importance of the non-rigid motion of highly shaped

tokamak plasmas and how these affect the performance of an active feedback system.

The foilowing chapter presents the basic formulation of the caicuiation involved in

-he NOVA-W code. In Chapter 4 some results of passive stabilization are presented.

First the code is benchmarked against a simplified analytic modei and then against
the results from the Tokamak Simulation Code. The capabilities of the new code are

demonstrated with results for two different tokamak design equiiibria. In Chapter 5
we present some initial results for the active feedback stabilization. The TSC is again

'ised to compare to the results from NOVA-W in a qualitative and seri-quantitative
sense. Finally. in Chapter 6 we examine a highly triangular piasma equilibrium and

study the interaction of the active and passive feedback with the non-rigid components
of the motion. Chapter 7 viil contain a brief summary and d'iussl'on ai well as plans

for future work.



Chapter 2

Feedback Stabilization of a
Deformable Tokamak Plasma

A deformabie plasma and its active feedback control system together form a cou-

pied system. In this chapter we show that the stability of this coupled system can

be substantially different than the stability of a similar system which allows only

rigid plasma motion. In particular. for certain locations of the feedback sensors the

deformable plasma motion can render the feedback system ineffective. This demon-

strates the need to examine axisymmetric plasma stability of the plasma and its

feedback system together. Of particular interest is the interaction of the feedback

system with the non-rigid components of the plasma motion in highly shaped toka-

rnak plasmas. • .

This chapter is primarily a re%"iew of the results presented in the article appearing

in Nuclear Fusion entitled "Feedback Stabilization of the Axisvmmetnc Instability of

a Deformable Tokamak Plasma" by PomphreY. 1ardin. and Ward 50. The numerical

results of this paper are reviewed in the following section. and the analytic model is

presented in Section 2.2 in a somewhat expanded form with additional anaiysis and

discussion of its relevance to this dissertation.

2.1 Numerical Model using TSC

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of a bean-shaped plasma for which vertical position

control is a necessary element of the design. The plasma carries 0.75 MA current, and

has a cross section that is elongated and indented on the inboard side. Conducting

13
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plates surround the piasma. which effect passive staoiiization on tne ideal MHD time

scale. The L R time for the passive conductors is 100 msec. The poloidal field c..A

system used for equilibrium. shaping. and feedback controi is shown, as are two pairs

of observation ooints. The flux difference between tne to: and bottom members of any

one of these Pairs is a measure of the displacement of the plasma from its equilibrium

position on a rmdpiane. The top and bottom points in each pair are symmetric about

the nmdpiane. and therefore this flux difference would prov'ide an acc-rate measure of

vertical displacement in the case of truly rigid plasma motion. .part from the location

of the pickup !o,ps. the system shown in Fig. 2.1 is an accurate representation of the

modified Princeton Beta Experiment (PBX-M) '52.

The Princeton Tokamak Simulation Code TSC) 44 was used to analyze v-rtical

position control issues for the configuraion described above. The TSC accurately

models the transport time-scale evolution of axisyrmmetric plasmas. including the

plasma interaction with passive and active feedback systems. For tne simulations

described below, a simple feedback control law is employed in which an incremental

current is requested from the vertical feedback coils in proportion to the measured

flux imbalance between one or the other of the observation Dairs. i.e..

Av(t) = 3 x v"(t) -t,'t). (2.1)

where i = I refers to the inboard observation pair. and Z = 2 refers to the outboard

observation pair. and where top refers to the top ioop of the pair and bet refers to the

bottom -IoD:

In the passive sense, both the inboard and the outboard observation pairs are

equally good at detecting the verticai.rnotion of the plasma. To see this. Fig. 2.2.

Case A. shows the results of a simulation in which the active feedback system is turned

off by setting the gain 3 equal to zero. The flux differences Aw,t) = u t) - ,;.(t)

are plotted as a function of time for each observation pair. Note that the same

growth rate for the instability is calculated by TSC using either observation pair.
and that the amplitude of the flux detected by each pair of loops is essentially the

same, which implies that the vertical displacement is nearly rigid. It will now be seen

that although both observation pairs detect the unstabilized motion equally well. only

the outboard pair can be successfully incorporated into the active feedback scheme

defined by Eq. (2.1).

In Figure 2.2 two initial-value, time-dependent simulations with TSC are shown
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0 87T 1 21

Difference All' Between
Observation Points

Proportional Feedback

FVoure 2.3: Block diagrain for the freq uencv- response analysis of the cortroi systemn.

,iting the sameTinit ;al conditions for the platma as in the passive calculation. Case A.

hut with the feedback system activated and c4,Iinected first to the titside flux loops

'Case B) and seco~nd the inside flux loops (Case C)). For each simlidatio~n the Ceedback

za in has the ~atne %alue as in the frequeticv-dq ~mairi analYsis )f Fie. 2., -

IFor ( a.e B. -in %. hih h fe fcvdback z),\',teTn is (tlhected to the outer u1)servation

0air. !fhe pliamna T1tiofl Is cten to be stabili/ed. Ilit, flux differences measured by the

-1ittr and1 the owh r ,bser-,al i'~n pairs both dccrea,'%e %it h time, xith the flux difference

:,.I %%ecn the tler loops almost an o~rder 4f magnitude less than the flux difference

1,vt'.%evn the inner loops. This indicates some plasma distortion. For Case C, in which

thle feedback systern is connected to the inboard observation pair. the plasma remains

unstable, albeit wilth a much reduced growth rate. The flux difference between the

inner observation !oops is now an order of magnitude less than the flux difference

bi-tN~een the outler oo),ps. also indicating a plasma distortion, but one whose detailed

furmn is different fro~m that of with Case B.

In ,rder to investigate the stability of the feedback system in more detail, some

techniques of control engineering £53.54 are adopted. Figure 2.3 is a block diagram

for t he system:; it shows the rclaiiinship between components. and-the flow of signals
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from input to output. A reference voitage signai is input to the vertical feedback

coils, the piasma/ conductor,, vacuum NIHD equations are advanced by TSC. and the

measured flux difference between a pair of observation points is output. The feedback

ioop is ciosed by ampiifving the output. and returning i- to the feedback coils as a

v-itage correction to the reference signal. For stabilitv. aii Doles of the closed-loop

transfer function. Thst = G(s) I - 3G(s)). must have negative real parts (i.e.. must

tie in the ieft half .- piane). Here s = -iw. therefore Sucn an s implies stability

for motion described by exp(-iwt). The location of the poies is determined by the

Encirclement Theorem. which leads to the Nyquist criterion for stability:

- -argt - 3G(s))' = (. (2.2)

The Nvcuist criterion for stability formally stated 54 reads: For a closed-loop

system to be stable. "he Nyquist plot of 3G(si must enczrcie the 1-1.0) point in the

complex plane as many times as the number of poles of .3G')s that are in the right

half of the s-plane. and the encirclement, if any. must be made in the counterclockwise

direction for a clockwise trajectory of s around the r-.ht half-plane.

The phase change of the transfer function on the left-hand side of Eq. (2.2) can

be interpreted as the number of counterclockwise encirclements of the point (-1.0) by

the 3G(sl locus as s is increased from -,:)c to -a c. and *V, is the number of poles of

3G(si having positive real parts. For a vertically unstable plasma partially stabilized

bk- resistive wails there is generally one unstable root in th'.e,'HAT eqtbations for th.,

axisvmnetric mode: therefore it is possible to show that \=

The open-loop transfer function q.s) is not expressed in closed form for this

problem. and must be evaluated numerically. To do this. a test signal is input to the

feedback coils in the form of a sinusoid with frequency .. The steady-state response

characteristics of a stable system are such that 3G(iLi is equal to the amplitude ratio

of the output and input sinusoids, and argj3G(iw) is the phase shift of the output

sinusoid with respect to the input sinusoid. The data are collected on opposite sides

of the summing point (see Fig. 2.3).

In Fig. 2.4. the results obtained from running TSC are presented using first the

inboard, and then the outboard observation pair for monitoring the flux. The sign

and magnitude of the gain are the same for both cases. Results are shown as a Bode

diagram. which consists of two graphs. One is a plot of log 3C(i versus ";: (he
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other, a piot of aig 3G(iw.,i versus ,. Once the Bode diagram is constructed, the
Nyquist plots follow readily. Figure 2.4 shows that use of the outboard observation

pair (Pair =2) gives rise to a ciosed curve that meets the conditions required by the
Nvquist StabilitV criterion. (in the other hand. the Nyquist curve obtained using

:he inbtard observation pair , Pair =1) not only faiis to enclose the Point 1-1.0). but
it is also described in the wrong sense (clockwiset. Since 3 is a constant, changing
it simply scales the distance of each point on a curve to the origin, but leaves the
sense of traversal unchanged. Therefore the feedback system which uses the outboard
observation pair will be stable for a finite range of 3. corresponding to the enclosure
,)f (-1.0). whereas the feedback system which uses the inboard observation pair will

be unstable for all values of 3.

The essential difference in behavior of the two feedback systems is the response
to low frequencies. At very high frequency the signal from the feedback coils is
unable to affect the plasma motion because it cannot penetrate the intervening passive
conductors. The feedback system is completely passive in this iimit. If the frequency
is lowered to become comparable to the inverse L' iR time of the conductors. the signal

has time to influence the plasma motion. The influence is seen in the Bode plots as a
dramatic change in slope in the curves of amplitude and phase. When the frequency

is lowered toward the zero-frequency limit, the contrast between using the different
observation points is most clear. In this limit, the passive stabilizers are completely
transparent to the feedback signal and therefore cannot affect the feedback response
.,f the piasia. It is in this low-frequency limit that the placement, of thLflux'deteition

loops can determine the overall stability of the system.

In summary, the unstable eigenfunction depends on the position of the flux loops

used to detect the motion, even though the feedback coils, in which the feedback
currents appear, are exactly the same in the two cases. The stability is now examined
in the low-frequency limit with an analytic model.

2.2 Analytic Model

It was demonstrated bv Rosen '161 that a constant current-density, square cross-
section. straight plasma column is unstable to a non-rigid axisymmetric instability.

In this section the analysis of Rosen wiU be modified to include an active feedback
system. whose response is based on perturbed flux measurements. and it will be
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.Iiown that there are forbidden regions for the placement of the flux-iooo detectors if

ztabilitv is to be ensured.

First we review the results of Rosen 16 for a square cross-section plasma. (Rosen

nsioers the more general case of a rectangular cross-section. but we wiil restrict the

=ro0lem to that of a square plasma for simplicity.) We then consider an aopropriate

feedback system for this model. We will be using 3W" techniques 55 so we must

adapt the model to satisfy the self-adjointness property of the force operator if the

'1V method is to be valid. The necessary constraints on the model feedback system

'o ensure this validity will be derived. Then the stability of the complete system.

Piasma - feedback. will be analyzed.

2.2.1 Review of the model with no feedback

We consider an infinitely long cylindrical plasma of constant current density TZ

,urrounded by a vacuum region. The longitudinal field B: is uniform, and B: >> B1 ,

.•vnere B = z x 7t. Ampere's Law then gives

- = J. (2.3)

jiven a constant current-density piasma. the equilibrium poloidal flux is aiven by

r 2 _tar4 cos 48 (2.4)

.nere a is the "'squarenress parameter.- which is assumed to be srmad. ana-wfil be used

as an expansion parameter in the calculation to follow. If a = 0. then the plasma-

• -acuum interface i i. = 1) is a circle. Even modest values of a. such as a = 0.2. make

• he L I surface neariy square. Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of the piasma. the

poioidal field coils, and typical pairs of observation coils.

The most general form for BW of the energy principle can be written i see. for

example, Freidberg) 241

5W4 = 61VF - 611s - 6W'1 (2.5)

where

1 i f= Q? (2.6)
_ dr 2 - "j x Q) - (p,- (2.6)

6w s = dS;it. . (P B (2.7)
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H

x

=1.0

Figure 2.5: Contours of constant flux for the square plasma analytic model. The
tqudhbrum magnetic field Ls produced by cols which push on the sides and pull at
the corners. The direction of the current flow in the field-shaping coils is denoted
by - or - for current parallel or antiparllel. respectively, to the equzilbnum plasma

-urrent. Typical observation points for perturbed Ruz measurements to determine
plasma position are denoted by x symbols.
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, II- = ]3 dS(fi.)(B b1. (2.8)

Here

Q x - x 2.9)

tne perturbed magnetic fieid in the plasma. is the dispiacement. b is the perturbed

magnetic field in the vacuum, and ... denotes the jump from the piasma to the

vacuum. 611'F is the contribution from the plasma. 61vS is the contribution from the

plasma-vacuum interface, and 6Wv is the contribution from the vacuum. In this case

)l" 5  0 because there are no surface currents in the problem. The magnetic field

perturnation in the piasma is defined by

Q = z x V"i, (2.10)

where o, is the perturbed flux in the plasma. Likewise the perturbed magnetic field

n the .acuum b is defined in terms of o,:

b = zx 7%,, (2.11)

\We consider an incompressible plasma:

V-= .. . (2.12)

The cisplacement ( is related to the perturbed flux as

'~ (2.13)

Therefore the form of M' can be expressed, as separate contributions from the

plasma and from the vacuum:

26W = (vp' - ,,;dA - (.v,)2 -0oVo,4d. (2.14)

where the subscripts p and z refer to plasma and vacuum. respectively. To evaluate

this expression for the given model, it is convenient to express 6TV in terms of the

iux coordinates i L'. .. --!. Thus we write

6W = 6w,, - stil - 6 (2.15)

or

2614 = fJJvd,(7o) - ~ dqj, - OO.V -(b), (2.16)
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where

3 P 2 t -2 ( 06-2

7,- _ L, 7- 2 Vu2 7"0 i 2 17)

and
,7= '.. 8×g: - -, (2.18)

2dv?

is the Jacobian. The integral denoted f is e'.aluated around the L = I contour. ar-'

JZ 4 in the units of Eq. (2.4). Since o is small. Eq. 2.4') can be inverted to obtain
rf ). &, from which the metric elements and the Jacobian can be evaluated. To order

.12 we expand the Jacobian and r(w,0):

J = 1 - 2aw cos 40 - 3a 2  - cosS ) (2.19)

1/2 1 .r = l ,w1 - 4c - -a2 zU-' cos 4.9!. (2.20)

The incompressibility constraint can be expressea as

( dl
ndl = ={ -'u) - r o JdO = ). (2.21)

This gives us the form of the solution to o; i\ven here to orer a2:

. D,,(')cosimO) = D,(L')cos6 (2.22)

"I t InI-\ iaD (w) -aD~o0 (wtlcosim&, - aLD,(,)

where the a orderings are shown exphi-idtly. so D' is the first-order piece of D,,,, etc.

We have not vet included the feedback currents in the vacuum region: therefore

the vacuum perturbed flux is described by Vo, - ). and the solution for o,, is

0,( = Br-- cos(m9) = Bir' cosO - - Ba)r-cosm,).

(2.23)

The boundary condition imposed at the plasma-vacuum interface is the continu-
ity of the perturbed flux o. This gives a relation between the plasma and vacuum

coefficients D, and B,. where D,, = D,,{t = 1). The boundary conditions given

order by order are

B, = D, (2.24)
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BO BI6,n3  -B6. a(2.25)

where , is the Kronecker delta. and

B a
-Q B" - -Ba - B, :D . (2.26)

45 4 i6

It turns out that we need only the mn = 1 term for the boundary condition at order

cc2.)

The expressions for D, and 0,, are substituted into Eq. (2 .1 6 ). and the appropriate

boundary conditions are applied. Furthermore. 3W¥ is minimized with respect to the

D,(iL by appi.ving Euler's equation at every order. The integrations over 0 (and also

in the case of 61U") are performed leaving,

' -D-a4D, D c- -6Da2 - 4 D , D L - - 4 D D ? - 4 D , D L - 2  ( D )2

(2.27)

D - 22D, D? - a D - 2D, Da. - -Da __ Dx) 2  (2.28)

and the minimized 6W,,1:

= D-2 -, - - 3DD - mD, )21. (2.29)

Therefore the totar 611' -is given bv

1"n = '4

This is the result of Rosen 16" expressed in our notation. Note that cV is nonzero

onlv at order a.

Through minimizing 6SW, with respect to the various D,, the solution is found for

"he plasma eigenmodes:

Di(w) = Div (2.31)
1 1

Da(O) = (Dc - -D,)U' - (2.32)
4 D.

D4'(u) = mcv M Z 5 (2.33)
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This gives us the full solution for o,(v, 0), and from Eq. (2.12) we can solve for

the displacement eigenfunction:

2D - 2Lv'2 -.- D cosd - a i Drcos6 - ,- D ) rcos30 (2.34)

-( D - D )r' cos 56 - Di" cosi in)

44

4- "* 1. 3.5

To zero order the eigenfunction is a rigid, horizontal shift. It is therefore appropri-

ate to require the first-order rigid component to vanish (D' 0) in the displacement

eigeniunction. since it contributes nothing to the problem. (Note that it does not

add anythin to the fF energy in Eq. .2.30:.) Therefore the first-order contributions

o the eigenfunction are non-rigid. To test the stability of the square plasma with

respect to the pure rigid shift, the first-order contribution must vanish. The compo-

nents are therefore D' = 4. D' 1 A. D' = 0 for m z 3, 5. When this solution

is substituted into the expression for 6 we get

2 2 (2.361

The square plasma is stable to a pure rigid shift.

We minimize 61V. Eq. i2.30). with respect to the D' in order to find the true

,M' and correspondin_ eigenfunction. The minimization yields D' = -,Di. D'
DI. ana D' =0 for m 3.5. The first-order minimizing eigenfunction is

= 9r2D, cos38 .r sin 30. (237)

which corresponds to an m 3 "wrinkle" superimposed on the rigid shift '16i. With
this minimizing eigenmode the 6W becomes

61V 7 .D2. (2.38)

The minimizing perturbation of a rigid shift plus a lower-order m = 3 piece super-
imposed is clearly unstable. The additional non-rigid component makes the plasm"

unstable to the horizontal shift.
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2.2.2 Feedback stabilization of the square plasma model

We will now consider the addition of a feedback system by modifying the Rosen

anaiYsis to include extra terms in the definition of the vacuum flux corresponding to

.eedback coils that respond to perturbed flux measurements. in principie. however.

an active feedback system is a very non-ideai addition to this otherwise ideal plasma-

vacuum system. It is not obvious that a feedback system would satisfy the necessary

condition of seif-adjointness .55 required to make the 14" approach valid. In fact.

any reaiistic active feedback system will not satisfy this condition, but a model feed-

ack System under certain svmrnmetrv constraints will be self-adjoint. The necessary

,nstraints are derived in Appendix A along with the boundary conditions required

define the feedback model.

It is interesting to note that Rebhan and Saiat 42 used a 61" anaiysis to analyze

actlVe feedback stabiiization of tokamak plasmas. In particuiar. -hey studied the

effect of' coii position on the ability to stabilize the axasvmmetric mode. They use

a W analysis that corresponds to Eq. (A.6) and satisfies the symmetry constraints

,f Ea. i A.7). However. they did not demonstrate that their formuiation satisfied the

necessary seLf-adjointness requirements. The choice of the formulation used. while

Deing the most straightforward for their analysis. is not a realistic choice for an

actual device, since it requires that the corresponding flux loop De located at the same

position as the active feedback coil. This is an unrealistic configuration. It would

•nerefore e' difficult to use this "IV method to examine active feedbak'e stabiliiirion

.or anything more complex than this kind of simplified model feedback system.

The procedure for evaluating 3W" follows the description given above for the square

Piasma model but with the perturbed vacuum flux modified by the presence of current-

carrying feedback coils. Figure 2.6 shows a schematic of the plasma and vacuum

regions for the analytic caiculation. The perturbed vacuum flux is defined in a fashion

similar to that in the previous section:

In region I

0v(r,= B1 r - cos md - L, r' cosmd. (2.39)

and in region II
= 9) Br cosmO. (2.40)

Oi=B. c
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Vacuum Region II

Plasma

Vacuum

Region I

-' Feedback Coils

Figure 2.6: Plasma and vac-im itgzons for analytic calculatzon. The feedback system
onszsts of an "tquzvalent feedback system" made up of a multipolar decomposition
, presentzng m identical cods equally spaced on the czrcular contour of radius R. The

Pwo !,etvarate tacuum regzons are 5houm. The appropriate boundary conditions must

be applied at the interface between Region I and Region 1I as well as on the plasma
Sirface.
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In this case. however, we nave an extra sum representing the effect of the feedback

(-0115 'in the region within the feedback coils. The two vacuum regrons are separated

,)Y a circular contour. of radius hi. upon which the feedback coils lie. The second term

:n Eq. 2.39) Is the muitipoiar decomposition of the flux from thece coils. Each of

-,he terms in the sum is interpreted as the flux from an "'equivalent feeaback system"

-nade up of m identical coilis. equailv spaced on the circular contour. The m =0 terms

in Eqs. 2.39) and (2.40J) are aosent. since they have zero gradient. In the plasma.

the perturbed flux isagain given the form

= 'p"D,,ii~Acsm8.(2.41)

WVe now repeat the 61V analysis done in Sec. 2.2.1 including active feedback terms

n the perturbed vacuum flux o.. The 6VW terms for the plasma and piasma-current

contributions remain unchanged and are still defined by Eqs. i2.29' and "1.27). re-

spectivelv. The calculation for S1.must be repeated, however. using the new form

for the vacuum flux. Ea.. 1239 . with the feedback terms included. Th.e new A, is

2 ~ - ~DD 9
- 2,L' ~ LDf 2D!DLiao - 2D, Lc (2.42)

-3DD - DL? D, L nD') - nD'L

rherefore the ne-w totai 6W4 with the feedback terms included become*

'26H -2 L 21 21D a(.3
-iL" k -D~ -4DD 4.~(.3

i 4

-2 rn- 1)(Da)' - 2D, Lckc D, - -2 I D

?n~2 2

So far we have not specified any. details of the feedback sy,.stem. BY analogy

With the numerical experiment described in Section 2.1 and also corresponding to

the generic form of the feedback systems defined in Chapter 3. we jet each feedback

system respond to the plasma motion by generating coil currents In proportion to

some linear combination of perturbed flux. Schemnatically.

= Gm~~~(~j.(2.44)

The G, element of this gain matrix relates the me" term of the rnultipolar de-

composition of the feedback-sy stem response to the n" harmonic of the perturbed
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plasma flux. If the gain matrix G has the correct symmetry properties (derived in

\ppendix A) this form of feedback law can be shown to leave the stability operator

eif-adjoint. , , the energy principle will still apply. The gain elements G., should be

at ieast of order a so that the feedback system has no effect when a is zero (A circular

plasma is motionailv stable.) Hence. L' = Eauation (2.39) ,-r o. shows

that is proportional to D. with a constant of proportionality that depends on

the location of the observation points. If we absorb the constant of proportionality

into the G-symbol for the gain. we have

L Di. (2.45)

This feedback gain term reiates the m = component response of the feedback system

to the rigid, lowest-order component of the displacement eigenfunction. The first-

,,rder contribution to the energy becomes

- -_,9G9D,2  (2.46)

Recall that in the case with no feedback the _IV"1 was zero. The plasma was neutrally

stable to order a. By adding active feedback. the stability to order a is now dependent

only on the factor G . It can be made very stable. or very unstable, depending on

the sign and magnitude of Gc.

Suppose now that L? = 0. Then 6 11 a vanishes, and stability is determined by the

serond-order terms in II'. To simplify the analysis of 61a wve"chose-a simplified

feedback model motivated by the form of the eigenfunction without feedback. Recall

the minimized energy eigenfunction for the model without feedback: D' = -ID 1.

D = D,. and D = 0 for m =; 3.5. This gives a dispiacement.'eigenfunction

corresponding to a first-order (in acj m = 3 wrinkle superimposed on a zero-order

rigid shift.

We are therefore interested in a feedback system that can respond to m = 1 and

m = 3 perturbations with m = 1. 3 reaction from the multipolar feedback system.

Thus the feedback currents defined by Eq. fA.5i are given by

J = • 1 3 [ (2.47)J03  0-('3 oR)

We found in the previous section that we must have 913 = g31 in order to satisfy-the

constraints on the 6W' formalism.
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From Eqs. 1A. 16) and (A. 17) we can diefine the feedback coefficients L., in terms of

.ie Region I perturbed flux coefficients B1. These. in turn, are related to the piasma

,)erturoation coefficients D, through the boun'dary condition at the plasma-vacuum

:ntertace. I herefore we find

L z,.I-G. 3  FD,
1 '2.48)L3 X I = a2G33 ILD3

We keep the terms through order ciz and find that the feedback coefficients are defined

L~'.G~lk Ga GDc'2.9

La =G OD , = ! aDi

L3 =3. m3."

This corresponds to coils with an ability to respond (on account of the flux measure-

mnsto both the rieid shift and the mn = 3 Derturbations.

We substitute these feedback terms into the expression for IV1. Eq. k2.44'. For a

rai 6"spiacement we use the eigenfunction found for the system wi'thout feedback.

4iven ini Eq. !2.37'. The calculated 61V with the feedback terms inciuded is

- --- - - 2G O G L"!3. 0,

Without feedback (G: =c = 0). the plasma is seen to be unstable. With feedback.

~l.can be made positive for a range of values of th* gain coefficients. Specifically.

rany coice of G'. a can be found that is stabilizing. The converse is also

true. This can be seen in Fig. 2.7. which gives the stability boundary (long-dashed

,Iiei for this trial distlacement in iGoc". Go) parameter space.

Now let us consider the effect of the feedback system on the eigenfunction. We take

,)Ur eXDression for 6W. Eq. (2.44). with the feedback terms included, and mninimiize

with respect to the D'. This yields D' - G"jDI D' = -_Di and D' 0

for m :=3. 5.

The minimized 61V is

D 2~[~ 2Gc'c - Ga- (Ga)j (2.51)
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S U

i rial DisplacementK ; igdDsacmn

L Minimizing Displacement

-4 -2 0 2 4 6 8

Figure 2.7: Stable and unstable regions for a range of values of the gains G"j' and
G'. The long-dashed line represents the stability bound ary for the trial displacement
given in Eq. (2.37). The short-datshed line represents the stability boundary for the
rigid displacement. The solid curve denotes the stabilit ' boundary for the mi~nimized
eigenfunction t hat is deformed by the feedback system. The regions in the (G" GO)
parameter space where the plasma Is stable or unstable are marked on either side of
the stability boundary by S and U. respectivey
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with the corresponding tfirst-ordert eigenfunction

DIr 4 - cos3X. =-Dlr 9sin30. 2.32)

The feedback system ciearlv modifies the form of the minimized-energy eigerfunction.

In particular. it 's the feedback component G1 3 that couples the rigid motion! response

to the non-rigid response, motion. and that modifies the eigeniunction.

The form of 611" is no longer a simple inear relationship between G" a and G'.

The last two terms in 6W are seen to be stabilizing for 0 < G' < 3/2. and op-

timailv stabilizing for G' = 3/4. For this optimal value, the mode is stabilized if

G'i' < 3,32. This is summarized in Fig. 2.7,. which shows the stable and unstable

boundaries for this minimized 611' in the (Go". Gc) parameter space. It is seen that

for any cnoice of G', a . can be found that stabilizes the mode. However. the

converse is not true. and the choice of Ga a Is critical. Since the actual values of

the G-gains depend on the location of the observation points. we see that this result

translates into a criticality for the placement of the flux pickup loops.

It is also interesting to consider the conclusions that result from restricting the

instability to take the form of a rigid displacement. These indicate that the above

behavior is due to the ability of the feedback systems to distort the eigenfunction.

For a rigid displacement. we must choose see Eq. (2.34)" D' = 7 D,. D' = D,

ano D" - 0 for rn 3.5. Then the expression for 611' becomes

26W = a 2 D 2 2 7 - 1C t 13G a -
-1L 2 131 j.33

The stable and unstable regions for this rigid instability, are also shown in Fig. 2.:.

Because of the iinearity of 6W on the Gs. it follows that a Ga ' can be found to-

stabilize the mode for any value of G'. The converse is also true. Therefore. for a rigid

instability, the detailed placement of flux pickup loops for monitoring the motion is not

critical. Note that the stable/unstable boundary for the rigid instability encloses the

stable reion for the deformable instability except for a common point at G, = 9/2.

Equation (2.52) shows that for this value of the gain, G,', the eigenfunction no longer

supports an m = 3 deformation. so the eigenfunctions for the rigid and deformable

instability coincide.

The stable, unstable boundary for the trial displacement. given by Eq. (2.37). also

encloses the stable region for the deformable instability. There is a single point, at
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G = 0. at which these two stability boundaries coincide. At this point the feed-

back system is not affecting the instability eigenfunction and therefore the form of

the eigenfunction and the energy is the same as in the case of the trial displace-

ment with no feedback. It should be noted from Fie. 2.7 that :ne stability region

enclosed by the minimizing eienfunction encioses a smailer area in gain space than

the common stability regions for the trial and rigid displacements. Particularly at

large magnitudes of the feedback gain coefficients, the stability boundaries for the

trial and rigid displacement eigenfunctions lie far within the unstable region for the

minimizing eigenfunction. It is clear that the minimizing eigenfunction. Eq. (2.-- "

is affected by the feedback. and this results in a plasma that can ut ab.izea on.

by feedback in which the gain G,' lies within a restricted region. Thus we see that

the feedback system with certain placements of the observation points can allow the

unstable eigenfunction to deform so that the plasma will remain unstable.

2.3 Conclusions

It is clear from the analysis of both the numerical simulations and the analytic

model that there is a significant interaction between the feedback system and the

plasma instability. From the numerical simulations it is seen "hat in the PBX-M

tokamak. certain placements of the magnetic pickup coils, on the inboard side. lead to

an-4nstable system. regardless of the gain. whereas other plaeerher s. og the outboard

side. will give a stable system for sufficiently large values of the gain. A simplified

analytical model suggests that this behavior results from the nonrigid deformable

nature of the plasma cross section and the plasma's ability to modify its unstable

eigenfunction according to the particular feedback system. WNe therefore see that

the feedback system can change and enhance the non-rigid character of the unstable

eigenfunction. Furthermore. it is seen that the feedback system can. in certain cases.

modify the non-rigid components of the instability in such a way that the plasma

remains unstable regardless of the gain. This is not the case if the instability takes a

rigid form, or even if it takes its original form in the absence of feedback.

We can interpret this phenomenon qualitatively in terms of a simple physical

picture. As part of the plasma instability, a perturbed magnetic field is produced in

the vacuum region. and this is sensed by the magnetic pickup coils. If the plasma

is unstable enough. it can modify its eigenfunction to deform its cross section so

i ~mmmm mmmmmm m mm•mm mm ]mm
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that a nuil in the perturoed vacuum magnetic field wiii appear at the position of

the observation loops. Since these loops will then be unable to detect the plasma

:nstaoilitv. the feedback sYstem will be rendered inoperative.

It is therefore clear that stability methods that rely on rigid piasma models. current

iiament models. or simpiified trial function analysis are insufficient to examine the

problem of feedback stabilization of highly shaped tokamak plasmas with complicated

active feedback systems. What is called for is a way to calculate the true eigenfunction

Of the unstable mode in the presence of an arbitrary active feedback system and

additional passive resistive conductors. The analysis must allow one to see how the

feedback system interacts with the plasma instability-in particuiar. the enhancement

f the non-rigid components of the eigenfunction.

We have. therefore, developed the NOVA-W code. This is a linear MHD stability

COde that inciudes reaiistic active feedback and arbitrary configurations of resistive

conductors in the region surrounding the plasma. NOVA-W soives for the true un-

stable eigenfunction of the linear NIHD equations. In the next chapter we present the

formuiation of the vacuum calculation, which includes the feedback, and the connec-

tion of the vacuum to the plasma stability calculation.



Chapter 3

The NOVA-W Formulation

In this chapter we present the basic formulation for the NOVA-W code. NOVA

is an ideal .MHD stability code that is nonvariational. i.e.. i: does not use the 6W

formulation. For this reason, it can be extended to include nonideal effects such as

resistive conductors and active feedback systems. NOVA-W is the modification of the

original NOVA code 51' of Cheng and Chance that includes these new effects.

The vacuum calculation of NOVA has been modified to include resistive conduc-

•ors and an active feedback system in the vacuum region outside the piasma. In order

to accommodate these changes. the vacuum caiculation was modified by basing it on

a perturbed poioidal flux representation instead of a scalar potentiai representation

-orthe perturbed maiznetic field in the vacuum. A perturbed'poidalftux represen-

tation is the natural method to choose. since it allows perturbed toroidal currents to

exist in the vacuum region. and also pernits a simple "thin-wai" approximation to

model the effects of a resistive wall. Furthermore. perturbed flux measurements are

used as input to the feedback control. as in the numerical model of Section 2.1.

We begin by introducing the ideal MHD stability equations for the plasma and the

formulation and techniques used by the NOVA code to solve them. thereby describing

the plasma calculation. Next we consider the details of the vacuum calculation. It

is the goal of the vacuum calculation to provide the necessary boundary condition

at the plasma-vacuum interface so that the plasma stability eigenvalue equations

can be solved with the feedback effects included. We describe the perturbed flux

formulation. the boundary conditions that connect the vacuum calculation to the

plasma eigenvalue calculation. and the method used to evaluate the surface integrals.

36
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hen we present the method used to deai with the resistive wails in tne vacuum region.

This "'thin-wall approximation" ieads to a jump condition in the normai derivative

41 the oerturbed flux between the vacuum region outside the resistive wail and the

-eion between the wall and the piasma. Xn active feedback system with feedback

,-urrents controiled by flux-ioon measurements in the vacuum resion is then included

in the caiculation. and the necessary feedback matrices are derived. Finaly. we add

the necessary circuit equations needed to describe a realistic feedback system and

additional discrete conductors that may be present in the vacuum region.

3.1 The NOVA Code

hie NOVA stability code -oives the iinear ideal YIHD stability eieenvalue equa-

2.P c = V p - b 7' -V B - B × ' x b) 3.1)

pI -. VP- -PV. =0. 3.2)

where

b= x I .x B) :33)

is the perturbed magnetic field in the plasma. B is the equilibrium magnetic field.

ana P are the perturbed and equilibrium particle pressures. respective4', p.is the,

piasma mass density. -, = is the ratio of specific heats. is the displacement vector.

and . is the eigenvalue (normalized growth rate). The equilibrium maenetic field is

represented by

B x Vi' - q(t')Vt x 0 (3.4)

B = V - g(w)7o. (3.5)

where 2,rw is the poloidal flux contained within a surface. e is the generalized poioidal

angle. is the generalized toroidal angle. o is the standard toroidal angle from
(X. o. Z) cylindrical coordinates. q(v) is the safety factor, and g(w) is the toroidal

field function. The second definition for B. Eq. (3.3). follows for an axisymmetric

equilibrium. The generalized angle coordinates ((3. C) are chosen to make the mag-
netic field lines appear straight in this coordinate system. This representation greatly
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simplifies the form of the operator:

nere the Jacobian j is defined by

J- = w x VE)- VC. (3.7)

There are several straight-field-line coordinate systems that can be used. This

category includes the PEST coordinates. equal-arc-length coordinates. Hamada co-

ordinates, and Boozer magnetic coordinates. All use the poloidal flux function iV as

the radial variable. since it is natural to separate the motion across flux surfaces from

that along the surfaces. given the large difference in the time scales of the motion.

They differ in their definitions for poloidal angle e and toroidal angle (.

The PEST coordinates 56 have the advantage that the generaiized toroidal vari-

able is equal to the standard toroidal variable o. Therefore Vo-V ut = . ye 0

and V'o \'. which simplifies the metric. The Jacobian of this coordinate svs-

tem is proportional to 2 . The E points are defined such that eauai-area increments

of the cross section on a given flux surface. 7dwdE. enclose equal amounts of toroidal

flux. This does not lead to a very evenly distributed 0-grid. however. In fact. the

points in the 0-grid are heavily weighted toward the inboard side of the cross section.

especially in low-aspect-ratio equilibria.

The equal-arc-iength coordinates, as the name suggests. divide up equally incre-

mented points in 0 on a flux surface so that they are equally separated in arc length.

This has the advantage of evenly distribiiting points in the 0-grid over each flux sur-

face. With this definition of the poloidal angle 0. the toroidal coordinate can no

longer be equal to o if the field lines are to appear straight.

Several other straight-field-line coordinate systems have other useful properties.

In the Hamada .57' coordinates, the Jacobian is equal to unity. The straight-field-

line coordinate system "581 with the Jacobian proportional to B is useful for its

Hamiltonian representation of a three-dimensional equilibrium magnetic field. It was

introduced by Boozer as a convenient coordinate system with which to evaluate guid-

ing center drift equations.

A complete description of the derivation of magnetic coordinates can be found- in

the book on tokamak physics by White '5 9' . Also. a discussion of the importance of
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using a straight-field-line coordinate system in the MHD stability problem as wedl as

a ciescription of the caiculation used here that maps an arbitrary equilibrium into the

chosen coordinate system is presented in the Ph.D. thesis of Harks' 60 .

The t raight-field- line coordinate system that best represents our problemn is the

-ouai- arc coordinate system. The points describing the conducting wail in the vacuum

"eg on are also defined in eauiai-arc-length fashion. In the ecauai-arc coordinate system

the Jacobian is defined by
X

J(X'.Z) = .3.8)

'Nnere cit L: is a flux surface function given by the necessity that 0 increase by 2:-

_iurin~ one poloidal circumference..51 Thus

_T X% / J E). 3.9)

T he NOVA formulation decomoes the displacement vector as

C C

7t; - (B x7w) B. 3.10)
7;2 B2' B 2

andl the perturbed magnetic field is decomposed as

Q. Qb w = U-Q (B x Vz) - -- B. 13.11)VW12 W;2 'B 2

-The rnomerttumn equat ion 13.1) can be divided into three componentvrouations -

see A ppendix B) by -takirng projections along the basis vector directions of and b.

The b components. Q,. Q, and Qb, can be eliminated from these three equations

in terms of the components- , , and 4,, by usixtg the definition of b. Eq. 13.31..

Aliso, the third component momentum equation (in 4 ) can be elimninated owing to the.

reiat ion of 4b to pi and lc,. This reducesi the linear ideal NIHD eigenvalue equations

1I -i3.2) to four component equations which can be written in matrix form:

* C D3.12)

and

E(v ) =F( ) (3.13)

where P1 is the total perturbed pressure P1 =p, - b -B and C. D. E, and F are 2 x 2

matrix operators involving surface derivatives B -7 and (B x Vvu) - V. These matrices
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are fully defined in Appendix B. A more detailed descriotion of the derivation of the

above matrix eauations can be found in the orizinal NOVA paper 51',.

The Ga;erkin method is used to solve the eigenvaiue equa, ons. The perturbed

ouantities are represented in terms of a finite Fourier series
m t2

)= Y " t .expZ(mO - n), (3.14

where we have a truncated series over the .11 rn2 - rn- 1 poloidal harmonics and

n is the toroidal mode number, which in the case of axisvmmetric modes is equal to

zero.

The components , and 7' • are eliminated in favor of P, and , by inverting

the matrix E in Eq. (3.13). The matrices have at this point been decomposed into

a truncated aigebraic Fourier matrix representation. The equations are now over

the Fourier cornDonents of the remaining perturbed quantities. This leaves a pair of

equations written in the form of a single matrix differential equation in the Fourier

components ," and PI,.

Finailv. the PI,. terms are found in terms of c -provided there Is a proper bound-

ary condition relating P, to {,,, at the plasma-vacuum boundary-and only a matrix

differential equation in {, remains. The radial dependence of the Fourier modes of the

perturbation .,L' is in turn represented in terms of cubic B-spiine finite elements.

-For details on the reduction of the ideal NIHD stabi.ity eqdati6ns (1.)-(3.2) into

a single equation in ,, on the use of the cubic B-spiine finite eiements and their

convergence properties. and on the eigenvaiue determination methods of the NOVA

code. the reader is referred to the orinirial NOVA paper by Cheng and-Chance '51'.

The necessary boundary condition at the plasma surface for the finial eigenvalue

equation is given in the form of the value of the perturbed total pressure at the plasma

edge, P = b-B. in terms of the radial displacement , at the plasma edge. This goes

into Eq. (3.12) and gives the proper boundary condition when Pj, is eliminated in

favor of 4,. This boundary condition contains all the information about the vacuum

region and its effects on the plasma stability. This condition includes the influence of

the geometry and the presence of resistive conductors and active feedback currents in

the vacuum region surrounding the plasma. The details of this vacuum calculation

are provided in the next section.
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3.2 The Vacuum Calculation

3.2.1 The perturbed poloidal flux formulation

We are cealing with axisymmetric modes: thus we can use the axisymmetric -lux

ormuiation t, represent the perturbed magnetic field in the vacuum

b = x 7 - a 3.1)

where ' is the perturbed poloidai flux in the vacuum and a. is related to the perturbed

toroidal field.

The perturbed currents in the vacuum region will be the currents induced in the

axisvtmetric coils or generated by the active feedback system in the active coils.

Ampere s law therefore gives us

7" x b = 40 J,, 0. (3.16)

Wnere o = 7o, 7o = X.. From this. and given that " b =0. we find that

(9a, aa,- = 0. 3.17)

Therefore a. = constant in space.

The oerturord poioidal flux k is related to the perturbed toroidal currents in the-

vacuum region:
1I ') = 2 oi. 3.18)

where we use the standard (. .. Z) cylindrical coordinates and 3 represents the

perturbed toroidal currents from active feedback coils in the vacuum region and the

eddy currents present in resistive passive conductors (although we will deal with the

latter by using a jump condition for the normal derivative in the flux for the lirmit of

a thin resistive wall). The current density in the active feedback coils is represented

jA.F - r). (3.19)

Here. the I., are the perturbed currents in ayisvmmetric coils that are part ol an

active feedback system in the vacuum region located at r, = (X, Z,). The sum is

over all the feedback coils.
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We solve Ea. 3.1S) using Green's function techniques. The corresponding Green's

:'unction Gr: rs is defined by

.X'1 - G1; NX.Z:.\X.Z = N - X , Z . 3.20)

kince 't can be shown that

.X' ,.VG)= - ' (G~o).

XY2

we can rewrite Eq. (3.20) as

7"Gir: rsz) = 4h 6(r - r) . (3.21)

This is of the same form as the vector Poisson's equation for the magnetic vector

potential where the current density is given by a single axisvmmetric current loop at

r, X, Z,) 61. The solution is 61

G~~r: r,/ d" r'.3.2
G~~r~~rsj =  - rl -

This inteerai can be cast into a form that defines the Legendre .unction. Therefore

:he Green's function is given .56 by

\ T XG(rT: r,) = (."T. ZT:- X3. Zs= P_,w. 3.23)

Where V2' _ _\72 _ ;, -Z7_11
e*2

v2 .- 2N2 Z5 27.\)4 " 2 /
_V V 2 

)(Z-, 211.Lr (Z)-- j- .

and where P'-Ii2 is the associated Legendre function of order " (also known as a

toroidal function or ring function) 621.

By using identities for Legendre functions and for the complete elliptic integrals.

we can aiso write the Green's functon as

G(rrs) -4XT [(2- k2 )Ktk 2 )' - 2E(k 2) (3.24)

(A - Xs) 2 - zr - Zs)2"/ 2  k2

where

k2 = 4X T. -(AT -As) - ZT -Zs)2
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and where K and E are tne complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind.

When we evaluate G, r: r'! the eiiiptic integrals are used 56 and are calculated using

Hastings's formula 63

Rv integrating Eas. 3.1 and (3.20) over the volume of the vacuum re-ion and

: v aDDiYing Green's theorem. we obtain a Green's equation that reiates the perturbed

vacuum iiux on the boundary surface to the currents in the vacuum region and to the

sum of the integrals over all the boundary surfaces:

.N I dis

(r) N I G(r: r.. 1 . G-G'c r: rs) - Gir: rs)7'. 3.25)

-he three boundary surfaces consist of the plasma-vacuum interface, the inside surface

,,f the resistive wall. and the outside surface of the resistive wall. Here 7'., .. and

:he feedback currents are defined as linear combinations of the perturbed flux and

the corresponding time-cerivative terms at prescribed observation points. Perturbed

magnetic field measurements !magnetic probe measurements) can also be included

in the feedback law. As an exampie we can consider a simple feedback law in which

-he desired current for a given feedback coil is proportional to the difference in the

perturbed flux iand its time derivative) at two observation points symmetric about

the midplane ieauivalent to the form used in Sec. 2.1). This flux difference serves as

a measure of the vertical displacement of the plasma. and is very accurate in the case

,if rigid plasma motion. In this case the feedback currents are defineo as..,,

=. -(XOI ZO- i (., 2, Z. 2)"-3,X, oiZo)"" - (X. 2 . 2) 3.26)

The !ntegrais in Eq. 3.25) are o, er the surfaces that are the boundaries to the vacuum

region. i.e.. the plasma-vacuum surface and the surface of the resistive wall surround-

ing the plasma. We take the principal part of the integrai over the contour that is the

interface or wall for a poloidal cross section of the torus. The incremental arc length

di on the contour is given by

dl = dO. 3.27)X

Separate Green's equations are obtained for the vacuum region between the plasma

and the resistive wall. and for the region outside the resistive wall. By discretizing

the quantities on the contour into a finite grid. the contour integrals in Eq. (3.25) are

expressed as sums over the grid-points on the contour. The collocation method 641 is
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feedback coil

Region 11

flux- iuop
detetursPlasma Resistive Wall

z

feedback coil

Figure 3. 1; Plasma and Resistive Wall. showing definzazons of Regions I and 1I. The
active feedback coils are outside the resistive wall in Region 11. The flux-loop detectors
are within the re-sstzve wall in Region I (Case .4 for the -feedback matrices derivation
in Sec. 2.4). They can also be placed in Region 1I (Case B).
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used to solve the integral equations. Therefore Eq. (3.25) is written .le times. where

Ale is the number of theta grid points, with every grid point on the contour serving

as the observation point (.V. Zs'). This series of equations can be combined into a

single matnx equation in which the integrals are expressed as matrices multiplying

coiurmn vectors labeled as XP, 7,Y,, X.,, and , which contain the vaiues of the

perturbed flux and its normal derivative at every grid point on the piasma surface

aLad wail surface. respectiveiy. A total of 3 matrix equations result, corresponding

to the number of surfaces that serve as boundaries to the two regions. (Region I is

the space between the plasma surface and the inner wall surface, and Region II is

,he space outside the resistive wall extending to infinity-see Fig. 3.l.' The Green's

eauations in matrix form for a configuration with feedback coils present in the region

outside the resistive wall are as follows:

M, - . - M. G,. -G . (3.29)

MI - M ;.=G-w P, kZP X~ N. ,~ Pp \- kPN V4

13.30)
where the matrices M and G are defined such that the i" components of the matrix-

'ector products are given by

MI N~ = -- I 'P,. r r' , ) " X r)- ,'-'- ;31)
. "2'r ,.j NPr

G 'n = -w G (r.; ( r;r)(i. (r 3.32)

M; , k P L-j tn , VG(r;r,)) X(rp) (3.33)

I / -I r)Cii. Vk(r,)) 3.34)

ana so on. with the definitions for the other matrices following the subscripts. The

identity matrix is expressed by 1, and the normal vector is defined by i = V./ 7'b .
Also. r.' is the i' point on the grid of the plasma surface. and r,, is the ii" point of
"he wail grid. The ""superscripts denote quantities on the outer surface of the thin

resistive wall (Region II). The w subscript without the '-' superscript denotes the

inner surface of the wall (Region 1). and the p subscript denotes the plasma surface.
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The integrals are over the plasma or wall contours. The matrix Green's equations

i3.28)-3.29) are the Green's equations for Region 1. The final equation. Eq. (3.30),

is that for Region II.

Special care must be exercised when evaluating the singular regions (the regions

.n which the observation points and the integration contour coincide) of the integrals

GP. V,7\p, G.... • -. M . y,. and M.t, * . In particular. the integrals M ,.X,

and M,,. • -t, are highly singular due to the derivative of the Green's function. -A

method similar to that used by ERATO '651 is used to deal with this logarithmic

singularity. The singular contribution is removed before the numerical integration

and then added back in analytic form. This leaves the integrals weil behaved.

The matrices P and N in Eq. (3.30) contain the terms representing the active

feedback system. The forms of the feedback matrices P and N are quite different

depending on whether the observation flux loops controlling the feedback system are

inside the resistive wall (Region I) or exterior to the wall (Region II: see Fig. 3.1).

Since the active feedback currents defined in Eq. (3.26), are a linear function of the

perturbed flux at the observation points, they can. after some algebra. be expressed

in terms of matrix relations involving I and 7,)( on the wail and piasma surfaces.

The derivations of the active feedback matrices will be given in the next section.

3.Z.2 Matching conditions at the resistive wall

We need to relate the terms in the region outside the wall to the region inside the

wall. For this we make use of a -thin-wailapproximation." In this approximation the

perturbed flux does not change across the resistive wall boundary: ,., =

However. the normal derivative of the flux changes at the boundary. We need to

calculate this jump condition. The jump in the tangential magnetic field across a

boundary is given by '611

n x (b2 - bi) = AoK, (3.35)

where K is the current flowing on the boundary surface, and in our case b is the

perturbed poloidal magnetic field

27r
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Therefore

n x b. - b) - b(i.. - (it. V\), = '(n. 6),. (3.36)

ani we get

in. = 2  
0K • o. 13.37)

.nere denotes the jump across the resistive wall. We need to find a relation

for the surface-current term. B% definition. K • V = 6,,J - V'o. where 6, is the

,hickness of the resistive wall. By taking the poloidal component of Faradavs law

and substituting Ohm's law. we can find an expression relating J - 76 and the time

7ate of change of the perturbed poloidal flux at the resistive wall. This gives
= 2 ErXE. 7 = 2.rXJr7J . Vo. (3.38)

at

Therefore the thin-wall approximation gives an expression that relates the jump

in the normai derivative across the thin resistive wall boundary to the time derivative

Off the flux on the boundary:

An oax_

where &, is the thickness of the resistive wall and 77 is the resistivity of the wall.

This reiation is valid for a wall whose thickness is less than the ciassical skin depth,

61.40 as this is the limitation of the validity of Eq. (3.35). This is normailv a good

approx.imation- as we will see. If it were not a good approximation. theafiux- from

equiiibrium field coil-S. controi coils. and even from the ohmic field coils would have

great difficulty penetrating the resistive vacuum vessel wall fast enough to be effective.

Bv using a variable jump coefficient K(®' at the various theta points, we cai

-imuiate a wail with variable thickness and material resistivity, and even a wall with
toroidally axisvmmetric gaps by using the limit K - 0.

Consider the case with a resistive wall and no active feedback system i i.e.. the

active feedback matrices P and N are identically zero). Equations (3.28)- 3.30) may

De solved to obtain 7",Xp in terms of (P. First (.= is eliminated in favor of V..\ in

Eq. (3.30). The jump condition. Eq. (3.39), is provides the necessary relation between

- and 7, X-. Then from Eq. (3.29) <, is calculated in terms of y% and 7,,.

Finaily Eq. (3.28) gives ,,X , in terms of XP. Therefore we find that

'0(, = D C. P, (3.40)
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where

D =G, - M, • A. B-1 G, G, - ,G .B-' G, (3.41)

C ,1-I - Gp - .A B- - ,

B =G. - - M,,. A

A - - - KG.vt - -GtL

For the case with active feedback the procedure for reducing the equations is similar.

but the active feedback matrices are included and the dfinitions of the matrir-

through D are different. We give the derivations lur .. 7. - -. .

In the limit of an ideally conducting wail we have the boundary condition that

k(r.) = :constant on the ideal wall. Since this constant is arbitrary we choose

= 0. There are only the two Green's equations for Region I. Eqs. (3.28)

and (3.29) The equation for Region 11. Eq. (3.30). does not exist in this case be-

cause anything outside the ideal wall has no effect in the region within the wall and
therefore contributes nothing to the problem.

3.2.3 Boundary conditions at the plasma-vacuum interface

The boundary condition required by NOVA to soive the eigenvalue equations is the

Fourier components P7, )f the total perturbed pressure P. 'n terms of the components

o f the radial displacement ,, at the plasma-vacuum interface. ft is the goal of

the vacuum-rezion calculation to provide this boundary condition. The perturbed

pressure P, at the P-V interface is found in terms of the normal derivative of the flux

at the boundary:

P, = B b = (6 x V) • (Vo x v -g, ,a , (3.42)

V W '~~ . a g ( . e).-

-atg(lt'd,.2,r.V2 T
where 'eVd is the value of v at the plasma-vacuum boundary.

We have calculated the normal derivative of the flux in terms of the perturbed

flux at the interface in Eq. (3.40). Therefore it remains to find how the perturbed

flux X and the toroidal perturbation a, are related to the modes of the displacement

.. at the interface.
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Recail Ea.. 13.15j:

b = 2 Va x VX- a.o.

'Since we know that b A we can find A:

where F is some arbitrary scalar function. From Eq. ( 3 .3 ) we also know the form of

6.4 on the plasma surface:

b =7 < (c-KB) A, B3.44)

If we equate Eqs. 13.43) and (3.44) and take the projection along V.-~ we find

Vo B= - *X 102.3.45)

where ihe other terms have vanished owing to axisvrnmetry. Therefore we have

70 (7*'x 7,L) V -- y) .0 . 3P.46)

This r-jiuc'-s to

-etre p( at, ttieI,

This gives us the required rejation between the petubd ooidal flux~\tte

interiace ana the modes oi-the dispiacement ~

To find a.. we begin by taking the definition for b in the vacuum. Ea. 3. 15). and

apply Faraday's law . 97'K6 .3 48

We then take the toroidal projection of this equation and integrate over the surface

defined by a plane at constant o between the plasma and the conducting wail. This

gives 
t

' Jb -dS -J(V , E).-dS. 3.49)

where 4 is the perturbed toroidal flux through the area bounded by the plasma-

vacuum interface and the conducting wall:

.F=-U0 padS= J(7 x 6E) -dS (3.50)
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O)r

a, JdS = - Al-EE dlA (3.31)

The :oer-url~eu ,-,rndal flux + is defineo by

r /101o wdSL

b dS = / ̂  dS L. I1, (3.32)

where L. is the poloidal current induced in the surrounding wail owing to the toroidal

part of the magnetic field perturbation b. and L, is the corresDonding self-inductance

term. We aiso find that

6. dl = .j .dl = R., (3.53)

where R is the poiidal resistance of the resistive wall. Therefore we get a -circuit

equation for the poloidal currents in the resistive wail

L.,,- - = R., - z-L.,)I 6 - A

\Ve can determine 1, from this circuit equation. and from that we can calculate

a.. but first we must evaluate the integrai on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.54).

- 6E.dl = .Adl" (3.55)

because- E " -,, A Ot = z a6A. Note that the griadient of an arbitrary gauge-

dependent scaiar function in this definition will vanish in the integration of Eq. (3.55).

We recall that on the plasma surface k'A = x B: thus

uh;iA .dl = z.. j ( -K B) rdl. (3.56)

where -r is the surface unit tangent vector - = D x n.

We find

- x B B, = -g:V6i(t.n)= - gh) -) . (3.57)

This gives

zmm . x B)d imm dlm -- mA i 7 md. (3.58)
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wnere this last part follows from Eq. (3.27. which defines the arc iengtn dl. Using

Eq. t3.47) we finally get

E - dl3.59)
S.g j expt mO)dG.

it is interesting to note that if one is using PEST coordinates if .Y2 ), then

,,niv the m = 0 term will contribute to the sum (corresponding to a pure compression

4, the piasma cross section). We can therefore complete the circuit equation (3.54)

and solve for I.,:

, --- exDzm0)d0. (3.60)R, -,L.,-2 o- "

T-hen. recaiiing the definition for the perturbed toroidaL flux ,b from Eq. 352).

"= j at 15.S (3.61)

.. e et an expression For a..

a. - .g L.) V 2 eXD(ime)dE. (3.62)

whnere wn[2 W f 1 f2rZ (.V1. 3.63)

-,so. we know from Eq. i3.52) the definition for L.,

/10u f dS/1Or*-z,&.x.
- Lo- .f ' = - , - de. (3.64)

and the poioidal resistance /,. is given by

p = fw, ,2 at (3.65)
S2=r.¥ '

it is aiso interesting to note that the result we get for a. in Eq. (3.62) (which comes

from our circuit model) in the limit of an ideal conducting wall (R, = 0) is the same

resuit obtained using the method of Lust and Martenson i661 (which is used in the

ideal-vacuum version of NOVA 151 ). The expression that we derive for the resistive

wail using the circuit model in fact differs from the expression of the ideal wall of

Ldst and Martenson only by a factor of -itwL.,'(R. - uiL.).
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Therefore using Ea. !3.62) in Eq. (3.42) for the toroidal component and using

Eqs. (3.40) and (3.47 in Eq. (3.42). we can completely determine the total perturbed
pressure P in terms of the components of the radial disniacement c at the plasma-

vacuum interface. We then integrate Eq. 3.42) over g-) t, cet F. in terms of the

Fourier modes:

P = b B p V' p,, exp(imrnO I V I.,, exDpimO). (3.66)

The matrix .1! is the result of the vacuum calculation. This matrix relates P, at the

boundary to the Fourer components of w and includes the effects of the resistive

conductors. the active feedback currents, and the geometry of the vacuum region.

3.3 The Active Feedback Matrices

3.3.1 Current-control feedback matrices

Here we derive the form of the feedback matrices P ana N. As mentioned above.

the form of the feedback matrices depends on the region in which the flux observation

detection loops are iocated. We begin with the basic Green's equation defining the

perturbed poioidal flux at an observation point r, = I.Y,.Z) not on the plasma
surface or the wall surface:

d - G ;-,G(rr: ro)) (3.67)
2- 41 XT "

~jdIT41r f XT- G(rT: r,)~ - T TT.

The magnitudes of the feedback-coil currents are proportional to the difference

between the perturbed poloidal fluxes at the two observation points as given in

Eq. (3.26). Therefore we must calculate the value of the perturbed flux X at these

points in terms of surface integrals over I< and 7,,, from Eq. (3.67). Here we see

that the form of the feedback matrices depends upon the region in which the flux

loop detectors are located. The value of the perturbed flux at some point in Region I

as calculated from Eq. (3.67) will clearly depend on integrais over the surface of the

plasma as well as the inner surface of the resistive wall. On the other hand. if the

detectors are in Region II. the value of )( at the observation points will depend on the
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surface integrais only over the outer wall (not over the piasma surfacei. In addition.

however, there will be a direct contribution from the feedback coils themseives. as

,,pposed to the former case. in which the detectors in Region I -feel" the active feed-

6ack coils ,niy through tne boundarv condition that connects Region I and Region
II.

In this section we are considering only current-control feedback, in which the

actual feedback currents are a function only of the flux-loop measurements. The

currents are axisymmetric current loops with none of the characteristics of a real

active feedback circuit. The case of voltage feedback will be considered in the next

section. in which the circuit equations of the active feedback coils are included in the

feedback matrices.

Case A: Detector loops in Region I

\Ve consider first the case in which the observation points are located in Region

I. while the active feedback coils are in Bcgion II. We use Ea. (3.67) to evaluate the

perturbed flux at the observation points. The region is bounded by the plasma surface

and the wail surface: therefore the flux at the observation point r,= iX,.Zo1 ) is

aiven by

1 d1 di.
(. 201) - 7, G(r,; r., ))X(r,) - G(r,; ro1 )(n. V\(r,))

(3.68)

(n " VG(r,,;ro))X(r,,) - -. G(r,1 ;ro1 )(i.

or. equivaiently.

y(r.1 ) = Mo.p • - Moi. . - Go.p, 7n), - GoI.=-V, (3.69)

where
M°1  x , = -4- .- V. G(r..,ro))y(r ,) (3.70)

G° "V'X"= -4-p - a(r,,;r°,)(n. VY(r ))wN
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and similarly for G pVX and M ., k Note that the arrays Go0 n, Mo, .. and

so on. are row vectors (as opposed to matrices as in the case of M,,, G,,,, and so

on. from the previous section) because we are evaluating \ on the left-hand side of

Eq. (3.67) at only one observation point at a time. instead of over all points of the

plasma surface or wali surface grid. The same equation gives the flux )C(ro2) at the

observation point r. 2 = -o2. Zo2).

We combine the expressions for the perturbed fluxes at the observation flux-loop

positions in Eq. (3.26) to give the currents in the active feedback coiis:

I., = -., . (ro ) - \(ro2) - 2,,(X(r.i) - 7t(ro2 )) = (C,, - tIm3,,)(X(roi) - k(ro2))

(a, - i 'J,{ -M0 ,., M0 .. -kw - M2p/ - -ot oip . (
- - Go2.w ,, X}- ,3.71)

Now we include this expression in the sum over the feedback coils in Eq. 3.67).

Since the Green's function in the summation is evaluated at every grid point on the

wail surface in order to derive the matrix equation i3.30), our feedback sum becomes

a matrix in which the rows span the grid points on the wall. The elements (k.l) of

P, are defined by

pk.1

r 1, ,2... i 3.72)

The summation here is over all the active feedback coiis. an(rr'. is tie position of

the m feedback cod. Likewise r is the position of the k 'grid point on the wail

surface. Each may have a different set of gain coefficients (a,,2.,,), and there may

be any number of coils. This will not affect the size of the feedback matrix. as its row

and column dimensions are defined by the number of grid points on the wall surface

or plasma surface, as the case may be. The elements (k,1) of N, are given by
k_1 t.3,) G(r, k n - G (3.73)

Likewise the elements (k, 1) of Pp are defined by

P = - - r ).ol.p - Mo' (3.74)

and. similarly, the elements (k. 1) of N. are given by

- ))G 1~ - G o2.p3.
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The matrix equations to be soived are now in the form of Eqs. (3.28)-(3.30) with

-he active feedback matrices nonzero. We can now rewrite Eq. (3.401 to inciude the

feedback matrices. Now. however, the equation is a bit more complicated:

D-\ =Vrp D .{ -M ,- C 2.m.P-NIPW,.A - C,).P}.1 p t3.76)

.v here
D =GPI, - MP, • A. NP- C2 • Gw - C, • Np (3.77)

C1  C 2  ,- - A
C2 =IP - (N. G,,,,, - Gppwj-,B

B = G. - - NM - A -(N. - G.w-1

A = - .,,.-KG, - P -

The additionai complexity compared to the case with no feedback in Eq. (3.40)

arises because of the additional matrices P and N. and also because we have new

terms that multiply N , and ', P. which appear in the third matrix equation (3.30).

Previously. of course, these terms appeared only in the first two matrix equations.

Eqs. (3.28-(3.29).

Case B: Detector loops in Region II . '

In this case the observation points are outside the resistive wail. This region

is bounded by only one surface (and extends td infinity). However. -he feedback-

.oil currents are in this region. so they make a direct contribution to the value of

the perturbed flux at the observation points as well. The perturbed flux \ at the

observation point ro1 = -\o, Zol in the vacuum region. not on a boundary surface.

is given by
I= dl, (n. -G(r.;roi))X(r.) (3.78)

d-' -- ; iol,,G(r.; r').

The feedback currents are defined as before:

=(a - iws3,,)(X(r. ) - X(ro2)). (3.79)
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We- therefore get

1 / dI d.\(~)2 ~, 7  wj(r, ; r') = I '(fi. VG(r.,; r~j);(r,,) (3.80)

- J . G(r,.; ro,, nj ' -I 7 (r.)) - (r.2 j , -,G(ro,;r').

Combining this with the equivalent equation for yC(ro2 ), we get two linear equations

defining the perturbed fluxes at the observation points:

r = f'-M.,, * - G " - S(r 2 t (3.81)

\.(ro2) = f21-M(3W • . - G - 32 \jro1 1 . (3.82)

where NIo j G,.., and so on. are defined as before. and where

,= - 3,,,) Cro,:r ') = S2 o-, Gtro2;r') (3.83)

C 1

f,= f 2  - . (3.84)
(2 -52)

To soive for k(ro,) we substitute Eq. (3.81) into Eq. (3.82) to find

k(ro2)0 - SS 2 f,f 2  f 2{-M, 2.. • - . 7-- (3.85)

" -S 2 f 1 -Mo,.. ( - G, Z }

and likewise for X.(ro1 ) we get

X(ro, )[I - SIS 2 ff 2l f1 {-Moi.• - G, 1 ,. (3.86)

-Sf 2t-M • 2 . - G 2..

These expressions are now substituted into Eq. (3.79) to give the expression defining

the active feedback currents I,:

I" = c (~X(roi) - ((r. 2 )) I3 3(X(r.i) - X.(r.)) = (Q" - ia3")(X(r.i) - X(r.2))

-a. - od,F f (I - f 2 S2 ) M.I.w.X - f2(1 - f1 SI)M. 2.. '-X, _

-f, (1 - f252) G...V- -f 2 (I - fS,) (3.87)
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where
F =I S 1 S2 fl f2- (3.88)

Again we substitute this expression into the sum over the feedback coils in Eq. (3.67)

"o _ et our feedback equations. This defines the feedback matrices, and thus the

eernents (k. 1) of P., are defined by

1" - - 14A,,, .3,) G(r;r')'-f 1 (l -f 2S2 )M,.1 -f2(1 -fS)Mo,2 _.

F '
(3.89)

and the elements (k. 1) of N. are given by

' A W3) )fl(I f 2 S 2 )G,.. - f2(1 -

(3.90)

where K is the jump coefficient for the resistive wall as defined in Eq. 3.39). In this

case PP and N, are identically zero because the plasma surface is in Region I. and

therefore the plasma affects the perturbed flux at the observation points in Region II

oniv through the boundary condition at the resistive wall.

The matrix cquations (3.28)-(3.30) are again solved for VX, in terms of )(P.

This case is a little more straightforward than the previous case because P, and N.

are both zero matrices.

-P D- -%I) -OC,,3.91)

w'.here

D =G , - C, •6.11P (3.92)

C= C 2 , - M.,) • A

C2 =M, A • N,- G, - G B

B = G.,-( - M,,w). A.- (N., - Gww,)j - '

A = 1 - M, - KGw - P*-1

3.3.2 Active and passive feedback circuit equations

In the previous section we considered only the case of a "perfect" feedback system

in which the feedback currents are a function only of the flux-loop measurements. In
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a realistic controi system. of course. one wouid have the active feedback coils driven

by a power supply. which is in turn controlled by the flux-ioop measurements. The

true dynamics of the current trajectories in the active feedback coils depend on the
characteristics of the active feedback circuits. The currents are driven in the active
feedback coiis on the characteristic LR time of the circuit. and there is coupling

between the active feedback coils, between the coiis and the vacuum vessel wall. and
indeed between the coils and the plasma itself.

In order to make our model more realistic, we include the proper circuit equations

in the feedback derivations and therefore in the feedback matrices. This will give us
the additional benefit of accounting for the additional passive stabilization of discrete

conducting elements in the vacuum region that are not part of the resistive wall.
Therefore we will be able to include the passive effects of the active coils themselves

or whatever other conducting elements lie outside the vacuum vessel wah. IM addition.
we can inciude the effect of a simple time delay in the power-supply response. We

note that our model does not include power-supply characteristics such as a voltage
limit, however, as this does not tit within the framework of our simple linear model.

We define the voltage applied to a feedback coil to be some linear combination of
the perturbed fluxes at prescribed observation points. By analogy with the feedback

system of Section 2.1 we can define the voltage to be proportional to the flux difference
(and corresponding time derivative) between two observation points symmetric about

th4 rnidplane. This is also analogous to the definition of the'desied current for the
ideal feedback-current model of the previous section. The feedback coil voltages are
thus defined as

S&(y(rV) - .ro2 )) -- J,(X(ro,, - Y(ro)). (3.93)

The new gain coefficients d and 3 differ from the a and 3 of Eq. (3.26) and

must satisfy the units of this equation. One simple definition would be to specify 6,
and 3, as simply the corresponding coil resistance r, multiplied by the current gain

coefficients a. and 3,.

We are. of course, free to define V; in any manner we choose. A more efficient
feedback law is to define

V, = V, , (3.94)

where 1,0*" is the feedback current we "want" in the coil. defined by Eq. (3.26).
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1, is the actual coil current at a given moment in time. and V is the voitage gain

coefficient.

\Ve therefore have a circuit equation for the i coil:

d , II ?l : d , _ d , .., ', ) = 3 .9 5 )
dt dl, dl dt- L.--1 - Y .i. -d-i 'b ... -t -aLt ) 1 3.

This accounts for the resistance of the coil ri, its self-inductance L,, and its mutual

inductance due to coupling with the other coils ,,,, the resistive wall M, , and the

plasma .l, ,. The inductance terms can all be expressed in terms of the perturbed

poioidal flux at the 1" coil:

d dl, _ dI dI, d (.fj) (3.96)

dt d - t dt dt

Therefore the circuit equation (3.95) becomes

ic r~l = - X(r,) = 1- w r).(3.97)

We make use of the equation specifying the flux at an --observation point" in the

vacuum region this observation point is simply the position of the coil in Eq. (3.96)'

and we use the definition for 1; from Eq. (3.93k Then the circuit equation for the z h

coil is

-L,)/, 4 o G(rc;r)l, = - 1ws3)(X(roi) - 'V(ro2B (3.98)

4% Ji. .V' G(r.;r o..-w-G(rp; r. '(n. V(r.)),

where the mutual inductance between two coils. ,i.,, is just given by CpoG(r ; i),

and where the self-inductance of a square coil of dimension Ax located at r, = iXi, Z,)

is given by .671

_1X 2' 3.9
L, = .Lo.,ln( - - t - In2) - - (3.99)

When we sum this over all the coils we can rewrite the equations in matrix form

that emulates the Ohm's circuit law:

R, I1 = Vi, (3.100)
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where R is the impedance matrix. L is the array of feedback coil currents. and V

is the array of "voltage" expressions. The latter contains all the Green's function

surface integrals that come from Eq. (3.98). The elements of the matrix R are given

P 1 . : ( r , - z. ; L , ) 1, 3 ; o ) 1 -5 3 .3 .1 0 1 )

where , is the Kronecker delta. The elements of V are 'i-;nea by the right-hand

side of Eq. (3.981. The expressions derived in the previous section for the flux-loop

measurements for a pair of detectors either inside or outside the resistive wall may be
substituted into the exDression for the elements V,. In order to determine the true

feedback currents to be included in Eq. (3.67) so that we can derive the form of the

feedback matrices, we simply invert the matrix R in Eq. (3.100)

I. = fR - ", . V, (3.102)

Using the results for the flux-loop detectors located in Region 1. we derive the

active feedback matrices with the circuit equations included. so that the elements

k. I) of P. are defined 1v

P - G=r ,-') .( - ) M o,1., - 2.p" (3.103)

The elements I k. 1) of P., are defined by
P' ." o -Mo,., i3.104)

Cj i-)r R M KGiW

The elements (k. 1) of NP are defined by

Nk G (r" 'V) (R -", - ) G'1  - G. (3.105)
I I

and similarly the elements (k. 1) of N, are given by

N1- = 1 G(r;r,) (R ),.7 (&, - i,,,&) IG',., - '(3.16)

-iUo a(rk; G'
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Eauivalent forms for the feedback matrices with the flux-ioop detectors in Region II

are easily derived. The elements (k. 1) of P. are given by

- i)
F. I K GtrY' ?(R ' (i -iw"d,)* - f, 1 - f 2 S2 ,1VI~I ;3.107)

f (

and the elements (k. l) of N , are given bv

..) .G'r r ) (R - f ( I f 2S )G o . w. (3.108 )

F

-f2(l S, - 2.G - R G
2

The quantities r:. f 2 . S1 S2. F. and the jump coefficient K are the same as in

Section 3.3. The matrices M., . and G, are defined in the same fashion as .11t.1 . and

.. except that the observation point is now the iZ feedback coli:

- - G(r, r:)(r,) 3.109)M, ,. .= 47r .XW

1 -.J G(r,; r) (h (r ,)). 3,1.. , (13 )

This completes the formulation of the vacuum calculation of NOXA-W including

:he effects of the active and passive feedback.

3.4 Summary

We have presented the basic formuiation for the vacuum calculation performed in

-he NOVA-W code. We have a set of feedback matrices for the cases in which the flux

loops are either inside or outside the resistive wall. In both of these cases the active

feedback coils are outside the resistive wall in Region II. A slightly different set of

matnces is required for the case with active coils inside the resistive wall. This case has

not been considered here since it is not common, but is only a slight modification of

the previous cases. In addition, we have included circuit equations in the formulation
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so that the circuit dynamics of the active feedback coils are accounted for. as well

as the effects due to any additional discrete passive conductors in Region II. In the

following chapters we will present the results from the application of this formulation

to realistic problems with passive and active feedback stabilization.

The NOVA-W code as formulated above allows the examination of axisymmetric

stability in two ways. First. one may consider an equilibrium, which is unstable to

the axisvrnmetric mode. with or without any surrounding passive conductors. The

growth rate of the (partially stabilized) instability may be calculated with all the

surrounding wall elements and additional conductors present in order to quantify the

strength of the instability in the absence of active feedback.

Secondly. one may consider a particular model for an active feedback system and

calculate how effective it is in stabilizing the vertical instabiity. Various feedback

control laws can be considered, as can various positions of the active feedback coils

and flux observation loops. In addition, the role of the circuit dynamics of the feedback

system. including any power-supply delay times. can be included in the calculation.

The natural output of NOVA-W is the Fourier components of the 4, term of

the displacement. This output can be used to determine the rigid and non-rigid

contributions to the instability. In particular. it allows one to see how the non-rigid

contributions vary (with respect to feedback parameters I by measuring the changes
in the rn > 1 components with respect to the n, = i components. One can also

e.xarrune -the form of the perturbed flux in the vacuurri region in order to assist in

determining effective locations for the flux-loop detectors that control the feedback

response.



Chapter 4

Passive Stabilization Results

In this chapter we present the results for passive stabilization caiculations per-

formed with the .'NOA-W code. These results include tests of the code against

independent models for calculating growth rates of the axisymmetric mode with pas-

sive stabilization. The first test we perform is against an anaivtic model '40' for the

simplified case of an eillotical-cross-section plasma with constant current density in

the large-aspect-ratio cylindrical limit. In addition, we compare NOVA-W results

-o those obainei from a sophisticated MHD transport code TSC, 4-.LJoc realistic

tokamak design configurations such as CIT.

We will then demonstrate the utility of the .4"OVA-\V code for determining pas-

sive growth rates of tokamak designs and the greatly improvea performance of.the

NOVA-W code over TSC in calculating these growth rates. This is especially true for

calculating changes in the growth rate due to modification of the surrounding passive

conductor configuration for a given equilibrium.

In this chapter we will also describe in detail the numerical procedure involved in

calculating the growth rates from the NOVA-W code. This includes generating an

accurate equilibrium, mapping the equilibrium into the stability coordinates, calcu-

lating the normalization, and determining the proper convergence of the growth rate

with respect to the extrapolation of the plasma surface to the separatrix surface.

63
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4.1 The numerical method

In this section we describe the methlod -f caiculatine the passive )- wth rate for a

reaistic oKamak cesign equilibrium. t)ne eins with a 2-D equi rium code (free-

boundary or fixed-boundaryi that generates a equilibrium file compatible with the

PEST format. In principle. any equilibrium code can be used to generate the equilb-

ria. but for the calculations done in this dissertation using realistic t-amax uebig:_

the Tokamak Simuiation Code is chosen. The TSC calculates the free-boundary MHD

equiiibrium and transport for realistic tokamak configurations and can itself simulate

!he axisvmmetric motion of a vertically unstable plasma. The basic equilibrium in-

formation , profiles and plasma surface definition) provided by the TSC code is then

Used as input to a 2-D equilibrium fixed-boundary code that caiculates the MHD

eauiiibrium to the desired accuracy.

The accurately resolved equilibrium is then mapped into equal-arc stability co-

ordinates. Special care must be given to diverted equilibria. Since the gradient of

the poloidal flux vanishes at the x-point. the Jacobian is singular and the coordinate

transformation becomes ill-defined. Therefore. defining the piasma-vacuum equilib-

rium boundary too close to the separatrix surface can adversely affect the accuracy

of the mapping to stability coordinates and thereby affect the entire calculation. It

should be noted here that the vacuum calculation depends on the metric quantities at

'hotplasma surface: therefore these quantities must be well res6ived on-and near the

surface. The metric quantities that result from the mapping calculation must be ex-

amined to make sure that there are no discontinuities or errors near the plasma edge.

If so. then an equilibrium that is better resolved with more grid points is calculated.

In these cases we must use equilibria limited by a surface interior to the sepaatrix

surface for the calculation. The growth rate :s calculated for several surfaces limited

within the separatrix surface and then these values are extrapolated to the separatrix

in order to get an accurate converged result. The boundary surface is labeled by the

parameter L'.,t, which is defined as the ratio of the poioidal flux contained within the

given surface to the poloidal flux contained within the separatrix surface. (Therefore

v,,., = 1.0 labels the separatrix surface.) For equilibria whose boundary surface
is close to the separatrix (wt > .97) one must find the correct growth rate by

performing a convergence in the number of surfaces used in the equilibrium calculation
(as we shall see in Fig. 4.7). The shape of the boundary surface changes rapidly as
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approaches 1. and more equilibrium surfaces are needed to properiy resolve the

equilibrium. It is seen that the growth rates as a function of V.at (near t:',, = 1) fit a

traight line which gives us a converged growth rate by extrapolating to z.-, I. It

is more efficient to use equilibria in the range .94 < w,., < .96 to calculate the growth

rate convergence since it is much easier to get the converged growth rate of these

individual equilibria. This is slightly less accurate than carry:ing out the convergence

through to w.,., = .99. but it is much less time consuming, and the resulting growth

rate is within 5% of the properly converged growth rate.

The NOVA input code takes the equilibrium mapped into stability coordinates

and generates the disk files needed by the eigenvaiue solver. Finally. the NOVA-W

code itseif is executed, which performs the vacuum region calculation (inciuding the

feedback system and resistive conductors) and solves for the resulting eigenvalues of
the linear .IHD stability equations. The vacuum calculation must be performed at
every iteration when searching for the root - of the dispersion relation, since the

boundary condition. Eq. (3.66). is a function of w see. for example. Eq. t3.39 )1. The
calculation for the case of an ideal vacuum region (no wall or an ideally conducting

wall-with no active feedback system) differs in that the vacuum boundary condi-

tion does not depend on .. and therefore need be calculated only once prior to the

-!genvalue search.

The NOVA code calculates a eigenvalue I growth rate) that is normaized to the

poiuidai Alfven time. Therefore to find the actual growth rate we must include the

normaiizailon factor. given by

BT(O)0- -

v oPo qi I) ".(4.1)

,.here Br is the toroidal magnetic field strength at the magnetic axis. Po is the mass

density at the axis, q(1) is the safety factor at the plasma edge. and X-,, is the major

radius of the magnetic axis. This normajization enters into Eq. 3.39) where the

correct frequency, ., in sec', is needed for the jump condition. It also enters into the
feedback current definition when there is a derivative gain term as in Eq. (3.26). For

a plasma well stabilized by the wall, the growth time is determined by the resistivity

and geometry of the wall. Therefore the .surface integrals over the jump condition.

Eq. (3.39), ultimately determine the growth rate of the instability. In this case, then.

the accuracy of the normalization is not important, since the normalization factor is
effectively canceled out of the calculation. However. when the wall is distant from
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the plasma and the plasma is approaching ideal instability (instability with an ideally

conducting wall) the normalization is important. since -he growth -ate is now affected

by plasma inertia, and the mass density factor p, would then be an important part

.)f the calculation.

The resistive wal can be defined in terms of some geometric function of the plasma

surface for simplified cases (as in the case to be examined in Section 4.2). For realistic

wall definitions i as we shall use in. for example. Section 4.3) the coordinates defining

the wall surface are entered through an input file. The wall resistivity and thickness

are defined at every point. The input format is similar to the format for the "wires-

used in the TSC calculations. This makes it straightforward to take the wall conductor

definitions for TSC and enter the equivalent input for NOV A-\V. The code takes this

set of points defining the wall and selects a subset corresponding to the number of

points Ale in the ®-grid defining the wall (and plasma) surface. This subset is then

smoothed to generate a continuous wall contour. Then this set of points is redefined

so that adjacent points are equidistant on the wail contour. We then have a smooth

wail contour defining a surface in the equal-arc-length stability coordinates. Equal-

arc-iength stability coordinates are used for a majority of the calculations.

4.2 Code test: analytic model

-fn thi5 section we introduce an analytic model derived by :obroit and Chang

401 that calculates growth rates -f the vertical instability for a simplified plasma

model with a resistive wall and discrete resistive conductors surrounding the plasma.

The model uses a straight constant current-density piasma equilibrium with a sim-

ple elliptical cross section. This plasma model was first exarmned with regard to

axisvmnetric instability without any wall or conductors in the -acuum region b%

Rutherford r15'. Dobrott and Chang added to the model a thin resistive wall and

discrete conductors that satisfy certain geometric constraints and derived a dispersion

relation for the growth rate of the instability that is partially stabilized by the resistive

wall. We begin by briefly reviewing the analytic model from the paper by Dobrott

and Chang 7401. We will use the model with a thin resistive wall. but without any

additional conductors in the vacuum region: this simplifies their results somewhat.

We then compare results from a numerical approximation of this simplified model-tb

the results predicted by the dispersion relation.
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4.2.1 Introduction of the analytic model

We begin with the straight plasma model of Rutherford 115' in which the plasma

cross section is elliptical with width a and height b. with b > a. The plasma has a

• niform equilibrium current density j so that the equilibrium poioidal flux 2.' is

defined as

Wok -(4.2)L'=10 a2 b

where t.-o the defines the poloidal flux value at the plasma surface with

=a
2 bzj 2

t'o = 2(a 2 - 62)• (4.3)

The 61V for this simplified plasma model is given by

611 dA V, di dl 7i ' " t: ,7 ,. (4.4)

where the perturbed poloidal flux function is given by

W, = -(" - w. (4.5)

and 1: is the incompressible plasma displacement. The first integral in Eq. (4.4) is the

contribution of the perturbed plasma flux. The second integral in this 6W expression

the so-called -'current drive- term. The final term gives the contribution from the

.acuum reskon.

In the plasma the natural flux coordinates (w,O) are used. but in the v-acuum

.egion the confocal-ellipsoidal coordinate system, y. O) is used. where

x= b2 
- a2 )1 " sinh A cos O (4.6)

y= (b2 
- a2)", 2 cosh Psin0.

The solution to the perturbed flux in the plasma is given by

; {cos(m0) (4.7)

= sin(m8)

where /= iwo. Rutherford :15! found that only the sine (antisyrmetric) perturba-

tions ( corresponding to the vertical instability) are unstable, and only the m = I per-

turbations are unstable below an elongation of approximately 4.5. This corresponds
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to a uniform. rigid vertical motion. Furthermore. only the odd-rn perturbations con-

tribute to the problem at any elongation.

The solution tu the perturbed flux in the vacuum is given Oy

S"'(1)e.mpio- { cosemOn (4.8)

'=" "sinim6)

The plasma surface is defined by y =Iio and the wall surface , "

The wall is constrained to fit the shape of the confocai-eilipsoiQQ. -orainate sur.Lce.

A thin-wall approximation is used to derive the jump condition across the resistive
wall for the perturbed flux:

rat;j = (4.9)

where -4 is a geometric factor defining the thickness of the wall. C, is the wall con-

ductivitv. and ... is the jump across the resistive wall. This is equivalent to the

jump condition. Eq. (3.39). For a solid conductor 2,r.4 is the annular area of the wall

between two elliptical surfaces given by p-(8) and A-(9). The quantity .4 is defined
as

.4 = O dg(cos2 9 - sinh2  ), (4.10)

and the average wall thickness c, is defined such that . . .

-2 j dO dM(cos2 6 - sinh2 ,)
W - 0- (4.11)

27r 2  d0(sinh ', _ cos 2 9)11 21

The solution for the perturbed flux in the vacuum is used in the vacuum term

of 611" the final integral in Eq. (4.4). along with the effect of the jump condition.

Eq. (4.9). at the resistive wall to give the total vacuum contribution. This is combined
with the plasma current term of 61' to give

6W di, i 7, 7;)(.2

- ., (aw, f) a2 -b 2

,,=1" D,(O,,f) 1 ab
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where the resistive wall dispersion terms N., and D,,, are defined by

N\'(a", 0) = 1 - exp(m cosh(m (4.13)

D,(7, Q) = I - exp(m-l,,) sih(m...,). (4.14)

The normalized growth rate is 2 -iwi.. 4 , and

The normalized Alfven frequency WA is given by

(b _ 2)"
b (a2~b2)(.

where i. is the spatial average over the plasma volume. Pnd p is the mass density.

The variation of the plasma-perturbation part of 61 is taken with respect to

L',(.) in order to minimize 6IV = f, d.- v', '. The equation K -SW'1 - min S' = 0

provides the desired dispersion relation from Dobrott and Chang's model for the

unstable m = I mode:
a2 b V (a , 2)

where _--

A = pi 4dA,' (4.17)

is the plasma kinetic energy of the displacements,

When there is no wall in the region surrounding the plasma. Eq. (4.16) reduces to

-b
2 b02 _b b= 0.

a 2  .

This gives the normalized growth rates for this elliptical plasma with no wall as

f~nw b (b_ 1(4.18)

When the resistive wall is present one must solve Eq. (4.16) to obtain the resistive

growth rates. The resulting cubic equation is a function of the wall conductivity a,.

and the wall separation from the plasma A,. as well as the elongation ratio b/a. The
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three roots correspond to the resistive wall roots discussed on page 314 in Freidberg

24'. The first two roots correspond to the two stable roots when the wall is ideal.

These roots are on the Re ,, axis when the wail is ideal, and then move into the lower

half of the complex plane when the wall resistivity is increased from zero. These roots

are therefore stable and oscillatory. The third root moves up the 'm ; axis from the

origin when the resistivity becomes nonzero. This root does not e.xist in the case of

the ideal wall, and it is the root we are interested in. It corresponds to the vertical

instability that grows on the resistive time scale of the wall.

4.2.2 Comparison of numerical results to analytic model

We approximate the constant current-density straight elliptical plasma equilib-

rium of the analytic model by generating a numerical equilibrium of elliptical cross

section with a very large aspect ratio (.4 = 100) and with a neariv constant current

density. The q-profile for this numerical equilibrium increases from q = 1.001 at the

magnetic axis to only q = 1.011 at the plasma edge. The resistive wall is constructed

to follow the constant-p contour of the M, 6) confocal-ellipsoidal coordinate system

defined in Eq. -4.6). For simplicity a wall of constant thickness is used in the nu-

merical calculation. and the resulting growth rate is normalized by the average wall

thickness defined in Eq. (4.11). The analytically calculated normaLized growth rate

must be multiplied by the Alfven frequency. Eq. 4.13). to .qompare,,to the actual

growth rate ca iculated numerically.

We calculate the growth rate analytically and numericaily for several equilibria

with elongations ranging from K = 1.2to rK = 2.0. The numerical growth rates are

calculated as described in the previous section. We do not need to do the convergence

in the w,.t parameter discussed in Section 4.1 because we are using a fixed-boundary.

non-separatrix equilibrium. The numerical calcuiation uses 50 radial finite elements.

128 O-points around the circumference. a total of 31 poloidal harmonics (-15 - -15.

although it can be seen in Fig. 4.4 that fewer harmonics can be used), and 50 radial

surfaces in the equilibrium calculation. The analytic growth rates are calculated from

the dispersion relation, Eq. (4.16), and renormalized as discussed above. The results
)f this comparison are shown in Fig. 4.1a. The comparison is excellent for the range

of elongations tested here.

We also compare the growth rates calculated by both methods with no surrounding
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Resistive Wall No Wall

0.320 0.7 

/or
0.015 0.

0jo Analytic Model

/ NOVA-W

0.0 -* Co

(a) (b)
,.000 . 4

;.0 5 2.0 2.5 .0 I' 7.0 2.5

Figure 4.1: (a) Comparison of resistive wall growth rates -y from the NOI A- W code
to those of the analytic model with respect to ellipicity , of the plasma. The growth
rates -, are normalized here to the factor given in Eq. (4. 1). For these model equilibria
we have Br 1. , = 1.011. Xm = 10.

(b) Comparison of growth rates - from the .VOVA-W code to those of the analytic
model unth respect to ellipticity . of the plasma. Thins is for the case of a plasma with
no wall.
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=3 M3

a) 0 b

r V/ r =

Figure 4.2: Fourier comvonents of the radial displacement c,, Lrs, for the Pc =14

"Ise tor tht true !: wenruncizon (I, and for a unifor-m vertical mtaid Jisplacement 1b).
T7he twen fun-tion has primarzily m = -1 compontnts with much s maller m =-=

-omponerits. Volte that the q-pro ile is plotted as well. in this case. however. because

~the constraints of the analygtic model the q-protile is L'erii ntariu d at and is plotted

at the top of the gra ph. since the magnitude of the m= components at the edge

Ire aiways normalized to tht talue of q at the edge.

7eSi1.%ie wall. The anaivtic growth rates are given by Ea. t4.181. We must still make

-Urc-, Ilse the same nc'rmai]zation. Eq. 4.15). but in this casethere isno needi to

-iormailze with respect to average thickness and wail conductivitv! The results for the

case wit h no resistive wall are presented in Fig. 4.Ilb for the same range of elongations.

In this case as well. we see an excellent comparison between the numerical -results and

-hose predicted by the analytic model.

Figure 4.2 shows the Fourier components of the radial dispiacement , as a func-

tion of minor radius for the r. = 1.4 plasma for the true elizenfunction (a) and for the

uform vertical rigid shift (b). The eigenfunction is composed primarily of m

c:omponents with a small contribution from the m = 3 components. The true eigen-

function appears to be identical to the displacemnert for the rigid motion. In Fig. -4.3

we see ,, for the trnle eigenfunction and for the rigid shift for the r, = 2.0 plasma. In

this case we see a larger contribution from the mi = 3. 5 components. It also appears

that the true eigenfunction is slightly different from the rigid vertical shift. This

suggests that the simplified analytic model may be breaking down for these higher
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a T
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r
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rn..3 - - .. /

.. = 3 mrn 3 ," M=-"

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: F urzer components of the radial displacement u ts. 7 '1 for the x = 2.0
case for the trut tzgen unctzon (a) and for a unform vertical nazd shzift b). This
true ezgenfunction differs slightly from the ngzd displacement unlike the K = 1.4 case.

This suggest a possible breakdown of the szmplified model for higher elongations at
this aspect ratio (A = 100).

elongations for the finite aspect ratio (A = 100) equilibria used in this calculation.

Numericat convergence properties ..

It is important to demonstrate the convergence properties of the code with respect

to the numerical parameters used in the caculatbli. We consider first the convergence

properties with respect to the total number of poioidai harmonics .1 defining in

Eq. (3.14).

f he theory of spectral methods 68.691 tells us that with a Fourier series expansion

one can expect the k"h coefficient of the expansion to decay faster than any inverse

power of k (exponential convergence, when the function and all its derivatives are

infinitely smooth and periodic. There must be enough terms in the expansion to rep-

resent all the structure of the function, but beyond that one should see an exponential

convergence, also termed "spectral accuracy."

In a problem where such infinite smoothness is not present, but some sort of

discontinuity exists, one no longer sees exponential convergence, but rather obtains
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:.2. 00
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.01

0.0 5.0 10.0 :5.0 .0.0 25.0 30.0exp -11) i

Figure 4.4: Growth rate convergence in Fourier harmonzcs for the elliptical plasma
, = 1.5 eauzihbnum. Note the ezponential convergence in the polozdal harmonics for
this simpie t:qudzbrirm.

a global convergence of order 1,.12. We shall see this behavior in the next section

when we consider equilibria with separatrices.

--In the case of the simpie large-aspect-ratio elliptical. equiibriuhi tWhe smoothness

and periocicitv constraints are satisfied, and in fact we see a definite exponential

convergence in the poloidal harmonics in Fig. 4.4. Furthermore, the analytic theory

')f Rutherford 15' tells us that only the odd-m harmonics contribute to-the unstable

eigenfunction. and in fact we see only odd-rn contributions to the eigenfunction (see

Figs. 4.2 and 4.3). and there is absolutely 7-o change in the eigenvalue when the

calculation is performed with modd harmonics or with mndd - I harmonics.

It is also necessary to demonstrate that the equilibrium used in the stability

caiculation is weil resolved in the number of surfaces .V,, used in the equilibrium

calculation. This is especially important with regard to .he discussion in Section 4.1

about calculating the growth rates of diverted equilibria. We defer a demonstration

of the convergence properties with respect to N,, until we consider diverted plasmas

in Section 4.3.1. The convergence of -y with respect to N", for two CIT equilibria-are

shown in Fig. 4.7b.
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4.3 Code test: realistic numerical model

In this section we perform a vertical stability calculation for a CIT equilibrium

with a surrounding resistive vacuum vessel wall. We will compare our results with

-hose obtained using the Tokamak Simulation Code. Vertical instability growth rates

are calculated using TSC by perturbing an up-down symmetric equilibrium and then

tracking the vertical motion of the plasma by observing the time development of the

flux difference between pairs of up-down symmetric flux observation points. Several

pairs are typically used. These flux differences are fit to an exponential to obtain a

growth rate.

In order to get an accurate growth rate by this method, one must do a convergence

in the mass-enhancement factor (FFAC) that is used by TSC r44 to deal with the

difference between the resistive and ideal .IHD time scales. Several runs must be

performed at different values of FFAC. and an extrapolation to FFAC= 1 is made

to get a converged growth rate. The run time of each TSC simulation is propor-

tional to I/FFAC, and although accurate growth rates are obtained, the method is

computationally expensive. In addition, TSC advances the nonlinear .IHD trans-

port equations in time. so calculating the Iznetur growth rates can be difficult if the

arbitrary initial perturbation (which is clearly not the true eigenfunction) produces

transients that are slow to decay. One can calculate the linear growth rate only after
these tranrients have died away. However, if these transients dwecay sl ,lVtheri the

displacement may get large and introduce new nonlinearities.

4.3.1 CIT plasma with vacuum vessel wall

The CIT equilibrium used here is a r. 2 (at the 95% flux surfacei diverted

plasma with relatively low triangularity (6 = 0.26) that is in the current-ramp stage

(just prior to flat-top) of the CIT evolution. The parameters describing the CIT

equilibrium are given in Table 4.1. Figure 4.5a shows the CIT equilibrium with the

surrounding vacuum vessel structure as used in the TSC model. The CIT vacuum

vessel structure consists of Inconel 625 (resistivity r = 1.35 x 10' ' -m) on the inboard

region and Inconel 600 (17 = 1.08x 10 - -m) on the outboard region. The thickness

varies from 4 cm on the inboard region to 8.75 cm on the thickest outboard section.

The resistive wall used in the NOVA-W calculation is shown in Fig. 4.5b. The
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Plasma Current I 12.30 MA

Major Radius R0  2.182 rn
Minor Radius a 0.660 m
Elongation K195% ) i.996

Triangularity 6(95'1) 0.258
Toroidal Field BT(0 11.0 T
q795% ) 4.5
3 0.0092

"'(0) 1.08 x 1021 m - 3

Table 4.1: Equilibrium parameters of CIT plasma used in the passive stabiizatwn

study.

wail definition was entered using the same 3oints defining the vacuum vessel wail as

in the TSC caicuiation. Fig. 4.5a. It is specified to have the same total resistance as

the sum of ail the conductors that make up the wail in the TSC caiculation.

The wall contour has been smoothed in :he NOVA-W caiculation to ubtain a con-

tinuous curve appropriate for the surface integrations. Note that the port extension

,in the far outboard side has been reduced ana smoothed over in the NOVA-W version.

It-wiil be seen in Fig. 4.11 that the eddy currents are vei'v smail in this section of the

wail (where the conductors are very thin) and contribute very little to the problem.

Therefore we can modify this section of.the wall with little effect on our growth rates.

This wail section was modified in order to make a smooth, continuous wall contour

appropriate to the equal-arc coordinates used in the calculation. The G-grid is shown

connecting the wall to the plasma surface. Note also that the direction of increasing

E0 is clockwise in this coordinate system.

The NOVA-W growth rate is calculated following the numerical procedure outlined

in Section 4.1. The original equilibrium information is obtained from the TSC code.

A well-resolved equilibrium is calculated from this information and then mapped into

equal-arc stability coordinates.

The CIT equilibrium has a separatrix surface, and we must therefore perform a

convergence study as discussed in Section 4.1. The convergence of the growth rate 'y

i iIl Iim llmlll l l I i• l
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3.r
Z.0-

" Vacuum vessei wail

- o~o-~r--,---. CIT Plasma 0

1 (a)~

Fg4.5: 1 a Eqiiru poodlfu otus fo S)o h, 2," ulbru

us d i thi cacltion Th TC rersnainqtevcumvse al hw

(a), b)

2.0-

Figure 4.5: a) Equilhbrum poloida flux contours (from TSC) of the K - _ equohbrzum

tised in th s calculation. The TSC representation t'f the vacuum vessel uwall is shown

,Is Weil as the two active feedback coALs outside the vacuum vessel. The poioidal flux

through the plasma along the mTdplane is shown at the bottom. The arrows zndieate
the point of radial extension for the study presented in Section 4.4.1.

(b) CIT wall contour used by NOIVA-W. The points of the 0-gnd are shown on

the wall and plasma surfaces, and the corresponding points are connected with line
segments to show the relation between the wail points and the points on the plasma

surface. The points designated by G = 0. -r/2. -r. 32r/2 are indicated on the figure.

Note the comparison to the TSC representation of the wall shown in (a).
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85.0 "

-c .o A, NOVA-W growth rates

TSC converged growth rate

65.0 -

0 -

.o 9 O. B :.97 1. 0. 5 .6 . - --

Lrat

Figure 4.6: ConverQence of NO IVA- IV growth rate with respect to t.'. Also shown is
the converged vaiue of t.he TSC caiculated growth rate. The qrowth rate is in inverse

seconds. The cornpanson is seen to be quite good.

as a .unction of L-, is shown in Fig. 4.b. We obtain the conve,ec growth time of

- 0.31 sec' 1 12.45 mst. This compares well with the resuit obtained from

TSC of' = 80.65 sec - I (-, = 12.4 ms).

Now consider the convergence of the growth rate in poioidal harmonics for the

CIT (L-, = 0.95) equilibrium. Following the discussion in Section 4.2.2 regarding

the convergence properties of the spectral method. we do not expect an exponential

convergence in this case because of discontinuities in higher-order derivatives of some

of the equilibrium metric quantities at the plasma boundary due to the existence of

a separatrix. In fact. the results shown in Fig. 4.7a indicate a 1,.11 convergence for

this equilibrium.

In Fig. .1.Tb we see the convergence with respect to the number of radial surfaces

needed to resolve the equilibrium. Whereas for the wt = .96 equilibrium we see

that there are sufficient surfaces .V, > 100) to obtain a converged growth rate. the
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growth rate for the t.,, -- .99 equiiibrium keeps increasing with larger ,V,. Therefore

one must obtain a convergence in N, for the high t:,, equilibrium.

It is less expensive to obtain a converged growth rate by extrapolating from lower

vaiues (if t,,. For instance, one could use the resuits from equilibria in the range

94 < L-, <- .96 to obtain a converged value. The resuit may not be as precise as if

one used equilibria right up to wr, = .99. but the difference will within about 5%.

Figure 4.8a shows the Fourier modes of the displacement eigenfunction 4. for

:he CIT equilibrium used in this study. Figure 4.8b shows , for a uniform vertical

rigid shift of the CIT equilibrium. It is clear that these two forms of , are quite

different, and therefore the eigenfunction differs significantly from a rigid vertical shift.

In particular. the m = 2.3 components are nearly zero for the true eigenfunction.

whereas there are significant m = 2.3 components needed to represent the rigid

shift for this equilibrium. Figure 4.9 shows the projection of the displacement

onto the poloidal plane and indicates the motion of the unstable plasma. We can

see how it differs from a vertical shift. The plasma displacement has a significant

radial component superimposed on the vertical motion. The consequence is that the

instable plasma motion is toward the x-point in the lower half-plane. It is clear

*rom Fig. 4.8 and 4.9. therefore. that the unstable motion of the CIT equilibrium is

not Darticuiarlv well reoresented by a uniform rigid shift. WNe shall examine these

non-rigid components of the eigenfunction and how they interact with the passive

,onductors and active feedback in more detail in Chapter 6.

4.4 Additional studies in passive stabilization

4.4.1 Radial and vertical extension of CIT vacuum vessel

wall

In this section we present results of a study of the vertical stability of CIT with

respect to variations in the surrounding vacuum vessel. In particular. it is of interest

to see how the growth rate changes with respect to moving the outboard section of

the vacuum vessel outward, away from the plasma. and also how it changes with

respect to an extension of the vacuum vessel vertically. This will give an indication of

how well the given vacuum vessel design stabilizes the plasma. and how detrimental

it would be to put the wall any farther from the plasma.
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Figure 4.7: a) Growth rate convergence in Fourier harmontcs for the CI

(ur, = 0.95) equilibrium.

(b) Growth rate convergence in the number of equziibrnum surfaces .V2 for t

?, t = 0.99 (circles) and 1i'L = 0.96 (trzangles, equilibria. Note that for thi numb

of surfaces (.V, > 150) the ?i;,, = .96 is well converged, while the w, = .99 equdi,

ri-um requires a far greater number of surfaces in the eautihbrzum calculation to obta,
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Figure 4.8:-(at FQurzer. components of the radial dzsplacement of the tzgenfucntzon
v's. -, w for the CIT (v, = 0.95) equilibrium. The eigen ' fnctzon is dominated

by the m .=I components. There is also a small contribution from the m, = 3
*omvonlents. which have considerable varitatton in structure as a function of r.

,b) Fouriter components of a uniform rigid shzift. The form of the m, 23 components
Ls clearly much different from that of the true eigentfunction.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Growth time r of the vertical instablitty for the CIT equzizbr'um unth
respect to the radial extension ... X of the vacuum vessel structure at the points tndt-
c-ated by the arrows in Fig. 4.5. In addition, the limiting value for .ull extension is
_4nown. whereby the top and boltom sectzons are extended and the outboard ectzon Z.5

_ffectzvely removed.

b ) Growth, time -- of, the tertzcal instability for the CIT equilibrium- wzth respect
to the vertical extension 2Z of the vacuum vessel structure at the mzdplane. The
growth time -r is in milliseconds and the distance Qf extension AX. AZ is in cm.

In the first case we take the CIT vacuum vessel and move the outboard region

away from the plasma 1: . adding wail elements in 5 cm increments at the points
:ndicated by the arrows in Fig. 4.5a. The inboard section (everything to the right of

-he arrows) remains in its original position while the outboard section tto the left of

the arrows) is extended outward by 5 cm increments.

The variation of the growth times r with respect to the distance of radial extension

A.X is shown in Fig. 4.10a. The growth time decreases rapidly in the first 10 cm of
extension, but beyond that. the relative decrease in r is less. It appears that r

will approach a limit as the outboard section is extended horzontally. In order to
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estimate this limiting value, we performed a calculation in which we extended the

vacuum vessel horizontally outward from the indicated points in Fig. 4.5 by a very

large distance --- I m) and remove the completely. This yielded the ,ndicated limiting

value of - 2 ins.

Next we consider a similar extension of the vacuum vessel, except this time in

the vertical direction. We --break" the original vacuum vessei at the midplane and

move both the upper and lower halves away from the midplane in increments of 3.5

cm. This extends both the inboard and outboard sections vertically, but the relative

position of the inboard wall to the left of the plasma will change verv little. How- -

the top. bottom, and outboard sections will move away from the Diasma.

The results are shown by piotting the variation of the growth time .- versus the

distance of vertical extension _AZ in Fig. 4.10b. Again the growth time drops off

rapidiY for the first 5-10 cm of extension. but the relative change in vs. AZ

decreases at larger values of _AZ.

It appears that in both cases the plasma is stabilized well enough by the modified

wall to keep from going ideally unstable. In Figure 4.11 we plot the current density

in the wall J, and the wall surface current K, (which is equal to the current density

J, multiplied by the wall thickness &) versus the poloidal angle 0 around the wall

circumference. The latter quantity is directly related to the jump in the normal

derivative ,, the Perturbed flux as in Eq. i3.371. and is therefore a measure of the

.ta~iuzing esfect of the wall eddy currents. This calculation wa c ione for'the standard

CIT vacuum vesset f-X-_ = AZ = 0). The wall contour and the definition of the

--grid are shown in Fig. 4.5b. It is easyto see that there are iarge eddy currents

:n te outboard diagonal regions of the wall and that this will be destabilizing when

AX or AZ is increased. But there are also large stabilizing currents (with nearly

the same magnitude of K,) in the inboard regions of the wail at 0 : 3r'4. 5r,4.

These currents will be somewhat less effective in staoilizing the piasma. because

the radial field induced by currents on the inboard wall are smaller than those on

the outboard wall. but the eddy currents are large enough to provide significant

stabilization. This section of the wall remains close to the plasma in both of the wall

extension scenarios described above. The eddy currents at the top and bottom of the

wall are reiatively small, as can be seen bv the relative minimum in K, between the

inboard and outboard regions. Therefore the effect of extending the wall radially and

vertically as outlined above will increase the growth rate of the vertical instability,
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Figure 4.11: Current density j, and Surface current density K., x'here A, J.,

:n the CIT vacuum vessel wail. The wall contour and 0-arid are shown in Fig. 4.3b.

-he relatively sharp variatzons zn Kr, are due to sudden chanes in the wall thickness

at those points. The current densitu J, itself varies more smoothly. The dzagonal

outboard and the upper and lower inboard regions carry most of the eddy currents.
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Plasma Current 1. 11.30 MA

Major Radius R& 7.245 m

Minor Radius a 1.602 n
Elongation K, 95t' ) 1.613

Triangularity (95'-) ).430
Toroidal Field BT(O) 11.6 T

q(95%) 4.5
3 0.02

n, (0) 3.51 x 1020 m - 3

Table 4.2: Equizbrium parameters of ARIES-I plasma used in the passmve stabihza-

tzon study.

but not rapiCA -hrough to reach the ideai time scaie because there are still large

tabiiizing wail eddy currents near the plasma. However. the growth rates are fast

enough for these larger separations that active feedback controi mav be difficult.

It is interesting to note in Fig. 4.11 that the surface eddy currents in the far

outboard region -f the wall contour ((9 0. 27r) are .ery small compared with the

naenitudes in the o)ther wall regions. Therefore. we were justified in modifying this

extended nut huard region as described earlier, because -ns region has very little effect

,mr-ttie plasma.

4.4.2 Passive stabilization of the ARIES-I reactor design

The NOVA-W code has been used in an analysis of the passive vertical stability

character stics of the ARIES-I reactor 70! design. The ARIES-I tokamak reactor is a

low-3. low-current, high-field. moderate-aspect-ratio. steady-state design intended to

minimize the cost of electricity by minimizing plasma current and associated current-

drive cost. Because of the relatively high shaping of the cross section and the large

amount of separation between the plasma and the conducting wall required to include

the blanket and first wall in such a reactor design. the vertical stability is an important

consideration. The parameters of the ARIES-I equilibrium used in this calcuX:ition

are listed in Table 4.2, and the poloidal flux contours are shown in Fig. 4.12a. - -

A comparison between the calculated vertical instability growth rate from NOVA-W
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Figure 4.12: (a) Equilibrium polozdal flux contours (from TSC) o f the .4RIES-l equi-

hbrium used in this calculation. The poloidal flux through the mzdplane is shown at

the bottom.

(b) The ARIES-1 plasma surface and the two basis wall contours used for the In-
terpolatons described in Sec. '.4.3. The "close" wall lies between the blanket and the

neutron shield, while the "far' vacuum vessel wall would be outside both the blanket

and the shield.
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and the converged growth rate from TSC has been performed for a preiirninary version
of the ARIES-I equilibrium and vacuum vessel 71 , and the results aree to within

2%. We consider here the final version of the equilibrium and the tw, .-acuum vessel

designs that were under consideration. The first vacuum vessel cI use) wall design

provides better stabilization since it is relatively close to the piasma. This vessel wall

would lie between the blanket and the neutron shield. The second wail version i far)

would lie outside both the blanket and the shield. The second is mucn farther away

and allows room for the blanket. The growth time for the inner wail version is found

to be 330 = 5 ms. whereas for the outer wall version the growth time is 0.67 = 0.05

-ns. The outer wail xersion is distant enough from the plasma that the plasma has a

very fast growth rate and. in fact. is near ideal instability (instability with an ideally

conducting wail). In the next section we will consider the stability of the AP.'S-I

plasma as the wall is moved progressively farther away from the piasma.

Figure 4.13 shows the form of the dispiacement eigenfunction , compared to

the form of a uniform rigid vertical shift for the ARIES-I equiiibrium (w,., = 0.95)

'ised in this study. The differences between Figures 4.13a and 4.13b show that this

highly shapec plasma equilibrium has an unstable eigenfunction with considerable

non-rigid structure. As in the case of the CIT equilibrium in Section 4.3.1. the true

eigenfunction of the ARIES equiiibrium has m = 2.3 comoonents that are much

different from those required to represent a rigid vertical shift. As in that case. the

true piasma motion is in the direction of the x-point. Ceari. then. €the vertically

unstable- motion of the ARIES-I piasma is not well represented by a rigid shift.

4.4.3 Extension of the vacuum vessel wall for the'ARIES-I
plasma

As an additional study we consider the variation of the vertical instability growth

rate of the ARIES-I plasma with respect to the uniform radial extension of the vacuum

vessel wall. We select modifications of the close and far wall versions of the previous
section and interpolate linearly between these contours. The wall contours have

been simplified by removing the extensions for the divertor structure (as shown in

Fig. 4.12b). thereby making the contours much more continuous. The two hauis
contours, between which we will interpolate. are shown in Fig. 4.12b.
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Figure 4.13- Fourzer-ccrmponents of the radial displacement t, s. v for the

.4RIES-I equiltbrtum (t, = 0.95) used in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. There arr con-
siderable non-rigid contributions to the eigenfrincion for this highly shaped plasma.
The magnitudes of the mn = =2 components at the plasma edge are almost 1,3 6f the

magnitude of the mn = =1 components.
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If the radial position of the wail coordinates is described by
r. '(V ise _P" r.2. cls .2

.I L, -Ypaama - m Zia i 4.19)

and

r - ., - .mV,,&ma)2 Z.., Zoi a. ." (4.20)

for the modified close and far wall versions. respectively, the newly interpolated wall

contour can be described by

r.ew = rcio - f(rfa. - rio,,) (4.21)

where f is the interpolation parameter. which varies between 0 and 1.

The variation in the resistive wall growth rate with respect to the interpolation

parameter f is shown in Fig. 4.14. The growth rate is seen to increase rapidly as the

.all approaches the ideal stability limit (limit of stability with an ideally conducting

wal) The plasma surrounded by the wall calculated with f = ).7 is found to be ide-

ail," :nstable. This is a good demonstration of the unique ability of the NOVA-W code

to calculate accurately the verticai instability growth rate of a deformable tokamak

plasma right up to the ideal stability limit.

4.5 Summary

In this'chaoter we have seen that the NOVA-W code can provide accurate growth

rates for vertically unstable equilibria partially stabilized by passive conductors, Com-

parisons against a simple analytic model an numerical resuits for a realistic config-

uration prove that NOVA-W produces reiiale results. The eigenfunctions for the

CIT and ARIES-I equilibria der ustrate that for these highly shaped plasmas. the

unstable motion is not well represented by a rigid vertical shift. Analysis of such

non-rigid motion is ideally suited to the NOVA-W cole.

The performance of NOVA-W for producing these results far c.,ceeds that of TSC.

To obtain an accurate converged result from TSC one must perform several (typically
three) runs at progressively smaller time steps. Each successive run, therefore, takes
longer to complete by a factor equal to the time step reduction. The longest runs

require 150-200 CRAY-2 minutes. The NOVA-W code, on the o~her hand. requires

at most 20-25 minutes of CRAY-2 time for the first point in the convergence in Vi..
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Figure 4.14: Growth rates for .RIES-I equilibrium vS. the wail interpolation (radial
ieparation) parameter . The growth rates increase rapidly as " approaches the ideal
stability limit.
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Each additional point in the convergence i tp,.pical.ly three points are needed) requires

a shorter run 1 10-15 minutes) because one has a good initial guess for the eigenvalue

from the previous run.

The performance of NOVA-W truly excels for a parameter scan such as the varia-

tions in the vacuum vessel wail in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3. In such a scan. the results

:rom the previous point allow one to make a good initial guess for the next point.

which speeds up the process considerably. If one is using TSC. on the other hand. the

same time consuming convergence procedure must be followed for each point in the

scan. because the calculation procedure does not change based on previous results.

F his leads to an improvement in performance of NOVA-W over TSC of as much as a

.actor of 10 or more n such calculations.



Chapter 5

Active feedback calculations

In this chapter we present results of active feedback calculations using the NOVA-W

code. Following a description of the numerical procedure invoivea in the calculation.

we apply the NOVA-W formulation to the active feedback of the verticailv unstable

CIT plasma.

We cnnsider the stability of the feedback stabilized CIT piasma. with regard to

various placements of the flux loops around the plasma within the vacuum vessel. A

similar study 72 has been performed using TSC. allowing us to compare our results.

at least quaiitativei. with those obtained by TSC. In this chapter we focus on the

basics of caiculating stability with an active feedback system. We aiso point out the

improved pzerormance of the -NOVA-W method over other numericai~ffwthods. 4n.

the following chapter we examine how the feedback system can affect the non-rigid

components of the eigenfunction and thereby degrade the effectiveness of the feedback

in certain situations.

5.1 The numerical procedure

The addition of active feedback to the stability calculation is a non-ideal effect.

d,-stroving the seif-adjointness of the system of equations. With feedback inciuded. we

no longer expect an eigenvalue that is purely real, corresponding to purely oscillatory

motion. or purely imaginary, corresponding to purely growing or decaying exponential

motion.

For the case of a wall stabilized plasma in the pre ence of passive resistive coft-

93
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ductors. we found that the solution of interest has a ourely imaginary eigenvalue that

corresponds to exponential growth of the instability on the resistive time scale of the

surrounding conductors. This root does not exist in the absence of resistivity. With

a perfectly conducting wail that stabilizes the ideal instability, there are two stable

roots which are purely real (oscillatory). With the addition of resistivity these roots

remain osciilatory but become damped. However. a third root. the unstable root of

interest, arises from the origin and moves along the imaginary axis. With the addition

of feedback. however, we cannot expect this root to remain purely imaginary.

The contribution of the active feedback is calculated through constructing the

feedback matrices derived in Sec. 3.3. The form of these matrices depends on the

location of the flux loops-inside the resistive wail (Case A of Sec. 3.3.1) or outside

the wall (Case B of Sec. 3.3.1). The effect of the dynamics of the active feedback

circuit can be included as derived in Sec. 3.3.2.

The procedure for the calculation of stability with active feedback begins by deter-

mining the eigenvalues of the system with the feedback gain set to zero. as described

in Sec. 4.1. One then increases the feedback gain from zero and tracks the motion

of the eigenvalue in the complex plane. The eigenvalue is calculated using Muller's

method (see. for example. Ref. 731), for determining complex zeros of analytic func-

tions in the compiex plane. Since \Iulier's method assumes the function is a smoothly

varying function of ,; and that one begins with a good initial guess. it works most

reiabiy when we increment the gain in relatively small steopso rth'at -the initial guess

is aiways ciose to the actual solution. In practice. however. the dispersion function

D(wp iresuiting from Eqs. 3.12 and 3.13 after being decomposed into poloidal har-

rnonics and finite elements), is often a well behaved and smoothly varing function

for this problem. and therefore one can often make reasonably large increments of

gain and successfully find the root. even with a poor initial guess. However, this is

not always the case.

It is difficult to track the root after it moves into the lower half of the complex

plane region of stability). Whereas there is usually only one eigenvalue of interest

on the unstable side of the axis, there are always many stable roots that exist which

have no significance for the vertical stability problem. Therefore. one must follow

the procedure of making small increments in gain and carefully tracking the root

in this region of the complex plane. Furthermore. one must check the form of the

eigenfunction to be sure that it corresponds to the correct root.
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While we must. in generai. look for a complex root, in practice the root is often
purely imaginary, as in the case with no active feedback. In particular. when the
gain is reiativelh low and the root is far from the stability boundary (on the unstable
side) the root is most often purely imaginary, corresponding to a partially stabilized)
exponentially growing instability.

In many cases, however, a real part to the eigenvalue does develop. This corre-
sponds to some oscillation in the vertical motion which can be detrimental to the
effectiveness of the feedback system. Even if the imaginary part of the eigenvalue is

negative (stable). a large real (oscillatory) piece indicates poor control. This oscilla-
tion can usually be reduced by introducing or increasing the derivative gain 3- in the
gain law for the feedback currents:

'lb = a( 1 - o2 - (5.1)

The oscillation is due to an "overshoot- in the plasma motion. In a linear system.
if the slope of the response curve to a step input is large, a large overshoot wiil be the
result '54 . The feedback system pulls strongly. trying to bring the vertical position

to the desired value. The motion goes beyond the desired point, and the feedback

reverses to try to bring it back. An oscillatory motion about the desired position is the
esuit. w ich may be damped (stable) or growing. The derivative term measures the

:nstantaneous slope, and predicts and corrects for the overshoot before it happens. In

t .e toilowin*section we shall see an example of a configuration with lac@oscillations

in the feedback response and how increasing the derivative gain improves the feedback
control.

Consider a simple example of a model feedback system to illustrate the effect
of derivative gain on the feedback response. We will use the straightforward circuit
analysis considered by Jardin and Larrabee 38". The equation of motion for a plasma
under the force from an external field gradient (which drives the instability) and the
active feedback coils is given by

N aB.
Mni = ..1 1 ,, I 2-rR - , (5.2)

where m is the plasma mass. I, is the plasma current, Vfi;(z) is the inductive coupling
between the plasma and the feedback coil, I, is the feedback current in the 1' coil.

B. is the radial component of the equilibrium poloidal field, the prime denotes the
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derivative with respect to z. and -; represents the first time derivative of z. and so on.

The sum is over the N coils. The circuit equations for the active feedback coils are

given by
dl, N dl

L.-- r1, - V' . - - . (5.3)
dt " 3 '  "(1=

3

where L, is the self-inductance of the ith coil. r, is its resistance, and )b,, is the mutual

inductance between coils i and j. The last two terms in Eq. 5.3 correspond to the

feedback voltage applied for a displacement in z from the desired value: ca is the

proportional derivative term (voltage applied to the active feedback coils per unit

length displacement of the plasma from the midplane). and 3, is the derivative gain

term. Note that this is a circuit equation. so the feedback terms are now voltages.

For simplicity we consider one active feedback coil. and a single passive conductor.

The latter represents the effects of the vacuum vessel. etc. We assume a time response

that goes as ztt) = :.exp("-t). This gives

,L I . l 1.1.- ,,I, z t~, - -'a., - -3,. z = 0 (5.4)

L - ri , - 7.AI'I ; = 0. (5.5)

Here the 'a' subscript denotes the active coil. the 'w" subscript denotes the passive

(wall) conductor. and the "p* denotes the plasma. We substitute these equations into

the equation ,f motion. Eq. f5.2). and ignore the inertia term m5 because we are

int'rested in the rnots that correspond to a piasma stabi'iz- (o'i neariy -stabilized)

with active feedback. This eliminates the roots that correspond to the ideal time

scale. These roots are stable (damped .and oscillatory as we discussed before. We

also rewrite our equation in terms of the following parameters:

L ,=, 
(5.6a)r, r, v L.L,,

kL I I Q V- ) 2 (5.6b)a kL.k L.,

aLo 2 3B.
a r2G3 ra. k  k = 2,rR (5.6c)

Upon substituting the exponential time behavior, we obtain a quadratic equation

for -:

.4-Y2 - BY - C = o. (5.7)
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w here

2..P - Go 6a -~OJ. 1) (5.8)

. . .. ' (5.9)B Q= 1) - (2. - 1 G -(5.9)

C = IfMaG, -1). (5.10)

The solution is (B = v B2 - 4AC)1'2.4. To have a stable solution we require

.4 > 0. B > 0. and C > 0. The latter gives us the constraint

G, -> 1 (5.11)
Qa

or.
k

a, > ra - (5.12)

This just translates to the necessity that the proportional feedback gain must be

large enough to exceed a certain critical quantity in order for the active feedback

to successfully stabilize the motion. This critical quantity consists of three terms.

The necessary gain a,, is proportional to k which is the destabilizing force on the

plasma normalized to the plasma current see Eq. 5.2!. It is inversely proportional

to M',, which is a measure of the force t normalized to the piasma current I exerted

on the plasma by a unit current in the active feedback coil *see Eq. 5.2 . Finally. the

proportional.-ain for the coil voltage must multiply the required curref.'bV 'r..'

The requirement that B > 0 for a stable solution gives a constraint on the value

of the derivative gain

C 3 > - : - f ) - Q-' - .Q,) - G ) (.3

We can make some sense of this requirement if we consider the meaning of the various

terms. The term ,w defined in Eq. (5.6b)i is essentially the ratio of the stabilizing

force of the passive conductor (wail) to the driving force of the instability k. If the

passive conductor is at all effective in stabilizing the plasma then f2, > 1. Therefore

the term I -_Q2 will be negative. The term fl. is the same ratio for the active feedback

coil. Since the active coil may or may not have any significant passive stabilization

effect, the value of Q. could be greater or less than 1.0, respectively. The terms r,

and -r. are the L/r times for the passive and active feedback conductors. respectively,
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as defined in Eq. 15.6a). The term G. is the proportionai gain term defined in

Eq. (5.6c'(, ., is the mutual interaction between the active and passive conductors.

It represents the shielding of the active feedback by the passive conductor (wall).

The first term on the right hand side of the inequality in Fa. t.5.i3) will be small

and negative if the active coil has any significant passive stabiilzation effect. or else

small and positive if it d .eF not. The second term will be negative. Its magnitude

represents how effective 'he wall is in passively stabilizing the plasma. The tk:-.

term, which is normally positive since we can expect .2, ',q >> 1. is the tern.

represents the effects that may require a nonzero derivative gain. If there is significant

shielding of the active feedback by the passive conductor. then , "il be la-ge and

that will increase the need for derivative gain. If the passive effect of the conductors is

smail. then the first two terms will have a smaller negative maenituce. and that will

also increase the need for a derivative gain. Also the third term is multiplied by the

proportional gain term. so that the higher the proportional gain used. the higher the

derivative gain needed. In fact, we usually quantify the derivative gain by the ratio

of the derivative gain to the proportional gain this ratio has units of s-1). These

terms combine to show how much derivative gain is required. If the right hand side

of Eq. k5.13) is less than zero, then the system is stable with no derivative gain, given

sufficient proportional gain.

The final constraint is that .4 > 0. We can divide this constraint into two parts.

Fir'it. for there.to be sufficient passive stabilization so that ti'e mcae Ts'stable on the

ideal time scale. we have the constraint

"- . - Q2)a 26.,.Q.,, > u. (5.14)

The derivative gain must also satisfy an additional constraint in order to satisfy .4 > 0:

When discussing the minimum allowable derivative gain G,. we assumed that 6 l,/fla

1. If it turns out that 2,Q,/fl, < 1. then Eq. 5.15 sets a limit on the maximum

derivative gain allowable for stability. In that case there would be no minimum (pos-

itive) derivative'gain required for stability according to Eq. 5.13.
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Figure 5.1: CIT plasma, reststzve wall. and flux-loop pair locations.

5.2 Feedback Stabilization of the CIT plasma

We use the CIT equilibrium, vacuum vessel, and feedback coils introduced in

Sec. 4.3. We compare the stability of this system when different locations of the flux

pickup ioops are used.. Figure 5.1 shows the CIT plasma. resistive wad.. active-coils

and the four locations for the flux-loop observation pairs used in this study.

Figure 5.2 shows the results of the-active feedback system using flux measurements

from the four flux-loop pair positions shown in Fig. 5.1. The growth rate is plotted

against proportional gain for the positions and alues of derivative gain as labeled.

The curve labeled (a) shows the -Y vs. a. for flux-loop pair :I located at (X, Z.) =
(1.295, .0.65). The derivative gain is 3./a, = .01s - 1. This is clearly the most

effective flux-loop pair conside-ed here. Indeed. it corresponds to the most effective

region for flux measurements in the TSC calculations performed for the same problem
721.

The perturbed poloidal flux is the difference between the total poloidal flux of the

displaced equilibrium and the equilibrium poloidal flux (which is symmetric about

the midplane for symmetric plasmas and coilductor configurations). The perturbed
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flux then is essentially the asymmetric flux with respect to the midpiane. This is

composed of three parts: the part due to the displaced plasma. the component from

the currents in the feedback coils, and that from the eddy currents in the passive

conductors.

\Ve use the difference of the perturbed flux between two observation points (flux

Observation loops) symmetric about the midplane. This is equal to the difference

in the total poloidal flux between those two points, and it is used as measure of

the vertical position of the plasma. This is a standard way of determining position

from magnetics measurements in experiments. An effective location is one that is

sensitive to the perturbed flux contribution from the plasma with respect to a vertical

displacement. Therefore a plot of perturbed flux contours in the vacuum region is

a useful device with which to see how effective is a particular pair of flux loops in

determining plasma vertical position. From that we see how effective a pair a flux

,oops would be as part of the overall feedback system.

Figure 5.3 shows the perturbed flux contours in the vacuum region for the eigen-

.unction of the active feedback stabilization of the CIT equilibrium with a= 0.5
uising flux measurements at flux-loop position -i1. One can see that these flux loops

lie adjacent to perturbed plasma flux contours of relatively high flux. In terms of the
ability of the flux loops to provide vertical displacement good measurements for the

feedback system. Fig. 5.3 shows that the region including flux-loop position =1 and

emtending slightly higher along the inboard wall has the highest perturbedtfluu.x-lucs.

and is therefore pfobabl. the best region to place the flux loops. The perturbed flux
along the wall then decreases in magnitude as one moves the flux loops further from
the midplane and toward the outboard side on the 'vall. One would expect, therefore.
that by placing the flux ioops at position =2 (see Fig. 5.1) the performance would
be degraded somewhat. the reason being that the flux loops are now in a region with

much smaller perturbed flux for a given vertical displacement. Therefore. the flux
loops are less sensitive to the vertical motion of the plasma. These loops Lie just out-

side the outermost (lowest magnitude) plasma flux contour, although they are still

far from the zero-contour.

The curves marked (b) and (c) in Fig. 5.2 show the results for active feedback at
flux-loop position #2, (Xo,Z.) = (1.51.±1.50). Figure 5.4 shows these two curves
separately. Figure 5.4a shows -y vs. a., and Fig. 5.4b shows -y vs. the frequency of
oscillation Iw,;. It is seen that the case with lower derivative gain (43,,a, = O.Os')
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is always unstable. The growth rate decreases with increasing gain until a turning

point is reached at , z: 1.0. at which point an increase in the gain no longer reduces

the growth rate, but actually increases the growth rate at still higher gain. It is

Seen from Fig. 5.4 that at this turning point the value of !. increases raoidlv from

zero with increasing feedback gain. There is. therefore. an overshoo: tnat begins

approximatel. at the gain value where there is a turning point in -,. In this case. once

,he gain value reaches a certain threshold. the feedback system drives this overshoot
instead of reducing the growth rate. A further increase in gain increases the oscillation

frequency caused by the overshoot and actually has the effect of increasing the growth

.ate as well. The second curve-(c) from Fig. 5.2--shows the results of doubling the

derivative gain to 3./ct = 0.02s-'. In this case we see that the growth rate continues

to decrease smoothly and becomes stable. This case with, larger derivative gain. shows
virtually no oscillation until well after the mode has been completely stabilized. The
last point shows a small oscillation frequency with a large damping rate (negative

growth rate) for the displacement. This is a good example of how increasing the

derivative gain will reduce the oscillations and improve the overail performance of

the feedback system. The reduction in the efficacy of the feedback system as the flux

loops are moved to a less sensitive position higher on the inboari wall from position

= to position =2 agrees well with TSC results '72.

Figure 5.2. curve (d). shows the results for active feedback with measurements

taken at flux-.ioop position =3. iX,. Zo) = (2.0.--I.7). It can be seen tha the.plfs~ia

:s far from being stabilized regardless of the vaiue of the gain. There is only a small

decrease In the growth rate with increasing gain. The curve shown is for 3/a, =
0.02s-' derivative gain. but the curve is nearly idlritical for 3 ,a, = 0.05s-. In fact.

"ne oscillation frequency . for both cases is nearly zero. Therefore the problem in

stabilizing the mode is not due to overshoot and oscillation, and increased derivative

gain will not help. This agrees with results from TSC simulations 72. in which there
were no gain combinations a,, 3, found that could come anywhere close to stabilizing

the mode. Using this flux-loop location is apparently completely ineffective.

Figure 5.5 gives an explanation of why this position for the flux loops is unable

to provide adequate feedback stabilization. This figure shows the perturbed flux

contours for the active feedback with the flux loops at this position. It shows the

contours of zero flux lying very close to the flux loops used for position measurement.

The value of perturbed poloidal flux at these flux loops is very nearly zero. These
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Figure 3.4: (a) Growth rate -y vs. proportional gain a. for the two cases using fluz loop
position #2. The circles correspond to the case with derivative gain Og/ck, = O.01 - '.
The triangles correspond to 3/.ck, = 0.02j - '.

(b) Growth rate -y vs. oscillation frequency w, for the two cases with fluz loop pos-
thon #2. Doubling the denvative gain to 39/cat O.02s - ' tArtually eliminates the
oscillation and stabilizes the plasma.
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flux-loop locations are extremely insensitive to changes in the vertical position during
active feedback.

It is the interaction of the perturbed plasma flux with the flux from the active
feedback coiis and the eddy currents in the passive conductors that creates this region

of nearly zero flux. This effect demonstrates the importance of careful placement of

the flux loops with consideration toward the interaction of the feedback system with

the plasma flux. In this case, it is a result of the plasma-feedback system geometry.

and not the result of any significant deformation of the eigenfunction. In Chapter 6

we examine the effect of plasma deformability on this interaction.

If one could subtract the active coil and passive conductor contributions to X so

that only the plasma contribution is measured. then any pair of up/down symmetric

flux loops could effectively measure the vertical displacement and therefore control

the plasma. The effects of the active feedback coils could be easily subtracted from

the signal by redefining the perturbed flux measurement to be

Y0 Y -(3.16)

where the sum is over the active feedback coils. The effects of the eddy currents in the

vacuum vessel wall could, in principle, also be subtracted out. However. this would

require a detaited knowledge of the eddy current distribution in the wall for the given

piasma displacement and active feedback response. This could easilyhe done in our
calculation, but if riiight'prove difficult in an experiment. Subtracting 6ut only the

active feedback coil contribution would probably improve the sensitivity of the flux

loops, but it is not clear how much this would be'improved without accounting for
the eddy current effects. This will be considered in future work.

Finally, curve (e) of Fig. 5.2 shows the results of using the flux loops at position
=4 of Fig. 5.1, (X., Z.) = (2.9. =0.6). This places the flux loops on the outboard side

of the plasma at a relative position with respect to the plasma similar to that of the

flux loops at position =i1 but, on the opposite side of the plasma. It is seen that the

plasma can be stabilized using flux measurements at these points, although it takes

a higher gain a. than when using flux loops at position #1. Therefore. this flux-loop

pair position is less sensitive than pair #1, but is still sensitive enough to successfully
control the plasma. There is no need to increase the derivative gain beyond the 1%
used in the first case.
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Figure 5.6: Perturbed flux contours in the vacuum rrgwn for active feedback in which
which the active feedback systems uses flux measurements fr-m flux-loop pair #4.
The flux loops of pair *4 are rrpresented by 'x 'symbols which are indicated by the
arrows. The zero-flux contour is shown as a dashed line.
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The perturbed flux contours for the active feedback using the flux ioops at position

=4 is shown in Fig. 5.6. Even though the flux loops at position -i4 are almost as close

to the active feedback coils as the flux loops at position =3. the geometry is such

that the zero-flux contour does not ciosely approach the flux loops at position =4.

These loops lie within a region where the perturbed flux is large enough to provide a

flux difference measurement that can stabilize the plasma. The ability of the active

feedback to stabilize the plasma using these flux loops also agrees with TSC results

5.3 Discussion

We have used the NOVA-W code to examine the active feedback of the CIT

design plasma. The study focused on the effectiveness of the active feedback system

using measurements from various flux-loop pair locations. Qualitatively. the results

compared well with those from TSC for the same locations for the flux loops.

The direct comparison of quantitative results and performance between the NOVA-V
and TSC codes is. at best. very difficult, owing to the great difference in the calcu-
lations performed. TSC performs a full nonlinear time evolution of the plasma and
feedback systems. and shows the behavior in time for a particular feedback gain law.
The NOVA-W code on the other hand calculates the eigenvalue (growth rate) for
t, e linear stability problem. The method of using NO.VA-W-dictates that one must
perform a scan in feedback gain in order to find the stabilization due to a particular
feedback gain. In practice, one can usually use widely spaced increments in gain in
the scan while the mode is still unstable. Once the gain becomes high enough to
stabilize the mode. however, one must carefully follow the root in the complex plane
to ensure that the solution is not some unrelated stable mode. This procedure allows
one to see the performance of the feedback system with respect to gain. It is also

ideally suited for calculating the effect of feedback due to small changes in various
parameters: gain law (ag,2 9 ), plasma equilibrium, vacuum vessel, feedback coil posi-
tions. and so on. This is because it is much faster to find the solution for a particular

system if one has a good initial guess--such as the solution for a slightly different
case. If one is using TSC. on the other hand. a full simulation must be performed in

each case and the time spent will be the same.

A full TSC calculation used to obtain these results [72 . uses approximately 220-250
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Crav-2 minutes. The time required by NOVA-W to calculate each growth rate for a

particular gain value with the parameters used in the calculations of this chapter (200

radial finite elements. =i 3 poioidal Fourier harmonics. 128 9-grid points) is about

,0-13 ('ray-2 minutes. The improved performance of NOVA-W is apparent. especially

in the case of a parameter scan. Moreover, the NOVA-W time can be significantly

improved by a reformulation of the routines that calculate the eigenvalue. as we shall

discuss in a later section.

We have examined the basic effect of a feedback system on the CIT plasma in

this chapter. We have not considered the effect of non-rigid vs. rigid motion although

the NOVA-W code is ideally suited for such an analysis. In the following chapter

"e consider the effects of both passive and active feedback systems on the non-rigid

components on the plasma eigenfunctions.



Chapter 6

The effects of plasma
deformability

i'stf bomous aizquzd szonificat!

6.1 Non-rigid effects on the passive stabilization

6.1.1 The ARIES-I equilibrium

The ARIES-I plasma (introduced in Sec. 4.4.2) has high triangularity (6 = 0.43:

-ee -Table 4.2 for the equilibrium parameters and mode.rate elbneatio'.(K 1.61).

-s mentioned in Chapter 1. theoretical '28.3u cnd experimentai 48 studies have
suggested that triangularity is destabilizing and can cause a significant non-riild

contribution to the vertical instability.

An analysis equi-alent to that done by Rosen for the square piasma .16 (reviewed

in detaji in Chapter 2) demonstrates that the minimized eigenfunction for the axi-

symmetric mode in a triangular plasma consists of a m = 2 non-rigid perturbation

superimposed on a rigid shift (compare to the rn = 3 "wrinkle" of the square plasma).

As in the case of the square plasma. the plasma is stable to a pure rigid shift, but

becomes unstable to a non-rigid component superimposed on the rigid shift. There-

fore we would expect significant non-rigid components in the unstable eigenfunction

for the dee-shaped ARIES-I plasma.

Figure 6.1a shows the unstable eigenfunctions for the ARIES-I equilibrium-ih
the absence of any conducting waU. The overall normalization of the eigenfunction

110
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is chosen to ailow display of the q-profile on the same plot. The =m components

4 the eigenfunction plots are antisyvmmetric since the unperturbed piasma-vacuum

c,nfiuration is symmetric about the midplane. Therefore. we will refer to the -m

c.,mponent pairs simpiy as the n = i.'2.3 etc. components. These are. in effect. the
:Oefficients of sini rnOY

For an infinite-aspect-ratio plasma with a circular cross-section. a rigid shift would

be represented by a pure m = 1 component in the eigenfunction. For the more com-

plicated cross-sectional shapes at finite aspect ratio that we consider here. a rigid shift

:s still primarily composed of an r = I contribution to the eigenfunction. but there

are also contributions from the higher m components. Figure 6.1b shows the purely

rigid form of , for the ARIES-I equilibrium. For this equilibrium. the Fourier decom-

position of the uniform rigid shift in the equal-arc-iength magnetic coordinate system

is ouite different from a pure m = I component: :here is a large rn = 2 contribution

as weil as a significant m - 3 piece at the edge. The actual eigenfunction (Fie 6.1a)

is smewhat different, in particuiar the rn 2 contribution is decreased by approx-

.matei" 213c. Therefore there !s a non-rigid contribution to the true elgenfunction

:hat is effectively a negative m = 2 component added to to the rigid shift.

Figure 6.2a shows the corresponding elgenfunction for the ARIES-I equilibrium

'it-. a completely surrounding resistive wail. It is clear that there is an additional

.non-rigid contribution that further reduces the n = 2 component. as well as reducing

"he m = 3 component with respect to the rigid shift. This non-rigid motion amounts

.o reducing the upward shift on the outboard side of the plasma and turning the

ipward motion inward so that the plasma is drawn into the x-point region. The

conducting wail serves to modify the eig~fifunction in such a way as to enhance this

non-rigid motion. We wiil return to this point later.

6.1.2 ARIES-I stability with respect to conducting plates

It was discovered that when only small segments of the wail (conducting plates)

were present, there is a strong dependence of the relative magnitude of the m = 2,3

components on the poloidal position of these conducting plates. Figure 6.2 shows

-he eigenfunction for the case with a pair of conducting plates on the outboard side.

It can be seen that this eigenfunction differs from a rigid shift even more than the

eigenfunction with a complete wall. This is evident in that the m = 2 component
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Figure 6.2:. (a) Fourier components of the rudial displacement uvs.. Vz.fqr the
* .RIES-l equiiiumm t; 0 t = 0.95) with a surrounding reszstzv&e watl> -Tins is the
same as Fig. 4.13. and the wall contour is shown in Fig. 11.12b.

,'b) Fourier components of the displacement for the case with a pair of symnrietic
conducting plates on the outboard side at about 80* off the midplane. NVote a small re-
duction of the m = 2 component in relation to the eigenfunction with the full resisitive
wall. (a).
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for the partial wall case is somewhat smaller than for the complete wall case. It is

of interest to understand where is the most effective location for discrete conductors

for passive stabilization. In a reactor design. for example. the space near the plasma

is very v:aiuable. and it would be desirable therefore to reduce the amount of passive

conductors that must lie very close to the plasma.

In order to study this question in detail, we p,-"ormed :e:'es ui ,aicuia ,ons
in which there is a single pair of up-dowt. ymmetric plates. The length of each

plate is approximately 1/8 of the circumference of the wall used above, and has a

resistance equal to 1 cm of aluminum. In each calculation the plates are centered at a

different poloidal location. e. The value of 0 is changed. between calculations, in 140
increments from G = 0 at the outboard rnidplane to ® = -r at the inboard midplane.

We are particularly interested in how the non-rigid components of the motion change

with regard to the variation of the passive conductor position. To characterize these

changes we calculate the changes in the the ratios of the m I components to the

m = I component. 1,, -,w . measured at the plasma edge.

The results are shown in Fig. 6.3. The figure shows the computed values of(, 2 , ,

and lc ,3. C as a function of 0. Also shown is the growth rate "' as a function of E.
The values of ". (w2! . and 3 C1 for a continuous wall and with no wall are also

shown. as are the w2; ,w and , ratios for the Fourier representation of the

uniform vertical rigid shift.

-The results show that the most effective stabilizing positioff -1of the'plates is on

the outboard side between E = -i4 and E =/2. Specifically. the smallest growth

rate is when the plates are centered at 0 5 ,r, 12 and E) : 197,' 12. The growth rate

varies by a factor of about 120 as the poloidal plates traverse the half-circle. There is a

variation of nearly a factor of 30 just as the plates move through the outboard region.

It is interesting to note that the highest growth rate (corresponding to the case in

which the piates are adjacent at the inboard midplane, is over 600 times faster than

the growth rate with the complete continuous resistive wall. but only about 70 times

slower than the growth rate with no passive conductors at all. The plasma is in fact

ideally unstable with the conductors at this location. It is clear that conductors in

this region provide very little stabilization. The minimum growth rate for the plates.

on the other hand. is only about 5 times the growth rate for a completely enclosing

wall. Therefore, optimally placed conductors can provide much stabilization.

The relative contribution of the m = 2.3 components to the eigenfunction is seen
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Figure 6.3; Effect of polotdal position of conducting plates on eigenf unction and growth
rate of the .4RIES-I equilibrium. The ratios of the mn = 2. 3 components of the eigen-

fuinction to the m = component at the plasma edge are grxzphed as a function of
the poloidal position of the conducting plates. In particular, the mn = 2 (circles) and
the rn = 3 (tiangles) contributions are shown heme. A4lso shown is the growth rote
' squares ) as a function of the plate position. The corresponding values for a contin-
usous complete wall are shown in solid on the left, and the values for the case witth no
wall whatsoever are shown in solid on the right. The values of the ratio W I W for
the Fourier representation of the rigid shift are shown on the left axis, however, the
ratio C021 4W is off the scale at about 0. 613. Thts study was done for the v', 0.95
equilibrium.
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b,(O}, due to a undt (positmve) current at every pont along the wvall contour used in
the .RIES-/ aiculatzon.

to vary significantly as the plate position is varied. with the a = 2 contribution

dominating the m 3 contribution by a factor of 2-4. The ratio ( , shows a

minimum at 0 just above -r,,4. This region corresponds to a rapid decrease in -y as

E increases to the minimum in - near E = 5.r,- 12. As 6 ircreases ftrther. a steep

rise in follows a very steep rise in -y until 9 ; 57r,'8, where both 4,2/ and

-y begin to level off. The variation of Ca 4C with respect to 0 is characterized by

a slow increase from its minimum (at the smallest 9 value used) to a maximum at

about E = 97r' 16. followed by a gentle decrease with increasing E.

Clearly the eigenfunction is non-rigid, with the details changing with respect to

the position of the plates. The deformations in the eigenfunction affect the growth

rate. but there is another important effect here which must be considered first. Fig-

ure 6.4 shows the magnitude of the perturbed radial field at the magnetic axis. k(O),

due to a unit (positive) current that is placed at different positions along the wall

contour. During a vertical instability the plasma motion induces eddy currents in the

surrounding conductors which in turn produce a stabilizing radial field at the plasma.

The magnitude of br(O) is the true measure of the stabilizing effect (at the magnetic

axis) of the eddy currents. The toroidal effects are apparent in Fig. 6.4. The currefits
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on the outboard section for =4--®- --< _ are seen to be much more stabilizing than
the corresponding currents on the inboard side. Furthermore. an axisymmetric cur-

rent b,,,,p which is disniaced vertically from the magnetic axis will induce a current

pattern with the same shape as in Fig. 6.4 thereby, compounding the effect. This

will likely make the outboard conductors more effective for passive stabilization by

about a factor of 5. Figure 6.3. however, shows a factor of over i00 difference be-

tween the most effective plate position and the least effective plate position. This

large difference cannot therefore be explained by the toroidal effects on b...

Much insight into the role of non-rigid components of the eigenfunction in so far

as they affect the growth rate can be gained by considering plots of the perturbed

poloidal flux. Recall from Eq. 3.38 that the eddy currents induced at a given point

on the wail are proportional to the (time derivative of the) perturbed poloidal flux at
that point on the wall. Therefore the region with the highest induced eudy currents

should correspond to the region of the wall that intersects the contour of highest flux

k.
Figure 6.5 shows the contours of perturbed poloidal flux X for the ARIES-I equi-

librium for the case of a completely enclosing resistive wail. It is seen that the per-

"urbed flux contours are weighted toward the outboard region. This is a consequence

,)f the triangular shape of the plasma. The wall region on the outboard side between
about . = S.2 m and X = 9.2 m intersects the flux contour of highest .at the wall.

t)ne wnuid expect. therefore. that this would be the best piace to iocatea conducting

plate. This is confirmed in Fig. 6.3 which shows that this is roughly the location with

the smallest growth rate.

Figure 6.6a shows the perturbed flux contours when only the rn = 1 componet

.)f the eigenfunction is used in the calculation of the flux contours. Figure 6.6b shows

the perturbed flux contours due to the m > 1 components of the motion only. i.e.. the

difference in the flux between Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6a. The signs of the perturbed flux

are indicated (corresponding to positive perturbed flux in the upper half-plane for

the m = I component: see Fig. 6.6a). Also calculated are the perturbed wall currents

due to the components of the perturbed flux all along the wall contour. Figure 6.7
shows the induced current J.(G) distribution in the resistive wall. The total current.

the current due to the m = 1 component of the motion, and the current due to the

m > I components of the motion are shown together. By examining this figure we

L. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ._.. .. .
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Figure 6.5: Perturbed flux contour plots for ARIES-i-ull notion (rigid and
non-r gzd). .Votice how the perturbed flux / is weighted toward the outboard region.
The outermost flux contour (contour of lowest X magnitude shoum in this plot) lies
entirely within the wall on the inboard side. Only on the outboard side does it extend
beyond the wall. The sign of the perturbed flux changes across the midplane as this
is a pure antisymmetric mode. The sign of the flux is shown in the circles. The
mzdplane is itself a zero-flux (null) contour.
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- Zero Contour

Zero Contour

X X

Figure 6.6: (a) Perturbed flux contour plots for ARIES-I corresponding to the m =

omvonent of the motion only. The outermost flux contour extends beyond the wail
aver most of the nboard side. The stgn of the flux is shoum and chances through the
"mdplane. The mzdplane !tself is therefore a zero-flux contour.

b i Perturbed flux contour plots for .4RIES-I corresponding to the non-rngid com-

ponents of the motzon only. There are two addztional zero-flux contours tin addition
to the midplane contour, which is always present fir antisymmetric modes i. The ad-
litzonal zero-flux contours are shown along unth the signs (thf stgns are shown in the
:Zrtles) of the flux contours.

can see why there is so much variation in the relative non-rigid contributions to the

eigenfunction.

On the outboard side of the zero contour in Fig. 6.6b the perturbed flux of the
m > 1 components is of the same sign as the perturbed flux due to the m = I motion.

Therefore the induced current in this region of the wall will combine to stabilize all
of these components. Since the perturbation due to the m > I components is more
localized than for the m = I component. a conducting plate in this region will stabilize
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Figure 6.7: (a) Perturbed eddy currents in the wall induced by the unstable displace-

ment as a function of pololdal position on the wail contour. Shown are the total cur-

rent from the complete eigenfunctzon. the current induced by the m = I component of

the ezgenfunction. and the current from the m > 1 components of the eigenfunction.

(b) Perturbed radial field at the magnetic axis due to the perturbed eddy currents in

the resistive wall as a function of the poloidal position of the eddy currents in the

wall. The value of b,(O) due to the complete ezgenfunction is shown, as well as the

contrtbutions from the rn = 1 and rm > I components of the eigenfuncton.
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these components more effectively compared with the m = 1 component. If there is a

conducting plate in this region. we would expect the eigenfunction to be modified so

tiat tie m > 1 components are reduced. since this would be energeticaiiv favorable

and thus would lower the stabilizing influence of the plates and enhance the instability.

This is seen in Fig. 6.3 to be the case.

On the inboard side of the zero-flux contour. however, the perturbation from the

rn > I components changes sign with respect to the m = I component perturbation.

The value of the perturbed flux (and therefore induced current) is less on the inboard

section of the wall than on the outboard section (and ]ess than the induced current

due to the m = 1 motion). but the sign is now opposite to that due to the m = 1

component. Therefore the m = 1 and m > I components are working against each

other on this inboard wall region. significantly reducing the overall stabijizing effect.

Figure 6.7 shows how the eddy currents induced by the m > I motion are opposite in

_ign 'o the stabilizing total current. If there is a conducting plate in this region. we

expect a deformable plasma to be able to modify its eigenfunction so that the m > I

components are increased in magnitude compared with the m = 1 component in order

to minimize the energy, thereby maximizing the growth rate. This is demonstrated

in Fig. 6.3 by the increase in the m > 1 components (particularly m = 2) and by

:e raoid increase in the growth rate -, as the plates move from the outooar-' region

toward the inboard region.

Now that we understand how the different parts of the wal affect theqAmonfns

.jf the eigenfunctiori. *ve 'cah see how the eigenfunction is modified in order to minimize

its energy for a particular configuration of the stabilizing plates. The piasma motion

is modified in such a way that it can -slip*" around the passive conductors in order to

reduce the resistance to its motion. An equivalent way to express this is to say that

the plasma eigenfunction is modified in such a way that the stabilizing eddY currents

in the surrounding conductors are reduced as much as possible.

This analysis is not only important for the case of individual discrete conducting

piates. but also for the case of a compiete conducting shell. The anaivsis provides

insight on where one might increase the wall thickness to significantly increase the

passive stabilization without everywhere increasing the thickness which might have

otherwise detrimental effects. The eigenfunction for a completely surrounding wall

(Fig. 6.2a) reflects the sum of the effects described above. In particular. the stabiliz-

ing influence of the outboard wall section is reflected by the fact that the m = 2.3
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components are reduced from the eigenfunction with no wail (making the eigenfunc-

tion further from a rigid shift i. This works to enhance the non-rigid effect of drawing

the plasma into the separatrix region. Notice. however, that the m = 2. 3 compo-

nents are larger than for the case of individual plates on the outboard region. This is

because the complete wall inciudes conductors in the seoaratrix region which oppose

this non-rigid motion.

6.1.3 The CIT equilibrium

We now perform the same study using the CIT equliibrium of Section 4.3. This

equilibrium has a smaller triangularity (0 = 0.26: see Table 4.1 for the equilibrium

parameters), but higher elongation (r. = 2.0). The eigenfunction for this equili--;um

is shown in Fig. 4.8. With a completely surrounding conducting wall the m > 1

components are small compared with to the m = I component.

We study the variations in the growth rate and the relative non-rigid compo-

nent contributions to the eigenfunction with respect to the position of the symmetric

poloidal plates. The results are shown in Fig. 6.8. in the same fashion as the ARIES

results nf Fig. 6.3.

Quaijtatively :he curves look somewhat similar to the ARIES results: however.

there are significant quantitative differences. First consider the similarities. The

grow&th rate -, decreases to a minimum between 9 = 7rt4 an&& )- -- 2.. and then

increases rapidv as the plates are moved to the inboard side (0'> ,'r'2). This gives

a minimum in at about the same position in 19 of the plates as in the ARIES case.

The relative r = 2 contribution &,'/i also decreases slightly to a.minimum in

this same region and then increases rapidly as the plates move inboard. The relative

m = 3 contribution &,3/ increases as 0 increases to a maximum at (9 slightly

above :r, 2 and then decreases. Clearly the outboard region with .,r.'4-r,/2 is the

best place to put a conducting plate in this case as well.

There are some noticeable differences, however, when compared to Fig. 6.3. While

the CO1 ,v curve retains the same general shape. it is shifted toward the negative.

with 4,2/'G1 < 0 for all <I-,2 (corresponding to the plates being in the outboard

region). Furthermore. the m = 3 component is generally larger in this case (domi.

nating the m = 2 component for some parts), with a very large drop in f./t , for

4 > -r,2. (There is a similar, but much smaller, drop in Fig. 6.3.) Also there is a
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Figure 6.8: Effect of poloidal position of conducting plates on ezgenfunction and growth

rate for CIT equilibrium. The ratios of the m = 2.3 components of the etgenfunctzon

to the m = I component at the plasma edge are graphed as a function of the polotdal

position of the conducting plates. In particular. the m = 2 (circles) and the m = 3
(triangles) contributions are shown here. ALso shown is the growth rate -y (squares) as

a function of the plate position. The corresponding values for a continuous complete

wall are shown in solid on the left, and the values for the case uith no wall whatsoever

are shown in solid on the right. The values of C,/,ij for the Fourier representation

of the uniform vertical rigid shift are shown on the left axis. This study was done for

the w, = 0.95 equilibrium.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Perturbed flux contour plots for the CI T equilzbrum-full motion /all
cornponentsi. The signs are shown in the circles. The midplane is itself a zero-flux
null) contour. This is a L,'., = 0.99 equzlbrium.

bT.Perturbed flu.z contours for CIT due to the rn > I components of the eigenfunc-
tzon only..Vote the 3-part structure of the contours in each half-plane. The zero-flux
contours are denot d with an arrow (except for the mzdplane null contour).

small decrease in - between e = r,'2 and 0 = 37r/2 (this is difficult to detect in the
logarithmic plot since the drop is small. about 6.51). There is no such drop in the

ARIES case.

We can, again, gain some insight by considering the perturbed flux plots. Fig-

ure 6.9a shows the perturbed flux contours for the complete eigenfunction. Figure 6.9b
shows the contours calculated using oaly m > 1 components. Since the m = 3 con-
tribution is larger in this case. we see more of a 3-fold symmetry in Fig. 6.9b. There

is one extra pair of null contours. so the upper and lower half-planes are each divided

into three regions with varying sign in the perturbed flux.
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With this equilibrium %e see a strong variation in both the m = 2 and m = 3

components plate position is varied. A positive m = 2 component to the eigenfunction

wili result in a stabilizing effect from the conductors in the outboard region as we

saw in the previous section. A positive m = 2 component will. however, result

in eddy currents in the inboard wall conductors that are of opposite sign to the

stabilizing currents induced by the dominant m = I component. We see in Fig. 6.8

that for conducting plates on the outboard region (19;-ir/2) the eigenfunction has

been modified from the form it takes with a completely surrounding wall. so that

the m = 2 component is negative. The eddy currents due to this component of the

motion oppose those stabilizing the primary m = 1 component and therefore weaken

the stabilizing influence of the conducting plates. If the plates are moved to the

inboard region t&Zir/2), on the other hand, the m = 2 component again becomes

positive, which is destabilizing for plates in this region. Therefore we see that no

matter where the conducting plates are located, the eigenfunction will be modified so

hat the m 2 component weakens the stabilizing influence of the plates.

The n = 3 component is somewhat larger for this equilibrium than for the ARIES

equilibrium examined in the last section. and therefore plays a larger role ;n the overall

stability. Although the m = 3 component never changes sign in order to minimize

the stabilizing influence of the conducting plates. it does vary greatly in magnitude

in order to do so. For the m = 3 component the stabilizing regions for the plates

1 where the. induced eddy currents add to the currents from the n - . rttoq) e.r

1)-(-)> 3 and 2-r,/3- 7r, whereas the m = 3 induced current in conductors located

within the region 7r/3-$G---2,.r,3 will be destabilizing. We see in Fig. 6.8 that when

the plates are located in the two stabilizing regJodis. the n = 3 component become

small thereby, minimizing its stabilizing contribution. On the other hand. when the

plates are in the n = 3 destabilizing region (ir/3-e-<2i,,3). the m = 3 component

is much larger. again minimizing the stabilizing influence of the plates.

Finally, we notice a small drop in the growth rate y for 7r/2-E-37r/4. In this

region a positive contribution from the m > 1 components (see Fig. 6.9b produces

stabilizing eddy currents in the conductors on the inboard region. The effect is stabi-

lizing, but this is limited by the modification of the eigenfunction to reduce the m = 3

component as much as possible. We see a rapid decrease in (03/G1 in the same region

in 0 where there is a slight drop in -. Once again, a modified eigenfunction will keep

the plasma as unstable s .possible.
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6.1.4 A purely elliptical equilibrium

We perform this study once again but with a purely elliptical plasma. The equi-

iibrium parameters such as physical dimension. elongation, and toroidal field are the

same as the for ARIES plasma Isee Table 4.2) but the trianguiaritv is zero. Shown in

Fig. 6.11 are the Fourier components for the true eigenfunctior, -d fer the.

vertical rigid shift. The eigenfunction is for the case of an enclosing shell. The wall

contour is a concentric ellipse of the same elongation with the distance between the

wall and the plasma on the midplane equal to I 2 of the plasma minor radius. The

form of the components for the actual eigenfunction and the rmgid shift are very sim-

ilar. indicating that the most unstable displacement is. in fact. very nearly a uniform

rigid shift. Nevertheless. the form of the eigenfunction changes quite significantly with

respect to the position of the plates. and thus shows a great degree of deformabilitv

and difference from the rigid shift. Figure 6.10 shows how the growth rate -, and the

m > 1 component ratios v vary with respect to poloidal plate position.

The curves ail are much more symmetric with respect to t-) Z 7"2 than we saw in

the other cases since there is no triangularity here. The toroidai effects are therefore

apparent. The optimal plate position for passive stability is still on the outboard

side at about 0 : 7-, 16 because of toroidal effects Isee Fig. 6.41, but this is not as

heavily weighted toward the outboard side as in the cases of the triangular equilibria

that we considered. Also. the difference between the inboardana outkoard position

growth raies is'not as large as in the other cases.

The discussion given in Section 6.1.3 for the CIT plasma regarding the changes

;n 2. , and , , can be aopiied to this equilibrium. When the poloidal plates

are in the outboard region the eigenfunction is such that the rn = .2 component

is negative and therefore destabilizing. As the plates are positioned in the inboard

region the m = 2 component becomes positive, which is destabilizing for the plates in

this region. Also. while the m = 3 component never becomes negative, it does change

in magnitude with respect to the plate position in order to weaken the stabilizing

influence of the plates as much as possible.

An explicit demonstration of the plasma deformation is presented in Figs. 6.12

and 6.13. The figures show are the Fourier decomposition of the eigenfunction (.

and the projection of the displacement onto the poloidal plane for the case of the

plates on the inboard side e = -r 14.7,r/4 (Fig. 6.12) and on the outboard side at
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Figure 6.10: Effect of poloidal positron Of conducting plates cn eigenfunctzon'and

growth rate of the elliptical equilibrium. The ratios of the non-rigzd components 4f[
the eigenfunctton to the r-gtd component at the plasma edge are graphed as a function
of the poloidal position of the conducting plates. In partitcular the m = •2 (czrries)
and the m = 3 (triangles) contributions are shown here. Also showrn is the growth
rate "-, (squares) as a function of the plate position. The corresponding values for a
continuous complete wall are shott-,t mn solid on the left, and the values for the case
with no wall whatsoever are shown in solid on the rMght. The values of ,, ,,l for the
Fourner decomposition of the uniform vertical rigid shift are showrn on the left ans.
The mn > I component contributions are actually fairly small (see Figs. 6.11-6.13),
but appear larger here because the ratio ,,/' , is taken at the plasma edge, and the
m = I component is much less at the edge than at its maximum at V w = 0.7.

-. 0.1.
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Figure 6.11: 'a,I Fourter components of the radial displacement v s, cs. v' for the

,lIhptzcal equzlibrum with a complete continuous resistive wall.

b) Fourzer components of , .or a uniforn vertical rigid shift dzsplacement of the

-Ihptical plasma.
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Figure 6.12- a) Fourier components of the radial displacement .,.'Qr v" fo bhe
4liptcal equilibriufn with^ conducting plates at about 45* off the mzdplane on the in-

board side.

(b) Displacement vectors shoutng the motion of the unstable plasma. The plasma

is partially stabilized by conducting plates on the znboard side of the plasma. .Vote the

deformation of the plasma motion as it tries to move around the plates.
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ai t, "
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F.igure 6.13: aj Fourier components of the radial dzsplacemelp- * ,cs., v-i for the the

tlhptical piasola with conducting plates at about 450 off the midplane on the outboard

side.

b) Dispiacement vectors showing the moton of the unstable plasma. The plasma

is partially stabilized by conducting plates on the outboard side of the plasma. .Vote

the deformation of the plasma motion as it tries to move around the plates. .Vote also

the dzffernce in the deformation compared with that of Fig. 6.12.
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9 : 3,14.37r/4 (Fig. 6.13). It is clear that the plasma is moving with respect to the

plates in such a way as to reduce the stabilizing effect of the plates. The magnitude

.-,f the displacement seen in Fig. 6.12 is small on the inboard side near the plates and

can Oe seen to be moving away from the plates.

Figure 6.13 shows the instability with the passive plates on the outboard side at

(z -7 4 (second point from the left on the curves in Fig. 6.10). The deformation

,f the eigenfunction is clearly different from that of Fig. ??. This difference can be

traced to a change in magnitude of the m = 3 component and a change in sign and

magnitude of the m = 2 component. The displacement vector plot shows the plasma

is again displaced in such a wa* that the stabilizing effect of the plate is reduced the

leftL. The magnitude of the displacement is also seen to be very small on the outboard

side near the plates while it is larger elsewhere.

In summary. we see that different m-components of the eigenfunction induce dif-

ferent poloidal current distributions in a surrounding wall. Conducting elements

at different locations around the plasma will induce differing modifications of the

non-rigid components of the eigenfunction. These modifications serve to reduce the

stabilizing effect of that section of passive conductor. This is done by reducing the

stabiizing components and enhancing the destabilizing components. for the given

plate position. as much as is energetically favorable. Therefore. the piacement of the

discrete conducting plates can be of critical importance for a shaped tokamak plasma

,ver and above the relative effect of the outboard side due to toroidat itects.

6.2 Non-rigid effects on the -active feedback sta-
bilization of PBX-M

In this section we consider the effects of an active feedback system on the form

of the eigenfunction and how this affects the overall stability. For this we consider a

PBX-M equilibrium similar to that used in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 2 a review was given of a numerical TSC calculation of the active

feedback stabilization of the axisymmetric instability in the PBX-M tokanak. It

was demonstrated that different flux-loop locations-which measure equally well the

plasma displacement in the passive sense-would not work equally well in stabilizing

the axisymmetric motion given the same active feedback coils and gain law. In par-
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P!asma Current 1, 567.4 kA
Major Radius Ro 1.635 m
Minor Radius a 0.308 m

Eiongation K(957 ) 1.951
iuroidal Field BT(0) 1.20 T

937) 2.51
3 0.02
n' O) 3.35 x 10'9 m -3

Table 6.1: Equzlbrium parameters of PB.V-AI plasma used in th e actzve feedback stabI-
lization study. This equzizbrium corresponds to a slight modzficatzon of the equilibrium
of expermental shot =226879.

titular. it was shown that the flux loop pair on the inboarc side was ineffective in

stabilizing the vertical instability regardless of the value of the gain. The outboard

pair. however. cc(uid he used successfully to stabilize the plasma.

This was demonstrated using Nyquist techniques. and the proposed explanation

was-that if the Diasma were unstable enough, it wouid he abt&r'n deforha'under the

influence of the active feedback (i.e.. modify the eigenfunctioni in such a way that

the flux difference measurement at the flux loops couid be made so close to zero

that the active feedback system would be rendered ineffective. The feedback system

would operate normally, but the flux-loop measurements wouid be useless owing to

the plasma deformation. It was impossible. however. to epizcd y demonstrate this

conjecture using TSC and the other analysis methods used. The NOVA-W code. on

the other hand. is ideally suited for examining this problem. and we will show how

the active feedback system can induce a modification of the PBX-M eigenfunction

in such a way as to make the active feedback system ineffective for certain flux-loop

locations, and how it will minimize the stabilizing effect of the feedback system for

any flux-loop configuration.
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Figure 6.14: The PB.V-.I plasma boundary. resistive wall contour. active feedback
coils. and three sets of flux observation loops (inboard pair. centered-outboard pair.

and far-outboard pair) to be used in these calculations.

6.2.1 Active feedback stabilization of PBX-M using the in-
board flux loops

We use a PBX-M equilibrium with parameters that correspond to experimept I

shot =226879. The equilibrium parameters are listed in Table 6.1. Th equilibrium

used here was taken from a time-dependent TSC simulation in which the actual
experimental coii currents from this shot were used 1or the simulation. and the TSC

resuits were compared with the actual magnetics data 74 . To produce the modified

equilibrium used in these calculations. the vertical field was increased in order to

move the plasma inward, away from the outboard stabilizing plates and toward higher

negative field index. This makes the equilibrium much more vertically unstable than

the original experimental equilibrium. Such an inward radial shift could be caused in

an experiment by a loss of thermal energy or redistribution of current 43". It should

be noted that this PBX-M equilibrium is different from the one used in the TSC

calculations of Ref. '501 and reviewed in Chap. 2.

Figure 6.14 shows the equilibrium plasma boundary, the PBX-M wall contour (the
wall is composed of the series of passive stabilizing plates of high conductivity used
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in the PBX-M device with connecting regions of very high resistivity which represent
the axisymmetric gaps between the passive stabilizers t. the active feedback coils, and

the three sets of flux loops to be used. We consider first the case of the inboard

flux loops. which were found to be ineffective for active feedback stabilization. The

inboard set of flux ioops will be used in the first caiculation. A proportional gain
law was used in this caiculation. Figure 6.15 shows the instability growth rate vs.

normalized feedback gain, and selected component ratios ( ,2/ (l and w4/' ,,) VS.

gain.

As the feedback gain is increased from zero. the growth rate drops rapidly, indicat-

ing that the feedback system is operating properly. The components of the eigenfunc-

tion remain fairly constant with respect to the gain. At higher gain (approxinatelv

a > 1.5). however, we see that the m = 2 component of the eigenfunction changes
significantlv. It becomes less negative. then positive, and then raDidlv increases in

magnitude with increasing gain. In the same region of gain space where we see the
sudden a rapid increase of 4.2/wV we also notice that the growth rate 7 starts to
level off. The growth rate has approached marginal stability and does not appear

to become more stable at high values of feedback gain. At Q2 = 6.0. double the

maximum gain shown in Fig. 6.15. the growth rate is still at marginal stability. It
is virtually unchanged (oniY very slightly smalleri from the gain at ck, = 3.0. At

these high values of gain the active feedback is no ionger effective in providing ad-

ditionai stabilization to the plasma. Instead. the eigenfunctio. s channg in form.

thus maintaining the instability. The ratio , , aiso* changes -sienificantlv as the
feedback gain is increased-it roughly quadruples in magnitude in this range of the

feedback gain. '.

Figures 6.16-6.18 show the perturbed flux contour plots at three different values of

normalized gain (a, = 1.0.2.0.3.0) spanning the range of Fig. 6.15. Examnining these

perturbed flux plots gives us some insight into how the eigenfunction modification

changes the effectiveness of the feedback system.

Figure 6.16 shows the perturbed flux contours when the normalized gain a9 = 1.0.

Referring to Fig. 6.15 we see that the eigenfunction is nearly identical to the form it
takes with no active feedback-the ratio C 2! ,0 is virtually unchanged. and ,/G,

is only slightly more negative. We see that the perturbed flux contours from the

plasma are fairly equally weighted on both sides of the plasma. The zero contour-is

distant from the flux loops, and the value of the perturbed flux at the flux loops is
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Figure 6.15: Growth rate ~yand variation in m > 1 components vs. feedback gain

for flux loops on the inboard side, The ratios of the m = 2. 4 components of the

eigenfunctwn to the mn = 1 component at the plasma edge are graphed as a function

of the feedback gain. In particular, the m = 2 (circles) and the m = 4 (triangles)

contibutions are shown here. Also shoum is the growth rate (squares,) as a function

of the gain.
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Figure 6.17: Perturbed flux contour plots for PBXY-M with active feedback using the
inboard flux loops, and normalized feedback gain 2.0. The zero-fluz contours-are

shown as dashed lines. The flux loops are shown by ' x 'symbols.

relatively large.

Figure 6.17 shows the perturbed flux contours when the normalized gain a.
2.0. Referring to Fig. 6.15 we see that the eigenfunction has undergone considerable

mnodification at this value of gain. In particular. the m = 2 component is quite
different-and has even changed sign. One can see from the plot of the perturbed flux

contours that the contours of plasma flux have become shifted toward the outboard

side. and the value of perturbed flux on the inboard side near the flux loops has

been greatly reduced. The null contour has moved closer to the flux loops. We see

' I
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from Fig. 6.15 that at this point the growth rate has already begun to level off with

respect to increasing feedback gain. The change in the form of the perturbed flux

contours from the plasma indicates a change in the unstable plasma motion toward
the outboard side.

Figure 6.18 shows the perturbed flux contours when the normalized gain % = 3.0.
This is the highest gain value shown in Fig. 6.15. The plasma deformation is quite
large at this point, especially with regard to the m = 2 component. The perturbed

flux contours also reflect the considerable deformation of the plasma. The contours
from the plasma are heavily weighted toward the outboard side. The perturbed
flux indicates that the unstable motion is now more of a vertical motion instead
of the motion toward the separatrix (in the direction of the tip of the bean) that is

characteristic of the instability with little or no active feedback-see Fig. 6.16. Notice
also that the perturbed flux on the inboard side. near the flux loops, is almost zero.
There are no contours of plasma flux seen on the inboard side. and the deformation of
the eigenfunction has allowed the null contour to move closer to the flux loops. The
measured flux difference at the flux loops is now very small, therefore the flux loops
are insensitive to further vertical displacement. The feedback system is rendered
ineffective because it can no longer measure and feed-back on the deformed vertical

motion.

It should be noted that although the case we examined in this section had zero
aerivative g.ain. an increase in the derivative gain was found to have. ao significant

effect on the stabilizatibi. The growth rate at large gain a9 is still at the marginal

stability limit. This is not surprising, since the results show the oscillation frequency
.,, to be zero. Therefore there is no overshoot ana no oscillation. The ineffectiveness

of the feedback using these flux loops is due solely to the eigenfunction deformation.

6.2.2 Active feedback stabilization using the centered-outboard
flux loops

We next consider feedback stabilization using the centered-outboard pair of flux

loops of Fig. 6.14, (Xo, Z,,) = (1.64. =.56). This flux-loop pair location corresponds

most closely to the actual flux loops used for vertical control in the PBX-M experi-

ment. Figure 6.19a shows the growth rates vs. proportional gain a. for three different

values of derivative gain 3.. Figure 6.19b shows the growth rate -y vs. oscillation fre-

Ii
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quency a. for the same three values of derivative gain. It can be seen that with zero

derivative gain the axisyrnmetric mode cannot be stabilized. The growth rate can be

reduced to about 20 s-' at ak = 1.3. but further increases in gain do not appreciably

lower the growth rate while they do however, significantly increase the oscillation

frequency +,. Large proportional gain is driving a large overshoot that leads to os-

cillations. Clearly some derivative gain is necessary. By increasing the derivative

gain to 3., Co 0.05s - I the plasma can be stabilized and the oscillations signifi-

cantlv reduced. A further increase in derivative gain to 3lag = 0.10s' decreases

the oscillation frequency even more and allows stabilization to occur at a lower value

of proportional feedback. Unlike the inboard flux-loop pair. this pair of flux loops

does allow for adequate stabilization of the plasma provided the derivative gain is

large enough. This agrees with results obtained with TSC for this same equilibrium
74 . Figures 6.20 and 6.21 show the variation of the m = 2.4 components of the

eigenfunction with respect to feedback gain 09 for the three values of derivative gain.

Figure 6.20a shows these results for the case with no derivative gain. We see a

strong reduction in the growth rate -, with increasing gain a. until the gain reaches

cag z 1.5. At this point the -Y curve levels off and does not stabilize much with

further increase in gain. Furthermore. we see u, increase rapidly from zero beginning

at a. z 1.25. The oscillation frequency w, increases steadily with increasing gain.

while - no ionger decreases by any significant amount. This demonstrates that the

restoring force from the feedback system is driving the oscillation instead of stabilizing

the piasma.Cleariy-derivative gain is required..

We also see some modification of the m = 2.4 components of the eigenfunction

in Fig. 6.20a. The m = 2 componem ratio 2/ 1 begins to decrease fincrease .in

negative magnitude) as the gain is increased above ag 1.5. Note that this change is

opposite to the change in ,2/ 01 from Fig. 6.15 for the inboard flux loops. We found

that when with the inboard flux loops were used. ,2, ',l changed sign and grew to a

large (positive) value with increasing feedback gain. This caused the perturbed flux

contours from the plasma to be shifted toward the outboard side away from the flux

loops. This left a relatively small value of perturbed plasma flux at the inboard flux

loops. In the present case, when the centered-outboard flux loops are used to control.

the feedback system. we see the opposite effect. This implies that the perturbed flux

on the outboard region near these flux loops is somewhat reduced.

Figure 6.22 shows the perturbed flux contours for the active feedback at gain a.
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Figure 6.22: Perturbed flux contour plots for PBX-Af with active feedback using the
centered flux loops, and normnalzed feedback gain a, 2.25. The zero-flux contours
are shown as dashed lines. The flux loops are shown by - symbols.
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2.25 using the centered-outboard flux loops. Careful examination and comparison

with Fig. 6.16 shows that the perturbed flux near the flux loops is reduced from the

case with little or no feedback gain. The plasma eigenfunction is again deformed in

such a way to reduce the effectiveness of the feedback system using this particular

pair of flux loops. However. the deformation is clearly very different from the inboard

flux-loop case-as can be seen by comparing Fig. 6.22 and Figs. 6.16-6.18. The only
difference between these two cases is the location of the flux loops, and this difference

leads to vastly different plasma deformations.

Figure 6.20b shows the results for the case using the centered-outboard flux loops
with 3,,'a. = 0.05s-' derivative gain. In this case the plasma can be stabilized

with large enough feedback gains. The oscillation frequency is less than in the zero
derivative gain case. although it is still a significant fraction of that case and is

increasing with increasing gain.

We also see a larger change in ,, with respect to increasing gain a, than in the

zero deriv.ative gain case. After a small decrease in negative magnitude at a. Z 0.75.

the value of Gw2/ ,, begins to get more negative with increasing gain. This change

in Cv2/4,1 corresponds to a change in the slope of the - vs. 0. curve. As ,2/'G,1

begins to change rapidly. the decrease in "y with respect to ag lessens. Again. there is

a plasma deformation that is reducing the effectiveness of the feedback system with

tie h.' ioepr at this location. This modification is not enough to keEpqt104.feedbaick

system from stabilizing the vertical instability, but it does reduce the effectiveness as

shown by the change in slope of the 'y vs. a. curve,

Finally, Figure 6.21 shows the results for the case with 3,,' k = 0.10s - ' derivative

gain. In this case the oscillations have been much reduced, and the plasma is stabilized

at a lower value of a.. We again see a large change in ,,2/&,j with respect to the

gain. There is a rapid decrease in .,2/, with respect to a, starting at a. 4 0.75.

This. again, is strongly correlated with the sudden change in the slope of the "Y vs.

a. curve. The - vs. a. curve levels off in the region where the eigenfunction is

significantly deformed. This corresponds to about the point where the mode becomes

stable, so the deformation is not enough to keep the plasma unstable when these flux

loops are used. but it does keep the feedback system from stabilizing the motion any

further, as witnessed by the sudden change in slope of the -y vs. a. curve.
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Figure 6.23: Growth rate -y, oscillation frequency L,., and varzation zn m > I compo-

nents ts. feedback gain for centered flux loops. The ratzos of the m = 2.4 components

of the eigen.ftncton to the rn = 1 component at the plasma edge are graphed as a

functzon of the feedback gain. In particular. "he m = 2 'czrcles) and the m = 4 ttri-

angles/ contrtbutzons are shown here. Also shown is the growth rate y (squares) and
Jsczllatzon f-quency , as a function of the proportional qazn for 4g/' as 0.10s - '.

6.2.3 Active feedback stabilization using the far-outboard
flux loops

Next we consider active feedback usine -he far-outboard flux loops shown in

Fig. 6.14. Figure 6.23 shows the resuits using this pair of flux loops with a gain

law that includes derivative gain of 3 g/Qg = 0.10s'. We see that even with this

derivative gain and the correspondingly low values of ., shown in Fig. 6.23, the

plasma cannot be stabilized beyond a certain point I ,  4 s - '). Figure 6.23 shows

a large initial drop in -y with increasing gain. This stabilization begins to level off,

however. at aa i- 1.75.

The component ratios a/i and t /;(, show a significant and varied deforma-

tion of the eigenfunction with respect to increasing gain. Initially there is a sharp rise
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n ,2,i toward less negative values. This mimics the rapid rise in '2/&i shown

n Fig. 6.15 for the case using the inboard flux loops. In that case. 2/' moves

oositive values and continues to increase in magnitude. In Fig. 6.23 we see such

an !nitiai rise in .,2j but then a sharp reversal occurs at 1 -:z75. foilowed by
.rapid decrease of 2.1 (toward more negative values) at higher gain. This is

paraileled by a similar, but much less dramatic. change in a at about the same

point. The " vs. a. curve levels off at ct : 1.75. near the point where we see the

sudden changes in the eigenfunction.

Figure 6.24 shows the perturbed flux contours for this case with the gain a = 2.0

and the derivative gain 3ga 9 = 0.10s - . We see from this figure that the null contour

.ies almost directly on the flux loops. This seems to be a natural consequence of

-he geometry of the feedback system and this particular inward-shifted equilibrium.

Note from Fig. 6.16 (inboard flux loops, gain a. = 1.0) that the null con- )ur on the

.utboard side is in about the same place even though the flux loops are on the inboard

,ide in this case. However. in the case using the inboard flux loops, we see that at
.icher vaiues of gain the eigenfunction deformation is such that the perturbed flux

contours are shifted strongly toward the outboard side. This, in turn. pushes the null

contour away from the plasma.

If this same deformation of the eieenfunction were to occur when the flux ioops are

)n the outboard side of the plasma. then the feedback system would be very effective

,wine to the large measurable perturbed plasma flux at the flux-loop. lcatons {s(e

Figs. 6.i7-.8. What-we do see when the flux loops are on thi outboard side is a

deformation initially similar to the previous case. but then there is a sudden reversal

:n the piasma deformation at the point where contiixued deformation would move the

nuil contour away from the flux loops. Instead. the eigenfunction is modified so as

'o keep the null contour on the flux loops and reduce the stabilizing effect of the

.eedback svstem.

6.3 Summary

We have seen in the preceding section that the eigenfunction of the axisymmetric

-node for the PBX-M plasma will modify itself under the influence of an active feed-

Dack system to provide the weakest signal possible to the flux loops that measure the

plasma displacement. This compromises the stabilizing effect of the active feedback
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system, and can in some cases leave the feedback system so ineffective that stability

cannot be achieved regardless of the strength of the feedback gain. We examined.

in oarticular. three possible locations for placement of the flux loops that control

,he feeaback. and in each case we see a different plasma deformation t at leads to a

reduced flux signal at the flux ioops. These eigenfunction deformations do not leave

,he piasma unstable in every case, but they do reduce the stabilizing effect of the

particular feedback configuration. We have not considered feedback on a flux differ-

ence signal with the active coil contributions to the flux subtracted out. This might

improve the performance of some flux-loop combinations, but given the strong varia-

,ion in the deformations of the eigenfunctions observed in the three cases considered

nere. it seems very likely that the plasma deformation will change in such a way as

!o minimize the sensitivity of this new measurement of vertical dispiacement. This

,xiii be an interesting case to consider in the future.

In Sec. 6.1 we examined plasma deformations with passive feedback only. Here we

found that for various positions of discrete passive conducting plates. the eigenfunc-

tion wiii be modified in such a way as to minimize the stabilizing eddy currents in

-hose piates. Different plate orientations lead to varying modifications of the eigen-

function. but each seems tailored to reducing the stabilizing effect of the particular

passive conductors.

The piasma equ!ibria with significant triangularity (CIT and particuiarly ARIES-I

2auiiibria) show the strongest deformation. However, even the finite- aspect-rtio

eilipse examined iR Sec, 6 1.4 showed significant deformation. In the case of-the ellipse.

the deformations reflected a certain symmetry with respect to conductor position

rejative to a vertical line through the plasma Yehter (except for toroidal effects).

The triangular dee-shaped) plasmas. on the other hand. show a strong asymmetry,

which favors plate position in the outboard region above and beyond what would

be expected based on toroidal effects alone. An inverse-dee shaped plasma would

undoubtedly show quite different behavior.

The effects due to the deformability of the plasma can therefore piay an important

role in determining the effects of passive and active feedback stabilization of highly

shaped tokamak plasmas. This should be an important consideration in the design

and operation of such tokamaks in the future.



Chapter 7

Summary and discussion

7.1 Summary

We have developed a linear MHD stability code to examine the feedback stabiliza-

tion of deformable tokamak plasmas by passive resistive conductors and active feed-

back currents in the vacuum region surrounding the piasma. This code. NOVA-W. is
a modification of the linear, ideal MHD stability code NONA. The NOVA code uses

a non-variational approach to solve the linear MHD stability equations. Because it

does not use the energy principle. we are not constrained by seif-adjointness proper-

ties. Therefore we can add non-ideal effects such as resistive conductors and an active

feedback system...... -

The vacuum calculation has been modified to a formuiation based on perturbed

poioidal flux. This allows the representation of active feedback currents in the vacuum

region. and the effects of eddy currents in the resistive wall can be represented by a

jump condition in the normal derivative of the perturbed flux in accordance with a

thin wall approximation. The flux formulation also makes it straightforward to use

flux difference measurements to represent the verticai dispiacement in agreement with

experimental methods. A Green's function formulation relates the perturbed flux and
the normal derivative of the flux on the plasma and resistive wail surfaces through a

series of surface integral equations. The boundary condition at the plasma-vacuum
interface relates the perturbed pressure at the surface to the normal derivative of the

flux. The perturbed flux. in turn. is related to the radiai component of the instability

displacement. This provides the necessary boundary condition for the solution of the

linear MHD stability equations.

150
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The effects of a resistive wail are calculated using a thin wail approximation. Varia-
tions in the wall thickness and/or resistivity are easily accounted for. Even toroidally
symmetric gaps can be included by increasing the resistivity in the calculation by
several orders of magnitude.

The effects of active feedback currents are calculated with a set of active feedback
matrices which represent the relation of the currents to the Green's function integrals

over the boundary surfaces. The magnitude of the feedback currents are proportional

to the difference between the flux measured at two points symmetrically above and
below the midplane. This flux difference is a measure of the vertical displacement of
the plasma. Additional magnetics measurements such as the poloidal field at various

points can be added to the feedback law. if desired. The feedback gain relates these
measurements to the desired currents. An additional term proportional to the time
derivative of the flux difference is usually included. The form of the feedback matrices

differs depending on whether the flux loops are inside or outside the resistive wall.
Equations for the active feedback circuits can be included in the formulation of the
feedback matrices. A time delay can be included in the feedback law to represent the
time response of power supplies. The last two features have not been used to any

extent in the results presented here.

The code has been tested in the case of passive stabilization against an analytic
model in the limit of an infinite aspect ratio for a simple elliptical plasma. The

comparison. is excellent. Another comparison is performed for a realisw. tok .ik.
configuration using the'Tokamak Simulation Code (TSC). A convergence'in" the ?o,
parameter of TSC must be performed to obtain an accurate growth rate when using

TSC-generated. diverted equilibria. An equilibridini with ',,. too close to L.0 yields
numericai problems because of the behavior of the magnetic coordinates near the
x-point. However. calculating an equilibrium with the plasma surface defined with a
smaller t;,. changes the equilibrium metric quantities at the plasma edge in such a
way as to give results reflecting a less unstable equilibrium. Therefore a convergence

in t:,, is needed.

A convergence using w,, in the range 0.94 < w,., !_ 0.96 will usually give suffi-
ciently accurate results at reasonable numerical cost. Equilibria with higher w,, can
be used. but the equilibrium calculation must include many surfaces to sufficiently

resolve the metric terms near the plasma edge, making it computationally more ex-
pensive. It is therefore preferable to perform the convergence at smaller V,.. The
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comparison to the TSC results is excellent. The improved performance of NOV:'.-W

over TSC allows one to obtain convergence results using up to as 10-20 times less

computational time.

The Performance and utility of the NOVA-W code is demonstrated in two studies

.n which the passive growth rate is calculated with respect to incremental variations
in the surrounding vacuum vessel structure. The NOVA-W code is well suited for

such parameter scans because a good guess of the growth rate (based on results from

a neighboring point in the parameter study) reduces the computational effort. A

code such as TSC. on the other hand. must perform the same time consuming calcu-

!ation at each point in the parameter scan regardless of results at neighboring points.

Furthermore. NOVA-W can accommodate calculations for plasma-conductor configu-

rations in which the plasma is very poorly stabilized and the instability growth rate is

approaching the ideal time scale. Obtaining converged results for such a configuration
would prove very expensive using TSC because of the necessity of reducing the time

step to the ideal time scale.

The NOVA-W code has been applied to the study of active feedback of the CIT

tokamak design. The study focused on the comparison of effectiveness of the feedback

system with regard to flux-loop location within the vacuum vessel. The results com-

Dare favorably to a similar study previously undertaken using the TSC code. It was

seen that the sensitivity of the flux measurements varied with respect to the location

,-.'arious Doints along the inside wail of the vacuum yesset -"This greatly changes

the efcacv of the feedback system. At some locations with apparently reduced sen-

sitivity of the flux measurements to plasma position, an increase in derivative gain

can improve performance. At another location it was found that no combination of

gains could stabilize the plasma. It may be possible to improve the performance of

the feedback system bY subtracting the calculated effect of the active feedback coils

at the flux-loop position. but this analysis was not done here.

We have used the NOVA-W code to examine the deformable aspects of the plasma

on the feedback stabilization (passive and active). For the case of passive feedback

stabilization using discrete conducting plates it was found that the growth rate was

sensitive to the poloidal position of the plate. It was also seen that as the conducting

plates are moved to different positions around the plasma. the unstable eigenfunction

is modified. This modification (or deformation) of the non-rigid components of-the

motion serves to reduce the stabilizing effect of the conductors at the given position.

|~1
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The higher m components of the eigenfunction are modified such that the stabilizing

eddy currents in the conductors are reduced. For a given poioidal position of the

conductor it was found that if an m > I component induced stabilizing eddy currents

in that conductor, then the eigenfunction would be modified so that the magnitude

of this component is reduced with respect to the m = 1 component. Conversely,

if the particular m > 1 component induces destabilizing eddy currents, then the

eigenfunction will be modified to enhance the magnitude of this component with

respect to the m = I component.

We aiso used the NOVA-\V code to study the active feedback stabilization of

the PBX-M plasma. Three different locations for the flux-loop pairs were considered

while keeping all other aspects of the feedback system the same. It was found that

under the influence of active feedback the plasma would modify its eigenfunction in

such a wav as to reduce the sensitivity of the flux-loop pair to changes in the vertical

rispiacement. For some Rux-loop positions the feedback system was made ineffective

owing to the deformation. One pair of flux loops was sensitive enough that the plasma

deformation could not keep the feedback system from stabilizing the plasma. but the

deformation did reduce the stabilizing effect.

7.2 Future work

\Ve wiil-c-ntirtue to use the NOVA-W code to examine axisymmetric.stability

of tokamaks with particuiar interest in the deformable nature of the eigenfunction.

In particular. the TCV tokamak would prove to, be an interesting subject owing to

its strong cross-sectionai shaping. The variety of equilibrium configurations and the

variety of possible deformations that might therefore arise will prove to make an

interesting control problem. The NOVA-W code is ideally suited for such analysis.

An addition to the formulation of the active feedback matrices will allow us to be

able to subtract the effects of the coupling of the active feedback coils to the flux loops.

This should improve performance of the feedback system for many flux-loop locations.

Then the effect of the wall eddy currents alone on the flux-loop measurements can be

studied.

Finatly. we have seen that for all the equilibria and vacuum configurations con-

sidered here (fully symmetric about the midplane), the eigenfunction is purely anti-
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symmetric. If the eigenvalue solver can be reformulated so that the poloidal angular

dependence is expanded in terms of sin(me) instead of expimO). then the overall

number of poloidal harmonics M can be reduced by a factor of 2. Since the com-

;utation required in the calculation of the eigenvalue and eigenfunction goes as . 3.

"r'ts section of the code can be speeded up by a factor of 8. And since this part of

,he calculation typically takes 50% of the total CPU time (depending on the various

parameters of the calculation), it would be possible to improve the performance of

NO\'A-W by a factor of 4. Optimization and improved vectorization will improve the

performance even further.

-*A very sweet little problem. and I wouid not have missed it for a good

deal."

Sherlock Holmes, The Adventure of the Beryl Coro:



Appendix A

Self-adjointness considerations for
an active feedback system

Since the first two terms in Eq. (2.16) for 611' are manifestly seif-adjoint. our

discussion can be limited to .he vacuum contribution.

6~14',= Jd89JoP Tv 7, ) = (-:,) _ 0"7,2 - 2 o, dA. (A.1)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.1) is again clearly seif-adjoint. The

second term. which comes from the active feedback currents and which was zero in the

model without feedback, must be made explicitly seif-adjoint. We define the vacuum

..ux o.(r.8) in a manner similar to that in the previous section. Eq. (2 .23 ).

. o'(r)cosmO. (A.2)
mn=O

As we see in Fig. 2.6. the feedback coils lie even.yv spaced alone a circular contour of

radius r = R: therefore

S= = 'S" -S(r - R) J0Cos Md. (A.3)

Using Eqs. (A.3) and (A.2). the second term of (A.1) becomes

= Zo n)Jo. (A.4)

Consider now a feedback law that relates the coil currents to the perturbed flux

at the coils according to

j =gm.n.(R). (A.5)

155
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That is. the current in the m" term of the multipolar decompositiorn is proportional to

the n" harmonic of the perturbed vacuum flux at the feedback-coil contour through

the constant of proportionality 9,-

Therefore we see that I 1'12I becomes

-N = Z Z R)g, ' ( R). (A.6)

,n=1 n=1

We also see that if the gain matrix gmn is symmetric, i.e.,

g,,, = gnr , (A.7)

then 611' 2 and hence 6WI,. is self-adjoint.

The symmetry restriction on gn, constrains the relationship between the feedback-

current coefficients L,, and the Fourier coefficients D,, of the perturbed flux on the

plasma-vacuum boundary. This relationship is obtained in two stages. In the first

stage. the matching conditions for the vacuum flux are applied at the boundary

between regions I and II in the vacuum (see Fig. 2.6). In the second stage the

matching conditions are applied at the plasma-vacuum interace.

Stage i

Continuity of o, at r = R from Fqs. (2.39) and (2.40) gives

B1 - L. R2m = B. (A.SI

There is a jump in the normal derivative of the flux between Region I and Region 1I

due to the feedback-coil currents that, are on the interface contour. If we integrate

Eq. ,. ) over a cylindrical volume with radius just greater than that of the feedback

coil contour r = R-. and subtract the volume integral with radius just inside the

contour r = R-. we can calculate the jump condition.

fV',dA- (h 7,)dl /d.4 -6t5(r - R)J cos(mO) (A.9)

or

f" i 1r:I -~~ d r dO Z 6(r - R).17cos(mO)(A10

=f9o)
d8 J' co--GO
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This gives us the jump condition

M, am
rr- 0lo A. - 1)

9r r . dr .=-:7-J. -,.)

fherefure Ecs. 12.39) and 1'2.40). along with this Iump condition, give us a second
)oundarv condition:

B1- LR 2 B-=0 (A.12)

Thus
L, R-"

LJO (A.13)

Inserting Eq. (A.13) into Eq. (2.39) and using definition Eq. (A.5) gives us a new

definition for o:

c"(,. ) N B - ( = 21m .9,mn o(R) cos m). (A.14)

Then soiving for o(r( at r R obtains

o (R) = 6S,, - --9,mm, B,,R'. A.15)
L 2,rM

Substituting Eq. (A.15) into Eq. (A.5) and then that result into Eq. (A.13) gives
'Is

Lm = C B,,. iA.16)

nere the ?n-atrx .C-,n -i& defined by

Cm,,, - gmR 1mij -

=' 2R- n.R- ,,,, r - 9 (A.17)

Therefore Eq. (A.16) relates the Region I vacuum coefficients B' to the feedback
coefficients L,,, via the matrix C,.

Stage 2

The other boundary condition that we must satisfy is the continuity of perturbed

flux across the plasma-vacuum interface. This implies that

D, mcos mO B, rmcos m6 - L, m cos m9i, (A-18)

where

r' = I - aCos40-O(a2) at W = 1. (A.19)
2
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Equating Fourier coefficients on each side of Eq. (A.18) at each order, solving

for B1 in terms of D, and L,, and substituting into Eq. 'A.16) gives the matrix

equation

L = Gm Dm A.20)



Appendix B

NOVA Matrix Operators

In this aopendix we present the explicit form for the matrix operators used in

Ecs. ,3.121 and (3.131 in Section 3.1. In addition. the three projections of the mo-

-nentum equation in the NOVA formulation are shown. as weil as the definitions for

-he three components of the perturbed magnetic field. Q,, Q,. and Qb.

The matrices C. D. E' and F are defirred by

2K, G
C = i/ .(B-1)

L7% S' B ,,.. •---T-B K,

D 6 B(B.2)

2B w 22-? 7A\

r w ~B.viv 22 B -V

E -(B.3)
'vP-B 2  "P2oK, 8-- ---',- B • " - .

FB x~w VVb' 2  J.BB V-2PK

F= (B.4)
-2K,-

159
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160 Appendix B. NOVA Matrix Operators

Here we have
2 B.7 B 7t. 7tbi

G=2p-- P'PK- 7v B-/- 2 B 2

also Bx -
K,, K-V w and K, =K B (B-6)

where

K( V.() (B.T)
B B

is the magnetic field curvature, and

=(B x 77,) .7 x (B.8)
k 2

is the negative local magnetic shear. Furthermore. p is the mass density, -1 is the ratio

of specific heats. P is the equilibrium pressure. and P' = )P &*.

The three components of the momentum equation come from taking projections

Of the momentum equation. Eq. (3.1). along ',. B x Vtt. and B:

7,.L' - P: 2 ,up,,- ',B -7 B . (B.9)

-( 2.S- B-J) B.,-S,)-2(K '7,'b.
B2

BB x (t.. 7P1 = -p.' , -,B.JB ., tB.10)

-8 2 B- 7" ( B  s,) 2K B V z.'Qb.

and
2 p, B 7.(p - P',. (B.11)

Here we have
Q = B- 7,, (B.12)

Q2 = - ,B . . S ,). (B. 13)

and

Qb B2B • -i-b- B2V, -)K -. B x Vv)(, - 2(K • Ku,)--(# P,..
(B.1.4)
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Here is defined by

'7 - 7v, B 7-z-

\-,= V . [ :2 [2iv .z ] B 2  B.15)

-2K-(B x Vw) .-B ).



I have some few references to make."

Sherlock Holmes. The Sign of Four
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Miere is the ttse man? Where is the scholar?

I'here is the philosopher of this age?

Has not God made fooish the wisdom of the worid?

For the foolishness of God is wiser than man's wisdom.

a.na the weakness of God is stronger than man's strength.

I Corinthians 1: 20. 25
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